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ANNEX 90
Report of the Select Committee on the Excision of the Chagos Archipelago, June 1983

REPORT

or

The Select Committee on the Excision of the
Chagos Archipelago
1- ln(Todudicn
l.

On 21 st July [ 982, the following motion standing in the name 'o{ the

Honourable The Prime Jvlinister was unanimous::y approved:.. This Assembly is of the opinion that in accordance wjtb Standing
Order 96 of the Standing Orders and Rules of the Legislative
Assembly, a Select Committee of the Honse consisting of not more
tha..n nine members to be nominated by Mr Speaker. be appotnted
to look into the circumstances which Jed to and foHowed the e.xciM
sion. of the Cbagos ArchlpC.:ago, in.cludmg Die.go Garcia, from Mauritius in 196S and the e.."tact nature of the transactions that took
place with documents in· support and to report; the said Se!ect
Committee to have powers to send for persons. papers and
records.'' {l)

2. On 20th August 1982, Mr Speaker nominated the !allowing Honourable Members to forru part of the Select Committee (2) ; The Honourable MinJs1er of Finance
The Honourable Minister of Commercel Industry~ Pri~s &. Consumer Protection
The Honourable Minister ot E.x:temal Aitairs, Tourism & Emigration

The Hononi-lllble Miruster of Agriculture. Fisheries & Natu.ra.1
Resources
The Honourable Attorney-Oen.er.a.I and 'Minister for WomenJs Rights
&. Family Affairs
The Honourable Mnilirter for Rodrigues & the Outer Is!an~
The Hononra ble A. Gayan
Dr the Honoura b~e
Peertbum
The Honourable Mrx F .. Rous.sety

s:

At its first meeting,· the Sele-et Committee unanimously elected ihe
Honourable Jean-Claude d1.il'Estrac, then Minister of External Affairs, Tori..

3.

riBm and Emigration. to the Chair._

The .Committee met on 1I occasions and in the course of it5 proceedings heard witnes&eS whose name, are listed in Appendix 'A • ·of this Report
4.

.
[1) M1u.iritius Le.gjslarh•c Asse.mbly-Debatu No. S of lht 1uJy 1982-Col I0.26· [Oj6.
(2} MauritiWI Lr:-ins.1,dive Assembf y-Deba.t.ei No. 17 of 10th Aur!.15-! 1982-

Col. 2397-2398.

.

- ,
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Il - The Cbagos Archipelago
The·Chagos Archipelago -until 8th November 1965. a dependency

S.
of Mauritius - comprise& the islands of Diego Garcia, Egmont or six Islands,
Peros Ban.hos~ Salomon Islands, Troi.s Freres, ,nctuding Danger Island and
Ea.fe Island. It lies some 1200 miles north~east of ?'Ila uritius and covers an
area from 7"39' to 4°41' Sand tram 70"50' to 72°41"' E. The largest island
of the group is Diego Garcia which is abo11t l ! square miles.

6. The early history of the archipelago is closely associated with that
of the Sey-chell~ which were both explored by the Portuguese as far back as
the first b.a.1f of the sixteenth century. Since tb.eni both archlpelagoes have
known the fate. common to th.e other islands of the region which changed
hand.a> most pa.r:ticolarly. according to the hazards of the long standing
rivalry between the British and ilie French in the Indian Ocean. It is to be
noterl--as a premonition to the present status of Diego Garci.a~that on
18th March 1786 an attempt was made from Bombay~ by the East 1ndia
Company to convert the island into a military base.Cl) The venru.re proved
unsuccessful. But when~ during World War II. Diego Garcia happened to be
a valuable •naval poet of calr (2). the assesm:ient proved to be a worthy
one which datrJi back as far as 1769 when the French Naval Lieutenant La Fontaine made 'a thorough survey of the hay the first sign of Fren~
appreciation of the possible strategic value of that island. (3)
J

IndeedJ the strategical situation of the main island of the Chagos Archipelago--about 3,400 miles from the Cape of Good Hope2 2.600 miles from
the North West Cape, Australia, 2.2.00 miles from Bcrbera,. Somalia and
1,900 miles from Masinth bland. OmatJ {4}-was bound to make of Diego
Garcia a point of capital importance in modem gco,.politics. This position1
in the nearest vicinity of the Maldives and of India.t becam.e more evident
after World War Il when England gradually withdrew from the regio°"7 in
the wake of its new policy of granting political independence to its colonies.
7. Hence, the Cbagos Archipelago was bomld to play a pre-eminent
role. in what tended to constitute. through Britain's witbdrawat 'one of the
largest and most complex. power vacuums of the post-w-d.! periods.' (5) Later.,
the Gulf c:risis was 1000 to make of the region a most straregic fteld of action
{or the powers which are bent upon controlling the energy routes to Europe
and Asia ..
(1) Aug.u!le: Toussaint-I!Ocian In~eu aux XVIlle sitc!~-FJa..cn.mario:n, p. 6.5'.
(.l) JaeJ !..a.rua-Ditga Garcia; P-olitic.al clouds over a vilal U.S. besc. S1ra:tqjc lleview:
Winter l9fl2-Unittd Sla~ Strategie los:titutt, J>, 46..
'
{l) Robert Sicott-Limuria.~ The ~ r Depe:n.dccci~ o! Maurrtnlll ..... Oxford Unive.niity
Prrss, p. 2.44,
(4) Rob~ Scott -Op. ciL p. 6S..
(5) Jo.l!I Larus--0:p. ci't.

f ~A.1lUNAL LIIH(ARY
1

Republic of 1v1auritius

8. It might be useful to record bere that it was not long aft~r the British
cblonisa tion of J\.fauritius tb.a t the islands which constituted tlie dependencies
· thereof became an object of considerahJe interest to the new administering
government. Ou 21st Match, 1826, the House of Commons voted a resolution
a.skrog that an address be presented to His ¥ajesty requesting that he ,,e
graciously pleased to give directions ,ilia~ ~e_re be laid before this Hoose a
return o! the mimber of all the islands, which come under the denomination
of dependend€S of Mauritrus, shovnng their geogn:phical position in reference to that island. the extent of their territory~ and any census which may
have been taken of their population together with their civil and military
establishments and the description of naval force which may have been
statrooed there at any time since the conquest of tbe colony.i (1) Complying
with the request. Sir Lowry Cole. the then Governor of ?Yfauritius. submitted~
on 19th S~ptember of the same year. to Lord Ba thu.rst what one of hi.s
successors described as ·the fuit catalogue of the dependencies of Mauritius
ever to have been compiled' and wbicb even included two islands 'which
now known to have existed only in the unagin.a.tion of cartographers.' (2)

are

9. However, since the coming into force of the instructions contained in
the Letters Pa.tent et 3.1 August 1903 whlch made ol. the Seychelles a colony
ad.roinistra!ively independent from Mauritius,. thought was constantly given
by the British Government to the necess:5ty of sharing between the two
<;olorut-s lbe isJands around. Such an exercise was conctuderl in 1921 and the
.Chagcs Archipelago remained one of the lesser· dependencies of Mauritius .
.

i l l - The.. Brltilh Indhn Ocean Ter.mory

10. The long a...t.!Sociat{on of the Cbagos Archipelago with Mauritius
ea.me to an end on 8th November 1955 with the coming into force of the
British Indian Ocean Territory Order (Appendix 'B"). The new 0 coiony''
originally included not ooly the Cbag.os Archipelago. but the Farquhar Islands.
the Aldabra Group and the islands of Dcuoches ·wh,icb formed part o! the
then British Colo~y of the Scychelle.t. Mention Q.f these dependencies of the
~ychelles is of strong political relevance. The two main political parties of
the Seychelles which met the British Authorities duriµg the first comtitntional
talks on the independence o! that country (14-27 March 1975) .made it a
point to claim the islands back,. hut to no avail. However, as a result of the
second b.illcs with the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and which cu}mj.
nated into the independence of the then colony (28th Ju.w:. 1976) the Farqu.ha.r
Islands. the Aldabra Group and the islands of Desroches were tinally returned
to the Seychelles. Hence. with the coming into force on 28th June 1976, of
the British Indian Ocean Territory Ordor 1976, the 'rerritnry• now comprises
only the Chagos Arcbipe;lago. one of the fonn~ lesser dependencies pf

M,,...
•..a~.
~.1Jui.

(1) Maurltiua Arehivu-SA 9.
(:2) Robert Scott op. ~L p. l.
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11. The; ex~ision from M2urstius o:f the Chagos Archipelago· was effected
in accordance with the provisions of the Colonial Boundaries Act. 1895,
but in complete violat_ion of Resolution 6 of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples voted by tbe 948th
General J,;feeting of the United Nations Organizations, on 14th December
1960 (A_ppendix l'.C'). Later.
[i) the United Nations General Assembly Reso]ution 2066 voted
oo 16th December 1965 {Appendix 'D'J,. in line with the
Declaration on 1be Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peop[es {Appendix. 'C'}: and
Cill the Resolution on Die.go Garcia voted by the Assembly of

Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African
Uruty at its 17th Ordinary Session in Sierra Leone iro.m 1st to
4th July 1980. (Appendix. 'E")

will be flouted in the same manner.
12.. It would be wrong, however, to pretend that the excision of the
Chagos Archipelago was a unilateral exercise on the part of Great Britain.
In z statement in the House of Commons, no less a person than the Prime
Minis1er of Great Britain declared that Uthe Government of Mauritrus have
been kept fully informed ot and have raaed no objection to. the proposed
me of Diego Garcia as a naval communication facility·•. (1) Details of such
conn.ivence~ together with the Select Cmnmittee,s opinion on the legal and

moral validity of the transaction. are shown later !D. the report. (Para. 52).
Toe Committee. however, hastens to re,cord that the -attitude of the political
delegation which attended the Mauritius Constitutional Talks 1965 when the.
question was first mooted is in sh4iirp contrast with the firm and patriotic
stand of the Seychelles political leaders who succeeded during the CoMti.tutional Talks which preceded the independence of the Seychelles to :recover
the territorial int.egrity of their country#
13. The first public annc;iuncement in regard to the excision was made
in the House of Commons on 10(:h November 1965 by the then Secretacy of
Stlte far the Colonies. Mr Anthony Greenwood. (2.). The news. embargoed
for release in Mauritius at 20.00 ·hrs on that day, reproduced in e.xtenso the
Secretary of State's statement .and contains the . vague indication that the

islands would be used for ... defeooe facilities by the 'British and United States
Governments..'', Mention is also made therein of the compensation to be
·paid to the company which exploi.ted the plantations on the islands, the coot
· of uresettling elsewhere those· inhabitants who can no longer remain there"

and aIJ. additional grant of £3m. for development projects in Mauritius
(Appendix ~). La.terJ the frcehol& were acquired at agreed prices totalling

£1,013.200.
(1) Holl.Se of Commons deM.tec-Vol. 81l 1 Cot j~i.
(2) Howe ol Commons d.e:ba.te1r-Vol 7201 Col, 1-2.
·

.
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. :.: . 14. The decision· of t te Britisb Government became immediately a
matter of big concern to me ;t of the countries of the world and_ particularly
to tltorwe located in the Inc tan_ Ocean and which· ·saw in the proc~s the
begiDn.ing of a long term n· ilitarization of the region, with inevitable riski
©rinvolveme.nt in nu.clear w. dare.
15. On the e.xcision is:ue. as early as 16th December 1965. the United
Nations, as its 1398.th Plenar I Assembly voted a ResoJu6on i.n.vitmg. inter alia,
tthe administering power to take no action which would d:ismember the terri~
tory of Nfuuri1ius and violue its territorial integrity.'!, {Appendix D).

16. The Resolution d .d not~ in the least, deter the British Goyernment
in its plans. On 30th Dece: uber ·t 966, an Exchange of Notes was s~gned in
London between the Un.ite d Kingdom an.d the Unit~d States Governmen1s
on the Availability of certain Indfan Oce2n Islands for Defence Purposes
.(Co~on Paper No. 323 I) ·and which confirmed the dea 1 to use the islands
in a ioint military venture by fhe :nvo countries. Indeed .. the United States
Government agreed at the very
< to contribute up to £ 5ro towards the
coots of setting up the Bi. tish Indian Ocean Territory, by waiving. to that
ex.tent research and deve~o.F ment ~t1rcharge.s for the United Kingdom purchase
ot tbe Polaris roi!i&He syste ro.' <I) : The jslands of the British Indian Ocean
Territory were made availz .b~e for the defence purposes of both governments
for an initial period of 50 years. {2)

start
1

17. The nature of tlu ~ defence arrangements was first r~leased to local
public information in a press communique i~ued on 3rd December l 965 by
the Government of Mauriti:us and which indicated "that at the time the matter
was discussed with the M:e tu.ritius Government, tbe British and the American·
Governments were conside ring the establishment of a commun.icatioiis centre,
rupporo.ng facilities and a, naval refuelling depot.. on the. islands. {3) The
disturbing e!ement in the ~ communique and which was for the first time
brought to the public kn, ow~edge refers to prior consultation with the Government of Mauritius on the issue. This feature will be analysed later in the
report. {Paras 39-44) In i 1ddition~ it should be noted that the relatively more
detailed press re!ease of 1the Maurifrus Government be.an contrast ,vith the
euphemistic approach of t .he United Kingdom Govern,ment which persisted as
late as 1970. on the eve of an upgrading of such facilities~ to pretend that
these innocently consisted. of ua limited United States naval communications
centre. partly operated b ,y the United Kingdom and which wou~d provide
communications support . to United States and Uruted Kingdom shlps and
aircraft in the Indian Ocr ean... (4)
(1) House ol Ct:lm1llons d 'ielutttt-Vol. !.99. Col. 271-212,

(2) House of Commons d i,e.bstea-Vo.L 87~ Col. 1274.
(3)' Mauritius I.egislatiw ~ A.sserobiy del:xa.t~ No. 21 .of 14th. Docembe.r, 195.S,
C:oL-1RS0-185L· --.. - ·. (4) Hous..: of Comm.ons- 1 debates-Nol, .808, Col. 328.
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These arrangements, within the terms of the 1966 Exchange o! Notes.
were approved. in principle, by the United Kingdom Government in 1968. A
further Exchange o.f Notes was signed on 24th October. 1972, an.d the facility
began operating in 1973 (I) when tbe United Kingdom Government agreed to
"a limited expansion of the radio s1ationu (2) in addition to the original
defence facilittes which were said then to '"'corJ,Sist of a United States navy
radio station, an 8..000 ft runway which is not capable of ~ing the larger
transport and h.nker aircra,ft. fully laden: a natural anchorage ,re.strictecl in
draught and turning room; ac...""OIIlillooation for some 450 personnel; ancl
limited aircraft parking space and oil storage facilities.•~ (2)
18. However. on 5th February.. 1974. a statement made in the House of
Commons by the Secretary of State fm Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs.,
Mr Julian Amery. revealed th.at Her Majestfs Government had agreed in
principle to a prop~al of the United States Government made in January
l974 and in accordance with the 1966 Anglo·American Agreement {C.Om..
mand Paper No. 3231) to the expansion of the facilities at Diego Garcia and
which would involve uimprovements to the anchorage and to the air.field as
well as to the shore faci1ities The Jast part of the st.arement is ho-we11er ..
:indicative of military concern of a larger dimemion~·'Her Majesty's Government have long felt that it is desirable in the
general Western interest to balance increased Soviet activities in
the Indian Ocean area. Accordingly. they welcome the expansion
of the Unit.ed States facilities which will also be available for
Bntish use. Against this background, the United States and the
British Governments have agreed to consult periodically on joint
objec:.ti.ves. poticie.s. and activities in the area. A,, regards the use of
the expanded faciliti~ in oormal circ11lll8tarices. the United States
an~ Britl&h representatives in Di~go Garcia will inform each other
of intended movements of ships and aircraft. In other circumn.ances
the use of the facilities- would be a matter for the joint decision of
the two G~vernments. (3)
0

•
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Later, on 20th March. 1974. the Under-Secretary of State for Foreign
and Commonwealth Affa.in~ Miss Joan Lestor. again stressed that one of the
reasoos for the United Kingdom's acceptance of the United St.ates proposal
was the fact that the Soviet nava] presence in the Indian Ocean had increased·
steadil)' in quantity and quality over the last fi.\'e years and is larger than that
of the. Western countrJes. (4)
.
'
{11 Bouie ot Commons deba.te&-Vol. g70; C(JJ.1214~
(2) Holllle o! CoIDJT1on& d6ba.tJ:.s-Vo1. 891; Cot. l.04~

,
(l) Hoi:,se of Commons 'tte.batc»-Vo[. 868; Col, 276-277.
{4) House. of' Commons deba.tr;!t-V cl. 87(); Col.l27S.

'1

An assessment of the actual milita,ry arrangements on tbe i.s.!ands
---is-- obviously difficult and whatever may be their size and nature is immaterial
'tfrtbis report. On two occasions at least-llth March and 22nd July. 1975·tne then British Secretary of State for Defence. Mr Roy Mason~ declared to
:the House or Commom that it was not t.he policy of the British Government

..

19~

confirm or deny the presence of nuclear weapo~ in ships, aircraft or
.any particular Iocation°-a statement pregnant with alarming military
connotations,
;~ 1;-

Ten da}~ after the announcement in regard to the constitution of the
British Indian Ocean Territory. the then Secretary o{ State {or the Colonies.
ty[r Anthony Greenwocd. declared to the House of Commons: uThere is
certainly no question of any derogation from Britain·s sovereignty of these
territories:• 0) And. later, the then Secretary of-State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs. Mr Hattersley. re-echoed: "The island of Diego Garcia
js British Sovereign Territory!" (2) At this stage. the Committee cannot dis-miss the fact that su.ch sovereignty was claimed in the teeth of strong opposition- b::om the United Nations Organisation.. the Organisation of ,African.
tln.ity and .most of the independent States in the Indian Ocean, including
India, whose :Prime Minister,. lvlrs Indira Gandhi_. on 7th February. 1974.
li.igltligbted the danger that the militarization of the Cbagos Archipelago corutitut.ed for the security of her country.

IV - Tile M.aurititu CorutitutiouI Conferftlce, 1965
20. On 7th September. l 965~ a Mauritius delegation comprimlg representatives of the Mauritius Labour Party. the Parti Mauricfon Social Demo~t.e. the fudependent Forward Bloc. the Mm:lim CommiUee of Action and
two independent Members of the Legi.t~ati.ve Assembly (Appendix G) met
at Lanaairter House. under ·the chainnan.shlp of the then Secretary of State
for the Colonies, Mr Anthony Greenwood, "to reach agreement on the \iti.·
mate status of Mauritius. the time of a~on to it.. whether accession should
b~ preceded by conmltation with the people an<L if so. in what form. 11 (3)
~e Conference met. until 24th September, 1965.
'.

21. The claun for independence was supported at the Conference by the
Mauritius Labour Party., the lndepeodent Forward Bloc and the Muslim c.om..
inittee of Action, although this party had putup certain conditions in regard to
the electoral system. The Parti Mauricien Social Democrate advocated, as
a .substitute for independence. close constitutional assodatrons wjth Great
Bi:itain and submitted that. in any event_. the. people of Mauritius mould be
allowed to express their preference in a free referendum.
(1) House of Commons debat~s Vol. 720t OoL B09.
(11 House ot Onnmoos- debates Vul. 812. CoL J27.
{3) llepa:rt of the Mauritius Oloatitutroi:ial Coo!arc.n.c.-Se.ptc:mbc.r t 96S-St:.ssiona.1
Paper No. 15 of 19651 p. l.

22. In the fin.al communique issued on 2Ath September 1965. the Secretary of" State for the Colonies ruled out the proposal submitted by ihe Parti
Mauricien Social Democratc for association with Great Britain on the ground
that "given the known strength of tbe support for independence. it was clear
that strong pressure for this wouJd be bound to continue and that in such a
state of association neither u.nrertainty nor the acute political controversy
about ultimate status would be- dispelled. ·u The plea for a referendum whkhs
in the Sec~f!tary of State's opinion would prolong athe current uncertainty
aod political controversy in a way which would harden and deepen communal
divisioDB and rivalries" w.as also discarded. The United Kingclom"s Government ultimate decision on the issue was to .fix a date and take necessary
steps to declare Mauritius independent aft.er a period of she months full
internal self-government if a resolution asking fc::ir this was p~ed by a simple
majority of the new Assembly ... (D
0

23. The final communique also referred to the following defence
arrangements between the British and the Mauritius Governments : 23. At this final Plenary meeting of the Conie.rence the Secretary
of State also indicated that the British Government had given
careful consideration to the views express-ed as to the desirability
of a defence agreement being entered into behveen the British
and Mauritius Governments covering not only defence against
external threats but also a.ssista.nce by the British Government
in certain circumstances io. the event of threats to the internal
security of Mauritius. The Secretary of State announced that
the British Governmeot was willing in prin.cipJe to negotiate
with the Mauritius Government before independence tbe terms
of a defence agreement whlcb would be signed and come into
effect immediately after independence. The British Government
envisaged that snch an agreement might provide that, in ·the
event of an external threat to either country, the two governments would consult together to decide wbat action was
n.ec:essa ry for mutual defence. There . would also be joint.
consultation on any requ~t from the Mauritius Gove:ri:unent
m the eveot of a threat to the internal security of Mauritius.

Such an agreement won.Id contain provisions under which on
the one hand the British Government would undertake to assist
in the provision of training for. and the secondment of trained
personnel to. the Mauritius police and security forces: and on
the other band ·the Mauritius Government would agree to the
continued enjoyment by Britain of existing rights and facilities
in H.1'1.S. MauritiU!!i and at Plaisance Airfield. (2}
(1) Report of the :h,fauri:6'1l.l Can.stitutfoaal Conle.rmce-Sept::mbc.r l'96S-Sessiona.l'
Papr.r No. 6 of 1965) _p, -4•

. , '(2.} dp.

cit~ p. 5.
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That section. of the communique which touches upon military arra.-ngemakes no mention of any agreement in regard to the excision (Jf any

~e:nts

~ .0

r

the Mauritian territory in the context of either mutual defence· Qr
..what was ultimately termed 0 in th.e general western interest to balance
-~c.reased Soviet activities in the Indian Ocean.,, U)
However,. in the light of evidence produced by representatives o{ the
:,Political parties which took part in the Mauritius Constitutional Conference
·._I:965. and which is reviewed at paragraph 25 hereunder. the Committee is
c.o.o;,inced~ without any possible doubt, that. at a certain time while the
Constitutional talks were on. the question was mooted. And, further, the
Committee is satisfied that the genesis of the whole transaction is intimately
-con.nocted with the constitutional issue then under consideration.

The Committee .regrets tha~ apart from Sir Seewoosagur
Ramgoolam who Jed tbe Mauritius Labour Party delegation, the leaders of
!he other participating political parties are nc:r more. Nevertheless. the Com,mfrtee has been fortunate enough to hear members f.rom each of th.e parties
present at Lancaster H.ouse1 in September 1965.

.

24.

25.
under:

Their reports to the Select Committee can be wrnmarized as here,.

A The

Maurifi113 Labour Party

The Mauritius ~hour Party., led by the then Premier and
M.in1ster of Finance-, Dr t.he Rooourable Seewoosagur
Ramgoolam. now Sic Srewoosagu.r R.amgoolam. was1 oru:neri~
cally speaking.. the mOBt important political party whlch attended ~e Constitutional Conforem;e. Sir Seewoosagur was heard
by tbe Select Committee o.o 6th December 1982. He declared
that the eventual excision of. the Chagos Archipelago from
· Mauritius n~ver appeared on the agenda of the Constitutional
talks nor wa.s it ever brou,&.bt for dis~ion in Mauritius prior
to the Conference. It was only. while- the t:a1n were 00 that he
had two privat.e meetin~ with the British Authorities; one •
. at 101 Downing Street where the. Britmh Oovw-omenfs dC';cision
to grant independence to Mauritius was communicated to him
by the then Prime Minister. and the second, on 23rd September,
1965, in one of the committee rooms of Lancaster House where
he was,.. fot the first time, informed by the Secretary of State.
~ Mr. Anthony Greenwood, of the United KiDgdom 1s intention of
detaching the Chagos Archipelago from Maurltiw.
1

{1) House of Comm'ons debates Vol. 868> Col. 277.
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-- Sit Seewoosagur rlec~ed tha1 he· accepted the exci&ion, in
princrple, as {i) he felt h.e had no legal instrument to prohibit the
-United Kingdom Government from exercising the powers conferred upon jt by the Colonial Boundaries Act 1895, which
power! could not be resisted even by India when the partition
of this country took pla~e before
independence {ii) he could
not· then assess the strategfo importance of. 1be archipelago
which consiste~ of islands very remote from Mauritius and
virtually unknown to most Mauritians and (iii) it was concretely
expressed to him that the islands would be used as a communi-cations centre and not a.s a military base.

,ts

Sir Seewoosagur strongly emphas!sed that. at no tune~ during
that meeting and during meetings he had su.bsequeotJy with the
Secretary. of State - :after the Constitutional ta.lk:s - to discuss
details of the excision 1 was he made aware that the United
St.a~ of America were in the deal and that the islands would
be required for a joint U .K. tu .S.A. defence venture. So much
so tb.ar the statement made in tl:Je Legislative ~mb1y. on
14th December· 1965, by the then Acting Premier, Mr Guy
Forget1 (Appendix •pJ) a1me as a surprise to him. He even
_declared ta the Select Committee that the circumstances which
Jed to the introduction in that statement of certain elements then
unknown to 'him were still shrouded in 'mystery1. He did not
~eny, however! that while th~ Conference was OD., a Mauritian
delegation led by late Mr Guy Forget met the Minister iI).
Charge of Economic Affairt in the American Embassy in Lon-don.
·
Sir Seewoosagnr maintained that the choice be made between
tlre independence of Mauritiu& and the excision of the archipelago was a most judicious one. ·He thought, however. tlt.at
had all the politic:al parties present at Lancuter House been
united in the claim for indcpeodente. better conditions might
-hav·e been obtained. But. the Patti Mauricien Social Democrate
{P.M.S.D.) walked out of the Conference. as soon as it became
evident .that independence could· not be a voided.
.
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· . Sir:Seewoosagur rec~lled that~~ -one of tbe meetings on the
· excision ·issue., with the Secretary of Statew be st.res.!ed that the
sover~gnty _of Me'llritius over the islands should be maintained
and .a_IJ right,s connected with fishing and ~~raJ prospection
:s.f;1o~ld b.e p_reserv_cd. He.also claimed the. poss~bility for planes
to use the strip on -Diego Garcia !or any emergency landing on
their route to and from Mauritius. No records of these proceodings were communicated to h.hn~ but be had the impression
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.that. apart from the claim for sov~eignty. all the other points
were agreeable to the British Government including a propo~
.sition that, in the event of ex.cision1 · the islands would be
returned to Mauritius when not needed by the United Kingdom
Government He. recognised,, however. that apart from certain
statements made by himself and members of hrs Govemroent in
international meetings, no officjal request had ·been made tor
the :retrocession of the islands to Mauritius-.
Touchin_g upon the question of the displacement of the Ilois
community, Slr Seewoosagur said .that it was never raised with
him at any time in Londop ~nd whatever correspondence he
exchanged later in Mauritius with the British .High Commission

on the subject, had to rake into account the unexpected nature
of the statement made in the House by fate Mr Guy Forget.
(Appendix rF)

Sir Veerasamy Ringadoo confirmed that, at no time. was tbe
question of the excision of the Cbagos Archipelago brought on
th.e table of the Mauritius Constitutiooal C.Onference of Septem~
ber 1965. He might h.ave been informed of such proposals af1er
the privat.e meeting Sir Seew006agu.r Ramgoolarn had with the
Secretary of State. Mr l\.nthouy Greenwood. on 23rd September1
196.5. He did not object to the _principle of the excision as he
felt that. being given the defence agreement entered into with
Great Britain

(par:agra ph. 23)--a decision which had the
unanimous support of all political parties present at Lancaster
House, most particularly in view o! the social situation which
had deteriorated in Mauri~ United Kingdom Government sbauid be given the mealli to honour such agreement It
wa.s in this coot.ext that he viewed the excision ot the i.d.ands
which were to be used as a communications station.
Sir Veera.samy stated thati about one week after the Constitutional talks. sir· Seewoosagur R..amgooiam and himself bad

discussions with officials taf the Foreign Office on the excision
h.,ue, where both of them streised that OJ when no Jooger
needed. the islands shouJd be returned to Mauritius {ii) all
rights connected with fishing and mineral prosp,ection would be
maintained for Mauritius (ili) the possibility for planes- ro use
the str:ip on Diego Garcia I m any -emergency, on their route to
and from Mauritius should be ·recognized and (iv) 'all the
requirements for the installation of the station and for the food
and everything would. as fur as possible. be taken from Maun·
tius.s Unfortunately. no minutes of this meeting were circulated.
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Sir Veerasamy supported Sir Seewoosagurs contention tb:at
n.othing was heard in Mauritius about 1he excision until Mr
Guy Forget made a statement in the Legislative Assembly on
14th December. 1965. He a1so maintained that the substance of
this statement was absolu·'tely alien to the nature of the talks
be had. in company of Sir Seewoooagur> with the officials of the
Foreign O.fficei in London.

Sir Harold Walter also stated that, at no time in J..i!a.uritius,
prior to the Constitutional ta.l.ks~ was the question of the exdsion brought llp for discussion.. He happened to 1earn of tbJs
issue when he saw the definition of the State of Mauritius in a
draft Constitotion p1epared for the country by the Colonial
Office, He then questioned Sir Seewoosagur Ramgooiam on the
matter and the la tier revealed to him that he had to make some
con.cessions on that score. as he felt that at one time during the
Conference. the British Authorities t.enrled to agree to the
claim of. tbe Patti Mauricien Social Democrate (P...M.S.D.) for a
referendum..
Sit Harold did not resist the stand taken by the Leader of 1he
Mauritius La hour Party as he knew the amount of pressure
that was made to bear on the Onited Kingdom Government
against the grant of independence ·to Mauritius. Moreover!
public opiniQD in the country was largely divided on the nature
of constitutional progress to be achieved. Indeed. he had got
Sir Seewoosagur~s assurance that the abandonment of the
Cha.gos Archipelago had been agreed on certain conditions,
namely. that (i) fishing and mineral prospection rights would be
preserved for Mauritius (ii) the islands would be returned when
no more needed and (iii) Mau.ritia:ns would be employed to work
there. He further stressed that no Mauritian delegate present
at Lancaster House had expressed any dissent on the pr.inciple
of the excision.
Sir Harold d~iared having been made aware of the United
Statei intere:st in the a:rchip~lago ''years afteru the Constitutional
Conference. Everything that could have been published on that
. issue before or immediately after the t.alks might have escaped
bis attention u he was ma.inly interested in the accession of
Mauritius to national sovereignty.
1

Sir Harold stated that the question of the Uois wa-s ral$ed in
London and they were considered as Mattritians who had
migrated to work on the islands. Haweverj tbe amount of
compensation to be paid by the United Kingdom was not dis~
cussed at his level and he came to know' a bout it much later.

ll
Sir Sate.am Boolell informed the Committee that the question
of the excision of the Chagos Archipelago was raised by the
British Officials in private with Sir Seew006.agur RamgooJam..
in London. He was not much concerned about it as he only
bad in mind the independence of Mauritius. He can vaguely
re-oollect that the United Kingdom Government wanted Diego
Garcia to be used as a signal station. and that the whole
archipelago would be returned to Mauritius wh~n no more.
needed. He was further given to understand that all mineral
r~ources around the islands would remain the property of the
Government of Mauritius. At no time was he made aware of the
United States involvement in the d.c:al.
Sir Sateam further added tb11t, in spite of the fact ilia t he

was

then the M:ini.ster responsible for agriculture, he had no idea of
any bid for the sale of Mauritian sugar on the American market
as that transaction was in the hands of the Mauritius Sugar
Syndicate.
Sir Satcam affirmed that he did not attend any meetings where
the excision of the Chagos Archipelago ,vas discussed and on
this question he had put all his trust in the wisdom and e..~pe-rience of Sir Seewoosagur R.amgoolam,

.B. The Parli Mauricien Social Democrate (P M.S.D.J
The first political commotion which took place in Mauritius.,
as a result of the exc;sion of tlle Chagos ArchiJ'Clago was tbe
resignation .. on 11 th November., t96S, of ·the three P.M.S.D.
Ministers {Messrs Koenig, Duval and Devienne) from the
coalition Government T.he next day, they convened a press
conference in Port Louis and explained that the reason for
their resignation was Government stand in regard to the e.,:ci~
sion of the Chagos Archipelago~ The party's leader. Mr Koenig.
stressed that the -P.M.S.D. was not against the use of the arcbi..
pelago for a joint United KingdomfUnited States defence
venture. But his party f~lt that Government should have reta1ned
the sovereignty of Mauritius over the is!ands and negotiated
their occupation, on the best poss?ble terms, direct with the
occupying powers. The P .M.S.D. had in mind the possibility
of securing a .substantial sugar quota on the United States market and defining a policy of emigration to the Urutcd States
for unemployed Mauritians.
-
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. This .stand was supported by Sir Gaetan Duvali Q.C..~ one
of Mr Koenig's co-delegate~ when he appeared before the Seiect
Committee on 12th November, 1982. He underlined that a
periodical review of such arrangements cBrect with the occupying powers would have been most beneficial to l\i!auritius. Sir
Gaetan further assured the Committee that the Council of
Ministers was. from the very start, aware that the Cbagos Archipelago would be used for defence purposes jointly by the United
Kingdom and the United States. He indicated that thls state of
affairs is contained in official documents. The possibDity of
recruiting Mauritian. workers for the construction of military
installations at Diego Garcia and the purchase, as far as possible~ of materials from Mauritius was even envisaged at that

time.
Sir Gaetan explained that. oa 23rd September) I965, while
the Mauritius Constitutional Conference was discussing the
proposition for a. n~feren.dum put forward by his party, · the

ch.airmanJ, Mr Anthony Greenwood, suspended the proceed~ngs
and invited the Mauritian delegates to meet him 8:,nd offer their
views on the future of the Chago.s Archipelago~ The P.M~S.D.
refused to attend the meeting, feeling that such a question was
outside the agencb3. of the Conference and that the party bad
no mandate to consider any possible excision of part of the
Mauritian territory. Sir Seewoooagnr Ramgoolam~ Sir Abdool
R.auick Mohamed and Mr Sookdeo B~ooodoyal, representing
respectively the Mauritius Labout Party, the Muslim Committee
of Action and the Independent Fonvard B!oc responded to the
invitation bot Sir Gaetan was not in a position to say if the
final decision was taken in their presence or as a result of
private consu~tation.s between Mr Anthony Greenwood and Sir
Seewoosagu.r R.amgoola.m. It was, revealed Sit Gaetan. at the
resumption of proceedings, after ruch a meeting extraneous to
the Conference agenda. that tbe Secretary of State ruled out the
suggestion for a referendum~ leaving the clear impression that

some &art of blackmailing had ta.ken place.
Alluding to the question of the displaced llois~ Sir Gaetan
argued that the excillion having taken place in 1965. that is.
three years before the independence of Mauritius, those permns
cannot be considered as citizens of Mauritius but British
nationals. He regretted that (i) the case of Mr Venca.tas.ien had
been withdrawn from the British Law Cou.rtsl thus depriving
the community a.t large from obtaining the verdict of the Court
, on 1his d~licate issue and Hi) the attitude of the Mauritius
Government, after independence~ vis·.avis the United Kingdom 1
might, 111 a large measure, have. jeopardised tbe claim of Mauritius for rec9vering its sovereignty over the archipelago.
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:c· The Independent Forw(J!'d Bloc (1.F.B.J
Honourable Aneerood Jugnauth. Q.C.• Prin:)e Minister of Mau~
ritius. who formed -part of the I-.>lauritius Delegation to the
Constitutional talks J965. under the banner of the I.F.B .• was
h.eard by the Select Committee. He staled that never. in the
course of the talks. was the question of the excision of the
Chagos Archipelago raised. Some time before the Conlerence
ended. the Leader of the ?vlauritius Labour -Party. Dr Seewoo,..
sagur Ramgoolarn. came to the desk of the I.F.B. delegation
and told the delegates that he had accepted a proposition from
the United IGngdom to use Diego Garcia as a communications
station. There was no indication that the islands would be used
as a military base, nor was lbe question of an excision from tbe
Mauritian territory mentioned. Mr Jugnauth said that. at the
time. the l.F.B. ''had not much to say about h''. as the party
thought that the installation of communications fae-ilities on lbe
Bl1 innocuous venture.
islands

was

Mr Jugnautb stressed tbat at no time. did the Leader of the
I.F.B. inform his co-de:egates that he had taken part in aoy
private talk.s on the issue with the British authorities. nor was
the eventual excision of the islands ever discussed at party )eve1.
1

He added that the statement made by Mr Guy Forget in 1he

Legislative Assembly on 14th December. 1965~ (Appendix 'F')
came as a surprise to hlm in the sense that it contained facts
that were never brought to his knowledge or to that of his
party before. He was not' a minister when the excision was
discussed in the then Council of Ministers and he was never
informed subsequently of the decision then taken.

Mr Iugnauth recalled that, the withdrawal of the P.M.S~D.
from. the Constitutional talks had nothing to do with the excision of the Chagos Archipe1ago which. he repeated, was never
·brought· on the Conference agenda.- The P.M.S.D. delegares
· left when they learnt of the United Xingdom•s intention to
grant independence to Mauritius.
The Committee wislles · at this stage to reproduce a statemeat made in the Legislative Assembly~ oh 19th October. 1976
by late Mr. S. Bissoondbyal, then Leader of the I.F-B. on the
· excision · of the archipelago and which supports xubstantiaUy
the evidence of Mr .. Jugnauth: The Loridon Conference in 1965 witnessed this questioo
-coming out whether Mauritius would agree to part witb.
Drego G.arcia. Tbat was the question put to me as a
Member of the Government~ put io me in private. i--had an
answer for it and that question was also put to the Leader
.
-
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of the Patti Mauricie:a. ram aware of the attitude of the
Parti Mauricien at that time, Now let me make it clear to
the House. the aftennatb of all this matter was dealt with
personally by the Prime Minister and no Government then
existing. I was a Member of the Government. I knew what
was taking place: (I}

Mr IYJaicrice Palurau$ D.F.C.., C.B.E.-lndependent Member
Mr Paturau appeared befe>re the Select Committee on 13th
December 191l2. He formed part of the Jvtauritius delegation
which attended the Constitutional ta1k8 of September 196S.
He revealed that he part1cipa1ed in no lcs.! than two meetingswith the British authorities on the question of the excision of
the Chagos Arch.ipeJago~ but all these meetings WC?re extra-

n.eons to the open Constitutional Conference which was then in
progress. it was in the cours-e of the firsr of these meetings that
Dr Ramgoolarn himself and the other party leaders took
cognizance of the amount of compensation proposed by the
United Kmgdom. When the possibility of securing a sugar
quota on flIB American market was evoked by the Mauritian
side, the British officials suggested that this qne.stion should
be dealt with direct with the American Embassy in London.
A meeting was accordingly arranged and Mr Guy Forget led
the Ma:a.ritian delegation which compris.ed~ inler alia. Messrs
Abdool Razack Mohamed and Jules Koenig. The request of
Mauritius was t:nmed dOWil by the American officials who
stated that nas far as Chagos was concern.eds they would not
commit the American ~ate or Rouse of Representatives about
anything like a ntgar ·quota.n They intlmated that anything
connected with the Cbag_~ Archipelago issue was a matter for
direct negotiation between the United St.ates and the U.n.ited
Kingdom Government11, and not with Mauritius.
The second meeting took place after the P.M.S.D. had
retired from the Conference and the Mauritius delegation VJaS
then represented by Dr Ramgoolam. Messrs Abdool R.azack
Mohamed. Sookdeo Bissoondoyal and himself. A final compenw
sation of .£3m was thc.n proposed by the U~ted Kingdom
Government. He ·expressed dissent as be thought the compensation inadequate, but the other delegatf'.8 agreed.
Mr Paturau stressed that during all the negotiations that took
place, he harl in mind the least of the Chagos Archipelago by
Mauritius. An initial period of thirty years was even proposed
during which term a sugar quota at more remunerative prices
would be negotiated~ 0011pJed with the ~ibility of obtaining
(1) Deootc,s No. 28 of 1976. Cal. 1.BBS:-2886.
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rice ind flour from America at subsidized rates. Such ]ease
would h~Ye been. more or les.-;. on the model of the North
West Cape Agreement between Aus1ralia and the United States,
signed in 1963. He did not agree that the idea of a communi~
cations station was devoid of any military connotation. The
American sub--marines needed in fact a !and base which would
'generate enough messages at low frequency. but of high power
so that they could. reach the sub-marine and give it the actual
position it was .in so that it could fire its missiles with as much

..

prec:unon.

.

Referring to the attitude of the P.M.S.D. on the exdeion
is.sue. lYf:r Paturan said that. at no time, eithor in London or in
Mauritius. <lid that party express any opposition to the principle
of the exc1Sion. The party was most concerned. at Lancaster
Hous-e with reservations in the electoral system and walked out
of the Conference on that issue. whereas the resignation of
the Mlni&ten of that paity from the then Council of Miruster.s
was motivated by the inadequacy of the compensation offered.
by the United Kingdom Government. As regards the- m.ha bit ants of the islands. be explained that. to his minda those wbo.
came from the Seychelles were considered as migrant.s. whereas
the others were uestab]isbed Manritiansu whose fate was never
discussed at the meetings he attended. J

/ V - The I..ns.n Dependee..cies in the Wake of a New Destiny
.
~. 1n November 1959 .. a Commission headed by Professor I. E. Meade
was appointed to report. to His ExceHency the Governor of Ma uritiu, then
-~j.r C£?lville Montgomery Devere!l.. K.C.M.G .• C. V.O .• on ways and means
;,;;f imJYroving the economic and social structure of Mauritius. Although the
/of reference of the Comm.!ssion were wide enough, the Commwioncrs
.. did_ n<j>t ieel that a study of the economic potentialities of the dependencies
'ot Mauritius) in.eluding Rodrigues. was justified. Indeed. the temptation of
JWJPri;ng wh.atever oontribution the l~ser dependencies partlcalarly, could
-~kc 1to the economy of Mauritius was so great that at pa.rd.grapb 6;44 of
Jheir report. the Com.missionen invited Government to reject an application
f~r financia.1 assistance made by the two prjvare companies which were then
in copra production o:n the Cbagos and Agalega islands. (1)
..engaged
''"'
,. 27. The outright ignorance of the lesser dependencies and of their
possible contribution to the economy of Mauritius. by the Meade Com·
_.mission~ did not deter the private s-e.ctor in. its attempt to t"ehabilitate tbe
· .~~an.ds by a more scientific approach to copra production. The sector felt
~-Rt if the soap and oil industry were to be maintained in Mauritius. as a
:~eans of helping both to combat unemployment and t-0 save foreign exc.baoge~
..

'tenns

~

,

,

·

(1) J. E. Meade &. Others. 'Ihi: Ewnomic 11.nd Socia.I Struc.tun: of Muuitius-Frant
Cases & lo. Ltd. p. l JR.

1&

it was imperative that the raw materials produced 011 the isiands should not
be abandoned. Hence. m September /October 1961, an exploratory survey of
the islands was undertaken by a team composed of Mr Rene lv!aingard de
Ja Ville-es-Gfirans> acting on behalf of Rogers & Co.~ 1'tfr Paul l\i[oulinie,. an
entrepreneur from the Seychelles and Dr Octave Wiebe.
28, Mr Rene Maingard de ra VilJe.. es-Offra.ns, now Sir Rene J\if aingard
de la Vil:e-es--Of!rans. C.B.E.$ was heard by the Select Comm:ttee on 8th
February 1983. He related to the Committee the attempts made by the private
sector to rehabilitate copra pmduction on the islands,. with a view particularly

to saving the soap and oil industry in MauritiusA These attempts may be
summarized a.s follows. In Au.gust 1961. the two private companies which
were operating on the islands offered to Rogers & Co. to buy 55 % of their
shares. Rogers & Co., before taking any decision on the offer11 resolved to
condnct .a survey in situ o{ the islands and this e.."'(eteise was undertaken by
the team .referred to at paragraph 27 above. After a full assessment of the
economic sittrntion of the operating companies and a thorough survey of the
prospects of the industry.. the party recommended that the islands be purchased by a private enterprise made up with the equal participation of Rogers &. Co.) the existing shareholders and Mr Paul Moulinie of the Seychelles.
Mr Ma.ingard de la Ville-es--Offrans tried to enlists for the purpose, the financial snpport of the Government of Mauritius. Hence, through tlle agency o[
Dr Seewoosagur Ramgoobuo.. a meeting was arranged at Le Reduit between
himself and the Governor of Mauritius {Sir Colville M. Devcrell. K.C.M.G.1
C.V.O.). the Colonial Secretary {Mr Tom Vickers. C.M.G.). the Financial ,
Secretary Uvtr A. F. Bate1. CM,G.} and M.r A. L. Nairac, C:B.. E.11 Q.C. wbo
was then Mi.nistcr of Industry. Commerce & External Communications.
The Governor then info.rmed him that. taking into consideration the
recommendations of the Meade Commission. the Colonial Office was opposed
to any form of Govetnment financial participation in the venture.
On 7th .March 1962. the Colonial Steamships Co. Ltd. offered to put up
a society. the Chagos Agalega Ltd .. at par with Mr Paul Mouli.rue and
'Shareholders from the Seychelles with a view to purchasing th~.islands. That
company was registered in the Seychelles and the promoten suggested that
the sovereignty ol the islands should be transferred from Mauritius to the
Seychelles. Although the then Governor of th~ SeycheI1es seemed agreeable
to rbe project. the Colonial Office again stood 1 in the way. Hence. the exploi. tation of the islands remained the soJe concern of the Chagos Aga!ega Ltd.,
whlch bad become the owners m the islands.
In 1964, Mr Rene Maingard de la Ville-es-Olfrans had again the possibility of drscuss.ingt irrter afia, tbe future of the islands with top British political per~onalities, such as M~rs Lennox..Boyd, Pa.trick Wall. Ton Mac Le:od
anii Slr Tuftou Beamish. He got the firm impression out of the talks that the

.-British Government had no intention of parting wHh the islands for· which .
tbey had conceived projects of a nature Dt.her than indostria.l.
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- · _In April I967. the assets of the Cha.gos Agalega Ltd. _w_ere ~ompuJsorily
~cquired by the United Kingdom G.t>~rnrne?t and the ~dmrn1Sf~mg .company
_. a-ve full powers to Mr Paul Mouhrue to dIBcuss th~ compensation lSSUe and
0 ·w.ke all measures connected with the displacement of the local population.
{rideed. n6ither the Go,vernment of Nfauritius no,r any of the Mauritia~ share__:fIBiaers to;uk part in the negotiations. The amount paid by the United Kingdom Government \.Vas £660,000.-, but consideration of the cornpanyJs
assets brought the figure to Rs. 7.500~000. The Chagos AgaTega Ltd was
wound up on J 9th December 1975 after the compulsory acquisition, on 1st
(Jctober ~975} of Agatega by the Government of :Wfauritius. Its registration at
ihe Regisp:-ar General's Office of the Seychelles was caru:elted on 11 th Decem-

:f

-ber 19'80.!
...

29. j The Meade Commission v.ras appointed 'to make ret;:OTI1IDendatio:ns
,.concerni.ng the action to he ta.ken in order to render the country capable of
·maiDtaining and improving the standard of living of its people) having regard
to curretj.t and foreseeable demographic trends) wHh particular reference to
-~e economics of the staple agricn1turaI industries of Mauritius". In the
ppapter introductory to their report, the commissioners, however. explained
that in tneir assessment tbey had choseo to ignore the dependencies of Mauritius. naII1ely Rodrigues, the Chagos Archipelago.. Agalega and St. Brandon.
Jney drd not even consider a. visit to tnese dependencies necessary. The
~son fhr this deliberate omfrsion is thus outlined L'1 cbaoter 1 : 2 of the
report. ·/untartunatety. we had no opportunity of visitin,g tiie dependencies
,iµid fra~ not therefore mdudoo them withiIJ the scope of onr report. We do
not thin¥- this greatly detracis !rom our report} howevera since the depeudeoci~ amount for only 12% of the colonfs area and 1 % of its population,
·.and play little Dr DO part in the economic life of the island of Ma uritiUB

1tserr:

l(O

This rtatement might have proved surprising at lhe time it was published
. in as mttch as it looked contradictory to the terms of reference of the Commi~
~ion which invited the. Commissioners. inter ali~ to look for a definition of
.:the bro'ad lines of development policy in the future. It is indeed unbelievable
·tp.at.i in/that particular context, the unquestionable potentialities of the depen,.
.denciesi including Rodrigues, in the traming of a new socia.1 and economic
structur;e ~or Mauritius could not have attracted the attention -0f the experts
.who formed part of the Meade Commi.~ion.
1

'
Ttj.e Select Committee is thus tempted. at this stage. to share Sir Rene's
·~elings that the deliberate ass.i;grunent. of the dependencies of Mauritius to
.·pnrpooes in no way connected with the eronomic and social inte~ts of
;Mauritius. formed pa.rt of a definite and long term strategy on th.e part of
the. United Kindom Gmternm£nt
Cl'.) J. E.~ Meade and Otben-op. c:it.
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PART II
DDCU:VIENTARY EYIDEN:C£

,11 - Preliminary Rem.ark
30. At the very outset, the Committee wishes to report a most dep!orable
state of affairs. To an. application for copies of correspondence exchanged
between the Governor of Mauritius and the Secretary of St.ate for the Colonies,
pertaining to the years Immediately preceding the independence of :tvlanritius.
tlle Private Secretary and Comptroter. Le Reduit. replied that there were
'no record concerning the despatch of document from thls office to other
departt:nents prior to 1970.' He further added ! '-I have also made searches
in our_ Archives hut have not been able to find any document where the
information asked 'for could have been registered. I understand from lvlr E.
G. Goldsmithl former Private Secretary that .at the time of ind.i.:Jpendence in
1968. a lot of documents were ei1her destroyed or taken over by Mr Young1
who was then Information Officer at the British High Commission.,,
The Committee deeply .regrets that such vainab!e documents have not
been aEowed to form part of our .archives. Their removai or destruction, in
addition to being a natioruu cala.micy, will be most harmful to the efforts of
students in our local political history.
1

VII -The Anglo-American Survey
31. The fust serious hint at the possibility of the United Kingdom
Government using Mauri1ius and its dependencfes. most particular]y Diego
Garcia. as a unit for its defence stategy in the Indian Ocean, -came from
ho!r David Windsor, of the United Kingdom Institute of Strategic Studies* in
the oourse of an interview· given an the BJ3.C. in the programme 'London
Calling Mauritius\ on 21st February. 1964. (1). This opin!on was subse~·
qnently carried by the written pre.iS overseas whlcb made no mystery of the
United Kingdom"s choice of 'keeping Aden at all costll enlarging Britain's
fleet of aircraft eaTriers. or finding some territory in the Indian Ocean, i1
there is one. with natural facilities and a small politically isolated population.' (2).
32. However1 no allusion to any con.su!tation between the United Kingdom Government and the local authorities was reported until the 31st Juty.
!964, when a local daily reproduced the fol~owing information from Hs Lon·
don correspondent:
•,n y a eu a Maurice, une importanfe reunion du Cabinet des Ministres. presidee pa.r Sir John Rennie. probabJcment le 13 ou le
14 juille1. Au conrs de cette reunion. Sir John a tenu les mini£tre3
presents au courant -d'un communique dans lequel le Secre1aire
rPEtat aux Co!onies~ M. Sandys. revele t>intention de Landres de
:faire de Maurice, des Seyche11es et d 1Agalega une importante base
navale militaire." (3)
(J) Advance-22.Dd February i %4.
{2) The BcoDom:ist-4tb July. I%(
(3) Le Mauricien-3Ist July 1!~64.
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) . :~ · 3.3. l The

meeting of the Connell o.f Ministers referred to in !he p~ess
: .:..:.~·rpt ~uoted at paragraph 32 above took place on the 14th July 1964 .
.~e· M~utes -0f that meeting indicate that the then Governor of ?vI~urltius.
·-Stt:Jehnl Shaw Rennie> K.CM.G.,. O.B.E., made a statement on cert.am deve,.
_wents itj the field of defence. The Select Comm~ttoe regrets that the GoverJriis pr?nounc-em~nt cannot. be reproduced as tt. undrmbtedly~ forms F,rt
o{ tbe 1*cords wh1ch have either been destroyed or rem.oved to the Bnttsh
f:lig.h CQmmissio.n as mentioned in paragraph 30 of this report However.
this sitdation does not de1er the Select Committee in its opinion that Sir
!6h:n's s:tatement was of a nature which cannot but render absolute1y rois.foa.din.gs Iboth to the House and to the n~tion. the interjection made in the
,L,egislatfye Assembly~ on 10th November. 1964: by Honourable Satcam
Booiell to the effect that the Government of Ma untius was not a ware of any
.~lita.ryj _project conceived by the United Kingdom Government for either
Mauritirlrs or any of its dependencies. (l} Indeed. in reply to a parliamentary
guestiotj. in the Hous.e of Commons on 5th April 1965. Mrs Eirene Whlte,
then Dii!der...Socretary of State for the Colonies. revealed that consulta1ion
prior to! the survey had in fact takan place both at the level of tbe. Premier
a:ni::l of ihe Council oi Ministers. She stated: ''The Premier of .Mauritius was
.e<;insuit~d in July Jast about the joint survey of possible sites for certain
-limited
ilacilities
that was then about to begin. In November the Council of
••
I
Min1st~,J who had boon kept informed. were told that the results of the
survey }Vere still being e>tamined and tb-at the Premier would be consulted
;~gain b~fore any announcement was made in London or in Washlngton.1o, (2)
· ~-a·owev~r. the Select Committee will establish hereuoder (para. 34) that not
<inly~ Council of. Ministers but the whole Legislative Auembly sitting in
1964 wt=re informed. in unegu,vocal terms, of the Br.itiih-American tethnical
· ~ey !of the islands. The information was even released to the press on
. :i~hh Dpeember. 1964.
l

_
34! On 10th November. 19641 in the Legislative Assembly. at adjonm,.
~ent tjme,. Honourable B. Ramfallab .intervened lengbtily on certain specu]ation 1o the effect t1ra t a joint Ang]o..American survey was in progerss in
~iego parcia and requested a full and prompt explanation from Government
t~pp~dix TH"). The repJy came on 14rb December. 1964. in the form of a
letter #om the then Chief Secretary, Mr Tom Vickett. C.M.G.~ addressed to
~onon.table Ramlallah, copied to an Members of the Legislative Assembly
and re1easoo to the pre..1:S. (Appendix ·r). Confirmation is contained therein
~f (i) 1!,1e pre.sence of a jojnt British-American mrvey team ·on certain isf ands.
-,~clud~g the Chagos Archipelago~ Agalega~ but not including Mauritius1 and
{~l) prlpr notification of this exercise having been_ given to the Council of
'Ministers. Such notification was no doubt contained in Sir John Rennie';
~tateru*nt
to the .Council of Ministers on. 14th Julyz 1964. (paragraph 33} and
.
.
(~} M.i.uritius Legislative Assembly Deb.ales: No. 23 of 10th November 64 GoL 1:S"J.4.
Cl) House nt Commoog Deb.a.tes-VoJ, 7I~i Col. 26..
_
_ ... ·
·

prin8l, to naught all future .submissions to the effect that any Un.ited
Kingdom ls project for the islands was first communicated to hotb the Premier
and his Mmi&tei-s en marge. of the ConstituUonaI talks of September 1965
and that the United St.ates participation therein was UIJbeard of prior to that
conference.
35. The news of. the AngJo...American survey of tl:ie islands met with
protests from nearly all quarter.s of the }\ifauritian press which urged the then
Gc-vemment to combat the project. The danger of thus pushing the Indian
Ocean into the :zone of nuclear warfare was vehemently denounced in the
Upper Hons~ cl Parliament. I:nrlia. on 18th November 1965, by the then
Indian. :t.,1.inistec of State for External Affairs~ l\'l.r Sardar Swaran Singh.- and
a no less energetic condemnation of the project was echoed in Sri Lanka by
the then Prime !Ylinister. Mn Bandaranaike_ And, Ht this stage. the Select
Committee wishes to underline that, in the face of the complete indifference
of the · then Government. even a group of Mauritians living in the United
Kingdom took the initiative of. publishing in the British. press their strong
. opposition to the Anglo-American. venture, (1) Unfortunaiely, none of these
outbursts' of indignation succeeded in provoking from the then Premier of
Ma.uritius .. a.nd his Ministers a single note of protest.
36. On 15th June 1965, nearly on the c.ve of the Consritntiona1 talks,
Dr I. M. Cure, pressed Goverrunent to my whether the United States of
America had any military interesq in our dependencies. He urged Govern-ment to convey to the British Authorities «the inadvisability of entering into
any agreement with the United States of America before a change in our
Constitution as envisaged by the London Conference of September next, and
to ascertain~ in tha first imtance 'the pre&ence of oil fields in our dependencies
before alienating them'. (Appendix J} The reply again came from Mr Tom
Vickers who referred tbe Legislative A&rembJy to the reply he made on 14th
December 1964 to Honourable R.amlallah. (Appendix D Hence. when the
parliamentary vacations came on 29th June. 1965. the Ministers who :formed
part of the Mautltius delegation to the CoDBtitutional talks of September of
that year, prepared their trip to Lancaster House in a spirit which. us far a.s
the lesser dependencies were concerned, bordered, in the Select Committee's
opinion, on outright coUusion. Indeed. Sir Seewoosagnr Ram.gooiam when
he deponed before the Sele~t Committee on 6th December. 19&2, made no
bones of submitting that his main concern at Lancaster House was the
independence of. Mauritius and that he was prepared to achieve that aim at
any coots. Re stated: A request was made to me. I had to sec which was
better-to cede out a portion of our territory of which very {ew people knew,
and independence. I llionght tha.t independence was mucb more primordial
and more important 1han the excision oi the island which is very far from
here. and which we had never visiteict which we could never visit.• He added :
"Il I bad to choose between independence and the ceding of Diegr, Garcia. r
would have done again the s.a..me thing.'
1

(J)

u

Mauricie.n-2.9th &pt«tllbcr-, 1964.
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VIII - Orlfside the Confettnce Table, 19-65

· ·:_/- .. 37. j The Select Committee accepts the unanimous statements made by
.. ·1rite part{cipants at the Constitutional Conference of September l 965) and
W'.hO depbne<l before the Select Committee (paragraph 25). to the effect that
.~i· 11o ti~e was the question of the ex.dsioo of any part of the Mauritian
- territory /brought for di.sc~ion at the open Conference, Such .decision of the
Uniterl t;ngdom Government was pr:vately communicated to thf: then Pre,mier, Df the Honourable Seewoosagur Ramgoolam. But the Select Com..
roittee isl not prepared to put on the sole shoulders of the latter the blame for
· acceding 1:lfileservedly to the United Kingdom's request. Evidence is not lack~g to s~ow that. indee<l 1 the Premier shared with. at 1eastJ the leaders ~i the
·political i parties present at Lancaster Hm.1&e_. and with some independent
particiMnts. including Mr Paturau. D.F.C .• the United Kingdom·s offer of
excisionj of the islands and the interests of the United States of America in
J.he deaJi So much so that. at one time during the C.Ouierence, a Mauritian
.&Iegati~m comprising M11 Guy Forget (Labour). Jules Kotn.ig (PMSD).
A'bdooJ jRazack Mohamed (CAM) and Maurice Paturau (Independent) met
-the ~ t e r in charge of &--onomfo Affairs in the American Embassy in
Lon<lonl in an attempt to s ~ against the proposal for excisio~ a remn.nerativef market in America for Mauritian sugar. The only surviving member
ru that !particular delegation. Mr Maurice Pa turau, D.F.C.. informed the
Se~ect qommittee that the American autborif:es turned down the; proposition
a.no s t r ~ that an matters incidental to the Chagos Archipelago issue were
·meant fµr di.i«:uss.ion between ilie Druted States and the United Kingdom and
·not wH.h Mauritius.
38./ · The most decisive event in the histocy of the excisior1 of the Ch.agos
4,rchipelago occurred on Thursday,, 23rd September. 1965. on the eve of the
.closing /session of the Constitutional talks. On that day~ discussions were
.officially held between a group of United Kingdom officials, headed by the
.Secretar;y of State for the Colonies, Mr Anthony Greenwood. and a number·
,of Matµita.in Ministers. Evidence produced before the Select· Committee
ihoW51 without any possible doubt. that the following Min.Th1ers took part in.
Jhe pro:ceedings: The Premier (Dr Seewoosagur Ramgoo1am), the Minister
of Socij.1 Security (Mr Abdool· Razack Mohamed). the Minister of Industry.
Cumme'.rce and External CommU1Iications (Mr Mau.rice Paturan, D.F~C.). the
Ministe,r of LocaJ Government (Mr Soo.kdeo Bissoondoyal), M regards
bir Ka:erugl the minutes do not refer to hls presence (Appendix K). The
Cbref -?ecret.ary•.s memorandum (Appendix M) mentions his attendance at
certain Jdiscmsion.s. without specifically referr?ng to the meeting .held on 23rd
Septemper 1965. Sir Gaetan Duv.aJ categorically affirmed that Mr Koenig did
··not attend that meeting and Mr Paturau stated that be had no recollection
of Mr jKoenig being present. Record o! the proceedings (Appendix K) indi.
ccates OJ the eight conditions on which Dr the Honourable Seewoosagu.r Ram·
·goolan:t undertook to obtain the approval of the local Council of Ministers
and (ii} the acceptance thereof. rn principle. by tvrM: I\,fohamed {CAM) arid
Bissoondoyat (lFB}. As regards the other participant. Mr Patura~ he had
expr~d dissent about the amount (£ 3m) of final compensation o:ffererll
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IX~Befare fhe Council of M:iuhten
39. The relevant parls of the minutes of the meeting held on 23rd September. 1965 (Appendix ·K') were transmitted to the Governor ol ]\.,fauritius
under cover of Colonial Office Despatch No. 423 dated 6th October 1965.
-(Appendix 'L'1. The Select Committee notes that tlris document does not give
any definite- character to the proposals which Dr the Honourable S. Ramgoo[am had undertaken to carry to the approval of ms colleagues in the
Council of ivtinisters. Hence. (j) defence and internal security would have to
be negotiated, after independence tii) projects ta which the £3 m compen·
sa tion would be devoted would be the subject of further discussions (ili) the
British Government wonid use their good offices. without any firm guarantee

of success, with the United States Government to s«:ure concessions over sugar
imports. suppiy of wheat and other commoditles,,_ to use Jabour and roateria]s
from Mauritius for construction worb on the islands and Ov) to ensure that
navi15ational and meteorological facilities. fishing rights and the possibility
of using the air strip for emergency ianding and refuelling of civil planes be
made available to Mauritius. A:s. regards the two other crucial points, namely.
the return to Mauritius of the islands when no more neede<l and the ex.du~
sive right of Mauritius to 'the benefit of any mineral and oil discovered in
or near the Chagos Archipelago\ the United Kingdom. Government simply
took note~ whilst stressing tlrat the archipelago would remain under Britiro
Soven:.ign ty.
40. The arrangements regan:Hng defence and intern.a] security appear, in
more details, in the final communique issued at the end of the Canferenrei
(para. 23) Hence. in the Memorandum (Appendix ~,) prepared by the Chjef
Secretary\ Mr Tom Vickers, C.M.G .. for the Council of Ministers and ember
. dying the United Kingdom•s reservations on the proposals agreed to in
principle by the Pn:.mier, Mr Mohamed and 1fr Bissoondoyal (Appendix 'K1,,
a significant change had occurred. Point (i) relating to the defence agreement ·
had been repJa~ by tbe following: fD the Chagcs Archipelago wonid be
detached from Mauritius and placed under British Sovereignty by Order in
-Council. And the last paragraph of the Memorandum invited the Goveni·ment of Mauritius to give oonfurnation of his willingness -=co agree that the
'British Government should now take the necessary legal t.1eps to detach the
:Ch.Bgos Archipelago\ The Select Committee note.s with concern that this
une~pected proposition which bad supposedly emerged .fro:rn the d iscussioru
held on 23rd September !965. but which is not contained in the original
record of proceedings (Appendix 'K') did not strike the attention of any
Mauritian Minister as being new and unwarranted.
41. The Council of Ministefs met on 5th November-1965 and the names
_of the lvlinisters present are listed in Appendix 1N) of thl!i Report Telegram
247 from Mauritius to the Secretary of St.ate (AppendL~ 'O') translates the
views of the Council of Ministers on the Chief Secre:tarfs memorandum
(Appendb: 'Mi) and reports the dissent of the P.M.S.D. M.imsters, in relation
to the inadequacy of the compensation offered. No disseotient voice was

2S
·i:iCCotded Ion the principle of mthe detachment of the archipelago a.no (ii) the
.. ~blishtlnent of "defence .facilities0 thereon (Appendices •p' & 'Q'). On the
jult .Noyernber 1965. the P.M,S.D. Ministers resigned from the OJalition
_.i:rt,ve.mm:ent and in a press conference held the next day. they re-affirmed
- that theif objection was not based on the principle of putting the islands
.,i.f the <f#posal of the jo.int. U.K. /U.S. ventures but merely oo the conditions
.under wl;uch such facilities have been granted» in complete indifference of
the .socia~ apd economic needs of 1Y1am:itius.
42. !The United Kingdom's views on the last hour reservations o! the Council of Mirus:ters in regard to the ex:cision ea.me by way of telegram 3 I 3 dated
i9tii No~ember 1965 (Appendh. 'R'). rt reasserts the hypothetical character
a!"all fuJure negotiations with the United States ?.bout sugar imports. The
~ondltiort.s under which the islands would be .returned to Mauritius and
_pros~ctipns for -oil and minerals permitted, are worth quoting :
3. Aj.s regards point (vii) the assurance can be given provided i~ is made
.clear t.hat a oecision about the need to 1'etam the islands must rest
· ~tirely with the United Kingdom Government and that it would
n,i:tt {repeat not) be open to the Government of Mauritius to raise
tJ+e matter. or press for- the. return of the islands on its own initiative.
4. ~ stated in paragraph 2 of my telegram No. 298 there is· no intent.ion
of permitting prospecting for minerals and oils. The question of any
bfnefits arising therefrom snould not lh.erefore arise unless and until
.islands were no longer required fo:r defence purposes and were
returned to Mauritius.
.
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.- . : 43. lThe latest development as regards the eventual return of the islands
--~-~'.Ma ~tius when no more reqilired is contained in a reply made by the
· .~-llritisb Piriml! Minister in the Honse of Commons~ on 11th July, 1980. and

.'-~.liich .isj reproduced heretmder : . :..Ii had a useful exchange of views on 7 July with the Prime Minister
of Mauritius on political, economic and cultural matters. Diego Garcia
Wjas one of. the subjects discussed. When the Mauritius Council of
~terB agreed in 1965 to the detachment of the Chagos hlands
tq form part of British Indian Ocean Territorya it was announced that
tliese would be available for the construction of defence facilities and
u/.a(, in the event of the 5slands no longer bemg required for defence
pµrposes. they should revert to Mauritius. This remains the policy
of Her Majesty. ., Government. {I)

· ·As iega-rds the plea for employing Mauritian Jabour on construction

·-.~~orb o~ the islands, the Select Committe.e is reproducing at Appendix •s•
l'PJ.'this r~po"" an eloquent and self-explanatory exchange of co.rrespondence
:-:between the Prime Minister of Mauritius and the Briti1b H.igb Commissioner•

..~~ fate a~ February !March 1971.
(J} Hcust.

cl Comm<101 dehtdei'-VoL 988, CoJ. 314.
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44. The agreement of the Council of Ministers for the detachment· of
the Chagoa Arc.h:p.elago from Mauritius having been obtained at the sitting;
of 5th November, 1965, the Governor of Mauritius. Sir John Shaw Rennie,
K.C.1v1.G .• C.B.E.~ addressed a confidential Iette.r to Ministers on 10th Novem•.
ber.1965, convi::ying the sub.stance of the public announcement to that effect
tha1 was to b~ made in the House of Commo-ns later on the same day. Sir:
Jobn s letter together with the text of a communique to be relenxed immed~tely af1erwards are herewith .reproduced as annexures T and U respectively.
11

X-Tbe Public Ann-0unce.meu.t
45. Before entering into the la~t stage of description of the circums- ·
taucrs wh.i.ch letl to the excision (}f the Chagos Archipelago. the Select Com.
miuee wishes to summarize hereunder the sequence of events leading thereto
and underline at 1he .same time the responsibilities of the then Premiert Dr the
Honourab~e Seewoosagur- Ramgcolam and its Council of MinisterE therein~ m ln August 1964. an an,glo-american S1.UVey of the islands takes
place. On the 14th July preceding,. the whole Council of Ministers is so informed by t.he then Governor of Mauritiuss Sir John
Shaw Rennie. K.C.M.G .• CJ:3.E. (Para. 33)
Cil) In September 1965_ the Mauritius Constitutional Conference
is held in Lancaster Honse. London. En marge of these talk.8,
the Premier is apprised in private of the joint UK I US projec1
of using the islands for "defence.. purposes. This information
is conveyed by him to his fellow delegates a1;1d a delegation

comprising the Deputy Leader of the M~uritius Labour Partyi·
the Leader of the 'P~M.S.D .• the Leader of the CAM and a.n
Independent Member · meets the Minister in Charge of Eco--,
n.omic Affairs in the. American Embassy.. London, in an attempt'
to negoHate,. in return for the nse of the Chagos Archipelago,. cer. . ·
tain facilities from the United Stt1i~ of America. (Para. 37)
{iii) On l3rd September 1965. the Secretary of State for the Colo-nies,. M':r Anthooy Greenwood.· meets 1he ·Premier and certain
Ministers: of the Coalition Government. The discussion~ include
the eventual dctichment of the Chagos Archipelago. (Para. 38}. ·
{iv) On 5th Noivember 1965, the Council of Mirris1ers is 'invited to.
-give iriter-a/iu, its agreement'to the detachnient:The agreemenf
is given, in principle. iPara. 41 ).
·
.
(v) On. 8th November. -1965. the British Indian ·acean Territory:
Order is issued. (Para. 10).
·
:
(vi) .Oo 10th No~ember,. t965. the Gavemor of -Mauritinss Sir John:
Shaw Renriie. ic.C.M.G .. C.B..E.'. addresses a confidential letter
to Ministers informing them of the United Kingrlom s Governmont final decision on the issue and a tfachlng the te:xt of a'
press release in that connection. {Para. M),
- ·· ·
The above catalogue of events is most hnportant
the· comprehensf~n
arr ihe most und1gni6eq attitude of certain Labour Ministen of the last Government who depGD.L'd before the Select Com.truttee. (Para. 25),
1
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46.

I Evidence shows· that .Or

the Honourable Seewoooagur Ramgoolam

. ~e baJ;k from the London Constitutional Conference on -J 1 October 1965

:~d Jeft ~gain for the U.Iiit.e-0 .Kingdom on 29 November 1965, for medical
:tz:e.atmen~ He returned on 3 January 19 66.
· · 47. As already indicated by Sir John Shaw Rerutie, K.C.lvI.G., C.B.E.
·(para. 44~, the Secretary of State for the Cot.onies, _Mr Anthony Greenwood,
made on110th November, I965, an announcemc:mt m the House of Commons
'o::ga-rdini (new arrangements for the adr.ninistration of certain islands in the
tri.dia.n DJ;ean! The text of lb.at commun.ic:ation was released in Mauritius by
·1he Chie~ Secretary's Office on the same day. (Appendix tU,)

I

r;•

I

;.::;. · 4B. \ On 14th De_cembe.r 1965. a parliamentary question was put to tbe
"Premier ~nd Minister of Finance requesting a comprebeos1ve statement •on
[he ques~on of.the sale or hire of the island of Diego Garda to either the
:United ~iogdom Govermnent a- the United States of America or to b~h
jointly> alnd certain other related matters. (Appendix F.) Honourable Guy
~Forget qn behalf of the Premier and Minister of Finance. replied to the
,question ~nd reproduced verbatim the reply made by the Se<:retary of State
.far the Colonies, in the House of Comm~ on 10th. November, 1965 (Ap,~pendix TI}.
I
49.
6th December 19S2. when Sir ·Seewoosagur R.amgoolam
appeared I before the Select Committee, be declared~ to the Committee>.,
~tonishm;ent and dismay. that the st.afemenl made in the Legislative Assem·
:~.ly,
on 14th
December
1965. by Mr Goy Forget. came as a surprise to him.
•. ..
I
.
·.'S9methitjg was done mysteriously he added. Indeed1 be furtber stated :
~ n r <lame back from the Conference to M.auritius1 I was faced with the
:~~ment1 made tn a question put in Parliame.ntJ by the fate Mr Forget,. which
l.~id.. as still maintain., is a myste:ry to me.~ And Sir Seew~osagur Ra.mgoowent :further as to declare that as late as 19n, when, as Prime Miruster.1
tie accept~d on behalf of the Mauritius Government the rece.int of a sum of
.~:-~50,000 !from the United Kingdom Government 'in full and fin.a! discharge
~.youc Qovemment•s undcrt.aking~ given in 1965, to meet the cost of resettle,.
-me_nt of p!el30os displaced from the Chagoo Archipelago since 8th November
1~55. inc~uding those at present still in the archipelago' (Appendix Wl. h.e
W:riS still ~willingly bound by Mr Forget1s statement.
Whc~ asked. by the Select Committee to comment on Sir Seewoosagur
Ra.mgoola\m\t observations that. 'tMr Forget·, statement came as a complete
;surprise ttj him and that there is a mystery surrounding Ji..{r Forget's statement
on the ·'14~ Deeembert Sir Veerasamy_ Ringadoo repEed :-uif he had said
that, then Im recollection is as good as ·mine... Sir Veerasamy. who was then
M;mister Education and Oiltu.r~l Affairs, aid not remember having seen the
~t of ·th~ communique {Append~ 'T') which the GovernOT of Mauritius
.apd.reseed
·Memben
o.f _the Council of Mini&ters
on 10th November 1965 •
., . . . . . ito
;
.
.
·. !
That ;element of surprise in the face of Honourable Forgetks statement
was also si;lared by Sir Harold Walte1".
·
,,
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XL The. Dbplaced IJois
·
On 3rd October 1980> the Public Accounts Committee. a Session.al
Select Commitee of the LegLslative Assembly produced a detailed repod on
the ufinancial and other aspects ol the 'sale' of Cl:ulgos Islands and the res~t·
llement of the Displaced Jlois. The report is reproduced at Appendix (Z'.

50.

0

The Committee wishes to underline a new disturbing elernent in the
quest.ion of the resettlement of th~ displaced population of the excised islands.
Deponing before th.e Select Committee on 6th De-cember 1982,. Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam stated that the resettlement issue was ntaken up here in
J\.,faurifius•' after the Constitutional Conference of September 1965. He rta ted
that the issue v.ias so extraneous to the proceedings
Lancasrer Honse that.
when he mote to the British High Commissioners on 4th September 1972"
acknowledging receipt. of a sum of £ 650,000 from the British Government
•.1:m full and final discharge" cl the United Kingdom's undertaking given in
1965 ~. to meet the- cost of resettlement of pel'30ns d~~ced from the Chagos
Archipelago since Sth November 1965. including those at present still in the
arch.ipelagd1 (Appendix W'l. he was simply acting in the ncontext'' of the
unexpected reply made by Mr Forget in the Legislative Assembly on 14th
December 1965 (Appendix 'F').

at

1

rn

the light of documentaJY evidence produced. t.h.e Committee cannot
bnt reject Sir Seewoa&agur's sobmi.ssicn.. Hem (ifil of the Record of Meeting
b:eld at Lancaster House. on 23rd September 1965. {Appendix 'K.'} indicates
that the question was raised with him cm that occasioiL And Colonial Office
DcSpatch No_ 423 of 6th October 191SS (Appendix 'L') reports that he agreed
that the document under reference was an accura fe report of the proceedings.

On 4th November 1965,. a Memorandum by the Chief Secretary (Appendix'M'} conveying the points agreed upon at the meeting of 23rd September
1965.a was circulated to the then Connell of Ministers and item {iii) thereof
again alluded to the resettlement question.
Hence,1u~ !ar back as September 1965, clocuments relating to such a deli·
c.ate issue were in Government files anrl the Committee. whilst deplorin,g
Sir Seewoosagur's inaccurate st.a.te,ment before the Select Committee1 strongly
condemns !he then Government for its indilference towards the disp!aced Uois,
Although the amount of compensatinn had been paid ioto the publ:ie treasury ·
as far back as 1972, it was not until January 1977. after M.r Prosser1 s visit
to_ Mauritius as a result of s~g.public agitation that, as a measure prefil11lll.a:ry to some son of rehabilita ti:on. a survey of the persons involved was

conducted.

·

2.9
The Latest ·Dev2fopmmht
.i · ··511. The Committee feels much comfort in the Resolution contained ~
:lfi:er:PotiticaI Declaration voted at the Non-Aligned Movement>.!. New Delhi
sununil Meeting. 1983. about Diego Garcia. {AppendL"t "Xt}. lt fully concurs
~itb tb~ view~ expressed to the. eff~ct that "the establishment anrl _strengthe~
1rlt'6f ~e military base at Diego Garcia has endang~~ed the sovereignty. :~rrt·
rorial iµtegrity and pea.cefu] development of Mauntius ancl other states . It
sincerely hope.s 1hat this new Resolution, added to thOf.e ahe-ady adopted by
international organisations, such as the 1Jnited Nations General Assembly
(Appeqdix 1J1 and the Or:ga.msa tion o~ African Unity (A.ppendix ~ '> will
contribute
to the return to Mauritius of that part af its territory.
I

XII.

'

s2l.

xm.

Ccnclnsiom

Five main themes emerge from ilie Committee ..s proceedings and

they ai!e set out hereunder as a concluding chapter to this report.
'

A.

The pofitical climate prior to the Constitutional Confererrce,
1965

AU the JJOlitical parties which appeared before thee Committee,
-with the excep6on of the P-M,S.D. whose stand will be
commented upon in the subsequent sub-paragraph-- were unanimous in their submission (para. 25) that the question of the
excision of the is~ands or their use for defence p ~ did not
occupy public opinion prior to the Con.mtu.tional Conference
of September 1965. So much so that none of them did think it
appropriate to make their stand known before leaving for the
Constitutiorral taUcs. Sir Seewoosa.gur Ramgoolam alleged that
the proposition of· the U.K. Government was ftn1 communicated to him in private talks while the Conference was in
progre£s. Honourable Anee.rood Jugnautb. Q.C. 10 then a member
of the I.F.B. delegation. stated to the Committee that before
the different delegations to the 1965 Constitutional Conference
parted, Sir ~w0Qi5.agu.r Ramgoolam had come to the desk
where the I.F.B. delegation was and had informed them that be
had had private talks with the British Government a.nd bad
agreed. on behalf of the Government of Mauritius. to a re·
quest for c:ommunicati011s facilities to .be installed at Diego
Garcia. He added: -'-when. he t.o~d us that. we took note and
we had not much to say aboot ilu
Evidence p~nced before the Commit1ee does. not support the
claim that the question of the excision of the islands or their
use for defence purpa&es -did not occupy public opinion prior
· to the Constitutional Conference. Amongst others the more
1
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~~....-~- involvement and their possible excision there.for are listed chro-

nolngi~lly hereunder : .
l. 0!1 21st. Febru~y 1964. nih David WindsorJ of the United
Kingdom Institute of Strategic Sturues, in· a bro~dcast
styled uLondon Calling Mauritius hinted. rn most unequivocal termsJ a.t the ll.K:s decision of using lvlauritius
and ira dependencies as a unit for its de.fence strategy in
the Indian Ocean (pa:ra. 31 ). Report of this broadcnst
was lengthily reprc.duced in the local pr~s. (Appendix~A 1i. .
2. On 4th July 1964. the Economist, reviewing the U.K.'s.
military strategy as· a
of the political uncertainties
in Aden. called for a umilitary effortn for tb~ setting up
of a new Ind;au Ocean b2se and stressed that 0 this way
of thinking points un.erringiy rn some kind of Anglo.American exercise."" Ag.am, this article was taken up in
the_ lOi.'al press. (Appendix 'A 21..
3. On·22nd July 1964. the Australian paper '"Daily Newsn
revealed that talks had been initiated between. Washington. and Whitehall for a jorot military venture in the
Indian Ocean and pointed Mauritius as a logical base
for such operation both for reasons of strategy and political stability. This excerpt was also published in the
local press. CA ppendbt "A 371.
4. · On 30th Au~t 1964. Reuter confumed that ''high level
discussions"' were in progress for providing new American
bases "ol;). British islands in the Indian Ocean'' and
reported that a technical survey had already been effected.
(Appendix iA 4i).
·
5. Ol\ 31st August 1964, the ''Daily Telegraph•• directly
alluded to the p~ibility of using Diego Garcia as a
!ol.aris communicauoos centre. (Appendix 1A 51.
6. On 5th September I964. the Economist carried a mote
direct allusion to the· "pre.sent Anglo-American search for
a .communications cenfre {and may be something more)
in the Seychelles or one of the Ji..fauri.tius dependencies..11
(Appendix 'A 6
7. On 23rd September.1964~ a group of Mauritian nationals
reiiding :in London lodged in the British press a strong
protest against the possjble installation of ''military bases
on Mauritian territory and on other islands in the Indian
Ocean/' Th~ d~mmciatjpn was .reproduced in the local
pres&. (Appendix 'A 1,.
11

result

1).

,

,

8. On 10th November 1964. Honourable B. Ramlall.ah intervened rather lengthily on the question (Appendix'H1 in
the Legislative Assembly. His interyention sue.ceeded in
obtaining from Government side two tontradictory statements. On the same day. Honourable Satcam Boolell,
then Minister of Agriculture· and !'faturaI Resources, inter...
jected thRt Government \.Vas not aware of the project
This assertion will be contradicted on 14th December
· · 1964 wbeµ the Chief Secretary will confess that indeed
<ta joint ~ritisli--American technical survey of certain
islands.. including the Cbagos Archipelago and Agalega
but not including Mauritius" had been in progress and that

the Council· of Ministers--of which Honourable Boolell
was a member-had been duJy informed. (Appendix 'I').

Such i.nfon:nation wasi indeed. communicated to the c.oun...
cil of Ministers by the then Governor-General on 14th
JuJy 1964. (Para. 33).
·

9. On 16th rauuary 1965', the Economist. in ao article beaded
· r~st.raregles We~t and Ea.s(~ confirmed that a joint. AngloAmerican survey of the islands bao been effected and,
for th~. first time~ hinted at the necessity of excising the
Aldabr.a Group. from . the Seyc;bell~ and Diego Garda
. fr9m Mauri_fh.'.!5 by an Order-m-Q;lUpciL (Appendi.,; A 8}.
1

10. ·0n 5th April 1965. Reuter made m~ntion of a statemen1
in the House of Commons· by
Eirene White. then
Under-Secretary of State
the Co.ionies. who indicated
that consultations a.bout the joint Ang]o-American survey
of the islands bad taken place with. the" Mauritian authorities.- at two levels: namely.. with. Dr." the Honourable
Seewoosagur · Ramgoo!am. in 1uly 1964 and with the
Conn.cil of. Ministers in Novembe.r: of the same year.

for

Mrs

(Appendix 'A 9').
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11. On, 9th May, 1~6.S, .the Washington P~ revealeq t&at•
. ~ a resul~ Qi . th~ (e~pni~I sµrv~y,. l;)-iego ..9~ia.. sto~
first on ilie -priorify. list d.~~ by th~ ~et;i~ :and
British ~uthorifi~·.as a recom_mendeq. lo<;atipn for a j.oint.
AngJo-Ame.rican m.ilit_ary facility in th~ Indian Ocean and
referrep fq the necessity o! eo,trµsting the admin.istration of
. the island to London. _The patJ~r reve~1~ that the. Uajted
. State.s bad requested .. tb.at- the _uentire. arcbjp~lago be
a.cquired 0 and that ·,such_ !:}X@"cise should be comp1e~
before the forthcoming Constitutional ~onference. T.hls

32
IDumi:nating article even hinted at the U.S~ idea
nwherever possible, to buy out indigenous inhabitants o-f
the islands selected for military :use and move them
clsewhere.H (Appendix 'A 10')..
12. On 3rd June 19651 news broke out in the local press that
the Anglo-American military base would. in fact, be
in.stalled on the dependencies of Mauritius and of the
Seychelles anrl that a sum of Rs 135 m bad been VDted
for the _acquisition of the islands aad the disp.lacement of
tbe.ir inhabitants. (Appendix 'A 11 i.

Cure.

13. On 15th June 1965~ Dr. M.
by way of a pai:liamentary question. urged Government to ~express to the
British Government the inadvisibility of entering into nny
agreement with the United States of American for the
cvent:11al acquisition oi tbe depe:ndencies of Ma.uritins.
before the forthcoming Con&tltuliooal Conference. The
Chief Secretary .replied tbat he had nothing to add to the
information communicated by him to Mr Ramlallah on
on 14.th Decem bor 1964. (Appendu. ..!')
·

144 On 19th Jll!le 196.5, the local press carried information
to the effect that the foint U.K./U.S. military project in
the Indian Ocean
on tb.e agenda of the Common1
wealth Prime Mi n.isters Conference which was then in
session and requested the prompt intervention of the
Premier of Mauritiu and of.1he Government The appeal
fell on deaf ears. (Appendix ..A 12i.

was

1S~ On 17th Joly ]965,. the loe3.1 press again reported tlrat the
Government of Maurlti.m had been put in presence of
the whole scheme. including the excL~on of the jslands
and that the hem ier had offered, as a counter-proposat
the lease thereof. (Appendix ·A 13'').
This long--bu~ not comp]ete---catalogue of i;vents translates,. in the
Committee's opinion. the psychosis pre\13.~ent in the _public mind. bath in
Mauritius and overseas. on the issue. prior to the Constitutional Conference
of. Sept.ember 19,65. It is a matter of regret therefore. that none of the political
parties which. at that time. formed part of the Coalition Government, did
1hiri.k it fit to allay the fears ot the population. Hence, the Se]ect Committee
strongly condemns the passive -attitude of the political class represented in
the then all-party Government and which formed part of the Mauritian delogation which attended the Constitutional Conference of Sept.ember l 96S.
Their silence, in t.he light of sucb repeated warnings from responsible se<:tors

of public opinion, bordered, in tbe Committee's judgment, on connivence.
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.£.vep more strongly. the Select Committee condeIDDS the attitude of the then
-_;Jylinisters who,. as will be commented upon at sub-paragraph (C). gave their
'Jgfeement to the ex£:ision of the Chagos Archipe!ago and to its use for
J:f~K_.JU.S. defence interests.

B.

The attitude of the Parti A,Jm:.;.rici~n Social Denwcrafe (P.M.S.D.)
The ·position of the P.M.S.D. on tbe excision of the Cbagos Archi·
pelago ·was made kno\vn to the Select Committee by Sir Gaetan
Duval when he deponed on 12th November J982. He claimed
that the P .'h..f.S.D. had not been agarnst the use of the archipelago
for a joint U.K. /U.S. venture-~ but had been djssatmied ·mth the

conditions attached to the deal. The sovereignty of Mauritius
ought !o have been preserved and negotiations !or terms most
beneficial to the social and economic betterment of the M.auritian
pcpula1ion, subsequ~ntly conducted with any nation interested in.
the use of the islands. Sir Gaetan explained that the then Leader of
the :P .M.S.D. even refused to attend the meeting beld on. 23rd September 1965s as a proof that the party was adamant on the
excision isstte. Referring to the reasons for the resignation of
P .M.S.D. Ministers from Government, Sir Gaetan had this to say:
HJe doi.s vous dire qu'ti ce mome,a la nous d.±misriann.otu' non pas
parcique nous efions contre l'idee de la cortstructian d'une base
amiricaine. mais parce que nor~ etions contre. l'idee de la ceuion
d'une par tie dIJ terriroire mauricfen''. He will later state: "Nous
etions d~accord sur le principe. de la base an.glo-americaine a Diego
Garcia mais nous refusions la cession.~·

The Select Committee regrets not being able to accept Sir
· Gaeta.n's submission. On no less than three occasions, documentary evidence will establish without the least pos;ible doubt that
the P.M~S.D. was indeed agreeable. in. principle~ to the excision
of the Cbagru Archipelago but objected to the terms thereof. The5e
occasions are listed herGUnder: (i) tbe Minutes of the Council of M'mlsters indicate that on
5th November 1965, the Council was called upon to give
~'their agreement that the British Government should take
necessary lega] steps to detach the Chagos Archipelago. ·n On
that day) the P.M.S.D. Mini~ters intimated that "while they
were agreeable to detachment of the Chagos. Archipelago
they must recooside.r their position as Members of the
Government in the light of tbe Council's decisJon because
they considered
amount of C(Jmpensatioo inadequate'\
1
(Appendix P,. These Minutes were approved withcut any
amendment. to ·that effect. on 12th November 1965,
(Appendb:: lQ") iu the absence of the P.M.S.D. Ministers who
had resigned the day before.

the
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(li)

Public confirmation of the Minutes of the Council of Minis.
ters held on 5th November 1965 (Appendix tpJ) was however ·
given at a press conference halcl by tha leaders of that party ·
on 12th November l96S to explain their resignatjon as
Ministers. The following excerpts from press reports are
worth quoting:Je tiens a declarer de la fafon lo plus formeUe que le
P.Arl.S.D. n'est pas co:n.tre le principe de cider les Chagos
ou que cet archipel devienne un centre de communications pour faciliter la defense de l'Occident. Le P.M.S.D.
en approuve le principe : fJ est· en desaccord sur Jes
termes et Jes conditions de cette cession. (Mr Koenig) (I)

Nous ne sommes po.s contre Pexcirion des Ues pour les
besoin.s niiJitaires de fOuest. (Mr Koenig) (2)
fui} On 14th December 1965. Mr Duval. by way of a. partia~
menta.ry question invited Government to give an opportunity
to the Lewslative Assemb~y "to discuss the detachment of
the Chagos Archipelago from Mauritius and i~ inclusion in
the British Indian Ocean Territory. specially in view of the
stand taken by India and other Afro-Aslan countries,,.
Mr Forget> on behalf of the Premier and MirusterofFinance,.
rightly referred Mr Duval to the press conference of the
P.M.S.D. held on 12th ·November l96S where no disagreement against 1he excision was expressed by the party. The
.mpp1ementary question put by Mr. Duval re,,.affi.rmed that
the P.M.S.D. was concerned by the conditions of the excision
and not by the excision itself. (Appendix 'Y'l.
Hence. the piea of the P.M.S.D.'s opposition to the acision of the islands
does not bold water,.

C

T!1e e.rirlence of .docu.m.rmls
Both Sir Secwoosagur Ramgoolam and Sir Veera.samy Ringadoo.
when tbey deponed ·before the Select Committee (para. 25A)
stated that at no time were they put in presence of any document.rc]ating to the excis.io,n of the rs]ands. They argued that there
never existed aoy agreement thereon nor any minutes of proceedings of possible discussions on the issue. Th.is statement was
made not only 'to the Committee but was very often repeated in
the Legislative AsseooblyJ in the pa.st. in reply to interventjons
from all sides of the House.

(J) L~ Maur-Ic~~-l3th November 1965
(2.) L'E~pr~)3th November 196:S

3S
· ~ .. :: The Sel«.t Committee is in a position to reject th~e statements.. la spite
:o:£- Sir Seewoosagur~s declaratioll to the effect that no Ivtinutes whatsoever
JJJ!,d been produced to him. the Select Committee has been able to obtain
, at Jea.st two documents from files kept .at the Prime Min.iste.r·~ Office and
-~Wch indicate the contrary. They are listed hereunder~~
{i) The record of the meeting h.eJd at Lancarter House and which

outlines the points agreed upon between. the Secretary of State for
the Colonies on one side and on the other Dr the HonourabJe
Seewoosagur Ramgoolam_. the Hononra ble Abdool Razack Mohamed and the Honourabie Sookdeo Bissoondoyal The documeot is
reproduced at Appendix 'K.• of th.is report.
{li) Colonial Office despatch No. 4231 dated 6th October, 1965. which
con.firms that the contents of the record mentioned above had

already been agre-ed in London with Dr the Honourable Seewoosagur RamgooJa.m -'aod by him with :hiI.r Maham.eds as being an
accurate record of what was decided'\ (Appendix ·L1}.
(iill Furthermore. on 5th Nayember 196..S, the Council of Ministers.
including S-tr SeewOOBagur Ramgoolam and Sir Veerasamy Ringadoo, gave their agreement to the effect that~ lithe British Government. should take ·the necessary legal steps to detach the Chagos
Archipelago. n <Ap pendL, 'P').

fu these circumstances, the Select Committee cannot but record its lndi,&·
··nation at the attitude
these Senior Ministers of the then Government who.
_!before the Committee. in the Legislative ~ernbly, and in public pronounce,.
1ments. denied the existence of any documents relating to the detachment ol
the islands. In the same breath. the Select Committee wishes to denounce
::tben Council of Ministers which did not hesitate to agree to the detachment
,Of_. the islands.

of

the

D.

The Um'ted Stares lnvD/vement and Defence Considerations

The Seloct Committee again ·rejects the submission made by the
then Leaden of the Mauritius Labour Party and the Independent
Forward Bloc to the effect that, from informatron made available
ta them. in 1965. the islands would be used as a commu.nicatio.nt
rentre only with no United States involvement.
The· United St.ates interest m the deal was evident ever since
1964 when the technical survey of the islands was being carried
out. The evidence is contained in the then Chief Secretary's reply
to Mt Ramlallah. (AppendL~ '11. Again, at 1:n.e· Constitutional
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Conference of September J965. the United States involvement waa
such that a delegation headed by the Deputy L~ader of the Mauritius Labour Party visited. the Minister in Charge of Economic
Affairs at the American Embassy .. in Landoni in
at~mpt to
secure,. for Mauritius. some benefits in return for the excision.
(Para. 37). And later. the record of the meeting held at Lancaster
House on 23rd September 1965. will. in no uncertain terms. at
items (iv} (v) and (vi) bear testimony of the U.S. presence in the
deal. (Appendix "'K').

an

I.n addition, all documents exchanged between the Secretary of
State fo:r the Colonies and the Mauritius Government preceding
and following the then Council of Ministers' agreement to the
excision (Appendices 'L\ 'M\ ·o\· ·R') bea·r reference to a joint
U.K. f U.S. venture. Some of tbe lettersJ including the memoran•
dum su brnitied to the Council of Ministers by the Chief Secretary
on 4lb November 1965 (Appendix 'M1 were e,;cn boldly beaded
"-U..K. /U.S. Defence Interests'\
Here again, the Select Committee cannot but strongly denounce
such deliberate misleading: of public opiruon on the matter.

E.. The Blackmail Element
Sir Sc:ewoosagur Ramgoolam1s statement before the Select Com·
mittee is highly indicative of the· atmosphere which prevailed
du.ring the private t.alk.s he had, at Lanc.aste: House. with the
British authorities. He a.vered that he was put before th.e ch.oice
of either retaining the archipelago O!' Obtaining independence
for his country, but refused to describe the deal as a blackmail.
Sir Gaetan Duval argued that the chcice was between the e.xcisio.n
and a referendum on independence, This contradiction is subs,.
tantially immate.riaJ to the Committee. What is of deeper concern
to the Select Committee is the indisputable fact that a choice
was offered through Sir Seewoosagu.r to the majority of delegates
supporting independence and whkh attitude cannot full outside
the most elementa'Cy definition of blackmailing. Sir Harold
Walter. depon:ing before the Select Committee on 11th January
1981. will even go to the length of stating that the position was
such that, had Die.go Garcia which '\vas_. certainly~ an important
tooth in the whole cogwheel leading to independence"' not been
ceded, the grant of national sovereignty to Mauritius uwould .have
taken more years probably
0

•
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Toe Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples voted by the General Assembly of the
United Nations on 14th December 1960 (Appendix iC'} clearly
sets out at pa·ra . .5 that the transfer o.f power to peoples living. in
uTrust and JNon...Self Governing Territories or all other Territo,.
ries should be effected '"without any conditions and reservations".
In addition at para. 6 it ex.prwedly Jays down that, "any
attempt c3imed at the partial or total disruption of the national
unity and the ·territorial integrity of a country is incompatible
with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United
Nations.u
11

k

5

Hencel notwithstanding the blackmail element whlch strongly
puts in question the legal validity of the excision1 the Select Com-m1ttee strongly denounces rhe flouting by the United Kingdom
GovernmentJ on these counts. of the Oiarfer of the United Nations.

1st June 1983.

JEAN~Cr.J.UDE DE

L 'EsTlv..c

Chairman
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APPENDIX A
List of Per.10m who Depailed Befo.re the Select Committee and Date or Hearing
1. .Sit Charles Gaetan Duva.11 Q.C.-Leader of the Oppo.sition-llth ],fo,·ember 1982;

2. Sir Seewoosagur Ramgaoirun, G.C.l\ltG. -6th December 1982..

3, Sir Vee.rasamy Ringadoo, Kt. -13th December 1982.
4. &fr Maurice Paturau 1 D.F.C..1 C.B.E. -

5. Sir Harold Wa.lterJ Kt. -

13th December 1982.

llth January 1983.

6. Sir Sa.team Boole:llt Kt. - 11th January 198-3.

, . The Hon.. A.neerood Jugnauthi Q.C. - Prime Minister of Mauritim February 1983~
8. Sir Rene. Maingard de la Ville-es.. Qff.rans, C.B.E, - 8th February 1983.
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APPffiDIX B
STATIJTOliY INSTRUt\1:ENTS
196.5 No, 192()

T erritorles
The Jlrjtish Indian Ocean Territory Order 1965
Made
8th November 1965
OVEJ.'SeU

At the. Court at Buckingham Palace, the 8th day of Novcm ber 1965
Present
The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty in Council

Her Majesty, by virtue and in eKercise of the powen in t.ha1 behalf by the Colonial
·Boundaries Act 1895, or olberwise in Her 1',lajesty vested, is pleased, by and with
.the. advice of Her Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered. ill! follows : ... ¥

•

•

~: L This Order may be cited as the British Indian Ocean Territory Oeder Otatian .

.:196~.
;

...

:. ,.2. (1) I.n this Order~
" the Territory ... means the British Indian Ocean Territory;
0

tbe Chagos Archipelago
2 to this Order;

O

means the .is:Ianch mentioned in schedule

" the Alda.bra Group means the islands as specified in the First
Schedule to the Seychelles Letters 'Patent 1948 and mentioned in
schedule 3 1o this Order. .
H

. {2) The Interpretation Act 1889 shall apply, with the necessary
--~~catio~ for the purpose of int.erpreting this Order and otherwiS>e
ii,. ·relation thereto as it applies for the pmpo91: of interpreting and other. ·)V!se
t!l Acts of Parliament oft.he United Kingdom..
~i: ; '- in relation
.
.

·~~:;a: A& from the date of thls Order-

~~~i=

(o) 'the Chagos Archipelago. being islands which immediately before Ocean Terri: the d.a.te of this Order were ioc1\lded in the Dependencies of t()f)' tot be •
-M: . .
d
&epara: C
: anntius. an
i:olocy.

(b) the Farquhar Islaadst the Aldabra Group aod the Island of
Desrocbcs~ being: islands which immediately before the date of
this Order were part of the Colony of Seychelles.
_;~an together forrn a separate colony which shall be .known as the British
'l~_dian Ocean Territory .

..

~-:4. There shall be a Commis5ioner for tbe Territory who shall be appoin- F.m.blis.h~d·by Her Jl..f ajcsty by Commission under Her Maj!:stis Sign Manual and
.S1gnet and shall hold office durino
nleasure.
u .....::, Her" Maiesru>s
:J
11
j
'

g}~~
· ·

l)llSSlOJllll'.
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APPENDIX B---r:ontinued
Powus and

duties of

Com-

missioner.

.5. The Commissioner shall have such powers and duties as·are conferred.'.
or imposed upon him by or under this Order or any other law and such_
qther fuuctioos as Her :Majesty may from time to time be pleased to-:
assign to himt and, subject to the provi!iions of this Order and any otber~
Jaw by which any such powers or duties. art: conferred or imposedJ shaU
do and execute
things that belong to his office according to such
instructions, if any. as Her 1.ifajesty may from time to time see fit to give·

an

him.
Oaths ro be.
tabn by

Com-

missioner:.

'!?~li.F~
or
'-AJ.IJJnus.no-

6. A person aµpomted to hold the offioe of Coro.missioner· shall,. before
entering upon· the duties of that office1 take and subscribe the oath ot
allegiance and the oath for the due execution of his office in tbe forms set
out in Schedule I to this Order.
7. (1) Whenever the office

o'r Commissioner is vacant or the Co~i~-

.
.
. fr
#-\.ner•s rune- stoner
u. a b sent fro.m the rr.1 erntory
or 1.s
om .any ouu:;L
cause prevented
tions during from or incapable of discharging the functions· of h.i.S office. those functions

liacantyt ere, shall be performed by such persons as Her :tvfajesty may designate by
instrnotcoos given under Her Sign Manual and Signet o.r through a Secre~
tary of State,

any

(2) Before
person enters upon the performanre of the functions:
of the office of Commi~ioner under this s:ctioo, he shall take and &ubs•
oribe the oaths directed by section 6 oft.bis Order to be ta.ken by a person
appointed to hold the office of Commiss.ioner.
(3) For the _purposes or this section-

( a) the Commissioner shall not be regarded u absent from the
Territory. or as prevented from 1 or incapable of, discharging
., the functions o( his offiCCi by reason only that he is in the.
Colony of Seychelles or is in pa.ssage between. that Colony
and the Territory or bct\vcen one pa.rt of the Tcnitary·and
another; a.od

(b) the Commissioner shall not be regarded as absent from the
Territory. ot as prevented from, or incapable of, discharging
t.he functions of bis office, at any time wbeo an officer is
discharging those functions under section 8 of this Order.
Dis.charge or
8. (1) The Commusiooer may, by instrument u.oder the Official Stamp
Co--:.-...r- of the Territory. authorize a fit and proper person to discharge for and an
Hons by
behalf of the Commissioner on such occasions and subject to such exoop-

D~tt~
di:puly.

tions ·and conditions" as may be r;pecifierl in that fustrument such of the
functions of the office of Commissioner a.s may be specified in that

Instrument.
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"~~;· ('-.}!;The powers _and~ authority of the Commiss!oner .shall not ~

·~ecl:ed by any authonty given to such person under thra section atherw1sc_

:~.as Her Majesty may at any time think proper to direct, and such
}·~ott ~haU conform to and observe such Iwtructions relating to the
1

afsclia.rge by him of an_y of the functions of the office of Commissioner as
.tJt~-,So~ssionu may from time to time address to him.
· ;'!•~·

·oJ :Any autht;:.rity given unde-r this section may a1 any t5me be varied

·o? revoked by Her Majesty by instructions give.a through a Secretary of

Slate or by rbe
1

Commissioner by lnstrUJllent1 under tb.e Official Stamp

·orth~ Territory.
ui:,.:

:9. Th~re sba!l be an Official Stamp for the Territory which the Commit- Official
siooer shall keep sod use for stamping all such documents u may be Stamp.
t(y -~tlY Jaw required to be stamped therewith.
.....
~

... rlO. The Commissioner. in the name and oo behalf of Her Majesty. Constitutioo
way .constitute such offices for th.e Territory, as may lawfully be -consti .. of offia::s .
.fu~ by: Her Majesty and. subject to tlte provisions or .any law for the
time belog in force fo the Territory and to mch .io&troctions as may from
time to t~me be given to rum by Her Majesty through a Secrew-y of State.
t.ht.· Comniissioner
may likewise:.
.
,- ' (0:) make appointments, to be held during Hee tvfajestf s plea1Ure_
to any office so constituted; and
·~

0

(b) dismis:.s any person so appointed or take wch otherdisciplicuy
· .acifon in relation to him as the Commis&ioner may think fit.

(.-_J 1-.

{l) The Commissioner may make laws for the pe.aocJ order and Powct" to
,good government of the Territory1 and such Jaws sb.aU be published in make la.mi.
,.sw;h. manner as the Commissioner may direct.
~:.
(2) A:ny laws made by the Commissio11er may be disallowed by
.~er Majesty through a Secretary of State.

(.3) Whenever. any law has been disallowed by Her Majesty, the
Com.mis.sioner shall cause notice of mch disallowance to be published
.in Kuch manner as he may dkccl
i

.
(4) Every law disallowed shall cease to have effect as soon as nottce
·or ~isatlowance is published as aforesrdds and thereupon any enactmen't
amended or repealed by, or in pursuance ot: the law dis.allowed shall have
effect as if tbe law had not been made.

(5} Subject as aforesaid. the provisions of subsection (2) of section
3B of the· Interpretation Act 1889 shall apply to such di&alJowaace as they

apply to :the repeal of an enactment by an Act of Parliament.

_.,.~
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. • ..,, ••.

c;arnnus~.{:.?;.::;~~"'?frt'·.Commissione.r: may, in Her .Majesty's name and on Her
Ma""stv~s
:.,- .; behalf.-

sionn•.s:of
powm

P9rdon, etc.

( a) grant to any person concerned in 'er ronv.icted af any offence'

against the laws of the Territory a pardon, either free or subject'
to lawful oond1tions; a-r
(b) grant to any person .a. respite, either lo.definite or for a s1>eci..
.fled period. -of the e.,ecntion of any sentence imposed on
that persoo for any such offence; or
(t:} substitute a less severe form of punishment for any puoish.ment
imposed by any such sentence; or
( a) remit the whole o:r any part of any such sea tence or 9f any
penalty or forfe1ture otherwise due to Her lvfajesty on account
of.any o.fferu:e.
Concurrent

appt>lnfw
fll i!f1 IS'.

I3. Whenever the substanti:ve holder of any office constituted by or
under this Order is on leave of abienoe p:e.oding relinquishment of his

officc(o) .another p:cuon .may be appointed .suhstantiYCly to that affu:e:
(b) tbat person shaJ1 1 for the purpose of any functions- atttaching
to that officel be deemed to .be tbe snle holder of that office.

Disposal of

land.

14. Subject to any Jaw for the time being in force in the Tcrrlto.cy and to

aoy Instructions from time to time given to the- Commiss.ioDer by Her
Majesty under Her Sign Manual and Signet or through a Secretary of .
Stare. the Commi:ssiooer1 in Her Majesty's name and on Her ~faje.stfs ·
behalf, may make and execute grants and dispositions of any lands or
other .immovable property within the Territory that may be lawfully
granted or disposed of by Her Majesty.

'bi.sling

laws.

may

!S. (t) Except to the extent thal they
b~ repealed, amended or
modified by laws made under ·section lJ of this Order or by other lawful :
antbqrityl the ·enactments and rules of law that are in force im.medlately ·
before the date of this Order in any of t~ islanda comprised in the Te;r- ~
ritory sball 1 on and after that date, cor1tinue in force therein but shall be
applied with such adaptatioo~. modifications and exceptions as are
necessary to bring them into conformity with the provisions of this Orcler.
(2) In this section ... enactments
:the force of Jaw. · .

F.xen:ise Of
jurisdiction
by court~.

II

includes .any ln.struments having

16. (I) The CommissioneC", with the concurrence of the Governor of
any other colony) ro.ay, by a law made under sect.ion I 1 of this Order.
confer jurisdiction in respect of the Territory u_pon any cottrl e.sta.blishcd
.for that other colony~
{1} Any such court as 1s referred to in.subsection(]) af tbis section
and any court established for the Territciry by a law made under section 11
of this Order ·may~ -in i!U::Cordance with any directions ·issued from :time to .
time ·oy the Commissioner, sit ·in the Territory ·or el.sewhere.for tbc purpose ,
ofexercisiDg its jurisdiction in respect oft.he Territory.
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_ 17, (1')! Notwithstanding.any Dtber provisfons of this Order but subjec.t Jud,~aJ_
·ta.·enJ l~w made· un~er section 11 thereof,
.
proc.cwngt,
-·<!:.~•:_·. · · : (a) any prooeedlngs that~ immediately before the date of lb[s
Order. have beeo commenced in any court baving ju.risdfo..
tion in any of the islandi comprised in the Territory ma.y
be cootinued and deterntlned before that court in accor~
dance with the- Jaw that. was applicabte thereto before that

date;
(b) where, under the law in force in any such island immediately
before the date of trus OrderJ an appeal would He from
any judgment of a. court having jurisdiction in ihat island,

whether given before that date or given on_ or after thal
date fo pursuance of paragraph (a) of this subsection,
such an appeal shall continue to lieand may becommen<:ed
and determined in accordance with the law that was.a.ppli·cable thereto before that date;

(c) an.y judgment of a court having jurisdiction in any such
island ,given, but not satisfied or enforced~ before the date
of this Orderw and any judgment of a court given in .any
such proceedings as are referred to in paragraph (a) or

paragraph (b) of thls subsection~ may be enforced on and
after the date of this Order in accordance with the law in
force immediately before that date.

(2) In this section Judgment H includes decreeJ order, conviction,
H

~tence :and decision.

- 18. {l) The .Seychelles Letters Patent 1948 as amended by the Seychelles Amendment
·~rs Pa.tent 1955 are mnended as follows:or Seychellm
' (a) the words·" and the Farquhar Islands~• are ·omitted from i!~~l9-48'
the definition

(h)

•

or n

the Colony

in Article 1(1);

8iJld Mauntills

t,

·
(2) Section 90(]) of the Constitution set out in schedule 2 to tbe
i.fauritius (Corutltution) Order 1964 is amended by the insertion of the
:~wing definition.immediately before the definition of u the Gazette n : 1 .,

cc.ons-

Desroches u and the word, titurran)
"' Aldabra Group consisting of'\ including the words Order 1964,
.specifying the idaod~n·!Dmprised in that Group, are o.mrtt.ed. etc.
in

the first schedule flu! word

u

-~ Dependencies .. means the islands of Rodrigues and Agalega 1
: and- the St. Brandon Group of islands· often -called Cargado.s·

: Carajos: '',
(3} Section 2(1) of the Se:ych.eUes (Legislative Councj]) Order in·
Council 1960 as amended by the Seyche!Ies {Legislative Council) (Ameod·M .
·meet) Order fo Council 1963 is further amended by the deletion from the
}~citio~_ or n the Colony 11 of the words "as defined in the SeycheUes

!.etten P~tent 1-948 ".
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. 19. There is reserved to Her Majesty full power to ru.Ake laws from Power
time to time for the p.eace order and good government of the British
Indian Ocean Territory (induding1 without prejudice to the generaHty of
the foregoing, laws a.mending or revoking thls Order).

~:r:~j:ty·

1

(sd) \V, G. AGNEW

SCHEDULE I
Section 6
OATH (OR AFFIRMATION) OF ALLEGIANCE
I, ..................... ., ......... " .................... do sweat (or do solem1+ly affirm) that
l
be faithful anrl bear true aUegiance to Her Majesty Queen Efizabetb the Secondi
Her Heirs and Successors. according to law. So help me God.

wm

OAID (OR AFFIJU.!ATION) FOR THE DUE EXECUTION OF
THE OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER
I.-········~··· .. ··· .................................... do swear (or :do solemnly :affirm) that
I wm well aod truly serve Her Maje-sty Queen. Elizabeth the Second. Her Heirs and
Suc-cesson.J in the office of Commis.sjoner of the British lndian Ocean Territory.

SCHEDULE 2
Section 2(1)
Diego Garcia
Egmont or Six Jslands

Peros Ban.hos

Salomon Islands

Trois Fte.r'eSs including Danger Island
Eag~ Island

and

SCHEDULE 3
West Ist1µ1d
Middle fsland

Cocoanut Island
Euphrath and uther S'l11al1 Is1et5.

South Island
Nof1.: 'fbe 'British Indian Ocean Tcrri1ory Order 1965 was am.endtd. as follows, by tlle British Ind.in
Oc~ Territo[)' (~mfflr) Order J 9.68 :( o) In the definition of ir the. Aldabra Group» in ~tion 2:(1) tbe. words .. as specified in the First
Schedule to the Seycru:fles Letters Par:ent 1948 anrl "' v,,-c:re. omitted;
(b) ro .scheduJe 2 for the worrls•• Troii .Frt.resi irtcluding Danger hland end Eagle Island ... there were suhsntutoo the words.-

,. Three Brothers Is>ands

·

Nelson or Leg;oor Island

Eagle lsl.a.nd..'i
.
Danser h)aorls. 0 ; and '
(c:) io scberlu[c l the words "Pol)fn1nie Island ..
"' Cocoa.nu? Js.laod u ~

~-en:;

jns,emd icnmediafely after the W!lrds
·

·
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OVERSEAS TERRITORIES
The Bdthb lndum Ocea.n Territory Royal Inmucti,oDS 1%5

Dalei.i 8th Noyember 1965

ELizabeth R.

Tosfnlciions to Our Com.missioner for the British Indian Ocean Territory
~, or other Officer for the time being performing the functions of his office .

do

.<"·..··we
hereby direct and enjoin and declare Oor will and pleasure as
·}oUows;·
I. (1) •These Instructions may be cited as the British Indian Ocean Cit1uion,
Territory Royal Instructions 1965.

~~;de·

~

(2) •These Instractjons sh.a.11 come into operation on the same d.ay revocation.
:a's the British Indian Ocean Territory 0:rde.r l 965 and thereupon the
-Instructions ismed io Our Governor and Commander-in-Chief for
·lvf.auritius and dated the 26th February 19641 and the Instructions
-:~ued t.o Our Governor and Com.rnander~in·Chlef of the Colony of
'-'Seychelles and dated the I Ith March 1948, and the Addjtiona[ Imtructions
·issued to the said Governor and Commander-in-Chief and dated the 2nd
·.M'.ay 1960 and the 29th July l 963i sh.aU, without prejudice to
-'anything lawfully done thereunder, and in ~n far at they are. re.i.pectively,
a:ppEcab1c to the islands comprised in the British Indian Ocean Territory
at. defined rn the llriti,b Indian Oceaa Territory Order 1965., cease to have
'effect infespect of those i,lands.
· _,. 2. ~ (1) In these Instructions " the Commissioner O means t.be Com~ I?terprera·
!·missioner for the British Indian Ocean Territory and includes lhe person tion.
who. ilnder and to the extenrof any authority in that beh.alf, is for the time
...being performing the functions of bis offi~r

..
(2) The Interpretation Act 1889 maU apply. with the necessary
.:~~aptation!1 for the purpose o[ interpreting t.hece Instructions and
··otherwise in relation thereto as it applies for the purpose of interpretin~
,a.r;i_d in relation to. Acts of PatJiament of the United Kingdom.
3. - (}) These fnstructions 1 so far as they are applieable t.o any i.nstructiom
. functions of the office of Commissioner to be performed by such. person ~~ obsM~
.. as is mentioned in paragraph (1) of the preceding clause, sball be d~emed rlcpuri.
, to be addressed to~ enrl sh.a.lJ be observed by, such person.

{2) Such person may1 if he thinki fit, apply to Us through .a
Secretary of St.ate for ins.tractions rn any matter; but be shall forthwith
· transmit to the Cornmri.sioner a copy of every despatch or other corn.mu~
. uication addre~d to Us •

.: 4. Jn t.h~ enacting of laws the. Commissiouer shall observe, so far as is R\'lles for rhc
...practicable the foUowlno rules·enactment
• •
n
·
of Jaws-.
(l) AH laws shall be styled Ordinances and the words of enactment
shall bei ,. Enacted by the C-0mmissioner for the Brrtish Indian Ocean

Territory ...
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(2) !vLatters having no prop.er relatioo to each other shall not be
provided for by the same 0:rdjnance; no Ordinance shall contain anything.
foreign to what the tJtte of the Ordinance imports; and no provision
having indefinite duration sha.H be induded in any Ordinance e..'tptessed
to have limited duration.

{3) All Ordinances shall be distinguished by tit1es, and shafl be
divided into suocessiYe s.ectfons consecutively numbe.redi and lo every
section there shall be annexed in the margin a. short indication of. its
<:ontents.

(4) AU Ordinance,,s shaH be numbered consecutrveJy in a separate
s.er:ies: for each year commencing in each year with the number one, and
the poshion of each Ordinance in the series shall be determined with
referem::e to the day on which tbe Commissioner enacted it.
Certain OrcH- 5. The Commissioner sha.U uot 1 without having previously obtained
nances
not
.
,
h.r gh a .:K.Cretary
c-· i.. : any
to be enacrerl mstructwns t au
o f. S tale» enact any Or· d"ma nee witwn

with~ut iru- of the followjng dasses, unless such Ordinance cont.a.ins a dause suspentructrons.
ding the operation thereof until the signification of Our p!easure there.

o~ that is. to say{1) any Ordinance for the divorce of married persons;
(2) any Ordinance whereby any grant of land or money. or other
donation or gratuity may be made to hlm~lf;
"

(3) any Ordinance affecting the currency of the British Indian Ocean·
Territory m: relating to lhe issue of bank note!i;

(4) any Ordinance imposiog differential duties;
(5) any Ordman~ the provisions of which shall appear to him to
be inconsistent witb obligations imposed upon US' by Treaty;

(6) any Ordinan~ affecting the discipline er cootrol of Om: Forces
hy lan.d.. sea or air;
{7). any Ordinance of"an extraor?inary nature and imp or tan~ where,..
by Our prerogative1 or the ngbts or property of Our subJects not

residing· io the British Indian Ocean Territory, or the trade1 .
transport or communications of any pirt of Our dominions or
any territory under OUr protection or any tetritary in which
We may·for the time being have jurisdiction maY. be.prejudiced i;

(8) any Ordinance whereby pers?ns of an~ co~nnity or r~li~on,
may be subjected or made liable to drsabilities or restnctions .
to whfoh persons of oilier communities or :religions are not also ·
made liabJe.t. or become entitled to any privilege or advantage}
which is not conferred on persons of other communities or "

reHgioo.s;

,

.

.
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(9)• any Ordinance containing provisions which.have b~ disall~wed ·
.::~:
:byUsi
·.. ..,._,._
.
~-- Ptovided that the Commissioner may. ;;i'lliout such instructions as
.·afor~said and although tbe Ordinance conta.im no such clause as aforesaid,
· ~act any such Ordinance (except au Ordinance the provisions of which
-.u;,P,ear .t? him to be lnco~stent \~ith obligations imposed up~n Us _b~
:I'll!aty) .if .he shall have sausfied himself that .an urgent n~srty e.-u.st:1
-~)iicing that the Ordinaace be brought ruto immediate operation; but. in
·~f. su~h case he Khalf forthwith transmit a copy of the Ordlnance to Us
iogethef with his reasons for so enacting tbe same.
6. When .any Ordinance has been enacted1 the Commissioner shall o.rdinanca
Jt~~ ·earliest can~e~ent ?pportua.:ity transmit to Us, ·t~rou.&h a ~cretary
t,T'State,:for the srgnffi.ca.tJon of Our pleasure, a transcnpt m duplicate of Secn:wy·or
ffie·0rdinance. duly authenticated under the Offidal Stamp of the J3T1tish.S11lte,
.T.noian Ocean Territory and by his own signature. together wjth an ei~
_{llaoation oftbe reasons and occa.,ion for the enactment of the Ordirumca.

~r::1t

<,·v~ .As :soon as practicable after the cammenc.ement of each yearj the Ordirmn:,,s
Commissioner shall cause a rompiete collection to be published, Jor~~hcd
· ge.oeraJ information., of all Ordinances enacted for the British Indian yearly.
Qoean l'erritory during the preceding year.

~·.::.a.

Every appointment by the Com:m5ssioncr of any person to any Appoint,offict of employment .shall> unless otherwise provided by law, be expressed
lD be
be during plea.sure only.
·

!F~ts

p1~:m.

-~it?

';;.f;:

.-

'

9. (1) :Before disposing of any lands to Us belonging in the .British Dispa.,itinn
Iodian Ocean Te.rrltory the Commissioner shall cause such reservattons
:to
be made lbecefrom as he may think necessary for any pubHc purpose.
·
.. t
.•

:Oimva

(2) The Com.rni~ioncr shall not, directly or indirectly, purchase
;tot himself any land or building in the Briti.sfr Indian Ocean Territory to
belonging without Our special permission given through a Sc.c.ret.ary
of&a1e.:

·-~·:

:tr,

: -. • 10. Whenever any oJfender bas be.en condemned by the Kn.tence oTPo'Riti'. tl_f
'a.ny court bavuig jurisdiction in ihe matter to suffer death. for any offen'Ce P~,tt1
oomrnitt.ed in the British Indian Ocean Territory, the Commissioner ea
cases..
;m~ call for a written report of the case. from .the judge who tried it. and
!fQ(~uch other information derived from the reoord of the case or else.where
•·)}e may r-equire. and may call upon the judge to attend upon him and .to
produce hls ootes; and if be pardons or respites the offender. be shall
~ soon as is practicable, transmit. to Us through a. Secretary of Stai= a
-~port upon the case) giving Uie reason for his decision.
.

....

.

} .:~ ~

'.

,:

~

-.--· Given ~t Our Court at St lames's thls eighth aay of November l965
lll rhe fourteenth year of Our .Reign.
·

APPENDIX C
15t4{XV)
Declaration on the gr11.11tlng

or Jndepeadenc:e to Colonial Conntries and Peoples

The General Assembly,
},,fir,(iful of Lhe determination proclaimed by the. peoples of the world in the Charter
of the Uoit:ed Nations to reaf.tlrm faith in fundamental human rights. in the dignity
and worth of the human person> ,n the equal rights of men and women and of natioru
large and small and to promote s.oc.ial progress and better standards of life io larger

freedom.
ConscilJus of the need for t.be cn:ation of conditions of stability and well-beiag
and peaceful and friendly relatrocs based on respect for the principles of equal rights
and self-detennination of all peoples.. and of Wliversal respect for, .and observance of

human rlgh1s and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to ra~J

sex,

language or .religion,
Recognizing the passionate yearning for freedom in all dependent peoples and the

docisive role of such _peoples in the attainment of their independence,

or

.Aware of the increasing conflicts resulting from the denial
or impediments in
the way of the freedom of sucb peoples, which constitute a s:erious threa1 to world
peace,

Conlidering the important. role of the United Natio os jo anisting the movement for
independence in Trust and Noo.-Se.lf-Gove.rning Tcrrit.ori~
Recognizing that the peoples of the world ardently desire the end of colonialism in
.
.

.au its ma.nifestatioo..s.
.

.

Convinced that the continued cxistenre of colonialism prevents the development of
international economic cooperation~ impedes the social, cultural and ec,einomic
dcvelopq:ieot of dependent peoples and militates against the United Nations ideal of

universaJ peace,
.Affirming that. peoples may,, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural
wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of i.nternationaJ
economic coopcration1 based upon the principle of motu.al btnefit1 and international
faw:1
.

.

BeliePi.ng that the process of liberation is irr~i.stible and irreversible and that in
order to a-v:~id serious crises:1 an end must be put to colorualism and all practices of
segregation and discrimination associated therewith.
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Welcoming the emergence in recent years of a large number of dependent teaitorie
into freedom and independenc.e, and recognizing the incr~singly peaceful treods
tow.a.eds freedom in such territories which ha,·e not yet attained independence.
CtmY{nceli that all peopfes have au inalienable right to com_pkt.e freedom, the
exercise of their .so,..-ereignty and the integrity of their national territory, solemnly
proc-laims the necessity of bringing to a speedy and uncomtmonal end co)oniaHsm
in a(l its for.ms and manifestations;

And to trus end Declares that:

1. The subjection of peoples to afien subjugation, domination and exploitation
constitute& a denial of fundamental human rights, is contrary to the Charter of the
United Nations and is an impediment to the promotion of woild peace and coopera..
tion.
2. AJI peoples have the right to self-determinationJ by virtue of tbat right they freely
determine their polrtical status and freely pun.11e t,hcir econo.mi~ social and culturrll
development.

3. Inadequacy of political, economic, social or eduw1.tiona.l prepa:rednWi should
never se.rve as a -pretext for rlelaying independeuce.
4. All anne.d. action or repressive meu'll.res of all kinds directed agaios1 dependent
peoples 1haJl cease in order to enable them to exercise peacefully and freely their right
to complete independence. and the integrity of thei:r national te.nitory shall be res-pected .

.5. Immediate steps shall be taken 1 in Trust .and Non,Self Governing Territories or
all other territories which have not yet attained independen.ce, to trand'e.r all powers
to the peoples- of those territories, without any conditions or reservations, in accordance with their fruly expressed will and desire, without any distinction a& to race~
creed or:coJour, in order to enable them to enjoy compleu: independence and freedom.
6.

Any attempt aimed at. the pa.rtia[ or total disruption of.the .national unity and the

territorial integrity of a country is incompatibJe with the purposes and pr.incipJe.s oi
the Charter of the .United Nations.

7. AJI !.tates shall observe faithfully and strictly the provisions of the Charter of the
United Nations, the Univcraal Declaration of Human Rights and the present. Declaration o~ the basis of equality, non-interfere-nee in the internal affairs of all stat.es, and
respect for the 50vereign rights of aU peoples and their territorial integrity.

14th December 1960.

948th p(enaey meeting

APPENDIX

n.

United Natfom General ~embly Resolutioo :2056

QUESTION Of MAURITIUS
Tb e General Assembly_.

HUYing considered the que.stion of 1',,faurW:us and other islands composing the
Territory of Maurltius 1
H£J'#~ing exmnined the chapters of tl:te reports of the Special Committee on the ·
Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declara.tion. on the Granting
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples relating to the Territory of1'ifauritius,

or

Recallirig its resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960 containing the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples..
Regretting that the administering Power has not fully implemented Resolution
1514 {XV) with regard to -that Territory.
Noting writh deep concern that any step taken by the administering Power to detach
certain islands from the Terntory of Mauritius for the purpose of establishfog a
mnitary base would be in contravention of tlte Declaration. and in particula( of

paragraph 6 thereof,
1. Approves the chapters of lhe reports of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regarrl to the lmplementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Iudepen~
dence to Colonial Countrie.s and Peoples relating to the Territory of Mauritius a.nd,
endon.es tbe conclus:ioru a_"nd recommendations of the Speciaf Committee contained
~re~;
.
2. &affimts the inalienable right of the people of the Territory of Mauritius to
freedom and 'independence in a.ccordance wttb Gener.al Assembly Resolution
1514(XV).
3. Jnvife.r the Gov-ernment. of the Uui~d Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland to take effective JJ?.easures wfth a view to the immediate and fuJJ implementa~
tion of Resolution 1514 (XV);
4. ]n\.rf(e.s the arlminist.e.ring Power to take no action which would dismember the
Territory of Mauritius and violate its territorial integrity;

5. Further invhes tne admimsteriog Power to report to the Special Committee a.nd
to die General Assembly on the implementation of the present resolution;
6, Re(ft>leats. ihc Specjal CommitteG to keep th.e questiou of the Territory of 1'i!auritius under re\'iew and f-0 report thereon to the General Assembly at it.s twenty-first

.

sess10n.

.

1398th plenary meeting,. 16 Dec.ember 1965

.APPENDIX E
A.HG/Res. 99(X'Vll)

RESOLUTION ON THE DIEGO GARCIA
:_ ··:The Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organizatil)n of African
:t::1111!)' m~eting at its 17th Ordinary Session in Freetown. Sierra Leone from 1 to 4
Ju,y> 1980.

: ..Pu,swmt to article 1, para_ 2, of the Charter or the Organization. of African Unity,
which stipulates ' The Organization. shall include the continental African States•
.Madaga~ar and other islands surrounding Africa \

· . Considering that one of the fundamental principles of t.he Organization is the
-" .respect for the soveieignty and territorial integrity of each s.tate \

Aware of lhe fact that Diego Garcia ba.s a1wa.ys been an. integral part of Mauritiw~
a Member State of the Organization of African Unity.
Recognizing that Diego Garcia was not ceded to Britain for military purposesi
. Realising that the militarization of Diego Garcia is a thteat to Afric:a a.nd to !he
Indian Ocean as a zone of Peace,

Demands thai Diego Garcia be unconditionally returned to l'\,fauritius and that its
peaceful cha.racter be maintained.
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DIEGO GARCIA - SALE OR HIRE - {No. Al33) - J\.{r J.R. Rey (J,..,foka)
asked the Premrer and .Ntinistc.r of Finance whether he
make a statement on the
question oftht: we or hire of the Island of Diego Garcia to either the United Kingdom
Government orto the Government of tbe United States of America or both jointly and
state what is the price off~red by the would-be porchasers and what is the ooinimnm
price insisted upon. by the Government of .lvfaurjtius7
Mr. Forget on behalf of the Premier and 1vfinister of Finance:~
I would refer the Honourable Niember to tJie following communiqne issued from
the Chief Secretary's Office on 10th Novemoer or(the subject of the Chagos Archipe.
lago,. a copy of whlch is being circulated. Tn discussions of tllis kind which affect
British arrangements for the defence of the region 1n which Mauritius is situated,
there could~ in the Governmcnt•s view, be no question of insisting on a minimum
.amount or compensation. The quer.tion of the sal.e or hire of the Chagos Archipelago
has not arisen a., they were detached from Jvlauritrus by Order in. Council under
powers possesS}Cd by the British Govermnent.

wm

{Communique)
EltitBA.RGOED FOR RELEASE UNTIL 2000 HOURS LOCAL TIME
WEDNESDAY l Otb NOVE?vJBER
Defence facilities: in I.he Indian Ocean
In reply to a Padiamentary Que.stion the Secretary of State made the following
statement in the House of Commons on Wednesday November 10th : u With the agreement of the Governments of Y...fauritius and the Seychelles new
arrangements for the adminiitratfon of oort.ain islands were introduced by an
Order in Coum:il made. on the Bth November. The islands are the Cha.gos Archipelago, some 1,200 miles north cast of J\.iauritius, and Aldab~ Farquhar and
Desroches in the west.em Jndian Ocean. Their population are approximately
l,000~ 100, 172 and l 12respectively. The Cb..ago.s Archipelago was formerly administered by the Government of Maur!tius and the oth.er three islands by that of
the Seychelles. The islatJds will be called the British Indian Ooean Territory and
will be administered by a Co.mmjssioner. It is intended that the islands will ~e
available for the construction of defence facHities by the British and U~S, Governments. but no firm plans have yd been mil4e by either Government.
Compensation will be paid as .appropriate. u
The cost of compensating the Company wruch exploits the phmt.ations and the cost
of resettling elsewhere those inhabitants who can no longer remain there will be the
responsibility of the British Government. In addition, the Btit.isb Government has
undertaken in recognition
the detachment of tbe Chagos Archipelago from Mau ..
ritius. to provide additional grants amounting to £ 3m. for expenditure on devefoproent
:projects in Mauritius to b~ agreed between the British and the Mauriti'us
Governments. These grants will be over and above the allocation carmarke.d for
lYfauritius in the next period of C.D. & vV. a&sistance.
The population of the Cb.agos An::hjpelago consists~ apart from civi) .servants and
estate managers, of a labour fo,:ce~ together with. their dependantr. which is drawn
from Mauritius and Seychelles and employed on the copra plantatioru. The total
number of 1Yfauritia.ns in the Chago.s Archi_peia.go :is 638.. of whom 176 are adult m.en 1
f:mployed on the plantations.

or
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APPENDIX G
lv!A.URITIUS CONSTITUTIONAL CONFERENCE...:_ 1965
),{aruit:ius DelegatiDD

The Mauritius Labour Party

...

Sir Soewoo~agur Ramgoo!am
Hon. G. F org~t
Hon. V. Rio.pdoo
Hon. S. Boolell
Hon. H. Walter
Hon. R. Jomadar

Hon. R. Jay pal
Dr the Hon. L. R. Chaperon
Eon. V~ Govintlen. 11,LB.E.

Hon. H. Ram.narain
Hon. R. Modun
Hon. S. Veerasamy
Dr the Hon. J. M. Cure

The Patti Mauricreu Social Democrate ... Hon. J. Kcenig, Q.C.
Hon. L. R. Tuv,enne-

Hon. C. G. Duval
Hon. J.C. M. Les.age
Hon. H. llossenkha.n
The Tndependeot Forward Bloc

.... Hon. S. Bissoonrloya!
Hoo. A. W. Foondun
Ron. D. bant Rai
Hoo. A. Jugnaut.h
Hon. S. Bappoo

The Muslim Committee of Action

Hon. A. R. Mohamed
Hon. A. H. Osman
Hon. H. R. Abdool

Independent Members

Hon. J.M. Paturau. D.F.C.
Hon. J, Ab·C.huen

APPENDIX H
Extract from Debates No. 2.3 of 10th November:, 1964 -Adjnurnment
M.r. B. Ramlallah (Poudre d'Or)-A.nglo-..4.meriqm li,f,1itary .Base

Sir. a.~ we have been speaking of America and Americans., there is a very pertinent
question which is in the afr about the projected base in Mauritius. or at Diego. I think
if the Government is abJe to do &o, if it. js not going to c-eveal a secret. the sooner it
makes a declaration about that ·projeic:ted base the better it wiH be. Even the British
Press is writini about it. There is much wHd t.a.lk going around it in 1-lauritiu.s:. In
India,. Pakistan, everywhere people are talking about it 1 and we do not know what
is the fouodatioo of the taik.~ 1 understand even 1'1rs Bandaranaike has said .in a preas
interview that she is opposed to the base in thls part of the world.
Anyway l think the sooner something is said about it. ihe better it wiH be for the
Government because people think that Government is ins. way connected with it.
Frobably £ 125m or£ 115m ...

Mt BooJell: The Gov~rnmcnt is not aware of jt

Mr Rarn1aUah: The Mrpister bas come to my rescue, If this Government is not
~ware or itl I ho~ 1.he Premier will stand up. and say that we have not been consulted,
that something is being done behind our back. There is something in the air there is
no doubt about. a.
Ptospection is going on; we know that a Lot of experts have come to Mauritius .and
surprisingly enough the Government ~snot been made aware. It is time the Government makes a decla:ration and &ay·s bTuntJy to the Imperial Government " We have
heard of that. You should tell us what is in store. u We have heard something very
painful - that America. wants to have the base at Diego. which wa.s supposed to be
our co)ocial territory and which wo~d then be cut off from us. They want to do it in
order not to give u~ the.£ l25m or whatever it is. Th.at is something which make.i us
think seriously and l hope Government will give ii all the seriousneu wrueh it deserves.

APPENDIX I
Nlh 19085
On the adjournment of the Legislative.Assembly on
to specUlation .about defence installations..

l•fth December, 1964

roo

November. you ~ferred

The position is that a joint British-American tbwhnical rurvey of certain islands,
ind~ding the Chagos Archipelago and Agalega but not jnc.Iuding :Mauritius. has
l'-~en in progres.~. The results of the survey are stil1 being examined and no decisions
have bc:n ta.ken either by the. British_ -0r by the Americ.an Government as ~o their
respective requirements. Toe Council of Mjnisters wa:s notified of the survey in advance and will be consulted. about further steps in due course.

·jt

I am circufating_a_copy of this Jetter to other meml;>ers of the Assembly ao-d releasing
to t.he Pres~ in the usual way.
·

TOM VICKERS
Chief Secretary

The Hon. :B.. R.amlallah. M.LA.
c/o Mauritius Tunes
Port Lnuis.
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.Extract from Dt:bates Nth 15 of 15th June, 1965
Acqnmtion of Dependencies of Mamitim by the U.S.A,
{No. Aj30) Dr J. ~f. Core (Nominated J\,iember) asked the Chief Secretary whether
the Government has been approached for the acquisition of onr dependencies or
part thereof by the United States of America for military purposes. If so" will he make
a statement thereon and state whether the Government will

(a) express to the .British Government the inadvisability of entering into an agreement with the United St.ates of America before a change in our Coostitution at
envisaged by the London Conference of September next.i and

(b) asc:-.ertain the presence of oilfields in our dep,e.odencies before alienating them~
Mc Vickers: I have nothing 1o add to the information I conveyed to Hon. Members ·
of the Legislative Assembly by the circulation of the copy of the letter which I a.ddres.
sed to the Hon. Member for Poudre d~Or on the 14th December, 1964, after he had
rarsed the matter on f.be adjournment of the Legislative A.uemhly on the 10th

November, 1964.

s,
APPENDIX K
Extract from Record of 1\o[eetiag held in Lancaster lio"W?e
on Thmsday, l3 Septembet\ 1965, between fhe Cofon.ial

See:retary {Mr Greenw-0od) and l'Vlaoritia.n Miuisters

Paragraph.I 22 (JlJd 23
22. Summing up the dis.cussion, the Sec.i:etary of State asked whether he could
inform his colleagues that Dr Ramgoolam • .lvlr Bissoondoyal anrl lY1r Mohamed
were preparet;l to agree to tbe det~chment of tbe Chagos Archipelago on the understanding that he would recomraend to b.is colleagues the foUowing :i. negotiations for a defence agreement between Britain and lvlauritius;

ii. in the event of independence an understanding benveen the two govern:.
ments that they would consult together in the eveot of a dif..ficuH internal
security situation arising in l\lfauritiu.s; ·

iii. compensation totalling up. to £ 3m) should be paid to the Mauritius
Government over aa.d above dire.et compensation. to landowners and the
cost of resettling others affected in, the Chagos Is.lands;
iv. the British Government would use their good of.nces with the United
St.ates Government in support of Mauritius• requ~t for concessions -over
sugar :imports and the supply of wheat and other commodities;

v. that tlte British GoYemmeol would.do their best to persUB.de the American
Go-vemmeot to use ·labour and mat.z:r:iah from Mauritius for construction

.

work in the islands;
. '

vi. the British Government would use their good office1 with the U.S. Government to ensure that the following facilities in the Chagos_ Archipelago
:woul~ remaj~ a~a~~e_ to the ~-aurj~ius ~o~e~c.nt as f~~ as. practi~ble:
a. Navi;tUioµ~ and_ ),:I.e~~qrpJogic;µ- fa_cilitieA~ .

b. Fi&b.ing Rights;
c, Use of Air: Strip for emergency landing and for refuelling civil planes
~it.bout dis.embarkation of passengers;

vii. that if the need for the racilities on the isJands disappeared the islands.
should be returned to Mauritius;

viii. that tbe benefit or any minerals or oil drscovered in or near the Chagor
Arch.ipelago should revert to the Mauritius Government..
23. Sir S. Ramgooiam sard that this was acceptabfe to him and Messrs .Bi~oondoya.1
and .lYfohamed in principle but he expressed the wish to discuss it with his other
miru:lteriai colleagues.

5.8
.APPENDIX L
CoJonial Office Despakh ta Goveroor

or !i,farnririua Nn. 423 dated 6 Octobm\ 1965

I have the hoooor to refer to the drscus.sions which I held in London recenHy
with a group of 1'.efauritius !Ylinisters le,d by the Premier on the subject of U.K./U~S.
Pefe.nce Facilities io the Indian Ocean. I enclose a copy of the record prepared here
of the final meeting on this matter with Mauritius Ministers. This. record has already
heen agreed in London with Sir S. Ramgooi~ and by him with lYit' lvI0hame-d 1 as~
being an accurate record of what was decided.
2. I should be grateful for your early confirmation that the Jvfauritiu.s Gove.rnment

is willing to agree· that Britain :should now take the necessary legal steps to detach the
Chagos Archlpelago from J\.fauritius on tb.c ronditio!.15 cnumera tea in (i)-(vili} in
paragrapb 22 of the enclosed .record.
3. Points (i} and (ii) of paragraph 22 will be taken into account in the preparation
of a first draft of the Defente Agreement wh.rch is to be negcci.a.ted between the
British and Mauritius Governments before Independence. The preparation of this
draft will now be put in hand.
4. As regards point (iii)~ I am arranging for separate roniultations to take place
with the Mauritius Govemm.ent with a view to working out a.greed projects lo which
the £ 3 milltoo compensation will be devoted. Your 1-iirusters will recall that the

possibility of land settlement schemes was touched on i.n our discu.ssioru.

5. tu regards paints (iv)J (v} and (vi) the British Government will make appropriate
representations to the American Government. as soon as possible. You
be kept
fully informed of tbe progress of these representations.

wm

6. The Chagos

Archipelago will remain under British

sovere,gn.t11:.

Her Majestf.s Government have taken careful note of points (vii) and (viii).
I have the 'honour to bel

etc.

and
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APPENDIX M
COPY No. 19

4th November1 l96S
COUNCTL OF l\1INISI'ERS

VK/US Defence Interests in the Indian Ocean
l\iIBlvlORANDUh>f BY THE CHIEF SECRETARY

As Council is aware. the establishment of a commllllications centre and .supporting
defence facilities on Diego Ga.rcia by tbe U.S. Government for joint UK/US use was
further discm1sed in London. 1n September by the Secretary'of St.ate for the Colonies
with the Premier~ the ?t>finister of Social Security, t.he J\.finistcr of Industry. the
}..,linister of Local Go'1ernm.ent and the Attorney·Gem:ral. The Secretary of State
ex.plained thaL a lease would not be practicable from the point of view of the Britiili
and the American Government~. The Ministers were also informed of the difficulties
in the way of obtaining a quid pro q1Jo in the form of trading coneessions. such. a..s a
bigger allocation of ~ugar in the American market, and on this pojnt they had an
interview with the :M111ister in charge of Economic Affairs in the America.a Embassy
in London.

2.. The proposals that eventually emerged from the~ discussions are as follows : (i) t.he Cb.agot Archipelago should b,e detached from Mauritius and pfaoed
under British sovereignty by Ord~r in Councit;

(ii) in the event of independence a defence agreement .should be negociated
between Britain an.d Mauritiwi and there should be an under.sta.nding
between the two Governments that they wou(d consult together in the
event of~ difficult internal security situation arising in Mauritius;
(fo) t.hec ompensation totalling up to E3 million should be paid to the
Mauritius Government to be devoted to agreed development projects
over and above direct compensation t.o land owners and the cost of
resettlement of others a1feeted in the Chagos Archipelago~

(iv} the British Government would also use their good offices: with the U.S.
Government in support of the: request of ?vfauritius for concessions
over sugar imports and the supply of wheat and other commodities:

(v) the British Government would do their best 10 persuade. the U.S.
Government to we Jabour and materials from Mauritius for construe~
tion work in the Cbagos Archipelago;
{vi) the British Go~·ernmcnt wouid use their good offices with the U.S.
Government to enrnrt that the followfog facltifie.3 in the Cbagos
Archip,clago would remaia. available to the :Mauritius Government as
far as practicable;
(a) navigational and meteorologicar facilities;
(b) fishing rights;
·
( c) use of air strrp for emergency landing and for refueUing civil
planes without ~:isembarkation of passengers;
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APPENDIX f,.,,i-co11tinued
(vii) if the need for the facilities in the Chagos Archipelago disappeared,
sovereignty would be returned to b'faurjtius;

(viii) the benefit of any min.era.Tu or oil discovered on or near the Chagos
Archipelago would revert to the lviauritius Government.

3. The Sreretary of State has said that as regards poiot (iii) he is arranging for
consultations to take plaoe with the Maurltins Government with a view to working
out the agreed projects to· which the £3 m. compensation will 'be devoted (l\,f:inisters
pn:·sent at the discus!cions in London wHL recaU that the possibility of land settlement
s.cheine.s was ·raised). As regards points (iv), (v) and (vi) the :British Government will
make appropriate representations to the U.S. Government and wiH keep the Mauritius
Go;ieroment fully informed of progress in the matter. The Chagos Archipelago will
remain under Brifish .!lovereignty and the British Gove.mment have taken careful
notes of points (vii) and (viii);

4. The Secretary of State has now asked for early confirmation that tbe Mauritius
Government is willing to agree that t.he British Govemmenl should now take the
necessary legal steps to detach the Chagos: Archipelago on the conctitions enumerated
in para.graph 2 a.hove.
,
·
·

T. D. VICKERS
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(65)45

Cnpy No . .23
Council of J\.,linisten

Minutes of Proceedings of the 45th lvJeeting be!d on Friday the 5th November 1965.
PRESENT: His Excellency the Governor (Sir John Rennie~ K.C.M.G. O,B.E.)
The Premier and h>finister of Finance (Dr. the Honourable Sir Seewoosagur Ra.mgoolam, Kt.)
1

The Chief Secretary (The Honourable T.D. Vickers, C ..lYr.G.)
The Jvlinistcr of Works and Internal Commuo.katioo.s (The Honourable J.G. Forget)

The tviinister of Education and Cultural Affairs {The Honourabfe--V. Ringadoo)

The MJnister of Social 5ecmity (The Honourable A. R. Moruuned)
The 1'tfinister of Ag;riculture and Natural Resources (The Honoa.rable
S. BoolelI)
The n.o1foister of Health (The Honourable H. E. Walter)
The 1-iirustcr
Informatio~ Posts & Telegraphs & Telecommunications (The Honourable A. H. M. Omian)
The Minister of Industry, Commerce-.& &tern.al Communications
(The Honourable J.M. Paturau; D.F.C.)
The Minister of Local Government & Co·opcra.tive Development
(The Honourable S. Bissoondoy.aJ)
The Attorney-General (The Honourable J. X<mi& Q.C.)
The Minister of Labour (fhe Honourable R. Jomadar)
The Minister of State (Development) in the MiDistry of Ftnance
(The Honourabl c L. R. Devienne)
The Minister of Housing, Lands and Town & Country Planning
(The Honourable C. G. Du\lal)
The Minister of State (Budget) in the Ministry of Finance (fhe
Hooourable K. Tirvengadum)

of
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TELEGRAM No. 247 FROJ\.1 l'vfAURITIUS TO THE SECRETARY OF
STATE FOR TIIE COLONIES SENT 5th NOVOfBER 1965
Your Secret Despatch No. 423 of"6th October.

United Xingrlom/U.S~ Defence Interests.
9ouncil of Ministers today confirmed agreement to the detachment of Ch.agos
Archipelago on conditions enumerated, on the- understanding that
(J) sta1emeot in paragraph 6 of your despatch ,. H.l\if.G. have ta.ken careful note
of points (vii) and (•iii) n means H.M.G. have in fact agreed to them.

(2.) A_s. regards (vii) undertaking to Legis.lative Assembly excltrtles
(a) sale or transfer by H.M_G, to thll'd party or
(b) any payment or .financial obtiga.tioo by Mauritius. as condition of return.
{3) In (viii) •• on or near n- means within areas wi'lhin whicb Mauritius would be
ab1e to dt-me benefit bu1 for change of snl'ereignty. I should be grateful if
you would confirm t.h:is undtm:tanding is agreed.
2. PMSD M.inirters dissented and (are n-ow) considering their position in th.e
government. They un.derrum~ that no disclosure of the .matter ma.y be made at this
stage and they. also unde.srtaod that if they feel obliged to 'Withdraw from the GoYernment they murt Jet me have (resignations) in writing and consult with me about
tuning of the publication (which they accepted should not be before Friday 12th
November) ..
3. (Within this) Ministers said they were not opposed in principle to the e3tablishment of iacilitics and detachment of Ch.agos but con~dered oompe.n.sation inadequate.
especuilly·the absence of additional {sugar) quota and negotiations should have been
pursued aod pressed more strong.ly. They were also dissatisfied wit.h mere assurances
a.bout ('ft) and ('rfJ~ They also raised the points (1). (2) and (3) in paragraph l above.
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Extract from J.\.f.inates -0£ Proceeding-a of the ~1eeting of the
Conocl.! of Ministers held on 50:i Novembtt 1.%5
UKfUS
Defence
infer~• in

No. 553 Council considered the Governor~s Memorandum Cl,,1 (65)
183 on UK{US Defence l!lterests in the Indian Dc-eao. •

the [nd.iA 0.
Occ.an.

Council dooided th.at th~ Secretary of State should be informed of their
agreement that the British Go\lf;rnment shou3d take the necessary legal
steps to detach the Chagos Archipelago on the conditions enumerated on
the understanding th.a1 the .British _Government has agreed to poinu (vil)
and (viii) that as regards polot (vii) there would .be no question of saJe or
tran~er to a third party uor of any payment or financial obligation on
the part of J\.tauritius as a condition of return and that u on or near -. in
point (vili) meant within the area within which Maucitiu.s would be able
to derive benefit but for the cha.oge of sovcreigoty.

The Attorney General,. the .Minister of State {Development) and the
Minister of Housing said that, while they were agreeable to de~hment
of the Chagos Arehipela,go, they must reconsider t.be±r: poliition as members
of the Government in the light of the C<>uncil's decisi.on because they
considered the amount of compensation inadequate, in particular the
absence of any additional sugar quota. and the assurance given by the
Secretary of State io regard to _points (v) and (vi) unsatisfactory.
.
'
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Ex~41ct from l\'linutes of Proceedings or the !\:Ieetiog of th."CollllcJl o! rvlinisters.. held on 12th November; I.965
.
C. M. (6S) 46

COPY No. 23

COUNCIL OF :tvllNISTERS
Minutes of Proceedings of the 4oth !Y{eeting b eld on Friday the 12th November 1965
PRESENT: llis Excellency the Governor (Sfr John Rennie K.C..hif.G... O.B.E.)
2

The Premier and l'vfinister of Finance
(Dr the Honourable Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoofam1 Kt.)
The Chief Secretary (The Honoorab(e T. D. Vickers, C.M.G.)
.The lYlinister of Work& and Internal Communications)

(The Honourable J. G. Forget)
·
The Minister of Education and Cultural Affairs
(The Honourable V, R.ing-a.doo)
The. Minister of Social Security (The Honourable A.R. l\i1obamed)
The Minister of Agriculture and Natural Res:ouroes(The Honourable S . .Boo!elI)
The Minister of Health (The H ooourable H. E. Watter)
The Micister of lnfonnation, Posts & Telegraphs &. Telecommunications
{The Honourable A. H. M. Osman)
Th£ Minist.cr of lndtrstey.· Comm.erre & ·External Com.a.mnications
(The Honourable J. M, Paturau, D.F.C.)
The Minister of Local Government & Co-operative Development
· (The Honourable S. Bissoondoya.l)

The Mrnister of Labour (The Honourable R. Jomadar)
The Minister of State {Budget) in the Ministry of Fmance
(The Honourable K. Tirve.ngad um)
Council met at I0.20 a...m.

The Governor announced that the previous afternoon he had received
from the Honourable J. X~nig, M.L.A., the Honourable L.R. Devienn~
M.L.A.t and the Hon011rable C.G. Duval 3 M.LA., their Jetters of resignations as appointed members of the Council of J\.{inisters. These
resignations rook immediate eifect:i Le. from Thursday the 11th November
1965.
Confirmation of

Minutes
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APPENDIX R
TELEGRAJ\.t No. 31:l TO MAURITTIJS FROM SECRETARY OF
STATE FOR THE COLONIES SENT 19th NOVElvIBER t965
Your telegram No. 2~4.

U .K ./U.S. defenoe interes1s.
There is no objection to :Ministers refe.rring to points contained in paragraph 22
of enclosure to Secret despatch No. 423 of 6th October .so long as qualifications
cootaioed in paragraphs 5 and 6 of the de.spat-eh are borne in mind.
2, It may well be some time before we can give final answi:rs regarding points {iv),
(t1) and (Pi} of paragraph 22 and as you know we cannot be at all hopeful for concessions over-sugar imports and it would therefore seem unwise for anything to be s.aidr
locally whicb. would raise e:xpectations on this point.

3. Al regards point ( vii) the assurance· t:1Ul be given provided it is made clear that
a cieciaion about the need to retain the islaud-s must rest entirely with the Un5ted
Kingdom Government and that it would not (repeat not) be open to the Government
of Mauritius to raise the lIDltter) or press fo.r: the return of the islands on it; own
initiative.
4. As stated in paragraph 2 of my telegram No. 29& there rs no intention of permit ...
ting prospecting for minerals end oils. The questioo of any benefits arising therefrom
should not therefore arise unless and until the islands were 110 longer required for
dr:fcnoc purposes and were returned to Mauritius.
{Passed to Ministry of Defence for tra.nsrnrssron to Mauritius).

APPENDIX S

No· 1138
lKth February l971
lo connection wjth the proposed construction of an austere. naval commnnications
facility oo Diego Gar<=ia under the terms of a bilateral agreement. between the United
Kingdom and the United S1ates of Amen~ I should be grateful if consideration
could be given to the possibilities of empfoyfog lYfaudtian labour.
As· you know. lvfaudtios fa faced with a severe unemployment prob[e~ and foe
.Mauritius Government is exp(orin_g all the possibilities of relieving the situation.
Favourabte consideration of request made will undoubtedly help the. MJ:lW'itius
Government while) a.t the same time provjdin,g the British and the U.S. Governments
with re-&dily available iabour.
S. RANiGOOLAN1
Prime Minis.le!'
His ExeeUency Mr P. Carter
Bri1ish High Commissioner~

Po.rt Lo.uis.

31/1

.BRITISH ffiGH COMMISSION
Cha'Ussee., Pon Lows, M.au.ritiu.11
22 March 1971

Dr the Hon. Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam Xtt I\>I.LA.

Government.Howe
Port Louis.
Dear Prime M.inist.crs

t. Yon will remember that .in my letter of 18 February replying to yours of the
said dates I said that I would con.suit m.Y. Government-regarding_ yaw: enquicy. about
the possibility of employing Mauritian labour on Diego Garcia.

2. I have now heard from my Government. They have asked me to say that they
arc.1 of conrse, well aware of the undertaking that they gave on this subject to the
Mauritius Government in 1965, namely that they wouJd do thefr best to persuade
the American Government. to use labour from Mauritius for works of construction
on the blands. They arc al.so welt aware of the provisions of sub-para.graph (7)(o) of
the Angio-A.mer.ica.a exchange of not.e.s of l.966 {Cmnd 3231) oo tbt British Indian
Ocean Territory. Indeed. Her Majesty's Go"ernment did tackle United States Government and urged this proposition on them. However1 Her lwlajesty's Government
have now heard from the United States Government that it will not be possible for
them to employ any Mauritiaru on the Diego Garcia facility.

3. I understand that the United State, Ambass:ador in ~ts:uritius is informing
your Govi:rom~nt of this deci,ian.
Kind~st regards,

Yours very sincerely,
PETER A. CARTER

APPENDIX T

GOVERNJvfENT HOUSE MAURITIUS
10th November. 196S
My Dear }.;finister.

In the light of the decision by the Council of Ministers la.st Fr3day ·and a 5irniJar
decision by the Government of the Seychelles ao Or<lel" in Council has been made to
introduce new arrangement:! for the administration of the Chagos Are-hrpclago 1
Aldabra, Farquhar and Desroches a.s a new territory to be called the British. Indian
Oce.an Territory. The Secretary of State will be making a statement in Parliament in
reply to a Parliamentary Question later today aod I intend to issue thereafter the
enclosed statement.
The Secretary of State has confirmed that the Chagos Archipelago will remain.
under British soverejgn.ty but is nevertheJus giving further consrdccation to the points
raised in the Cou.nc:il of Ministers on. Friday and lh.e U ..S. Gavernment has been
warned that oertain points wilf be raised with them,.

Yours sincerely1
J. S. RENNIE.
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Embargoed !o:r release untn 2000 hon:rs local time- Wednesday, 10th N:avmnber
Defence fad/itjes i:n the Indian Ocean

In .reply to a Parliamentary Question the Secretary of State made the following
statement in the House of Commons on Wednesday November I 0th :~
u \Vit.h the agreement of the Governments of Mauritius aad the Seychelles new
arrangements for the administration of certain islands were introduced by an
Order in Council made o~ the 8th November.. The .islands a.re ~e Cha.gos Archl·
pelago» -some 1.200 mHes north~east of Maudtius:: and Aldabra> Farquhar and
Desroches in the Western Indian Ocean. Their populations are approximately
I,OOOJ 100, 172 and 112 respectively. The Chagos Archipelago was formerly
administered by the Gov~mment of 1\.fa.uritius and the other three islands by
that of the Seychelles. The islands will be called the Britt!ib.lndian Ocean Terrrtory
and will be administered by a Commissioner. It is intended that tbe islands will
be available for the construction of dcfem:e facilitie~ by the British and U.S.
Governments, but no firm plans have yet be.en made by either Go,;ernmeot.
Comperuation. w.ill be paid as appropriate.
The cost of compensating the Company which exploits the plantatioru and the
cost of resettling ebcwhere those inhabitants who can no longer remain there will be
the responsibility of the British Government. In adrlitionl the British Government
has undertaken in recognition of the det~chment of the Chagos Archipelago from
Mauritius) to provide additional grants amounting to £ 3 m. for expenditure on devc•
lopment projects in Mauritius to be agreed between the .British and the Ma.urititll
Governments. These grants will be ·over and above the allocation earmarked for
Mauritius in the next period of C.D. & W, assistance.

The population of the Chagos Archipelago consists, apart from civil servants and
estate manager~ of a labour force, together with their depcndantsJ which is drawn
from Mauritius and Seychelles and employed nn the copra plantations. The total
number of Mauritians in th~ Cha.gas ArebipeJago is 638s of whom 116 are adult men
employed on the plantatrons.

Chief Secretary's Office
Port Louh;
10th Novembers, 1965
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APPENDIX V

WRITTEN ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
Wednesday. 10th November~ 1965
MAURITIUS AND SEYCHELLES

Defenr-e FacHities
James Johnson asked the S-ec:ret:ary of State for the Cofonies what further
approaches have been made to the Mauritius; and SeycheUes Governments a.bout
the use of islands iu the Indiao Ocean for British and Amedcan defence faduties.
]\,fr

Mr Greenwood: With the agreement of the Governmen.ts of J\.iauritius and SeycheUes new arrangements for the administration of certain islands in the £.ndian
Oceao were introduced by an Order in Council made on Bth_ November. The islands
are. the Chagos Archipelago some 1,200 miles north-east of 1Yfanritiu5> and AJdabra.
Farquhar and Desroches in the Western Indian Oce..an. Their populations are approximately 1,000, 100. 172 and 112 respectively. The Chagos Archipelago was fo(Illcrly
administered by the Government of Mauritius and the other tbree islands by that. of
Seyche(les. The islands wm be called the British Indian Ocean Territory and will be
administered by a Commissioner, It is intended that the islands will be .avaHable for
tb.e construction of defence facilitres hy the British and United St:atE:S Govemmentsl
but no firm plans have yet been made by either Government. Appropriate compensation wilJ be paid,

~,en,,,b
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APPENDIX W
British ffigb Commission

Chausseej Port Louis., .?vfauritius
32/1
26th. June 1972
Dr the Rt Hon. Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam Kt., Jv!.L.A.
Government House)
Port Louis.

J\.Jy dear Prime .l\'finister,
I refer to the meeting in London on 23 February, 1972., between yourself, Sir Haro}d
Walter and Lord 1.othian. aad to your meeting with Baroness Tweedsmuir on 23 June-.
1972;. at which the Mauritius Go\lernment scheme for the resettlement of the persons
displaced from the Chagos Archipelago w~s discussed.
2. The scheme bas been fully appraised in London and I have been a.ulborised
to inform you that the l3ritish Government an: prepared to pay£ 650.000 (tbe cost of
the scheme) to the :Mauritius Government provided that the Mauritius Government
.accept such payment in full and 6nal discharge of my Government's uodertaking.
given at Lancaster Hou1,1;e1 London, on 23 September~ 1965, to meet the ci;>st of re.setdemeut of persons displaced from the Chagos Archipelago since 8 November, 196.5!
including thos.e at present still in the Chagos Archipelago.
3. Accordingly. I should be most grateful if you would confirm that you are willing
to accept t.he payment of £ 650,000 m fuJJ and fin.al ruscharge of my Govemmenes
l:mdertaking, and ta agree that the British Government may state this in pubJicJ should

the need arise.
· 4. When replying, perhaps you would indicate the date and manner in which
the Mauritius Government wish pa.ymeo.t to be made.
Yours very sinrerely~
R.. D. GIDDENS
4th September 1972
With reference tQ the communication Ne. 32/1 dated the 26th June) l 972~ by the
the.n Acting High Commissioner. I confum that the Mauritius Government acce_ptl
payment of£ 650~000 from the Government of the United Kingdom {being the cost
the scheme for the 1·esettlement of periOns displaced from the Cbagos Archipelago)
in full and final di!v:Jiarge of your Government's undertaking, given in l965> to meetthe cost of resettlement of persons displaced from the Chagos Archipelago since 8
November, 1965, including those at prescut stm in the Arcbtpelago. Of course., tb.lJ!
does not in any way a.tf-oct the. verbal agreement giving this country aO sovereign
rights relating to minerals, .fishing; prospecting and other arrangements.
In regard to the date and manner of the payment to be made r presume it will be in
British pounds sterling made to the Govern.mimt of l\.1'.auritius at th~ earliest date
convenient to your Government.
.
The Government of lviauritu.s has no abjection to the Government of United
Kingdom making a public statement to this effect, should the need arise.
\Vith my warmest regards.
S. RAM.GOOLAM
Prime M inf.9tu

or
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:Extract_frnm the Political Dec[an1tion oI Non~Aligned
?Yfovementli New Delhi Summit ?\ileeti:Dg 1983
IX-hif.AURlTIAN SOVEREIGNTY OVER _THE CHAGOS ARCHI.PElAGO,
INCLUDING DIEGO GARCIA.
tU. The He-ads nf St.ate or Government expressed, in particLtfar, their fuU support

for Nlauritian. sovereignty over the Chagos Archipeltgo, foduding Dlego Garc~
which was detached from the territory of 1Yf auritius by the fonner colonial power in
196.5 in contravention of United Nations General A!sembly resolutions 1514(XV)
and 2066(XX). The establishment and strengthening of the military base at Diego
Garcia has eoda.ngered the sovereignty! territorial integrity and peaceful development
of J\.itaurltius and other States. They caJkd for t.be eaJly return of Diego Garcia to
Mauritius.
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I)ebates No. 27 of 14th December 1965

Chagoj· Arc.Mpefago - Detar.:hment from Mauritius
(B/245) Mr C. G. Duval (Curepipe) asked the 'P'ft:mict and Minister of Fin~uce
whether he 'Will give an opportunity to U,e House to discuss the detachment of the
Chagos Archipelago from fvl.auritius, a.od its inclusion in the British lndiati Ocean
Territory1 especially in view of lh.e s1and taken by India aDd other Afro-Asian
countries.
lrlr Forget on behalf of the Premil!r and Minister- of Fmant:e :N-0, Srrl since I understand Crom the public statement made by the Leader of the
Opposition on November 12th that there is no diKagreement between the Opposition
and the Government on the principle of the derac.hment and use for defence facilities
of the Chagos Archipelago.

Mr Duwil: Sir, io view of the Teply of the hon. Mlnister replacing the Premier,
and in view of the fact 1.bat there have been contradictory statements made by mem~
bers of tbe Government at different moments about the con.ditiollS attached to the
excision of the base, will the M.ini:&ter s.ay whether. at least. the correspondence
exchanged between Her Majesty's Government and this Government will be rcle,ased
to the pubUc1

Mr Speak.er : This does nnt arise from the question..
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SPECIAL REPORT OF THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS C01vi!vtrrr£~
FOR THE 1980 SESSION
Sale ,, of Cbe.goti Isfsnds a.nd the
Re-seltlement of the displ3r.cd Tiois

F1nancia.1 and other aspects of Ure

u

1ntrodnctinn
Your Committee hrvcstigated into the Revenue received by Government in 19,5
for the '* SALE" of the Chagos Archipelago and in 1972, for the re·settferneat of the
displaced I1oi.s and also into all the disbursemenh effected in :relation to this matter.

In the course of our inquiry we c.ame acros.s some disturbing facts which we ba.ve felt
ihon1d be brought to notice.
£ 3 m cub compematfo:n from U~K. ln 1965
Your Committee was informed that financial compensation for the II SALE II of
Diego Garci~ was effected in two ·Btages. Th-e sum of£ J m wa:s paid by the British
0o"Vernroent in financial year 1965/66 and wa., credited to Capital Revenue~ item L
TV /4 - er Sale of Chagos Islands u I as per the ACGOun.tani General's Ftnancial Report
for the financial year 196:5/66. This item did n.al appear in the Estimates of 1965/66.
Your Committee enquired whether the word H sale)• had i:aused any problem al the
time but was unfortunately unable to obtain any information on t.rus matter. It has
a.lso o ot bee.n. possible to get any information on the b.as~ on which the sum of £ 3 m
was anivod at io the discussions with the British Government in 1965,

-" In an answer to a Parliamentary Question {.PQ B/7 54 of 1979) the Prime Mini~r
informed the House that the oompeo.ntion. of £.3 m was.meant for the implementation
of development projects in Mauritius. The money was the~fore credited to Capital
·Revenue and W3S not. earm.ukcd for any specific project.

Your Committee was also oot ahle to ascertain whether any cash compensation

was effected to the t."Ompany exploiting the copra pWltatioDs in the Chagos at the time.
-We. Ica.med from the represent.ati-Ye of the .Prime Mjrust.er's Office that it was a Sey.
chetloi.s Company, namely MouJinie & Co.
£650,000 from U.K. in 1972 Cor Resettlement Scheme
The s.eeond payment of£ 650.000 by the British Government MJS effected on 28th
October, 1972 and credited to CJJ.pitaJ Revenue. item L I/!- 1~ Financial A&Sistance
for Resettlement Scheme .. in the Financial Report of 1972/73. Trus ltem had not
appeared in tlte Estimates for the year 1972/73. This figure was arrived at after discussions had ta.ken plar:ehetween the British and Mauritian Governments, on a special
· scne.m.e II devised to build hou&iog ~states and establish pig-rearing co-operatives
on land t<> be provided by the Gove.mmen; of .?Y!.aoritius ·\ {Forward to the Prosser
Report submitted to Government in 1976) for the reseUlement of pernons di1pla.ced
from Diego Garcia: Land at Roche Bois and at Pointe aux SabJes was duly acquired

for this purpo'sie.

·

·
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APPENDIX Z--continued
No de'\'aHs. on how and when this initial scheme was worked out} were provided
to your Committee.

ln the Foreword to the Prosser Report th~ Prime Miru5ter•s Office states the
foHowing:
u

Not long afb:r, it became cleat: that the displaced persons concerned were not
happy with the proposed scheme. An official survey con.firmed that the majority
was i.n favour of the simple expediency of .sharing the financiat assistance received
from Britain among 1he workers, irrespective of their need for _proper housing
and for a pJanned means of future livelihood '~.

Your Committee hns not obtained any information on the survey mentioned atiov-e
although there was an offidal request for the det.a.ils. of how and when the d.ispJace.d
persons shov.red dissatisfaction wi£h that initial scheme.
Tite. Prosser Report
For 5 years after funds bad been m.a.de.avaUa.ble by the U.K. Government for the
resettlemeofof tbe displ_aced Ilois 1 the Govern.merit of Mauritius wa~ unable to arrive
at a sa1i.sfactory decision ori the manner in which the funds should be- utilised. In
1916;the Prime Mioister discuued the problems affecting the displaced nois with the
British Gov~mmeof and it-was decidedt hat Mr A.R.G. Prosser, C.M.G,. M.B.E.•
AdYlter- on Sncial Development in the Ministry of Overseas DeveI0pmeot1 would
visit. Mauritius 1n order to advise on an appropriate solution to the problem.
The major recommendations made by Mr Prosser were the following:
(a) The immediate ~etting up of a Reset1lement Committee w1tb a first.class
administrative ofiicet attached to it on a full time babi.i. The Government did
implement Chis recommendation. Its composition wax in fact. reinforced by
th'e inclusion of the Secretary to the Cabinet as its Chairman. It was unfortunate however i that tbe Committee was not provided with an administrative
officer on a futl time basis. Tue Prin.cipal Assistant Secretary of the Ministry
for Rodrigues was: assigned this. rlnty on a part time basis .. Your Committee
appreciates the fact that hls normal duties as P.A.S. in his ovro Ministry must
not tiave left him much time to rlea1 with the Ilois problem.
(b) Another important recommendation was an -0ccupation&l training scheme
for the uncmpJoyed. Mr Prosser even mude the interesting suggestion that
functional traioi.Dg eouJd be combined with the building
houses nece."isary
for the Rei.etttement Scheme. Thi& scheme will be described later.
Mr. Prosser recommended that the sum of R.s 7SOJ){)Q should be set u.side for

of

this purpose. immediately.
It is very unfortunate that Government never considered this interesting
recommendation.
( c) Welfare services. h-fr. Prosser suggested that the ResetUemeot Committee
should nlla<;ate Rs 60.lOOO.- to the Social Welfare Commissioner .so tbat the
present Social Worxcr couJd be funded for a period of 3 years. We we.re informed that a primary schaot teacher was seconded for duty to the Social Welfare
Division to work with the Ilois on a f uU time basis. But we obtained no information on tht length of time for which she was thus employed.
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{d) Toe housing scheme proposed by Nlr Prosser was in fact tbe most important
recommendation in his report. As. J\i1r Prosser rightly pointed out '' the most
intracta blc problem for the IIois., has been housing ,., . (Prosser Report - para~
4). He worked out that after deduc.ti.ng the sum of Rs 7j0lXX) for training
purposes and Rs 60.00Q for the service of the Soda! Worker, the sum of
Rs 18,500 would be available for each individual bousehoid of the 426 f~mmes.
He suggested a scheme whereby each hDusehold fo neeq of .a house could be
provided wrth a 15,000 rupee house which would be of n sound construction
but.. ......... , .........slightly .outscde the high quality of building regulations
which govern hous:ing in Mauritlu.s ~•. {Prosser Report, para. 22) the remaining
Rs 3~500 would be distributed to each househoJd for basic fur-rushing purposes.
In the Foreword 10 tbe Prosser Report, (be Prime Minister"s Office did nol
accept thls recommendation to provide the llois with sub~itandarrl houses.
The Government went very far, hy undertaking to allocate. the necessary
additional funds in order that the hnuses constructed for the Uois are not
hi:low st.andards .acceptable in the country. In. a. general way. the Government
felt that the Prosser :recommendations as amended were in the long term
interest of the Ilofa community.

You:r Committee was informed by representatives of the Prime Mfoister~s Office
that Mr Pron.er'i rccomrnendations for a housing scheme had been rejected by 1be.
representative& of tbe Ilois on the Resettlement Committee and that the latter had
opted for cash compensation.
However, your Committee was seriously concerned by 1ame of the fact:1 that cam~
to light in the survey carried out in January 1977 in specffic relation to the housing
issue; It is true that representati"'es of the Dois did formally rcquur that the money
availa.ble be distributed in cash to the Dois. at a meeting of the Resettlement Committee held on 4th December 1976. However, the survey carried out in January 1977
revealed that of the S57 families who had registered1 341 .had opte-d for a house and
2.J3 for cash compensation. 3 had uot expressed any option. Of lhe 38 fami1ie1 in
Agalega, 6 had opted for a. house in MaurltiU& and 32 for cash payment with the

possibility of continued employmeot the.re. It sho11td also be.weU nC?ted thatrepresentatrvet of the Deis did cnqufre. at a meeting of the Committee held on 19th February
l 971~. whether there was: any possibility of satiifyiog both options. Acconfin_g to the
minutes of proceodjngs of that meeting, the 'ResettJement Conunittre fdt that this
proposal would not be feasibie. However, the Chairman added that the views of the.
Committee would be submitted to the Government and a decision would be. taken.
at a later nage. In spite of the fact that a majority of households. over 60% opted for

housing. one year later. in December l 977. Government decided to effect cam c;ompensation to all Dois. i..rrespective of thcir date of arr.iv&!.

Your Committee wanted to know -in very· concrete termi, the way io: whlch the
prcposal for a h<lusing scheme was presented to the Dois. We wanted to know whether
Government had woc:ked out in detail the type of houses to be built, the length oi
fa:ne it wcu.ld take to construct tbam etc.1 and \Vhether suc.h information had been
made available to the. representatives of the Ilois. Your Committee was unfortunately,
not provided .with .this information.
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What your Committee found even more iurprisfag was the fact that after it had
been discovered in. January 1917 that. a majority bad opted for housing a.ad that the
representatives of the llois had in February 1977. requer.te.d that both options. namely
hou.smg.and cash compensation, be.considered, the Prime :Minister, in December l911r
stated the following in a reply to a Parliamentary Question (B/746 of 1977);
n The Government has finally given up hope to convince- the families f.rom Diego
Garcia tha1 it is in their best interests to have house! built for them rather tQan !o
have a cash com_p,en.s.ation only. So steps are being taken to sha.Te the grant as
well as the interest accrued thereon to the families '\
Sruveys: of the Ilois
lt has not been easy fo esta.bluh the exact nWllber of pen.ons that were transferred
from the Chagos Archipelago. In. rep~y to a Parliamentary Question in the House of
Commons in November 1965, in relation to d~fen<.:e facilities in the Indian Ocean,
the Secretary of State referring to the Chagos Archipelago and AldabraJ Farquhar
and Desroches illands said the following:
n Their population are approx.irn:ately JOOOl 100~ 172 and 112 respectively ...
(See Annex 1)

On l4 December 1965, in the Legislative Connell, Mr For.get, on behalf of the
Premier and Minister of Finance informed the House that:
'~ The total number of Mauritians in the Cbagru Archipelago is 638. of whom
116 a.re adnlt men, employed on the plantations~·. {See Annex I).
Jn Mauritius~ two main survey:s were carried o-ut to establish the total number of
Dois families. The .fin:L survey was .carried out by the Public Assistance Officers who
collected relevant infon:n.ation from the dfapiaced Dois everytime a· group landed in
Mauritius. The survey revealed that 426 familiea had been transferred from the Chagoo
since l96S. Th.is figure of 426 families was considered to be the correct one by Mr

.

h~~~

In 1976, when the possibility of the distribution of cash oornpemation to all Dois,
irrespective of their date of arrival, came up1 the Resettlement Committee. set up in
1976.1 upon a recommendation made by Mr Prosser. decided that a registration of aif
Dois settled in Mauritius should be
out. This tee-0nd major s:UfVey was carried
out, in January J977. by tb~ Publfo Assistanoe Divili.on of the Ministry of Social
Security under tbe aegis of the Resettlement Committee. In this cas.e, press and
rad.io{fv communiquet were issued ailing alJ dispJaa:d persons to register tbernseJves.
The figure arrived at in this second survey was 557 famHies.

carrloo.

Of these 557 fn.iµilies-378 persons were under 5 yean of age
.543 persons were bet:Y;eeo 5-12 years of age
334 persons were between 12-18 years of age
1068 were adults
102 were above 60 yurs of age-.
Over 150 _persons had arrived before 196S. (See Annexul'es IJ &.. nI)

The survey also indic~ted that there were 38 Ilois familie-s in Agalega.
l

•

•

•

••
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Although the Ilc-is were provided with facilities for their registration, a number of

persons were lei'\ out for various reasons. The representatives of the Prime 1"t1inis.tert.,
Of.flee informed your Committee that there have been a certain number of complaints
from those who claim not to .have retciverl any c:ompeosa.tion; the Permanent Secre•
taey of the Prim~ 1vfinister's Office has even received letters from some llois in
Rodrigues, Australia aod South Africa.. It should be noted tha1 there was-1 in fact, no
facilities prov5d.ed for registration of the Ilois in Rodrigues> Agatega. ancl SL lhandons
wheo t.be 1977 survey was carried 01.1t.
Government has now decided to proceed with· a new suniey of all those who had
failed to register in 19'17. Your Committee recommends that thu facility should be
extended to those Uois residing in the SeycheUes as well.

~

Ilois in Agalega

Your Committee was informed that in the Resettlement Committee.• a iuggestion
wa, made to the effect that a possibility existed for the families in Agruega. to be given
shares In the Agalega Corporation to the value of their allocation instead of being
. paid in cash. Your Committee was not provided w1th any information on the manner
in which casb compensation wu actually effected in Agalega..

Cub. ea mp e.ma tinn
When Government fi.naU.y decided to go a.head with cash compensations payment
was effected in March I978 on Che basis of the .survey carried our in January 1977.
The fcUowing payments were then ma.de:

...

JS1 children under 5

."

474 children between 11 a.nd 18
1081 adult3

•··

TOTAL

..•

1.soo.
7Jr,590
250
2.50

109 old age pensioners (additional)
7 L femaks with children (additional)

Amount paid

1.000
],.200

459 children between 5 and lI

Amount .avai)ab1e (including foterest)

Rs

Total
1Sf 1000
5:50,ROO
iU.000
S,204 1790
27.250

17,750
9)862.590

...
BALANCE ....

J1,I67J604

9.862,.580
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APPENDIX Z--continued
D.isbnrsemenbJ as from 1972
Various drsb-unements were effected as irom 1972 when fnnds were made available.
by the British Government. The total amouat disbursed from 1972 to l 977
was Rs 155,773.33 (Annex IV). Apart from the cash compensation of Rs 9,&58,827
effected in 1977/7~. 1here was: a fonber- di!ibursement of Rs l 8,605 in 1978/79:
Your Committee hai 1 however, not been abJe to obtain any details on the nature of
an the disbursements elrec.ted, a.part from the cash c:ompeosation of Rs 9,85B,B27
effected in J978. It should alio he noted that :i nt-eres.t wa&. of course-, -not credited on the
disbursements. Interest on the account \\•as paid at 6% per annum between 2&th
October 1972 and 31st December 1917 although tbe Bank .Rate had risen ro 7% from
lvfarch I977 to January 1978~ and to 9% from January 1978 to October 1979 and .bas
been JOf% since then.
Your Committee fails to understand why interest was not credited to tbe Fund
after Dece!:'Ober l977. If acr;ounts had been properly kept, a· higher sum would have
accumulated in the form of interest.
Further financial awsfance frtlm U.K. Govermne.nt
At a meeting of the Re.settJemefit Com.m.ittee befd on 19th February 1977, a._repre.~
sent.ative of the Ilois wanted to know whether there was any possibility of obtaining
further assistance from the British Gmtemment~ The Committee according
to the Minutes of Proceeding
that Meeting 1• agreed that there was littlel if
any, Hkelihood of such assistance forthcoming".

or

However~ representatives of the Prime Minister's Office ioformed your Committee
that it had always been d1e wish of the Ma-uritia.n Govei:nmeot that such further
assistance &houid be provided by the U.K.. Government. Your Q>m.m.ittee has how•
ever~ not-been informed whetlie:r S'Uch requ?St has been made formally and o~cially

by the GoVfTIUDent .sina: March 19'78.
In a reply to a Parliamentary Question fu June 1980.. {Bf]66 of 1980) the. Prime
Minister infotmed the House that:
.. Regarding the additional compensation to be paid to the Uois, the British Govern..
meat bas -already o~ercd a .supplementary amount of £ 1.2:S million for their
. resetttlement but is unable lo pu.r1me the matter because of a court action in the
United Kingdom. The matter being suh-j11dice, we have to wait for the outcome".
Your Committee it aware of the fact that the Prfrne !'v!inister ·is referring to the
court action entered by certn.io members of .the Ilois community :presenting legal
claims to the U.K. Government. They are being represented by },,fr. B. Sheridan
who during bi.s visit in l\itauritius in Novembe-t 1979 tried to make the llois aign :a
docu.m~nt (a deed or accepUUlt.e e.ad power of attorney) the terms and conditions
of whic~ ~re reproduoed in Annexure V.

In repJy to a Parliamentary Question in November 1979 (P.Q. B/1033 of 1979)
the Prime Jvrloister informed tbe House that Oovernmeot had spent Rs 2,015 on
h·f r Sbercdan durirJg bis vlsil in Jv!auritius. This would imply that he wa5 in Mauritiu.&
in a_o ofiicial capacity, to a certain extent.
·
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General Cannn ents
1. Your Committee feeis that this whole problem of dispiaoed person-a which arnse
since 1965 did not recei-ve the serious attention it desen•ed on the part of government
until 1976 when l\>lr Prosser 'i'.isited Mauritius. The first serious survey. to estabHsb
tbe c:xact m.:im·ber of persons involved was carried out as late as in January 1977.
2. The compensation of £650t000 was link~d to a spedfi.csc.heme when it was made·
available in 1.972. The mooey w.u distributed 5 years la.ter when conditions of life had
become very difficult due to rapid inflation during tbal corresponding period. 1'.:Ir
Prosser himseff made a very pertinent re.mark in that re3.pect in specHic relation to
the housing scheme:.
·u Unfortunately, from the time of the signing of the agreement between ·the lvfaw·itius Government and t.be British Government tbe cost of housing in 1\.laucirius
ha~ risen approximately 500% ••. (Prosser Report. Para 19)
Mr Prosser made that remark in 1976 and the money was distributed Jn hfarch l978.
3. Throughout his ·Report, htr·Prosser placed emphasis on the necessity to find
an urgent solution to the problem, because of tbe. terrible conditions fa which be
found the ll ois when be v1sitro Mauritius. In para 24 of 1he Report be says:
·
0 The fact is that the no1s are living 5n dcplorab1e conditions- which coutd be im-

mediately alleviated if action is taken on tbe Hnes I have suggested

0

•

Cash compensation wns: effected almost two years after Mr Prosser had written

his Report
4. Your Committee feels that it is very unfortunate tha.t Govcrc.meot promised
th.a.t additional funds would be made available lo c.he ResetHement Scheme being
proposed by Mr 'Prosser but oo such additional financial assistance. bas been forthcoming. ·
·
5. There is a serious Jack of information on tbe nature of disbursements that.were
·effected since the grant became available in 1972. Toe Ilojs do not. seem tQ be at all
aWBie o( the det.ails of theie di'sbunemcntJ.
Your .Committee was aJso not at all sati.med with the approximate way in wh.ich
interest on the account was worked out In our opinion totaJ inte.re8t accrued on tbc
account,. should have been mu<;h higher.
·
6: The survey carried o_ot·in January 1917 w~ not comprchc~ve enough. A_ num·
ber of no.is were left out for some reasoc or another.
7. Your Comm.i~ feels t.b11t the Tioii were not presented with a h~using s<:hc;me
worked out in concrete terms nor were the advantages of such-a scheme over straight

cub payment sufficiently stressed. It is norm.at fllat for pers,;ms.. w,h.o have been living
in deplorable conditions for such a. long time cas.h compensation represented im,
mediate relief. But a.sit was rightly pointed out by the Prime.Minister1 s Office in the
·Foreword to the Prosecr llcpor1. the recommendations in the Rcporti especially 1l)c
housing scheme would have bee,a >' in the long term interest of the people c;oncerned ~·.
B. Finally, Your Committee is concerned that it has not beeo confirmed ·Whether
Government .bas so far -made a.ny- form4/ and ofjtcial request for furt.hC;r fina,;;cial
usistance· despi_te the fact that ~e majority of ihe .JJojs are stilJ ffyjng in deplorable
cond3tions.
.
V. NABABSlliG,
3rd October.. J980.
. ., Clwir-W(!man . .-:
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ANNEX I
EXTRACT FROM DEBATES NO. 17 OF I4 DECE.1'..fBER 1965
DIEGO GARCIA - SALE OR HJRE (No. A/33) 1'.tr l. R. Rey (i\.f oka) as.lted
the Premier and JvHnister of Finance whether be will make a statement on the question
of the. sale or hire. of the Island of Diego Garcia to either the United Kingdom Govern·
meot or to the Government of the United Sta1e.s of America or to both jointly and
state what is the prie:e offered by the would-he purchasen and what is t.he minimum
price insisted upon by the Government of Mauritius?

l\·Ir Fcrgc.t on behalf of the Premier and Minmer <1! Finance. :-

1 would refer the Honourable lvfcmrn:r to the foIIO\~iog communique issued from
the Chief Secretary,s Of:fice on 10th Nov~mber on the subject of the Chagos Archipelago. a copy of which is being circulated. tn discussions of thl:s kind which affect
British arrangements for the defence cf the region in -whlcb Mauritius fa situated,
there couldi in the Government's view~ be no question of insisting on ·a minimum
amount of compensation. The question of the sale or: hire of the Chagos Arclupela.g.o
has not arisen as they were. detached from Mauritius by Order in Council under
powers possessed by the British Government.
·

(COMMUNIQUE)
D!BARGOED FOil RELEASE UNTIL 2000 HOURS LOCAL TIM.E
WEDNESDAY JOTII NOVEMBER

Defence facilities in fbe Indian OC:Hn.
In reply to a Parliamentary Question the Secretary of State ma.de the following
starement in the House of Commons on.Wednesday November 10th:
11 With the agr-eemeot of the Governments of Mauritius and the- SeycheUes new
arrangements for the administ;ration of certain islands were intr.oducw by an
Orrler in Council made on the Sth November. The islands are the Cbagos Archipelago~ some tJ200 miles north-east of Mauritius, aod Aldab~ Farquhar and
Desroches in the We!tern Indian Ocean.. Their population are approximately
1.000) 100. 172 and 112 .rcspeetivel}'. The Chagos Archipelago was formerly
11:d.ntjnistcr~d by the Government of Manrltius and the other three islands by
that oftbe Seychelles. The is.lands will be called the 'British !ndian Ocean Territory
and will be administered by a Comm.f.ssioner. lt is intended that t.he isTBI1d.s will be
a.vailable for the oonstru.ctio~ of defence fa..cilitics by the Britiih and U.S. Govcrnmentx1 but no :firm p.lan, have yet been made by either Government. Compen&a.. ·
tion

wm be pa.id as appropriate. n

The colt of compensating tbe Company which exploits the plantations and the cost
of resettling eJsewhete those jnh.a.b.i.tan.tt who can no longt!r remain there will be the
re!)JJonsibility of the British Government.. Jo addition, the British Government has
underraken in recognition of the detachment of the Chagos Archlpc:Iago from Mauritius; to provide additional grants amounting to £ 3 m. for expenditure on develop~
ment projects in Mauritius to be a.greed between the British and the Mauritiu&
Governments. These grants will be over and above the allocation earmarked for
Nfauritius in lhe next period of C~ D. and W, assist.a.nee.
The population. of the Cha.gas Archipelago consists,. apart from civil servants and
estate managers. of a labour forcCy; together witb their dependents., which is drawn
from l'Yfau.r:itius and Seychelles and employed on the copra planra.tions. The tot.LI
number ·or J\>tauritiani in tbe Cbagos Archipelago is 63 BJ of whom l 76 a.re adult men

employed on the plantations.

·
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SURVEY OF Il..OIS
Ye.u of Atdv.al
ND. of
familias

locaJi1y
l, Baie du Tomceau
2. Bors Marc-hrmd

s.

ate I.a

j

3

2
1

17

61

3
6
2

7

Ll

1023

l
4

1

1

6

3:S

2
2

u

14
10
2
12

4
l

9

...

94

Cun,

10. P4lmtc aux. Sables

Pames

1

2l
40
j
j

...

9, Les Saline!-

.5I
31
16

J 2. Port Louis
13. Petit~ Rivim
l 4. Roche Bois
tS. Stc. Croix
16. Olbcr an.as
'TOTAL

4

l

6. Docktt•s Flat
1 .. Grand River North Wut
IJ. Le Ilocli.ct

11.

6{)'3

.s

1. &au Bas:.m
4. Cassis

5(f's

40";

30.'5

4

26
lli
10

7

3

......

:SS]

.l .

.,_.
•,

·'\,.
~~

;
'

... t..• •

8
f.

1
l

1
3

4
2

3

139

2

7

l:5
l

JO

1

31_9

1.04

.91

19

I
14

9
l8

l

. [2

70'.s Unknown

l
B

21
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ANNEX ID
SURVEY· OF Il.OIS
Popu!aoon a.cro:ding to Age-Group
Nn, of
fann1ks Umie:r J
5
3
2.
9
3

I.m::ality
I.
2.
3,
4.
5.

Bale du Tom beau
'Eois: Man:band

:Beau Bassin
cas.sis
CJte La Cure

...

6. Dodo:r':s Flat
7. Graod River North WC'S1
It Le Hochct
9. Les Salines

10.
1 j.
11.
13.
-l 4.

7

/}-18

1
5

1.5

2.2

3

nn

17

94

Sl

49

22
40

24

?.1
48

I4

64"

30

H17
10

s

31
.I
1

-.51

4)

44

31

38
g

4

24
14
3

26

14

21

2
6

:5
1_g
:12

10
94
72

g

22

r
28

8
5.5

:no

B

Porn tc a·ux Sabks
Pailles ·
Port Louis
...
Petite: lli't'iere
llochc Bois
15. Ste. Croi:x
...
16. 0 lb« .A re.as

210

w

130
11

11;

16

· 12

9

18

6
9

.13
. 28

..

S5?

318

j,q]

334

1068

TOTAL

,

-J 6

w

8

'6{)

Over

3

l
6

Ac/JJlfi

tjj

j

...

S-12.

)

4

. lO
7
3

2.
5
4:S
1
J

102
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ANNEX IV

...

Amount recejved on 28.10.72
Disborse-d in 1972-73

..,

....

.. .

•u

"'". .

Ju
8.666,666.67
83.33

.Bala.nee on 30.6.73 ".
Disbursed in 1973-74

".

., "..

...

Balance on 30.6.74 ,.,
Disbursed in 1974-75

...··...

...

...

....

8,,S.54,181.00

...

.. .

...

B15391D06.00

Balance on :30.6~75

OU

...

...
...

Balance on 30.6.76 ...
Disbursed in !976-77

1121402.00

15,175.00

8, .5391006J)O
24.103.00

...

...

.Balance on 30.6. 77
Disbursed July 77 to December 77

8,666~.583.00

8.314.903.00
4,010.00

....

Balance on 31.12.77

81.S l Oi B93..00

p,,

lnlerut at 6%
annum
28.10.72 to 30.6.7.3 (246 day.s)-246x 6 xRs 8,666,583
365 100
l.7.73 to 30. 6.74= 6 xRs 8,.554,181

513.250

100
l.7~74 to 30. 6.15= 6 xlu 8,5391 006

100

,12,.'340

_

1.7.75 to 30. 6.76=
-do ,,
1.7.76 to 30. 6.77= 6 Xll& B,SI4,903

512,340

510.8.94

· 100

l.7.77 to 31.12.77=184 x ~ :xR1 8~S10,893
365

=

100

TOTAL
Amount received
J.nterest to 3L12.77

2,6.sc..111-

8,510,893 (after disbursement)
2,656,711

ll.167i604

31 st December. 1977

M. NALLETAlviBY
A ccountrml-General

ANNEX V
DEED OF ACCEPTANCE AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

'fhis is the Deed
,,~ •• ,

...........

~

.......·l . . .

or me (l) ............................................... ; ....•................•·..

1:.~rlt"IL•"-"'"··"~ ............. ""'"'l*"!'"'~'"''··········"--·i~ ............. _...

an..d the a.dWt .membet"S of

my fam.Hy who have hereunto subscribed their names and seals.
I am an Do~s who left _that part of :British lodian Ocean Territory known

as (2).asli••s«"•••a .................... -.., ....... ~ ..........
6" • • II . . . . . . . . . a.C I:. • •

f' . . . . . .

11, . .

J , t . t • • .........

in 'the ship (3)................................. ~ ..

on "the ..... ~ ....

a .. II 1< • • 9" . . . . . . 'I' I O. I ...... " • • ..

IO 11111 4

0.

'f

o,

I I l

O .. ill I

•

d.a.y

or.....

#

R

.. •

0 . t I< .. "'

l .... + ..... 11 .. .

.19

i I • -

)

t,

never to :return. My family who came with me then are (4) .. ............ , .................. , . "'
•• "" ........ ,. ..... - ·-r•• I, . . . . . , , . " ' .. -"' . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ¥ \ •

11

~

• • • • .i• .t• ............ , . . .

Address-a

Infant c-hildrm'~ names

and the following children:Dales of Birth

Daies of Birth

\Ve know that the United Xingdom Government bas ~ready pa.id tbe Mauritian
Government £650.DOO for the resettlement of the llois. people who ea.me to Mauritius
following the :setting up of British Indian Ocean Territory p.nd has offered to make
·available a further£. 1,250.COO for the purpose provided Jt is accepted· by the' Ilois in
fulJ snd flnaf sttUement of all claimE whatsoever upon the Umted Kingdom Government by the Iloiir a.rjsin,g out of the following evcnts:-the creation. of British Indian
Ocean Territory,. the cto~ing of the plantations there 1 ·the departure or removal of
those li\ling or working there. the ternrination of their contracts, their transfer to and
resettlement in Mauritius and their prohibit.ion !r.om ever re.turning to t:.be Islands
composing .British 1.nrlian Ocean Territory (the evenh) and of-a1( such claims arising
out of a'ny incidents or Circumstances occuring in the,coune of the events or out of
the c-0os.C".quem:::e.3 of tbc events1 whether p.ist. present or to come (n their incident!
circumstances and consequences H) .

.So that thi& money may be paid to help the Uoii.

8S

ANNEX V-continued
1 . \Ve appoint Bernard Sheridan of 14 Red. Lion Squar~ London WC l as our
Attorney in aocorda.ncc·with S, 10 of the Powers of Attorney Act 1971 and in
particular we authorize him to receive the £ l 1250,000 on behalf on the llois io
such instaJmeots and amounts and subject to such conditions as he lD his abso~
·1ute discretion and without need to.make further reference 10 us, may agree w:ith
the United Kingdom Government.

2. \Ve appoint him as our solicitor to act on our behalf in relation 10 all .matters
connecle-d with the payment of the £ 1,250,000 and I. (5) ............................ ..
authorize him to act on ehaf( of my infant children named a bo,•e as: their next
'friend.
3. We accept the money already paid to the Mauritian Government and the money
to be paid to Mr Sheridan as aforesaid in such instalments as he sha(l agree in
full and final ~ttlement and discharge of all our ctaims however arising upon
the United Kingdom Government (both upon the Crowo in right o( the United
K.ingdom and the Crown in righ.1 of British Indian Ocean Territory) and upon
iu servants, age.nu; and contractors in respect of the e.vents1 their incidents; drcamstam:es and consequences and we further abandon all our claims and rights
(if any} of whatsoever nature to British Indjan. Oc.ean Territory.
4. We understand 8I!Cept aud agree that by entering into this Deed we sball 11ot be
abte to sue the Unit.od Kingdom Government io respect of the events, their
incident:;J circumstances ·and consequences and hereby covenant not to do so.

S. We agree tba.t all que.stioas concerniu.g. the validity and construction of tbi.s:
Deed and any disputes arising upon it shall be governed by English law and
justifiable only in English Court&.

(I)
(2)
(3)
( 4)
(5)

Insert. name and address of head of family
Insert name of Island
In.sett name of ship and date of leaving B~OT
Insert name and address of wife

lnse.rt name of tie.ad of family
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(APPENDlX 'A r)

LIJ!e Maurice hue de Ja· Re&e.l"Ve Strafegique Briten.nique
Au cours d'une interview qui a ete diifu.~ee. hier soir, dans le programme
uLondon c;:alling ?-rfauritius'\ M. David Windsor, cle J'Ins1itut des Etudes
Strategiques de Grande Bretagne a pa.rle de la possibilite pour 1vfaurice de
servir de base a une brigade de 1a Reserve Strategique du Royaume-Uoi.

Les recents troub!es en Est-Afriguei au Borneo,. a Aden ont mis en relief
l'impedeuse necessite pour le Gouvernement brita.nnique ,ravoir des troupes
disponib!e da.ns un rayon qw ne soit p~s trap eloigne des foyers de troubles
afin qu'elle,.s puissent se porter le plus :.rapidement possible au secours des
Gouverneme.nts de ces te.mtoires si ces dem:iers font appel a feur aide..
1I e,,st difficile pour ces troupes de se rendre avec la rapidite voulue de la
Grande Bretagne au Borneo. par example. Si des bases peu.vent etre creees
· dans des regions assezrapprochees des centres possibles de troubles, la situation
serait grandem ent ame1ioree.
.
Maurice est bien place dans ce sens~ situee comrne elle I'est. a un angle
d~u.n triangle~ dont les deux auties anglessontAden et Singapour, Une brigade
de la Reserve Strategique, stationnee a Maurice. pourrait se rendrerapidement
dans un pays membre de la Federation de Grande Maiaisies li Aden OU dans
les territoire£ est-africains. De plus, notre rlependancca Diego Garcia. possede
u.n port nato.rel immense qui pomrait abdter des unit& de la Marine Royale.
.

M. Windsor a dit que les autorites brltanniques efudient attentrvernent
cette possibi.lite. Le statioonement d~ne brigade de la Reserve Strategique a
Maurice, de meme que rutiliiation de la rade de Diego Garcia. com.me base
pour la marine britannique. donnerait de l'emploi a nn grand nombre de
Mauricicns et a iderait a resoudre. du moin& en p;u-tie, notre probleme de
chem.age.

Advauce.- 2:2. Febrwuy 1964.
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Th.e.. Ea;Jnomirt-:-Jllly 4, .19~
............ "'"•••••••-••11<11 ..... .-.~•111• ....... ,., ..... r .... 11>••••~·· .. -••ti••'-•'" .. ,.,..tttr.•••.,•a..•••~str.•••,• ... •1111••»•••,,.•• .. .,

So the searc}:-1 has properly been on for a well-situated. sparsely populated.
polHk.ally unexploslve haven in the Indian Ocean. Eyesi logarithms and c~mw
passes ~ave been turned to Mauritius and to the Seychelles; the pointers
suggest that there is a good dea] to be said for one of the island dependencies
of Mauritius,. one at least of which does bave a natural harbour and was used
during the second world war. Jvtauritius is politically calm: its party ieaders
.have agreed to form ac allwparr:y government- and to discuss internal selfgovernment some time after October, 1965.
But even under these ~oderately propitious stars." is it up to Britain
atone once again' to set about the job of took.ing fo.r a reasonably secure base
east of Suez? There has been endless argument about what an I:ndian Ocean
base is for; a me.pping stone to south-east Asia: a mounting post for peacekeeping operations like the u.reful east African ones in Ja:nu.a.ry; a guard
against Arab take-over bids like the Iraq-l{uwait incident .in 1961; a wantlng
eye on. British 0;1 interests.. The point ls not so much whicb of these functions
survive scrutiny-the first and second look the sounder on.es-but that Sir
Alec Douglas Home, Mr Wilson and Mr McNamara all agree that collectively
they justify a military effort
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L'ile )'&a.rice et la necesrlte Nnne hue dam l'Oci.ar.1 lndien
.......................................... , ....... "' ............ ,. ........................ ,111., •• , , •••• , ................................

tW.lft . . . . . . . . . . ..

Les allies occidentaux sont a la recherche d\tne base) d 1un marche_pied
entre l~urope et I'Australie et rExtteme Orient.
O;tte necessite a donne lieu a un marchandage dans les coulisses. entre
\Vasbington et \Vhitehall au sujet de t1etabJissement d'une base importante1
sur une Ue de l'Ocean Indie:n.

a

a 500

Le choi°'( semble devoir se porter sur 1'11e Maurice, situee
r"est tle Madagascar.
-
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,.., .. •

1 • •.,
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1,.. • -
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I•••,•,.•••,...,....,. .. • 1 •"'" •.,. •,.."., .,.., •••It+ r., I•• ......

mrUes
ii•,. ...

._oil

Une dt:'.s propositions britan.niques seraii a reffet que les USA aident a
et.abli::- une base importante dans rOcean Indien. dont le double but de. serv.ir
de paste de relais aux Britanniques et de ravitailler une flotte americaine de
po.rte-a yjons.

·

Les Americains. de Jeur ct>te., ont Iaisse entendre qu•un engagement
dans roc-ean Indien poorrait etre conditionnel a l'appui que la
Grande Brets.gne donn.erait au plan amerlcaio pour une force nucleahe .m.ixte
au service de Nato.

amedcain

L ile Maurice~ ou l~une de ses dependances est le choix le plus plausible
-non seulement pour des raison.s logiques et strategiqn.es: oe pays jouit d'une
certaine stabiliti poHtigo.e. lI a un~ populatJon de 550.000., faite en grande
partie d Indiens introduits par lcs Fran~is et les Anglais,. et qui a atteint
un stade d"rulrmonie politique et multira.ciale tel que rindependance pou.mtit
lui etre accordee demain n,et.aient le manque de devises etrangeres et un lourd
probll!me de .cb.omage. En fait.. c'est exactement le genre de pays qui bene-ficicrait de t•argent et de Jlemploi additionne~ qu."u.ne basemilitaireimportante
y deverscrait.
1
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London.

(0'0.55) August !O. New American bases_ being sought on

British islands in the Indian Ocean were 0 purely and ·simply to provide radiocommunication link/' officjaJ sources .said he.re tonight.

''But/' the sources added, .. they could, of course_, be extremely useful
as forward staging points for. troops.
,i

lligh-level discussions are 110w taking place between the United States
aod British Govcrnmont.B to consider the usefulne~ of various islands which
might be used. A British &un'ey ship is in the ln.dian Ocean. and experts are
studying the possibilities.
The sources said th~y were looking for a .Bmall island on which 10 set
up a small American relay station. This would provide better communicatiom
between United States force-s in the ........... .

r~If we find one big enough and if we could .lay down a runway without ·
spending millions on it. we could have a first--cLass base 'for troops/' an
authorifative source said.
.
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Lond.on {08.33) Aug, 31 The Daily Telegraph slated here today that
co-operation bet\Veen Britain and America over the use of Iemote but. by
mc-dern requirements. stregically based islanO.'i as defence posts of various
kinus), was long overdue.
This Conservative daily said it would be ~short-sighted to limit the co-eperat.ion to the Mauritius dependency of Diego Garcia-nthe use of which
by the American Navy as .a Polaris communications centre is unde1 discus·
sion between the !wo countries."'
1

The Telegraph continued: ''There are several reasons why America
now needs these pests in parts of the world, such as the Indian Ocean, where
at preiSent she has none,
•'Her Polaris fleet is expanding .fasL She wants to be bette.:r equipped for
getting forces and military aid very quickly tD possible trouble spots.
"One contiogenc-y might be a renewed Chine.re attack on. India. Others
might arise from increasing Russian and Chinese activities in Africa.
h'.Britain has the islands strewn about. America has the forces and lhe
mo®y. Britain is over extended and cannot take full responsibility for new
cor.ru:mtments just because tbe only possib1e bases happen to be British islands.
The case for co-operation in some form is overwhelming.'~
The Telegraph stated tbat no doubt a howl of indignation against ""AngioAmericau imperialism., would arise from the Communist countries at ''any
such precautionary measures. 11
It added; tThis will be joined. by most of the A.fro.Asian countries~
although perhaps with less conviction by those wbo are aware of Communist
activities and their own need for disinterested help m a criltli.

"In fact the islands in question are in.hospitab1e, with populations of a
couple of hundred r,eople, who would certainJy welc-0me and benefit from
an American presence."
·
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The east .African operatiom of last January. which saved the govern·

ments of Kenya. Tanganyika and Uganda from their trn.1tinying armies, were
m.cde!s of what can be done. It does not take- much imagination to think of
three or four places in this rickety reach of the globe wbe:re the same call
for help may be heard again. Th.is may give offence, but is 1t not posslbie in
Ceylon, ar Persia, or s-omewhere in the Persian Gulf, or somewhere on the
east coast of Africa again?
This is presumably the thought that Bes behind Um present Anglo~
American search for a communications centre {and maybe something more}
i.o the Seychelles or one of the Mauritius dependencies. The difficulty lies in
winniug Afro-Asian acceptance of the British share in this operation.

· The Indian Ocean is the only large part of the world where the United
States does not already bear the main buroen of looking after western inter
rests. It cannot be expecred to bear the whole extra weight of trying to
preserve stability between Nairobi and Singapore too; .and British knowledge
of the area. and fue present deployment of British farces, make it common
sense foc Britain to help oot. But Britain~s surviving colonial entangtemenrs-~
particularly the Aden entangleI:01!.nts in the north-west-still cause suspicion.
Thu is why it is essential to explain ~ clearly as possible the distinction
between. the colonial period. which is now very near its inevitable end! and the
·qnite different aims Britain and America hope to pursue togeilier in the
w.st.ly changed conditions of the post-colonial period,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . ; .. ,.
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Des ~taartclens i· u:rndre.1 protesteat
There are persistent reports in the London press that joint consultations
a.re at present being held between the British and American Govel11!llen1s for
the setting up of certain b-8.se.., in the Indian Ocean. Allegedly the Goveroment
of Mauritius is being consulted on lhe question. We are being told that these
bases will be used for a communications system.but the implication js so
serious that Mrs Bandaranaike
Ceylon h~ felt it necessary to. issue a

or

sta1ement expressing, concern about the m.a tte! and the Indian Government
has deftly proposed· a nuclear-free zone in the Indian Ocean.
I feel sur.e that the. Governments of India and Ceylon would not have
been unduly worrie.d if the discus.sioJ1£ were merely for the installation of.
innocuous communication centres. l draw the conclusion. and· voice the.
apprehension of hundreds of Mauritiam in London~ that the Anglo-American
discussions are a conspiracy to find surreptitious ways for inaugurating a
cluster of military bases on our soil and on. other islands in tbe Indian
Ocean w.ith all. the cold Wat' concomitan~ that the.1."e entail.
The danger inherent iu the presence of milira:ry bases in any. part of the
world cannot be ignored and there are too many glaring examples for us
to· be. apathetic to the situation. The attitude of our leaders has not yet
bee.n made public but 1 have a strong suspicion that somehow the British
Government will attempt· to link this question. of base.a. with. the granting
af. Independence.

Let us make it clear to. our elected repre.sentatives tb:at we are not
going to allow Mauritius to become a pawn. on. the. ·Chessboard. o.f the- Big
Powers. Tiie presence of.ntilit.ary ba.srs.,on.our soil will endanger our nation.al
.security, for in the event of. any war there is: not one. single. military installation tliat will be immune. from. retaliatory measw:es. If. it u; true~ a& has. been
openly suggested in the London press,. that io reality these: b ~ will be
used matnly for operations in .Malays.ia and South Ea.at A&ia, then
we· shall find ourselves .involved in a.n unholy alliance. which. tends to exacerbate an · .already tense situation fraught with unprecedented danger.
There will undoubtedly be sophisticated arguments in favour of allowing
these bases to operate, on the grounds that they would bring employment
and foreign capital to help us out of our present economic plight. These
arguments· would banish morality from the field of politics and must be
rejected as despicable pragmatic logic in the most repulsive farm o! Machiavelism.
·
We ate not prepared to pawn our lives !09." the benefit of a few crumbs
of bread_
·

1f our lead ors consider th.aL the affairs of. our cou.:ntry can only be administered by leasing our Ja.nd for doubtful military enterprises then they ought
to say so to the peop1e- and. in:. no_ uncertain tenns: I trust our people will .not
be e..1sily duped.
\Ve do net. wish. to be.come a partner in thci gigantic conflict between
East and. West. What ,ve require from all the nations of the world is to be
allowed to punm.e our destiny in peace and friendship_ Our internal problems
are exacting enough and we will have t.o pool all the energy we can muster
to bring ahout 1heir. solution.
·

r

call -upon

an

responsible citizens and p.articularly the intellectualsJ
writersJ journalis'f.s and artis-tx who bave a special responsibility. being the
guiding light of our nation. to do everything in their power to awaken a:nd
arouse the national consciousness to this dangerous threat.

. Tell our polrtical leaders that if it is their intention to mortgage our
national securify for questionable economic advantages,. then we shall not rest
at- a.U u.ntil the·danger is removed.

Le M..aurlciea - 29th S,cplembe.r J964.
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The Econ-0.lllUt--Janua.ry 16> 1965
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Here the Jndian Ocean has been a relative gap., and it happens that
.Britain still possesses in it and in lhe south Atlantrc various islands which
might be roade into useful staglng-JJOSts. A joint Anglo-American survey has
been made of a possible chain of such posts on Ascension Island, AJdabra
or. another isi.and :in the -Seychelles, Die-go Garcia in the Chagos Archipelago~
and an -iskmd in the Cocos group, the administration -0f which was prudently
transferred some years ago from Singapore to -Australia. This scheme would
give Britfah and American forces convenient access to Singapore and
Austra!ia. either by way of Aden. or across.. or round .. southern Africa, by a
route relatively immune to political ha:zards, There are. however, one or two
possible political hazards to be surmounted tint. The islands are insigni.ficant
bits of sand or coral and barely inlu1bited; s.till Aldabra is administered from
the Seychelles- and Diego Garcia from Mauritius .. a.ad each would need to be
detached by) presumably, an Order in Council and administered from
London. to make the .investment of putting :run.ways and other instaJlati:om
on them reem a reasonable bet .
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23.55 April 5. {1965) The Government was asked in the House
of Commons toda'y what approaches had been made to tbe Government of
MAUR1TIUS regarding certain .facilities for an Anglo-United States bMe
in the Inman Ocean.
London.

Mrs Eirene White. Colonial Under-Secretary. replied that the Premier
of MAUR1TIUS (Dr S~ Ramgooiaro) was co,n.sulted in Tuly fast about the
joJnt survey of possible sites for certain limited facilities that was then about
to begin.

She added: "In November. the Council of Ministers. ·who bad been kept
infon:ned~ were told that the resuJt.s of the survey were still being examined
and that the Premier would be consulted again before an announcement was ·
made in London or in \Vashington/'
:MAURITIUS. an island in the Indian Ocean:1 was ceded to Britam by

France in 1814.
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Sonday, .!\iJay 9, 19.65
B'lGLANDk

U.S. PLAN BASES

O:,t

INDIAN'

Oelik"l

by Robert Eastal>rook
Washillgton Post Foreign Service

London. May 8. Plans for developing a series of joint Anglo-American
military facilities on largely uninhabited islands .in the Indian Ocean lla"Ye
received preliminary approval by BritainJ.s Labor Government
The initial outlay for .acquiring necessary rea.I ·estate in. remote island

dependencies rif the British Colonies of Mauritiu& and the Seychelles bas
been estimated at $28 million.
This would include the cost of buying out and moWlg 1he &w indigenous

inhabitants.
Discussions have been under way for a year about a chain of comrouni.
cation& and staging sites. relatively invulnerable· to anticoJoniaJ agita6on. to
assist peacekeeping operatfo11S in South and Sonthea.at A.Kia as well as Africa
if necessaxy.

In January the United Statex relayed a list of six to eight recommended
locatioo.B based upon a survey made by an. American team. aboard a British
ship last ~er.
·
Navy Seda Site.
First on the priority list is Diego Garcia, a Mauritim dependency in the
Chagos Archipelago 1000 miles. south~\vest of Ceylon. Funds are already
assured for a Navy communications relay statio.n on Diego Garcia. The
American request, however.. is that the entire ChagosArchipeJago beacquired.

Before plarur. can be carrioo further~ Britain must approach local authorities in Mauritius and the Seycheile.s in order ~ transfer administrative
responsibility to. London for the Chagos and other faraway dependencies.
Some urgency. attaches to this step because constitutional talks looking
to p0$Sible early- .independence for Mauritius are scheduled for this fall, and
'.t will be necessary to complete the transfer beforehand.
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Any fears that the British Labom Government might not be enthusjastic
a bout the India~ Ocean ·scheme have been del9=ye.d qy the enthusiasm with
.which new ministers have taken up 1he idea. rt dovetails with the <1East of
Suez.n defence concept of Prime Minister Wilson.
ForeigJJ Secretary Michael Stewart, Defence Secretary Denis Healey and
Navy Minister Christopher 1'ifa.yhew are particularly impre&Sed with the possibilities. The government is under heavy pressure~ however,. to econantl.9e on
military expenditures.

No, predse arrangement has been made f.or: sharing the initial cost.. but
Britam reportedly expects the United States to bear the larger portion.. How
much Britain can devote to development of the actual milit.acy -facilities will
be detennintd in part by a broad defence review now under way.

In.adequate. Water
Sucb development. may be relatively expensive in so-me instances because
some of the is!ands lack adequate water or are surrounded by coral. :But
whatever the eventual American share, many diplomats as well as military
men consider the cost well wananted. because. the opportunity to obtain such
secure &i.tes may never recur.

In addition to the Cbagos Archipehrgo, other sites under consideration
include the Aid.abra islands. a dependency of the Seychelle1; 300 miles north·
west of lv{adagascars where Britain wanfB an air field; the Farquhar hlands.
also a Seychelles dependencJ 1SO miles north-cast of Madagascar; the Agalega
Islands, a Mauritius dependency 500 miles north-east of Madagasc.ar,. and the
Australian-owned Cocos Islands 500 miles south of Sumatra.
Amen.can officials emphasize that ·lbe Indian ocean facilities would b~
primarily logistical and would not be int.ended a& full-.;cale bases with .Eanisons~ They could nevertheless be used for servicing or staging conventional
air I se.a and ground forces.

.Jn response to a .recent question in Parliament, Wilson denied that any
. :submarine basis are oontempJDted in the area. Even though the Indian Ocean
facilities would not be large, however~ the.rr presence would be potential
rea..mirance to governments that might be intimidated by Cltlne.se nuclear

weapons.
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Although no one likes to talk about aoa.ndonfneilt of the big B_ritish
.base at Adenl some planners U{) thinking a.bout an alternative. The official
position is that the question of the future of the Aden base will be negotiated
when the Federation of South Arabia becomes independent in 1968.
Present thinking is that eHher Britain or tbe United States would assume.
individual responsibility for the operation of each particular siteJ but that
all such facilities would be available for use by both. countri~

No Form.a) Request

No formal request for transfer of fhe dependencies has yet been made
to the governments of Mauritius or the Seychelles~ although. officials were
advised of the military survey.
Similarly the Australian government has not yet been approached for
facilities in the C.Ocos Island.~. but no difficulty is anticipated in view of
the extensive Australian cooperation with Britain and the United States.
In the case of Mauritius the situation becomes delicate because of
internal political disagreement over whether the 720 square mile territory
with a population of 700..000 should opt for full b:u::lep,endence or some
lesser status in the Commonwealth.
Transfer of the dependencies could become a bone of contention,
aJthough some Mauritians b~lieve that the military facilities would benefit
the area..
Actually the far·removcd dependencies arc atacbed to Mauritius only
for convenience of adrotnistration. The total popuJatio:o o! all such lesser
dependencies is under 2000.
\Vith the Seychelle.s there is less ~fa problem because the 45,000 people
are not so !ar advanced towards independence.. This colony (where Arch..
bishop M.akarios of Cypras spent a period in exile during the mid-19508)
lacks a.1r connections.
Officials here mggest that agreement to build an airport as an ·aid to
communications and t.ouris:m mi.ght ease the tra11sfer of the dependenciea.
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The idea of American planners has been wherever possible to buy out
indigenous in.habitants of the islands selected for mili1ary use and move
them elsewhere. Brimh or .A.merican n.ationah would then be brought in
to staff the facilities.

1n the ease, of Diego Garcia it would be necessary to purchase one
foreign-owned coconut plantation. Transfer of the 664 residents .of the Cocos
Islands is not con temp fated~ however. Cocos already has a civil airport that
is a stop on. the route between South A!ricn and Australia.
Perhaps because of cost British authorit5es have regarded the transfer
of poplliation as Je.ss important Although they acknowledge that military
facilities on lhe Indian Ocean islands might stimulate new Hcalonialism H
propaganda charges. they believe that it probab1y would be possjble to
operate them Vi'ith the local production remaining.
1
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Lea U.S.A. propoent Rs 135 m pom milita.rlser Ier depend.a.De~
de Maurke et des S~yc.belles
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. Les Etat.s Unis sont fin pret.& pour 1~instaUa.tion de bases militB:ires dans
les dependance.s de tHe Maurice et Ies Se.yche.Ues. Des fonds ont deja ete
votes pour une station de. reJais telcgraphiques de.stinee , a la marine. La
station serait situ·ee a Diego Garcia. Des. experts sout arrives a vne estimation precise: Rs 13.S millions. pour le coot initial de I'acquisition des tenes
necessaires et 1e depJacement (avec dedommagement) des habitants de ces
tenes. I!s sont au nombre de 2000.

Toutefois, les Etats Unis ne peuvent aHer de l'avant. Tl faut d~abord
obtenir des gouvemements mauricien et seycbellois le transfer! du contr61e
administratif des territoires convoites au gouvernement de Londres. Dans les
milieux a.mericains on. pousse a la roue pour que le tran:sfert a'it lieu avant

la conference constitutionnell~ de septembre procha.in.

Loadra- d'accord
Le gouvern.ement travailliste britano.ique a donne son accord prelimi·
.naire au pt'ojet de . creation d·une cham~ ,:rinstaUations militaires angloamericai.oes ruins des iles de l~ocean Indien. C'est Robert R Estabrook du
Washington. Post Foreign Service qoi l'a affirme recem!Ilent.

I1 declare par a:illeurs que le nouveau gonvernemen t a accept: cette
idee avec enthousiasme et qn.e Michael Stewart (Affalres Etr.angeres). Denis
Healey (Defence) et Christopher Mayhew (Marine} ont ete impre.uionnes par
Ies perspectives du plan. JI precise que le gouvernement britannique. sous
la pression de difficuU.es economiqucs. voudrait economiser su:r le budget
militaire et s'attend a ce que 1~ U.S.A. financent en grande partie le projet.

Un. clu:pelet de stations
1. La premiere priotite mi!itaire est Diego Garcia, dep:mdance maurictenne de l'archipel des Chag0& a 1.000 milles au rud...onest de Ceylan.. Mais
les ccn.se.Ulers U.S. voudraient que rarchipel entier soit acquis. Les autres
poosibilites sont: 2. Jes iles Aldabra., dependances des Seychelles, a )00 miHei
au nord-ouest de Madagascar, ou la Grande B~tagne voudrait creer un aerodrome. 3. les ile.s Farquhar, dependanccs des Seychelle&. a 150 milles
nordest de Madagascar. 4. 1~ iles Agaliga (Mau.rice) A 500 milles au nord-est de
Madagascar et 5. les Ues Cocos~ possession australienn.e a 500 milles au sud
de Sumatra.

au
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La mena~e. cruno.ise
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Robert Bas.ta brook rapporte que les bases ne seraient pas dotees de
garnisons mais servirruent au transit e.t au deploiement des forces de rair, de
roer et de tene. Meme des installations de deuxiemc ordre se.raient une
garantie tangible de prot.ectioo poor les pays qui pourraient etre intimide.s
par la force nucleaire chinoise.

Aden ab:andonne en 1968
Peraonne. ne parle ouvertement de 1·abandon de la gr~ bzL~ britancigue a Aden ma.is certains conseiliera e:n stategie pensent a une alternative.
Ce n'est qu~en l968 .. Iorsque la federation <le f'Arabie du Sud deviendra indtpendantei que l'Angleterre n6godera ravenir de la base d'Aden.

La tadiqoe ame.rkaine
A en juge.r par ce que rapporte ce correspond.ant americain. la tactique
americaine con.~'iste a min.imiser la nature des liens entre M2 urice et se.~
dependances. Ains.i~ il est allegue que ces iles dep~plees.ne representent rien.
Les U.S.A. ont evidemment interet a sous-estimer la valeur. de no.s d6pen-

danc.e.s.
La procedure precon.isee par les "'cerveau.x'' a.mericains est <l"acheter lea
droits des habitants d1Ics choisies pour iem valeur militaire et le~ ttansferer
ailleurs pour faire du repeuplement anglo-saxon.

Une b.ue e• deu· temps

Par ailleurs, de source britaruiique, on croit savoir qne M. Robert Mc

Namara. Secretaire d~Etat americ.ain a la de.fense2 est tombe. d•,u:cord pour
commencer la construction des instaUa.tlons Diego. Celle-ci. d*abord une
station de communications am~ricaine. pourra.it devenir eventuellemeot une
base d'arriere.-garde anglo-amcrica.ine~ si Ja base d}Aden est perdue.

a
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Wilson dedde.ra-t,ll sans llamgaohun?
La question de l 1 imtaI1ation de bases dan:s rocean lnd1en (l Diego
Garcia notamment) sera srn.ilevee a la conference des Premiers minist.res du
Commonwealth qui se reunit actueUement.
L'installatioo d'une base militaire dans une de nos dependances touche
de pres notre pays. Or.. Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam. P,remjer. n'assiste pas
h la conference des Premiers ministres du Commonwealth. L'ne Jv!aurice,.
colonie • .n~a pas t!te invitee par Je gouvernement brlt.annique..

Toutefois, nous pensons que Sir Seewoosagur ou un delegue averti de
notre gonvemernent comme M. Man.rice Patmau deVN!i~ pour u.ne fois, S.tre
a Londres aftn de pouvoir djscute.r a l*~cbeJon individuel de cette importante
question avec Jes tepresentants des gouvernements du Commonwealth qui
participent a la conference.
Notra conespondant particulier a Londtes r.i pport.e daus une depecbe
en. Wlte du 17 juin~ date de l'ouverture de la conference des Premiers.Min.ixtres
du Common wea Ith:
t'La Grande Bretagne discutera avec ses partenaires du Commonwealth de la possib-ilite de l"installation de bases mllitaires dan& les
ilc.t de l\Ocean. Indien".
Il poumrlt et dit que la. presse brif~.:n.niquo de dimanche denrler a fait
mention de consultations qne M~ Harold Wilsons Premier Minist.re britaniqua.
a eues ce jour-Ia avec se., senior ministers h Cheqners. JX>ur preparer la voie.
"For straight tallcing later this week to Prime Minist.erB Con!ere:nce
on Britain defence dilemma".

La Grande Bretagne demandera A rAwtralie et a la Nouvelle-Zelande
de !'aider dans sa t.ache de defen_dre le monde libre. Ces deu pays ont
interet a la. defense de rExtreme Orient et de r Asie en :raison de la menace
nucleaire chinoise.·

Les points anivants seront sou.leves avec Ies membres qui partici:peront
il la co.nf~rence du Common.wealth et qui ont ete mis en avant par M. Deni!
Healey, ministre de la DMense de Grande Bretagne.
(1) La defense du Sud Est- asiatique et de l'!nde peut etre asmree par
une force mobile dependant d,.avions de transport on par une cbaine de bases
militaires dans l'Ocean .Indien. Les bases sont~e.s mpins cheres et meilleu.res?
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coute £ 60 m11lions et un investissement de
£ · 25 millions est necessaire 1ous lcs 5 ans.. pour lui permettre d'etre
(ii} Un avion de transport

opera tionnel.
(iii) Pour les bases militaires

dam Jes iles) Jes avions F JI l seraient

clloisis.
Ov) Le nombre de so:da.ts necessaires pour maio.tenir u.ne base~

Notre cotrespondant particulier precise qu 'uoe des inquietudes expnmees
par la presse brltannique est la suivante:
""Can Jsland bases in Indian Ocean cover the oil rich Sheikdoms of
tlie Persian Gulf and enable Britain to close the ca&tly an.d
politically difficult base at Aden?

n faut

touteto;s preciser ici que la question mllitaire sera traitee ,.as a
side line issue" avec les ministres du Commonwealth.
·
Le progres des tenitoircs britaniques vers I'independancc et 1e.ur admission dans le Commonwealth est un d~ sujets qui sera discute a11 coun de
la J4e reunion des. chefs de. gouvemements du Commonwealth. qui a corn·
mence a Londtes avant-bier (jeudi 17 juin 1965).

Cette question aimi que certaines autres mn.t inscrites su.r ragenda.
Elles furent toures acce11tees par les representants des 21 pays membres. a.pres
qu il.8 aient cte ~WI IJar le Premier .minist.re britanique> M. Harold Wilson.
1

Les autres sujef! a l'ordre du jou.r consistent en u.ne revue de· la .situation
politique et economique. dan& le mend~ et la crea.tioo du secretariat du
Commonwealth. La qu.es.tion de l"im.migr.ation se.ra aussi sonlevee.

VB.xpra:z-19 June l.96l
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(APPENDIX 'A 131) .
BASE BRlTANNIQUE.DANS'L'ARCHIPEL DES CHAGOS
La Grande Bretagne veut rd:rancher few Chs.go11
~~ l'·admi.n.imafiun de Maurice
Opposition de S.ir Seewoosagtir Ramgoolam qm propose une location
· L.a defe.os.e a l'Esf d'Aden
Pour ceuJt qui ont sn.ivi de pres revolution de 1a 6ituation politique et
milltaire en Arabie du Sud. la declaration faite A Londres par le Secretaire
d'Etat aux colonies, M. Anthony Greenwood~ annon9ant que l'Arabie du Sud
doit etre independ.ante avant la fin de 1966, n'a pas ete une surprise.
.

.

la presse britannique avait fait etal de revolution de cette situation. Un
journal britannique,. rBCONOlvllST. avait me.me conclu que" pour pouvoir
contenir la Chine en profondeur i rEst d 1Aden. la rnetropole ponrrait. !tre
amenee a porter son choix sur ''une lie de !'Ocean lndien l•.
Nous sommes en mesure d'annoncer., aujourcf'hu.i., que ce projet brit.annigue. .a pris coxps.

en

Le gouvemement de Maur.ice a ete mis
presence. tout rtcemment;
d1une proposition for:melle de Londres ce sujet

a

Cettc proposition est la suivmte ;

La metropole offre de faire acquisition de l'Archipel des Cbagos pour
y !tablir des bases aeriennes. Nos dependances deviendraient ains.1.: une zone
d •a tt.eni.s.t~p.
Une condition importante -est -attaehee a cette proposition: rile Mauri~
accepterait que PArchipeI des Chagos 1ioit retranche de sa dependance.
Londra a offert de deplacer a ses frais Jes habitants de res iles-trois
cents ou quatre cents families-pour Ies replacer'" en les dedommageant. a
Agalega.
·
Le gouvemement· bri'iannique n•a encore prbiente aucun _pri:x ferme de
d~ommagement au gouvemement mauricien. On en ignore le monumt exact.

APPENDIX •A 13'~ntinued ·
Ra.mgoowm pa de retranchemmt
,
A ce8 propositions, Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam a objecte que l'archlpel
des Chagos soit -retranche de la dependance de Maurice. Le Premie!, leader
du Parti Travailliste~ vent plutot d'uu bail. c.:ondltion qui. A ses yeux, viendrait
grossir Jes revenu.s de Maurice.
A cette objection de Sir Seewoosagur. Londres opposerait~ crnyom-nous
savoir. une objection de taille pleine d'enseignement: non retranche de 1a.
depeudance de :tv12urice) rarchlpel de& Cbagos. devenu base aerienne bri~
tannigue, continuerait dependre des a.leas diun gouvernement mauricien.

a

La metropole pourrait done etre bientot placee devant une alternative
fort embarrassante pour elle ~ (a) au bien imposer sa decision en la deguisant
comme il conv.ient en pareille circonst.ance, d"une procedtl.f'e ad hoe; (b) Oil
bien ceder a robjectio.n. de Sir Seewoo.s.a.gur et reviser toute la question.
Sir Seewoosagur se trouve. de ce fait. datts une situation cte. D est pea
probable qu'il puisse abandonner aiDKi des dependance.s m.auridennes et ses
objections. il faut ren feliciter . .sont~ cette foi.s, ~elle'i d'un esprit avis~_ dont
la circonspection est pleine de sagesse. Aucun Mauncien ne pou.trait ·1m
donner tort en 1B. conjoncture.

Le M.e..uricien-21 July 196:l.
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CHAPTER 4

Politics and the Member for

Riviere du Rempart, 1963 - 67
l)uring the 1950s and early 1960s Mauritius progressed steadily
,tards democratic internal self-goverrunent, in preparation, in due
course, for full political independence. The political advances of
this period, however, must be seen against a background of social
and economic problems which were rapidly reaching crisis
proportions.
At the root of the crisis lay a rapidly rising level of population
alongside a steep fall in levels of employment. The former stemmed
from a continuing high birth-rate after the dramatic fall in mortality
caused by the virtual eradication of malaria in 194 5. The population
of Mauritius, which grew from 370,000 in 1900 to 420,000 in 1944,
an annual average growth of O. 3 per cent, had reached 600, OOO
by 1960 and had developed a growth rate of more than 3 per
cent.
The parallel rise in unemployment, aggravated by population
growth was underpinned by an over-dependence upon a sugar
----~g-~t!l:~1fYW.hich __coul_d _ _ never__ offer_Jobs _ tQmon~..th.an~_a___thirdoLthe.
working population. The dominance of sugar cultivation, combined
with a weak manufacturing sector, meant that Mauritians depended
for the vast majority of their food, clothing and manufactured goods
upon expensive importations. And with falling real wages for most
of the 1950s, even those in work were finding it increasingly hard
to make ends meet. A medical survey revealed that a high proportion
of manual workers, urban as well as rural, suffered from anaemia
and inadequate diet leading to giddiness and headaches. Whoever
inherited the mantle of colonial neglect faced the thankless task
of satisfying the heightened expectations of a desperate population.
The 1950s saw Mauritius move into regular party politics as the
1
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franchise was opened L,. )n 1959 to universal adult suffrage. The
,only political party to win seats in the general election of 1948 had
been the Labour Party which won four. The rest were independents.
The old Franco-Mauritian elite, who had seen only one of their
candidates elected, were reassured for the moment by the
Governor's packing them into the Council as his own appointees.
But realising they could not . rely on the Governor's support
indefinitely, a group of Franco-Mauritian professionals, led by lawyer
Jules Koenig and with financial backing from the sugar magnates,
formed a loose-knit political grouping called Railliement Mauricien,
in preparation for the next election. But if they thought that was
enough to outmanoeuvre Labour, they were soon disappointed. The
fusing of Rozemont's Creole base with Ramgoolam's Hindu intellectuals had greatly strengthened Labour's position in the Council
as well as in the country, and at the general election of 1953 Labour
won 13 out of 19 contested Council seats.
Constitutional talks in London and in Mauritius extended through
1956 and 1957, culminating in the Constitution of 1958 which
established 40 single-member constituencies and extended the
franchise to all adults over the age of 21. A clutch of new parties
were formed to fight the next election, scheduled for March 1959,
and Labour faced their first ·real challenge.
Following Rozemont's death in 1956 the Labour Party had elected
a Creole intellectual, Guy Forget, as president of the party, despite
the fact that Ramgoolam was clearly the party leader within the
Government Council. It was felt, perhaps, that a Creole party
president would help retain Labour's traditional Creole workingclass support. But Forget lacked the common touch, the Labour
J?r!rtY appearedJncreasingly to b~ the preserveof Hindu andCreole
intellectuals and Creole working-class support ·oegaii to-wane.·- Ralliement Mauricien hoped to pick up on Labour's falling Creole
support and formed itself into a regular party under the name of
Parti Mauricien Social Democrate (PMSD) in an attempt to broaden
its appeal to the popular Creole vote. The challenging task of uniting
white capitalist business class with popular Creole vote, however.
required something more than its leader Jules Koenig could provide,
and the kind of populist leader who could pull it off did not arrive
on the political scene until after the election. As it was, in the
election of 1959 many Creole working class simply did not bother
to vote.
In order to ensure that the Muslim minority did not miss out again,
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a nominated member of the new Vacoas/Phoenix municipal council
and he found himself one of the few Hindu members of the largely
Creole council which, as a result of the 1964 election, had come
under PMSD control. Jugnauth witnessed the PMSD ruthlessly
wielding that control, ousting many Hindus from their council jobs.
The anti-Hindu propaganda of the PMSD became increasingly
evident during the course of 1964 and into 1965. Leadership of the
PMSD had by this time been assumed in all but name by Gaetan
Duval. He knew that the Mauritian constitution was due for review
in 1965 and his heightened anti-Hindu and anti-independence
propaganda appeared to be partly aimed at convincing the British
Government that, left to its own devices, Mauritius would fall apart
in inter-communal conflict. A continued British presence, on the
other hand, would protect the interests of white big business from
Hindu nationalisation and protect tl\e jobs, Christian religion and
cultural values of the general Creole population.
As inter-communal tension spread in the early months of 1965,
the All Mauritius Hindu Congress took up the defence of the Hindu
community against the attacks of anti-Hindu propaganda. In villages
throughout the country Congress held public meetings to rival those
of the PMSD. It was the build-up to a bitter conflict that was to lead
to open battles in the canefields in May, the death of several Congress
youths in the rural south and the declaration of a State of Emergency
from May to August 1965, enforced by British troops flown in from
Aden.
Jugnauth saw all the hopes he had expressed in his maiden speech
in the Assembly falling apart around him and he was driven to anger.
InreplyJng.to.Jhe.speechfromthe-Thrc0-ne--0n--30--Marcfrl965;·before···----the conflict had turned to open violence, Jugnauth had welcomed
the Government)s declared intention to legislate against racial incitement, but pointed out that propaganda from certain sections of the
Mauritian community against other communities had been going-on
for years. In fact, he declared, 'certain political parties', (the PMSD),
had derived their very strength from anti-Hindu propaganda. And
yet, in all that time, nothing had been done to stop it. On the contrary, it had been allowed and even been encouraged. But now, and
this was the hypocrisy that really angered Jugnauth, '[now] ...
when we find there is a reaction in some quarters, [the Hindu
CongressJ, then they think that there must be some sort of legislation
to stop that reaction.'
'I am one of those who sincerely do not believe in racial hatred
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.communalism,' he told the. House. 'But') he warned 'I am also
-of those who, if forced to have recourse to communalism, will
llesitate for one instant to do so.'
·. was in the aftermath of this speech that Jugnauth joined the
Uritius Hindu Congress. He saw their political platform as an
rtunity firstly to counteract the malicious allegations of the
and sensitise the Hindu electorate about what Duval and the
were really up to, and secoi:idly, to mobilise the grassroots
.vour of independence. The PMSD had been organising huge
onstrations against independence for months and even years,
so far there had been no counter-demonstrations in favour of
·ndence. Ramgoolam and Labour had been too busy discussing
titut1onal issues at ministerial level, while Bissoondoyal and the
were focusing their energies on criticising Labour in the
. bly.
ugnauth never saw his membership of Congress at odds with his
>
bership of IFB. He did not see Congress as a real political party
ili<triiJ1. the sense of contesting elections. So far as Jugnauth was con~;·;,~ed, Congress was an extra-parliamentary pressure group, a
;riij~ful single-issue platform, and when he felt that Hindus had been
"" _obilised to defend their rights and dignity and the road to indepen. gence was secured, he withdrew from the Hindu Congress. Before
[it/!:then, however, there was the final Constitutional Conference to
Ifk:mend in London.
r All the Mauritian parliamentary parties were represented at the
Conference which sat in London under the chairmanship of the
;• Bdtish Colonial Secretary from 7 to 24 September 1965. Ramgoolam,
· · ·· ~ Yremier,·1e1ttnetlrirreen=strong tabour-delegation:··Koenig headed-·-the five-man PMSD delegation which included Duval. Jugnauth
travelled as part of Bissoondoyal's IFB team of five, while A.R.
Mohammed led a CAM party of three. Even the independents were
represented, by Maurice Paterau and Jean Ah Chuen.
In the light of the recent conflict and State of Emergency in)
Mauritius, what the British Government hoped to achieve from thei
Conference was a consensus in favour of independence. WhilLJ
Ramgoolam and the Labour group, expecting to form the nexq
government, were firmly in favour of independence, Bissoondoya1
was ambivalent. He distrusted Ramgoolam and what he considered
his 'elitist' Government. As a result, Jugnauth had to spend much
of the evening before the closing session of the Conference
persuading Bissoondoyal that the IFB must give its full support to
61
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The constitutional delegates depart for London, September 1965. On the right, IFB
delegate AneroodJugnauth. In the centre, Premier Rangoolam turns to speak to Acting
Deputy-Governor, R.V. Rostowski.

llamgoolam in his call for independence. Otherwise, Jugnauth
iJOinted out to his party chief, the British Secretary of State, seeing
them divided, might postpone the granting of independence until
a clearer consensus was achieved. This would strengthen the hand
of the right-wing PMSD and lead to further communal conflict and
exploitation of the masses. Once independence was achieved,
-~~g~~9J'llg_l)~:ti.~t!:iLMa uritians. w_g:uldhe_.masters.oftheir.own.destiny; .....
there would be other elections, and if Ramgoolam's Government
did not satisfy the electorate, they could be replaced.
On the final day of Conference it was thus left to Jugnauth to put
the IFB's case, and in a very vigorous speech he gave his party's
unqualified support for Ramgoolam's formal call for independence.
The submissions of Ramgoolam and Jugnauth were the only two
speeches made that day in favour of independence. Together,
however, the speeches were of sufficient power to create the right
impression on the attendant British officials. And Mohammed,
anxious to safeguard Muslim interests, was persuaded to join the
consensus. In the end it was only the PMSD that stood out against
independence. Koenig had called instead for some form of close
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IFB delegates Sookdeo Bissoondoyal and Anerood Jugnauth in
Trafalgar Square, London, September 1965.

·association' with Britain as the only way to safeguard minority
rights and provide continued access for Mauritian sugar to Britis:.
markets in the event of Britain joining the European Economic
Community. This, the PMSD thought, would also provide an outlet
for emigration to Britain in the event of 'Hindu domination'.
The British Government. however. decided to overrule the
PMSD's expressed fears_an.~tconclqdedthat independence would
-be g-ranted ..Just as.. soon.as_ __a.request came tram a simple majorit)'
vote orthose" returned to the Legislative Assembly after the next
general election. It was July the following year·"b·erore-agreemenr
was finally reached in Mauritius on a suitable electoral system which
satisfied all demands for minority safeguards. The size of the
Assembly was increased to 70. The 40 single-member constituencies
were paired into 20 larger constituencies, each represented by three
elected members, and a single two-member constituency was added
for the island of Rodrigues. The remaining eight seats would be
allocated on the basis of a 'best-loser' system, designed to offer seats
to parties and communities which an electoral commission decided
were under-represented in the Assembly.
An important side-issue was also decided at the time of the London
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Conference - the Diego Garcia affair - or mar� �J)ecifically, the
British Government's decision to remove the Chagos Archipelago
crom Mauritian Government control, before independence. The
Chagos Archipelago was a string of tiny islands, most of them
uninhabited, far to the north of Mauritius in the central Indian
Ocean. Diego Garcia was the principal inhabited island of the group,
with an estimated population of little more than 1, OOO. It was well
known that Britain and the USA were looking for military bases
within the Indian Ocean region. Britain was withdrawing from most
of her mainland bases east of Suez and the Americans were becoming
ever more deeply embroiled in their struggle against the spread of
communism in south-east Asia. !,2!�pti�l2!!!!�!-!s\p.& £�e
1
Arc hipel�o had been o enl discussed m the Mauritian ress before
\ f'n.e"con'stttu
.
1011a · e egates left for London.
_.,, The British Governme'nt
woulffoe"wise to get the agree
ment of the principal Mauritian delegates, while they were in
London, before removing the Chagos Archipelago from Mauritian
Government control. But it was never brought up openly at
Conference. The way it was put privately to Ramgoolam and the
leaders of the other parties was that independence for Mauritius was
dependent upon their agreement to the excision of the Chagos
islands.
!!1�?l��SS!JJlses ...... r� ..!lever recor ·. ..
�w.J-.U�RP� ��o;: �!s�!�la:E��w�!"���1!ed . In his
evidence to a MaunuanSeiecrtoru:rtuttee on
affair 1n�ruary
1983, AneroodJugnauth recalled that he and the other IFB delegates
who had not been in on the private talks had been led to believe
that the British only wanted the isla�ds as part of a communications
network. Whatever the likelihood of British or American future use
,i.
of the isla�m'ititar'y�s"e;tliegeneralvieW01M�dclC:

Gl1�2L

aeciaooit

!1Je�.£S����

the

. . if'��Rn��ireetMlffluwas�a iniiior�
n

pert��[�V��=n��,;�� !..�
1965, Anerood Jugnauth renewed his vigorous campaign, rousing
rural public opinion in favour of independence. Using Hindu
Congress meetings, in villages around the country, Jugnauth argued
his case with a passionate missionary zeal. He also persuaded leading
members of Congress to make common cause with the IFB in a
political campaign for independence. By the end of October negoti
ations with Bissoondoyal were complete. They agreed to merge their
two parties on the single issue of independence, and at a large public
meeting at Bon Accueil on Sunday 7 November they announced the
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tion of an Inder, )ence Party. Jugnauth appealed to all those
favour of independence to join them in a common front against
P1'ifSD, while Bissoondoyal, in saying he was willing to work
any party which was for independence, could not resist a side;pipe at Labour ministers for being too interested in money and
~~ail parties.
~;.(\ A few days later the agreement to excise the Chagos Archipelago
ti~ Mauritius was made public and the PMSD took the opportunity
ttl) withdraw its three ministers from the coalition Cabinet on thF
{;tJOunds that the £3 million compensation offered to the Mauritian
. ·.. verrunent for the excision of the Chagos was too little. In realit};. i
t1.'.be PMSD realised it was time to respond to the 'Independence Party'
L~errge. Tfils-Uuval did when he launcnea tne PMSITrs campaign
:;#ga1nsc111dependence at a huge party rally on 5 December.
·· ·· As 1965 drew to a close Ramgoolam realised that, with his beloved
/~Jn.dependence' at stake, he could no longer keep entirely aloof from
'.communal politics. His concept of a multi-party coalition govern..ment had collapsed with the resignation of the PMSD ministers in
{; November, so Ramgoolam agreed to bring the Labour Party and the
i/ CAM into an 'Independence Alliance' with the IFB and the Hindu
[/ Congress. This enabled him to reshuffle his Cabinet and he offered
{ .the junior post of Minister of State for Development to Anerood
/Jugnauth.
With the rural population now politically awakened, the battle
lines for independence clearly drawn up, and with himself in
Government, Jugnauth now withdrew from the affairs of Hindu
Congress and devoted his energies instead to the problems of
economic development.
Jugnauth's earlier interventions in the Legislative Assembly made
it clear that he ha.ct not yefdevelopea:any-clearidea-~ofhowMaurit:ian
industrialisation could be achieved. He accepted the wisdom of the
time that 'unemployment is due to overpopulation' and that the only
way to solve this in the longer term was through education for family
planning. In the meantime he believed that the new Development
Bank could do something, however small, to help unemployment
by encouraging secondary industry. But it is interesting to note here,
in light of later policy, that in a debate on the role of the Development Bank in December 1963, he warned against the dangers of
trusting 'foreign capitalists', arguing a preference for local Mauritian
capital to develop secondary industries. In this he was in accord
with the thinking of Ramgoolam, Bissoondoyal and most of the
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to obtain recognition for the MMM as an alternal.party/
Government.
One of the first such trips was to London in 1977. As Lead
the Opposition, Jugnauth was invited to some of the formal eel
tions of the Queen's Silver Jubilee. At the same time, it was/
occasion of the Commonwealth Heads of Government Confere
and Jugnauth was invited by Ramgoolam to Join the Mauri
delegation. Shortly before the Conference started, news c
through that there had been a ·coup in the Seychelles. Albert R
leader of the radical left~wing Peoples' United Party, had se·
power by force, overthrowing the Government of James Manch
who happened to be in London for the Conference. Mane .
had close associations with the PMSD which was still pa
Ramgoolam's Alliance Government. Like Duval, Mancham
opposed independence for the Seychelles in the 1960s and in 6
was primarily responsible for delaying Seychelles' independer(
until 1976. Rene, on the other hand, was a close friend of Bereng
who, in his earlier and less guarded moments had been known ,
commend the MMM to a seizure of power 'by any means'. It
an embarrassing moment for Jugnauth, made worse by Berenge
immediate arrival in the Seychelles to congratulate his frien._
Photographs appeared in the international press showing Rene a• ·
Berenger posing for the photographers with armed soldiers in t •
background.
Jugnauth was unable to say anything in public for fear of emb
rassing his colleagues in the MMM, but the coup itself and th.
spontaneous reaction of Berenger did little to improve the imag
of the MMM as a parliamentary opposition. It provided great an.··
MMM propaganda for Duval and it further hinderedJugnal.lthin_h· ·
heartfelt ·efforts·to·tutrryoung activists in the MMM aside from .
thoughts of violent revolution. Nevertheless, things quietened down;
Rene's Government increasingly achieved international recognitio .· ·
and fears of the MMM's following his example gradually faded itf
Mauritius. So much so that few eyebrows were raised in April 1978
when Jugnauth led a delegation of the MMM to the Seychelles to
establish formal friendly relations with fellow 'progressive socialists
It was part of the party's preparation for government, to establish\
working relationships with allies in the region. Thus in August 1980 ·
Jugnauth, Berenger and the MMM's vice-president, Kader Bhayat,
visited Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in New Delhi where they
established an important and cordial relationship with the Indian
1
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ent. They found couJ:fuon ground when they discussed ·
litical issues and in particular on the international ones of
ent and the return of Diego Garcia and the Chagos islands
·tius.
emal political affairs Jugnauth had been pragmatic in
g his party's narrow defeat in December 1976. Some of his

. , more radical colleagues, however, felt cheated from their
. position of power, and found it difficult to accept with
e the prospect of five more years of waiting. In retrospect,
MMM, it was a blessing in disguise that they did not come
er in 1976. For a start, they missed being in power during
rst years of international recession, but, in any case, it would
· en very difficult for so many young men in their mid·es to have had to take the reins of critical ministries. They
at yet ripe to take decisions. The intervening years, from 1976
2, were important years of maturation, even for those who
· t get elected. And this was something that was appreciated
gnauth about his colleagues in the MMM. It was a time of
: g about the institutions of government and the procedures
Assembly. Indeed, the very fact of being in official Opposition
a lesson in itself in parliamentary democracy.
·.. · een 1976 and 1982 support for the MMM grew steadily
gh the country. Everything seemed to militate against the
ur Alliance and it soon became clear that it was simply a matter
~ · e before the MMM came to power. The economic upturn
had saved Ramgoolam's Government at the last election was
-lived. The country began to suffer the effects of world
· · sion in the late 1970s and early 1980s and the Government
· . red-tohav:e-no-effecti:v-esoluti<:>n-t(?the -preblem; Newinvestt in the EPZ factories ground almost to a halt and rising
ployment and ever greater demands upon the public purse led
ce Minister Sir Veerasamy Ringadoo to admit in 1979 that the
try was 'living beyond its means'. The Government found itself
the mercy of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World
which insisted upon their own harsh solutions as conditions
,r further loans. Ringadoo was forced to cut subsidies on basic
entials such as water, rice and flour, reduce public spending and
value the Rupee twice, by nearly 30 per cent in 1979 and a further
per cent in 1981. The net result was soaring inflation and no
halt in the steady rise in unemployment. Even nature seemed
0

termined to play its part 1 with the worst series of cyclones
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Jugnauth
that Anerood Jugnauth, the lawyer-turned-politician, p
asserted the constitution of the country over the constitution ,
party. The conflict was a logical consequence of the even .
internal party relationships which he had unwittingly allow
evolve over the previous decade. Even then, he might have ace
the party's unanimous vote had it not been for Berenger's typ
brash and impolitic proposal of new Cabinet names. Bere,
action reminded Jugnauth of several earlier occasions wh
Minister of Finance had presumed to speak for the Prime M' .
without prior consultation. Berenger's attitude at the m
revealed, Jugnauth believed, the true purpose of
meeting- Berenger's desire to usurp complete Prime Minis
authority- a belief which, in Jugnauth's own mind, was
confirmed by the phone call from Eden College on the Sat
Having allowed himself into that fateful meeting of party p
mentarians, the Prime Minister had laid himself open to the p
dictate. It was a lesson which he was not likely to forget. Hencefl
Anerood Jugnauth jealously guarded his Prime Ministerial auth
privileges and prerogatives. And so far as his relations with the
were concerned, it was simply a matter of time before the fa
of co-operation cracked. Whatever the appearance on the sur
that basic level of trust which is essential between a Prime Mi ·
and his party had all but been destroyed.
The main crisis temporarily resolved, high farce now ensued..
Thursday 4 November the PSM executive accused two of{
ministers, Jocelyn Seenyen (Health) and Kailash Ruhee (Planning
Economic Development), of gross disloyalty to the party during)
recent crisis, and demanded their resignation from the Governm .·
They were told.Jhe.y..would-beexpelled·ftonftlie PSM if they
not resign by Saturday. With his credibility barely restored, the Pr .
Minister saw all his careful reconstruction falling apart aroundr
ears and he became very angry. On the morning of Saturday · ·
.he told the press: 'I have not revoked the ministries of Ruhee
Seen yen. I have not bowed before my own party. I will not b
before the PSM.' On Sunday evening he decided to reinforce
message and returned to the MBC for a third broadcast. It was a sh
one this time. He announced he was not going to sack Ruhee a
Seenyen who were good ministers. They could stand as indep
dents. And he appealed to Harish Boodhoo to put the country befo
the party.
With that, things finally seemed to settle down. Berenger we
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· and announced the economic package which included a rise
price of rice and flour, and the PSM indicated that though
would not be standing in December's municipal elections,
ould support the candidates of the MMM.
turn-out in the municipal elections was a sorry reflection on
· nths of 'Sixty-Zero' Government. Voting figures were heavily
. on previous elections as the electorate expressed their disnment with politicians in general and the Labour Party
ed to gain a few seats from the MMM.
· ecember, while the various parties were digesting the results
municipal elections, the Prime Minister left the country for
.1cial visit to Lusaka and then on to Moscow where he was a
of the Government of the USSR. He returned at the beginning
nary and in February departed again on a state visit to India
·• invitation of Mrs Ghandi. This was followed immediately by
visit to Libya where he had a lengthy meeting with Colonel
1 in his official tent in Tripoli. The purpose of these visits was
olidate on earlier contacts and specifically to get aid for the
guered Mauritian economy. The Soviet Union promised two
patrol vessels and an assurance that they would admit
·tian textiles to the Soviet market, but whatJugnauth could have
with was loans of hard cash. Both the Soviet and Libyan
rnments had promised strong economic aid before the MMM
to power. Now they were qualifying this by saying that aid
d only be forthcoming if Mauritius changed its whole economic
.re to something more akin to their type' of socialism. In other
s, Mauritius must abandon the private capitalist sector
:ether;-Thesew€re-pr-e-e-enclitions··not-prev-ioos1-y-mentioneebtndwhich Jugnauth's Government would never agree to. The
's ·socialist allies' in opposition were no help at all once the
was in power.
was really only from India that Jugnauth received further
.· ort and understanding. On a purely psychological level it was
rtant to the Inda-Mauritian community that its Government
~vate cordial relations with 'motherMindia', while on the financial
1 the Indian Government was already helping Mauritius on a
. ·ber of important projects. More importantly on this occasion,
Ghandi gave India's full support to the Mauritian Government's
d on Diego Garcia and Jugnauth's firm desire to play his pan
keeping the Indian Ocean 'an international zone of peace'. India
mised to bring its full influence to bear upon the British and
T
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By the time the conference began, each party had clearly defined
its position. The challenge for the twenty-eight delegates from
Mauritius and the eight representatives fro1n the Colonial Office was
to find a suitable c01npromise. In his opening remarks on September
7, 1965, Secretary of State Anthony Greenwood n1ade it clear that the
Colonial Office had not ruled out any solutions in advance. He did
not think it right that "the British Government, although it has ultimate constitutional respcinsil5ilities, should attempt to tay d6w11 in
advance constitutional solutions for highly developed con1n1unities
many th~~sar{ds of rrii1es awav."'fsi
In -order to-·Iiiid ground for possible agreement, the Colonial Office
met privately with each of the parties represented as well as with the
two independents, while proindependence pickets surrounded Lancaster House. During these discussions, the electoral system remained an insurmountable problem. The Parti Mauricien held to its
demand for a party-list system, and the Labour party still refused "to
consider either proportional representation or a party~list systen1.''
Razack Mohamn1ed remained firmly committed to reserved seats and
separate electoral rolls for Muslims, adding that if the conference was
prepared to concede the safeguards he was demanding, he in turn
· was prepared to agree to independence. Both the Parti Mauricien and
Labour seemed to agree on con1bining the existing forty singlen1ember constituencies into twenty multi member constituencies, and
Ramgoolam suggested a maximum of three members from each constituency.
The question of separate communal rolls re1nained a major point
of dissension. Ramgoolam, caught between his basic disapproval of
the ~ystem and his need .for 11:uslim support, was willing to take
Mohammed up on his offer: Musii.ni support Tor 1noepencleficc"it1 re_:
turn for Labour party support for separate communal rolls. But
Greenwood remained opposed, reflecting Colonial Office policy
which had been to discourage the development of communal politics.
He had grave doubts that once such a system was introduced it could
easily be abolished, and agreed with Duval that "it would be difficult
to confine communal rolls to only two minority groups.'' 58
Anticipating Greenwood's closing remarks, Parti Mauricien leaders
decided to boycott the final session. The conference hall was there·
fore half empty when Greenwood pronounced the official view that a
referendum would "prolong the current uncertainty and political

controversy in a way which ,vould only harden and deepen communal divisions and rivalries. " 59 On the second point of disagreement, the electoral system, the Colonial Office was unable to decide
on an official view. Greenwood therefore proposed that a commission
be appointed to recommend a suitable system within the principles
which most parties had agreed upon: multimember constituencies, a
common electoral roll, the provision for discouraging small parties,
nn opportunity for fair representation for all sections of Mauritius,
and representation from the island of Rodrigues, a dependency of
Mauritius and a reliable constituency for the Parti Mauricien.
On the third issue, the final status of the island, the secretary of
state was straightforward: "It was right that Mauritius should be independent and take her place among the sovereign nations of the
world. " 6 Following the report of the electoral commission, a general
dection would be held and a governn1ent formed.

°

In consultation with this government, Her Majesty's Government
would be prepared to fix a date and take the necessary steps to
declare Mauritius independent, after a period of six months full
internal self-government, if a resolution for this was passed by a
simple majority of the ne,v Assembly. 61

As some consolation to the minority parties, Greenwood presented
n number of safeguards, beginning with a list of fundamental rights
and freedon1S, in the form of a framework for the constitution.
Adopting an earlier suggestion of Bissoondoyal's, the new constitution would provide for the appointment of an ombudsman who would
step in, either on his own initiative or following a complaint, to in· · · ···vestigate ~the offieial--aets- -of--gov-eFnmen t---<l-ep-artmen ts and. -all-public
authorities. A public service commission and a police service commission were provided, with the goal of ensuring the impartiality of
appointments to the civil service and the police. Finally, the approval
of three-quarters of the Legislative Assembly was required to alter any
of the entrenched provisions of the constitution-those relating to
the sections on fundamental rights, the powers of the legislature, the
j11dicial system, the public service and police con1missions, the ombudsman, and the method of constitutional an1endment. Amendments dealing with sections other than the entrenched clauses would
require approval of only two-thirds of the Assembly.

10. A New Nation
1965-1967

IN 1965 MAURITIUS seen1ed on its way to independence. But ahead lay
two turbulent years. Its last two years as a colony were fraught with
unexpected tension, fear, and violence. In September 196 5 it seemed
that all that remained was to hold an election and-assuming the
approval of the electorate-proceed to independence, a process that
was scheduled to take nine months. But because of political maneuvering, the process was drawn out to twenty-tl}ree.
Both the Labour party and the Parti Mauricien shared responsibility for the delay: both blamed the Colonial Office. In the twenty-three
months between the constitutional conference and the election, political controversy focused upon unemployment; the report of the electoral commission, and the timing of the elections. No party or politician responded to these issues without consciously considering the
irnplications for the coming election campaign. Nothing mattered so
much as what voters would do on election day.
The significance of these elections extended b~yond Mauritius.
·The issue was not simply which party and community would govern
the island, but whether Mauritius would remain a colony. The British
government was giving Mauritius a chance, through these elections,
to decide whether to remain a colony or become independent. Such
an election was unique in British experience and differed considerably from referenda about continued association held in former
French territories, where the French government was explicit about
econon1ic sanctions for those who voted no.
In the background of the London negotiations over constitutions
and electoral systems was another issue, never actually discussed in

conference but presumably the subject of the two meetings between
Prime Minister Harold Wilson and Ramgoolam. This was the question of the island of Diego Garcia. The British administered from
Mauritius four archipelagoes-including the sizable but virtually uninhabited island of Diego Garcia-although they were thousands of
miles north of Port Louis in the Indian Ocean. With colonies disappearing rapidly, both the United States and Great Britain were anxious to rnaintain some kind of foothold in the Indian Ocean which
would give them access to South Asia as well as Africa. The British
talked to the Mauritians about a communications center, a refueling
station, and possibly an air strip; the United States was developin~
more elaborate plans for a defense base.
Speculation about British interests in Diego Garcia was encouraged
in the House of Commons on May 27, 1965, when Greenwood
confirmed that Britain, "in conjunction with Americans," was considering "the possibility of establishing certain limited facilities in the
Indian Ocean. " 1 Throughout the summer, Mauritian newspapers
tried to guess what Greenwood actually meant. Secret negotiations
began in London in September. As the constitutional conference
ended, Ramgoolam agreed in private to transfer the archipelagoe~tJo
Great Britain in return for £ 3 million, which the British government
wowd pay in installments. In fact, the bill was paid by the United
States on the understanding that some of the money would be used
to relocate the existing inhabitants of the island-approximately
1)00 people. No Mauritian took notes during the negotiations, and
there was no exchange of documents, hence exactly what was said
and what was meant during these negotiations is open for debate.
Although the agreement remained a secret until November 10,
---nem:ly----six---wee-ks--.,aft€r.--tl:ie---c-onstitutionaJ-c.e-nfore-n-c-<s;-·it--was---easy--..foi:the Parti Mauricien to link the sale of the archipelagoes, and parbcu~~~(;arcla, -~o "'fhe'"·Cofofit1l_=()fh7;·"""a'cceptanceorinclependence. 2 The ~~~at"tneBritisng()Vernmenr'cte~
""'a a~t;;se base, had offered independence in return for a con1mitment to sell the islands. They criticized Ramgoolam for helping Britain to turn the Indian Ocean into a center for nuclear weapons.-and
at the same time criticized the price, feeling that better financial
terms could have been made. 3 In the Diego Garcia issue, the Parr..
Mauricien found the scapegoat for the denial ortfieir requested refer-
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Duval and Koenig took full advantage of the crisis. On November
12 the three Parti Mauricien ministers resigned from the government,
forcing a collapse of the fragile coalition of which the Colonial Office
had been so proud. A month later, on December 5, the Parti Mauricien organized the largest popular meeting it had ever had. Calling
the British "Anglo-Saxon robbers" !:ecaus~}he is@E.s!lJ!l... 9};!~~~
were woJJLIJlQI~w4l~.,,,;s,,:3. m~®'~~~e Parti wildly a~cused the
L~arty, the Bntish, a ~ e Amencans of encouraging another
Hiroshima by permitting the installation of a military base on the island.
Diego Garcia was only an excuse for the meeting, which Duval
hoped would bring new people into th7:Pa7tiMauricie~· to support his
ultimate goal, preventing independence under Labour. The demonstration, even larger than the one Duval had organized six months
earlier for Greenwood, was another proof of Duvars popularity. 4
Franco-Mauritians who had never before attended a political meeting
wore blue shirts (the symbol of the Parti Mauricien) and cheered for
Duval and Koenig. Desperate to stop independence, they knew that
only Duval could bring opposition voters to the polls. In their heart of
hearts, the Franco-Mauritians were probably also pleased with the
anti-British tone of the meeting. No one .9uestioned the ~ontrac;lictipn,...
betwe
t e accusations Duval was making against the British and
the fact that the Partz a erna IVe to ~de'i'-ice ~a sassociat1on""IJ
with Britain-· an in~onsistency which reflected 1n part Uuvars' owri""rmi
~.
ambivalence. On the one hand, association was the only plausible
alternative; on the other, Duval had little admiration for most of the
British officials with whom he had been dealing for the past five years.
Confident of the Creole, Chinese, and Franco-Mauritian vote,
·····Duval···us-eclthe·-BecemberS--meetingto··arrnuurrce-a-rnajnr-change-in- · ·P arti Mauricien policy. To win a general election, he had to win
. . 11ndu votes. In a complete about-face, he gave the Parti a new slogan, aHindoo, man frere." Communalism was out, and he promised
that any members of his party whom he heard being communal in
conversation or action would be properly punished. 5 "Hindoo, mon
frere" was a distasteful phrase for the Franco-Mauritians from
Curepipe and for the Creole dockers from Port Louis, but they remained committed to Duval as the only alternative to independence
and Hindu domination.
Inunediately after the meeting, Duval began talking openly with
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Inda-Mauritians-Tamils, low-caste Hindus Muslims-· any Indians
who would associate themselves with the man who only a few months
earlier had been a Creole communalist. The Labour party became
increasingly concerned as reports of Indian defections to the Parti
Mauricien appeared in the press. In June 1966, a group of low-caste
Hind us form·ed the People's Socialist party and allied themselves with
the Parti Mauricien. At the same time, the first of a number of prominent Muslims resigned from the Comite d'Action Muselman and announced his support for the Parti Mauricien.
Labour was also under pressure from the Hindu radicals. Near the
end of 1962, the Independent Forward Bloc and the All-Mauritian
Hindu Congress entered into an alliance and announced plans to
contest the coming elections together. Since, in the past, both parties
had strongly criticized Labour for not pursuing socialist policies far
enough and for excluding lower-caste Hindus, Labour leaders viewed
the new alliance with considerable dismay. Afraid of being squeezed
between the Parti Mauricien and the IFB,..;Congress alliance, Ramgoolam decided to persuade Bissoondoyal and Dabee to join Labour
and the CAM to maintain a united front in the campaign. Ramgoolam made quite a number of concessions, even pron1ising to include the IFB and the Congress in discussions regarding the placing
of candidates. For the moderate Ramgoolam, who disliked communal
politics, the alliance was particularly distasteful.
1

The Banwell Commission

In 1956 the London conference had left the choice of an electoral
· ··system to· ··a ·comiiiissio1i· Aifirsf.[aE·our·1iacr11opecI ffiaflfie coirimis:.···
sion could make its recommendations quickly so that elections could
be held in June 1966 and the way cleared for independence by December, as suggested by the Colonial Office. The Parti Mauricien w~s
less committed to an early election. Duval wanted time to build up an
Indian following, to show that he really meant to turn the Parti
Mauricien into a national rather than a communal party. He also
realized that uncertainty was causing economic difficulties for Ramgoolain's government, and he hoped to benefit from growing unemployment and the resulting disillusion. When the electoral commissioners arrived in early January 1966, delay was to Duval's advantage.
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MINIST·ERS RESI~N
IN MAURITIUS•

!

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT :
!

PORT LOUIS. Now. 12
All three Ministers of the Parti l ~-lauricien who were in tl1e Governmertt have
st1bmitted
tl1eir . resignations t~ Sir
John Sh·aw Ren·rue- the Governor. after
tt1e announcement that Diego Garcia an-d
other islands would be made availla ble to
Britain and the United States for £~m. for
United States and British defences.:
The reason given for the resignaltions is
disagreement between the Parti Mauricien
and the Mauritian Government. · In exchange for use of the islands they w.anted
a British .. American guarantee to buy ~fauritian sugar at a reasonable price and :acceptance of Mauritian immigrants in Br1itain.
Th~se who have resigned are l\ilr . Jules
Koenig, Attorney-General and Ie4der of
the Parti Mauricien, Mr.. Raymond
Devienne9 ?\f inis.ter of State for Oevelop·ment and president of the Parti Maluricien.
and Mr. Gaetan Duval, Minister of Hons_.
ing a~~ Land~ T hey are going into
!
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Oppos1t1on.
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Foreword
1n Our Struggle the Prime Jvli-nister Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam
hhnself narrates the epic struggle of the people of 1v!auritius
again.st the dark forces.led by European settlers who opposed our
independencei as they didin Angola~ Mozambique, Zimbabwe and

Namibia. fie has succeeded in preserving and consolidating the
,country's independence through an enlightened foreign policy
based on friendship and mutual understanding with all countries to
·counterbalance the strong pressures from big power politics.
This book underlines the philosophy and guiding principles of a
great socialist leader in his long rnarcn towards the freedom of hls
people and country and the construction of a new society based
on the ideals of freedom, peace, progress and social justice, parUa...
roentary democracy; human rights, maintenance of!aw and order.
He has persevered in the establishment ofdemocratic institutionsj
including a free press and an active working class movement.
·under- his wise leadership has evolved an enlightened mixed econorny geared towards ttansfonning an underdeveloped economy into
a dynan1ic industriaJ.isjng one, .equipped with the infrastructure of a
Welfare State.· This includes free education, a well-developed internal
and external communications network, free health services~ nationwide pension schen1.e, advanced labour legislation) generous social
services, fair distri.bution of wealth, the emancipation of workers,
youth and women and other socialistic measures .
Briefly·, it narrates the peaceful and patient work of restructuring
the !viauritian economy and society under the inspiring leader.ship.
cf an elder statesman, respected throughout the world and having
to ms credit over four decades of active parliamentary life dedi.-.
cated to the welfare of his countryn1e11.
The Ramgoolam Administration has been characterised by a
deep concern for power... sharing~ hy a guarantee and ;respect of
the democratic rights of
citizens enshrined in the Constitution
and their widespread participation in the process of economic
development and c9nstruction ofa democratic socialist state. He
has thus proved how groundless were the fears of a Hindu domination entertained hy opponents of independence in l\1auritius~ His
.
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4V•Le Cerneen/' 12th May 1951.
43Sessional Paper N-0 3 of 1956
H.Report of the Mauritius Boundary Commission, Sessional Paper No 1
of 19.58, p. 4.
:1°Louis Favorean, 1'1Ie Maurice Editions, Berger Levrault.
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Following the two earlier constitutional conferences,, and the
Electoral Boundary Commission, a new Constitution cam.e into
force in July 1958 em.bc)dying an the gains we had n1ade since
" 1948: universal adult suffrage:, responsible government, ministerial
systen1, the I.egislative Council to consist o:f a Jnajority of elected
111en1bers\ 3 ex~officio and 12 11on1inated rnen1bers} the 'tbest loser
system B was introduced-under which a n1aximum of6 seats \Vere
to be given to those who Jost narro\vly, a Public Scrvfoe Commis...
sion was established to oversee all appointn1ents and pron1otions
in the civil service and the judiciary \:Yas n1ade independent.
Elections under the ne\\/ constitutions ,.vere fixed for !\,{arch 9,
1959. Under the universal adult franchise the number of voters
.rose fron1 91,010 in Decernher 1957, to 206~684 of which 191, 586
cast their vote.
The 1\fuslim Con1n1itt.ee of Action 0VfCA) founded by Rajack
1vfohamed. forn1ed. an electoral alliance with the Labour Partv~
...
Though sqn1e 1ne1nbers in our party protested that rv.fCA vvas a
purely communal party} I foresaw that \ve would never win
Independence for 1viauritius. ,vithout the MusHrn com1uunitfs
alliance. I could foresee that sooner or later a substantial ptoportion of the Coloured com1nµnity would allow themselves to be
won over by tbe an.ti--lfindu can1paign v,,rhic,h ,vas now being
intensified by Parti lvfauriden by using the. apparatus of the
Catholic Church. Besides~ we needed the Muslim votes in many
rural and urban constituencies as Sookdeo Bissoondoyars new
party, Independent Forward Block (IFB) and Jules l(oenig"?s Patti
1viauricien, posed a threat to Labour in the villages and towns
respectively. labour Party put up 32 candidates, CA1vf 7, Parti
1vfauricien 7 and the IFB 30.
The Labour Partfs electoral n1anifesto .was published a vveek
before the election. It ,:vas built upon the socialist ideas which had
.
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been set out in our 1948 n1anifesto. Having fought for the establishment of democracy; we now wished to go further. ·we promised to lower the voting age to 18 years-a promise which we laterful ..
:filled in 1976. \A' e reiterated our goal of establishing a socialistic and
egalitarian society, to re.move injustices and provide better social
services in health. We also pledged to increase facilities for university) technical and commercial education and to 111ake 1'1auritius
into a VVelfare state-a goal which we have recently realised after
long and patient work--providing. security of employment and
the setting up of effective National \Vages Council and
Joint Industrial Councils. To strengthen local democracy
we proposed that councillors should be elected both in the urban
and rural areas and that they should enjoy greater power.
We stressed on the priority of developing the Sugar Industry
through a proper irrigation system and supported the Comn1on.,
wealth Sugar Agreement to guarantee our export market.
We wished to promote increase in agricultural production . through
land redistribution for agricultural diversification and electriiica. tion of the whole country. To achie've these goals of a democratic
and socialist society, we sought genuine political power co111plete
With an effective ministerial system, an increase in the number of'
ministers, self-government and Dominion Status for Mauritius. 2 ,
On its part, Parti 1Vfauricien, a thoroughly conservative offspring
of the Oligarchy, also put on a socialist garb by borrowing some
ideas from the social doctrine of the Catholic Church. 3 It prom.fa..
ed fair wages to labourers, introduction of social security 1neasures
and M:auricianisation of the civil service. The IFB offered the
workers hvo square meals a day, ,vork for everyone, distribution of
Crown Land to the people, agricultural diversification and effective
responsible governm.entwith the. complete abolition of the nomiM
nee systen1, \Vith the death of Rozen1ent in I 956, and Seenee-vassenin 1958 Labour Party had lost two of its ablest front-rank
leaders. Guy Forget was elected the President of Labour Party. With
a tean1 including newcon1ers like I(her Jagatsingh, .Eddy Chankye,
Jean Delaitre) D. Napal, B. Ra1nlal1ah and L. nadry besides vete~
rans like myself~ Vaghjee, Beejadhur, Ringadoo, BooleH (who had
joined us earlier)Roy and Forget himself and with CArvf forces including Mohamed~ A. Issac, S.Y. Ramjan, M. Nazroo, Peeroo, Dahai
and A.H. Osman our alliance swept the polls and won 31 ofour40
seats. P.JVL won. 3 and IFB 6. Since IFB and Labour shared many
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things in co:mmon except leadership and organization, some of its.
elected members like Jaypal and Ramnarain "\Vere to join us in
later elections. The 19S9 elections thus effectively buried the old
capitalist system and. conservatis.rn once and for a1L T.h.e people of·
Mauritius had voted rrmssively in favour of a socialist system and
had idetttifted then1selves-thoroughly with Labour.
Based 011 our impressive strength in the Council.~ I became the
1vrinister of Finance and Leader ofthe :House. A. new Executive
Council was fo:tn1ed, consisting of the 3 ex-offtcio 1nerabers and 9·
from an1ongthe elected and non1i11ated 1nembers. \Vhen the Gover1.1or appointed the 12 unofiicial1nembers she had to consult meregar...
ding the choke of 4 no.r11i11ees. Thus this tin1e Labour had a better·
control over the Legislativeand Executive Councils; 6 of the. :rvrem~
hers of the Executive Com1ci1 were Labour~ 1 from. CArvfand
there were 2 no.rninated 111e1nbers.
London Constitutional Confereu.ce, 1961

Impressed by oµr electoral victory, the Secretary of Sta.te Ia.:rt
Macleod visited Mauritius in April 1960. It was agreed to hold a,
constitutional conference in London to proceed with the next stage
on the road to political advance "~on the basis of a substantial
1neasure of agreement at the conference it~elr' as Ian Ivlacleod
said. on December 5,J960~t Accordingly~.adelegation from the four·
political parties; a.long with two independent n1embers of the
legislative Council met the Secretary of State .in a Constitutional
Conference .in London between June 26 and July 7,, 1961.
At this stage, it is necessary to understand the political develop~ments taking place in Jviauritius at the time ofthis Conference.
Parti Mauricien, led by Koenigr backed by the other Franco...
Mauritians, feared the inevitability of 1\ifauritius becoming self'.·
governing and ultimately~ iUdependent. 17 former colonies in the
· African continent had already won their independence by 196Ct
With :Harold 11.acn1iUa11 as the British Prin1e ~Ainister, an era of
decolonisation had begun and the winds of change were sweeping
across the post-war \vorld. This threw the Franco ..1\/!audtians into
a terrible panic as they feared the im.minent loss of their power. In
an effort to stem the tide, they pooled together all their· resources,
and tried to us.e every means at their disposal including bribery
and corruption on a colossal scale, to win over aH potential dis--
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:sidents and opponents ofthe Labour Party.
Rozemont and Seeneevasse11 had been. two of the ablest orga11izers which our party had ever had. Besides, Rozemont had kept
together all workers under his strong trade union federation.
After his death, trade unions-which had throughout been the
traditional supporters of Labour-had fallen into the hands of
1Vioignac, Lacaze and Rayn1011d Rault who deserted Labour to
-create a dissident party called Ta.rti TravaiHiste des Travilleurs and
-started propagati11g against Labrn:Jr. Capitalising. on Seeneevassen 's
death, Parti 1v1auricien used Tangavel Narainen to hire to its fold a
'Section of the Tan1il~Hindus. Similarly Parti 1riau.ricien used an
am.bitiou.s CAJvI 111ember Ajam Dahal to de.;troy Razack
lvfohatned~s CAJ\,f by founding the 1vfusHm U'nitcd Party. The
'Strategy of the Franco--:rvrauritians \vas to create as 1nuch confusion
and cmnrnunal division as possible in order to ,veaken Labour,
Rauit, Moignac~ Lacaze> Dahal, A.h Chuen and Narainen,
tpough not invited by Ian rvfacleod~ were sent to London by our
,oppo11ents to create disorder there. 5 But what saddened me most
Yvas that even Hissoondoyal lent his voice to the side of reaction
·when he supported Koenig's demand for separate electoral roHs. 6
H.ow I envied those Black Africa:n countries which had all fought
for their independence and without dissidence. On the other hand
·1vf.auritius · like Algeria) Rhodesia, South Africa} .Angola, 1v[ozam..
bique and Guinea Bissa11 was plagued with a powerful reactionary
"Vlbite population which was opposed to the advance of democracy
.and socialism. The Whites cared only for their narrow, selfish
-dass interests . .And to preserve these interests this class could easily
buy up a nun1ber of corruptible politicians who placed obstacles
on the road to f reedo1n of the very people they clai111ed to repre~
sent.
At the conference l asked for self government and do1ninion
status or independence by l 964~ with a system of a Prirne ]\1inister
and Governor General. r demanded that the Governor should
gradually yield his powers, that the Attorney ·General be a politi,ca.1-not an ex-offi.cio-~appoint1nent and that the Financial Seer<>
tary and Colonial Secretary should be removed fr0111 the Legislative
Councit I also asked for safeguards for the n1inorities and that
the Head of the Ilouse shouid be 1nade Chief Ivfinister.
Koenig vehen1ently opposed Independence and proposed instead
the integration of ~fauritius to the United Ki11gdon1. fle also
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wanted separate electoral registers and harped on the dangers of'
comrnunis1n, Hindu do1nination and victimisation of the n1inorities
under an_ independent Labo11r governm.ent in independent ?v:tauritius. I.Ye argued that Jviauritius was not ripe for independence·
since thet~ wastoo n1uch distrust an1ong various cornrnunities.
As for IF.B, we were unhappy to hear Bissoondoyal saying that
he had no objection to separate electoral registers. Ho argued for
a new general election since we had lost all bye .. elections since
1959. He insisted on the setting up of a high-po\vered tribunal
w·hich could. act as safeguard in the event of Jviauritius beco.ming.
independent,

Razack Iviohamed gave us his full .support but added tfuit upon
achievh1g Independence, 1Vfattritius should have two Deputy Prime·
1\-finisters} one each a l\fu.slhn and a Christian. Ian }\1ac1eod
stated that a Constitutional advance was Hhoth inevitable and desir. .
able for its oi;,vn sake."' Ho then proposed an evolution u;\;vards
fuU internal a.uto1101ny in. nvo stages. The first stage was to take·
eifectim.m.ediately wherein the·Leader. of the House 1-:vould hecoxne
Chief Minister er.npovvered. to appoint the Ciovernor and vve \Vere
tp ha-ve two additional 111inisters, one eftch for Con1munication. &,
Broadca.sting a11d the other for Development.
The second stage \Votdd take effect after a ne\v general election.
The Legislative Council wordd be k11ov1n as.LegisJative Assernbly*
the Executive Council ,vould be ter1ned Council of Jv1inistersthe ChiefJvfinistet would be Pre.111ier and be :responsible for Hon1e
AJfairs. A Speaker \vou.ld be elected by the Assembly, the Fin~n. . .
dal Secretary would cease to he a. rnernber of the Assembly and
the Attorney Cie:neral ,vould be an unofficial mJ;mber, The·
Assen1biy woilld consist. of 40 elected, 15 nominated rne111bers. 1
Clearly all our demands bad be.en agreed to though Phased out
into two stages. Koenig had failed to convince the conference to,
arr-est the wheel .of progress.
Trimnphant. Return

Upon 1ny return fro1n England 0J1 Septernbe:r 18, 1961, I recei..
ved the heartiest reception of my life.. Plaisance Airport ,vas
crowdt:td "WJth 601000 people from all cornets of the island. 'I'hey·
carried loads of garla11ds 1 fio\ve.rs and banners, decorated
cars, lorries and carts" and the people ;:vere rejoicing as though
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'Mauritius had already won independence. The procession
moved from airport to Port Louis an1idst chorus, songs and cries
of victory making its way slowJy through triumphal arcs which
people had put up along the roads. I was welcomed as if Ram
himself was returning from the for est after conquering Ravana.8
Receptions were held for me all over the country; from Po:rt ·
Louis to the remotest villages of the north, south, east and west.
\·Vords of happiness and praise poured out spontaneously from the
hearts of the people. They all recognized "the :relentless efforts
you have put up to ensure the liberatitm of 11:auritius, n
But the final struggle for .our liberation was not yet over.
The tribute which touched m.e tbe most ca1ne from Sookdeo
Bissoondoyal,. 'Who inspite of .our personality clashes, had all along
shared in the same struggle. On 31 lu1gust he had said, ''Dr Rantgoolam is a well~read politician. He is not of that class of Indo ..
Mauritian intellectuals who gradually develop unforgivable arrog~
ance when they come across an ill-dressed person. He hates
affectation. Although his knowledge of English is vast, still he
-clings to the ?v'.Iauritian accent and in this he differs from the
shallow but arrogant so called intellectuals. Dr. Ramgoo1an1 unn1istakably is a blend of many 111ysteries, of many contradictions
and of 111any conflicting loyalties. lie is at home anywhere, among
the rich of any complex.ion and atnong officials however ruthless
these may turn out. He knows how and what to speak in 1noments
of crisis, uo These glowing words, coming from one's own rival,
fro111 a •1pukka Hindu'\ a man who had followed the simple,
almost ascetic way of life in the Gandhian tradition me.ant a lot
to me and to the people who \Vere to stand solidly behind
BissoondoyaI, Razack 1v1ohamed and myself as leaders of pro-independence parties.
Our freedo1n struggle was tightly regarded the world over as a
·significant step fo:rward since ,ve had to struggle not only against
British hnpcrialism but even 1nore so against the stubborn, an.d
powerfully entrenched Franco~Iv:fa.utitian Oligarchy whi.ch were
as opposed to Mau.ritian liberation as Vlhites did in Algeria,
Rhodesia and Angola.. The l'>lew Cmnmoinvealth from London
signalled. our victory in glowing words: "A dynamic yet soft and
unassuming man~ Dr. Ramgoo1m:n who was aJready Leade.r of the
House and Minister of Finance h.as in fact reached this pre-emin~
ent position after a ceaseless agitation carried on for a quarter of
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a century for the rights of the workers and especially those of the
sugar industry, the backbone of the e.conomy. Dr. Rarngoolam
has,. of course, provoked strong reactions in conservative
circles which are hostile to his political views but he is liked by
friends and foes alike and is assured of an abiding place in· the
hearts of his feHow country~men, ),1o

'The Parti Ma:uricien Opposition Campaign
Between the 1961. London Conference and the next· general
election in 1963~ the Patti lvfa:uricien considerably improved its
position. Parti Mauriden :had been the big loser in the 1961 election; After the election~ it 111obilised all its forces in a povverful
·bid to oppose the co1nfo.g of independence. With the .help of the
white Oligarchy it organised a vast,. weH~orchestrated campaign.
based on an antiMHindu thetne. Heavily financed by the sugar
industry, Parti t1au:ricien set about dividing the island into a
number of minority groups~ which it claimed to represent and
defend against the n:1enace of a Hindu majority. Noel lv!arrie.r
n~unienyiHe had suggested this strategy in an article in Le
Cernee11 011 April 23, 1950. HJlfaut a mon avis que soient fornies
un parti politfqu.e Chretien, un _partl politique niusullnan et un parti
politfque chinois et qu.e ces trofs partis politiques associespar un
interet com1nun, ccltti a~echapper q l'hegenw:11ie hindou.e, livrent
bataille ense1nbleauxprochaines elections selon un plan solgneuse~
tnetd ebauche''. 11 (I believe that a Christian political party. a
Mo.sJem political party and a Chinese political party should be
constituted and these three political parties should join efforts in
,order to avoid Hindu hegemony and fight together in a co1n.mon
battle in the ensuing elections according to a carefully elaborated
plan.) Parti rvfauricien now set about encouraging the creation
,of a nun:1ber of sn1al1 co1111nunal parties in a big aHiance against
Labour. They also began looking for potential allies among the
I-lindu opportunists who co:uld be bribed to forfeit their countrY's
frcedorn.
Paxti 1\-1:auricien had .already s1-1eceeded in winning a section of
the working class Creoles of Port Louis and Plaines Vv'hi1herns by

enticing Rault and 1vfoignac alongwith their Labour supporters
to form Parti TravailEste des Travailleurs which now claimed to
be the real Socialist Labour Party. Rault and Jv[oignac went so
Freedom
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far as to expel us from Labour Party~ This was a sad blow .in its.
history which the Labour Party had to f:."lce as part of Parti
Tvrauticien~s counter-revolutio11ary tactics. Another citadel of conservadsm--the Catholic Church-1vas also used as a convenient
platforn1 to fan the flame of anti-Hindu feelings. The Catholic·
Churc-h was very 1nuch the preserve of the Oligarchy which
formed the bulk of the priestly class. The insidious brain washing
by the Church resulted in a slo\v but steady erosion into the
broad-based, multi-ethnic foundation of Labour popular support,
Hesides 1 the Oligarchy also n1ade use of their historical Christian
hegemony and advantages accummuiated from two .and a half
centuries of political a:nd. economic domination, strength and
experience in 1nanagernent and organization, its vast wealth from
the sugar industry which it controHed and its :moral ascendancy
and traditional leadership over some sections of the population~
particularly the Coloured and the Indo-Christians, including the
Tamil~liindt1s.
Divide and Rule
Parti !vfauricien played heavily on the theme of Christian unity,
Creole communalisn1, Ta1ni1 and. 1Vfuslim separatism and caste
divisions as instruments to destroy ''Hindu hege1no11y'i and "HTndu
perU'\ To divide the Hind11s it encouraged setting up of Hindu
candidates against other Hindus foUowing the tactics of divide and
rule the British had practised u11der Clive, and. the French under
Dupleix in India by encouraging their puppet rulers. to keep the
people under suppression. This tried colonial strategy had been
used equally effectively. Parti 1'..faudcien similarly practised this
artin 11:auritius by using the power of the sugar industry to exploit
the poverty and lack of job opportunities among the people. Parti
Maurfoien bought off1nany a seU'~seeking politician with offers of
jobs. With the lure of big money extracted fro1n the sweat and blood
of agriculturallabonrers and or·artisans. fro.m the coffers of the
sugar industry, Labour dissidents, political opportunists and .puppet
leaders hungry for po1ver apd pnbifoityi joined the Parti}/faudden
bandwagon that sought to counter genuine representation of the
people as represented by Labour Party. These people offered.themselves to the highest bidder for a mess Qf pottage and some cheap
publicity in the reactionary press represented in Le Cerneen and
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Le Afauricfen~ unmindful of the daily insuits

it had heaped ort

labourers and workers and their immigrant forefathers.
Once earlier \Ve had witnessed the defection of a number of
Labour !vfembers of the Council to the side of Franco»:rvfauritians
Philippe R:ozemont and Dr. Jv1illien had done so under the cover
of Hindu hegemony bogey. Now we ,vere faced ,vith. the defectiott
of Rault, J\loignacf Lacaze, all of 1,:vhom belonged to the Coloured
con:unun.ity. The effect was calculated to sap the confidence of the
Creole voters in the Labour Party. If Rault had sinned because or
his over-ambition, Millien had succumbed to his anti-Hindu pre"'
judice. :rvIHlien had started well as a progressivein the Consultative
Committee and did good work in the role ofa public watchdog in
denouncing the inefficiency of the Food Control Board after the
Second World War. }Ie had also perforn1ed well in the Ministry of
Labour and Co-operatives. But he had the same weakness as
Rault~ suffering as he did from Jolie de grandeur; thinking himself to be the Remy Ollier of twentieth century Mauritius. Thus~
he allowed himself to criticise his own party on the myth c,f Hindu
hegemony 12 •.He rebelled during the sitting of the Electoral Boull"'
da.ry Co:co.mission which was to lead Labour to contract an
alliance with CAJvL Millien was blinded by his own anti-Hindw
feelings and chose a course ,vhich was to end in his political
suicide., a fate which overtook practically all Labour ,dissidents. The
\Vhite Oligarchy had always exercised certain control over the
urbanised Christian elements of the Tatnil.;speaking population..
1\,1:ahe de Labourdon11ais had first brought Christian Tamils from
Pondicherry and the !vialabar coast to lvfauritius in the early
French period, The Pondicherry Tam.its had been assimilated into
the Creole populati<ni during the period ofslavery and even the
later Tamil immigrants felt more exposed to the creolising forces
sweeping across the country powered by the Christian hegemony.
This creolising process destroyed the cultural identity of the
Tamils and left them as a decultuted and uprooted class, easy prey
to the Parti Mau:ricien wolf disguised as Catholic Church and
spreading slogans like "Tamils arc notHindus."Such sloga11s threw
many Tamils into a state of cultural disequilibrium and exercised
a destabilising influence on their personalities. The effect of the· joint
propaganda launched by the Tamil United .Party and Pa.rti Mauri.,,
cien was calculated to attract a section of Tamil Hindus away
from the Hindus. The Tamil Hindus were like stray sheep w.hich
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wandered off to self.. destmctioh by identifying \VithParti ttfau:ricien.
011 the cultural plane, the p:ro~Parti 1viauricien Tamils were conde1nni11g themselves to total disappearance and inevitable d.isintegratio11.
by allovving then:iselves to be dismen1bered and uprooted from the
wider and stronger· Jiirtdu. majority community. The desertion of
Tamils fro1n Labour Party ,vas aided by the death of the great
Renganaden Seeneevassen in 1958. Labour did not have another
Tan1i1 leader of his stature to rally the Tamil Hindus. Da Patten
and Tangavel Na.rainen, at first with a small foUo\ving, felt free to
lift anchor and take the ~famil boat adrift on a self.. desttuctive
course. Thereupon,, 111a11y shnple Tan1il Hindus f elf perplexed,
hardly knowing \Vhat to do and ivhether they were Hindus or not.
At this juncture> the absence of a con1petent well~organized and
dosely,.,knit cultured Tamil elite was actutelyfelt as the Ta.n1Hs had
fe.w roots i11 Jndia due to the absence of close cultural ties with
Tamil Nadu,
Thus . the party of the Oligarchy-with the immense -vvea1th Of
the sugar industry at its disposal, a reactionary press at its
c4.1mn1an.d in connivance with the British officials, with the Catholic
Church acting as the hidden persuader:; in control of all financial,
econon1ic institutions and ,vith a reserve army of civil servants
belonging to the dfo.. hard Coloured bourgeojsie-formed a formidable counter"'revolutionary force. Parti !\1auricien had mobilised
aU these components into a general offensive against Labour.
Labour Party, 1neanwhile, was engaged in the business o.f adminis..
tering the affairs of the goven1n1e11L Most of our time, energy and
intelligence was taken up in the task of establishing our credentials
as good ad1ninistrators to dispel the widespread colonial prej'udice
regarding the inferiority of nonwWhite races. We wete engaged
in the construction of an egalitarian and socialistic society free of
the existing glaring inequalities of inco1ne. ,ve were laying the
foundatibn of a '\Velfare State e11con1passing social services, security of eJnployn1ent improved living conditions for the people.
Eve.r since we had taken n1inisterial control over the government
since 1958 Mauritius had embarked on the path of socialism. Parti
1iauricien was fighting a Hfe~andwdeath struggle against the
inexorable forces of change w.hich were bound to annihilate once
and for all the power of the historicc11 bourgeoisie. Being in the
.opposition_. the Parti Nfauricien v,as at liberty to beat its drum in a
loudly hysterical anti-Labour can1paign based on anti-Hindu hostiM
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1ity. They aimed to ridicule the rnaJority con1111unity in its own eyes
and in the eyes of the rest of the popuiation. 13
Access to the Civil Service
Since its creation in 1936~ the Labour Party had initiated the class
:struggle in l\l!auritius. The rniing class then consisted of the
Franco-Mau.:ritians who held the lev~ers of power in their hands.
They had fought tooth and nail in connivance with theiBritish
Government in Mauritius to stiffle Labour at birth .
.Parti !vfauricien was also sowingthe seeds of suspicion against
Labour "Party in the minds of the Coloured bourgeoisie. The fair..
skinned upper class among the Coloured bourgeoisie had chosen to
identify itself with the Franco .. Mauritians but they had been denied
the· social privileges attached to the aristocratic class of White
rulers, This class had prodt1ced fine intellectuals and its position
stemn1ed. from its educated professionals. This class had o,v11ed
,sorne landed property and trading concerns, in the nineteenth
,century but had since been impoverished due to the denial of
credit facilities to them by the banks ownf:cd by the Franco-11auri.,
Hans. This s:maH complex..fidden class depended. fox its social
·position 011 its presence in the Ci vii Service due to the patronage of
tI1e Franco . . i1au.ritians and the British offi.dals. Fearful of its
security, it was determ.ined to hang on to the Civil Service, the
professions and jobs in private finris.
,
The wholesale defeat of the .Franco~Tvfauritians in the 1948
·General Ele.ction had marked the beginn.iug of a n.ew era. Having
secured a foothold in the Legislature> the descendants of the
agricultural workers and small planters continued their struggle
to seize control of the Executive, the Judiciary, trade and
commerce, banking and the professions. It was inevitable that the
Civil Service:: too would be tluown open to the educated children
of the Indo<ivfau:ritians. The class struggle thus entered the
Civil Service too as educated youth frorn a diversity of races and
cu1tures pushed their WE/J/~ elbowed one another in co1npetition
for a few jobs. Civil Service jobs w.ere rr1uch coveted and o:ffered
glittering prizes-social prestige~ a l1andsorne salary, chances of
pr.omotions 1 job security, pensionsl overseas leave etc. fvforeoverj
the Civil Service was the only large employer of educated people,
Thousands of Mauritians made an sorts of sacrifices in order to
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educate themselves as education was the passport to a civil service
job. The privilege of civil service jobs, which the Franco .. Ma..ur.i..
tians and the Coloured bourgeoisie had thus far n1onopolised had
now to be shared. Diverse passions, ambitions and class. and polifr,,
cal rivalries now came to be focussed on the Civil Service. As the .
various ethnic groups started vying fur positions. in the Civil
Service, it was natural that it should also become an object of
public criticism. lvfatters concerning recruitment and promotions
in th@ Civil Service began to be hotly debated:> both within the
service under trade union pressure and in the press and among
social circles~
Before Labour Party took control of the government in l 958,
appoin111ents and pron1otions in the Civil Service were in the
hands of F'ranco-Mauritians who did pretty much as they
pleased without concern for aptitude, qualifications. or experience.
As Liaison Officer for Education since 1951, I had made it a
point to denounce injustice, discrimination and favouritism in the
Civil Service: including the teaching profession, and I often did soin the Council too: t,I think the greatest fraud in the public is the
Teachers:t Training College..•. People who have passed the
Matriculation, students, who have passed School Certificate are
found unfit to enter the T.T.C. Others who are recom1nended
privately by some people in this country, and who have passed
the sixth standard are taken as students of the T.T.C. Inspectors
and Education Officers are appointed without reference to seniority
due to family protection and. nepotism~'14 • \Ve had to rationalise
entry into the Civil Service and base it on grounds of efficiency.
We removed comn1unal and class barriers and democratised the,
institution.
The Civil Service had played an enormous role} perhaps an exa~
ggerated one, in influencing our constitutional, political and
econon.tic development. Its democratisation \Vas now used as con..
creteproof of ''ln<lianisation" and of "Hindu dornination't, unmind~
ful ofthe fact that if the majority of the population happened to·
be H.indu it followed as a logical consequence that Hindus would
come to occupy a good proportion of jobs in the Civil Service too.
Moreover, the private sector has always been1in1ited in its employ..
1nent scope and was then virtually barred to the Indo-Mauritian
bourgeoisie. Thus with the spread of educational opportunities,
the Civil Service had a new breed of me1nbers from rural areas.
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Th.ese new entrants to the Civil Servicelookedfor support from the
elected tnen1hers from theit cornmunity. This social 1nobHity was
described by NJvLU-.. and Masson in communal terms to stir up
class jealousy among. the Colour.ed and the Franco Mauritians.
They were told that they had been displacedfro1ntheirsodal positions by the Indo«:M:auritian bourgeoisie. Masson cried at Le natfo~
nalisme capitalisnie oriental. Labour Party was thus mischievously
described -as being under the control of nationaHst.. capitaHst Hir1dus
hailing f:ron1 the rural s1nallwplanter class15 . In actual fact, Labour
Party had established a n1ore egalitarian society where inherited
privileges were being swept away. We had ushered in an era of
emancipation of the working classes and equal ()pportu.nities. for
personal development for everyone. But this too was distorted by
Parti iiauricien in theit battle against Independence and progress.
by whipping up the familiar bogey of Hindu hegemonyi,ir The
entry of Indo~Mauritiansinto the Civil Service was usedbyN.M . U.
as positive proof of Indianisation _ of the country and the cap~
ture of the bureaµcracy, trade and commerce by 1-lindus
Ramgoolmnistes. Freedon1, democracy, socialism and the right
to vote were thus denigrated and deliberately 1nisrepresented in
order to rally the Coloured population into opposing indepen~
dence. The. Coloured people feared a con1petitive society in which
all would have equal opportunities 011 the basis of merit and
ability. They thus readily believed that the Civil Service had been
taken over by the new Indo-~fauritian bourgeoise -under the aegis
of the Labour Party. 1\1is1ecl by ,the Franco"1vfauritian den1agogy
they came: to associate the democratisation of otir society with
their own downward social mobility, loss of social prestige and
status. In other wor<.ls, a section of the Coloured bourgeoisie
can:1e to believe that they were the natural allies of the Whites
against the rest of the tvfauritian population. 11 The Civil Service
thus became. a11other nest of reaction. The predominantly Colour..
ed staff at the lower levels~ and Whites at the higher and professional positions identified themselves n1ore with Parti Mauricieu
and ,vere reluctant to in1plen1ent socialist legislation passed by
Labour Party. This situation was further exacerbated by the fact
that after the death of Rozemont and the defectio:ns of Moignac

and .Rault, the -·Federation of Civil Service Un.ions (FCSU) had
f aUen into the hands of the reactionaries. Herve Duval, the
brother of Gaetan Duval, \vho v.ras second-in~command of Parti
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Mauricien had. taken over the FCSU and waged a cold war
against the Labour Government. ln fact Parti tvfauricien even
tried to ,vin over to its side the small-planter class which was a
ttaditionalsupporter of the Labour Party. The Labour Government .had imposed a sales tax. of 5~1; on the export of sugar in
ordet to increase government revenue and to facilitate redistribu,;.
tion of the country~s wealth. The big sugar magnates resented
this tax and tried to rally the small planters against us without
much. success<
Patti 1vlauricien had thus emerged as a n1.ilitant opposition to
Labour Party, both at.the central and local govern111e11t levels. A
Hindu, non-White Chief Minfater, was more than what they could
digest. According to their ide.ology, a person of Asiatic origin was
incapable of running a coimtry and rnlin.g over Whites. I thus
becan1e n1ore and 1nore the object of hostility of the comtnunal
and reactionary opposition. Amidstsuch tremendous tension, the·
ba.ttlcUnes were drawnfor a new general election in the country,

·1963 General Election

The Legislative Council \Vas dissolved on September 3, 1963 and
new general elections were fixed for October 21. The LahourCA;tvi.-alliance had to fight IFB's strength in the countryside on
the one hand.~ and Parti Mauricien along with MlTP and TUP in
the towns. Guy B3-lancy, Dr. Phillippe Forget, Deepchand
Beeharry and Rabin G·hurburrun-aH bright young men of prow
mise-were some of the new faces in Labour. Parti 1V1auric.ien
also put up a whole crop of new candidates like Rima, Devienne,
Bussier, St. Guillaume, Lesage an<i Patten while IFB introduced
men like Aneerood Jugnauth, Jeetah} Basant Rai,. Tirvengadun1
and Mahe:sh Teeluck.
Though Labour a11d IF.B were contestants in the election, both
shared ·. the same struggle for de.mocracy, independence and
establishment of sociaUs1n. The common enemv was Parti Maudcien. and it did not hesitate to use dubious 1neans like bribery, 1.ies,,
intimidation and co1nm.unalis1n in an effort to defeat Labour. It
focused all its virulent attacks on my personality. HO\\tever, the
strange thing was that their attacks only served to glorify, me in the
eyes of the downtrodden people of 1Vfauritius who had somehow
come to see in my struggle and personality a reflection of their
.'

'
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own aspirations. This confidence of the Mauritian people has
ahvays served to strengthen my determination and dedication, and
achieve some measure of sn:rccess in our struggle for creating a just
society. ~As a matter of principle I have alivays ignored attacks on
my personality and 1 have left it to xny colleagues~who would
often get upset over these-.to answer.such attacks while personally
takingthen1 with a calm~ philosophical smile which both irritates
and disarms my opponents.
The re.grettable feature of these elections was the birth of viol..
ence in our politics. The outpreak of violence. coincided with
the en1ergence of Gaetan Duval as .a popular hero aniong the
Creole n1asses. Violence is against my nature1 I atn a man of
peac~ and have always diSliked violence throughout my life. I
believe violence and tactics of inti.midatio.r1 ate weapons of the
weak.tI prefer the application of political skill and acun1en to out~
manoeouvte one's opponents. Parti JV1auricieu took to violence to
scare rr1rvay the peace4oving .Hindus and to inflame to red·<hot the
latent anti-Ilindu hostility an.tong therest of the 11auritian popula~
tion. Parti lvfauricien openly projected the idea that every :Hindu
was waiting in. arnhush to expropriate the property and privileges
of \Vhites while Hindus were actually being victimised themselves
in the sugar estates by the non~.Hindu population. Everything
came to acquire a communal hue and Hindus were painted as the
~·Asiatic invaders',, a barbarian horde which needed to be beaten
back I came to be regarded as the gen.eralissimo leading an
Asfo.tic army v1hHe the Franco.-rv'fauritians were projected as brave
aIJ.d staun:ch defe11ders of European civilization undera grave threat
of being over»run by oriental culture.Hi The EHndus. and other
supporters of Labour reacted to Parti 11:auricien's anti~Hindu
campaign by drawing together even more solidly behind Labour,
A.fld this was cited as further proof of impending Hindu dom1nation.
In the last days of the campaign, Parti 1v1aurfoie11 and some of
its stro1lg~1nen violently hroke"UP a Labour Party meeting in
Curepipe and insulted our vandidate, Robert Ahnee. Jn. another
Labo1tr meeting in I\-fahebourg in the south of the island; five
agents of Parti Ivfau:ricien used viole:nce, precipitated a riot and
tried to overturn the car of Harold \Valter, our candidate for that
constituency. Then they spread into the town creating terror and
violence wherever they went. They broke into a hotel and wound. .
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id the inspector of police, Radhakrishna, with a sickle. 19
The results of the 1963 election gave us a reduced 1najority
compared to 1959. Labour and CAM won 23 seats while Parti
Maurfoien secured 8 and lFB 7. Labour had obtained. 49~1 of the
seats. and the rernaining three parties put together had won 51 %·
The 40 small single;..member constituencies had encouraged the
play of con1mu11al .forces, of corruption and bribery. 3 out of Parti
1v1auricien's 8 elected members ,vere white-Poupard at Niidland~
:Wiaingard at Floreal and KOenig at Beau Bassin-and the remain..
i11g 5 were Coloured-Duval, Devienne1 Rima, Ythier. It became
obvious that the Coloured ,vere identifying themselves with Patti
1v:1"auricien under Koenig and Duval and even Labouris Coloured
victors-Leal, Balancy, Dr. Chaperon, Forget and Walter-had
liad to depend for success largely on the votes of Hindus. This
fact was misc,onstrued hy our opponents and presented as evidence
that Labour was predo.minantly Hindu*dominated. Bjstory testifies
to the fact that Labour has remained the only truly national
party since its creation ·in 1936.
At Riviere du Rempart in. the north, the IFB candidab:\ A.
Jugnauth had completely knocked out A. Beeja<lhur from the
political arena while at Petite Riviere IFB's Padaruth defeated
Ja,gatsingh in an unexpected result. Generally speaking, towns
with a Coloured population had voted Parti Mauricien while
Labour had had to depend mainly on the vote of Hindus and some
marginal 1\111slim votes. The bulk of the MusHms had shifted their
alliance to Parti "'rvfauriden. Labour retained its staunch .support
from the socialist-1ninded Creoles while a. section of the urban
Tamils had wavered in their political aUegiance to Labour.
Upon analysing the results of the 1963 ele.ction, 1 identified the
following weaknesses in Labour:
(1) the ir.nage of the then President, Dr. Chaperon; was not
sufficiently striking as compared to his predecessors, Dr. Cure,
Anqu.etil and R.ozemont who had aU been immensely popular
runongthe n1ass of Creole workers.
(Z) The cou1munal campaign of Parti Mau:ricien had had its
effe.ctin eroding Labour~s supporters;
(3) Parti Mauricien was now the major opposition party and
could be expected to :fight us in a last ditch battle in the. near
future.
(4) The Coloured bourgeoisie regarded the challenge to their
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:traditional dominance of professional cadre from the up.. and,coming educated classes co1nprising of the children of workers and
,labourers as a result of Labour's policy of creating a just and fair
-society and largely voted against us.
(5) Labour's alliance with CA:tv1 had not pleased the Coloured
·who came to believe in Parti Iviauriden~s propaganda that Labour
preferred to disregard the interests of the 193 ,OOOColoured in favour
-.of the 110,000 i,ruslims.
Given this situation I thought it desirable to form a coalition
.government in order to reconcile the various differences, and to
pacify the anti ..independen.ce sections of the electorate. This was
'!teeded to ensure peaceful implem.entation of the second phase of
the London Conference. Negotiations over distribution of ministe""
,rial seats were still unclerway when Pa1ti Jviauricfon made· things
unne<;essarHy difficult by claiming an exaggerated share. The Gov,en1or\ Sir Joh:-n Shaw· Rennie, also failed to successfully arbitrate
,on this question. The Assistant Secretary of State :flew in from
London but even he failed to satisfy the greed of Parti Iv1aurfoien
whi.ch insisted on 3 seats for itself and was also opposed to Labour
,getting 6. A new constitutional conference then took pla.ceinLondon
,~lb.ere the composition of the Coalition Government was agreed
upon as f Ollows: Labo~ would have 6 ministries and 2 parliamen-tary secretaries~ Parti Ma.uricielt 3 :ministries, IFB 2 ministries plus
l parliamentary secretary, and CAM would get 2 ministries. It
had taken us four months after the elections to arrange this
-coalition.
During this interim period, Parti ~1auricien had organized two
-ina,ssive and violent protest 1neetings and demonstrations outside
the Council. The first one was to protest against my motion in
favour of full self--governn1ent wherein I was to become Premier
,on November 19, 1963. One day before that~ cars equipped with
loudspeakers \vere sent to an the towns.; inviting people to assem..
ble near the Council in Port Louis. The shouting and cfa.n1ou.,
iring crowd then staged a n1arch to Champs de Mars where bread
aud "Purlait" 1nilk was distributed. The mob was then rou.sed to
the pitch of excite1nent and began undressing worn.en in satees
all the while yelling ''enveloppe nous pas otde" (down with
Hindu women)! They threw stones on pas.sers~by and on the police
and broke the window panes of the Council building. lvfy collea~
g:ues panicked. Some of them including 11:ohamed and Bissoondoyal
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ed by tear gas, Following thjs outbreak of political insanity Rault
and Marcel 1\fasort joined the Labour ranks~
On December 11, 1963, the second constitutional phase came·
into effect. The Legislative Councilbecame the Legislative Assem..
bly and l became Premier. The tnunidpal elections took place on
Dece1nher 15, l 963 and riding on its crest of communal fanaticism~
Parti Mauricien once more conflrn1ed. its _popularity among the
Creole electorate in the urban areas of Port Louis and Plaines
\Vilhems. It also carried with it a good number of. Trunil and.
Muslim votersandmanaged to capture 50 out of th.e 64 seats in sei-zing control of the municipalities of Curepipe) Vacoas.. Phoenix, Beau~
Bassin, Rose .HUI and.Port Lotds.. They failed to wh1 Quatre Bornes
which had been ably defended by the Labour stalwarts Forget,
Dr. Chaperon and De1aitre.
Encouraged by this unprecedented victory, Parti .1v1au.ricien orga..
nized another 1nass 1neeti11g at Champs 11ars in Port Louis. It
reflected the party's classic fascist outlook as the den1onstrators.
marched in blue shirts and caps, carrying flags, music and fanfare
on January, 12, .1964. In that meeting Parti Mauricien laid its clain1"
to 3 ministries granting only 5 to Labour. As was becoming usual~
in
such demonstratiorns~ l was the chief object of attack but I
did not give in and this matter was finally settled :in London.

an

AU ...Party Gove.rnment

\Vhile the Opposition heaped insults on m.e} thousands of my
partisans were daily honouring and garlanding me in public:
gatherings throughout the island. The poet 1vfalcolm de Chazal
wrote in Advance thathe saw in me a 111an of letters, of culture and.
a great statesman: '"Dr. Ramgoolanz que peu de gens connals..
sent et Jt-faurice; le lettre, l'!tomme cuftiv/J assez eleve pout tout
voir de hau.t, qui voit l'tivenir qui en n1e1ne te1nps prevoit, et
qu.i a de !'au.dace. . . le plus grand lwnune d'etat que :nous avons
eu!' 20 Still later· in October the same Fra.nco..1viauritian poet added
''.Dr Ramgoolam po~sesses trreat knowledge. He is like a father to
all Mauritian people. Dr. Ramgoolam is a friend, a coinpatriot,
a simple ordinary man. Though hty has risen so high he fa still sn
near to us. See in this man a symbol of 01Jr future. Let us put
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we snau nave :notn1.ng to rear"""".·· Ana it 1s worn1 :recon:nng rnar
no less a man than Dr.. 1v1aurice Cure~ the founder of Labour Party
had sho.wered his blessings upon :rne in a public meeting at Champs.
de 11ars: t'Ramgoolam who has great knowledgei inteI.ligence} per~
sonaJ qualities, ,videexperience is the man who is the most qualified
to lead our country. He is· the right man in the right place. Hi2·
Such testimonials from we1l~k:r1own local and international perso ..
nalities helped Labour Party to coufinn its image of :respectability and competence, to sustain people~s confideucei11 our govern..
n1ent which was being challenged by our opponents who s1.rffered.
from. an acute stage of communal blindness as regards an children
of labourers and coolies,
But the honour that I enjoyed more was the popular welcon1e I
received when I lauded at ·-Plaisanccll\irport 011 rvia.rch 9$ 1964 ·
after the constitutional conference in London where vve had agreed.
on. a workable fonnula for an, AH Party <1overnm.ent. That
sunny afternoon 111y head fi.Hed ,vith joy as I alighted from the
plane to a vast~ cheering crowd of 50.,000 people carrying banners~
\Vearing red shirts, shouting slogans to the acco1npanirnent of
bands and offered me Vlith flowers the warmest welcorne ever accor..
ded a ~1auritian. Thousands 1nore lined the road fron1 Plaisance·
to Port Louis and stopped me aU a.long the way to garland me,
and shower flowers upon. me a1nidst songs~ applause and cheers,
The whole island was bubbling with the exciten1ent of victory and
wiping .a.way for good the 1ne1nory of the fascist demonstrations
of October 1963 and January 1964. It was a spontaneous national
festival alive with songs, music and dances ofa people fully awak«
end to the glory of Independence; The procession 1noved on slowly,
thickening and lengthening en. route and it appeared as though_
aH the cars, buses, lorries and vans
the country had Joined in.
As th.e front end reached Beau Bassin the rear was ten miles b~hind:
at Forest Side thus stretching the entire length of the Plaines
vVilhems district. 2:1 On j\,farch 13j 1965 the Council of r. 1inlsters.
of the i\H Party Government met in the Legislative Assembly for

or

the first tin1e and I was raised to the title of Premier.
Hardly a month later on April 61 1965, the Secretary of State.
Mr. Anthony Greenvvood Iaudedin t·tauritius. Once again the Parfr
Jvfm.1ricien organized a mass demonstration in Curepi:pe and
Forest Side, two strongholds of the White co1nn1unity. It hired
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'buses and lorries to take people to Curepipe for a large show
-of strength, On our side we organized a massive enthusiastic ,vel·
,,come at the Quatre Bornes roundabout. Greenwood had been an
-old acquaintance of mine since my student days in London and
his father, the famous Greenwood senior1 was one of the popular
:leaders of the British Labour Party during its very early days. I
·now held discussions with him and introduced hin1 to ministers~
representations of business} trade unions and local councillors so
that he could grasp the mood of the nation. It was decided to hold
.:a constitutional conference in London later in the year front 7th to
24th Septen1ber.
Greenwood also proposed sending a constitutional expert to study
iconditions on~the~spot and to draft a new constitution which would
·best suit the interests of an evolving 11:auritius. Accordingly, Pro'fessor de $111ith visited fyfauritius in July 1965. As !\Jr. Greenwood
·put it, his report pointed the "way forward for constructive politi ..
,cal developm.ent.,t De Smith recon1mended twenty 3-member cons..
·t.ituencies to provide adequate .safeguards for the representation of
minority interests, and to discourage communalism. He rejected
,-separate electoral registers which had been repeatedly proposed by
the PMSD. Tbereafteri British }\,{embers of Parliament-_-Jv!r.
Tom Driberg of the British labour Party and Sir ~igel Fisher of
·the Conservative Party-arrived in ~tfauritius. Mr. Driberg reiterat~
ed that it was the declared policy of the .British Prime Minister Mr.
Harold Wilson. to proceed with decolonisation, He thus dispelled
.any illusion about a possible integration of iviaudtius with Great
Britain or its contitrnation as a 'colony.
·The 1965 Constitutional Conference

Then came the final and the 111ost irnporta11t constitutional conc-ference which took place at Lancaster House in London from
September 7, to 21, 1965. _The objective of the conference was Hto
reach agreement on the ultimate status of :&fauritius and the time
,.of accession to it t, J\'fr, Greenwood \Vished to (•end as quickly as
pqssible the present period of uncertainty-a malaise which had
,doubtless contributed to recent civil disturbances." He further set
·the tone of the conference by affinning that the ''background
against which this conference is being held is one of gradual and
;steady progress achieved by discussion and agreement ..U
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On behalf of the Labour Partyf I Stated that we had received a~
clear .111andate fron1 the people during the last three general elections~ and that the conference must now complete the process of_
the establishment of full democracy. .I asked that .11a.uritius be·
granted Independence for which firm, date should be fixed and that
the voting age he lowered to eighteen years. I also reccommended
that the office of Leader of the Opposition be created and that.
there should be 20 ofJ,,.mernber constituencies. Further) we suggested that the Constitution could only be amended by a two-thirds,
majority. We also emphatically rejected the concepts of separate
electoral rolls and any Association or Integration of Ma:uritius.
with Britain or a referendum on this. subject.
In his tum, Koenig, the leader of Pa.rti Mauricien, spoke against
independence and in favour of an Association with Britain. .Arguing that the results of the three previous elections were irrevelant"
since :Independence had not then been an issue he said that Mauritius ,vas: too small and isolated and econo1nically too vulnerabledue to its over@dependence 011 sugar and cyclones to be viable as,
an independent country. lie further argued that as an associated.
territory with Britain it would be easier for :t\fauritius to Join the
European Economic Comm.unity should Britain ever accede to•
the Treaty of Rome.
After hearing all the argu1nents, Mr. Greenwood concluded on,
Septetnber 24~ that a referendum would only p.rolong the current.
state of uncertainty. He turned down the proposal of an associa..
tion with Great Britain and stated that ';It was rightthat Mauritius
should be independent and take her place an1ong th.e sovereign
nations of the world/' An Electoral Co1n1nission would sub1nit its
report and Mauritius would accede to Independen.ceifthe majorit~r
of Mauritians voted for it in the next elections. 2,1
Commenting on the work of the Constitutional Conference, The·
Guardian said1 '"the argun1ents again,stindepende-n.ce of the P:tv!SD,
logical and impressive though they may he.~ are the argun1ents of a,
minority against the facts of politics}'
As a result of our victory at the conference the PMSD left the,
Coalition. government and started to mobilise all its resources to-·
defeat us in the ensuing election.
Upon ray return from the triumphant constitutional conferenceI was once again warmly received at the airport and cheered alf
along the way to Port Louis by thousands of enthusiastic people,
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-On October 15, I told the people through a press conference about
the multiple advantages of an Independent Mauritius, within the
-Com111on-wealth a1'1d the safeguards instituted for minorities,
The P MSD meanw bile had intensified further its anti~ Indlai1 h osti"
1ity and created a climate of intimidation and violence bordering
on te:rrorisrn. To counter PrviSD the all tv!auritius Hindu Cong~
:rcss-a Hindu fanatical organization-was formed by Aneerood
Jugnauth, Dabee and Vanna; But I have always. been opposed to
such purely communal parties and these inexperienced leaders
-comn1itted a series of political blunders until this organisation
disintegrated by the eve of the elections. 20
Then abruptly choosing another pact, Pl\t1SD leader G·aetan
Duval opened out his ar111s to fUndus in a public meeting at

Cha1nps de rvtars on December 14, 1965 in_ a vast campaign meet-ing with posters calling for national reconci1iatio11 and bearing the
slogan: H I-lindu men. Frere'' (Hindu 1ny brother) 25 • _Henceforth~
PMSD also started calling itself nationalistic and socialistic and its
newspaper Le Afauricien started insisting that Labour Party was in
fact no longer sodalistic.
During this period, I had to i1y to London for a surgical operation. 'The freedom-loving people of Mauritius offered their prayers
fo:r 1ny safe-keeping in temples and shrines. I recovered and flew
back home in the san1e plane which brought Sir Harold Banwell
and the other Electoral Commissioners on January 3., 1966.
Banwell Commission ; The Rape of Democracy

Addressing the :Banvn:11 Commission on January l 0,, 1960, I said
that Mauritius had chosen to follow the British ParHatnentarv
System which suited our country and people best and that it was
unadvisabfo to change over to any other constitutional pattern.
Also the Constitution_ of Nlaurith1s provided adequate safeguards
for n1inorities-i11 fact 1x1ore than any other country. I also stressed the need to strengthen the de111ocratic foundations of 11auritius
and denounced reactionary political parties which were using big
rnoney to create separatism and disunity among the people of
}vfauritius. I expressed unhappiness that certain irresponsible people
were causing violence in an attempt to destroy our democratic insti-tutions;theyhadlearnt nothing of the inexorable movement towards
freedo111 in Africa, Asia which even Europe was supporting. 21
.
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In his turn.~ Koenig argued in favour of a system of Proportio·nal Representation and Party List as in British Guyana. :Bissoon<ioyal also opposed, stating that these led to representation of parties, not of people and that these would give far too :much arbitrary power to party leaders. The Banwell Commission ended its
,vork on 31 January,
On. April 17, 1966 we held the Labour Party Annual Congress
at Quatre Bornes tb which hvo Malagassy delegates from. the
tvfalagassy Social De:1nocratic Party were also invited. The theme
{Jf the se1ninar on that occasion was "Socialism as an instrument
of planning and cowoperation. for the social} cultur.aI and economic
{:1eve1opment of developing countries.~' Iinny openingaddressI again
en1pbasized that soc,iaJism was a unifying force in the whole world_?
transcendh1g
barriers of :race and religions. Socialism, I saidi
vvould pro111ote sociali economic and political refonns, help to
raise the living conditions of the masses vvho lived in poverty and
insecurity. It was agreed· that only by adopting socialist principles:
could problen1s of underdeveiop1nent be solved. 28
Thel'.1 I flew to Stockholm where I represented Labour Party at
the Congress of the Inter:t1ational Socialists to which .our party Wft.S
.a:ffi.liated. l urged upon the International to enquire into the
,eredentials of PlviSD which had sought affiliation to it. Later
Albert Carthy, the Secretary, came in January 1967 to n1ake such
an. investigation, and subsequently categorically rejected P1vfS.D~s
applicationj convinced of its anti-democratic t1nd antf,.socialist
record.
On l\-iay 31.~. l 966~ the report of Banwell Con1rnission was laid
,on the table of the Assen1hly. I agreed to many of its recon1men~
dations: an Asse1nbly of 62 n1embers with 20 constityencies each
returning 3 1n.ernhers on the principle of block vote, i.e., a voter is
entitled to vote for three ca.nclidates~ the setting up Qf an in de ..
pendent Electoral Comrnission to supetvise all future election$a;nd
turning of.Rodrigues into one large constituency returning 2 n1en1bers. But I took strong opposition to the Commission's proposal
for introducing: the hated ··corrective systemn .29 Along with rny
colleagues~ :rvlohamed and Bissoondoyal we rejected it in the
i\ssembly and I described it as ndiabolical systemn. This is a lvfachiaveHian innovation ... a great political crim.e is being perpetrated;
in fact a political rape of .democracy}$ ... and will "undo the
achievements of their (people~s) epic struggle for political, econo ..
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mk and social justice. HSO
Two days earlier3 Labour Party and its allies, IFB, CAIV! with;_
the Congress ,had taken this 1natter to the people at large through
a mammoth 1neeting in Port Louis wherein we had u11.anJn.1ously
rejected the '-corrective system'~. To make our opposition more·
-effective, I despatched cables to leading \vorld ·newspapers in
Europe, A.merica, Asia and Africa and to most Commonwealth
Prime Ministers and other Heads of Governments seeking their
support against it.31 As a result of our effective opposition, }.tfr..
John Stonehouse, Assistant Parliamentary Secretary, quickly flew,
into Mauritius, and after discussion with us rep]aced the corrective system by the system of "8 best losers. 3'
An Epic Struggle

Now finally:; we embarked 011 the ultimate step of our epic struggle.

To canvass world opinion in favour of our independence, and to,
restore the confidence of our. Western.. oriented Frauco .. Mauritian
countrymen, I visited many western countries, including Britain,
France and Canada during my participation in the Commonwealth
Finance Ministers Conference held in Canada in September of fhesame year. I laid down the foµndation of friendship between

Mauritius and the Commonwealth and \Vestern countries which
was very necessary given the physical distance separating our
Island from those countries. Ever since 11 I have always attached
great importance to such trips which have yielded tremendous benefits for our country.
Meanwhile, PMSD brought in new tactics in their campaign
against independence. To destroy ail confidence in our government
and to prove that Labour would not be able to govern without the
financial support of the capitalists, it enc-ouraged the sugar indus"'
tryto obstruct the economic development of Maurithls by slowing.

down gro,vth and creating unemploym.ent The banks, also owned
by the same class, lent their full support in this campaign to createa climate of economic .insecurity and bankruptcy. Then in 11:arch
1967 PMSD urged its partisans to withdraw their money from post
offices and savings banks,
In this manner~ P1,1SD intensified its fear campaign in an effort

to make people believe that independence would spell the ruin
of the . country and bring with itfamine and starvation. In fact,,
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many of its partisans were seized with such panic that thousands
of them had. begun emigrating to Canada and Australia. 4,000
people en1igrated to Australia in 1961, a process that had started
since 1965~ coinciding '\Vith the anti~inrlependen.ce cam.pa:1g;n.
launched by the Parti Jvfauricien. 33
The reactionaries seized. every s1n.gle opportunity to create
civil disturbances and try to generate a general clhnate of fear,
insecurity and loss of confidence in Labour governme11t in an
effort to prove that we were unable to govern. One of the ugliest
of those demonstratio.ns took place in the town of Quatre Bornes)
on Nfarch28, 1961 when PMSD hecklers disturbed our annual
congress~ demonstrated against James Johnson who h.ad come to
attend it. Johnson was an old friend of :b.{auritius, a British
11:ember ofJ*arliament belonging to Labour Party and a close
adviser of Mauritius Labour Party. V.le answered back by organizM
ing an irnportant public meeting at Place du Quai in Port Louis
where Johnson was wahnly appla11ded.
PJ\ISD also bought off a number of Hindu candidates~ and put
them up as pawns in many urban and rural constituencies in order
to siphon offsotne Indo ..}V[auritian votes. This was the same party
vihlch had
along been consistently anti~Hindu since its origin.
The once allwpowerfu1 White Oliga.rchy had fought .tooth and nail
to maintain its hegenu,>ny through its control of the State apparatus,
Civil Service, Judiciary, legislature~ the professitHls~ agriculture,
the economy~ the financial institutions, trade; import and export.
The Indo-.1v1auritians had had nothing but determination to pursue
our epic struggle arid to claim our 1egithnate ..share in the wealth
which our own people had bee11. producing W'ith their sweat and
blood.
Since the time we had been producing our own elite in the
professional and intellectual fields, thanks tn the struggle of our
small~planter class, we had been re-garded by the Oligarchy as
''envahisseurs asiatiques" and *'acr.:apareursn. J \vas called the
''chef kho{miste", 'ile :pont{fe numero u.n du khoonisme militanf~ 84
simply because I had managed to penetrate the State apparatus
and .had sitccessfuHy led the fight for the right to ·vote, self~
government and Independence, The old Oligan:hy had all along
been antFindian in their propaganda. They had indulged in
psychological warfare and played on the nerves of the peace ..
loving inhabitants of the country fomenting unnecessary fears
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about the Hindus, creating crucial communal and racial dfaharInony and inventing all sorts of false slogans like Hperil I1indon''~
aindfa. nisation'\ ''annexation of 1vianritius to India'\ the •'arrival
ot shiploads of langautis"\ the ''s\vmnping of Western culture
and C1.'\/1liz.atio11 under Asiatic barbarisn1". 1viore recently, in
October 196.3, to oppose the implen1entatio11 of stage two and the
consolidation of the J'.vtinisterial syste1n under a Chief 1vfinister
,,vho happened to be -~1vfalbar'' they had spread terror and inst1Trectio11 in the country and openly undressed Hindu women with the
wild cries of "enveloppE} nous pas oule~\ '' Ma/bar nous pas oule'".
N·ov~\ in an effort to confuse the IndoMivlauritiansJ they had the
check to come to the Hindus asking for votes through. their
puppet Hindu candidates. At the saine time the Church kept
preaching its anti-Indian ideology..A..nd lvhat had been the sin of
the Hindus: to have asked a share in the civil service, in the
judiciary1 in commerce, in education, in the industry of transport
and to assert their dignity? And what sin had I committed in
assisting a democratic and socialistic evolution of 1vfauritius by
channelling the legitimate aspirations of the downtrodden towards
a better and a happier life? And now, ,ve had reached the last
stage of the battle, the very last ca1npa.ign to take over power,
once and for alli from the hands of the Oligarchy. But, the pe!oplei .
and particularly, the IndoM Mauritians were not so naive. They
had long suffered from anti-Indian hostility. The ill-treatment,
insults, exploitation and collective jealousy they had experienced
was stiII so raw that they refused to allow themselves to be taken
in by false propaganda of the traditional bourgeoisie now fighting
to retain their hegemony. Labour had won every single election
since 1948 and I was confident that with the support of CAM and.
IFB, our victory would he ensured by the freedom-loving people,
n1ilhons of rupees and the flood -of PMSO'S anti-independence
posters and hysterical articles in the reactionary papers Le
.ft,{auricien and Le Cerneen notwithstanding. The Mauritian people's
instinctfor liberty would overcome an the '~communal'' propaganda
invented by the dark forces of reaction. People knev.r, and we
ha_d proved it, that there was only one genuine national democra. .
tic and socialistic party---. Labour. People could see for the1nselves
the multiple benefits they had derived in all fields of Hfe by
supporting Labour Party: education., housing, employment, health,
fautily allowance_, old age pension., better conditions of work and
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,security of e.mploy1uen.tj the growth of trade unions} civil .rights,
a share in tfae Civil Service, trade, business, industry, import and
export, insurance and banking, Labour had thus ushered in a slow,
silent revolution, People were also perfectly aware of the machinations of the Oligarchy trying to defend their privileges. I11 explafn..
ing an our past achievements, and providing a correct interpreta..
tion of the situationto thepeop1e~ Labour has alwayshad the benefit
,of having a number of inteHectuafa-.including progressive writersi
poets, novelists andjournalists-in its ranks dating fror:n the days
-0f JVfanilall Doctor. And now there were R.K. Boodhun, Aunauth
:Beejadhur,. J.N. Roj\ Basdeo Bissoondoyal, I-Iazareesingh"' Nepal,
Kher Jagatsingh} Ran1lal1ah, Beeharry1 Edoo, Buckory, 1viulloo1
·Marcel Cabon, Herve l\1asson., Philippe Forget, Guy Balancy and
a host of others. We also had an arrny of freedom'"loving
'Volunteers working for us
over the country. Consequently, we
faced the election on August 7 w]th confidence and emerged
-victorious with 39 seats,. conceding only 23 to PMSD. \Ve had
·won an historic victory. At last the citadel had been captured by
·our people of 1v{auritius and they were now free. A few of our
leading members like Guy Forget h,ad. however$ been defeated, as
·was ·p1,1SD's 1eader1 Jules Koenig, in Vacoas~
On August 22, 1967, I tabled in the Assembly the historic
motion to give effect "to the desire o-fthe people of Mau:dtius to
.accede to independence within the Comn1onwealth of · Nkltions./S
I reminded the nation that ''it is at on.ce the end of a journey and
· the beginning of another. Those who oppose progress and the
Tole of law should realise·· the silent revolution which has taken
place in Mauritius ijUd they should understand that we must live
in the :new world that had just been born in 1:faur.itius. ~.· It is
unfortunate that some people still believe in the superioritf of a
,certain class.....It n1ight be said that people who have monopolised
political and economic power for over a century should fight to
the death before surrendering any of their .feudal prerogatives. .
In this atmosphere of freedom and equality a new spirit and end..
eavour wHL seize our people and in this century a hope of a new

an

+

I'1:auritius. is being born. ,~is
In the six remaining months to Independence Day, the mood in
'Mauritius underwent a change as people began preparing fot
the great day, But the vicious comm.unal hatred ,vhich PMSD
had been 111..1rsing now exploded among the ho0Hgt1ns and hirelings
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it had retained in its service toJlght against supporters of Independence. A premature internecine quarrel broke out among the·
partisans o_f PMSD in Port Louis and spread as racial riots in
Plaine Verte and. Roche Bois, casting a dark cloud over the
historic celebrations. The enemies of independence and social
progress had goaded their hirelings into such a bloody riot, that
we were forced to declare a State of Emergency to protect the lifeand ensure the security of the citizens~ Earlier, in 1965, too;> \Ve
had .had to pass the. Public Order Act under the menace of racia1
-riots instigated by the old Oligarchy as the feudal barons ofpreindependent 1\;fauritius fought a hist, desperate battle to maintain
their old-privileges.
Independence was celebrated in Port Louis on :rv1arch, 12, 196R
under a glorious sunny sky and the 11.auritian flag was unfurled
in the fresh breeze blowing across a free and independent young
country. That brief mo111ent appeared to 1ne like a glimpse of
celestial bliss and a tear rolled down my face in metnory of .my
friends Anquetil, Ro.zemont andSeeneevassen with who1n I I:i.ad
fought side.-bY side for this day but who were uot aBve to witness.
that glorious occasion.
:K1essages of congratulations poured in from all parts of thewodd. This little piece can1e from a speech made orr h1arch lJ by
Anthony Greenwood: ''You, Prime lvlinister, have during more
than twenty years been the principal driving force leading your
country forward. 1:'"ou have been the principal architect of the new,
nation.' ' 3{}
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Mauritius:_ Independence and
Dependence
by JEAN J-IOUBER T*
became independent on 12 March 1968, and was then
said to be the paradigm of the small isolated, poor, dependent country~
only emerging from the colonial era to fall immediately into neocolonialism - the Third World's Third \Vorld.
MAURITIUS

A COLO!'.IAL CREATION

Mauritius is very different from the newly independent countries of
Africa and Asia in some important respects, having been entirely
created by European colonisation. The economy, the society, the polity,
the very flora and fauna of the island are all the direct result of its
colonial history. The majority of the present-day inhabitants are the
descendants of those who willingly and unwillingly arrived and stayed
during the last two centuries, so Mauritius is not a 'settler colony' in
the same sense as Australia. It is not a replica of the European 'mother
country' beyond the seas, but rather a flotsam left behind by the wreck
of the colonial world. In Mauritius, colonialism was not something
which came from outside; it was built into the fabric of the whole
society. What can be the significance of independence for such an
ex-colony? What form does development take?
Profit brought the first immigrants to Mauritius and has dominated
life ever since. Originally there was little or no money to be made out
of an uninhabited small island, entirely lacking in natural resources, but
it soon became part of a bigger scheme:, whereby successive European
powers - Holland, France, and finaUy Britain - used Mauritius as a
watering place, and later a trading and military base en route to India. 1
Thereafter the island became - and remains - a sugar plantation,
although in the last few years it has entered in earnest on the Hong Kong
road of manufacturing for export.
*

Lecturer in [nternational Relations, Department of Politics, University of Aberdeen.
For information about the arrival of the Europeans, sec G. Visdelov-Guimbeau, la Dicouvntt
des fle.r Mascareigms (Port-Louis, 1948). On the historical background of Mauritius in the context
cJf the Indian Ocean, see A, Toussaint, HiJtoirt des fits Afascareignts (Paris, 1972 1, and Histoire de
l'odan lndim {Paris, rg6r).
1
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Sugar production cannot be explained by the possession of resources
specific to the island or by initial factor endowment. Mauritius
originally had none: it is in the cyclonic belt, and its small ]and surface
was covered with tropical forests and volcanic boulders. It is thousands
of miles away from the markets for raw sugar which is a heavy, bulky
commodity. 1 The early European settlers appropriated the land and,
since there were no native labourers, slaves had to be brought in from
distant Africa and !vfadagascar to cut the forests and clear the
plantations. Initially a variety of crops were grown, but these gradually
gave way to sugar, which came to dominate the economy as the result
of the place which l\tfauritius occupied in the overall imperial scheme.
Britain had captured the island for strategic reasons: to deprive the
French of a base from which to harass her shipping and challenge her
position in Tndia. 2 . \'Vith British hegemony in the Indian Ocean,
Mauritius Lost its military and commercial significance, and the settlers
turned more and more to the land. A political partnership developed
between the British officials and the French-speaking settlers, in which
sugar provided the revenue needed to administer the island .and
maintain troops there. The colonial regime provided a minimum of
infrastructure and the coercive apparatus for the plantation system.
Slaves were brought in by the settlers with a certain amount of
government control, and later, when this trade was abolished, cheap
labour was introduced in the form of Indian indentured coolies.
Within the British Empire the ivfauritian planters had a vast market
for sugar. As the demand for this commodity grew) and as prices rose
on the London market, the needs of the growing industry created an
institutional structure: centralisation of mills, marketing, research,
banking, and insurance, which through economies of scale reinforced
the profitability of sugar compared with other forms of production in
Mauritius. 3 This in turn led to more expansion, until practically the
whole of the cultivable land of the island was under one crop. 4 By then
1 Mauririw; is in latitucle 20° 15 S, lnngilmle 57° 35 E, with an are,1 of 1,865 ~q.km, being 61 km
long by 47 km, with 250 km of coast line. The island is of volcanic origin, fringed with coral reefa
that create an extensive lagoon of 2,260 sq.km. A number of small islands, north and east, are
pans ofM auritius, Rodrigues heing the most important, 560 km to the east. The Fn•nc:h diparlemenl
of Reunion is 150 km wesl of Maurilius, and the nearest land mass is l'vfadagascar some 800 km

to the west.
2 On the British conque.s1 of Jvlauririus, see Raymond M. D'Unienville, Lmers of Sir John
Abercromby, September 18w-April 1811 (Port-Louis, r9691, and The London G«<.elte Extraordinary
(London}, 13 February r8II.
·

See Roland Larnusse, 'The Economk Developmcnr of the .\•lauririus Sugar Industry', B.Liu.
dissertation, University of Oxforci, 1958.
~ For an analysis of developments in the economy since \:Vorld \Var 11, see J. E. Meade et al.
Thr Econcmfr and Social Structure of !11a11ritim (London, 1961 ), and J. E. Meade, 'Mauritius: a case
3
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sugar and its by-products represented 98 per cent of all exports from
Mauritius. With the consequential displacement of other activities, the
island had to import most of its requirements, including the bulk of its
food. 1
Mauritius as an entity then, through its very genesis, was doubly
dependent. on the outside world: for aH its exports, and almost all its
imports. Changes in the price of the latter, despite the small quantities
involved, could seriously affect standards of living. Of vital importance
was the quantity and price of the sugar sold on the world market, and
Mauritius had only partial control over this. Furthermore, both imports
and exports were subjected to variations in the cost of long-distance
freight, as well as the external money market, over which Mauritius had
little influence. An extreme international specialisation within the
colonial empire has produced a vulnerable, fragile economy. But
because this operates only on a cash basis - there are no subsistence
farmers - with a relatively high G ..N .P. prr capita, as well as universal
Ii teracy, the island does not have the same features of underdevelopment
that are to be found in so many other areas of the Third World.
Capitalism in Mauritius took root right from the start for the simple
reason that there was nothing else previously, so the problem of
articulation with pre-capitalist modes of production, posed elsewhere
in the colonial world of Africa and Asia, did not arise in Mauritius. 2
Here capitalism, in its colonial variant, found virtually a dean slate,
although it did not} and could not, replicate capitalist development in
Europe. In Iv1auritius the economy grew as part of the overall colonial
empire) the centre of which was in Europe. In fact~ it is not correct to
think of the island as a self-contained entity, since important outside
study in Malthusian economics', in Ecmwmic Jo1rm11l (London), LXXI, September r961, pp. 521-34-.
For a critique of Mcade's position. see John King, 'Mauritius, Malthus and Professor Meade',
Communications Series No. 49, Institute ofDeve1opment Studies, University of Sussex, Brighton,
1970.
1 Currently Bo,ooo tons of rice and 50,000 tons of wheat flour, meat, and milk arc being
imported. Mauritius is now producing sufficient potatoes and poultry for local consumption, but
the seeds and feed have to be obtained from South Africa. Some efforts have been made to improve
the home supply offish, but meanwhile,Japancsc, Taiwan, and South Korean fleets exploit the
resources around the island. Financial Times (London), Special Survey on Mauritius, 6 December
r979.
2 The aniculation of capitalist and pre-capitalist modes of production in Africa is discussed by
Pierre-Philippe Rey, Le5 Alliances de cla.mi (Paris, 1978). Slavery was, at first, the most expeditious
way for capitalism to secure sufficient labour pmver to develop this almost uninhabited island.
As Marx has argued, 'capitalism does not entirely rule out the possibility of the existence ofslavery
at isolated points ,,..i.thin the bourgeois production system. But this is only possible because it does
not exist at other points of the system and appears as an anomaly in opposition to the bourgeois
system itself'; quoted by M. G Ho\.\•ard and J.C. King (eds.}, The EcoMmics of Marx (London,
1976), p, 87. for a thorough analysis of sugar plantatio11S and slavery, see Erk Williams, Capitalism
and Slai-ery (London, 1964}.
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socio-economic and political forces penetrated into -- and, indeed,
became part of - the colonial body of l\1auritius. This fundamental
dependency was highlighted in the politics of independence by ethnic
tensions and the problem of unemployment.

lndiam in tlie Creole Society
From the time that sugar began to be grown on a large scale it has
determined the peopling of Mauritius. The number of slaves increased
with the need for workers on the plantations, and when abolition took
place the demand had become insatiable with rising sugar prices and
high profits) but by then cheap iridentured labour from India was
providing a more lucrative form of exploitation for the planters, as well
as being more acceptable to the British. The Indians brought a radical
and permanent change in the ethnic composition of the island: in 1835
they formed a tiny fraction of the population of r 00,000, of \vhom 80,000
were slaves, but by r 86 I they represented two-thirds of all the
inhabitants, and this proportion has been maintained to the present
day. A total of 450,000 Indians came to I\·fauridus as indentured
labourers, and most stayed.
VVhen the Indians arrived the three-tier colonial creo]e society was
well established in Mauritius. The British on taking the island in 181 o
had found a small number of,.vhites of French origin at the top, large
numbers of black slaves at the bottom, and an intermediate group - in
size as well as colour - in the middle. The colonial administrators
kept and strengthened that pyramidal-type of structure, grafting
themselves on at the apex. VVhen slavery ,vas abolished, the indentured
Indians replaced the slaves on the plantations and moved to the bottom
of the creole hierarchy.
\Vithin this rigid social structure some mobility was nevertheless
possible through the acquisition of land. The growing of sugar in
Mauritius is a seasonal activity, and jn time the planters discovered that
it was more economical to employ labourers on a daily basis via a
contractor, rather than keeping them tied to the plantations all the year
round. The contractor was usually an 'old immigrant' Indian who
could speak creole and one or more Indian languages, and he received
an agreed sum for a given number of labourers where and when
required. The contractor was thus in a strategic position to draw to
himself part of the surplus produced by the labour power of his men,
and with the capital thus accumulated he bought land from the
planters.
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Sugar milling has always been more profitable than growing sugar.
The white planters would sometimes, in bad years, decide to sell or lease
part of their land in plots to Indians, but only on the understanding
that they would grow sugar and bring the cane to their mills. The
Indians, using family labour, were able to produce sugar on marginal
land which had become uneconomical for the planters when prices fell.
Planters might also give their favourite sirdar - a kind of field foreman small inferior plots ofland for market gardening and hence extra cash.
Thus, gradually, by hard work and saving, with favours from the
planters, and through the exploitation of their fellow countrymen, a
number of Indians amassed money and bought land. A few acquired
great prosperity as large and rich sugar-estate owners in their own right,
while many others became 'small planters', owning anything from less
than one to several hundred acres of cane.
Just under half the cultivated land of Mauritius is owned today by
Indians. 1 Increasingly, in recent years, the sons of many of these
planters have moved up the educational ladder into the public services
and the professions, while more and more have entered politics. Thus,
slowly at first, but much more rapidly since World VVar II, a sizeable
Indian middle stratum has emerged, closely linked with the sugar
industry, but now helping to mitigate the class confrontatim1 of the
white millers/planters and the Indian sugar proletariat.

THE POLITICS OF INDEPENDEt1;CE

There are only a few examples where an indigenous society has been
able to liberate itself from the domination of a foreign power and its
local agents, and Mauritius could hardly be one of them. Here
'decolonisation I was merely a rearrangement of the internal balance
of political power, and the colonial government played a major role in
ensuring that there would be continuity in the internal structure of the
society, as well as the external linkages. Hence the explanation for the
leisurely pace set by the British, because although electoral and
constitutional reforms started in r 9.1-8, the island did not become
independent until 1968.
Internal pressures for change had taken a dass basis at first. A number
of creole artisans and intellectuals had joined with a few Indian
professionals to press for constitutional reforms, and for the right to
1 For lhe division of sugar plantar.ions imo plms and their sale to Indians, see H. C. Brookfield,
'Problems ofMonoculturc and Divcrsificalion in a Sugar Island: Mauritius', in Ecrm11mic Geograplry
(Worcester, Mass.), 35, 1959, pp. !15-40.
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strike and form trade unions. They started the Mauritius Labour Party
on a non-ethnic basis just before \Vorld vVar II. The birth of the M.L.P.
coincided with unrest on some of the estates, provoked by a conflict over
the quantity of sugar accruing to the 'small planters' for the canes they
brought to the millers/planters. After the extension of the suffrage in
1948, ethnic considerations began to dominate Mauritian politics, and
the leadership of the lvl.L.P. passed into the hands of Indians. 1 Their
kith and kin, although largely 'creolised ', have retained enough
·Jndianness' to make it possible for them to be mobilised politically on
an ethnic basis. Rich Indian planters, civil servants, and the sugar
proletariat could be rallied together to provide a large electoral base
for the ~moderate' Indian leaders of the M.L.P. who were being
groomed by the Colonial Office to take over at independence.
By way of contrast, a kind offranco-~lauritian nationalism emerged 1
especially during periods of strain in the colonial partnership between
the British administration and the white French-speaking owners of the
sugar industry) and this had the effect of strengthening the attachment
of all categories of creoles to the French language, and even to demands
for the island to be returned to France. 2 But the nationalism of the
creoles could never go very far because· the interests of the sugar
plantocracy were so closely tied with the British Empire. The Frenchspeaking planters protested now and again, but on the whole they were
not too dissatisfied with an arrangement which guaranteed their
privileges, their supply oflabour, and a market for their sugar, without
interfering unduly with their cultural and sentimental attachment to
France. Large numbers of coloured creoles had their interests tied to
their jobs in the civil service, and however francophile they remained
they could not afford to be too anti-British. For many years creole 'reactionaries' and 'liberals' were divided more virulently over questions
of colour and voting rights than the constitutional status of the island.
Moreover, to the extent that creole nationalism aimed at reintegration
,vith France, rather than independence for Mauritius, it alienated the
majority of the population which by then was Indian.
With the advent of even limited constitutional and electoral reforms,
the white sugar barons could see political power slipping to the
descendants of~their' indentured labourers, and so they looked for and
A consultative committee on the revision of the constitution under the chairmanship of the
Governor of Mauritius, Donald Kennedy, held several meetings in 1946 and 1947, during which
questions of ethnicity were: debated at length. This led to an exchange of correspondence with
the Secretary of Smee for the Colonies, Arthw· Creech-Jones, and to the extension of the suffrage.
See Revision r,J the Constitutfon ef Mauritius- (London, c947), Crud. 7228. The text of the 1947
constitutioni.s lo be found in D. Napal, Les ConsliluJivnsdd'ile 1.Haurice (Port-Louis, r962), pp. 1 ro--27.
2 'Le Rctour de l'ile Maurice a la France', Documents publi6 par la delegation mauricicnnc,
Paris, 1919; alsoJ. Riviere, L'fle Afai~rice a la France (Paris, 1920).
1
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found political allies on an ethnic basis. The coloured creoles were
traditionally intermediaries, not only between the white owners and the
Indian sugar proletariat, but also in the civil service between the British
administrators and the public at large. vVith the rise of the Indian
middle-cJass they felt that they ,vere being squeezed out of government
employment, and had a number of real grudges which could easily be
activated po]itically. The ex-African slaves, displaced from the plantations with the coming of the Indians, had moved to the coast and to
the towns. They earned a meagre living by fishing in the lagoons with
primitive equipment, and by working as stevedors, drivers, and artisans.
Many were more-or-less permanently unemployed and formed a
lumpenproletariat on the margin of the sugar economy. Most of the
creoles, the rich white mill~owners, the middle-class coloured civil
servants and professionals, and the black unemployed were Roman
Catholics. In spite of their colour/social conflicts, and the growing class
gulf between them, they all in their different ways felt threatened by
the Indians, and responded readily to an ethnic political ?.ppeal.
The creoles also gained political support from other minority groups.
They were joined naturally by the Chinese shop and restaurant~keepers
who had emerged as middle-class Roman Catholics.1 In addition, the
creoles found allies among the l\!Iuslim minority, some of whom had
taken the lead in establishing religious and cultural institutions that
helped maintain a sense of communal identity among l\1uslim labourers,
thus keeping them apart from the Hindus. 2
Thus theconstitutional reforms, helped by the colonial administration,
gave rise to t\·vo large ethnic alliances: one dominated by the white
creole plantocracy, the other by the high 'caste' of rich Indian planters
and professionals. Both cut across deep divisions of class interests,
although the stress on ethnicity served to camouflage various internal
differences. The contest fought by these two alliances over the issue of
independence gave rise to a good deal of ethnic strain and some violence,
but did not bring into question the foundation of the colonial society
based on class exploitation. The leaders on both sides had nothing to
gain by radical changes, and all of them wanted to keep l\1auritius1inked
with Britain and Europe.
The Parti mauricien social democrate, backed by the creo]es, advocated
a form of integration with Britain, while the Mauritius Labour Party~
Th~ Chines: cam: to ~·fauritiw, du_ring tht: Jatc nincleen1h century as labourers, hm rapidly
moved mto reta1l I radmg where they gained a virtual monopoly. In recent years they have cnlcrcd
the proff'~sions, while retaining a strong posicion in Commerce; well 'creolised' th<'y now identify
themselves fully ,.,tith l\·fauritius. Sec r.L Ly-Tio-Fane, 'The Chinese in Mauritius', n.d.
2 Cf. Moomtaz Emrith, Th£ Muslims z"1t kfaurilius (Port-Louis, 1967;, and for an anthropological
analysis, sec Burton Benedict, Indians in a Plural Socitt)' (London, 1961}.
1
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prompted by London, opted for independence. The impending accession
of Britain to the European Economic Community loomed large in the
preoccupation of both parties. Integration with Britain was presented
by the P.M.S.D. as a formula for curing all the ailments of 1v1auritius,
and there is no doubt that they were heavily influenced by the status
of nearby Reunion. The creole leaders argued that by integration/as,..
sociation with Britain, Mauritian sugar would continue to enter the
United Kingdom without contravening the Treaty of Rome, and that
inside the Common Market there ,vould be a large assured market, as
weH as high European prices. Moreover, Mauritians with British
passports would be able to find work in Europe: the close links with
beloved France could be renewed at last, and the • Hindu Menace,
would vanish. 1
The M.L.P. argued that integration with Britain was not feasible, and
that in any case Mauritius would continue to benefit from the
Commonwealth Sugar Agreement even if Britain joined the E.E.C.
Furthermore, an independent Mauritius would be better placed to
make its own arrangements with Europe - arid, jn particular, with
France - while retaining its close relations with Brjtain. 2
The strategy of the P.JvLS.D. was to press for a referendum to be held
in Mauritius on the straight issue of independence versus association,
and at the same time to ma-kc a general appeal to all Nlauritians,
irrcspcctiveofcommunities, torejectindepcndence. Thepartyconducted
a skilful campaign, ably led by a young populist leader, Gaetan Duval,
and 'Hindu mon Frere' became the slogan on island platforms, if not
in the intimacy of creole clubs and drawing rooms. The enormous
resources of the sugar industry helped the PJvI.S.D. to draw large
numbers of Indians - particularly the young - to its ranks.
It is most improbable, however1 that London would have agreed to
the plans of the P.M.S.D. whatever the wishes of the inhabitants. 3
1 The P.M.S.D. was originally known as Lr! Parti mauricw,, but social democraJe was later added,
mainly to impress the British Labour Govcmmcnt, and a long document tried to establish its
credentials as a social democratic party (Port-Louis, n.d.). The early P.M. had the reputation
of being anti-Hindu, and members of the M.L.P. later embarrassed the leaders of the P.M.S.D.
by reminding them of the days when 'Malbar nous pas oule' had been their slogan; Legislative
Assembly Debates, 23 March 1965.
2" The revised Constituti.on rif thr. A1au:riti1Li Labour Po.rty (Pon~Louis, 1957), reaffirmed the socialist
principles of the party. The ten years (1957-·67} of internal self-govemment under the M.L.P.
leading to independence are reviewed in a special edition of 1,ifi>rama (PorL.,.Louis), 1967, 'Dix
Anneesde realisations!. The positions of the P.M.S.D. and the M.L.P. on the is.~ue ofindependence
were brought out dearly in a debate between Gacian Duval and K. Jagatsingh in £'Express
(Port-Louis), 3 I December 1966.
3 The Prime Minister, Seewoosagur Ramgnolam, stated that although he himself had been
prepared to advocate integration, 'we are told there is not the slightest chance of this country
being integrated with Great Britain ... Great Britain has no time for us. It is painful for me to
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nr!auritius was a most unlikely part of the British Empire to be made
part of the United Kingdom: apart from an absence of any 'kith and
kin' there, the creole elite had made many of the British administrators
feel alien in their own Crown Colony. The island, moreoveri had
problems of over-population and unemployment which the P.M.S.D.
proposed to solve by emigration, the very opposite of the British policy
of restricting the growing influx of coloured people. The price of sugar

was also at an all-time low, and London did not relish the prospect of
having to subsidise Mauritius. 1 Besides, formal colonial attachments, of
any kind! were no longer suited to the contemporary world. !f:,vins;.
begun to make the necessary internal arrangements for the creation of
'a neo-coToni~;Britai~as'"'ai'i'xiousto~ge'f cm't7 2""'outchi"~
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From the early 1960s onwards an Anglo-American team of experts
had been surveying the small islands in the Indian Ocean for a suitable
site for one or more military bases. A decision was taken to build an
airport with a runway capable of handling the largest civilian and
military aircraft on Mahe, the main island of the Seychelles) which
would also promote long-distance international tourism in order to
reduce the local reclirren t burden on the British Treasury .3 The military
part of the airport project was later abandoned when the United States
insisted that :rvlahe was much too heavily populated to serve as a secure
and effective oceanic base, especially as even a small but unfriendly
government could disrupt plans and raise problems at the United
Nations. Thcsearchcontinued, and atone pointAidabra was considered,
but this raised an outcry by the world's scientific community on account
ofits rare fauna. Farquhar and Desroches suited the British who wanted
more easily to monitor sanctions against shipping to Rhodesia via
Portuguese wfozambique, but these islands were too far to the west for
the Americans.
Finally, the planners settled on Diego Garcia in the Chagos archipelago
stand in this House and say so, because I am a loyal citizen of the Bri.tish Empire. l owe my fidelity
and loyalty to this great Empire, even ff it has not discharged iL,; duties towards the common people
of this country'. iHauritius Legislative Cor.mcil Dihales, 13 June 1967, cols. 791-2.
1 Tiu Times {London}, 23 January 1968. Also J. de Saint-Jorre; 'An Impoverished lndepcmdence', in Rot.lnd Tahu (London), April 1968, pp. 217-19.
2 The .#anckest,r Guardian (London), I Febmary 1965.
3 A preliminary survey had been made in 1958, and in 1961 a joint report established the basis
for the necessary decisions to be taken whereby the United States was to finance half of the£ 10
million project. Later, in 1965, when Mahe had been abandum:d, three of the small island grnupi.
of the Seychelles were detached and joined to the Chagos to form B.1.0.T., the .British arguing
that this was the' price' the Seychelles had agreed to pay for the airport. Seydteiits Bulitlin (Mahe),
19 March 1976.
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where a splendid atoll, capable of being transformed into a safe haven
for a large fleet of surface ships and submarines, was most conveniently
located in the middle of the Indian Ocean. 1 There were two problems,
however: the Chagos belonged to Mauritius, and they were inhabited.
The British Government initially considered buying the islands and
treating them almost as ships of the Royal Navy} but abandoned the
idea for financial and legal reasons. 2 Instead it was decided to amputate
the archipelago as part of the independence deal for Mauritius, and to
establish, five years after United Nations Resolution 1514, a new colony,
the so-called British Indian Ocean Territories ( B.1.0.T.). 3
The strategy of the British . delegation at the Lancaster House
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a ~ all,t~ the M.L.P. agreed not to object to either the amputation
of the is]ands or to their depopulation. 7
1 The three island groups ofFarquhar, Desroches, and Aldabra, amputated from the Seychelles
at the same time as the Chagos were detached from ~[auritius, were returned to the sovereignty
of Mahe as part of an agreement designed to boost the image of Jimmy Mancham, the
British-groomed President. and to make him accept independence. The United States was involved
because of their mili taty tracking station on Mahe, and beca u:sc of their insistance that these islands
should not be made available to other powers for military purposes. The Peoplt (Mahe), ?.7 March
2 Tiu Observer (London), 1 August 1965.
1974, and Le Mowie (Paris), 25-28 May 1976.
3 An indication of how strongly the British Government felt about setting up this base is given
by the fact that invent ahead in spite ofrepeated objectiorn,frum several Commonwealth countries.
See The llilldu (New Delhi), 17 January, 27 April, 19 and 20 November 1965 for India's objections,
and Dawn (Karachi}, 20 March and 29 May i965, for Pakistan. Two U.N. resolutions also
expressed deep concern over the project; Tiu TimeJ;, 17 July 1965, and Le Monde, 28 November
5 The Guardi(Jn, 6 and 8 October 1965.
4 The TimeJ, 6 and 22 October 1965.
I~.
WTh, Times, 13 November and 7December 1965. Answering a parliamentary question about
Diego Garcia on r4 December 1965, M. G. Forget, then the second most important member of
the Government, said 'In discussions of this kind, \,,hich affect British arrangements for the defence
of the region in which Mauritius hi situated, there could, in the Government's view, be no question
of insisting on a minimum amount of compensation'; Afauritius Legislative Am:mb!J, col. 1774.
7 The Diego Garcia que.o;tion has resurfaced it1 Maurilian and international polhics from time
to time. During 198o, with the help of an expert from the British Ministry of Defence, th.e map
showing the territories forming part of Mauritius was redrawn, leaving out the Chagos
archipelago. An opposition amcndrnent in the Legislative Assembly lo include the islands was
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The British Government then proceeded to deport to IVlauritius>
without their consent, the 1,400 inhabitants of the Chagos who had been
there for several generations, and thereafter secured a rebate of some
$14 million on Polaris missiles bought from the United States. In 1972
the British gave a further £650,000 to the Government of Mauritius, 1
while the Americans, at a cost of over $ r 75 million, transformed Diego
Garcia into.their principal military base in the.Indian Ocean. The very
long runway of 4,000 metres can handle the giant B52s as well as a
squadron of P3C observation planes, and this enables the United States
to do without a carrier force permanently in the Indian Ocean. Storage
facilities for Polaris and Posidon on the atoll enable nuclear submarines
to double their stay in the area, and the communications station
increases the target accuracy of their missiles. There is no doubt that
these British/Mauritian/ American arrangements have caused Diego
Garcia to become the 'Okinawa and Malta' of the Indian Ocean, 2
thereby quickening an arms race and the further militarisation of this
part of the world, much to the detriment and dislike of the inhabitants. 3
rejeGtcd, the Minister for Foreign Affairs arguing that' Diego is legally British. There is no getting
away from it. This is a fact that cannot be denied. No amount of red ink can make it become
blue. In any case, I am not in a hurry to see the Americans go'. Le Mauricien, 27 June 1980.
However, with mounting pressure inside the M.L.P., as well as from the 0.A.V. -where a
motion by Madagascar demanding that Cbagos be returned to Mauritius was carried unanimously
at the Freetown Summit on 4July 198o - Ramgoolam went to see the British Prime Minister. But
aU he got from London was a vague promise that the islands ,vould be returned to Mauritius' when
they are no longer needed for defence purposes'. Ibid. 13 June and 8 July 1980, and L' E.tpuss,
17July 1980.
When the Minister of Foreign Affairs returned from Freetown and London, he tried to put this
'polite refusal' {so described by another Jvfinister) in as favourable a light as possible for the
Government by going back on what he had said the previous month, and by offering the following
interpretation: 'Diego belongs to Mauritius; there is no disagreement about thal. .. L'Ile est a
l'ile Maurice; l'usufruct est a la Grande-Bretagne'. Le J1auric£en, 10 July 1980. But he was
contradicted by the Prime Minister who, according to J.' Express, 17 July 198o, stated on his return
that 'Great Britain has sovereignty on Diego'.
1 According to Le ;\1au.ricien, 2 2 January 1g80, the British Government has been trying through
a private lawyer to persuade the deported islanders, now well organised and politicised, but mainly
unemployed in Mauritius, to drop all claims to their' homeland' in exchange for a further payment
of £r ·2 million.
2 The overthrow of the Shah's regime and the Gulf war between Iran and Iraq has further
enhanced the strategic importance of Diego Garcia: the eight helicopters which attempted to rescue
the American hostages in I ran were basoo then:, and mon: recenlly llu: stockpile of equipment
and arms for the newly created United States Rapid Deployment Force. Sec Le PQint {Paris}, 12
June 19&>, p. 88, and the ~ydney AJorning Htrald, 21 June 1980.
~ Tiie following sources have been used for the Diego Garcia qneslion and the role of Mauritius:
Tiu Times, 8 and g November 1965, Tiu Guardian, ro September 1975, The New York Times, 22
September 1973, The Sunday· Times, 21 September 1975, The Hindu, 20 November 1965, Le Montie,
13 March 1976, and the local press in Mauritius during tht.'i period. Abo interviews at the 1965
Constitutional Conference with several of the Mauritian delegates and their Constitutional
Adviser, Professor S. A. De Smith, as well as Government Ministers in Mauritius and the
Seychellt'J\.
Gaeta11 Duval, the leader of the P. M.S.D .• published hi.s version of what happened in Une Certairu
idle de Nie .#aur-ice (Port-Louis, 1976), and Sir Sccwoosagur Ramgoolam gave an interview
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Having secured the Chagos archipelago from the IvI.L.P. the British
then turned down the P.M.S.D. request for a referendum on association
by deciding that' it was right for ~Iauritius to become independent and
take her place among the sovereign nations of the world' . 1 Britain would
make a defence agreement with Mauritius on independence in order
to look aft.er the island\ external and internal security, :2 and a number
of key officials would remain, including the head of the civil service, the
security advisers
the Prime l\,finister, and the commander of the
special mobile force. Thus Britain would continue to nurse the fledgling
state through the early years of independence. But however important
this continuing British presence, it could only buttress not perpetuate
the colonial society, since this was more a function of the existing
internal economic, social, and political structures, themselves weakened
by excessive external dependency.
London having made these decisions had to do all it could to ensure
that the fvLL.P. stayed in power in Iv1auritius. The scheduled general
election was delayed as long as possible in the hope that opinion would
swing back towards the pro-independence parties. 3 Provisions for
communal representation were written into the electoral system principally to satisfy an avowed comrnunalist ally of the M.L.P., 4 the Muslim
Committee of Action. Following British advice, the ~LL.P. merged with

to

on the Diego Garcia question to Le lvfrmdr:, 13 March r 976. For a wealth of information on life
in the Chagos, sec R. Scott, Limrmria: the lesser deperu/cncies of i.1auritius (London, 1961}. This
ex-colonial Governor of Mauritius shows the weakness of the official British argument - once the
Diego Garcia removals had been reponed - that the islanders wern only temporary resident
employees of a Seychelles copra company.
I Afauriti-u.s Crmstituti<mal CoJ?ference, 1g65. Report by the Chairman Mr A. Greenwood (London, 1965),
Cmnd. 2797, P- 77: 'the main effect of the referendum would be to prolong the current unr.enainty
and political controversy in a way which c.ould only harden and deepen communal divisions and
rivalries., .and would not be in the hen imcrcslS of Mauritius'. See also The Times, 25 September
1965.
2 Agrumnit on .Mutual Defenu (llld Assista11ce (London, 1968;_ Cmnd. 3629, p. 2- The Agreement
wa,; to continue in force for six years, but the British decided not to renew it much to the chagrin
of the .Mauritian Prime Minister who had always been very keen to tie the island to British straregic
development in the region. Rarngoolam had already given a guarantee back in 1961 that 'an
independt:nt Mauritius would not follow a neutralist policy which would remove it from areas
of British strategic defence', O.:F.N.S., 26June 1961. E:,:ch(Illge of lelttrsfor the Provision ef Assistance
or Advice in Connection with Stciffing, Administration and Tra{ning qf th.t Police Fones ef Mauritius, Treaty
Serks No. :3 (Pon-Louis, 1968).
3 Dai{y Telegraph, 2-6 April 1967, and Financial Times {London), 4 August 1967.
4 The report of the Electoral Commission led by G. H. Bam\•eH was badly received by ihe Prime
Minister, mainly ber.ause ir made little allowance- for ethnlc representation; Legislatiiu Assemb{y
Debates, 7 June 1966_ In fact, Ramgoolam was kee-ping his part of the bargain for the support
he had received from C.A.M. at the Lancaster House Conference. Whereupon John Stonchou.s;e
was dispatched to Mauritius, where he supported changes that satisfied the M.L.P. and its ally,
hut the price paid has been lo entrench commi.malism in the constitution of independent
Mauritius. See Report ef thr Banwell Commission (London, c966), Cmnd. 362, and Tfte Mauritius
Indepm'dena Order, 1968 {London, 1968)_
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the C.A.1\tf. and the Independent Forward Block, a pro-independence
party which had been in the forefront of the Indian struggle, supported
by sections of the sugar proletariat, to fight the elections as a single
organisation against the P.M.S.D. 1 Even so the results were close: with
a heavy poll, the independence coalition obtained 54 per cent of the
votes cast, against 44 per cent for the PJvLS.D. But the electoral system
and party alliances translated this into 2 3 seats for the creole-dominated
P.~LS.D., only one seat less than the 24 for the IvLL.P.) although
C.A.Ivf. and I.F.B. secured a further r 5 seats. The P.M.S.D. won all
the urban constituencies, while the M.L.P. got most of its support from
the rural areas.
Independence was not a day of universal rejoicing in Mauritius.
British soldiers patrolled the streets, and British warships stood by
outside, while the Union Jack was lowered to mark symbolically the
end of colonial rule, but at midday instead of the traditional midnight
through fear of violence. 2 As the P.IvI.S.D. controlled the towns and
boycotted the ceremonies, the flag of the new state was not flown in the
urban areas. 3 The coloured middle class sulked for a time, and a few even
emigrated t9 Australia; the poor black creoles and a number of Muslims
vented their frustration in a shorl but murderous bout of communal
violence in the capital, Port-Louis, just before independence. <1
But the plantocracy soon realised that independence had not after
all changed much in the colonial society. The new holders of political
power were as keen as the British had been to foster the interests of the
sugar industry, not least because of the growing revenue needed by the
Government. The Indo-:rvlauritian middle class, with its own sugar
interests, has proved to be as staunch a defender of private property as
its creole counterpart. The cordial partnership between the so-called
'private and public sectors' has been strengthened and, indeed, politically sealed when the M.L.P. discarded its erstwhile ally of the
1 According to The Sunday Telegraph (London), to March 1968, the British Labour Party loaned
'a chubby bearded gentleman' to the M.L.P-. to help organise the election campaign, namely
Donald Ford.
z The Queen was to have been represented at the ceremony b)• Princess •.\lexandra, but her
visit was cancelled for fear of further disturbances. Actually there ·was no "iolence then, although
tension was high; ,New Tork Times. 1 3 March J 968.
3 lbid, 1b March 1968. In fact it was several months before the new flag was ilown widely in
:Mauritius, and only after a year in Rodrigues.
' There had been a first waw: of violence between creoles and Indians, the two main communal
contestants over the independence issue in 1965, precipitated by the visit of A. Greenwood; The
Times, 12 and 14 May 1965. \'Vhat was strange about the violence of 1968 was that it wa.o:; between
creoles and 1\r!uslimi;, the tvm ethnic group.~ which had opposed independence, that it remained
localised in a suburb of the capital, and that it occurred after the elections but before independence.
Whatever the cause, one of the consequences was that the Muslims withdrew their support for
a time for the P.M.S.D, Jbid. 22, 25, and 26January 1968.
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independence battle, the I.F.B. and joined with the P.Nf.S.D. to form
a coalition government •of national unity' which has lasted, on and off,
to the present day .1
1

THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY AND

ECONOMIC GROWTH

Both parties during the battle over independence had been preoccupied by the need to secure markets for sugar. The P.M.S.D. proposal
for integration with Britain had been largely motivated by fears that
the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement - under which :Mauritius got an
assured marked and guaranteed price~ normally above the open-market
level, for just over half (400,000 tons) of its yearly production of
sugar - would come to an end if, and when, Britain became a member
of the European Economic Community. 2 The advantage of the C.S.
Agreement to ~1auritius was that it sheltered the sugar industry from
the worst fluctuations on the world market where, during the mid- r 960s,
a glut of sugar had brought prices down even below the cost of
production.
After independence, I\.1auritius looked for reassurance in the direction
of the European Common Market, where France - a large producer of
sugar beet, and the European country perhaps most anxious to
maintain its presence in the Third \Vorld - \.vould have a major voice
in deciding the fortunes of wiauritian sugar when Britain entered the
Community. Paris had been a little anxious at first lest the new regime
at independence for Mauritius should be hostile to the policy of
dipartementalisation in Reunion. On the other hand, with the end of the
British colonial era there would be more opportunities for the French
presence to be reasserted in a receptive island. 3 l\ifichel Debn~, Deputy
for Reunion, ex-Prime Minister of General de Gaulle and the most
influential of the Gaullist 'barons>, was only too willing to help the
1 After 1he e\ec.tions, Ramgoolam bad extendt:d ',v11ole-hcarccd support and cooperation to
the private sector ... [I] trust that the rate of local and foreign investment will increase anrl that
the private sector will make its full contribution towards a concentrated, national e!Ton '; Legislatfrr
Assemb[v Debates, 22 August 1967.
2 In the year before independence, Ramgoolam had introduced a motion in the Lcgislativ<·
Assembly designed to emphasise 'the vital necessity of protecting )..fauritian sugar' in any
negotiations for British entry into the E. R.C. l\,fauritius, he had stressed, 'will rnminue to grow
as much sugar as possible. Sugar is our lifeblood ... The C.S.A. is vital for us'. In the same d,hatc
the Prime Minister stated that he fully subscribed to the view of General de Gaulle that • France
should have a responsibility towards all the French-speaking countries ofFrrnch cuhun· fsicj';
indeed, stealing a leaf from the P.M.S.D., he addecl, 'because here is a country to which France
has contributed so much, and I do not think France can now say that all of a sudden she had
absolved herself from all her responsibilities.'. Ltgislatii•e Assemh[y Debater.., 13 J unc I yfi7, p. 791.
3 l..e Mo11de, JO August 1967.
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formationofacoalitiongovernment betweenfrancophilerepresentatives
of sugar and the Labour Party in Mauritius, and its creation was
celebrated with much more general rejoicing than had been witnessed
at the time of independence.
France rapidly became one of the principal aid donors to Mauritius.
Its Embassy, with a large cultural section, began to send advisers to a
number of Ministries and technical specialists to the remotest villages.
Radio and television programmes from Paris are now relayed by
satellite and boosted to Mauritius by powerful stations in Reunion.
France provides help to the schools and the University of l\,fauritius,
while the number of scholarships has been significantly increased. 1
French artists, plays, and films for Reunion take in Mauritius in their
tours. Ministers have been received in Paris on official occasions with
the honours usually reserved for African Presidents.
Mauritius has been made a ful.l member of several international
French-speaking organisations. 2 Paris made an imaginative innovation
by handling relations with Mauritius through the Department of
Co-operation, thereby enabling the island to have the same advantages
as former French colonies. \Vith the advice and backing of Paris,
Mauritius became a member first of the Organisation commune africaine
et malagachej 3 and later in record time, with the support of the
French-speaking African states., of the Etats associes malagaches et

africains. 4
In fact, 1.-fauritius became the first member of the Commonwealth
to be associated with the E.E.C. before Britain joined the Cornman
Jvlarket, and so benefited from loans on favourable terms from the
1 French scholarship funds went up from 7 co '27 million francs in 1973. Sec R. Benezra, 'L'lle
Mauricr.; sept ans d'independcnce', in Afriq,u: contemporaine (Paris), 84, March 1~>76.
:z When the Association international des parlementaires de league Jran;aise met in Mauritius in 1975

M Debre said: 'Le fran~ais en ta.nt que culture n'appanient pas a la France; elk est une
rcsponsihili1e commune'. Answering questions by the press, the French leader said that although
Mauritius n;prc$ented economic arid political stability in the region she needed friends, and France
was in the front rank of her friends; [.,'Express, 16 and 21 September 1975. La~er that year,
Mauritius was host to the 28 French~speaking memhers of the Agcnce <le cooperation culturdle
er technique; le ,\,f,mde, 28 November J 975. Since then Ramgoolam has expressed the wish ofseeing
a Commonwealth a laftanfaise created; Adr;a11ce (Mauritim,}, !26 April •9i7·
:i For Mauritius, membership of O.C.A.M. was part of the strategy of getting close to France
and Europe hearing in mind the forthcoming British negotiations with the E.E.C. For France the
aim \Vas to get a new member at a time when O.C.A.M. was in bad health- shortly after the
meeting of this French-sponsored organisation in Mauritius in May 1973, where only the faithful
Senghor, Bongo, and Bokas.<ra. turned up, Madagascar withdrew, as well as Chad and Camcroun.
The adhesion of Mauritius was particularly useful for France: since Reunion is treated as a part
of the metropole, a dear distinction must be maintained between Africa and the islands of the
Indian Ocean. Hi.:nc:e the: 'M' in O.C.A.!'vl., for if the islands arc regarded, as they arc by the
Organisation of African Unity, as part of the continent, then the Reunion policy of France is
challenged.

" L' Express,

1

June r973.
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European Development Bank, as ,,vell as drawing rights on the European
Fund for Development. Under the Yaounde II Convention} Mauritian
products could enter the markets of the member states of the E.E.C.
relatively free of tarifTs. 1 Mauritian products, however, mean above all
sugar, one of the products specifically excluded because of the Common
Agricultural PoJicy of the E.E. C. In good years the Six were well able
to produce all their sugar requirements} plus a small surplus for export,
but when Britain entered the Common lVfarket it was cakulated that
there would be a short-fall of around 1 • 3 million tons - more or less the
same amount of cane that Britain usually imported from the lessdeveloped countries under the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement. Since
the European countries could expand their output of beet sugar there
were pressures, notably from the French and Belgian farmers, to the
effect that if Britain joined the E.E.C. she should be bound under the
Common Agricultural Policy to buy European-produced sugar. 2
I'v1auritius had hoped and planned, however, that by being in O.C.A.M.
and E.A.M.A. before the whole question of the Associables was raised,
and above all by being on close terms with France, the island would
get the maximum support for its sugar when Britain entered the E.E.C. 3
In the event it was agreed, after some initial resistance, that Britain
would continue to import the same quantity of sugar from those
less-developed countries of the Commonwealth which became associated
members of the E.E.C. under the Lome Convention that replaced
Yaounde. 4 Mauritius has done particularly well out of the new agreement. It has an assured market at a high guaranteed price for 500
thousand tons - over one-third of the total African, Caribbean, and
Pacific (A.C.P.) quota for the European Economic Community. The
price has to be negotiated every year, but is normally well abov~ the
world market because it is linked to what is received by European
producers in the E.E.C. 0
Several factors helped to bring about thjs favourable agreement for
1Vfauritius. The British Government fought hard on behalfof the small
cane-sugar producers of the Commonwealth, not least because Britain
benefited from cheap imports for so many years during the imperial
connection that the local production of beet was not as high as it could
t Raymond Chaste, L' Accord de Port-Louis: J' adhesion de Maurice a la Conmmtion de Yaounde II
2 L'Expms, 26July r973.
(Port-Louis, 1973}.
3 Ibid. 26 October r 971, 23 February and 8 July 197 3, and 24 August and 3 September 1974.
4 Week-End (Mauritius], 28 J uiy r 97+
6 The
price was £260 per ton during 1975-; Afauritiur Econamic Review, 1971-r975
(Port-Louis, 1976), p. 45. During thr. financial yr.ar 1975~6, ·wht:n £188 was being paid for the
E.E.C. quota, the Mauritius sugar industry made a net profit of £20 million. Financial Times, 18
June 1976.
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have been. One of the conditions of importing cane ,.i,,·as that it should
arrive as raw sugar in Britain, where the last and profitable stage of
refining) as weH as the packaging and distribution, ,vas the virtual
monopoly of Tate and Lyall. The refineries are located at the ports,
and it would be costly to move and transform them to the beet-sugar
areas. In addition, the British sugar interests in the islands of the West
Indies, in Fiji, in lv1auritius, and in Swaziland, meant that shipping
and insurance interests were also involved. The French Government
was motivated by its position in the Mascareignes not to heed fully the
lobby of its beet producers. Finally, the world sugar context was
favourable. The glut of sugar during the m.id-r96os, when this fetched
as little as £17 a ton, had turned to a shortage by 1969 largely due to
a drought in the Soviet Union, and at one stage the price jumped to
over £1 ,ooo a ton. Therefore, by the time the agreement was reached
when Britain entered the E.E.C., the A.C~P. producers could sell on
the open market at very profitable prices.
In Mauritius the A.C.P. agreement~ plus the high prices on the open
market, amounted to a bonanza beyond the dreams of eit.her the
planters or the Government. The climate also helped because, notwithstanding a severe cyclone, the arnount of rain and sun appeared in
the right proportions to produce bumper crop after crop, and the output reached an all-time high. But, for the first time, there were other
assets, because this boom coincided with large-scale investments in
tourism and rnanufacturing for exporL
It has often been stressed in the literature about the Third World that
an important 'bottleneck' to development is the lack of capital. 1 In the
caseofMauritius this shortage was notasymptomofundcrdevelopment,
but rather of the distorted use of the surplus in the plantation economy,
itself an aspect of the structure of the global colonial relations of which
the island was part. Considerable profits would be made from sugar in
the years ofhigh pricesJ and the planters would accumulate capital. This
would be ploughed back in the industry, so long as there was room for
expansion; but with practically all the cultivable land of the island
under sugar, there were no outlets for the surplus in Mauritius itself.
The colonial structure of international specialisation discouraged the
diversification of economic growth. As the demand for sugar was not
dependent on the internal market, but on the world outside, jt was not
in the interests of the owners of this industry to raise wages. On the
contrary, cheap labour cut down production costs, reduced imports,
1

See J. E. Meade et al. op. cit. for the relevance of this model

10

Mauritius.
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built up balance-of-payments surpluses, and contributed to the con·
cen tration of wealth in a few hands. Low wagesi in turn, meant too small
a market internally to be an incentive to diversify production away from
sugar.
\Vithout investment outlets in Mauritius, therefore, some of the
profits made in the sugar industry were consumed in the form of
imported sophisticated luxuries, while a good deal would be saved and
invested ahroad. 1 Mauritius thus exported capital to Britain and South
Africa. It is important to stress that this took place in spite of the fact
that Mauritius was a-typical among sugar plantation economies in that,
for historical reasons, most of the capital was locally owned. The
planters never identified themselves with Britain; they lived and worked
on the island, and considered themselves to be the original inhabitants.
However, although Mauritius had a 'national bourgeoisie' which
extracted and accumulated capital 1 it was structurally impossible for
this small class to move outside the colonial framework.
An attempt was made after independence to reduce the capital drain
by legislation, but new investment outlets in !\1auritius reversed the
trend by keeping profits in the island, and even bringing some back.
In the euphoria ofrocketing prices the Government agreed, in spite
ofgrave unemployment, to allow the long-delayed further mechanisation
of the sugar industry to go ahead to a limited extent. But of more
significance was the availability of some completely new openings for
capital investment, partly the result of the Government's policy, 2 but
largely the outcome of new trends in the world capitalist economy,
notably long-distance air transport, and the transnationalisation of
capitalist production on a global scale. 3
Tourism started timidly during the r 960s, but has now gathered
strength with a growing number of Europeans fleeing the 'vulgar'
places and the polluted Iv1editerranean, jetting in on overnight flights
~

1

In the absence of exchange controls Mauritius was a net foreign investo, throughout the 1950s;

the long-term capital outflow amounted to Jo per cent of gross domestic capital formation. King,
op. cit. P· 9·
2 Despite the grave uncertainties caused by having such an open and dependent economy,
Mauritius, like many other Third-World countries, has a government department that is
responsible for planning long-n~rm .social and economic developments. The target uf full
employment by the end of the decade was set within the Government's Development Strategy,
1971···1.980 (Port-Louis), and the creation of more work was further emphasised during the
economic boom by. the Tral:ail pour taus programme; ivfa1Jritim Emnomic ReuiP.w, r971-r975
(Port-Louis, 1976). The r976 five-year plan for I975--80 aimed ambitiously to provide additional
employment for 76,000, mostly in manufacturing industries and tourism, but the latest rwo-ycar
plan for 1980-82 projects the more realistic figure of 22,600 new jobs. I merview with M. Ghurhurrum, Mininer for Planning and Development, in Week-End, ro August 1980, p. 5.
3 Sec the interesting collection of papers by scholars of the Institute of Development Studies,
University of Sussex, edited by J. Villamil, Transnational Capitab:rm and DeYelopmml (London, 1979).
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from Paris, Frankfurt, or lVIilan in search of the 'unspoilt' tropical
island. 1Vlauritians -- by themselves or in association with French,
British, or South African associates~ have financed and built luxury
bungalow-style hotels, complete with 'native exotica' designed to
attract and entertain a wide variety of visitors. Foreign aid in the form
of soft loans or grants from Britain, France 1 the E.E.C.t and other
international bodies have helped, notably in the improvement of the
infrastructure, but the bulk of the capital raised for tourism has been
on commercial terms, most ofit Mauritian-owned. 1 Tourism is the ideal
form of parallel development for the sugar industry: there is plenty of
labour, capital is not scarce, and the beaches do not compete for sugar
land. Indeed, food-importing ~Iauritius now grows vegetables between
the lines of sugar canes to supply the hotels \Yith fresh food. The
Government is particularly happy that the tourists bring in foreign
currency, and the building of the associated facilities has provided

employment. 2

·

But the really spectacular development in !vlauritius of recent years
has been the new, and for a time outstandingly successful, Export
Processing Zone (E.P .z.). 3 It must be recalled that Lhe Yaounde
Convention opened the doors of the European Common Market to a
long list of manufactured goods from the A.C.P. countries. And if for
most of the Associated States this has remained a rather theoretical
opening, l'viauritius has grasped the opportunity offered by the large
rich markets to start manufacturing for export.4 l\1auritian capitalists
in the past had been willing to take risks only in sugar, where they
understood the market very well; but they have now joined foreign firms
who possess the necessary 'know how' in order to produce a range of
locally manufactured goods for sale in Europe.
The Government provides as many incentives as possible: infrastructure, sites and factory space at low rents, cheap energy and duty-free
raw materials 1 banking facilities, 'tax holidays\ repatriation of profits,
a guarantee against nationalisation, and 'political stability'. s But the
two biggest attractions are plentiful, literate, cheapi adaptable labour,
and access to the markets of the E.E.C. So it is not surprising that firms
from France, Germany, Brjtain, Hong Kong, Switzerland, South
• Financia! Times, 18June 1976.
2 The number of tourists has risen by 28 per cent per annum since 1970 tu reach 73,000 in
1974. The gross earnings from tourism increased more than four-fold <luring the same period, to
reach Rs112 million in 1974. A1auritiu.s Eco11omic Review, 1971 1975~ pp. 90 1.
3 See
special number of the journal of Lhe sugarinduslry, Prosi (Mauritius}, 1 o~,July 1977.
4 R. Garron, 'Le Particularismc des rapports cmrc l'iJe Maurice et la C.E.E.', in Ann11aire des
pays de focean lndien, Vol. u, 1975 (Aix en Provence, 1977;.
5 Indu:rlrial Jm,estment in lvfauritius (Pon-Louis, 1976).

die
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Africa, among others, have set up factories in !vfauritius that produce
anything from a wide range of electronic apparatus to 'antique'
furniture, toys, suitcases, and textiles. Indeed, lvfauritius is now the
biggest supplier of knitwear to France, and has a substanlial part of the
British market. 1 Indian interests have moved some of the finishing stages
of their textile industry to Mauritius to get over the E.E. C. regulations
about 'country of origin'.
All the raw materials for the E.P.Z. industries are imported, mainly
in the form of semi-finished goods. These may require one, two, or more
stages of processing, but can then be re-exported as' l\!Iade in 1viauritius '.
The 'raw~ materials may start out in Australia, be processed in Hong
Kong or Calcutta, 'finished' in iviauritius, and end up in the Galeries
Lafayette in Paris or Littlewoods in l\11anchester. ~Iauritius with its
cheap labour is one small part of a quasi-global organisation of
production and distribution.
The economic climate in lvlauritius has been transformed in a very
short time by high sugar prices) tourism, and the Export Processing
Zone. As the gloom and depression of the early 1960s gave way to boom
conditions and mounting optimism, 2 the main beneficiaries of growth
were, without doubt, the l\rlauritian capitalists. The owners of the sugar
industry felt less exposed politically as a result of the diversification and
internationalisation of their interests than on the eve of independence. 3
The Government not only forewent taxes from the E.P.Z. andi for a
time, from tourism~ but used the extra revenue from sugar during the
boom years to subsidise foreign and !vlauritian capital by the provision
of below-cost facilities in order to encourage the diversification of
investments.
Nevertheless, wfauritius remains principally, if no longer altogether,
dependent on sugar, 4 while the various capital developments have not
reduced the external orientation of the economy, because tourism and
the E.P.Z. arc even more subject to international fluctuations, as
highlighted by the post-boom recession. From rg76 onwards the price
of sugar on the world market once again fell below the cost of
Financial Times, r 8 July I 976.
The G.N.P. increased by 250 µer cent between r967 and 197.5 at current factor costs, and
when corrected for inflation this left an annual growth rate of over 11 per cent. The gross domestic
fixed-capital formation increased from £13 million in 1970 to £70 million in 1974. Minister of
Finance, Budget Speech, 1976.
3 According to the Financial Times, 18 June 1976, up to 22 per cent of the capital invested by
the sugar industry has gone into tourism and manufacturing. The r 97 1-5 plan envisaged that some
Rs400 million would be available from external sources; in fact, receipts from abroad totalled only
Rsr43 million, while local sources provided Rs603 million. Budget Speech, p. 3.
4 J. M. Boissori, 'Les Comptes de !'economic de 1faurice', in An.nuaire du pays de 1' atian lndien,
Vol. r, 1974 {Aix en Provence, 1976). See also Financial Time.r, 18J11ne 1976.
l

i
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production, and the E.E.C. figure was accordingly renegotiated
downwards. 1 One European country after another has complained that
cheap imports from J.\,fauritius have affected employment at home.
However, although wages are still pitifully low by western standards,
their rise during the boom years has reduced the principal attraction
ofl\1auritius. The number of new firms entering the E.P.Z. had already
started to decline by the end of 1975, while some established enterprises
are seekjng governmental help in order to survive. 2
The rise in oil prices has severely affected 11auritius because of Lhe
increased cost not only of local energy, but also of air fares, and hence
a '.eduction in long-distance tourism. Expectations had risen steadily
during the early 1970s, so that the level of public spending and imports
cannot easily be reduced, even although exports have flagged. Add to
this the growing imported inflation in an economy as open as that of
1-fauritius, and it became inevitable that something had 'to give':
foreign-exchange reserves melted from Rs r, 1 oo million in 1975 to a bare
Rs89 million - less than enough for two weeks imports - in August
1979. The Government had then to secure an emergency soft loan of
Rs730 million from the International 1v1onetary Fund in exchange for
a drastic 30 per cent devaluation~ cuts in public expenditure and food
subsidies, curbs on wages and prices, a rise in the bank rate, and a ceiling
on bank lending. 3 More importantly, development has mitigated but
not solved the main problem, namely unemployment, nor has it
brought about 'political stability'.

DEMOCRACY IN AN OVERPOPL"LATED DEPENDENT SOCIETY

'\iVith the end of Indian immigration the population of Mauritius had
stabilised around the 400,000 mark,4. but after \Vorld War II there was
a sudden, dramatic' explosion', caused mainly by a rise in the number
1 In addition to the guaranteed base price there is a fluctuating 'monetary compensation' which
reflects the relationship of sterling to the E.E.C. unit of account. Thus, while Mauritius received
an average of £226 a tonne for its E.E.C, quota in 1978, the next year there was no premium
above the basic £198.38; since the producers estimated that their 1979 costs were no less than
£200 a tonne, even the most efficient could only earn 'a derisory return on capital', according
to the Fina,uial Timr:s, Special Report on ~fauritius, 6 December r979. The price of .sugar on the
world market went up again during the 1980 harvest, but unfortunately, due to a severe cyclone,
!\fauritius did not gain all the expected benefits because it was unable to fulfil ils E.E.C. quota.
2 The Times-, 8 March r 978.
3 Financial Times, 6 December 1979. The I.M ..F. loan conditions have been eased recently., and
a number of western states, led by France, have formed a consortium to provide Mauritius with
2,000 million Rupees, 'to pull us out of the hole we arc in', according LO the Minister of Finance,
who linked this planned rescue with the Diego Garcia base and the pro-western policy of
Mauritius. Le Maun'cien, ro July 1980.
1 H. C. Brookfield, • Population Distribution in Mauritius', in ]Gurnal of Tr()piwl Geograplty
(Singapore), Vol. 1959, p, 4·

4
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of births associated with the post-war boom in sugar prices, as weH as
a decline in the death rate by the rapid elimination of malaria. Indeed,
by the time of independence, l\ifauritius had become one of the most
densely populated agricultural countries in the world. 1 The rate of
growth, however, has fallen off during the 1970s, almost as dramatically
as it went up in the 1950s. Education, rising standards of living, and
birth control, have all helped, but even so the total population will
continue to increase in the years ahead because of its very young
age-structure.
Over 50 per cent of all IVfauritians are below the age of 24, and this
means that every year some g>ooo new job-seekers enter the labour
market; for most, the chance of ever finding work is bleak. In the sugar
industry, the employment situation has gone full circle: the insatiable
demand for labour in the nineteenth century caused the massive
immigration of Indians, but now with all the available agricultural land
under cultivation the industry cannot provide jobs for the growing
population. Indeed, more sugar could only be squeezed out of the small
land surface of Mauritius by shedding labour and increasing
mechanisation. Further centralisation of milling, the installation of
sugar silos at the port for bulk shipment to Europe) the reduction of
the length of the crop season through mechanised cutting and loading
of the canes, would all increase efficiency. The large estates produce
considerabI y more sugar per acre than the 'small planters '. This is in
part due to the poorer quality of land farmed, but the main reason is
that the large millers/planters follow a different economic rationale.
Because milling involves a great deal of fixed and relatively little
variable capital, it is in the interests of the owners to do everything
possible by way of fertilisers, irrigation> and machines, in order to
produce a large quantity of canes, since losses in planting through
over-capitalisation are more than made up when the mills work at full
capacity.
By way of contrast, the 'small planters' produce less cane per acre
because they do not put so much capital in their fields 1 and so from the
point of view of the sugar industry as a whole they should really
1 See R. 1v1. Titmuss and B. Abel.Smith, Social Polich.,· and Populalian Grow//1 in Mauritius
(I .ondon, 1!)fir), for a thorough m1dy or th~ populacion prohtem, of rhe islaml The numhn of
inhabitants has risen a:; follows: 1846, 158,46-2; 1861, 310,050; 1901, 371,023; 1944, 419,185; 1952,
501,4-15; 1962, 681,619; 1972, 826,199; 19i9, 9rn,ooo estimated. Sources: Central Stati,;tical
Office, Bi-Annual Digcsl efSlatislics (Port-Louis), 1969, Facts about Maurili11.f (Pon-Louis), 1976, and
Financial Times, 6 December. 1979. The population rate of growth reached a peak of 3· 1 per cent
in 19fo1, bu1 in the 1970s this dropped: to r·94 by 1972, and to only 1·44 per cent by 1977, a
lo\v figure by Third-\·Vorld standard~. The Timl',I, 8 March 197~t
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disappear. 1 Ilut here again, as with mechanisation, there has been a real
conflict between the demands of employment and the quantity of
output. There was no question of reducing the production of sugar on
which, together with the price obtained, real income per head depended.
\Vith universal suffrage it was difficult not to give high priority to
employment. The Government has done a great deal for the 'small
planters': mechanisation has been retarded, and part of the increased
revenue of the boom years has been used to provide 'relief work' under
the Travail pour tous programme. For a time) the creation of extra jobs
was given a boost by the development of the infrastructure, by the
construction of more Export Processing Zone facilities, and by the
building of hotels and restaurants. More permanent employment)
however, especially for the tourist and E.P.Z. industries, has been
largely female labour. Women are paid substantially less than men, and
they tend to be less unionised and militant.
But the sugar industry must continue to shed labour and become
increasingly mechanised to remain competitive on a world scale. 2
Although the economic boom of the r 970s enabled the employment
target of the first five-year plan to be exceeded by creating more than
52,900 jobs,3 the 1975-8 plan fell far short of the original figure of
76,000. 4 So the worries of the Government with regard to un,employment, although alleviated for a time, have returned with even more
pressing urgency, especially as this is particularly explosive from a
political point of view. 5
VVe have touched upon the increased socio-economic importance of
the indentured labourers through the acquisition of land. The 30,000
'small planters' of sugar cane today are a residual legacy of that early
upward movement of Indians in ivfauritius. Although their survival is
threatened by the changing shape of the sugar industry, they form an
Brookfield,' Problems ofMonoculture and Diversification in a Sugar Island', loc. cit. pp. 32-3.
Financial Times, 6 December 1979. According to Week-End, 29June 1g80 1 the sugar silos for
bulk loading have finally been installccl, and these have cut down the cost of transporting the crop
to Europe since the ship5 are now turned around very much faster. But from the point of view
of employment and the class struggle, the avant-garde of the Mauritius working class has been
weakcncd,siace large numbers ofdockers, always the spearhead of the organised labour movement,
have been made redundant. The financial compensation for redundancy was a small price which
the bourgeoisie paid not too reluctantly tor weakening this strategically located element of
prolctarist power, See Port.Louis Harbour and Dock \\o'orkers Union, Bord dt lamer (Port-Louis,
1g80).
3 ,Hauritius Ecmwrmr; Review, 1971 ·I9i5, p. z8.
4 Financfol Times, 6 December t 979. The latest and more modest target - as indicated on
p. 92, fn. z, above -- is to create z2,6oo new jobs during 1980-2.
~ Sec the pessimistic analysis of Robin Cohen in Alanpawer and Unemplqyment Research (Montreal),
April 1978, reproduced in Lt Mauricien, 9 August 19j8.
1

2
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essential variable in the political equation, and the parties cannot afford
to ignore them. 1 The political ascendancy of the Indians has been based
not only on land ownership, but also on two other interlinked factors:
European-type education and the right to vote. Land ownership
provided an economic base for some Indians to finance the education
of their sons for government jobs and the professions, all the more keenly
sought after because the top posts in the sugar industry were in the hands
of the creoles and so out of reach for the descendants of the indentured
labourers. In fact, not many succeed in joining the public service, while
those who proceed to higher studies in Europe and enter the professions
are fewer still. But some do, and this js sufficient to keep alive for many
the myth that education is the best way of getting out of the sugar fields
into a prestigious job in town.
The drive for education in colonial Mauritius was reinforced by the
qualifications to vote: property and/or a salary so high as effectively
to bar most Mauritians. Then 1 when these were removed after the war,
a literacy criterion was kept, 2 and this led the 1vf.L.P. to put priority
on schools at the same time as pressing for electoral reform. 3 The result
is that primary education is now free and available to all Mauritians.
The Government also provides limited secondary education of the
British grammar-school type, but such is the demand at this level that
a large number of private fee-paying institutions flourish, offrring
instruction of varying standards that lead to the Cambridge Senior
School Certificate or the G.C.E. Failure rates are very high; but so great
is the parental wish to give their children a chance to move out of the
sugar fields that they are not deterred, and would go to great lengths,
saving and depriving themselves to finance their sons through' College'.
For many Mauritians, this type of education does, indeed, mean
escaping from sugar, but only to fall into more or less permanent
unemployment. The number of governmentaJjobs, even on the inflated
scale they have reached in l\,faurhius, just cannot cope with the
ever-increasing number of semi-educated youths who enter the labour
n1arket every year looking for the type of office work they feel their
'education' has qualified them for. Some of these unemployed ~graduates' give private tuition, or even open new 'Colleges' which proV. Nahabsing and R. Virahsawmy, 'The Characteristics of the Small Planter Class in a Small
Plantation Economy', Conference at the University of l-Iauritius, August 1976.
2 See Revision ()f Jhe Conslitulion ef .Mauritius, 1947, Cmn<l. 7228.
3 For political developments in :Vlauritim ju the po:;t-war period, see J.C. Leblanc, La Vie
constituliouellt el politique. de rile Maurice de 19,15 a 1-958 (lVladagascar, 1968), M. N. Varma, Th,
Struggle ~f Dr Ram.t;oolam (Port-Louisi 1976), and Le Sol!!fle de la liberation, qnarante ans de travaillismt
{Port-Louis, l!J76l
1
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duce yet more 'G.C.E. failed'. Thus the education syste_m feeds on
itself, superimposed upon and ill-adapted to the plantation economy. 1
The frustrated, semi-educated young ~1auritians became very active
politica!Iy and flocked to the lvlouvement militant maicricien. 2
The M.11JVL started shortly after independence as a radical movement of young people. Ably lead by a white creole, Paul Berenger, fresh
from 'the events' of rg68 in Paris, it rapidly built up its strength on
the mass disenchantment that followed independence and the formation
of the coalition government. Standing on a frankly non-ethnic class
platform, and advocating lartd reforms, the nationalisation of the sugar
industry} direct democracy, a new system of education, and the
upgrading of the creole language, the M.M.I\f. drew crowds of several
thousands at its open-air meetings. 3 The formation of the coalition
government had already lead to the amendment of the constitution, and
to the postponement of general elections. But in the one bye-election
held - before they too were suspended 4 ..,.. the l'vlJvI.M. won a landslide
victory in the constituency of the Prime rvHnister himself:1
The M.M.M. had been very successful at organising trade unions in
the key sectors of sugar, transport, and docks. A stoppage at the docks
in December 1971 escalated into a general strike. After some initial
hesitations and consultations with the British, the Government declared
a state of emergency, imprisoned the leaders of the M.M.M., confiscated
its press, and outlawed its trade unions. There was no uprising by the
population at large, 6 and when the economy took a turn for the better
a year later} the M.1-1Jvf: leaders were released, albeit for hidden to hold
meetings or to leave the country. 7 In the meantime} prison and
repression generally had brought to a head clashes of personality and
political orientation, with the result that the movement divided into a
minority of radicals', and a majority of 'moderates' who were
4

The conclusions reached by B. Benedict,' Education without Opportunity', in Human.&lati<ms
(New York), 1 I, 1958, remain valid today. If anything, the greater availability of post-secondary
cduation now compounds the problem: unemployed university graduates compete with school•
leavers for white-collar posts. Recently the Government has taken over the financing of the
'Colleges' but without changing th~ structure of the system, and there are signs that it will not
be able to go on footing the bill after tbc LM.F.-imposcd restrictions.
z In r97., the 'College' students marched on the capital and disturbances broke out when they
were confromed by the Minister ofEducation accompanied by the Security Adviser and th.e Riot
Unit of the Police. See Week-End, 25 May 1975 and 1 June 1976. More recently the students at
the University staged a sit-in, and kidnapped the Vice-Chancellor in protest about their bleak
prospects for employment. Ibid. 15 April t979.
3 MJvLM., Pour un Oe lrfaurice po.rsihle {Pourt-Louis, r970).
4 !}Express, 19 October 1972.
• Ibid. 2 I September 1970. The dectoral system of Mauritius, one uf the most complex in the
world, provides for three-member constituencies.
6 Ibid. 16 ~nd 18 No\'ember 1971; also 9-10, 13, r5-16, r8, :20--22, and 26 December 1971.
1 Ibid. 23 December 1972 and 12January 1973.
1
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prepared, under certain conditions, to work with the M.L.P. but not
with the P.M.S.D.1
The IVLL.P. included a number of' hard liners' dose to the PJvI.S.D.
who were in favour of rapid ~conomic growth based on high profits and
a docile labour force. They were opposed by those who argued that this
policy cut the ivl.L.P. off from its mass support in the sugar fields and
drove the E.P.Z. workers into the arms of the NI.1'.-1. M.) making it
impossible to hold elections. The :M.L.P. ·was held together mainly by
the ageing Prime N:linister, Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam, a master of
the politics of accommodation in order to keep himself in power. A
francophone statesman with his petites and grandes entries at the Elysee,
Ramgoolam makes quite sure of always being welcome at No. 10
Downing Street as well; as the man of Diego Garcia he never misses
an occasion to speak up against the militarisation of the Indian Ocean; 2
equally at home in Nairobi and New Delhi, Rarngoolam has been
President of the 0.A.U. without allowing that to affect the sale of
Mauritian tea to South Africa, or the arrival of tourists and investments
from the Republic of apartheid. 3 If he allows Soviet fishing boats to
change their crews in Port-Louis, he also accepts Peking's help with the
building of the airport to bring more tourists from the v\Test. 4 ;Having
used the leaders of the I.F.B. to gain independence, Ramgoolam turned
them out, drew the PJvI.S.D. into his administration, took awav, the
support of the sugar industry for that party, encouraged some of its
leaders to join the !vLL.P., then broke the coalition, clearing the way
for a rapprochement with the lvIJvLivf. 6 But the price for a coalition of
the' left' without elections was judged to be too high. 6 So Ramgooiam
decided, in 1976, that with the economic boom drawing to an end, if
he was going to have an election it \vas then or never.
The record of the Government was, to some extent, an electoral asset.
The 1\.1.L.P. had made improvements in the education and health of
the masses, notably in the rural areas. Subsidies were provided on basic
foods to cushion the effect of inflation on the poor. There were smaJI
Ibid. 19 and 24 April 1973, and 6 !\fay r973.
The U .N. General Assembly declared the lncl1an Ocean as a Peace Zone in December 197 1,
and set up a Special Committee of 15 mcmbcr~states, induding Mauritius, 1 z months later.
According to Le ,Wauricien, 8Ju1y 198o, Ramgoolam talks of Diego Garcia as a 'fortress of peace'
in London and as a 'direat to peace• in New Delhi.
3 The 13th Summit of the 0.A.U. in ~Jauritius in 1976 provided au opportunity for
Ramgoolam lo show his virtuosity in the diplomacy of Africa, notably with regard to the South
African connection. L'Expres,·, 26 June 1976, l..i lvfilitant (Mauritius), 30 June 1976, The Nation
(Nairohi), 3 July 1976, and Le ;\-Jauricien, 6 July 1976,
4 Le Mauricien, 5 February 1974. See Ttfieek-End, 6 September i980, for the recent 'successful
visit' to Jvlauritius by Ji Penfci, one of China's Vice-Prime Ministers.
5 l'Exprm, 15January 1974.
E Week-End, 28July 1974, and L'E:1-press, 28 April 1975.
1

2
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family-allowances and old-age pensions. The tax system was favourable
to the 'small planters', and generally to rural inhabitants. Village
·development programmes and Travail pour tous had provided relief
employment. However, the fact that the regime had been in office for
a long time - both before and after independence - and that there were
rumours of corruption and incompetence, were not in its favour. The
lack of organisation of the M.L.P., its ageing leadership, and its loss of
contact with the masses \Vere grave handicaps. The amendments of the
constitution, muzzling the press, banning political meetings, and not
holding elections for a decade were graver still.
But the fundamental problem was that the M.L.P. had inherited the
British role in office: it \Vas objectively the partner of the sugar barons.
Ousting the P.~1.S.D. from the Government at the right time 1 and
pointing to it as the tool of the capitalists, could camouflage, to some
extent, this electorally unholy alliance. In addition, the P.tvf.S.D. was
discredited through its association with bungled attempts to assassinate
the leaders of the .lvL!vLM. 1 Accusing 'ban blancs la 1 in the baitkas for
all the ills of the Indians was a well-tried method of electorally tapping
the historical anti-white grudge, and glossing over the role of the Indian
bourgeoisie; and this time the use of ethnic and religious institutions
to mobilise support for the M.L.P. was even more in evidence. 2 The
difficulty now, however, was that the M.M.M. was activ.e everywhere:
well organised, making full use of the educated youths in the villages,
it drove home its class message to the rural electorate. The M.L.P. was
criticised relentlessly for its class 'treason'~ for its strike-breaking, its
repression of the workers, above all for collaborating with the exploiters.
The M.M.M. also attacked the foreign policy of the M.L.P., notably
for the loss of Diego Garcia, the links with South Africa, and generally
the pro-imperialist position of the Government.
The results of the elections held on 20 December I 976 enables some
interesting comparisons to be made with those which preceded
independence in r967, as well as an assessment of the direction of
political change during a period marked by rapid economic growth.
Once again there was a heavy polli with over go per cent of the
electorate turning our to vqte, and this time there was no violence.
Calmly, and with a discipline which could be envied by some 'older
L'Express, 26 and 29 November r97 r, and 27 August 1972.
For 1he role of the Seva Shiveir, see ibid. 16 January ,976. For communal and caste
considerations, see ibid. 5 September I 976. S. Bhuckory, Profile ef tlu Hindu Cimrrtumil.y (Port-Louis,
1972), and P. Ramsurrun, Al!)'a Samaj Brings hldtpmdence (Pon-Louis, 1970), give interesting
insights and supplement Eenedicl, op. cit. on the role of the Hindu religion in Mauritius.
1

2
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democracies', the people of lviauritius exercised their arbitration
through the ballot box, and removed all· but I r of the 62 members of
the Legislative Assembly who were seeking to be re-elected - only four
Ministers retained their seats. 1
The JvlJvf.1\.I. won the contest, as had been expected, gaining 39 per
cent of the votes, and becoming the largest party in the new Assembly,
with 30 out of the fri seats, including the capital, Port-Louis, where it
had its largest support. The :rvLL.P. came second with 25 seats, and
although it gained 38 per cent of the votes, this was not much ahead
on its 1967 score in spile of 15,000 neiv voters. Ramgoolam was clearly
not being backed by young l\!lauritians, even in the rural areas, thereby
reflecting the inability of the M.L.P. to fulfil the rising expectations of
the newly-educated, despite an emphasis on schooling. The great loser
was the P.M.S.D. which won only 7 seats - r6 less than in 1967 - an<l
polled less than half the number of votes it had then, in spite of the
increased electorate. The P.M.S.D. retained its two seats for Rodrigues
where the population, long neglected by Port-Louis, had voted unanimously against independence as part of Mauritius in 1967. 2 The
Roman Catholic islanders do not identify with what they see as a
Hindu-dominated 1'fauritius 1 and have retained their support for Duval
who recently threatened to lead Rodrigues to secede if a 'Communist'
government is elected in Mauritius. 3
In ethnic terms it would seem that the P.M.S.D. has been replaced
by the :rvr.M.l\>1. as the party of the minorities: the important difference
is that \Vhereas the core base of the P.~1.S.D. \Vas the white and coloured
middle"'dass creoles of the inland towns of Plaines-\1Vilhems, it is the
Muslims and blacks of the capital that back the 1\/I.J\lf.M. 4 The M.L.P.
just kept the solid support of rural Hindus, but improved its position
among tht urban middle class of all ethnic categories, and if this trend
continues it might displace the P.I\11.S.D. altogether as the party of' the
haves' in the towns. There are thus signs of a regrouping of the
electorate of I\1auritius along class rather than ethnic lines - the one
1 Under the Mauritian com,citutiQn, with the communal considerations introduced by the
amended Banwell electoral system, eight 'corrective' seats arr. allocated after the election results
arc kno,,..·u: this time four seats went to the M.L.P. and four to the lvl.M.M. opposition. It \·Vas
thus possible for the Government to rein tmduce some of the defeated Ministers back into the House.
For a short background to this sy~tem, see S. A De Smith, J.1auritius: consliluiionalirm i1l a plural
sor.ie9•, reprinted from the .Mudem Law Rwil:w (London), November 1968.
2 One of the P.M.S.D. deputie~for Rodrigues made a formal request to the British Government
that the island should be allowed to secede after 196j, but this was rnrned down in London with
little delay. The Times, 13January 1968.
3 Wuk-End, 24 Augu;;1 19So.
4 The middle-class Mauritians who work in Pore-Louis commute every day to the residential
towns inland and hi_!!;her up the plateau, leavfog proletarian worker~ and small shop-keepers as
the electorate of the capital.
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overtly communal party, the C.AJvI., did not succeed in 1976 in getting
a single candidate elected, although ethnic considerations still play an
important part in electoral politics.
The result of the I 976 elections made the question of alliances even
more problematic than previously. Although the I\.-1.M.M. was in a
position of strength in both the Legislative Assembly as well as in the
country, 1 it did not have the overall majority of seats that would have
entitled it to form the new government. So some kind of coalition was
necessary, with the initiative being taken again by Ramgoolam, because
although the M.lvf.1\t[. had moved away considerably from its initial
radical position, 2 it was still not acceptable to powerful internal and
external interests, which feared that its demands would not be to their
liking. 3 Inevitably, the IVI.L.P. turned once again to the P.Ivl.S.D. as
a junior but necessary partner in order to form a new government,
initially ·with the slim majority of two seats. This enabled Ramgoolam
to continue as Prime l\1inister, and to declare in his first broadcast to
the nation afterwards: 'The majority of the electorate have voted
against abrupt and radical change', and no qoubt to the joy of all
neo-colonisers, continued: '1\1auri tius will continue to give all encouragement and facilities to overseas and local investment~. 4
1 A meas,urc of the new balance of forces in the country may be gained from the following
developments: when an MJ\.1.M.-supportcd strike paralysed the port and transport in 1979, the
Government chose to negotiate (rather than call out the troops as in 1971), and when several
M.M.M.-affiliared trade unionisrs wen1 on a hunger strike in 1980, the Government was persuaded
to agree with their demands. Sec H'eek-End, 19 and 26 August r979, and 28 September 1980.
i The Programme gouvenumental du M lvfA1 ( Port-Louis, 1973} included the nationalisation of only
3 (out of 21) of the suga:r factories with their land, to be run by an autonomous authority
comprising representatives of management, the workers, and the government; the nationalisation
of the docks, insurance, and transport; greater stress on co-operatives and diversification of the
economy. Since then the programme has been revised to take into account even more the 'realities'
of Mauririus.
3 Le,Hondtdiplomatiqw:,Juiy 1977. The 'moderate' leadershipofthc M.M.JvL aims to win power
through the ballot box by making a strong bid to win over the middle classes, and to reassure
both the local plantocracy and the western powers. The kind of socialism the M.M.M. leaders
want to create is pluralistic, autogcJiionairc, and democratic. They go beyond 'social democracy'
in their search for more direct participation at the grass roots in local politics, as well as in the
firms and factories, but make a complete break with totalitarian socialism of the Soviet type. If
nationalisation has to be imposed from the lop, argue; Paul lleraoger, then there will be none.
Frequently quoting Michel Rocard, another 'veteran' or May 1968, and a would-be socialist
candidate for the :French Presidency, the leader of the M.M.M. calls for the 'utmost rigour in
confronting economic realities which unfortunately cannot bend to lhe wishes and the dreams of
revolutionaries'. Le Nouueau mi(itanl ( Port-Louis), 30 July 1980.
4 The weak parliamentary position of the Government is made the more unstable by continued
infighting over the .succession to Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam who was born at the turn of the
century. The two most likely candidates arc S1r Sa lean Boldl, Minister of Agriculture, a high-caste
Hindu of the majority 'Calcutta' group~ reputed, for the time being, to be acceptable to the
P.M.S.D. and sugar interests - and Sir Veerasamy Ringadoo, Minister of Finance, a Hindu of
the minority 'Madras' group, albeit reputed to be 'too soft' towards the M.M.M. The M.L.P.'s
problems have been compounded by the dismh,sal of two Ministers for alleged corruption, and
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SOME CONCLUSIONS

Mauritius has always been dependent. Entirely created by colonialism, dependence was built into the whole being of Mauritius as an
integral part of its economic, social, and political structures. But the
island was not undeveloped because capitalism found virgin soil in
Mauritius and flourished. The colonial rulers worked in symbiosis with
the sugar economy and society. Al though political power rested
ultimately on British force_t it was not as if this rule was experienced
negatively by all the inhabitants. The owners of the sugar industry,
creoles as well as Indians, the big merchants, the politicians 'working
the system': they dominated and exploited other Mauritians more
directly and thoroughly than Britain ever did. It would be an oversimplification to say that they were merely 'agents' of the colonial
power, because in a very real sense the opposite was true: they used the
militaryr administrative, and ideological power of Britain to maintain
their dominant position in Mauritius, and to extract the surplus
produced by the slavesJ the indentured labourers, and the sugar
proletariat.
·
Independence was not the outcome of a national liberation struggle. ,
This does not mean that the bourgeoisie was incapable of playing a
national role, but rather that their interests were inextricably tied to
the larger colonial system. It was Britain which decolonised Mauritius,
and in doing so brought to power the fraction of the bourgeoisie that
was willing to perpetuate the existing internal and international
economic arrangements, and had the best chance of getting sufficient
support from the grass-roots to last. This latter factor was crucial,
because political authority in the ex-colonial situation was programmed
to rest on the consent of the governed. VVould the leaders of an
independent ivfauritius be able to continue their partnership with the
bourgeois fraction dominating the economyi and succeed in retaining
the electoral support of the exploited masses?
So far the Government of Mauritius has not significantly changed the
basic socio-economic structures it inherited from colonialism, while
the defection of two or three backbenchers who have formed a new party.
One way out for Ramgoolam personally would be to make Mauritius a Republic with himself
as President, and the necessary constitutional changes have been talked about on and off - see,
for exampk, Week-End, 13 and 29July, l 2 August, and 25 November 1979. But since the consensus
within and between the parties in Mauritius would be for the figure-head Indian-type.of President,
the power struggle inside the M.L.P. for the all-important post of Prime Minister would not
thereby bt' resolved. In any case, Raingoolam has recently ii.aid that he will stay on 'till my last
breath•; Lt A·lauriden, 25 April 1980. And the M.M.M. has c1'pressed the wish to see Ramgoolam
remaining in power until the next general election; Week-End, 2:2 June r 98o.
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retaining - if heavily circumscribed at times - the essential features of
a representative democratic regime. The economic growth that followed
independence has undoubtedly helped; and so too, paradoxically, have
ethnic politics, although detrimental to nationalism. An authoritarian
regime resting on an alliance of Indian political rule· and creole
economic power would alienate the support of the Indian masses; and
conversely, a coup by the creole bourgeoisie would be doomed in the
teeth of Indian opposition. Independence and the rapid rise of the
MJvLM. have brought back the element of class jnto 11auri tian politics,
and to the exlenl Lhat class conflicts become salient features of the
contemporary scene, national ideology will become the integrative
factor supporting the regime, and ethnic considerations will be eroded.
The leaders of a future l'vf.M.IVI. government would have to operate
within the same structural coristraints. Younger, better organised, and
closer to the masses, they would certainly be more willing, and probably
more successful, in reforming the system. However, short of external
intervention, radical changes are unlikely. 1
\Nhat is the sense of dependence today? and can Mauritius be
different? Mauritius now has its own state: it fa no longer directly
dependent on a colonial power. The island, however 1 remains dependent
on Europe, and beyond the E.E.C., on the transnational capitalist
system. Docs dependence then mean that the vast majority of the
inhabitants are exploited by a minority of l\.1auritians who are themselves part and parcel of world-wide capitalism? In any case> there is
little that Mauritius can do about the contemporary international
economic order. The option of non-dependence, if this means a dosed
economy, is totally unrealistic; it is doubtful, indeed, if the island would
then be able to feed its population, let alone gro,v economically. \rVith
an open economy, 1v1auritius is inevitably dependent. \-Vithin that
dependence there is growth, and since independence in 1 968 the island
has shown a limited yet real capacity to adjust to changes and
opportunities in the capitalist world.
1 In a recent interview Paul Bfrangcr, the leader of the M.M.M., said; 'There can be no doubt
rh~t Grear Britain, France, the Cnited States, ,vill try to help the present regime ... we are not
gomg to bear a grudge for that, but we must ask them to know where to draw the line ... in their
meddling in Mauritius internal politics.', Le Mauricfrn, Q9 July 1g80.
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The Times, Monday 8 November 1965

J\tlAURITIUS CABINET SfLIT OVER
£3M. OFFER FOR BASE
From Our Diplomatic Corresptjndent
Reports from 1\tlauritius at the weekend point to serious trouble ahead before
the British and United States Governments can negotiate the purchase of
Diego Garcia~ the coral atoll dependency
of Mauritius which. being 1,200 miles to
the north-east of · Mau;itius it.self. is
well situated in the middle of the Indian
Ocean for use as a communications
centre and for other military purposes.
It was agreed at the constitutional conference on Mauritius in London in
September. that defence talks should be
held between the British Government and
the Mauritius Government led by Sir
Seewoosa.gur Ramgoolam. and according
to the reports from Port Louis. the capital
of Mauritius. yesterday, the British Government have offered £3m. for . Diego
Garcia. This offer. however. when discussed

by Maunuus's coalition Government on
Fr1c.tay th.reatened. to cause a spht
Three Mimsters-·· Mr. Jules Koenig, the
A·ttorney-General; Mr. Gaetan Duval.

1\-tinister of H~using, Lands and lmmigration; and Mr. Raymond Devienne. Minister

of State Devel~pment, who are re::.-pect,ively

leader. dep.uty ileader. and chairman of the .
Parti Maurici~n-stated that the British
offer was ina~equa•te, and Mr. Duval is
reported ,to halve said to a oublic meeting
on Friday: '"We will not accept an Anglo- .
American base if America a,nd Britain are
n.ot ready to buy all our sugar at a prefer•
ential
price I and accept Mauritian
immigrants.'' l
Diego Garcja is not the only possible
choice for a fµture base. but for effective
deployment of! nava.1 and air support over
the Indian Ocean in years ahead the Americans need a cbntre between their base in
the Philippines and their communications
centre at Asmara~ the Ethiopian Red Sea
port.

l

Being on the direct route from the Red
Sea to Australia. Diego Garcia could also
l>e useful to tllie British as a staging post.
Other possibl~ links in the chain include
the SeychellesJ 1.000 miles east of Zanzi~
bar, and A~dabra Island. 300 miles
north of l\fad~gascar.

ANNEX 98
Le Mauricien, 15 December 1965, p.4
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1968

Independence Day
()n this historic occasin1i n1y heart is fi1U of jtiy and ernotion. I know
t)1at I an1 echoing your own thoughts w~en I say that aH of us, in a
spirit ofunity and solidarity_, are determined to go forward and work
together for the welfare and happiness c:.f our people.
But before I go any fu.rther,. I 'l.vould Eke to say that I feel very
grieved today that rnany of the comrades who were with 1ne in th.is
battle for :independence~ are. with us no 111ore, I rneart n1y friends like
Anqueti1} ]lozero<mtand Seeneevassen \Nho* after fulfilling the purpose
fi:w which they had worked so hard> passed away leaving the torch to
others,
Today we are dedicated as.a nation to the ideals of peace and brother~
hood and it '\Vi.H be the constant objective of· my (Jover:nm. cnt to
ensure that every rviautiti.an, no r.natter his creed or ciass1 ertjoys the
privileges accruing to hi:m as a citizen.
As vie open a new chapter of our history we shaH always re:memher
that we are the inheritors of a great tradition vihich is vested in th.e
very history of our land. "fhe daring and valour of our sea:rnen, the
creative i1natrination of the earlv colonisers, who included n1en and
worn.en fnim an the cfmtinent:s, the h.atdy patiet1ce d' those legions of
,vorkers whose efforts have enabled us to reach rJur present position,
t.he respect which ,ve have always shown for dcrnocratic principles,
our love for justice and liberty~ these wiH be the guiding lights of our
national policy,
We arealso conscious of t:he fa.et th,a t vrc ase Jiving in a technological
age arid the great scientific strides which have been 1nade in recent
times should enable us to grapple with all our problen1s vvith hope and
confidence, It is in a fuH acceptan<:e of those scientific values that
conteinporary society ca:n frnd a soiutiontif the major issues no,v faei:ng
.:....;~

./

...,

US,

I give yot,i the assurance that the Govermnent which you have elected
does pledge itsdf to carry for,,vard the task that you have entrusted to
us, 'lv'e have an unshaken foith that our cour1try:men will be able to
rise to the challenge of their great destiny.
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I arn deeply grateful to the people of lvfauritius who have made it
possible for our co11ntry to take its rightful place in the cornity of
nations as a sovereigr:t democratic state. 1vfy wish today is that of all
true patriots who believe in the future of 1\1auritius. Let us all work
together,. for the country belongs to all of us; and Jetus contribute our
share in the building of a strong, free and happy Mauritius .

12th 1Vlarch, 1968
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1974

Sixth Anniversary

On the sixth ann.iversa:ry of our Independence I have again the honour
and privilege of addressing you and offering you xny wann and sincere
greetings. This :is a great date in our history and fo:t all kfauritians it
is a day of joy and happiness.
I should like to say a few words about the State visit of His ExcclAA
lency Dr. JUiius K. Nyerere, President of the United Republic of
Tanzania. The President arrived vesterclav and vou have alrcad,,r give:n
him a warm and rousing wekorne. Dr. Julius Nyerere is not only a
dose friend of mine but of the \vhole of :rvfauritiusi and he has played
a laudable part in the achieverncnt ofour free<lmn. I am glad that this
vlsit is welcom.ed by the leaders of all political parties1 . and I am sure
our peopJe will preserve fond rnemories of the short stay of this great
leader of Africa ,vho has been of yeon1an service to mankind.
Six years of independence are only a short period in the lifo of a
nation) but during that tin1e rno:mentous changes have taken place in
our lives. We have recovered ou:r human dignity and our soul and
have come face to face with our destfrry.
During these years, as indeed ever since I entered politics., my ain1
has been twofold. First the Governrncnt and I stand comrnitted to
work ft;r the weak and the underprivileged in their struggle. for sociat
political and econornic justice, At the same tirne, I arn convinced that
such a struggle can only be \4,raged \vith a good chance of success in an
atmosphere free frmn tension and .resentm:ent. Peace and stability are
the prerequisites of progress and ad vancen1enL Violence and into1er~
ance a:ny,.-vhere> and n1ore so in a small country like ours, will throw
up n1ore problerns than they wiH solve. Violence and intolerance will
incvitablv lead to a halt in our continued and well-ordered social and
political progress.
Vv'e are :now well set on the path of success and the country knovvs
that in a mnltiracia1 society like ours we rnust fixge u11ity out of
diversity. 'This must always be an essential part of (Jur national policy.
It is essential to our national p:rosper:ity and the happiness of our
people. Independew.::e has ceased to be an issue dividing one lvlauritian
~
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front another. vVe have come to treasure it as the greatest achievement
of the country and to honour and venerate the Hag ;,vhich -was born out
of the sacrifices of our people.
This country and its leaders n1ust always he in search of a realistic
progra:mrne which will con tribute to oux econon1ic am:i political survival
in a. world in which denwcracy is being assaulted by fascism~ sub,.
version and narrovv nationalism. All these are rooted ih selfishness and
greed for power \vithout any concern for the rnass of.the people fron1
whon1 \Ve derive our strength,
'Today our social democracy is in danger of being subverted by Inen
who believe in the cult of violence and these sodal 1nisfits are lifting
up their heads with the hope that they cart hoodwink even an enlight~
ened people. So we :must be vigilant; that is the price of liberty.
Ivlau.ritius is on the march., and ,,ve rrrust not throw avvay the sub~
stance for the shadow, Our socialist policy has enabled us to bring this
country to a prnsperi ty unparalleled in our history and to bring about a
much wider distribution of national income than ever before. The price
ofsugari the accelerated industrial developrnent with the creation of the
free zone, and the increases in wages and salaries bear \Vit:ness to our
perfonnance since Independence. Let: no one decry these positive gains.
The whole country is humming vvith activity, This etonom.ic
social developm.ent can only be sustained by the joint efforts of all <t<'t
rnembers of the comrnunity. w·e appreciate what an important
tribution private employers and their workers are n1aking. The
rn.ent too is doing its share. This is why last year the
1nent bought the Rose Belle Sugar Estate, opened the State --·~~40
Bank with the express putpose of assisting the srnall rnan to set
t~p in productive sdf~e:mp!oyrnent and set up various
organisations. 'The Developrnent Bank of J\,1auritius and the Bank r.:t>·,,t?t<:>
1v:fautitius have already clcared the way fora new era in the .,. . e<,....
of de:::velop1nent projects.
By far the Goven:1tnent's n1ost important contribution in
the quality of life in this country is the Rural Development
which is meant to provide the people living in the remote rural
with electricity~ adequate water supply~ recreational centres
roads. 'The Rural Devdop1nent Progrmnrne is developrnent
bdov1-' instead of from above; the villagers therr1selves take ·a
active part in the productive process. Although it is only in the
phase of its prograrnme, which will eventually cover the whole
it is already assured of sticcess.
ln 1971, when we launched our F'our Year Development
unemployn1e.nt ,vas at its peak ln the same year we began the
u
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Pour Tous'' progran1rne, which has been entrusted to the Development vVorks Corporation, Th.is has created more job opportunities in
manufacturing and the tourist industry, and by this and the Rural
Developn1ent Progra:mrne, our un.ernployment has been considerably
reduced. In fact, the results obtained from the imple1nentation of our
Four Year Development Plan) 'which is now running in. its third year,
indicate dearly that our ol:~jective of creating one hundred and thirty
thousand jobs by 1980 is within our reach. vVe have made a noticeable
re-duction in unernployrnent~ and ,,ve are going ahead to mah:: work
available to all our people.
However, r.oure than that is nee~ed to bring ,about changes in our
pattern of life, I think that our educational. system is in need of a
radical f)verhauL \Ve should give a rnore privileged pfa.ce in the
schools to Jnanual work~ to science and to technology. I vvould like to
see that in each primary school children ate taught the rudhnen rs of
agriculture and are especially taught to respect the :man with the hoe. I
also want a dose association of aU our secondary schools with agriculture and industrial growth },.o that each young boy and girl is given
the opportunity every year to spend son1e tir.ne alongside our workers
and artisans. J am pinning 1ny hope on our teaching profession and
on the h.1aur.itius Institute of Education to bring about this desirable
transformation. \Ve want the schools to train our young people to take
advantageof every opportunity to develop their tastes, their judge:ment
and their cdt.ical sense~ so that they n1ay adopt positive attitudes and
exploit their creative potentiaL Our national devdoprne:nt depends
essentially on whether v.te are sHccessful in this endeavour, Then~
cannot be any worthwhile development unless it springs fro.m within.
This concept of devdopn1ent hnplies international cooperation.
You aH know that our policy has ahNays beert to entertain good relations with all coµntries of the world in a spirit of equality and rnutual
respect. We have established solid ties of fr·iendship with countries
throughout the world. As wecontinue our negotiations \Vith the E,E.CJ,
for a gfaaranteed quota for our exports} I think we can rest assured of
the understanding and assistance of our European friends, Since .sugar
is our rnain export, our first objective is to ensure that the E.E.O.
grants us a reason.:1.ble quota at a rernnnetative price.
\Vhen al.I is said and done? hov,ever, we should focus all our energies
on.the advancen1ent of the interest of l'viauritius. Should this rneart the
abandonment of certain high principles without which .rw country
can morally survive? I do not think .so. I believe, and I a1n sure that
the vast n1ajority of rny country:men agree with rn,e~ that there cannot
be any c01npr01:n.ise on the issues of colonia1isn1, of raeialisrn and of

don1ination. \Ve belpng to OCAM, and to the OAU. In other words,
we belong to Africa, without in any way wrenching ourselves away
frmn India and Europe. We intend to give suppott to our African
brethren in their efforts to secure the full en1ancipation of the peoples of
that great continent. vVe Cannot be .free if any ofus remains in bondage,
vVhile 011 this I should l.ike to say that vv'e look with concern on the
building up of the naval strengths of the big powers in the Indian
Ocean. There are even rurnours of a. naval base at Diego Garcia,
which I\rfauritius gave up prior to its Independence, The countries
bordering on the Indian Ocean, with Ivfauritius in the. centre., do
not wish to see nuclear warfare in this part of the world. Vl./e want the
Indian Ocean to be a zone of peace. The big powers have in. the past
rnade a holocaust of rnuch of the world, They should let us live here
1n peace.
The task of Gove:rninent 1 unhappily~ is not simple, 1t appears to be
n1ade up of conflicts and contradictions; if one problem is resolved~
another springs to the surface begging for solution. ()ur econmnic
hoon1 has been accompanied by unprecedented inflation. Part of
this inflation comes fron1 an increased internal d-ernand due to :rising,
expecta.tii-1ns a1nong the mass of our people. The bulk of the inflation
is none the less imported. To add to that:, the oil crisis has sent the
price of fhel rocketing throughout the world.
If inflation: and a rising cost of Jiving are world phenomena, it
remains none the less true that they are problems which must be a
major preoccupation of the Government in :VIauritiu.s. vVe have
already taken a nun1ber of steps to 1nitigate the effects of inflation.>
T'hese in.elude a substantial increase in wages and salaries all round,<
restriction on bank credits, increased subsidisation of rice and flour,<
removal of customs duties on a variety. of essential cornmodities and >
certain checks on profiteering and hoarding of goods.
.

12th lvfarch, 1974
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1977
Ninth Anniversary
Today the 1',1auritian nation is nine years old, 011 this auspicious day
I a.111 happy and proud to be able to offer all our countrynie.n warrn
greetings. l pray to God that our future rnay be as bright and glorious
as the recent past has be("'.'.n.
\Ve are now ready to begin \vith confidence the second, morechallengi.ng stage of out journey, towards our cherished national goal-·.-a.
ha.rrnonious social order) based on justice and enriched by our composite culture. It is my earnest belief that the second stage of our
journey will be even more exhilarating than the first.
In spiteofn1anyobstades, most of then1 originatingfoom our i:,:;olonial
legacy; we have succeeded in shaping anew social and J'.JOlitical order~
in which fr-eedon1 and welfare · have been welI . enshrined and fair
oppottunrties have been rnsured for everybody.
These nine years have been years of crisis: we have bee11 faced with
stagnation in ·world economic affairs., and v-.tith 1nist1~ust and tension
in the sncial field at hon1e. i\.11 our econornic policies o·ver these crucial
years were designed to n1eet this crisis. Th.ey have succeeded in creating
conditions of harmony and stability on the one hand) and creative
endeavour and hope on the other. 1-1auritius has reached a high level
of prosperity which is not confined to the fr:~w top layers ofsodety as in
the dark cokmia.l past, but is spread nver the larger part of the nation.
NatnraHyi those who harliess have received n1ore; those who had been
left behind in the race have been specially helped to garner 1noxe frorn
the national harvest of prosperity, This process of equalization is
gaining rnore and n1ore r:nornentun1,
As we look back over this first decade of fi:eedom and of ceaseless
work, we can see several irnporta.nt Iandrnarks that betoken our success
against hard odds.
Let us first talk of our attack on poverty. 'I'he rnost serious scourge
of the period of dependence was acute unemployn1enL \Ve have
launched a frontal attack on this problem,,. first by providing work
for. all and then by creating pern1anent jobs in the newly created
manufacturing and industrial sectors. Thus we have set in motion
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the process of iUun1inating every home with the hope of earning an
honourable livelihood. That is real independence 1 the freedom to he
1naster <)f one's destiny, Our policy has brought about rapid increases
in fam.ily inc01ncs, and those in turn generate economic recovery and
progress. There are now greater nurnbers of earning hands bringing
hon1erno:re and more r:noney to help educate their children andimprove
their living conditions. Thus, one single national policy has spurred a
silent revolution changing the fac:e of J\1auritius.
'T'he second irnpressive landrnark is the nation's success in n1eeting
the challenge of nationhood, and sustaining the healthy process of
hon1ogenisation: which began when people from various continents,
belonging to various. faiths and cultures, vvere horn to live together in
one :island. \Ale rejected the pernicious concept ,of racial superiority
and discarded sectarian ternptations. \Ve evolved a truly 1nulti~national
pattern of shared responsibility and this has helped to bring about the
ernergence of one nation instead of opposing groups, as has been the
tragic fate of some of ouf other brethren in AJ'i'ica and Asia.,
This was not easy. The process of fusion and national consolidation
was often threatened by forces exploiting ethnic factors. But the. people
quickly discovered that the real issue was not race> religion or colour
but freedom.; opportunity for the con1111on n1an, social justice. Our
wise peasants and hardy workers knew that slogan-shouting sectarian
groups \Vere seeking narrow political adva11tage) largely fbr then1.selve.s 1
and that they ·would never usher in real social democracy without
"i.vhich colonial do:minatio:n could not be e11decL ()ur people can always
see through the sterile eXtternist slogans.
..•.
During these last nine crucial years, our people have: been convinced<
of the importance of freedon1. They. realise that freedom alone can}
bring an end to injustice} and the exploitation and dor:ninatiort of man
by n1an. It is these people-~the agricultural workers, the artisans irt :
the factories.~ the fishermen toiling at sea, the doctots and nurses who I
heal, the 111anagers a11d civil servants, the teachers who are ·rnouldin@II!
the rninds of the younger generations) the dockers and the stevedon::~jii!
who keep the harbour functioning efficiently-who are consohdatir~gi !f
the foundations of independence and shaping the fo.ture, who deservi ji!
our thanks. To th:em all, I offer rny vvatmest greetings. It is theiif ij:i
cooperation thatl invoke today so that the second stage C}f ourjourn@l 1Ji[J[!
may be equally successful.
<''.
Havi.ng won our independence through .sacrifice, we cannot aHq~ifij:jJJ
it to be eroded or destroyed. Our national unity, which has emcrg~f:Jl/ilJI
out of the crucible of political struggle of four decades~ cannot ~lfJ/jij
allowed to be dan1aged, T'here must he no going back, only goirjlJ!!il:I
1
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forward. Today is a day of rejoicing, but it is also a day of dedication,
The third and perhaps the brightest landmark in our :first decade
is ou,r econ01nic growth. On Independence J)a,\ 12th. Th.-1arch, 1968ci
a new· and powerful creative Jbtcc breathed a new spirit into the body
politic and penple felt that they were not going to \vork for foreign
masters but :frJr themselves:, their Jamilies_I their cmnrnunity and their
country. BefiJre independence there were fi~w industries; today there
are one hundred a,nd sixty~si:x, offering gainful ernployr:n.ent to over
t\ven ty thousand rnen and worner1 of independent I\1auritius. The
national ,,vealth is growing year hy yea:r and is being distrihµted in the
shape of increased wages and social benefits to still larger numbers,
\A/hat is tht~ secret of our re:rnarkable success? VVithout the slightest
hesitation I would say, national unityi a clear ser.rse of national objectives, a pragn1.atic approach to problems in opposition to doctr:in.airc
attitudes~ a fair share of the national wealth for evtty one and above
all, peace
Pearl'\ :6:;:,r us~ has always represented a dynarnic reality, stim.ulating
chanve.
That is whv... we .have n1oved ahead of o.ther A.sia.··.n and African
b.
nations. Take education. 1/Ve were not contep.t ,:vith free prin1ary
education and the old pattern of scholarships, which no dqubt had
helped reduce inequalities. \Ve are now providing free secondary and
university education because we vvish to move faster and bring real
equality to the door of every 1\r!auritiar1. Ot take a. free National
Health Service~ which will put at the service of the population free
medical care over and above the high grade specialist services that t.he
hospitals already provide. There is hard1yany Asian or African country
which has introduced such welfare services of long term benefit to the
people.

Again, take the National Pensions Scheme with 1ts wide range of
pension benefits for aH categories of needy peopie_1 or the nationwide
Social Insurance Scheme for workers, which wiU further guarantee
that nobody is left unptovided for.
Our policies ha.-ve promoted the peoples i;,velfare. because we have
ahvays believed that de:mocrac.y is real and secure only when all
people are safe from d.istress and loss of sdf respect, I take great
pride in the fact that Iv1auritians~ who have vvorked hard for over tivo
centuries,. deserve it. Indeed they deserve the best and the best they
shall have~ now and always; the best roads, schools, institutes of
learnin.g, or hospitals-.-indeed, the best of anything which 1nakes the
life of the c.omrn.on. rna:n m.ore er\joyahle and worthwhile.
Our achievements in the field of external relations have been equally
impressive. VVe :respect the independence of nations and are firn1ly
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opposed to co1onialisrn and racialisrn. vVe take pride in giving support
to the struggles of our African brethren who are still striving for their
emancipation. It is my fervent \Vish to see this year the dawn. of
Independence in Zirnbabwe and Natnibia and the end of abhortent
apartheid in South .Africa.
Jealously guarding our sovereignty and indcpe:ndence, we have
been firmly committed to the principle of non-alignment. T'his policy
has earned us fdendsh:i p and respect in the world. Vvre have forged
strong links of friendship and cooperation with Asia, Africa and
Europe, and with the Arab countries. All this is promoting our rapid
economic deve1op:rnent without con1promis.ing any of our basic
political principles. Freedom with Honour \Ve fought for, and .Freedom
with I1onour we enjoy today.
In the jour11ey ahead 5 we are bound to face difficulties. The biggest
danger it appears to 1ne is the attitude of cynicism and self-denigration
which cmnes to the surface every now and again, There are voices of
doubt and despair which want to smother the confidence of our
younger generation, I hate self:.complacency, but I regard sdf*den:igration as deadly. I appeal to the nation and youth, in particular) to
keep their eyes open and to ponder on the n1ea:ning of the independence
we are celebrating today. I ask you not to fall a prey to the cynicism.
of those who wish. to sap the nation~s will to succeed in its tasks.
To stimulate multi-faceted economic growth in many directions,
in a world in which cornpetition is becoming ever :fiercer, we must
pursue with greater vigour our progran1me of diversifying our agriculN
ture and expanding our industries with the participation of local and
overseas investors, Our sugar industry is one of the best in the world.
Yet there is scope for i1nproving the yield frorn our smaller farrns. Our
motto should be l;iigher Production in every sphere, for unless we
increase our productivity v,,1e can have no prosperity.
Our second plan :ic)r social and economic development, which is now
being in1pler:nented, airns at further strengthening the economy}
creating more jobs and producing more national wealth, to be still
more equitably shared within our ''grande famille 1-1.auricienne".
There are signs that we, likt~ other developing countries, may b@
confronted with son1e new problerns. We are aware of these, and
have the competence to deal with them as we have done in the past'. :
I am very proud of our workers, proud of the great sacrifices they hav~ ! :;
made. They are never dismayed by the self-denigration of pseudot C/
intellectuals; they will fight and win. ()ur resources, the 1nost valuablml :::j
being our rnan;.power, can still yield the wherewithal of continuin~ i!ii!II
prosperity. Bigger tasks dernand bigger efforts. I have never doubteqr;:::;::

we ';:
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that we shall cast our differences aside and 'Y.lork together; our de:rnocratic system, allows us the greatest scope for doing so. In spite of our
occasional difierenc.es of approaCh, there cannot be any difference of
opinion on ourfundarnental national objectives·---the greatest happiness
of the greatest nu:mber in peace, harmonyl order and stability. I
believe that we havethe necessary poHtic:aJ rnaturity and cornmitrnent
to national objectives to ensure that our progress is not imperilled.
\Ve have indeed come far in the first decade of freedon1. \Ve have
achieved in a short thne what n1any better-provided for and better=
placed countries are Still trying to secure. vVe have introduced great
progra:rnmes of fa:mily welfare. I have dealt· indirectly with inflation
and une1npl.oyment, I should like to emphasise h_ere that we have
successfuUy curbed inflation and broken the back of the unernploymerit
:problen1. The recent fiscal rneasures announced by the Government
will further strengthen our economy and ena:ble us to continue our
social and economic progress.
It has been an exciting journey full ofch.aUenges but followed always
by fulfilment, '\Ve begin today yet another journey in a mood of
heightened self-confide11ce. Let us steer clear of hidden dangers and
sail boldly on to a glorious future.
Long live Ivlauritius.
12th J\farch, 1977
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1968

Adinission to the
United Nations

1\Jf. President, I should like to express to you and to all the distinguished
representatives, my cordial thanks fi)r the admission of rny country
to the United Nations. &fy special thanks go to those 1Vfember States
which have so generously sponsored ou.r application fix n1e1nbership.
It is gratity-ing to acknowledge the wide response and vldcome i'vfauritius has received fron1 l\liembers of the United Nations. By this act
you ha:ve given formal consecration to the accession of 11aurltius to
the status of a sovereign independent state. Although I come from a
sn1all country~ 1ny Government and the people of 1\,1.auritius are very
conscious of the·· honour of belonging to this great Asse1nbly, and we
can assure you that we shall strive to uphold the great ideals which
are enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations and will play
fully our part in the struggle for justice, racial equality, peace and
understanding arnong nations.
This is indeed a s0Ie1nn moment in the history of n1y country. I
stand here in an humility, in the midst of this great world com.n1u:nity,
as the symbol of my people's hope that through the effort of the
United Nations rrmnkind will really see the ultimate fulfihnent of the
principles and purposes to which n1en and wo1nen in this august
.Assen1bly have dedi<:ated themselves. In that grand and noble endeavour, we as a !nnall nation will bring om.· contribution, h9wevermodes.t
it may be, to the shaping of the destiny of a better world, ofa new and
broader world civilization in which mar/s essential needs will transcend
considerations of national self:interest.
1 also bring to you, Mr. President and distinguished representatives,
the greetings and good wishes of my country ,Nhich after successive

periods of colonisation by the Dutch; the French and the British, is
now looking forward to an era of fruitful collaboration and partnership
with all nations.
Mauritius has a rich historical background and 111 the past it has
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played a notable part in sornc of the great events which have rnoulded
the course ofhistory. Nf auritius is a densely populated island, and over
an area of seven hundred and twenty square miles lives a population
of a.lrnost eight hundred thousand. It is a view held by some scholars
that our island was •visited by Dravidian sea:tnen in pre-Aryan days,
and during the tirne qftheir great awakening> the Arabs sighted lvlauritius in the early part of the Christian era while plying between India
and the Red Sea,
However, it was the Dutch who took :fr,nnal possession of the island
in the seventeenth century, and gave it its present nan1e. But colo:nisation proper was started in earnest by the French ,vho succeeded the
Dutch, and France has left its lasting hnptint on the history of IV{auri~
tius. Such indeed has been the impact ofFren:ch culture and civilization
on the life of the people that even those who carue from other lands
have been profoundly influenced by it. The n1eeting of the peoples of
Asia, Africa and the \/\lest in l\,fauritius has enriched our precious
heritage> and as I said in France during my last visit; ··Sovereign r
fviauritius will ally itseff still. rnQre closely with France, as with the }
other ccmntries frorn which our forefathers can-ie. 'Thus this remote i-~
island in the Ipdian Ocean will become one of the most important/
meeting places of Rast and VVest. ''
Towards the ~nd ofthe Napoleonic V\7ars, in 1810, Britain conquered
Ivfa.uritius. ,Because of the island's proximity with India, tvfauritius
,vas captured frorn the French with .the help of Indian troops frotn.
Beng,d, rvfadras and Ceylon. British power in the Indian Ocean
became supreme after the annexation of Mauritius to the British
Crown and British ·rule was to last until the accession of l\rfauritius ::cc
to Independ.ence on 12th 1\11"arch~ 1968. In the course of the Europeaniiiijj
colonisation of l\1auritius~ people from Africa and Asia carne to .it~jj::jj
shores and they have an played a decisive })art in the progress an~il i/111
deve1op:n1ent of the island. Ever since, the people of !\1auritius hav~j:::ij
been trying to. p:rornote the :maintenance of contrasted cultures withi~llli:\I
the fn1n:i.ework of a wider corrununity to which each group coul~:ii)i)/j
con tribute its own share.
t:
It is indeed true to say that although tviauritius has drawn iq;j:!I!\!j
cultural inspiration frorn Africa, .Asia and Europe~ yet it has succeed11li!!J!/lil
to a rernarkable degree in evolving a distinct Mauritian way of lif~~i!illl
The visitor to ivfauritius is impressed by the fact that on the whollij!lj111
lviauritians have rnore in. cornrr10n with each other than with tn.!i:j:\:1![1
native inhabitants of the lands of their forbears. lndeedj it has
the privilege of :rny s1naU country that its citizens have in.herited t j!JiJJil l l
influence of the best traditions of the East and of the West And t1*1J:J!il!
.
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influence is noticeable in the 'vvorks of our poets and 'Writers; as has
beert pointed out by n1any speakets who have preceded rne.
I spoke a Ettie v;bile ago of the basic principles of the ·united
Nations and of its vlork fbr the oppressed· peopks who have been
struggling for the recognition of their rights to nationhoocL ·we are
all here pledged to this great ideal) and indeed all Jvfernber States have
been vvorkin.g with great fervour and dedication to achieve these great
ends. In rnany areas of the \vorld, hatred and violence and denial of
hurnan. rights are still raising their ugly heads and human beings are
being sur~jected to segregation from one another because. oft:he colour
oftheir skin or their way of life: It is a statistical fact that rnore than
half of the vitorld's populatio:n is forced to Jive in conditions where
hutnan dignity a:nd social justice have hardly any meaning, Even in
some of the progressive countries v.rhich have been the bulwark of
democracy~ nien of goodv,,,.iH are constantly trying to find a formula by
which ir1equality and fear can be banished, and the under-privileged
can aspire to a place
the sun,
\:Ve in Ivi"auritius have a long tradition of :rnutual :respect, tolerance
and understanding, despite the occasional evil exploitation of our
diversitv; Our social custorns and habits have transcended racial and
cultural differences. Although much ha:i been. achieved .in the past
two years in the field of economic and social devdop1nent, lv1'auritius)
like other developing countries, is bedevilled by the rapid rate of
population gro'vvth. As a sequell' unemployment is a cause of great
anxiety, for the rapid increase in the birth rate is a constant threat to
our present standard of living. \Ve are taking steps to contain this
serious population explosion, and to counteract it a con1prehensive
prog:rarnme offan1.ily planning is being launched.
Fully conscious of the seriousness of the problem) the Mauritian
Government has ernbarked o:n the diversification of our economy.
Great efforts are being n1ade to stir:nulate the production
tea)
tobacco and food cropsj and a nurnber of :rnanufacturing industries
have been set up. \Ve have also been giving careful consideration to
the possibilities of en1igration as a n1eaus of easing our linernploy1nent
probiern. In this respect I am glad to s~y that a large number of
!viauritians who have emigrated to countries like Britain, Australia
.and Canada are actively contributing towards the· deveI.oprnent of
those cou.ntdes. I should like to add that IVIauritian workers are efficient, intelligent and adaptable, and have proved to he an asset to those
countries which have welcomed then1, \,Ve aU know that there are
yet 111any large areas of the world available fixr settle:ment, whereas in
&fauritius and other territories there is a serious surplus of htnnan
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resources. It is in this vital task of revolutionising the social and
economic set-up of N1auritius that n1y people are looking forward to a,
close and. fruitful partnership with :t\1ember States of the United
Nations,
Here, with your permission, Mr. President, I should like to avail
myself of this opportunity to express the gratitude o:fmy Government
and my country for the assistance that has already come to us from
these quarters and the various United Nations agencies; and I 1night
add in this context how deeply indebted we are to countries like
_Britain, Ftancc, India, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the United
States of A1nerica and Pakistan, which have syrnpathisedin a practical
way with the problems we have been facing:
We fully realise that econornk stability and world peace depend.
very much on the understandir1g between individual groups within a
nation, as well as in the field of international relations, and on the
success which countries achieve in their efforts to give a reasonable
standard ofliving to their populations. It isin this great task of bridging
the gap between. the rich and the poor that ·we. join our efforts with
other Member States fonni_ng part of this Assen1bly.
To conclude, aUovv 1ne on behalf of my delegation and my country
to renew our pledge that we will carry out our obligations under the
United- Nations Charter and will stand by the great principles which
inspire this great world assembly in its pursuit ofpeace :and happiness.

24th April) 1968
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1969

United Nations

!viadam President, first let 1nejoin with. other delegations and offer
you my warn1cst congratulations on yo11r election to the high office of
Pr:esident, This is a tribute to you, to your country and to the whole
of Africa which you have served with so much distinction and devotion.
You are the Second distinguished lady to assume this high Qffi.ce and l
arn confident that your experie:nce in public afiairs and your loyalty to
the cause of freedorn, justice and w6rld peace will be an asset in the
deliberations o:f this Asse1nbly,
I should also like to express my grief and sor'r-ov.r at the death of the
fonner President of this Asse1nhly, Nfr . .ErnilitJ Arenales~ to whont we
wilJ all re1nain indebted.
In a world of so r.nuch goodwill and understanding, where people
can live in freedom, peace and plenty, it is a paradox that in the
IVEddle East, in Vietnam and in Africa there areinterrninable conflicts
bringing ruin and misery in their trail to millions of innocent hm:nan
beings. It is in the interest of aU nations that these conflicts con1e to
a speedy end. On the war fa1 the Nliddle East tny country abides by
the resolution of the Security Coundi, \>vhich provides a sufficient
basis for negotiations for an honourable settlernent between the
<,;,

United Arab Republic and Israel, As to 'Vietnam, let us all hope and
pray that bettercounsels will prevail, putting an end to a most bitter
and fratricidal war. :But peace in those regions cannot corne by itself,
and the big Powers like the lJnion of Soviet Socialist Republics and
the United States of Arnerica should. make fresh attem.pts towards

peace.
1\tlauritius) \vhich has been a J\&etnber of th.e United Nations for ·
only about eighteen n1on ths, has pledged its unreserved support to
this world organization in its etfrrrts to bring about 1ieedom and justice
among an nations.
It is Jelt at timesthat the United Nations is not doing enough towards
peace in the world or that it is :mov'ing too slowly in that directiotL
No. human venture can. be perfect, and one must not be over.,criticaL
In all fafrness, it would be no exaggeration to say that if there had
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been no United Nations twenty-four years ago the whole •world might
well have been. plunged into chaos.
I should like here tQ place on record our thanks for the magnificen.t
work done by the Secretary;.{}e:neral, U Thant, vlho has unceasingly
striveri to end all racial and political conflicts.
The Charter of the lJnited Nations will stand in history as a great
:monu1nent of hurnan endeavour, The twenty-fifth anniversary of the
"United Nations next year shou.td project the n1essage enshrined in the
Charter and make n1ore widely known, especially to the younger
generation, the numerous activitit~s of the United Nations and its
family. All f:fforts in that direction have beeti. war:rnly supported in
rny_ country, and :it is our earnest hope that this increase of knowledge
everywhere wjH serve to open the eyes of rnany in this era where
interdependence is :no longe1: a metaphysical concept, but a reality.
The objective of universality 1vhich :is one of the rn.ain goals of the
Charter rnust not be overlooked, an.din the case of Chinal:Yor instance)
my delegation is of the view that the Chinese mainland, represented
by Peking, should take its rightful piace as a Member of the United
Nations, bHt not to the exclusion ofFonnosa, which also has a right to
life as an independent nation. That is why M11uritius abstained on that
issue at the twenty.,third session of the General Assen1bly; '\Ve feel that
both the mainland and Taiwan should he represented in the United<
Nations. It is our hope that a solution will soon emerge.
I'Vfadam President, the narne of your cottntry (Liberia) suggest!::\
freedon1 and liberty, It is therefore fitting that you should be in the)
chair at a tirrie ,vhen we ate preparing to celebrate the tenth anniverf
sary of the General Assernb1y resolution embodying the Declaratiop,
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and PeoplG~fi
vVithout being over~critical ofour friends who have been great coI011i~i
Powers, we. regret that there are rnany nations in the world still undeiii
colonial rule v1ith ·its degradation and econon1ic and social backwargi i:i
ness. Colonialism has always been tied up with social injustice a111liilil
racial discrimination, which today has come to endanger world peaqj~lj
In n1zu1y nations, the concept of co-existence, which in our country
a realityi and which we have always advocated, does not seem to hay~:liiiJ!
a place.
.i ' :':
The apartheid regime of ScHith Africa, fbr instance, is repugna11f ~lij/Jj//j
hutnan dignity and can only foster hatred and unrest. Jvfan rnustlll/////il
free, and my country unreservedly conde:mns any form ofsod.ety tljl,iiJ:Jll
denies hmnan beings their basic rights, 'I'he illegal :regin1e of South,~;l]J:!:i:1/I
Rhodesia is another glaring example which 'has deeply aroused ]lllil/!JJ;,
consdenc.e of the civilized world, 1vfandatory sanctions which qiltilJi:!]
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been applied have not succeeded because the colonial Powers in the
hn1nediate neighbourhood have refused to coopcra te.
'T'he case of the territories under Portuguese administration is
another grave concern to Africa and there ,;,.vill always be misery and
loss of human lives as long as colonial rule persists.
Still, in that sarne area where colonialism. is fighting its last stand}
·we have the case of Namibiaj which, used to be called South \'\Test
.Africa. The responsibility of the United Nations as a successor to the
League of Nations cannot be evaded, but it is also the duty of all of us
here to lend our support to end this trespass by South Africa so that
I".Jamibians n1ay finally breathe in :freedom and peace.
These to r:ny mind are the ma.in currents of colon.ial policies adopted
by rnany pcnvers. \A/hy do they not want t6 ·1,.vithdraw gracefully fron1
the territories they have occupied for centuries? At tin1es it was
advanced by them that the peoples of those territories were not ready
to assurne in.dependence; at other ti:mes it was said that those. territories
were econo:micaUy backward and not viable. On either groun.d, they
have forfeited their right to contirme to 1nalntain their rule because
after centuries of colonial rule they have fa.iled on all counts,
Colonial Powers should no longer invoke the principle that the
affairs of territories under their rule are purely their internal affairs.
The time has passed for such a concept, and they should vOluntarily
divest the111selves of their pohtie:al :rule without necessarily impairing
their cultural links.
It ls our belief that the United Nations n1achinery could help towards a s:rnooth transition to freedom in those countries, but new ways
.and rneans ofdoing so wiU have to be foum:L
It :might be suggested, for exan1ple~ that the Trustet-,zhip Com:'!.c:i.I,
over v1hich you have so ably presided} J\1Iada1n President; could be
given a :new fonn of life and activity. Bringing these colonial territories
under the protective wings of the Council and preparing them fr)r their
independence v,ould give to one of the principal organs of the United
N?.tions a new raison d'etre,
\Ve have always :adhered to the principJe of self-determination, but
we1nust not overlook the basic fact that the exercise of this funda1nental
right must be free to be effective and fruitful; for it is almost impossible
for a slave to vote for his own freedo:r.n, Colonial Powers, for the
presen;ation of their rule, divide the countries under their jurisdiction
horiz:ontaHy and vertically, thus n1aking a. free c}1oice by the people
farce, Freedom; is indivisible, to xny :mind, and one does not vote for
gne's freedmn with a rope around one)s neck. A nation should assu:rne
freedom without any Ihnitation.

a
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I shall now turn to another subject which is of the highest importance
in this century, and we are grateful to the delegation of Malta, an
island like I'vfauritius 1 for raising this question of the sea*bed and the
ocean floor, 'I'he ocean is ,a vast expanse and great patien.ce and
perseverence are needed, since so n1any nations seern to have different
- views on the subject: for instance, views range frmn thtee n1iles to

two hundred 1niles on the exact line of the ocean floor which -lies
beyond the 1in1its of territorial jurisdiction, The immense potential of
cheap nutritious food should be made available to all nations in order
to supplement their requirem.ents. The vast ocean bed should ·be
exploited fbr the benefit of all mankind, and not merely for the hen,efit
of those powers that are in a position, either technologically or econQmica1ly, to exploit its abundant mineral, animal and vegetable
resources. It is also to be remembered that the exploitation of the
sea-bed must be -essentially fot peaceful and not fot 1nilitary purposes.
I therefore appeal in a most earnest n1anner to the industrialised
Powers to lend their support to the progress of the work of the sea~bed
Con1mittee.
Linked with that is the question of human environn1ent. vVe are
very grateful to Sweden for having brought that very important
problem. into the limelight.
I now come to the problem of economic and social developn1ent,}
which occupies the attention ofaU :nations. The First lJnited Nations\
Developn1ent Decade is now almost over, and preparations_ for the?
second one are under way. Mauritius welcomed the proposal ofJasr
year's session of the General Assen1bly to set up a Preparatory Com..}
:mittee for the Second United Nations Development Decade to elabor..
ate a strategy of development for that decade. As a mernber of that
committee> :rvfauritius has participated actively in its work, and very
soon the first interim. report will be presented to the Assembly.
Hi
The first decade has not fulfi.Hed everyone)s aspirations and it is tg
. be hoped that the second one wiU bring us nearer to the goal we
il
have in view. Otherwise, the divisions between the thitd world; tg::[
which we belong, and the rich countries will continue to increase. Tl:i~i[I[::
gap between the developed and the developing countries :must ther~I [:[
fore be bridged or at least considerably reduced at all costs to avoiji[:
fiirther frustration,
.
>i
It might alst) be helpful ifat this stage 1 were to remind the Assemoti~iljjjj
of a few basic proble1ns facing the developing colm tries. First of ~~!~iliji ili!
1nost of our ee:m1omies ate based on trade in. prir:nary ptoducts>flli!jii:i:!
the case of 1viauritius, it is cane sugar; of which we are one of tlll[li[iiii
oldest producers. Unless we obtain a better quota and a re1nuneratillil!lil!l!I
.
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price for our prodnct, ,.ve cannot hope to survive. This is also true of
many other countries in n1any othet spheres, The need for con1n1odity
agreements made itself felt a few years agn_i and developing nations
will wekorne a stabilisation of prices in order to pi.an their economies
ahead instead of relying on aid 1 w-l1ich at times is not :fr)rthcorning.
Another serious problem confronting developing countries like
ivfauritius is the demographic explosion} with which is also associated
large-scale une1nploy1ncnt. We believe that the doors of countries
which do not have over-population problem,s and \Vhich, on the
contrary~ lack rn:an-power, should be opened to em.igrants from the
over,..populated areas of the world. Population m.obility should be
increased and must not be confined to a particular race or colour.
i\nother need of the day is intensive diversification of agriculture
to provide additional em.ployrnent to people seeking work The
·united Nations 1nust undertake proper econ01nic and social surveys in
order to determine the avaiJah!e potential resources, both hu:rnan and
mate:ria.l; and econornic organisations such as the vVorld Bank: should
finance the implementation of such findingsj for the developing
countries themselves are not in a position to provide all the fonds
essential for their developrnent \Ve all know that developing countries
find themselves in great difficulties over the financing of their projects
for economic and social developn1ent.
The 'VVorid Bank is doingfine work> but its loans cover only certain
projects which it considers viable and_ which would give sufficient
returns; developmental prqjects therefore becorne restricted because
of the high rates of interest. ls.ifore soft loans are required to build up
the infiastructures or to carry out projects whith can be productive
only on a Iong~term. basis. It is unfortunate} however} that this kind
of financing suffers :from a paucity of available funds. Richer countries
should therefore con tribute more towards such organisations as the
Inter:nationalDevelopm.e:nt Association s:o that n1ore financial resou.rces
may be 1nade available for that category of projects.
On the whole,. therefore, in the decade to come we should expect
from the developed countries rnore cornrnitrnents derived from a
political will; in return, the developing countries, including 1Vfauritius~
will be in a better planning position to obtain the optimum: results frorn
their natural resources.
'I'here is another 1natte:1\ relating to the younger generation, which
I feel it tny duty to mention here, The state of unrest atnong todayJs
youth is symptornatic of a sense of frustration, During the twenty-third
session of the Assembly, 1\ifauritius was one of the co-sponsors of a
·resolution requesting a study of the education of youth, and recalling
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the Declaration on the Prorrwtfon among Youth of the Ideals of Peace,
11utual Respect and Understanding between Peoples. The youth of
today, will be the leaders of tomorrow. It :is therefore the dutv, of all
the states of the world to help towards a fi1Uer participation of young
people in the different spheres of society.
Those are some of the points Which have occurred to us and which
">NE sub1nit for considetation bv the United Nations. I atn confident
that in an atn1osphere of better understanding there will ernerge more
friendliness amongnatiom;, vVe all) as Jvfembers of the United Nations,
have a duty to perfbrm and we rnustaU participate so as to demonstrate
clearly that human brotherhood :is not a 1nere phrase. The whole
lJnited Nations family, working in a better spirit of cooperation, n1ay
then fulfil our 1nost earnest hope that the day will come when 1nan will
be one and peace will prevail.
.
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The (~~01nm.onwealtl1
Sugar Agreement

The Commonwealth Sugar Agreenwnt was s£gned in 1957. A description o._l i is
terms can heJound on page 7 J.

Since we returned frorr1 our visit to the Cornn1on I'vfarket countries,
the Government think it is their duty to have a debate on the subject.
Negotiations are expected to st:axt \1<'ithin the next few months about
Britain~s entry into the J:.:uropean Econmnic Corn.r:nunity. One of the
rnajor prohle1ns to be faced in these negotiations is that Britain has
long established trade partnerships ·with planned producers of food~
stuffs such as New Zealand. Tbe Connnon 1V1arket on the other hand
has a surplus of n1any .foodstuffs and protects its producers from
corripetition, fro:m. imports frmn third world countries, by means of a
levy to bring the world price up to the level of the community price. {)ne
of these com1nodities is sugar. Our problem (like that of other Comrnonwealth sugar producing crnintries} is that if Brita.i:n were to enter
the European Economic Cornmunity without rnodi:fication either of
the Treaty of Rome or the Community's agricultural policy o:n sugar1
1d:auritius would lose her rnost important export :market.
Assurances have been given that the interests of Com:rnonwealth
sugar producers will not be neglected. British sugar policy rests on a
balance between domestic production and imports from the Commonwealth with a small :rnargin left open for supply fr0111 the free n1arket,
rvfat1ritius at present produces an average of nearly seven hundred
thousand tons of sugar. vVe have a quota of about six hundred thousand
metric tons. We export a Negotiated Price Quota and this is ou:r rr1ain
export. In 1968 we earned about eighteen roi.Hion pounds sterling or
just over eighty percent of the total value of this sugar export.
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If Britain. enters. the European Economic Community with no
modification of the common agricultural policy there can be no stop
on the rnovernents of sugar frmn Europe into Britain or from Britain
into Europe, Since there is already a surplus production of sugar in
Europt:\ it is inevitable that it should flow into Great Britain, Great
Britain has been steady in her production except I think in 1964,
before the election. Great .Britain will not ask her farmers to grow rnore
beet sugar for the Common Nlarket ..All Commonwealth sugar exporting countries are depend~nt, as we all knows on the Cornmonwealth
Sugar Agreement fi)r a considerable patt of their export and for their
currency earnings, A free market in sugar is residual; only about one
eighth of the world production of sugar is sold on the free market The
rest is protected by either dmnestk or preferential marketing arrange'ments, The price on the free market bears no relation to the cost of
production... Although a new international agreen1ent has been successfully negotiated and all Cotmnonwealth Sugar Agreement countries
worked for this and have joined it, the new agreem.ent cannot alter
the residual nature of the lnarkct and thus cannot be a substitute for
the Commonwealth Sugar AgreernenL
The essence of the Con11nonweahh Sugar Agreement is a guara11tee •
of continuing outlet and of price. Any negotiation with the European
Economic Community which did not provide equally valid assurances•••.••
on outlet and price would not only diminish the market for Common* )
wealth sugar but would also suqject such outlet as ,vas left to fluctuating f
and residual- prices, This could not be made good by aid programmes.
International aid could provide no substitute for a viable sugar indm;"'
try.· It could not remedy matters if sugar countries were .forced back
to the situation which e:xistedbefore the signature of the Comn1onwealth
Sugar Agreernen L
Nor should it be suggested that. aid_ could be used to diversify th~
econ01nies of developing counfries, out of sugar. Sugar will continup
to be the backbone of ou:r econon1y. It is a cyclone resisting pla:r1ti "
grows weU in Mauritius and gives work and a living to a large popu1a2I\i\
tioo.
•
If Britain enters the European Econon1k Comn1unity, the only
\I[\
to protect the Common,vealth sugar industries and our own balanceq\\ill!
sugar economy is to write into the cortditions of accession the essentialij\ii;i
ofthe Common-.vealth Sngar Avreement, nan1e1ya long term guarante~:\\i\ii\
of market for specified quantities at reasonably re1nunerative priceR~il\i\!\\!
The British Prime Minister recognised the position on the 2nd rvfa.ji~ \l\\\\\:
1967 when he ann.6unced to the }louse of Commons the Governmeutt!:•:i:i:\:i
intention of applying for entry to the European Economic Cmnmunitl\!\\\\\\\ll\l\
:-:};:;:-:-:
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Tuiauritius depends for rnore than ninety"'six percent ofits export on
sugar. lt was our purpose to ensure that none of the parties to the
forthcoming neg-otiations between Britain. and the Six was left in any
doubt as to those facts and as to the need to make arrangements for
Cmnm.on:wealth sugar prodpcets; especially for developing countries
Eke Jviauritius, to continue toJind an outlet for their sugar at a reasonably remut1erative price. It was wise :frJr us to go and explain our
positkm and we succeeded in the im1nediate task that we had set
ourselves. V--le VHJ:rked like a tearn and did everything in an a.trnosphe.r.e
of good..,viU and understanding.
y\/e want to make a case for the Comn1onwealth Sugar Agreement
i11 common with alJ our Common wealth partners, etnphasising our
special case as welL VVe want to remain a cor11pact Con1mon ~-vealth and
propose a solution for alL \;Ve have estab.Hshed friendly relations with
many countries and these countries are prepared to syrnpath.isc vvith
our eflorts, Britai11 will do her best to see that the Sugar Agree111ent is
maintained as far as a lot of Comn1onwealth countries and New
Zealand ate concerned.

Legislative Council
17th 1\1.arch:i 19?0
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Visit of Mr. Roy Mason

This is really a very great and welcon1.e occa~ion for us to receive in
lvfauritius the Right I1onourable Roy Mason, Minister of Defonce.
It was very kind of hhn to accept rny irivitation to visit fv1auritius
before a :final decision was taken with regard to ll.A:t.S. Alautitius
and other kindred :matters relating tO our defertce.
First of aH 1 Sir, we wekorne you very heartily as a IVIinister of the
British Crovttt. You arc one of the few who have visited us and apprise
yourself now of most of the problems facing this country. The first
Secretary of State who ever visited lVfauritius in our days, was my old
friend Nit. Jan ?vfacleod who came hei·e after the great cyclones Alix
and Carol in 1960, and he was gratified to see how quickly the country
had picked up frorn the great. devastation. As if you have repeated
history, Sir, you are com:ing after the great cyclone Gervaise, which
visited us a few weeks ago and you 111ust have seen, as you were saying
to rne., the place looks very green co:mpared to sorne of the Far East you
have just visited, You see in ?vlauritius there is a great deal ofresilience
a:rr10ng the people} a fact about which we 1\1auritians are very proud.
Perhaps if an overseas visitor were to read our newspapers he would
be very surprised to see ·how we live together at aU, because the
nmvspapers every mornin.g 1 every afternoon, seem to tear us ail. to bits. ·
They never agree on a conunon purpose or a com.rn.on policy based on
patriotic endeavour to build this country. I suppose it is the same in
Great Britain, a,lthough I 1nust say1 there is a con1n1on purpose, a/
cmnmon thread running through all aspects of British policy. riere,.
you see, there is a Latin genius and we are subjected to a great deal of
sdf-criticisrn. 'vVe say our prayers in the morning and then forget alL[
about that until we corne back at six in the evening to do the sarne;:
Then we realise. then we feel with 1Vfarcus Aurelius, that we have nod
been nice to our neighbours. But be that as it may, you have corne her~
at the most rno1uentous period of our history. .
}
The Prime 1Vfinister of Grca t Britain wrote to me .last year, just :
before you n1ade your statement to the House of Comrnons, that it wa.~\jlj
the intention of the British Govern1nent to withdraw frorn 1vfauritiu&{ l:l
-
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At first I thought that n1ight not happen beca,us.e it would be very sad
indeed if we \Vere tq lose the vital contact we have had ,vith (}reat
Britain over the yearsr in fact actively since .1950. The :French Guvernment and the people have ahvays been nice to us 1 nice to I'vfauritius. In
fact the late President General de GauHe ab.-vays used to say to me that
there was a very soft place in his heart for IVIauritius. Despite that, in
spite of dividing our a.flections behveen Frar1ce~ India, E:ngland, a11d
then Africa, we have survived· all our Tittle difficulties till now. \!Ve
nmv have to n1eet the suprernc difficulty about \\rhich you h.ave corne
to talk to us, that is the withdrawal of H.it{.S, J\tfouritius and other
associated. services from 1\!1auritit1s,
vVe in &iauritius should ha\N.': wished this ti111e would have never
corne 1 but you have con1e here to discuss this withdrawal beczmsc you
think> and. ,Ne thi:nk so too) that the close ties that exist betvveen.
Mauritius ancl England are so important in this outpost of the Com~
monwealth, that a round table eonforence would be helpful to ;ill of us.
You have discussed with H'.ivl.S. ilcfauritius, you have discussed vvith us,
with n1y n1i:nistcrs, your officials and rny officials and we have agreed
together that beggars cannot be choosers., v\le have agreed that you
are going to withdraw and ,,..re all knovv th~.t the very best arrange:rnents
have been rnad frJr that v1ithdrawa!, not only W'ith regards to tb.e
British officers vvhoare here, but also to the large number ofIV[auritians
who are serving with l:Ll\<l:,S. in one capacity or another,
You rernernber\ ladies and gentlemen; in n1y ne,N year\; rnessage to
the nation) I n1ade rnention of this. I also said that aJthough Great
Britain would contit1qe tu he dose to us> the best friend we have in this
part of the vvt>rld, vve would certainly have to adjust ourselves to face
the future with greater realis:rn than -..ve have had to hitherto, with
very powerful friends on our right and left. Be that as it may, we have
had full discussions and I think this afternoon a comniunique wilJ br
issued dealing with a.11 thefatts of this withdrawal and the arrangements
which have been made. No doubt this withdravva1 will take place
bdc)re the next British budget and> J a:rn sure, the 'vvithdravval does
not 111-ean the end of the interest that Ch'eat Britain takes in lvfc.u1ritius,
Today I think this part of the Diego Garcia a.rrangemen t is very
important stn-negicaHy and I an1 sn:re you will weigh all the facts
before you completely abandon this part of the world, In fa.et you are
not abandoning it cornpletely; we are only readjusting our corn:m.on
policies and -ascertaining vvith the help of friends a new vvay of life, 1t
wiH also enable us rnore and niore to stand on our own legs and proclairn, perhaps more veheinentJy~ our sovereignty and independence,
But fritinds are aiwa-ys :n.ccessary. 1/ve have here this afttxnoon ar.nbas~
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sadors of great nations, superpowers in :fact, superpowers who have
m.ade a 1ness in other parts of the. world, and in this part of the world,
I would say they \Votdd agree~ as you said, Mr. Minister, yesterday,
on the policy proposed by the Prime Minister of Australia. But the
superpowers in this part of the world should understand that peace is
pararn,ot.mt and goodwill still rnore necessary for us to survive in an
age where poverty is rarnpant, where the world is saying peace, peace
and peace as Cleopatra used to say to Anthony qrnen, men and n1en",
We in !vf.auritius very 1nuch regret that you have to do aH this
and take other steps and reformulate and re-adjust your policy. vVe
know that we can rely on your friendship and understanding. But we
feel very sad~ we feel very sorry, 'I'he scrvicernen who have been in
Ivfauritius have been the friends of lv!auritius and they have always
understood our problem, They have acted like gentlemen; sometimes
they had to perform perhaps very difficult jobs but since 1815 when
you actually occupied lvfauritius, we have been great friends and we
appteciate very rnuch what you have done for this country and still
continue to do. As I have said in many international forums, Great
Britain continues to be the best friend and the greatest single donor to
this country.
Although this withdrawal of H.M.S. and its associated agericies
is a kind of a tearing· away of hearts. I can assure vou that I and rnv
government and the people of Ivfauritius will always look to (1reat
Britain as a great bastion of dem.ocracy which we have always tried
to emulate 1 tried to follow and tried to put its principles in practice.
\Ve have :failed here and there but we have a.lways gained from the
experience that you have handed over to us throughout the years. \Ve
are very grateful to you and we are very sorry that you will be leaving.
I only hope, aH the people of J\.fauritius h()pe> that we will continue to
understand one another, continue to work together, and continue to
understand politically vvhat the world requires, I hope that you can
guide us and help us to understand and embody the very ideals for .·
which the Cornn1onwealth was founded and in the light of which it is .•
functioning so well to the adrniration of the world.
Next week we shall be rneeting in .Kingston, J amaicai where Her
1\!Iajesty the Qpeen has already arrived. Again there vvill be a fan1ily
meeting where discussions will be on the sar:ne level, pursuing the sarne/
path of peace and understanding in the world. But we are now in this J
small country called !vfauritius, ·where we have been born and we are i
deeply rooted with a nu:mber of problerns, especially that of large :
unernployrnen t ar:nong the younger people, Nonetheless, I am sure,
with mutual understanding and -the mutual arrangemeuts we used tgt
.
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make 1 vve shall be able to surv1\re and face all our problems with
courage and detennination. vVe believe rmt only in the future of the
Con1n1onwealth but also in another Con1:monvvealth caJled the E.E.C .. ;
there is a place in our hearts for all that~ and in you.r heart too, I am
sure theBri.tish people vvill vote overwhelrn.ingly to join the E.E.C. \Ve
ourselves have already joined it1 tvvo years ago, through the Yam.111dtf
Convention and we are akeady beneiitting frorn the arran.getnents
which were consecra.tr~d at Lorne only a few weeks ago,
Sad as this parting is going to be, it is not a breaka\vay1 it is not a
cutting of the links with. the past or the future, fr.ff onr two peoples
1T1ea11 to continue to live togethct and fashion a. new life in an. ever
changing society) an ever changing world . I think the great weakness of
the Roman Empire was that it could not adjust itself: But the British
.Ernpire has a(~justed itself many tini,es, It becarnethe Gornrttonwealthi
rww it has becorne Europe and the Co1n1nor.1wealth~ and it is with. this
ideal which is. serving as a vehicle of thought and action, that I raise
n1y giass, 1vfr. j\.&ason and :&Irs. :l\fason, to your happiness and to the
visit you have paid to us. vVe a.re very gratefi.:i.1 that you accepted this
invitation; we wish you aH the best an.d we hope that despite any
changes that may take place) we shall co11tinue to Eve together \Vith
strengthened friendship and with still better understanding.

Lunclwon Speech at Government House £n llorwur af the British Secretary
qf Statefor Dqfence
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United N atio11s
Iv1r. President. t{ay I first of all congratulate you on your election as
the President of this Session of the General Assembly.
Your long service at the United Nations and your understanding of
the special problem:S of the developing ·world are well known and I
have no doubt that during vour eriod as President, the United Nations
vvm receive even greatersupportin its efforts to solve the 1nany political
and econornic prohlem.s that seen1 to escape im1nediate attention. I
wish to assure you of the fi.1Hest cooperation of.the delegation of
Ivi)nu:itius in the discharge .of your responsibility.
I should also like to convey to your distinguished predecessor, His
Excellency I\1r. Gaston Thorn,onrdeepestappreciation.for his valuable
contribution to the 30th Session of the General Assernbly.
:tvlay I also pay a tribute to the Secretary General, whose dedication
to the service of this organisation} to its objectives and its goals, con,.,
tin11es to evoke our respect and adrn.fratiorL
At thi.s crucial hour in the history of the world in general and of
Africa in particular, may I begin vvith an appealto all men ofgoodwiU~
who believe that peace can only be achieved by cornrnon understanding
and n1utual cornprel1ension and by a sense of justice. \Vherever
injustice exists) wherever derhocracy is being trampled uponj wherever
disease, ignotance and poverty prevait wherever there is irnurpatfon
of the people\; legiti1nate rights) wherever there is unlawful occupation.
of one\\ land by fcffet\ let u~ awake to 6ur resp()nsibilities and strain
our energies towards finding solutions based. on equality and natural
justice in accordance with the ideals of the United Nation& Ghartet.
Afte:r thirty-one years of continuous and serious cliffi.culties,~ the
·united Nat.ions justifies its indispensability by its: achievements. The
rnere. adherence of aH the independent nations of the ,.vorld to its·
principles. dearly exe1nplifies the trust that we aU b.a9e in this august
body. \Vhy then should any permanent mernber of the Security
Council cast a negative vote and use it to block the adn1ission of
independent an:d free nations like .Angola and Vietnam to ou;r organisa~
tion? 1VIay J appeal in particular to the United States of An1erica to
..,__,1
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show its v1isdom. and realism: and renounce the use of this negative
vote. Indeed, the abuse of the right to cast a negative vote
on the part of pennancnt rne:rnbcrs of the Security Council is one
of the frustrating features of an. otherwise ideal Charter. Neither
Africa> with fo:rty,-ei.ght states 1 nor Latin A1nerica enjoys such a
privilege; nor are they sure they want it; but there is no reason why
five states sht::mld in 1976 stiH enjoy special privileges of another age
.and thus put the rest of the world into an unacceptable position of
disadvantage. So we honestly bdieve that the appropriate art.ides of
the Charter should be reappraised realistically 1 bearing in rnin.d that
the United Nations cornpr:ises today no less than one hundred and.
fifty rnember states, wheteas at the beginning of th.e Charter it counted
a mere :fifty,
Ivfr. President, since our last session there have been striking dcv<=:lopments all ever the \VorkL Firstly~ we had the 1neeting of the Summit of
the ()rganisatio:o ofAfrican Unity in June this year in l\..fauritius where
it was decided to intensify the struggle against raciaUsrn and against
the re:rnaining regi1nes ofco1onialism in Africa. vtle also had subsequently
the rneeting of the non~aligned countries in Golmnbo where a larger
nurnber of peace loving countries fully supported the dernand. of the
Organisation of African Unity in regard to the early termination of
colonialisrn in. Zirnbabwe, Na1nibia and South Africa.) in fu1fihnent
of the heritage of every nation, of its right to independence and national
sovereignty. Apart from. reaffinning that there can be nc cornprom.ise
v,;ith colonia1.isn1 and racialisn1, I do not v1ish to dwell greatly cm these
issues just 110\'\>\ when rnon1entous consultations a:nd negotiations are
t;:lking place to\vards finding peaceful and early solution~ to the
problerns in these countries, \Nhile v,re fully support the national.
liberation moven1cnts in their valiant efforts to achieve freedorn frmn
oppression and.: foreign ru.It>i and will contin.ue to do so till their
objectives are .achieved, at the same time~ we would \-Vekorne any
moves for peaceful solutions provided they have the assurance of the
eadiest achievernent of liherati(:in fi:H' the stnJggli.ng pt~oples of Africtt.
and. 1 therefore) the irnmecliate cessation. of their hardships. In rny
capacity as Chainnan of the Organisation of African Unity~ I fully
endorse the initiatives taken by the five Presidents 1nandated by the
Organisation of African Unity and vvill be happy to give any furtht~r
support and assistance that my country rnay be caUed upon to render
in this connection. Ivfuch as we vvekorne the mission of Dr. Kissinger
in Southern Africa, ,ve 1nust point.out that there should be no confusion
in the mind of anybody as regards our collective stand on Zimbabwe1
Namibia and South Afi-ica.
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As regards NamibiaJ <much remains to be done and done quickly.
First a date for its independence, real independence and nota mockery
ofit 1 must he accepted, I suggest that that date should not he further
postponed,
Second, the United Nations should convene within four weeks a
constitutional conference corn prising only th.ree parties; narnely) the
United. Nations itseli~ South Africa and S\tVA.PO, the true and authen~
tic representative of the Nan1ibian people.
Third, aI1 political. detainees and prisoners should be released at
least three weCks before the date of the constitutional conference.
Fourth, an SOuth A:tiican forces shouid be \Vithdrawn as soon as the
conference strirts and they should be replaced by a United Nations
peat:e-keeping .fhrce till such time as the Namibian army and police
can take over.

It is not too late fbr the Vorster reghne toface the stark realities of
life. As the outgping President of this Assernbly rightly pointed out,
and as all events tend to show, 11r. Vorster and 1'ir. Vorster alone
would carry the sole responsibility before history if bloodshed and
hun1an carnage occur in this partof the wodd. \Ve of the Organisation.
of African Unity are determined and have resolved unanimously
that, should all efforts fail to find a peaceful solution to these problems,
we would ensure that recourse to anned struggle is not only put.sued
but intensified with the help of our fri<;nds and the progressive nations
of the world.
Let me here also :rnake it dear that the Organisation of African
Unity cannot and will not accept the devious concept of separate
homelands and will not give recognition to the bogus independence
of 'I'ranskci. and Bantustan, which wiJl only perpetuate the inhu1na11
policy of apartheid,
I sincerely hope that countries like France will ensure that the decokmisat:ion process in Africa will not suffer any impediment and that
the just and legitimate aspirations of the people of the Cornores, the
French Territory of Afars and Issas and elsewhere will soon be fulfilled,
~fr. President, since this august Assernbly met last, there has been
a stalem.ate in regard to the problems of the Middle East and a solution
towards fulfilling the legitirnat.e rights of the Palestinian people. It is •·
heart.rending to find that the . global pulls of politics have halted i
developm.ents towards peace in that area and I, therefore, greatly J
wekome the signs that have emerged lately towatds the re~convening>
of the Geneva I\1eeting to make further progress on the proble1ns ofj
that region, It is indeed a sad cm)J.mentary on the state of affairs in this
world that while new nations are becoming independent almost the>
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entire population ofa country should he con1peiled to stay .in camps
outside their own homeland. There can be but one solution, which
de:rnands the strict adherence of Israel to the Charter of the United
Nations, withdravlalfro:rn all occupied Arab territories and the restoration to the Arab people of Palestine their legitirnate rights, to the
creation of a separate Palestinian. state as ptovided for and endorsed
by the United Nations in the Partition Agteernent of 194:8.
Lebanon, which was until rccen.tl.ya peacefhl and beautiful country1 .
is today in a state of nrin, politically and econornically. In spite of all
efforts deployed so Jar, peace does not seeln to be in sight, l believe
the United Nations, through the Secretary Generat could make a
positi'•/e contribution to the solution of a conflict which we can only
hope is te1nporary, but success cannot be achieved as long as the sad
current situationis allowed to continue,,
I also trust that th.e problems of Gyprus wiHnot lead to a partition
of the country but to a reunification of its people fr>r the creation of a
prosperous and economically viable state, in which the rights of each
alid every citizen are safeguarded.
tvfr. President.;· there is one rnore problem~ the problen1 of disarmame:n t regarding which there has been, unfortunately) little progress.
As I said in the last session, I would e1r1phasise that to Itutke detente
an irreversible proi:,-:ess it should extend to all geographical areas and
at the sarne tirne it shol..1.ld in.dude disarmament measures. I then
suggested that the Secretary General of the United Naticms be called
upon to subn1i t concrete propQsaJs and recornrrtendatio-ns fbr a more
positive role for the United Nations in the field of disarman1ent and I
t;nce a.g.·
~. ain stress the necessity a..s ;;1 1natter of I)rioritv :fr,r the revitalisation of the lJnited Nations in this field. If not fix expanding detentc~
creating larger areas of peace, and eiirninating all sources of war and
conflict, at least because of the alanning worldvvide sales and gifts of
arms and the con1petition in acquiring them, i1nmediate steps
this
fidd are imperative, In rny hu:rnb1e opinion~ a United Nations sub~
sidiary organisation deeply comrnitt.ed to the early cstab1ishrnent of
disarrnarnent .coµld also ft.mcfion as a 1nonitor to speed up ·the halfhearted efforts of the big Po\ver blocks towards n1utua1 reduction of
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tvfr. Prcsiden.t, one of the 1110St :pressing ptob.lem:s of the moment is,
no doubt, the need for early sohxtiorts to the economic problerns faced
by the vlorld as a whole and by the developing cou.ntries espedaHy.
Econon::iic forces are not the monopoly of either the developed nations
or the developing nations. But the fr)rces generated in the ee.onomicaJ.Iy
advanced and industrial nations have in general an adverse effect cm
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the developing nations. 'Th~ recent attempts of developing nations Jo
seek redress and achieve unanilnity of intent and purpose with the
advanced nations have been frustrated~ although goodv,,,,iff has been
shovvn jointly or individua11y by several advanced countries, The recent
:meeting of the non-aligned Surrunit in Colmnbo has cmne up with a
number of suggestions based on the Nairobi tneeting of UNCTAD
?.nd I do hope that realisrn will play its due role in finding early solu"
tions so that the principles of the United Nations Charter can be
affirn1ed in a practical way and the world as a whol.e can develop in
hannony and fruitful cooperation.
In. the sa1ne context, I may note that) in December next~ the Organisaticm of African Unity is holding a conference at n1inisterial level in
Kinshasha on the study of ways and means for consolidating our
econo:mies and on how we, in Africa, through our inter'"dependenct\
can. create the prosperity of the continent as a whole. Con:imerce and
trade~ industry and technology will be among our rnain preoccupations.
I hope that the xninisters who are striving so hard will reach the right
conclusions a:nd lay clown the foundation for the creation Qf a united
and prosperous Africa,
It is also sad that after te:n years of deliberation no equitable and
fair solution had yet been found as regards the share of every nation
in the exploitation of the wealth of the sea. We can only hope that
better counsels will prevail in the next conference and a just and fair
solution can at last be found,
ivfr. President, we have already before us the resolutions of the
United Nations as well as the recent new-aligned conference tovvards
the early .realisation of the Indian Ocean as a zone. of peace. This is a
vital issue for my countiy which has to depend fr:.1r its trade and
sustenance ·on the Indian Ocean bei:ng an ocean of peace and not a
gradually rrlilitarised ocean leading towards conflict. The. other
countries of the Indian ()cean as weU as the littoral countries are
equally concerhed and l hope, !\<fr, President, that with your active
role as President of this Assernbly and the great interest you h?ve
already taken in regard to this problem fron1 its very beginning, your .
efforts in this field will be crowned with early succe.ss, It is because of
these military rivalries between power bloCks, extending far beyond·••
their own legitimate spt1cres of rnilitary necessities, that l proposed
at the last session a fcu1.dar:nen tal approach, narnely, the conclusion
an international treaty barring the tise of force in international rela~
t.ions. I do hope that1 however impractical it rnay appear to those witkt i
almost super-hunian rnilitary power, this hun1ble proposal wilI receiv~
the attention of the vast majority of this Assernbly} \vho are obvious1'%+
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sirnilarly placed as ourselves and would not like to becorne involved in
any conflict contrary tc..1 their own interests.
l cannot refer at this forurn~ as I should like to do, to all the e:xcellent
work which is being done, despite great difficulties.) by ttw Specialist::d
Agencies t1fthe United Nations. Vve of the third world :vvish to record
our appreciation to the devotion and selflessness. of all the men and
wornen who serve in thern.
rvfr. President) I should once again like to reaffinn the cornplete
faith and belief of the Government and the people of 1\1:auritius in the
lofty principles on ivhich the United Nations Organisation is based
arid I express the hope that at this Session our deliberations will be
guided by ivisdom ir1 the solution of the 111any urgent problems that
face mankind as a whole.
14th October, 1976
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ANNEX 100
Robert Rosenstock ‘The Declaration of Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations: A Survey’ (1971) 65 American Journal of International Law 713

THE DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW CONCERNING FRIENDLY
RELATIONS: A SURVEY
By Robert Rosenstock °'
In 1963 the United Nations General Assembly established the Special
Committee on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in Accordance with the Charter of
the United Nations 1 and instructed it to consider the following principles:
(a) The principle that States shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or in any other
manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations;
( b) The principle that States shall settle their international disputes
by peaceful means in such a manner that international peace and
security and justice are not endangered;
( c) The duty not to intervene in matters within the domestic jurisdiction of any State, in accordance with the Charter;
( d) The duty of States to co-operate with one another in accordance
with the Charter;
e) The principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples;
f) The principle of sovereign equality_ of States;
g) The principle that States shall fulfill in good faith the obligations
assumed by them in accordance with the Charter.

l

As this list of principles involves most of the fundamental areas of interstate relationships, it is not surprising that the Committee has experienced
many difficulties in reaching agreed formulations. The difficulties were
all the greater as the Committee agreed to work in general on the basis
# Adviser, Legal Affairs, U. S. Mission to the United Nations.
The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the
Department of State or of the United States Government.
1 The cumbersome title was the product of extensive negotiations.
The Eastern
Europeans wished to call the item "Principles of Peaceful Coexistence." The West
opposed this title because the Charter contained no such concept, because the concept was a negative or passive one incompatible with the affirmative obligations of
co-operation created by the Charter, and because it was desired to avoid having the
subject become a vehicle for propaganda for the Khrushchev-sponsored doctrine of
"peaceful coexistence." The term "friendly relations" is derived from the Charter.
The phrase "in accordance with the Charter" was added in order to iµake it clear
that an examination of existing Charter norms was being undertaken and not a
revision of the Charter or an elaboration of new norms.
For an analysis of the early work of the Special Committee and of the General
Assembly, see the excellent, balanced article by Piet-Hein Houben, "Principles of
International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States,"
61 A.J.I.L. 703 ( 1967); and E. McWhinney, "'Peaceful Co-existence' and SovietWestern International Law," 56 ibid. 951 ( 1962), and "Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States: Debate at the Twentieth General Assembly, United Nations,"
60 ibid. 356 ( 1966).
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of unanimity. 2 It was thus necessary to find language which went beyond
a mere restatement of the wording of the Charter and yet would be acceptable not only to the United States and the Soviet Union but also to
the other states of Europe, Latin America, Africa, and Asia as well. The
generality of the language used in the Declaration does not deprive this
instrument of its significance as the most important single statement
representing what the Members of the United Nations agree to be the law
of the Charter on these seven principles.
The Committee held six sessions between 1964 and 1970 and completed
the elaboration of the Declaration on the final day of the 1970 session. It
represented one of the major achievements of the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Session of the United Nations.
There is some difference of opinion among Members of the United Nations as to whether the Declaration represents a mere recommendation 8
or a statement of binding legal rules. 4 The truth would appear to lie
somewhere between these two extremes, but closer to the latter. Two considerations point to the more limited view as to the effect of the adoption
of the text on the state of international law. The first is that there is no
difference in United Nations practice between the terms "declaration"
2 The decision to work on the basis of consensus was based on the view that any
other approach would produce a far less useful document, which would record the
level and degree of disagreement rather than set forth a body of norms to which all
the states on the Committee could adhere and which could thus be regarded as an
authoritative statement of key principles of the Charter. This agreement was strained
nearly to the breaking point on several occasions, and at no time were the General
Assembly Rules of Procedure suspended. Any delegation had at all times the right
to insist on their application and consequently on having decisions taken by vote. It
is the writer's view that the forbearance shown by the delegations in adhering to the
consensus approach was well rewarded.
There are times when consensus is particularly useful, for example when there
may be thought of creating "instant international law." Obviously it can be overdone and turned into a nightmare of vetoes. Working by consensus requires the
same forbearance on the part of all concerned as is true in the case of the veto in
the Security Council.
s See statement by Mr. Brennan (Australia), U.N. Doc. A/C.6/SR.1178 ( 1970).
4 Cf. statement by Mr. Csatorday (Hungary) to the effect that the declaration would
not have the status of a treaty and could not be considered jus cogens, but that it
would fall into the category of "general principles of law." U.N. Doc. A/C.6/SR.1180
( 1970). Mr. Yasseen (Iraq) went further and proclaimed the text to be fus cogens.
U.N. Doc, A/C.6/SR.1180 ( 1970). The United States expressed the following view
of the nature of the work at the mid-point of the Assembly's work on the principles:
"The significance of this gradual accumulation of areas of agreement can best be
understood in light of the nature of the operation in which we are involved. For
some years the Assembly has been engaged in formulating legal texts which will be
authoritative interpretations of broad principles of international law expressed in the
Charter. By the very nature of General Assembly action, the juridical value of such
texts is directly dependent on the general support that they command. Obviously
formulations representing the general agreement of the Membership of the United
Nations have important juridical value. A formulation merely setting forth various
highly controversial majority views, by contrast, is totally ineffectual as a declaration
of international law. It is legally significant only as evidence of the extent of divergence of opinion within the international community."
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and "recommendation." Secondly, statements accepted by the San Francisco Conference limit to some extent the efficacy of efforts at interpretation
other than through the amendment route. 5 The principles involved, however, are acknowledged by all to be principles of the Charter. By accepting the respective texts, states have acknowledged that the principles
represent their interpretations of the obligations of the Charter. 6 The use
of "should" rather than "shall" in those instances in which the Committee
believed it was speaking de lege f erenda or stating mere desiderata further
supports the view that the states involved intended to assert binding rules
of law where they used language of firm obligation.
It was by no means clear in 1963, when the Special Committee began
its work, that a declaration would be the end product. Some states argued
that a study of the principles would be a useful and sufficient exercise.
Others thought in terms of a number of separate declarations. The gradual personal commitment of the individuals involved contributed to the
growth and acceptance of the idea of a declaration on the seven principles.
It came to be expected, and all concerned recognized that anyone who
could be blamed for frustrating that expectation would pay a political
price.
A discussion of the nature of the international system within which
these norms must operate is beyond the scope of this article. It is sufficient to observe that the continued existence of the world as we know ita world in which there is no state capable of imposing an order of its
choosing on the entire international community-requires a degree of
willingness on the part of states to accept some common standards or
rules of the road. The effort to draw up the Principles of Friendly Relations may, in large measure, be viewed, if nothing else, as an effort to
clarify the standards and thereby to make more accurate the evaluation
5 Report of Special Subcommittee of Committee IV/2 on the Interpretation of the
Charter, 13 UNCIO Docs. 831-832. The final paragraph of that document reads
as follows:
"It is to be understood, of course, that if an interpretation made by any organ of
the Organization or by a committee of jurists is not generally acceptable it will be
without binding force. In such circumstances, or in cases where it is desired to
establish an authoritative interpretation as a precedent for the future, it may be necessary to embody the interpretation in an amendment to the Charter. This may always
be accomplished by recourse to the procedure provided for amendment." ( Emphasis
supplied.)
6 Under Art. 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties:
"1. A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary
meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in. light of its
object and purpose.

"3. There shall be taken into account together with the context:
(a) Any subsequent agreement between the parties regarding the interpretation of
the treaty or the application of its provisions;
( b) Any subsequent practice in the application of the treaty which establishes the
agreement of the parties regarding its interpretations;
( c) Any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the
parties." U.N. Doc. A/CONF.39/27 (1969). 63 A.J.I.L. 875 (1969).
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by states of how far they can go without provoking a reaction arising out
of another state's view of what is acceptable. Any such effort conversely
assists a state in understanding more precisely what sort of encroachments
on its actions or interests it is expected to accept as a consequence of the
interdependent nature of the world and how it may react to those which
it is not expected to accept.
To regard the codification of the Principles of Friendly Relations solely
in these terms, however, would be to ignore the other factors that went
into the decision of the General Assembly to undertake this work. These
factors, which are now of largely historical interest, ranged from nobility
of purpose to a desire to engage in propaganda and included a felt need
on the part of some of those who had not been present at San Francisco
in 1945 to put their views on record. There was in addition a simple
desire on the part of some to provide work for what was at the time an
under-employed Legal Committee. Whatever relevance these motives
may have to the appraisal of future efforts in this or related areas and
however much they explain the behavior of some states during the process,
they do not throw much light on the meaning of the Declaration itself.
It is the purpose of this article to relate some of the history of the matter and to provide a few brief notes and comments by way of an introductory guide to the text in light of some of its negotiating history. Such
a brief paper on topics of such magnitude can be no more than an introduction. 7 The reader will find it helpful to have before him the text of
the Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly
By calling this paper a survey, the writer hopes to avoid any disappointment at
the lack of extensive analysis of the legal concepts involved outside the context of the
Friendly Relations exercise, as well as the absence of extensive references to particular
statements made by one delegation or another. The summary records of the Committee, set out in U.N. Docs. A/AC.125/SR.1 et seq., and the six excellent Reports
of the Committee, found in U.N. Docs. A/5746, A/6230, A/6799, A/7326, A/7619,
A/8018, as well as the records of the discussion of the item in the General Assembly
at the 17th through 24th Sessions are available and deserve close attention. Indeed,
it is hoped that others with different points of view and a detachment lost to me as
a result of extensive participation will also publish papers in this rich field. In doing
so, it is suggested that they join the writer in bearing in mind, if not scrupulously
following, the advice of Professor Riphagen who stated at the 114th meeting:
" . . . the draft declaration, despite its title, could not be interpreted as one would
interpret a carefully drafted legal document The method of work adopted by the
Committee, according to which the wording of principles or parts of principles had
been negotiated at different sessions and between different groups of members had
inevitably led to overlapping, inconsistencies in wording, lacunae and redundancies.
No opportunity had yet been given to review the draft declaration as a whole from a
legal point of view, and it did not seem likely that such a review would be seriously
undertaken. Consequently, one could not attach legal consequences to the fact that
the same notions had often been expressed in the draft declaration in different wordings and that clauses which, once incorporated in one principle or part of a principle,
should, in logic and law, also be inserted in another principle or part of a principle,
had not been so inserted. In particular, any argumentation a contrario-aheady in
any case a dubious process of reasoning in the interpretation of international legal
documents-would be inadmissible in respect of the terms of the present draft declaration." U.N. Doc. A/AC.125/SR.114.
7
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Relations and Co-operation among States in Accordance with the Charter
of the United Nations. 8
PREAMBLE

The length of the Preamble warrants our first consideration. Indeed,
perhaps a Kiplingesque "Just So" story on how the monster got that way
would be in order. For the most part, the length of the Preamble is attributable to the need to £nd a way to meet the favorite ideas of various
members of the Special Committee without distorting the body of the
text in a manner which would have made it unacceptable to other members, either because inclusion of the ideas would have distorted the balance of the text or because their inclusion would have appeared to signify
acceptance as lex "lata of statements which were acceptable to some delegations only as statements of goals to be sought. Some paragraphs of the
Preamble reflect the view of the newer states which wished to emphasize
that the world had changed since 1945 and that these principles should be
understood as a reflection of that fact; others are responsive to the fear
engendered by the Brezhnev Doctrine. Some embody the views of a state
which is preoccupied with questions of sovereignty and self-determination
as applied to a small island off its coast, while other paragraphs are an
effort to underline one or another concept included in the body of the
text. The recital of each of the principles in the Preamble itself was a
compromise between Latin American insistence on special emphasis on
non-intervention and the views of most of the rest of the members that
all the principles were equal and interrelated. And that is how the monster got so lumpy.
PROIIlBmON OF THE THREAT OR USE OF FORCE

The first paragraph of the formulation of the prohibition of the threat
or use of force is essentially a restatement of Article 2, paragraphs 3 and
4, of the United Nations Charter. The only notable difference lies in the
fact that the rule is addressed to "Every State" rather than to "All Members." This change, which is reflected throughout the Declaration with
one or two minor exceptions, is based on the notion that, in light of Article
2, paragraph 6, of the Charter,9 and the fact that almost all the states in
the world are either Members of the United Nations or have pledged
themselves to adhere to the basic rules of the Charter, the rules of the
Charter can now be said to be binding on all states, which are by de£nition subjects of international law and derive their sovereign existence
from that body of rules.
8 General Assembly Res. 2625 (XXV), Oct. 24, 1970, U.N. General Assembly, 25th
Sess., Doc. A/RES/2625 (XXV); 65 A.J.I.L. 243 (1971).
9 "The Organization shall ensure that states which are not Members of the United
Nations act in accordance with these Principles so far as may be necessary for the
maintenance of international peace and security." This is, of course, not the same as
imposing obligations on third states. It is a statement of potential consequences, not
a statement of legal obligations on third states.
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The second paragraph, which asserts that a "war of aggression constitutes a crime," derives from the Kellogg-Briand Pact and the London and
Tokyo Charters which established the War Crimes Tribunals.10 It was
inserted at the request of Czechoslovakia.11 The utility of including such
a statement in the absence of any decision as to what tribunal, if any,
would ever deal with the question and on what basis it would do so is
perhaps questionable. Actually, this statement is supererogatory in light
of the endorsement in General Assembly Resolution 95 (I) of December
11, 1946, of the basic concepts of the Charter and Judgment of the Nuremberg Tribunal. Its inclusion can best be understood as one of several
cases in which some delegates were of the view that it would look strange
to omit any reference to a particular matter and others saw no harm in
including such language. Other examples of this approach abound throughout the text. This practice is inevitable when many states participate in
the drafting, and the occasional solecisms or redundancy that result are
a small price to pay for international understanding and co-operation.
The third paragraph is a reflection of the understanding that for states
to engage in war propaganda would be inconsistent with the Preamble of
the Charter and the purposes of the United Nations as set forth in Article
l.12 This paragraph was included in the declaration at the urging of the
U.S.S.R. It was deemed a useful and acceptable addition by others in
light of the role war propaganda played in the late 1930's and 1960's in
exacerbating tense situations. But it appears in the text subject to the
express understanding that what is prohibited is state action, not individual conduct, the latter of which would involve issues of free speech.13
The fourth paragraph is merely a special case of the general prohibition set forth in the fust paragraph, and was inserted because of the historic importance of use of force across boundaries. The term "violate"
in the first part of this sentence caused some difficulty at the first session
of the Committee in Mexico City in 1964. The United States argued for
the use of the word "change" instead of "violate." Subsequently, the
United States decided that it could live with the term "violate." The
United States Delegate to the Sixth Committee, Mr. William P. Rogers, is
to be credited for this step; he explained the United States position as
follows:
. . . The . . • difficulty in accepting . . . [violate] was based on
apprehensions that [it is] a term which carries with it a legal conclusion of guilt, but which says nothing about the nature of the acts
upon which that legal conclusion is to be based. . . . We urged that
10 See also the Geneva Protocol of 1924 for the Pacific Settlement of Disputes,
which contains the declaration that, "a war of aggression constitutes . . . an international crime."
11 Czech draft Declaration, U.N. Doc. A/AC.125/L.16, par. 2, March 17, 1966.
12 References to articles are always to articles of the U.N. Charter unless otherwise
indicated.
1a See statement by Mr. Gimer (U.S.), U.N. Doc. A/S.6/SR.1180 (1970).
The
U.S. repeated this assertion several times in the course of the work of the Committee
and it was never challenged.
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a formulation more nearly in the language of fact rather than legal
conclusion be worked out.
He then explained the decision of the United States to accept the term
"violate":
In so doing, we would wish to emphasize that it is our understanding that "to violate" a boundary does not encompass the lawful use
of force. In our opinion, it is clear from the work of the Committee
and the text of the statement on the use of force, particularly paragraph 3, that the employment of force across frontiers in the exercise
of the right of individual or collective self-defense, or any other lawful use of force consistent with the Charter, is not a "violation" of
that frontier. 14
The fifth paragraph of the formulation represents a recognition of the
fact that, since 1945, the main tensions between nations have occurred,
not in areas where there were established frontiers or boundaries in the
classic sense, but where the two sides were separated by international
lines of demarcation, e.g., Germany, the Middle East, Korea, Viet-Nam.
The United States was particularly insistent that this paragraph be included for this reason. The inherent complexity of any situation in which
there are international lines of demarcation instead of established frontiers accounts for the somewhat tortured wording of the paragraph. Despite its complexity, the paragraph is particularly well drafted and covers
the situations in which a state can be properly barred from using force:
where it has agreed to the line in question, where the Security Council
has ordered the states in question to accept the line, or other situations in
which a state can be said to be bound to respect the lines.
The sixth paragraph, which deals with reprisals, is again an explication
of the general language of the opening paragraph. This norm derives
not only from the general langauge of Article 2, paragraph 4, but from
an express decision of the Security Council in Resolution 188 of April
9, 1964,15 and thus represents an interesting example of the development,
or at least codification, of international law in the United Nations. The
inclusion of this concept in the text is indicative of the fact that the Committee regarded the concluding phrase of Article 2, paragraph 4, as a
limitation on state action and not an escape clause.
The seventh paragraph, which deals with self-determination, was included largely, though by no means solely, at the insistence of the African
and Asian states which had recently emerged from colonial situations.
Initially there was considerable reluctance on the part of many Western
states to include an express prohibition of the use of force in connection
U.S. Delegation Press Release 4706, Nov. 17, 1965.
The resolution "Condemns reprisals as incompatible with the purposes and principles of the United Nations." U.N. Doc. S/5650 (1964). It is probably true that
the Kellogg-Briand Pact had accomplished virtually the same end when it stated that
"the settlement or solution of all disputes or conflicts • • • shall never be sought
except by pacific means." See also the Corfu Channel case, [1949] I.C.J. Rep. 4.
Nevertheless, the text on reprisals was a significant act of codification in the sense of
making the general rule more speciflc.
14

15
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with dependent peoples. The :6rst step toward bridging the gap was taken
by the delegations of The Netherlands, and Italy in a text wherein they
sought to stress the obligation of administering authorities to permit the
inhabitants to exercise their right of self-determination. 16 The agreed
paragraph was the outcome of four years of negotiations, based in part on
the initial wedge created by the Italian-Dutch proposal. The ambit of the
agreed text is sufficient to cover all situations in which force is used to
deprive peoples of the right to self-determination.
This statement covers such a use of force in a purely colonial context
as well as actions in contiguous nominally independent states or against
populations of the acting state itself, subject to certain limitations set forth
in the self-determination principle. The paragraph refers to one type of
use of force which is "inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations." Some states took exception to the inclusion of a prohibition of
acts which might take place in other than an inter-state context. Article
2, paragraph 4, they asserted refers to the threat or use of force only in
"international relations." Most states, however, took the view that the
phrase "international relations" seemed not to be limited to strictly interstate relations and that relations between an administering authority and
a non-self-governing territory are international in character, in light of
the international responsibilities imposed under Chapter XI of the Charter.
Indeed, the action of the Security Council in 1948 in the Indonesian matter when it called upon the parties "to cease hostilities," was an implied
recognition of the proposition that the relations between a state and a
dependent territory can at some point be of sufficient international concern as not to fall within the scope of Article 2, paragraph 7. The paragraph is carefully drafted so as to avoid prejudicing in any way the duty
of administering states to maintain order and to use force to that end.
The eighth and ninth paragraphs of the formulation recognized the r6le
which indirect uses of force have played in the world since 1945. It was
argued that to fail to mention such acts might give rise to the unwarranted
conclusion that states could do indirectly what they were prohibited from
doing directly. The last phrase of paragraph 9, "when the acts . . . involve
a threat or use of force," was added in an effort to avoid states' asserting
a right to exercise their inherent right of self-defense by way of preemptive attack before there had been any use of force against them. The
expression reflected an effort to respond to the view sometimes asserted
that anything that violates Article 2, paragraph 4, gives rise to rights under
Article 51. Whether the addition adds anything but a degree of circularity to the text and what the function of the word "threat" was in the
minds of the proponents of the addition are perhaps open to question.
Indeed, once the notion of "threat" is included, it is difficult to perceive
any liinitation on what was previously set forth. Even "encouraging'' is
a threat.
The tenth paragraph, which deals with territorial inviolability, represented the generalizing on a global scale of a norm which has long applied
16U,N. Doc. A/AC.125/L.24, par. 4{c) (1966).
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in the Western Hemisphere under Article 17 of the Charter of the Organization of American States-and by implication in the United Nations
Charter. The last sentence with its (a) and (b) parts was included in
order to insure that questions of the validity of prior treaties would be
determined in accordance with treaty law, to take account of the situations covered by Article 107 of the Charter, and to preserve the r&le of
the Security Council in light of Chapter VII and Article 25. As can be
well imagined, the Article 107 aspect of the question, although minor in
the eyes of the overwhelming majority of the members of the Committe,
was a matter of considerable sensitivity so far as some of the main participants in World War II were concerned.17 The inclusion of the phrase
"as legal" in the third sentence was important for those states which maintain that recognition is essentially a factual question and that a state may
be obliged to deal with an existing situation ( e.g., recognizing marriages
or property transfers as valid), even though it may have been brought
about by illegal means.
The eleventh paragraph on pursuing negotiations relating to a treaty
on general and complete disarmament is self-explanatory and consistent
with the obligations of the Charter and the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
The twelfth paragraph is a statement of the positive duty of states to
co-operate in the maintenance of international peace and security, as contained in the Preamble of the United Nations Charter and Articles 11
and 24. While the extreme generality of paragraph 12 is certainly regrettable, the text does serve to import some notion of positive duty into
the formulation. Consequently it forms a foundation for the future work
of United Nations committees which are directly concerned with questions
such as peacekeeping and the :financial crises of the United Nations caused
by the continued refusal of some states to accept the obligations of Article 17.18
1 7 Since 1945 there has been a significant difference of opinion on the scope and
meaning of this article, with the Soviet Union on the one hand arguing that everything relating to the postwar peace settlements is beyond the competence of the
United Nations, including all situations arising from the War. The Western states
took the view that Art. 107 served to provide for peace settlements which involved
transfers of territory and to prevent the "enemy state" from using the organs of the
United Nations to contest any de'Cisions or actions of the Allied Powers. See Goodrich,
Hambro, Simms, Charter of the United Nations, 633-637 (1969). The different
situations of Japan, which is a Member and therefore has no fears of a prospective
wording on the matter but has domestic political concerns about a retrospective
reading, and that of the Federal Republic of Germany, which is not a . Member of
the United Nations and which was indirectly threatened by Soviet comments at the
time of the invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968, complicated the work of the Committee. The competing pressures on this point caused the U.S~- Representative to
state at the 114th meeting of the Special Committee: "the Charter of the United
Nations does not contain any provision that would limit the application of the first
three sentences of the tenth paragraph . . . with respect to the Federal Republic
of Germany." U.N. Doc. A/AC.125/SR.114 (1966).
1s Reference to the work of the Committee on the Definition of Aggression has been
deliberately omitted because it seems unlikely that the legal lacunae, if any, will ever
be filled by a definition drafted by that body. No text dealing exclusively with the
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While the failure of this paragraph to go beyond noting the need to
make the system more effective does not affect the theoretical strength of
the text as a whole, its effect on concrete situations, such as a state which
feels imperiled but receives no succor from the United Nations, could be
such as to weaken severely all that has gone before. The general tenor
of the Charter; Article 2, paragraph 4; the Preamble, pursuant to which
states undertake "to ensure . . . that armed force shall not be used, save
in the common interest"; the requirement of Article 2, paragraph 3, that
states settle disputes by peaceful means; and the content of Chapters VI
and VII of the Charter all support the conclusion that the Charter prohibits any initiative in the use of force. As Judge Jessup has put it,
Under the Charter alarming military preparations by a neighboring
state would justify a resort to the Security Council, but would not
justify resort to anticipatory force by the state which believed itself
threatened.19
After all, it takes very little time to request a meeting of the Security
Council and even less time for the Security Council to act. The problem
is that the system has simply not worked that way. The existence of the
veto is a defect which was built into the system at the beginning. This
defect was overcome to some extent by the "Uniting for Peace'' Resolution. But it must be assumed that the term "breach of the peace" includes acts of such bellicosity as would cause a reasonable government to
fear that, if it did not strike first, its very existence would be threatened.
Action falling short of a use of force across the border ( or boundary) but
causing a state (particularly a small state or a state threatened with nuclear destruction) to fear for its existence might include the massing of
troops near the border, statements that the threatening state intended
war, and acts of minor harassment falling just short of "armed attack."
Given this interpretation of ''breach of the peace," the "Uniting for Peace"
Resolution would appear to meet the situation caused by an exercise of
the veto.
What, then, should the threatened state do if the Security Council fails
to act but not ''because of lack of unanimity of the permanent members"
rights and duties of states with respect to the use of force will ever solve the dilemma.
The system of collective security must be made to function more effectively, and a
definition of aggression is unlikely to make the system a more workable one.
1 9 A Modem Law of Nations 166 ( 1948).
See also K. Skubiszewski, "Use of Force
by States. Collective Security. Law of War and Neutrality," in Manual of International Law 745-746 ( SS/Srensen ed., 1968); L. Henkin, "Force, Intervention and
Neutrality in Contemporary International Law," 1963 Proceedings, Am. Soc. Int. Law
147-150. But see the statement by President Kennedy on Oct. 22, 1962, in connection with the Cuban missile crisis, 47 Department of State Bulletin 715 ( 1962). Sir
Humphrey Waldock has expressed the view, "It is enough if there is a strong probability of armed attack-an imminent threat of armed attack." "The Regulation of
the Use of Force by Individual States in International Law," 81 Hague Academy,
Recueil des Cours 500 ( 1952). Along the same lines are the views of W. Friedmann,
The Changing Structure of International Law 258-259 (1964), and D. W. Bowett,
Self-Defence in International Law 191 ( 1958).
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or if the Security Council or the majority of the Members of the United
Nations do not convene an emergency special session?
The situation in the Middle East in the period preceding the June, 1967,
hostilities suggests an answer. The crisis was brought before the Council
on May 29, 1967, at the request of Canada and Denmark. 20 The records
of the debate from May 29 until the outbreak of hostilities on June 5
are a study in frustration, futility, and fecklessness. 21 It is not relevant for
the purposes of this paper to seek to apportion blame for this failure. The
current problem is the lesson which small states that are threatened may
be tempted to draw from it, i.e., that a pre-emptive strike, however, debatable such an action may be legally, is the only way to ensure a small
states continued existence. The problems leading up to this dilemma are
not primarily legal. The machinery exists on paper. Until there is the
requisite political will to solve the problem of peacekeeping and until
states are prepared to accept and to abide by much more far-reaching
obligations of co-operation, there is little that can be done to solve the
dilemma of a seriously threatened state. Nor can it be said with con£dence that only small states may be faced with such questions of survival.
Nuclear missiles have raised the same apprehensions in the eyes of large
and powerful states. Perhaps the most that can be said is, in the words of
Professor Brierly:
The truth is that self-preservation is not a legal right but an instinct, and no doubt when this instinct comes into conflict with legal
duty either in a state or an individual, it often happens that the instinct prevails over the duty. It may sometimes even be morally right
that it should do so. But we ought not to argue that because states
or individuals are likely to behave in a certain way in certain circumstances, therefore they have a right to behave in that way. Strong
temptation may affect our judgment of the moral blame which attaches to a breach of the law, but no self-respecting system can admit
that it makes breaches of the law legal; and the credit of international
law has more to gain by the candid admission of breaches when they
occur, than by attempting to throw a cloak of legality over them. 22
One thing the law can do, and has done, is to make it clear that a state
which moves first will reap no positive benefits from such a move. Paragraph ten of the text emphasizes this point by asserting that a state may
not acquire territory in such a manner.
The final paragraph is a general formulation which avoids the existing
disagreements among the Member states. The text thus accommodates
those who support and those who oppose the residual peacekeeping r6le
of the General Assembly in cases in which the Security Council is unable
to act, those who regard regional organizations as able to authorize the
use of force under certain circumstances and those who do not, those who
Letter dated May 23, 1967, from the Permanent Representatives of Canada and
Denmark addressed to the President of the Security Council, U.N. Doc. S/7902 ( 1967).
21 U.N. Docs. S/PV.1343 to 1346 ( 1967).
22 Brierly, The Law of Nations 318-319 ( 5th ed., 1955).
The passage has unfortunately been deleted in the sixth edition ( 1963) by Sir Humphrey Waldock.
20
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subscribe to the notion of an inherent right of self-defense against colonialism and those who do not, those who read Article 51 restrictively and
place their emphasis on the phrase "if an armed attack occurs," and those
who do not. It cannot be gainsaid that the generality of this paragraph
diminishes the utility of the text as a whole, since it leaves unanswered
so many important questions relating to the use of force. The gaps between governmental positions on the matters in question are, however, so
great that it was not possible to contemplate general agreement on any
detailed language.
In spite of this limitation on the completeness of the formulation, the
writer believes that the individual paragraphs, while incapable of providing a complete system, provide vital guidelines in a number of key
situations. Certainly this formulation, as well as others, must be understood in the manner described by Professor Arangio Ruiz (Italy), when
he said ".•. any principle of general international law and/or any principle of Charter law not embodied in the declaration was not, as a consequence, any less a part of international law. More precisely, it was no
less fundamental than the principles actually embodied in the declaration...." 23 None differed with this view.
A final word is necessary concerning the term "force" itself. There
existed throughout the history of the Committee's consideration of the
question a difference of opinion between those members who regarded
the term "force" in Article 2, paragraph 4, as limited to armed or physical
force and those who argued that it included "all forms of pressure, including those of a political and economic character, which have the effect
of threatening the territorial integrity or political independence of any
state.'' H The limited view of the term "force" was advocated by the
Western states, several Latin American states, and one or two others.
The Western argument was based on the drafting history and textual
analysis of the Charter. Some proponents of this view urged that under
the Charter any breach of Article 2, paragraph 4, gave rise to a right of
self-defense in accordance with Article 51 and that it could not be said
that the Charter intended to give rise to such a right in response to nonphysical acts such as economic pressure. The majority of African and
Asian states, some Latin American states, and the Eastern bloc argued that
the purpose of Article 2, paragraph 4, was, inter alia, to protect the political independence of states and that this could be just as readily imperiled by economic and political pressure as by armed force. They
argued that, since the Charter must be interpreted in the same contemporary manner that John Marshall had urged as the governing principle
for the interpretation of the U.S. Constitution, it was wrong to be bound
by the travaux preparatoires of the 1940's. Ostensibly the text on "force"
does not answer this point. It was tacitly agreed to "paper over" this
difference by elevating the text to a sufficient level of abstraction to hide
the difference; it is therefore possible to read many of the paragraphs
on the principle as consistent with either view. The nature of the specific
2au.N. Doc. A/AC.125/SR.114 (1970).

24U.N. Doc. A/6320, p. 23 (1966}.
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acts included in the text and the fact that such matters as coercion by
other means are dealt with elsewhere in the text provide support for the
view that a restrictive interpretation of the scope of the term "force" is
called for. 25 This, however, does not affect the fact that those who
stressed the importance of the need to protect states against economic
pressures of a certain magnitude accomplished their goals as well. Evidence of this is found in the Preamble and the text on the principle of
non-intervention. Thus, due regard was shown for the law and for the
meaning of Article 2, paragraph 4, and other means were found to take
care of the legitimate needs voiced by certain states.
PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

This principle is the other side of the coin of the obligation not to use
force. The paragraphs essentially repeat some of the relevant articles of
the Charter. 26
The phrase in the penultimate paragraph, "recourse to, or acceptance
of, a settlement procedure freely agreed to by States with regard to existing or future disputes to which they are parties shall not be regarded as
incompatible with sovereign equality," represents the only positive achievement of the Committee in formulating this principle. 27 Presumably it will
lay to rest once and for all the retrograde notion that a state derogates
from its sovereignty when it agrees to submit future disputes to binding
third-party adjudication. The weakness of the formulation of this principle lies more in its errors of omission than those of commission. 28 It is
by far the least impressive achievement of the Committee.
The proposals on which agreement was not possible may perhaps be
read as a primer of first steps to be taken to provide alternatives to a
world ruled by force. They included:
Legal disputes should as a general rule be referred by the parties
to the International Court of Justice. . . . General multilateral conventions . . . should contain a clause providing that disputes relating
to the interpretation or application of the convention . . . may be referred on the application of any party to the International Court of
Justice.... Every State should accept the compulsory jurisdiction of
the International Court of Justice.
The debates on this matter were another depressing example of the rigid,
anachronistic doctrines of state sovereignty still adhered to by the Soviet
Union and the curious tendency of some of the new states to prefer nego21> In addition to the self-serving statements by a number of states that they regarded the term in the restricted sense, there were statements by those who would
have preferred the broader view but expressed regret that the text supported the restrictive view. See statement by the delegation of Nigeria U.N. Doc. A/AC/125/114
( 1970).
2s For an excellent discussion of the drafting history of the text on this principle,
see Heuben, loc. cit., note 1, above, at 710-716.
21 The persistent efforts of Professor Riphagen account for this achievement.
2s The formulation of this principle must be read in light of Professor Arangio Ruiz'
statement referred to on p. 724 above.
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tiation and to eschew third-party settlement as contrary to their interests
or beyond their means. 29 In the opinion of the writer, the failure of the
international community over the years to make progress in this area ( as
the text reflects) is the main reason why so many disputes are allowed to
fester for so long as they are not an immediate threat to world peace.
If there were a wider acceptance of peaceful modes of settlement, much
anguish and suffering, not to mention danger, could be avoided.
NON-INTERVENTION

The development of the text on this principle from 1964 until final agreement can be viewed as a paradigm of one of the ways in which legal
norms are conceived, incubated, and born in the United Nations. Political
realities, legal theory, and individual traits of stubbornness, pride, and
eventually courage and determination were involved.
The principle was included largely at the insistence of Eastern Europe
and Latin America. At the initial meeting of the Special Committee in
1964, the United States, for one, took the position that the only principle
of non-intervention found in the Charter was Article 2, paragraph 7, which
related to intervention by the United Nations. The U.S. Representative
argued:
. . . in the United States delegation's view Article 2 ( 7) of the
Chapter applied only to intervention by the United Nations, and the
intervention by one State in the affairs of another was illicit under
the Charter only when it was accompanied by the threat or use of
force. Article 2 ( 7) was the only provision in the Charter which made
express reference to non-intervention, and the scope of State intervention was defined only in Article 2 ( 4). 80
The United States received relatively little support for its position. In
addition to sniping commentary on motives, it was argued that the United
State had accepted extensive obligations of this general character in the
Organization of American States years earlier and therefore should have
no difficulty in accepting the notion in the broader United Nations context.
The United States Delegation in the Special Committee was not insensitive to its relative isolation on this point ,and to the propaganda advantage which others were seeking to derive from the situation. Other factors were also at work to cause the United States to reconsider. The
Soviet Union, following its established practice of introducing one propaganda item a year, proposed the following year at the 20th General Assembly that the Assembly consider, as an important and urgent matter,
"The Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States and
the Protection of their Independence and Sovereignty." 81 The new item
was sent to the First ( Political and Security) Committee rather than to the
29 Those of the newer states which refused to support a more progressive text on
this principle can be only partially excused on the ground that they are following the
example of the major Powers. More can be expected than an adherence to the lowest
common denominator.
30 U.N. Doc. A/AC.119/SR.32 (1964).
81 U.N. Doc. A/5997 (1965).
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Sixth (Legal), which is a notoriously poor forum for propaganda because
of its traditionally high professional standards. The statements made by
the Soviet Union in connection with the item as well as the nature of the
draft they tabled drew a comment from Ambassador Goldberg expressing
disappointment that the Soviet Union had used the United Nations to
reopen the Cold War. Ambassador Goldberg pointed out that the Soviet
draft, inter alia, ignored the types of intervention which had become most
prevalent since 1945; i.e., indirect uses of force, such as the promotion and
organization of armed bands, terrorism, and the fomenting of civil strife. 32
The United States tabled a counter-draft in the form of a series of amendments. 33 The states of Latin America, Africa, and Asia then produced
compromise texts which, after extensive negotiations among all concerned,
resulted in General Assembly Resolution 2131 ( XX). The paragraphs of
Resolution 2131 covering indirect uses of force were drawn directly from
the draft of the Friendly Relations Committee on the Prohibition of the
Use of Force which had been prepared in 1964. 34 The final text that was
adopted was sweeping in character, and the United States representative,
in explaining its affirmative vote in the Committee, stated:
I shall not elaborate on the law of non-intervention and seH-defense
-for two reasons: First, as I have suggested, we view this Declaration
as a statement of attitude and policy-as a political Declaration with
a vital political message-not as a declaration or elaboration of the
l,aw governing non-intervention. Second, a Special Committee of this
Assembly on the Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Cooperation among States has been given the precise
job of enunciating that law. Thus we leave the precise definitions
of the law to the lawyers, and our vote on this resolution is without
prejudice to the position on the definition of the law we shall take
in the Special Committee. 35
At the following session of the Friendly Relations Committee, the United
States joined with Australia, Canada, France, Italy, and the United Kingdom in tabling a draft statement of the principle of non-intervention. 36
The sponsors of this proposal stressed the close connection between the
prohibition of the threat or use of force and the principle of non-intervention. Thus a step had been taken away from the limitation of the doctrine
to Article 2, paragraph 7, strictly construed. A number of other delegates,
however, criticized the formulation because it was limited to the prohibition of the threat or use of armed force. This criticism, plus the strong
pressure to find some way of meeting the felt need not to limit the text
on the use of force to armed force, 'contributed to an eventual Western
U.N. Doc. A/PV.1406 ( 1965).
33 U.N. Doc. A/C.l/L.343/Rev.l ( 1965).
See Working Paper I (U.N. Doc. A/5746, par. 106) of Mexico City. This paper
had not been finally agreed to at the Friendly Relations Committee meeting because
of the problems with the term "violate," discussed above. The text nevertheless
formed the basis for the core of Res. 2131 and the text ultimately agreed upon by
the Friendly Relations Committee. See U.N. General Assembly, 20th Sess., Official
Records, Supp. No. 14 (A/6014), p. 11; 60 A.J.I.L. 662 ( 1966).
3 5 Statement by Ambassador Charles W. Yost, U.N. Doc. A/C.l/SR.1423.
36 U.N. Doc. A/AC.125/L.13 ( 1966).
s2

34
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recognition that some way had to be found to cover economic and political pressures of sufficient magnitude to affect political independence. 37
Unfortunately, the Special Committee chose this moment, when there
was every reason for a spirit of co-operation to prevail, to commit its
greatest blunder. A number of the delegates insisted that Resolution
2131 ( XX) was the perfect embodiment of the principle and had to be
accepted verbatim by the Special Committee. The representatives of
Chile and the United Arab Republic successfully urged the Committee to
adopt the following resolution:

The Special Committee,
Bearing in mind:
(a) That the General Assembly, by its resolution 1966 (XVIII)
of 16 December 1963, established this Special Committee to study
and report on the principles of international law enumerated in General Assembly resolution 1815 ( XVII),
(b) That the General Assembly, by its resolution 2103 (XX) of 20
December 1965, definitively fixed the structure of this Committee,
granting it, inter alia, authority to consider the principle of non-intervention, and
( c) That the General Assembly, by its resolution 2131 ( XX) of 21
December 1965, adopted a Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States and the Protection of their
Independence and Sovereignty which, by virtue of the number of
States which voted in its favour, the scope and profundity of its contents and, in particular, the absence of opposition, reflects a universal
legal conviction which quali£ed it to be regarded as an authentic and
definite principle of international law,
l. Decides that with regard to the principle of non-intervention the
Special Committee will abide by General Assembly resolution 2131
( XX) of 21 December 1965; ,and
2. Instructs the Drafting Committee, without prejudice to the provisions of the preceding paragraph, to direct its work on the duty not
to intervene in matters within the domestic jurisdiction of any State
towards the consideration of additional proposals, with the aim of
widening the area of agreement of General Assembly resolution 2131
(XX).
The vote was 22 in favor, 8 opposed, with 1 abstention. The irony of
adopting a resolution speaking of "the universal legal conviction" by a
divided vote did not go unnoticed by the minority who commented publicly on it. The United States and the other co-sponsors of the five-Power
draft were of the view that they had made an effort to move forward
which had been arrogantly rebuffed. Some of the supporters of Resolution 2131 ( XX) ignored Ambassador Yost's statement and argued that the
Western states had used them in the General Assembly to blunt the Soviet
a7 This shift over a period of years is evidence that those who say the General
Assembly is frustrated because a particular Permanent Member is taking a negative
position may be allowing pessimism to blind them to the fact that even giants move
when they are brought to perceive it to be in their interest to do so. For another
example, see the history of the Charter amendments increasing the size of the Security
Council and the Economic and Social Council, and compare the initial Soviet statements with its eventual ratification.
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offensive but were now seeking to back off. In short, there was little good
will on any side. From 1966 until 1970 there were virtually no substantive exchanges on non-intervention except a sterile fight as to whether
and to what extent the Committee was bound by the General Assembly
resolution. The Latin American states refused to consider any changes
in the text of Resolution 2131 ( XX), the United States doggedly quoted
Ambassador Yost, and the United Kingdom reminded all who would listen
that it had never voted for Resolution 2131 (XX) in the first place. 38
Indeed, the matter aroused so much bitterness that serious consideration
was given to deleting the principle from the list. Public statements by
delegations from North and South America hinted at this as being the
only way out. Fortunately cooler heads prevailed in the long run, and,
with the quiet help of one Latin American jurist who shuttled between
the two camps, an accommodation was eventually reached. Individual
stubbornness played a role in creating the controversy and individual
energy and determination helped to bring about a solution.
The United States and the Western European states reduced the extent
of the changes which they had at first sought in Resolution 2131 ( XX).
and the Latin Americans responded by accepting the remaining requests.
The final formulation of the principle parallels very closely the relevant
articles of the Charter of the Organization of American States and thus
represents another example of the generalizing of norms long accepted in
the Western Hemisphere. The final text is sweeping in scope, and the
acceptance of it by at least the Western Powers should be understood in
the light of the particularly well-phrased remarks of the United Kingdom
delegate, Mr. Sinclair, at the 114th meeting. 39

DUTY

TO

Co-oPEBA1E

The text on this principle accurately reflects the obligation under the
Charter to co-operate and contains no apparent ambiguities requiring detailed clarification. It is an anodyne statement which accords a commendable importance to universal respect for and observance of human
rights. The main difficulties encountered in the drafting of this text turned
38 In part this entire dispute reflected philosophical differences as to the nature and
r6le of General Assembly resolutions and, for the Latin American states, a fear that
if they agreed to reopen the questions answered by Res. 2131 (XX), they would be
weakening the importance of the resolution, which had been voted for by such disparate states as Cuba, the Soviet Union, the United States, and Syria, to name a few.
Indeed, only the principled abstention of the United Kingdom prevented the unanimous adoption of that resolution.
39 "In considering the scope of 'intervention; it should be recognized that in an
interdependent world, it is inevitable and desirable that States will be concerned with
and will seek to influence the actions and policies of other States, and that the objective of international law is not to prevent such activity but rather to ensure that it
is compatible with the sovereign equality of States and self-determination of their
peoples.
"The United Kingdom delegation wished to state its understanding that the concept
of intervention in the 'external affairs' of States was to be construed in the light of
that commentary." U.N. Doc. A/AC.125/SR.114.
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on an effort by the Eastern European delegations to include some mandatory language on non-discrimination. The complexity of such questions as the problems of the relationship of state trading economies to
GATT and the role of trade preferences for developing countries made it
impossible for the Committee to move beyond the general language of
the lead paragraph. 40
EQUAL RIGHTS AND SELF-DETERMINATION

The achievement of an agreed formulation of this highly complex principle was one of the most difficult tasks the Committee faced. Initially
there was a split between those who accepted a right of self-determination
of peoples and the duty of states to grant it, and those who argued that
under international law only states could have rights or be the beneficiaries of rights. There were those who argued that the principle was
universal in its application and those who sought to limit its application
to colonial situations of the salt-water variety. Additional difficulties were
created by the insistence of some representatives that a failure to grant
immediate independence gives rise to the right of the people to use force
in self-defense against colonialism and created a duty on the part of other
states to provide all possible assistance. Some even asserted doctrines
which would have made Article 2, paragraph 4, subject to a class warfare exception. 41 It was also argued that colonialism was illegal per se
and that the only legitimate means of exercising the right of self-determination was the achievement of full independence. Yet another source
of difficulty was the question of the role and relevance of General Assembly
Resolution 1514 (XV). This resolution, entitled "Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples" is the most
frequently cited resolution in the United Nations. 42 Most of the African
and Asian nations regard it as a document only slightly less sacred than
the Charter and as stating the law in relation to all colonial situations.
Other states, particularly those in the West, do not hold the resolution in
like esteem and are inclined to regard some of its paragraphs as considerably overstated, even as statements of political desiderata. In the final
analysis, the African and Asian states showed considerable forbearance
in not insisting on an express reference to this resolution. Had they done
,o This is a part of the general problem of how to take into account the differences
in economic organization between state-trading and free-market economies. More
broadly, Professor Hazard, speaking of most-favored-nation clauses, stated the problem
in the following terms:
"The clause cannot operate to encourage expansion of trade by opening markets
on a non-discriminatory basis to low-cost producers because factors other than cost
and tariffs influence the decisions of state-trading buyers. In short, the most-favorednation clause has proved itself to be no longer a sufficient desideratum for privateenterprise states in their commercial tariff concessions by private-enterprise states."
"Commercial Discrimination and International Law," 52 A.J .I.L. 495 ( 1958).
4 1 See Houben, op. cit. note 1 above, at 724, particularly note 116, for a discussion
of Communist ideology on this point.
42 U.N. General Assembly, 15th Sess., Official Records, Supp. No. 16 (A/4684), p. 66.
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so, agreement would have been impossible. In return, the Western states
made a considerable effort to include in one form or another as much of
the substance of that important resolution as they could. One view of the
Committee's approach to the problem was expressed by Mr. Lee of Canada
as follows:
It [Resolution 1514] was a politically motivated expression which
had persuasive force in the Committee's drafting of the legal elements
of the principle. 43
The ability of the Committee to resolve these deep divisions demonstrated both international co-operation and the creativity of the legal mind.
Indeed, many of the solutions found in the drafting of the Principles of
Friendly Relations speak well of the technical skill of the participants.
Frequently these skills served merely to find devices to paper over differences. Here they produced agreements of considerable significance.
As can be seen from the initial paragraph of the formulation on this
principle, the Committee recognized that peoples have the right of selfdetermination, that it is a universal right of all peoples, and that every
state has the duty to respect this right. This represents a significant step
in the progressive development of international law when compared with
the positions taken in 1964. Many states had never before accepted selfdetermination as a right. Now it is recognized, as the second paragraph
asserts, that states have an affirmative duty to promote the realization of
the right. Instead of affixing labels of legality or illegality to existing
colonial situations, the Committee in paragraph 2 affirmed "a speedy end
to colonialism, having due regard to the freely-expressed will of the
people" as a goal rather than an immediate obligation. This phrase, particularly with its emphasis on the "will of the people," reflected a realistic
appreciation of the fact that some existing colonies would not be viable
as independent states and that some colonial people have expressed a
preference not to seek full self-government ( and in some cases to remain
colonies ) rather than to be cut adrift without support or placed in danger
of annexation by other less enlightened states.
The Committee in paragraph 4 clearly recognized that full independence
was not the only mode of implementing the right of self-determination and
expressly mentioned such alternative possibilities as "free association or
integration with an independent State or the emergence into any other
political status freely determined by a people." 44 At the same time, the
Committee, in paragraph 6, expressly prohibited an administering state
from seeking to terminate its responsibilities under the Charter .by incorporating a colony or non-self-governing territory into the metropole without the free consent of the people and then by claiming the matter to be
43 U.N. Doc. A/AC.125/SR.114, p. 33 (1970).
Indeed, this terse statement describes how the Committee approached several resolutions in various of the principles
about which there was disagreement as to the legal effect of the resolution per se.
44 The inclusion of the last phrase at the suggestion of Mr. Engo (Cameroon) was
a useful addition to the impliedly open-ended list contained in the Annex to Resolution
1541 (XV).
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outside the legitimate concern of the United Nations. This is the function
of the phrase "such separate and distinct states shall exist until . . . ."
The Committee also came forthrightly to grips with the application of
the principle to people within an existing independent state. To have
failed to deal with this problem would have been to diminish the universality of the principle. The effort to deal with the situation, however,
created difficulties for states possessing different and distinct peoples and
for states with potential secessionist groups within their territory. The
Committee faced these problems and produced a reasonably satisfactory
statement. Although paragraph 7 is drafted in a somewhat remote manner in the form of a saving clause, a close examination of its text will reward the reader with an affirmation of the applicability of the principle
to peoples within existing states and the necessity for governments to
represent the governed. The fact that these aspects of the principle must
be extracted by an a contrario reading of the paragraph should not be
misunderstood to limit the sweep and liberality of the paragraph. Moreover, paragraph 7 must be read in light of the state's duty to promote
respect for an observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms in
accordance with paragraph 3. The difficulties in applying these texts
to specific situations are great indeed. This is particularly true where the
matter is, in the view of the affected state, an internal matter within the
meaning of Article 2, paragraph 7. The difficulty in applying the standards of this text in a given situation ( e.g., the situation in Pakistan)
should not be permitted to detract from the merit of the formulation or
the extent to which governments should be induced to adhere to them.
In the short run, expediency may incline a government toward silence.
In the long run silence is inimical to a just and lasting peace.
The problems of the use of forcible measures to deny peoples the right
to self-determination and of the rights and duties of third states in such
situations were handled with particular adroitness by the Committee in
paragraph 5. States administering non-self-governing territories were not
barred from using force to maintain law and order or otherwise carrying
out their responsibilities under Chapter XI. With regard to the obligations of administering Powers, the paragraph restricts itself to a simple
corollary of the duty to respect the right of people to self-determination,
namely, that any forcible action which deprives people of the right is a
violation of the duty owed. The right of response to such acts by the
people concerned and the duties of .third states in such situations were
left sufficiently vague to permit acceptance by those who believe third
states have a duty to send arms and men and those who believe third
states should supply only moral and political support. Arguments in support of the right of response to such illegal uses of force by an administering state may be couched in terms of an inherent right of rebellion
or the recognition of "peoples" as sufficiently subjects of international law
to possess an inherent right of self-defense or in terms of the rules relating
to the consequences of a breach of a multilateral treaty. 45 The first argu45 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, opened for signature May 23, 1969,
Art. 60, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.39/27 (1969); 63 A.J.I.L. 875 (1969).
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ment is essentially an extra-legal doctrine which provides little guidance
about the role that may be performed by third states. The third is a doctrine which, if broadly applied, can be dangerously destabilizing and lead
to a rapid unraveling of the entire system. The best solution would
seem to lie in regarding a use of force to deny a people its right of
self-determination as a delict giving rise to rights on the part of the
people concerned. This requires that the delict be reasonably defined.
This task has been adequately accomplished by paragraph 5, if read in
the context of the text on this principle as a whole, particularly paragraphs
7 and 8. This reading rules out the citation of paragraph 5 to support
the type of radical revolutionary activity which the Castro regime in Cuba
sought to export to such places as Venezuela. The highly sophisticated
United States proposal of 1966, which formed the basis of the Western
position, dealt with this problem in an extremely complex manner through
a series of presumptions, rebuttable through their implications a contrario.
Paragraphs 7 and 8, which derive from the initial American proposal
and General Assembly Resolution 1514 (XV), meet the problem in a
slightly less complex way. Like the earlier American proposal, the merit
of the text lies in the fact that, while not condoning the export of revolution, it does not limit the scope of application of the principle of selfdetermination. This pragmatic approach falls just short of acceptance of
the notion of self-defense against colonialism, which the writer believes,
with Dr. Skubiszewski, 46 to be "debatable."
In sum, while the text of the principle of equal rights and self-determination contains some tortured phraseology and while it may not be
set out in the most logical order, a careful reading of it will show it to
be a moderate and workable text.
THE PRINCIPLE OF SOVEREIGN EQUALITY OF STATES

Though very short and simple, the formulation of this principle constitutes an important affirmation of Article 2, paragraph 1, of the Charter.47
In particular, it underlines in clear terms the inconsistency with the Charter of any notion of limited sovereignty-the view that a state within a
particular political or social system is not free from invasion or occupation
by the armed forces of other states or is limited in its freedom to develop
its own political, social or economic system. Indeed, the freedom of a
state "to choose and develop its political, social, economic and cultural
46 In Manual of Public International Law, 771-772 (Sprensen ed., 1968); cf. Professor Stone's comments on the Manual, 63 A.J.I.L. 157, 162 (1969).
·
47 The term "affirmation" of Art. 2(i) was deliberately used in this case as the
agreed text adds little to what was agreed in San Francisco in 1945 when the Technical Committee gave the following list of elements included in the notion of "sovereign equality":
" ( 1 ) the states are juridically equal;
" ( 2) that each state enjoys the rights inherent in full sovereignty;
" ( 3) that the personality of the state is respected, as well as its territorial integrity and political independence;
"( 4) that the ·state should, under international order, comply faithfully with its
international duties and obligations." 6 UNCIO Docs. 457.
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systems" was the one signfficant addition to the 1945 formulation. The
behavior toward Chile of the United States and other states members of
the Organization of American States in recent months is a suitable example of the level of conduct demanded by ,this principle. Events in
Czechoslovakia in 1968 were a clear case of violation of a number of
principles of the Charter, including that of the sovereign equality of states.
Various provisions which were suggested for inclusion in the text on
this principle, but were rejected for one reason or another, included the
idea that all states have the right to join international organizations, the
principle that Members of the United Nations are equally obligated to
share the burdens of membership, 48 the fact that the sovereignty of each
state is subordinate to international law,49 and the right of states freely to
dispose of their national wealth and natural resources. Indeed, an acceptable compromise was very nearly worked out on the question of
natural resources as the result of intensive negotiations among the Western
countries and Cameroon and Kenya. 50 The U.S.S.R., for reasons not apparent at that time or later, blocked agreement on the ground that the
compromise text was too restrictive of the right freely to dispose of natural
resources.
In relating the formulation of this principle to the world today, it is
advisable to recall the words of Mr. Reis (U.S.): "that a legal text was
clear and correct merely took the matter a few steps forward. It was
necessary to hope, however, that in time there would come to be a greater
acceptance of the right of each State to live its own life; cynicism and
despair seemed the only alternative to the hope." 51
Goon

FA.ITH FULFILLMENT OF OBLIGATIONS

The text of the principle is a direct and uncomplicated statement. While
it may be argued that the principle is self-evident, it is a useful stabilizing
development to have it spelled out to this degree. The principle is derived
from Article 2, paragraph 2, but clearly extended here to cover the entire
structure of international relations. Paragraph 3 was initially a source of
some difficulty, as certain states sought to write in a selective list of bases
4 8 U.N. Doc. A/AC.125/25 (1970). A United States proposal related to the failure
of the U.S.S.R. and its allies and France to accept the financial burdens of membership.
4 9 A doctrine long accepted by international lawyers in the West and supported by
such Afro-Asian countries as Cameroon, Kenya, Japan, Lebanon, and Nigeria. The
highly restrictive Soviet doctrine of state sovereignty made it impossible for the Soviet
Union or its allies to accept even this theoretical limitation on untrammeled freedom
of action by states.
60 The compromise text which came so close to obtaining agreement was proposed
by Kenya and read: "Each State has the right to freely dispose of its natural wealth
and natural resources. In the exercise of this right, due regard shall be paid to the
applicable rules of international law and to the terms of agreements validly entered
into." Although such a statement is logically more a corollary of the principle than
an element, it is unfortunate that this phrase, expressing the essence of Res. 1803
(XVII), the most authoritative General Assembly pronouncement on the matter, did
not find its way into the declaration in some form or other.
61 U.N. Doc. A/AC.125/SR.114 ( 1970).
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for the invalidity of treaties. 152 They abandoned this effort eventually and
relied instead on the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and the
current work of the International Law Commission on state succession
with respect to treaties, to cover the subject.
CONCLUSION

The text of the Declaration on Friendly Relations is incomplete if
viewed as a blueprint for world order. Too many issues are not covered;
too many of those that are covered are dealt with in a vague manner.
Moreover, there is room for debate as to the nature of the binding force
of the Declaration among states. Finally, the text is largely oriented
toward the preservation and protection of state sovereignty rather than the
development of new norms and new mechanisms more suited to the increasingly interdependent world of today and of the future. It speaks of
international co-operation but fails to deal meaningfully with such matters
as increasing the mechanisms of the United Nations for peacekeeping and
the peaceful settlement of disputes. One must hope that the efforts of
the Peacekeeping Committee, future work on the Development Decade,
and the current General Assembly item on the International Court of Justice will help to remedy these faults.
In spite of these caveats, the text represents a very substantial contribution to clarification of the key concepts of international law involved-so
much so that a significant number of states pointed to the provisions in
the course of recent debate in the United Nations as an example of the
type of evolution which at this stage better served the needs of the international community than a formal Charter review. Once comparable
progress is made on such matters as peacekeeping, dispute settlement, and
economic development, the Friendly Relations Declaration will form an
indispensable part of a very important whole.
One further benefit of the undertaking was the education of decisionmakers. The enlightened perceptions of decision-makers who have been
properly brought to see the issues have been regarded by some contemporary commentators as the best hope for an ordered, peaceful world.
Certainly they are a necessary if not sufficient element of such a world.
At least three current Foreign Ministers have participated directly to
one degree or another in the give and take of the exercise-one from North
America, one from Europe, and one from Latin America. In addition, the
Legal Advisers to the Foreign Offices of a number of countries from all
corners of the world have participated. It is inconceivable that their perceptions of the issues involved have not been clarified and sharpened.
112

The arguments that were made dealt primarily with unequal treaties, particularly

in their relationship to state succession.
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, ••• there was also a proposal by one representatiw to amend the.~~nning
of the fir.St .Pl'Ol)OS~:re;!:ating tQ. point IX to read: . "States· e~1jo~ i'1ll1
·sovereignty and .,:J,ndepe~en~e an9. ,poss<assin,g .a ·gove~Ant ;x,eprese~:tative of all
.¥,stinot ;peopl!?s ..w.ttb:f.n. thai:.• te.:i:rito:i."y and effeotive.ly fun(:ltioning as such
s.hal~ be ••• ,~.

66. One representative pointed out, with,'t.efererioe to po:i:n~

u:1,;

tbat . ;the present

version'·of the compromise formula contained an alternative with respect to. ;t·.the order
.I,\

in whioh.mentioll;'Was to'0!3 made.on the one·ha.nd of th~ principle,df equal ri.ghts and
sel:f'~et.~rmi~tion o;f peoples and· ·on the other

Cif

fundamental hwna..'l'J. rights..

..

,.

··~

(--

,'l.nother

,,.·,.

repreS"entati~e said he woulcl profer human rights ·to. be. men·t;i.oni:?./ sE',loond •. ·, So far as
points IX and .X ware con<iorned dno representative retnar.ked that the... for.mula .he had
submitted informally durin~~ the consultations should be regarded as prov:J.$ipnal, and
subject to:further elaboration,·the words in square brackets representing alternative
dratting:possibilities. ·.
d.

!:fogress Report b:v the Chairman of the Drafting Colnmittee and coJlllllants thereon

67.

The Obairma.n of the Drafting Committee reported orally to ·.the Special· Committee
at its ll3th me~t,ing held ~n 10 .April on the progres~ wr;~h had been made during·
.the firs~ read.in.~ of, and informal negotations relating."to·, the princ~pi~.L •. Vi,~
follow!t.1g· is t:i:·\~ry of that progress report and of ,the cownents mada .thereon by
members of' the Speci~.Oo.rum:i,.ttee (see A/M.1;25/SR.113). -The report a.rid the comments
should :J;ie.r.ead·i,n,conjunction·with the report of the 1969 Draf'Ung Committee ~on the
· prtnciple ( s~e .i:ia,ragrµ.ph 61 aµovs).
68. Tbe· Chair:man.·::"if' the. Drafting Committ€ said:
1!The"'Dr~ing Colllillittee had decided that··point I, which sli'ould conta.!11 a
.statement' of a ·gene1~nl, ~hara.oter, ought to be formulated· in ·the light of :·the
outcolJ!:e of the discussions on other poin~s; work on it had accordingly been
suspended.
ttPoints !>I and pI l'iad been·considered togethel'. because of their inter...related
alemont~·· :No ·£:i!nal agreement :had· been :ueached on the language because of the
dittieulty. ow.~ tll!3 r.eference. to· coli:,nialism in· point ·III~
"Agreement had been reached on .a text £or point tv reading:
0

,

(,1

·The establishm~nt of .a s0vereign and independent State, the -:free
~ssoc:Lation .or inilegra.'ti:ion .with an i~epeng.ent State/ :or th~. emergence into any
I

-.

.

pthe:r pe>lit±ca1, sts.fats
i'reel.y. detemined
bY. a·people:,· aonsti.tu.te iu.bde,s of
,:,·
~"~

itn:plem~nting the right · ot self-determinat:1,pn·. :by ·.that ·people.

"That text WM close to the, language suggested during the ea:rlier informal
consult~tionsc in Geneva, w:l.th SOllle lllOdifications, but the dratting &ould .,be
f'urthel' .iJni>roved. .
0
F·11Agree:ment had ri\t ::been reached on points V and VI.• ·
.
.
..
,/
..
"P.01nt VII nad 'been discussed,in the informal.~'fsultations and ~greement had
~en reached on the following text, subject to certain condition;.i ,,
. The territort of a colony or oth~ n0n-self-governing territ617 ha.s undet•
/;,

"

~

\

'

~he Charter a status s'farat1a1 and dis~ihct fl'om t~e territory o~ the State .
/(h.dlll.inistarlng it; and'./ such sepa:r,at.e and distinct status shall e'xrst only
until the people of: ~e colony or °the non-self-governing territory. ~ave
exarcised their rl,ght to selt.:.cJ..etermination (in accordance w.Lth the Charter
of the United Nations and po.rticularly its purposes and principles).
"That text ~~ been accepted in the Dratting ColOlllit+.al:l .on condition: t~at the
words in parenthesis were retained. .!llld that reference was.made in the pream'b).e
to the relevant General Assembly l:'lssol'u.t:tons.
1 ,
.
.
.
\,
" ,
'
\ I
,
•'
'
"The Drafting Cotmr'.ittee had agreed to dofer consideration of point VII-!
until agreement had been reachfl<;l on other points.
"Points IX and X had been taken together and the possibility 6:r combining
them h~d been explored. The matter was still ,unsettled, They hdd. been- combij~ect
in the. Italinn pz·oposal (ll/.n...C.l25/L.80). Some
delegations were .generally in· 11
.
:f'avour of a safeguard on thelilles of that proposed. in the Italian text,
without prejudice to the principle of equal rights and self-determination.
Points IX ·a.ntl X were still under dis.cussion.
69. The. observations ma.de by s~vera.l representatives on the pro/P'ess report oi' the
Chairman o:f the Drafting Committc;e ar~ summarised below. l'I. nUJnber or representatives
stated that
the fact that they had lll!l.de no observations on the principle
.
. at that
time should not be taken o.s im.ply;i,ng that they agreed with all that haa been said.\
70, Speaking of the principle in general one. ,repre~entative stated that ths
fo1'1nU.le.tion should· express the rule that -'all peoplef! had eq:19-l rights, that they had·
the tight freely to determine their economic; soci~l and, cu}.:tural developlllent 1 and tha:t ,;
ever:, ·state had a duty to assist in the itnplelnen~a.titinof 'b'bose r,ights, which wre
laid dow:n in the Charter ·and in many General ..11.ssembly'and Security Go1,1Uc:Li resoluti~ns.
According to another the Committee's
nnist be viewed in the widet- context.bf the'
· general world situation. Many millions ot peoples wre fighting. with determi,nation
·ror their freedom. In several parts ot Africa., peoples W@re being ~ub;fe,c;.t.ecl to sl"a'Viett"N,:
(,

woh

.,

•>

.·:-

•

,:;

and apartheid just tecause their skin was black.

At .the same time, certai:p, St,ates were
unwilling to take the necessary measures against the racist regime in the central
part of' Southern Africa. One representu.tive st_res()ed that the. principle was a
vitally importan;t one, and was gi vtm, pride of plaie in. the United Nations Charter which
r~fllrl.red its observ~qe by States in their relations with peoples, It conferred
""
"
.
right,i:t upon peoples under cqlonial rule. It was important to bear in :mind that a
people invoki~ the principle of self•detel'Illination must e:,µ1aust all peac~ful me~ns
of obtaining their rights before resor:ting to other me.ans. In his delegation's view,
ell peopies had an equal :r:ight to self-determination and to be delivered from subjugation, whether resu;J..ti~g from a colonial yoke or from, foreign domination.
71~ So far
point' ;r·· w~s·- concerned, it. WB(_~ stated on behalf of one delegation. that
Q

•

.

•

•

•

•

-

•

Q

J

'

•

as

'<'"

0.

.

o

•

,

the p:0..nciple. of ·~.elt~dej,el'llll.ua;tion should be formulated in ~·uch .a -way as tb leave no
5}~1.1l;>t).that sell);-d~.t~rmination· w~~ an inalienable riR_bt of ]l'&,~ples which had its
~oroll.~ in th~ ~bligations of States.
''72. One represent~t.ive favoured the text propose~ £or point II but cor-.sidered 'bhat, it
c,

I

\

(.

~,'

.
.()
.
shoulC,. ·be D1'>re pl'ecise.

..

'

Furthe:L", point III should contain a list ot acts w)irl.ch: were

violations ,of' th~ princip_le of, equal rights, such as subjugatfon,- i'ore:i:gn· ~~to1ta.tion
encl coloniallem1 ®d should indi.cate that they were vioJ.a~iona.. of intern..'1.tiLi:inal law
and an obst.agle to peace. Another .delegation, referring to the fact that ·t,he i~wlusion
of' ,the word "colo~alism"
in point IT.I was u.no.ccept:;,.ble
to sorJ.e delegation.i,. stresned
·.
.
that colonialism w~s .the main fom of oppression of peoples. In the· delegat!~ri's view,
to re-train from using it would amcunt, to a :r~fusel to face facts and would enable
colonialiSl!l to escape the purview of tl'!.e· d:--.·.t'!i d.~c:larution.
?J. ·One ,representative considered th~t .the text, proposed for point IV wa~r worthy~o.f
further study.
'..;

74 • .A(lcording to one representative, points V and VI. shc:,uld show, with precision, that
colonial p81:>ples we~e.entitl~d to struggle for their freedom and to see~ assistance £n
their atruggle. Ano~her. stressed that, i;n conformity with General Assembly resolution
1966 (XVIII),. the Committe~ was to 1:>e gtJ+ded, inter sH,ia, by· ·the practice of the
United Nations, and ~eferred to particular Genere1 Assembly resolutions which contained
"!Ording that !en.t support to the legal concept. ot the right ·of colonial peoples to·
self'.-determidtion and the ·legitilllacy or their amed st:ruggle when that right was
denied•.. ~en pragmatically .it it woulJ: be short-stghted to expect the General Asstllilbly to
ac;\o;pt a draft declaration v_hich was inconsistent with ·its previous p:ractice. On the

-,J.other hand, another repre:;ientative pointed o:ut that those I"esolutiorrs, which had not
'.
.
been adopted unanimously, had 'been the subject of reservations by certain delegations
including his own, that they had been directed towards particular situations with
reg~rd to which his country's position was clear and that the statements contained. in
the resolutions could not be generalized.
75. One reP,resenta~ive emphasi.zed with rege.rd to point VII that it 1:1hould be made clear
that colonial territories could not be considered an integral part o~ the territory
of the administering power, and another sa.:!,~ that the point shotil-d state that their
SGpa.rate and distinct status W8,S of an essential Qh~racter which W'1S ended by the
~xercise ot' the right of' self-determination.
76. On.e delegation stated that it could agi-cie,
in a spirit of ·compromise, to th~
.
deletion of point VIII ·u certain of its fea'J;ures .were included els·ewhere.
?'7. One repre.sentative,. emphasizing that not all the decisions emanating from the
informal censultf;tions had been endorsed by the Drafting Committ~6', said that· no
agreement had baen reached 'on points. IX and X and that 'not·~ delegat:i.on~o-,~n<rlu:41,~
h.i.s own, favoured the inclusion of the kind or' cl~use proposed. Another, speaking ot
the sa'llle proposal, considered s'uch a clause as 1.ine,cceptahle because th~ right was
inaJ.ie11able, and because it would detract from the ~orce of other prin~ples, conCf:l!'ning the +;.erritorial integrity of St~tes. Further, the internal aspect ()f' secession
wo.s 1;as governed by constitutional law end was of no concern to the Special Committe~.
Another delegation stated that it shared the widespread view that point X should be
dropped. Point IX ~erved little purpose an~ could hamper the implementatipn ot the
principle.
78. In reply another representative stated that, first, he could 1;1ot ~ree that the
problem covered by the safeguarding clause contained in the second sentence ot the
propose1 in question w/ls one of coastitutional law end not of international law, and
that secondly., he coul/~ not agree that the problem was covered by the general safeguards
regarding territorial integrity contained in the wording ot other principles. 011 both:
points he maintained that the probl~ ~-oSEL because the beneticiaries· of the--p~nciple
were not States but peoples. Once this was clear it followed logically that-provision
must be madf.' to, safeguard the territorial integrity and political unity of States.
And it was a problem 'that had to be dealt ·with at the internatio~al level. '.Provisions
of. constitutional la~ could not protect the territorial integrity or polit~~al unity
of. £>. St,ate at that level, which was precisely the level at which the declaration would
be made. The claim that the territorial integrity of States was safegUarded under the

.
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SELF-DETERMINATJON

;Ifhe United Kingdom's relationship with its territories is based on the pr:inciple of
~elf-determination as enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations. 31 Early on the
J;Jnited Kingdom regarded the principle as enunciated in the Charter as 'a political
principle' with 'strong moral force' only. 32 However, in 1960 the Declaration on the
~ranting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, 33 which was adopted
gverwhelmingly in the General Assembiy,34 built on the principle contained in the
~barter and declared that all peoples 'have the right to self-determination'. This
1tesolution was not legally binding and it is doubtful that it could be regarded as
rtflecting a principle of customary im:ernational law given the abstentions by the
:Uni red Kingdom and eight others, and the resistance around that time by the United
K.ingdom and others to including the right of self-determination in the instruments
which \vould eventually became the Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and
Cm Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in 1966. The Declaration was, however,
Significant since it recognised expressly the right to self~determination, whereas the
Charter recognised only the principle of self-determination. The day after the adoption of the Declaration, the General Assembly adopted Resolution 1541 (XV) 35
entitled (Principles which should guide Members in determining whether or not
an obligation exists to transmit the information called for under Article 73e of the
Charter'. The United Kingdom did not regard these Principles as legally binding and
abstained in the voting on this Resolution. The Resolution set out circumstances in
which the Decolonisation Committee would regard a Non-Self-Governing territory
as having reached a 'foll measure of self-government' and therefore when the obligation on the responsible State to submit reports under Article 73{e) of the Charter
would cease. There were three possible scenarios for the territories: (l) emergence
as a sovereign independent State; (2) free association with an independent State; and
(3) integration with an independent State. There was, however, no recognition that
any other constitutional relationship, even if it was the choice of the people of the
territory, could be accepted as the exercise by the people of a territory of their right
to self-determination, which would allow the territory to be removed from the list
of Non-Self-Governing Territories.
It was this limited approach by the General Assembly to the acceptable options,
and indeed the options themselves, that led the United Kingdom to abstain. The
Principles elaborated the meaning of free association and integration with an independent State. In the case of the former, the associated territory had to 'determine
its internal constitution without outside interference', and in the case of the latter,
integration had to be on the basis of ·complete equality between the peoples of the
[territory] and those of the independent country with which it (was] integrated'. The
United Kingdom is of the view that the guiding principles for its relationship with
its overseas territories are to be found in the United Nations Charter itself, which

Arts L2 and 55,
Statement by United Kingdom representative in UNGA, I955,
JJ UNGA Res 1514 (XV) (14 December 1960).
34 By 89-0 vores, wirh 9 abstentions, one of which was rbe United Kingdom.
35 UNGA Res 1541 {XV) (15 December 1960),
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requires the administering power to take due account of the political aspirations of
the peoples of its territories, and assist them in the progressive development of their
free political institutions according to the particular circumstances of each territory and its peoples and their varying stages of development. 36 These principles, to
which the United Kingdom attaches the utmost importance, are largely ignored by
Resolution 1541 (XV).
In 1966 the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights were adopted by
the General Assembly. Both of these are binding treaties, and both provide that 'aB
peoples have the right to self-determination' and that 'by virtue of that right they
freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and . ·
cultural development'. The United Kingdom, although it had earlier resisted the
inclusion of the right to self-determination in the Covenants (which right was even- ·.
tually included by majority decision), voted in favour of the adoption of both.
In 1970 the General Assembly adopted, by acclamation, the Declaration on
Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation·
among States in Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations (the Friendly
Relations Declaration). 37 In that Declaration the principle of equal rights and self:
determination, whereby people had the right freely to determine, without external
interference, their political status and to pursue their economic, social and cultur~I
development, was once again stated, this time without the dissenting voice of any<
State, including the United Kingdom. However, and perhaps most importantly fott
the United Kingdom, in that part of the Declaration it was also expressly recogniseti)
that 'the establishment of a sovereign and independent State, the free association of
integration with an independent State or the emergence into any other political srasJ
tus freely determined by a people constitute modes of implementing the right of self+
determination by that people'. Thus, for the first time, the General Assembly ha2
acknowledgedthatthepeopleofaterritorycouldexercisetheirrightroself-determinatiol
other than by choosing independence, free association or integration. It was ther~R
fore possible for a territory to be in another political status of its people's chodsH
ing which would satisfactorily fulfil the exercise of the right to self-determinatiotj\
It may well have been this advance in the definition of what amounted to sel~~
determination that enabled the United Kingdom in 1976 to become a party to th~(
Covenants and at the same rime extend them to some of its territories, thereby
accepting the right to self-determination as a binding obligation both in relation t{i
its own people and those of some of its overseas territories.
>
It is the •other political status' freely determined by the people of the territory
referred to in the 1970 Declaration which the United Kingdom Government emit
siders has been reached by all the substantially populated territories in the exercisjt
of their peoples' right to self-determination. In particular, the territories whic~
have constitutions which post-date the 1999 White Paper 38 are all in a constitttf
tional arrangement with the United Kingdoin to which their people have agreed,

JG United Kingdom srsitemem tO UNGA Fourth Committee, 2009: UNGA Doc GA/SPD//42.g
(5 October 2009).
· ···
37 UNGA Res 2625 (XXV) (24 October 1970).
33 'Partnership for Progress and Prosperity: Britain and rhc Overseas Territories' {Cm 4264 ).
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In Gibraltar and the Cayman Islands, the people of the territory supported the draft
constitution in a referendum, thus exercising directly their right to self-determination.
In the case of the other territories, the elected representatives of the people in each
territory debated and approved the adoption of the draft constitution in the form
that it was subsequently brought into force. This also amounts to an exercise of selfdetermination by the people of the territory through their elected representatives.
Overall, no substantially populated British overseas territory has a political status
which is not acceptable to its inhabitants.
The right to self-determination is mentioned in some territory constitutions, often
using language drawn from the International Covenants. 39 As a matter of English
law, it has been held that the right to self-determination under international law
cannot affect the power to make constitutional provision for an overseas territory
by Order in Council, because the right has not been incorporated into domestic
law. 40
TREATIES

The United Kingdom is responsible for compliance by the overseas territories with
obligations arising under international law, whether deriving from customary international law or from applicable treaties. In practice, this responsibility arises far
more often in respect of obligations under treaties and other international agreements that have been applied to the territories by the United Kingdom Government.
The territories themselves have no international legal personality and no international legal treaty.,.making capacity separate from that of the United Kingdom. The
United Kingdom is therefore, as a matter of international law, responsible for the
external relations of the territories, which includes responsibility for concluding
treaties and for compliance with the international obligations under them. As a matter of constitutional law, treaty-making is an aspect of the Royal prerogative in the
field of foreign affairs, and is therefore a matter for the United Kingdom.
This is not to say that it is necessarily the United Kingdom which implements the
territories' treaty obligations in practice. As in the United Kingdom, under each territory's law international agreements do not automatically become part of the law
of the land as soon as they are extended to the territory; to become so they have
to be implemented by legislation. This might involve giving part or all of the treaty
the force of law in the territory, 41 but this approach is not very common and more
frequently it involves passing the legislation necessary to give effect to the treaty, or
parts of it, in the local law. Although in some cases the United Kingdom legislates

39

Falkland Islands Consrirmion (Sl 2008/2846) s 1 (a) and (b); Cayman Islands Constitution

(SJ 2009/1379) s 1, preamble; Gibraltar Constitution (Sl 2006, IH, p !1503) eh 1, preamble; St Helena,
Ascension and Tristan da Cunha Constitution (Sl 200911751) preamble, para (g); Monrsemn
Constitution (Sl 2010/2474) preamble and s 2.
40 R (Misick,i II Secretary of State for Foreign and Commommmlth Affairs f2009] EWCA Civ 1549.
Sec also R (Bancoult) v Secretary of State for Foreign mzd Commonwealth Aff.1irs (No 2} [2008] UKHL
61, [2009] 1 AC 453 (HLJ paras 64, 66, 116 and 120.
41 See eg Consular Relations Act 1971 (Laws of Bermuda ( 1989 Revision) Title 6~ Item I), which gives
the force of law in Bermuda to certain provisions of the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations.
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Nor has the question of independence been strongly advoca.ted or pubHdy rested in
the Cayman Islands, St Hdena or the Virgin ls lands. 3
This chapter ccH1$iders the law and practice, in the light of nmnerous prec"
edents., relating to the termination of United Kingdom sovereignty over an overseas
territory.
INDEPENDENCE

The consistent pn1ctke in the pust~SectJnd '.\:\Jodd °\X,'ar decolonisation process was
to ensure that independence had the support of the people of a territory either by
referendum or by me-ans of a gen.eral election at which. independence formed part
of the winning party's mandate, In this \vay the principl.e of self'-determination was
regarded as satisfied.
Jn post-\var practice, once a dedsion to move to independence had been thus
taken~ a target date for independence was agreed between the Government of the
United Kingdmn and the Government of the territory concerned. In the lead~up to
that date a.H the neccssaty preparations had to be :111.1de. This frequently involved a
final, pre-independence stage o.f constitutional advance11wnt1 sometimes calfod 'foil
internal sdf"'governmene. \Xlhiie the United Kingdom's ultimate legislative powers,
as well as sotne controls on local legislative power~ remained, the reserved executive
powers of the Governor (and, indire,tdy, of the UUitcd Kingdom) were reduced to
the minin1un1 of e.xter:11al affairs., defence and internal security. This was regarded
as politically and legally acceptable by the United Kingdn111 for a relatively short
interim period.
The key legal steps in the granting. of independence consisted of the passage of
the necessary United Kingdom legislation at1d the negotiation and formal making
of the independence constitution of the territory concerned. But thcre were other
consequences nf a move to independence, especially in the external field.

A. Independence Legislation
In the great majority of cases the necessary United Kingdom legislation consisted of
an Act of Parlfarnent. 4 In the case of the independence of the six assodated states,
the legislation granting independence consisted of an Order in Council made: in
exetcise of powets conferred by the ~!est Indies Act 1967} read irtconjunction \vith
certain provisions of that Act.5
Pot n ~iJmmary of the interest in independence in Bennuda1 r>.fontserrat and the Turksand Caicos
falands, and the ci.:inttrtiidHg lack of it1terest in Anguilla, the Cayman IshuH:fa, St HeletM and rhe 'litgfo
Isi.ands1 see R AJ.drh.:h and J ConneJI, The L.1st C(;loni&.s /Camhrklge, Cambridge Uni:versir:yPressf 1998)
125,,,JJ, lJS-40 and 141-43,
4 Srarting with the Statute (if \X/e$tminstet J 931 (1931 c 4), whirhformally rnntinnedtbe indepetl·
dence of the 'Domh1h)ns' of Australia, Canada; New Zealand~ South Africa, the Irish Ftee State and
Newfoundland. The latest independence Act was the Belize Act 19!:ll i 1981 c 52).
5 l5hi7 c 4, s Wf2) provided for termh1.ahon of the status: of M;sorlarimt by Order in Couudt s 11
provided for the effects qf termination by divesting the lh1irnd Kingdom Gover.mtwnr nf responsibility; and the United Kingdorn PadiametH of povler~ in respect of the assbd;.aed SmH\ and S8 Ll w 1.5
3
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The key legislative provisions to grant independence had the effect of removing
the executive and legislative marks of dependence on the United Kingdom. They

folknved a standard form.
First~ the responsibility of the United Kingdom Gqvernmem for the governnlentof

the territory concerned was termit1ated. The suu1dard language was: 'On and after
Independence Day Her J\,fajesty~s Government in the United Kingdom shall have no
responsibility for the government oP the territory. 6 The effect of this \Vas to remove
both executive responsibility and any powe.r of the United Kingdom Government
to advise the sovereign on legislative or executive action in the territory concerned.
Secondly, the power of the United Kingdom Parliament to legislate for the terri~
tory concerned was removed. This surrender of Parliament's pmver dearly required

an Act of Parliament, The standard language was: ·No Act of the Parliament of the
United Kingdom passed on or after Independence Day shall extend, or he deemed
to extend, to [the rerritnry_l as part of its law;. 7
·
Thirdly~ as regards territories ,vhkh on independence retained the British sover-eign as Head of State (and therefore remained within Her tviajesty\-. dominions})
the inhibitions on the legislative po\ver of the te.rritory}s legislature were removed. 8
Cle:ar1% the grant of independence must involve the grant ocf unlimited po\ver to the
territorfs legislature. These provisions involved the disappHcation to the territory
of die Colonial Laws Validity Act 1865, 9 the re1noval of any rule p.mhibiting tepugnancy to the law of England} and the removal of any inhibition on the en.acrmem
of la,vs having extraterritorial operation. Schedule l ro the Belize Act 1981 sets out
the standard language on these m.atters::
L The Colonial Laws Validity Act 1865 shall not apply to any law made on or afrer
Independew:;;e Day by the legislature of Belize,
2. No law and no provision of any law made on or after Tndepen1..fonce Day by that legislature shall be void or inoperative on the ground that it is repugnant to the law nf

Engfaw;l) or to the provisions of any Act of the Patliarnenr of the United Kingdom,
indud.itig this Att, or to any order~ rule: or regufation made tmder any such Act~ and
accordingly the powers of that legislature shall include the power to repeal or arnend
any s::uch Act;. orde1; rule or regulation in so far as: it is pan of the lav.r ofBdize.
J, The lcgisfowre of Bchze shall have foll power to make laws having extraterritorial
op-eration.i 0

The dis:application of the 1865 Act w<ls necessary because that Act applies to 'all of
Her !viajesty's Possessions abroalf in which there is a legislature separate from the
United Kingdom Parli~1ment and Her !\4ajesty in Council, with tht exception only

enabled various consequentird proviskms to he made by Order in Council. :i 17(2) reqniwd an Order
under s 10/2.) termin~lting the Starns of assuchuion to he approved in draft by resolution of c;;1ch Ifow;c
of Patliament.
Eg Belize Act 1981 s l(l), This language \'W'IS not induded in the Statute of Wrstrnim,ier 19:rl
because by that time the 'Dmniniom' had fol! executive responsibility,
7 Eg Belize Act 1981 s 1{2}. This language is an abbreviated vershx1 of rlw Statute of Westminster
1931 s 4,
ii These inhibitions am di:scribed in eh 4 above,
6

\l
10

lS65 c 63.
These prQvision$ reflect the Statute of Westminster 1931 ss 2 and 3.
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of the Channel Islands, the Isle of 1vhm a.nd certain Indian territories. 11 A territpry
that rernained within Her !vfajesty's d<n11inions on independence rernained one of
'Her :Vfajestfs Possessions abroad}; To disappiy the A.et dearly required an Act
of Parlian1e11t; The disappHcation of any rule prohibiting repugnancy to the la,v of
England was a precaution against the common law rule to that effect before the 1865
Act (to the extent that it ex1sted) being held to revive upo.n the disappHcatfon of the
1865 Act. The provision removing any inhibition on l"~gistation having extratcrtitQrial operation \vas arguably 11nnecessary1 since its effect could be implied by the grant
of indep('ndence itself. It was probably included as a sensible ptet;a.ntion.Ll
These provisions :re1novfog inhibitions on legislative po\ver \Vere not included io
the independence Acts of territories which, on independence} did nor have i1s their
Head of St1He tl1c: British sovereign, either bec.iuse they had. their own monarchs or
because they became republics. 13 Such countries wete nut, on independenceJ among
1Her l'vfa.jestv 1s Possessions abroad) and the Cohmial La,vs Validitv Act 1865 could
therefore not apply to them. Evidently no precautionasy provision regarding extra~
~

'

.

..

~

territorial legislation was·considcred necessary.
·rhe other provisions of independe11ctt Acts dt'alt with the consequences of in.de~
pendence in the law of the United Kingdom. The most important of these .related to
British nationality. Part of the independence settlement would be the definition of
who would become nationals of the nevv State~ and this definition could be included
in the independence cqnstitntion or in ordinary legislation of the nc,v State. The
interest of the United J(ingd.om vvas to ensure that all those with a proper connection with the territory becoming independent should obtain the nationality of the
new State, and that no-one 1vould be kft stateless. The independe.nCe Act provided
as a general rule that anyone \vho at independence became a national of rhe new
State ceased to have British nationality. But it went on to prescribe those categories
of people \vho, by virtue of defined cnm1ectkms with the United Kingdom or ~1
remaining overseas territory, retained British nationality even ifthey became nationals of the pe\v Sta.te.H Provisions \Vere also sometimes included to avoid statelessness,15 There is no auromaticity in these provisio-ns. The deterrr1ination of who loses
and whQ .retains British nationality on the iru:iependence ofa territory is a matter of

policy for the United Kingd.orn Government and,, ultimately, for Parliarn.tnt.
Other provisions made consequential changes to United Kingdom legislation to
reflect the change of status of the territory concernedi for example to make nation-·
aJs of the new State Co111n1on,veahh citizens in United Kingdom kn.v and to inducle
the new State in the definitions of 'Cornmonwealth force' and 'Commonwealth
countrf in the Acts· regulating the armed forces, 16
It is dear from this hriefsurvey that the approval of the United Kingdom Parliament
,vould be legaHy required if any of the remaining British overseas tcrdtodes \Vished
to move to independence. For any of those territories except .Anguilla) an Act of
See ddinitions of 'C<:Jlony'., 'Legblature' and 'Cd.onial Legislature' in , . i.
That is the conclusion in K Roberts-\Vri)y, Corttlfrt)1iwfialth and Cdlcmfol Lau" \London; Stevens,
1966)262. .
tJ See, eg Kiribati Act l979 (l97~h: 27); Kitibad became a republic on independence.
H Eg BeHi:c .Art 1981 ss 4 ,ind 5.
11

12

15

Eg Sqiombn Islands Act 1978 (1978 c 15) ,;f, 2{4) and 4(2).

16

Eg HeHze Act 1.9Sl ss 3(4) ,mJ 4f l),. ami -~eh 2.
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Parliament ,vould he necessary to confer independence, because Parlia1nent has· S()
far made no provision fnt that eventuality, By contrast~ Parliament has aJtead? made
provision for Anguilla to be granted independence by Ordet in Council. Section 1(3)
of the A.nguilla Act 198017 h1dudes the followir1g:
(3) Her 1\-fajesty may by Order in Council make provision-·
(a) for a.11<,1 in connettion with the attaitunent by Anguilla of foUy responsible status;
(b) for and in cormection with tht:cstabiishnwntof AoguiHa as anintlependentrep11bliq
or
(c) after such provision as is rnemioned in parng:nipb. (a) has been made~ in C()llrttction

with AnguiUa becoming a republic;
and an Order so made may make such tnodific~ukms of any enactment of the Parlian1ent
of the United Kingdorn or of ony instrm:nent having effect by virtue of such an em1ctrnentl
an.d such transitional or other incidt;ntal and supplementary provisions, as appear to Her
Majesty to be ni%,:essary or expedient.
·

By virtue nf this puwe.r.,, all the provisions traditionally included in an indept~ndence

Act may be inch1ded in an Order in Council conferring independence on Anguilla,
whether as a :monarchy under Her .Majesty or as a republic. Section 1{4) of the Act
requires a.ny such Order to he approved in draft by resolution of each House of
ParHarneut. So a debate and approval would be required in each f·fouse.

B. Independence Constitution
The constitution a territory \Vill have on achieving independem:e ha$ normally been
set out in an Order in Council. Such an Order has been made using the po\vers available while· the territory was depen.dent18 or nn the basis of a specific power provided
in the independence Ac:t.19 \Vhik the Order (or parts of it) might be expressed to
come into force earlier than the dare of independence to allow trarrnitional measures
to be taken, the constituti(m itself would rtot take effe,t until independence day.
The tentis of an independence constitution need 10 be agreed bct\vet..m the United
Kingdon1 Governr:ncnt and the territory concerned, The pn1ctke has heen to agree
the broad lit1es of the constimtion at a constitutional conference involving delegates
of the territory and the United Kingdom, followed by detailed drafting b-1r leg.rt!
advisers, A key point in the process was the determination of whether the rerrit.1)r.y
1,,vould at independence be a morta.tchy, \Vith either Her !\,fajesty or a di:fferent tl.lOtl/
arch as Head of State 1 or become'. a republic (and if so what pmvers the heap qftlte
republic ,:v(n1ld have), The choice was for the territory concerned.
.

l7

.

.

1980 C 67,

ltg Uahmnas. IndependetKC . Order l:)73 {SI 19'?3/lOHO), made under the .B$halthllsfaod$
(Constitution) An 1963 ft 96 3 c 56) s l; Solomon lslands lndeperidence Order 1978 {S1J978!7aJh n:1Jde
under the Fo.teigm Jurisdiction Act lilY.O (lS90 c 37}.
vr Eg Ki.ti!:mri Act .1979 s 1) v.rhkh enabled Her ,Vlajesty by .Order in Council to makeprovisi~nJor
a constitution of Kiribati as a rnpuhlk on Independence n~1y; Bdize Act. J. 981 .2, ivh:ich eq~h!wd Her
M.ajesty by Order in Com1d! made btfore lndependenn: Day to prtwidta const:itnti,;m forStliz~)O· tome
into effect on that dars including provision for the tna:nne.r in whkh the legfabrure of 8eJite ti5i,iyalter
18

s

that Order or the constituhfm,
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An independence constitution did not of course c<mtain ~tny of the executive or
l.egisladve controls which are common in pre~independ.enc.e constitutions. As for
jl1did.aJ control, it was a matter for the territory concerned to choose whether to
continue to have as its final court of appeal rhe Jutikfal Committee of the Privy
GoundL 20
An important issue for an independence constitution is the procedure for its
future .tmend:ment. As the tercitory \Vill becon1e sovereign, there ,vill be no power to
am.end the constitution by a further Order in CmmdL The independence constitu~
tion musttherefore ir1dude provision for its own amendment. This-may involve prn-·
cedurcs of varying complexity, with certain provisions being more firmly entrenched
and difficult tu change than others..
Among the many transitional prnvisions cQn;tained i.n the Order in Council by
which the independence constitution was granted, a crucial one maintained in force
as part of the la\v of the nt,v State aH the laws that had been in force tht~re imrnedi..
ately before independence (;vith the exception of those rev<Jked by the Order, such
as the previous constituti011). This saving was expressed to he without 11rejudice
to the power of any authority under the netv constitution w amend or re~'oke any
such existing law.21 Jn thfo \Vay there were saved not only the local laws ma.de under
(ot saved by) the old constitutionf but aho any laws made by the United. Kingdom
Parliament or by Order in Council which formed part of rhe la\-v o.f the territory
in1:mc.diately before independence, After in.dependence the legislature of the rtetv
State had full power to arnend or revoke any such laws so saved,
\Vhcre a territory became a republic on in.dependence; the independence Order
in Cotmcil transferred to the republic the property and assets~ and the rights., lia~
bilities and obligations under the law of the territor% of the Crown in right of the
Govcrnrnent of the territory; this was not necessary where the territory continued
under the Crown after indepeJ1dtnce. zz
.

.

.

C. Qther Consequences oflndcpendence, especially in the External Field

A variety of other consequences were considered in the run-up _to independence.
Some of these related to the continuing relationship with the United Kingd.om~ and
in many cases the assistance the United Kingdom would provide to the new State 1
which might include financi.al or technical assistance, defence arrangements or help
with consular representation in third countries.
Independence involved the territory concenwd becoming a sovereign Statei and
thus an international legal person in its own .right. It therefore acquired full treaty~
making capacity, the po\ver of leg~tion and tesponsibility for its mvn actions under
internationaJ imv.

iv \'in1ere a territory bd;ame a .rqn1blic on ifl<lependence., provlsfon for appenls ttl the Privy Council
was made i:o rhe in.dependenct An: eg Kiribati Act 1979 !ii 6. Thh was. unne-eesMrry if the territory
retitin<;cd Her J\rlajes.ty as ${}Verdgn after indt:pen-deocc;
11 Eg Solmnonlsbnds lrtdepcndcnce Order l97S s 5, _
12 Contrast eg Kitihati lndt.ipcndemce OrJer l.979 (SI J 979/719), _ss 9 and 10) with Solomon falands
lfl.deper1dertce Orde1· 1978, which indndes nn such ptovfa:fo1Vi. Kitihati hcts.'lme arepublic on independ~
encer ivhercas Solom(i.n Islands rttained Her }vfaj-esty at Head of Statt::.
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SELF-DETERMINATION
By Rupert Emerson °'

.Any examination of self-determination runs promptly into the difficulty
that while the concept lends itself to simple formulation in words ,vhich
have a ring of universal applicability and perhaps of revolutionary slogans,
when the time comes to put it into operation it turns out to be a complex
matter hedged in by limitations and caveats. In a different turn of phrase,
what is stated in big print-as in the reiterated United Nations injunction:
All peoples have the right to self-determination-is drastically modified
by what follows in small print. Indeed, once the major original exercise
of self-determination has been undertaken, the small print takes over and
becomes the big print which establishes the new and far more restrictive
guidelines.
In the same fashion, the most obvious questions which n1ust be asked
about self-determination are usually familiar and straightforward but they
all tend to suffer from the same common defect of lacking unan1biguous
answers which can be easily adapted to meet the pressures of political
demands and counter-demands. Three sets of overlapping and interrelated questions may be suggested as covering most of the ground: ( 1)
What is the status of the principle or the right of self-deternlination under
international law? ( 2) Who may legitimately claim to exercise the right
of self-determination, when, and under ,vhat circumstances? ( 3) What
are the rights and obligations of other states and international organizations in relation to self-determination and how might they be strengthened
to bring an always potentially explosive procedure under control and render
it more fruitful?
To the first of these questions I believe that only a somewhat equivocal
answer can be given because of the elusive and contradictory nature of the
issues to be dealt with-a matter which is reflected in the disagreement
among the experts as to the proper verdict. The n1atter is complicated
by the fact that the inquiry is presumably to be divided into t\vo parts,
each of which lends itself to a diversity of opinions. The wider and preliminary question is as to the law-creating powers of the organs of the
United Nations, notably the General Assembly, and the second, introducing
an array of quite different considerations, is the specific question as to
Professor of Government, Harvard University; currently Visiting Professor, University of California at Los Angeles. This article is one of the by-products of the Panel
on Self-Determination organized by the American Society of International Law. It is
built largely around points and problems that were raised in the course of the Panefs
deliberations but it makes no pretense of dealing with all the matters considered by
the Panel nor does it represent a consensus of the Panel. In the succeeding pages I
have unashamedly, but gratefully, purloined ideas and arguments which were brought
forth in the discussion and in papers prepared for the Panel.
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what measure of legal valicllty the principle or right of self-determination
has achieved.
There is no occasion to undertake here any extensive consideration of
the United Nations as a source of international law, particularly since, with
Wolfgang Friedmann, I tend to regard it as a "rather futile controversy.111
H the orthodox or classic view denies law-creating powers to the General
Assembly, while other approaches open up wider horizons which seem
to be gaining favor, the actual differences in opinion are not likely to take
the form of flat opposition between a negative and an affirmative. No
one is likely to deny that principles laid down by the United Nations may
under appropriate conditions set in motion forces which ultimately have
the effect of bringing law into being, nor, on the other side, does anyone
assert that Assembly resolutions laying down general principles automatically create international law. The effective difference of opinion is not
to be stated in the confrontation of opposites but in the nature and extent
of the evidence required to justify the proposition that a norm has achieved
a consensus ( the consent?) of the international community. Rosalyn Higgins has established a useful frame of reference in insisting that the key
issue is not the non-binding character of Assembly resolutions but the
cumulative effect of such resolutions taken as an indication of the emergence of rules of general customary law:
VVhat is required is an examination of whether resolutions with similar content, repeated through time, voted for by overwhelming majorities, giving rise to a general opinio juris, have created the norm
in question. 2
More sharply defined differences of opinion appear when the general
principles of United Nations lawmaking, or its denial, are applied to the
concrete issue of the legal character of self-determination. Applying her
own criteria, Dr. Higgins finds inescapable the conclusion that self-determination has developed :into an international legal right. To the large
array of cases of decolonization in which the United Nations has participated or to which it has given its blessing, she adds the overwhelming acceptance of the 1960 Declaration on colonial independence (Resolution
1514 (XV)) 3 and its 1961 successor (Resolution 1654 (A.'VI)) 4 setting up
a Special Committee to oversee the application of the Declaration. Given
this background she finds it academic
to argue that as Assembly resolutions are not binding nothing has
changed, and that "self-determination" remains a mere "principle,,,
and Article 2/7 is an effective defense against its implementation. To
1 \Volfgang Friedmann, The Changing Structure of International Law 139 ( Columbia
University Press, 1964). His comment bore specifically on declaratory resolutions of
the U.N.
2 Rosalyn Higgins, ''The United Nations and Lawmaking: the Political Organs," 64
A.J.I.L. 43 ( Sept., 1970).
au. N. General Assembly, 15th Sess., Official Records, Supp. No. 16 (A/4684),
p. 66.
4- Ibid., 16th Sess., Supp. No. 17 (A/5100), p. 65.
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insist upon this interpretation is to fail to give any weight either to
the doctrine of bona fides or to the practice of states as revealed by
unanimous and consistent behavior. 5
Assessing the situation differently, Leo Gross, a hard-liner on the question of the law-creating powers of the Assembly, :finds that nowhere in the
Charter has the right to self-determination in the legal sense been established, and contends that
subsequent practice as an element of interpretation does not support
the proposition that the principle 0£ self-determination is to be interpreted as a right or that the human rights provisions have come to
be interpreted as rights with corresponding obligations either generally
or specifically with respect to the right to self-determination.6
Working with substantially the same materials of recent history and
United Nations practice, Dr. Higgins and Professor Gross come to opposed
conclusions. Where she £nds it inescapable that a right has come into
being, he holds it to be an equally inescapable conclusion that the right
to self-determination "is not or not yet one which can be characterized as
based on customary international law." ( How large a loophole is opened
by the two words "not yet"?) Acknowledging that an impressively large
number of peoples have been granted or conceded self-determination, he
asserts that it is not possible to supply the missing element, namely, that
practice was based on a sense of legal obligation:
On the contrary, the practice of decolonization is a perfect illustration
of a usage dictated by political expediency or necessity or sheer convenience. And moreover, it is neither constant nor uniform.1

It is certainly the case that since the start of the United Nations a
highly significant change has taken place in the expectations of broad and
important elements of the international community concerning self-determination, but it is a troublesome matter to attempt to define and delimit
the nature and extent of the change. Evidently there is disagreement as
to what evidence should be taken into account and how it should be
weighted: the practice which one e:,.,1)ert holds to be "unanimous and
consistent behavior" the other regards as «neither constant nor uniform."
On this score it must be a relevant consideration that the colonial Powers
and a number of states supporting them have not accepted the basic proposition that all colonialism is illegitimate nor the corollary proposition that
the colonial peoples are entitled to as speedy as possible an exercise of
their right of self-determination with independence as the strongly favored
;; Rosalyn Higgins, The Development of International Law through the Political
Organs of the United Nations 101-102 ( Oxford University Press, 1963). Muhammad
Aziz Shukri, The Concept of Self-Determination in the United Nations 338-350 (Damascus, Syria, 1965), also inclines to accept self-determination as a legal right, but he
qualifies his acceptance by pointing to the many political considerations, based on
national interest, which circumscribe its application.
_
e Leo Gross, "The Right of Self-Determination in International Law," in New States
in the Modem Worl~ edited by Martin Kilson (a forthcoming publication of the
Harvard University Press.)
1 Ibid.
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goal. How ,videspread the hesitation is to accept the verdict of the anticolonial majority may be seen in that nine states, including the United
States, the United Kingdom, France, Portugal, and Australia, abstained
even in the vote which, in a surge of emotion, brought unanimous adoption of the centrally important Resolution 1514 (XV) of 1960, the Declaration of colonial independence. In the aftermath of this Declaration
what may be seen as the annual catch-all anti-colonial self-determination
resolutions roused much more objection. Thus, for example, Resolutions
2105 (XX) of 1965 8 and 2189 (XXI) of 1966 ° were adopted by votes,
respectively, of 74-6-27 and 76-7-20, the negative votes and abstentions
deriving in part, perhaps, :from the fact that these resolutions also added
opposition to military bases in colonial territories and a denunciation of
colonial rule and apartheid as a threat to the peace and a crime against
humanity.
Where so substantial a body of doubt and opposition exists, including
major Powers and those still possessed of colonies, the existence of a rule
of international law cannot lightly be assumed. The general climate of
opinion has certainly turned sharply against colonialism, and the administering Powers agree on the need for an orderly end of the colonial relationship,10 on their own terms; but that all dependent peoples have here
and now the right to determine their own destinies is denied by the
states which remain in charge of them. H, as proposed by Rosalyn Higgins
and others, the e}.."Pectation of the international community as to what
constitutes lawful behavior is a key criterion in determining the existence
of new rules of international law, it is obviously essential to lmow how the
international community is composed and what major portions of that
community may be excluded without impairing its status as a single and
solidary body.
The preceding paragraphs have already, prematurely but unavoidably,
introduced another key element into the discussion: the virtually total concentration of attention since World War II, as far as self-determination is
concerned, on the colonial peoples. If the right to self-determination is
to be made an operative one under international law and an orderly one
within the confines of an 01·ganized international society, an essential condition is surely that the peoples or territories to which it applies are demarcated with at least reasonable clarity; 11 but all commentators on selfdetermination have pointed out that neither "people,, nor "nation" has
any generally accepted meaning which can be applied to the diverse
world of political and social reality.
One obvious version which can be disposed of without further ado is
s U. N. General Assembly, 20th. Sess., Official Records, Supp. No. 14 (A/6014), p. 3.
o Ibid., 21st Sess., Supp. No. 16 (A/6316), p. 5.
10 Save Portugal, which clings to the contention that it has no colonies.
11 "The more strictly the people to whom it is to be applied are defined, the more
possible it is to classify self-determination as a right which can be stated with reasonable precision and given institutional expression." Harold S. Johnson, Self~Determination within the Community of Nations 55 (Leiden, 1967).
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the notion that when United Nations resolutions or the first articles of the
two Covenants on Human Rights assert that "All peoples have the right to
self-determination,'' they mean what they say, i.e., that all peoples have
the right. Anyone tempted by so simple an interpretation is invited to
consult the Germans, Koreans, and Vietnamese; the Biafrans or Ibos,
the south Sudanese, the Baltic peoples, the Formosans, the Somalis, and
the Kurds and Armenians.
There have been two major periods when self-determination has come
to a substantial measure of international acceptance in the sense of being
an operative right or principle, but in each instance only for a relatively
closely defined category of peoples or territories. In the first, at the close
of World \Var I, Woodrow Wilson and others proclaimed the right of
self-determination in universal terms, but for practical purposes with a
concentration on the European territorial settlement following the war.
In substance this involved particularly the destiny of the peoples in Eastern
Europe, the Balkans, and the Middle East who were directly affected by
the defeat or collapse of the German, Russian, Austro-Hungarian" and
Turkish land empires. In the second, following World War II, the focus
of attention has been the disintegration of the overseas empires, which
had remained effectively untouched in the round of Wilsonian self-determination.
A common bond might be found between the two in that each involved,
to use contemporary United Nations phraseology, "subjection of peoples
to alien subjugation, domination, and exploitation." The ground rules
that were actually invoked, however, could be seen as precariously in contradiction of each other, although in each instance it was assumed as a
basic principle that once the first act of self-determination had been undertaken, no further recourse to the right was allowable. The point of
contradiction lay in the fact that the peoples involved in the Wilsonian
period were ethnic communities, nations or nationalities primarily defined
by language and culture, whereas, in the present era of decolonization,
ethnic identity is essentially irrelevant, the decisive, indeed, ordinarily the
sole, consideration being the existence of a political entity in the guise
of a colonial territory. Thus two quite different and mutually incompatible definitions of the "people'' entitled to exercise the right of self-determination marked the two periods: in the first, politically shapeless ethnic
communities were authorized to disrupt the existing states; in the second,
the inhabitants, however haphazardly assembled by the colonial Power,
take over pre-existing political units as independent states, but with the
firm prescription, reiterated in substance under various auspices, as in
Resolution 1514 (XV), that

Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national
unity and the territorial integrity of a country is incompatible with

the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations.12
Thus, in the new dispensation, precisely the condition which was held
1::

Cited note 3 above.
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to justify self-determination in the earlier period, i.e., that ethnically different peoples were subjected to alien rule, is now wholly unacceptable as
a justification once the colonial territory has achieved its independence.13
It would, however, be exceedingly difficult to establish that, say, the Ibos
are ethnically closer to the Hausa-Fulani of Northern Nigeria, the south
Sudanese to the northern Sudanese, or the Papuans of West lrian to the
Javanese than were the Czechs to the Austrians or the Poles to the Russians. In either instance, once the newly created or newly independent
state is in existence, no resort to further self-determination is tolerable.
It will be evident that what is in part at stake here is the vexed issue
as to whether the right to self-determination includes a right of secession.
Despite the fact that the self-determination of the World War I peace
settlement seems clearly to have involved secession, and that it is nonsense
to concede the right to "all peoples'' if secession is excluded, the customary
verdict has been that self-determination does not embrace secession, at
least as any continuing right. The reason is too obvious to require elaboration: except in the rarest of circumstances no state will accept the principle that at their own choosing some segment of its own people will be free
to secede either to become independent or to join a neighbor. Similarly,
no organization of states is in the least likely to lay down the law that
its members must yield .i£ they are challenged by an internal demand for
seH-determination.
This principle was vigorously asserted by Secretary General U Thant
when he was asked at a press conference on January 4, 1970, whether there
was not a deep contradiction between the people's right to self-determination as recognized by the United Nations and the attitude 0£ the Nigerian
Government towards Biafra. The Secretary General's reply, which included
a reference to the United Nations' successful effort to prevent Katanga's
secession, affirmed that when a state joins the United Nations, there is an
implied acceptance by the entire membership of its territorial integrity
and sovereignty. He continued to say:
So, as far as the question of secession of a particular section of a Member State is concerned, the United Nations' attitude is unequivocable.
As an international organization, the United Nations has never accepted and does not accept and I do not believe it will ever accept
the principle of secession of a part of its Member State.14
taRosalyn Higgins, having found sell-determination to be an international legal right
but one whose extent and scope is still open to some debate, defined it as "the right
of the majority within an accepted political unit to exercise power." The Development
of International Law through the Political Organs of the United Nations 103-105. This
serves to embrace the current anti-colonial phase of self-determination and the Hungarian
rising against Soviet domination, but it runs counter to the post-'\Vorld War I version,
It also risks being out of tune with what may well be the next incarnation of selfdetermination when the peoples now subjected to what they regard as alien rule in
states composed of heterogeneous elements rise up to demand the right to rule themselves. Her assertion that, in the present political climate, "the right of sell-determine~
tion is likely to continue to be presented in a racial context" is more plausible than
the contention that traditionally the term sell-determination referred to the desire of
a f'ace for independence. Ibid. 105-106.
u. 7 U.N. Monthly Chronicle 36 (Feb., 1970). The Special Committee on Prln-
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If the right of secession is eliminated and the maintenance of the territorial
integrity of states takes priority over the claims of "peoples" to establish
their own separate political identity, the room left for self-determination
:in the sense of the attainment of independent statehood is very slight,
with the great current exception of decolonization. It need scarcely be
added that the transition from colonial status to :independence is not regarded as secession, whether or not it is achieved by force of arms, but
rather as the "restoration" of a rightful sovereignty of which the people
have been illegitimately deprived by the colonial Power concerned. On
the theory that colonialism is permanent aggression, which was put forward by India at the time of taking over Goa from Portugal, the imperialists have and have had no rights, and therefore no issue of secession can
be raised. In the Goan instance the people formally returned to the India
from which they had never been lawfully separated; in the case of other
colonies the latent sovereignty of the people is made manifest as the usurpers are overthrown or withdrawn. The anti-colonialists denounce all
colonialism as illegitimate, even though Article 73 of the Charter appears
clearly to contemplate the exercise of a measure of control by the administering states.
The end of colonialism is, however, near at hand, the great bulk of the
colonial peoples already having achieved independence or othenvise come
out from under alien rule, and it has so far proved impossible to determine
what category of peoples, if any, will next be designated as the ones entitled to call upon the right of self-determination. Useful as it would be
to establish where the lightning may strike next, in order to make some
advance planning possible, we have little more than guesswork to rely on.
While it appears inevitable that demands for a right to determine their
own separate destinies will be made by '~peoples'' embraced within the
heterogeneous polities of the third world, as well as of the fust and second,
there can be no present assurance that the international community will
give them, or some defined portion of them, the kind of blessing which
it has given the colonial peoples.
It appears to be the usual interpretation of self-determination that it
involves accession to independent statehood, but account must also be
taken of the claim which is made to what may be called internal selfdetermination, as contrasted with the external self-determination associated
with international political status. A convenient phrasing of it is to be
found in the General Assembly's Declaration on Non-Intervention (Resolution 2131 ( XX) ) :
ciples of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among
States, in dealing in its Report with the principle of equal rights and self-determination
of peoples, which it accepted as a principle of international law, took a firm stand
against any action which would dismember or impair the territorial integrity or political
unity of independent states. U.N. General Assembly, 25th Sess., Official Records, Supp.
No. 18 (A/8018), 1970, p. 69. For self-evident reasons the Organization of African
Unity, in its Charter and elsewhere, has been particularly firm in its insistence on the
maintenance of sovereignty and territorial integrity and on banning interference in
internal affairs.
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Every State has an inalienable right to choose its political, economic,
social and cultural systems, without interference in any form by another State.15
The Declaration, for the moment leaving the realities of international
politics behind it, denies the right of any state to intervene, directly or
indirectly, in the internal or external affairs of any other state or to use
economic, political, or any other type of measures in order to secure advantages of any kind from another state or to subordinate the exercise of
the latter's sovereign rights.16 The temptation to vote with the majority
on the side of v:irtue obscures on occasion the need for precision of language and realism of prescription.
It appears to this writer that self-determination in this phase, as contrasted with the positive action implied by e:\.'ternal self-determination, is
essentially a negative matter, and as such properly dealt with in a declaration on non-intervention. With one substantial exception, no positive
step is required, nor is any particular kind of government or social, economic, or cultural system called for or favored; all that is needed is that
there not be external interference which impairs the ability of the state
freely to make its own choices. All states and international organizations
are asked to conhibute political and material support to the winning of
independence by colonial peoples; in relation to internal self-determination
they are asked only to abstain from action of any kind which influences
the domestic decision of other states. Any effort on the part of states or
organizations to become jnvolved in the affairs of other sovereignties in
order to promote one or another decision would seem to be an evident
violation of the ban on intervention. For good or evil, such intervention
is, of course, an old-established and continuing feature of international
life, whether in soft-spoken and covert fashion or in such open actions as
the United States in relation to Cuba and the Dominican Republic, the
Soviet Union in Hungary and Czechoslovakia, or Sukarno's Indonesia in
its armed ·~confrontation" with Malaysia.
'Wholly comprehensibly in the light of the arrogant imperialist interventions of the not distant past and despite the unlikelihood that it will
be lived up to, total non-intervention has been accepted by the United
Nations as one of the highest of principles. A still higher principle, however, has been established by the United Nations which ovenides the
right of internal self-determination and invalidates the obligation to abU.N. General Assembly, 20th Sess., Official Records, Supp. No. 14 (A/6014),
p. 11; 60 A.J.I.L. 662 (1966).
16 "If it becomes common for Assembly resolutions of this nature to be passed by
large majorities only to be immediately ignored, then the seriousness with which the
Organization deserves to be taken will have been significantly downgraded," David A.
Kay, "The Impact of African States on the United Nations," 23 International Organization 32 ( Winter, 1969),
It deserves also to be noted that in a distinctive burst of honesty Malta declined to
participate in the unanimous vote for the Declaration on the ground that it was being
openly violated by several states which voted for it, and that they were unlikely to
modify their policies. 2 U.N. Monthly Chronicle 23 (Jan., 1966).
16
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stain from interference in what would otherwise be the domestic affairs
of other states. This loftiest of principles is covered in the Declaration on
Non-Intervention by the injunction that "all States shall contribute to the
complete elimination of racial discrimination and colonialism in all its
forms and manifestations." The Special Committee on Friendly Relations
has also debated these issues at length and combined in the Declaration
unanimously adopted on September 15, 1970, the assertion of equal rights
and self-determination of peoples, the inalienable right of every state to
choose its political, economic, social, and cultural systems without interference, and the duty of states to eliminate all forms of racial discrimination and religious intolerance.17
In addition to the right or obligation to intervene to bring colonialism
to an end, the United Nations organs have repeatedly asserted the neces..
sity to intervene to overthrow the open and full-Hedged racial discrimination of the apartheid regime in South Africa, also applied in Southwest
Africa, and the close approximation to it which the white minority has
instituted in Rhodesia since the Unilateral Declaration of Independence
of 1965. In these instances, and presumably any others which might be
found comparable to them, the inalienable right of a state to choose its
social-political system vanishes and is replaced by the international mandate to secure a non-discriminatory regime. 18 It has been suggested that
the contradiction between the doctrine of non-intervention and the attack
upon apartheid is greatly mitigated if Resolution 2131 ( XX) is read as
being subject to the obligations imposed on states by the Charter. Unless intervention, however, is assumed by definition to involve the threat
or use of force, bringing pressure of one sort or another to bear on a
state does not appear to be outlawed by the Charter. As far as human
rights and fundamental freedoms are concerned, even if it be conceded,
as it must be, that apartheid constitutes an unmistakably :flagrant violation
of these rights and freedoms, reference to the Charter could not by itself
furnish an answer as to whether Article 1, par. 3, or Article 2, par. 7, takes
priority.
Racial discrin1ination is assumed by the contemporary international consensus to be a basic evil wherever it occurs and in whatever guise, but it
becomes the paramount evil when the majority of the people are wholly
dominated by a minority of another race. Under such circumstances selfdetermination comes into play only when the majority achieves freedom to
e'.\.-press its will and make it effective. Such a stand, with its special reference to white-ruled southern Africa, does not necessarily imply any general
endorsement of majority rule, as, for example, in relation to rule by a
military junta after a coup, but is limited to situations in which apartheid
or some approximation thereof is practiced by the dominant racial minority. Nothing but total scorn could greet the well-advertised insistence
For the text of the Declaration see the Report of the Special Committee, cited
note 14 above, pp. 62-71; also reprinted in 65 A.J.I.L. 244 (1971).
1s See Alexander J. Pollock, "The South West Africa Cases and the Jurisprudence of
International Law," 23 International Organization 786 ( Autumn 1969).
17
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of the South African Government that its doctrine of apartheid, under
the label of separate development, is in fact intended to promote the selfdetermination of each of the country's peoples.
In the deliberations of the Special Committee on Friendly Relations on
the Declaration to be presented to the Assembly for adoption, the United
States proposed the inclusion of the following article in the section dealing
with self-determination:
The existence of a sovereign and independent State possessing a
representative Government, effectively functioning as such to all clistinct peoples within its territory, is presumed to satisfy the principle
of equal rights and self-determination as regards those peoples. 10
While this seems a mild and temperate statement to which it is difficult
to talce exception, it might, if it had been adopted, have turned out to
raise some troublesome issues. Would it, for instance, justify recourse to
self-determination on the part of peoples who are not, or who claim not
to be, effectively represented in and by their government; and, as in all
such questions of self-determination, who is entitled to make the relevant
judgments and decisions? Is it a matter of international concern that
representative governments do not exist in many countries, and what, if
anything, should be done about it? As a general proposition it might be
suggested that the more criteria are laid down internationally as higher
principles conditioning the right of states to full and free internal selfdetermination, following the precedent of the elevation of the condemnation of apartheid to the status of a super-principle, the greater will be the
temptation-or even, at a further remove, the obligation-to intenrene.
One other problem of self-determination which has come to be of considerable current significance concerns the multiplicity of actual or potential ministates now coming into existence. In the 19th century it was
widely assumed as both the desired and the e}..1)ected outcome that the
new principle of nationality would enable the larger nationalities to consolidate and establish strong and stable states, while the lesser peoples,
seen as having made no mark upon history, would either be absorbed or
fade into the background. The emergence of Germany and Italy was
taken as setting the pattern, and the "Balkanization" which lay ahead was
not adequately foreseen. 20 The round of self-determination which followed
U.N. Doc. A/AC.125/L.75 (Sept. 15, 1969), p. 4. The U.K. submitted an almost
identical te:i..i:, p. 6. In the Declaration adopted by the Special Committee there survived from these proposals the statement that states which complied with the principle
of equal rights and seH-determination, as described in the Declaration, were "thus
possessed of a government representing the whole people belonging to the territory without distinction as to race, creed, or colour." Report of the Special Committee 69.
20 Professor Karl W. Deutsch has suggested that "Scandinavianization" be substituted
for "Balkaruzation," thus producing an immediate change in implication and attirude.
The derogatory sound of "Balkanization" obscures the vezy real possibility that the
construction or maintenance of larger heterogeneous political units lumping together
peoples without common bonds may produce disastrously costly results, of which
Nigeria is the most recent unhappy example. Furthermore it has been cogently argued
that the Austro-Hungarian Empire was not necessarily the ideal political solution and
that balkanizing the Balkans was a step fonvard, not a step backward.
19
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World War I represented some further fragmentation but the great erup·
tion of small peoples, laying claim to self-deterrrrlnation and ranging from
lesser middle-sized to infinitesimal, broke out around the globe in the later
phases of the process of decolonization. The British, indefatigable collectors of bits and pieces of empire,-miscellaneous islands, coaling stations,
bases, and enclaves-were the major contributors, but others were also
somewhat perplexed proprietors of tiny territories or, on occasion, of relatively large territories with tiny populations and meager Imo,vn resources. 21
As with most issues of self-determination, the questions which are likely
to be asked are simple, the answers complex or non-existent. The simplest question of all, to which only an arbitrary answer can be given, is:
How small is small?
Small peoples are as much entitled to self-determination as large ones,
but it is also evident that at some level a point of absurdity is reached
as when islands such as Nauru and Anguilla, with a population of a few
thousand each, are envisaged as taking a full place in the international
society as sovereign states. It may be that, apart from any speculation as
to whether it is to their advantage or disadvantage, they could manage to
maintain life at some level if left wholly adrift on their own, but their
ability to take an active and normal share in the life of the international
community would be drastically limited.
An important part of the problem was raised by Secretary General U
Thant in the Introduction to his Annual Report in September, 1967, when
he remarked that, for all the desirability of universality of membership in
the United Nations, "the line has to be dra,vn somewhere." Accepting the
complete legitimacy of even the smallest territories attaining independence
through self-determination, he added that
it appears desirable that a distinction be made between the right to
independence and the question of full membership in the United Nations. Such membership may, on the one hand, impose obligations
which are too onerous for the "micro-states'' and, on the other hand,
may lead to a weakening of the United Nations itself.22
As far as the United Nations is concerned, the precedents, disturbing to
many participants and observers, have come to be so generous to ministates
as to make future restrictions difficult unless firm decisions are both taken
and enforced, laying down rules as to the size of states to be admitted as
Members. The present low point is that of the Maldive Islands, admitted
in 1965 with a population at that time of some 100,000, its nearest rival
among the recent '"Third vVorld'' Members being Equatorial Guinea, admitted three years later with 272,000 people. The precedents were already
well established, however, by the membership in the League of Nations of
the Central American and Caribbean Republics and the admission to the
21 See David W. ,vainhouse, Remnants of Empire {New York and Evanston, 1964),
and the voluminous documentation of the Special Committee of 24, dealing with the
implementation of the Declaration on colonial independence.
22 U.N. General Assembly, 22nd Sess., Official Records, Supp. No. lA(A/6701/
Add. I), p. 20.
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United Nations in 1946 of Iceland with 285,000. A UNITAR publication
of 1969 lists a total of 17 U.N. Members with populations of less than one
million,23 and a number of others hover not far about that figure.
There is no occasion to elaborate here on the welJ.1worn theme of the im·
balance within the United Nations and other international organizations
between states with populations running to hundreds of millions and those
with a few hundred thousands or less. It is obviously necessary, however,
to carry further and to deepen the exploration both of the acceptable al·
ternatives to independence and of the ways in which the United Nations
and other international bodies might be of service to small peoples without the assumption that the latter must acquire sovereign independence
and full United Nations membership. On the £rst score a difficulty that
must be taken into account, although it is certainly not insuperable, is
that the Committee of 24, looking to speedy decolonization under Resolution 1514 (XV), has strongly tended to equate the proper exercise of the
right of self-determination with a decision for independence. Particular
exceptions have been approved as legitimate by the Committee and the
Assembly itself, as in the case, for example, of the Cook Islands, whose
desire for continued ties with New Zealand was accepted with surprised
dismay, but the basic assumptions of the Committee and the Assembly are
reflected in the standard bracketing together of self-determination and
independence.
To the pleasure of the United States and its associates, the 1970 Declaration of the Special Committee on Friendly Relations held in the section
dealing with the equal rights and self-determination of peoples that it
accounted as a legitimate outcome of self-determination not only independence but also association or integration with an independent state or
the emergence into any other political status freely accepted by a people. 21
By now a number of alternative relationships between independent states
and small peoples and territories have been worked out which provide
self-government and at the same time on a freely agreed basis secure the
benefits of association with a larger state and presumably representation
by it in the world at large. Despite the advantages which such co-operative
arrangements can bring with them, it has been the inclination of a number
of members of the Committee of 24 to ask that any act of self.determination which calls for less than independence should be subject to reversal
by a later and definitive act of self-determination which would record the
peoples demand for independence. As they see it, self-determination is
an inalienable right to whicl1 access must remain available until the ultimate option of independence has been exercised.
Status and Problems of Very Small States and Territories (UNITAR Series, No.
3), pp. 73-74. The population figures cited are taken from the relevant issues of the
Yearbook of the United Nations and the UNITAR Status and Problems.
2,1 A number of Assembly resolutions make substantially the same point.
Res. 1541
(XV) of 1960, for example, states that self-government can be attained through
emergence as an independent state, or through free association or integration with an
independent state; but the deep-rooted preference for independence generally shines
out undisguised.
23
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The ills and shortcomings characteristic of small peoples may be significantly eased by the conhibutions which international organizations
can make to their well-being and even to their survival in an interdependent
and often threatening world. If full membership in the United Nations is
to be denied to peoples whose numbers and such other attributes as may
be internationally specified fall below some agreed standard, there remain
a variety of other possibilities. These include some version of associate
membership (presumably non-voting) in the United Nations, associate or
full membership in specialized agencies and relevant regional organizations,
and the creation of some body ( an Office of Small States and Territories?)
within the United Nations or outside it, to which would be assigned responsibility for seeing to it that small peoples are kept abreast of developments in spheres germane to their interests and particularly of programs
which would help them to overcome the deficiencies deriving from their
small size. 2 :s The more such relationships remain in the sphere of technical advice, the less controversial they would be, but they would inevitably also move into spheres with manifest political implications and
thus be increasingly likely to stir up trouble.
A political issue of the first order of importance concerns the provision
of defense and security for small states and territories. By no stretch of
the imagination can they be assumed to have the resources which would
enable them to defend themselves against any serious attack. The UNITAR
study of very small states realistically remarks that, if all U.N. Members
lived up to their Charter obligations, no special guarantees would be necessary, but the possibility of non-observance leads to the need for further
forms of safeguards. 26 This issue was most persuasively presented to the
United Nations in relation to the three High Commission Territories embraced within South Africa as they approached independence. The
danger that one or more of the three might be forcibly swept within the
apartheid regime led to a solemn warning to the South African Government by the General Assembly in Resolution 1954 ( XVIII) of 1963 that
"any attempt to annex or encroach upon the territorial integrity of these
three Territories shall be considered an act of aggression." 21 It must,
however, be recognized that this or any other type of international arrangement safeguarding the independence of states or territories is subject
to all the frailties and vagaries of collective security which stand out so
clearly on the historical record.
Although there may be a substantial number of common issues, a different set of problems appears when the people or territory under consideration is not independent. Of the many varieties of lack of independence, two main types must be distinguished: a people who occupy and lay
claim to a reasonably well defined territory which might be separated
from the state of which it forms a part, such as the South at the time of
See UNITAR, Status and Problems, particularly Pt. II, Chap. II: and Patricia
,vohlgemuth Blair, The Ministate Dilemma (Carnegie E11.dowment for International
2a UNITAR, op. cit. 157.
Peace, Occasional Paper No. 6, 1967).
21 U.N. General Assembly, 18th Sess., Official Records, Supp. No. 15 (A/5515), p. 8.
25
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the American Civil War, Biafra, or Nagaland, and a people intermingled
with the dominant majority people, such as the Blacks in the United States,
the Chinese in Malaysia or Indonesia, or the Asians in East Africa. Where
there is such intermingling, no form of self-determination, short of mass
migration, can be mvoked to satisfy such demands as the minority community may make for recognition of its separate identity and its human
rights. In these circumstances, the aim must be to achieve non-discriminatory acceptance into the general citizenry with, perhaps if it is desired
and proves negotiable, such an achnhiure of minority rights as will work
to preserve the distinctiveness of the community involved. 28
Given a geographically distinct territory, secession or some form of
territorially based self-government is at least conceivable, whatever the
political complications, particularly if the territory is wholly separate from
the state concerned, as in the case of an island or overseas dependency.
Small colonies and peoples, however, have scant opportunity to arrive at
decisions of their mvn ancl are likely to be subject to the determinations
of the metropolitan Power to which they attach. The singularly pertinent
case of minuscule Anguilla, which, exposing Britain to global ridicule,
even underwent British military occupation, challenged the conscience of
the world to £nd some better answers and procedures than those immediately available. With no desire for a complete breach with London,
Anguilla found m the ordinary course of events no outside authority to
which it might tum for aid and advice and no forum in which to plead
for a change in the London-imposed formula for decolonization, including
the unwelcome merger with St. Kitts and Nevis. Its leaders saw no alternative to an othenvise nonsensical declaration of independence which
not only dramatized its case, at some midpoint between farce and tragedy,
but promptly also gave it some measure of international standing and removed it from the ranks of the untouchables as far as the United Nations
and other international organizations were concerned.
It is to avoid a situation such as this that Roger Fisher and others have
proposed an overhaul of the existing machinery and assumptions. The
essence of the proposals made by Professor Fisher is a plea for flexibility
which would make possible a ,vide array of fluid arrangements to meet
the varying needs of small peoples and territories. Thus he called for
recognition that
independence and political freedom are too important to be conflned
by sharp categories. Self-determination is not a single choice to be
made in a single day. It is the right of a group to adapt their political
position in a complicated world to reflect changing capabilities and
changing opportunities. 2 0
s For an illuminating discussion of this problem as well as of a number of other
points relevant to self-determination, see Chap. 5, "Self-Determination and Minority
Rights," in Vernon Van Dyke, Human Rights, the United States, and World Community (New York, London, Toronto, 1970).
2 9 Roger Fisher, "The Participation of Microstates in International Affairs," 1968
Proceedings, American Society of International Law 166 (Washington, D. C., 1968).
2
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Turning away from the traditional rigid alternatives, he urged a deliberate
blurring of the distinction between independence and dependence in the
hope both of lessening the demand for full sovereignty and of opening to
small places access to the advice, facilities, and services which they are
unable to furnish for themselves. In explicit contrast to the Committee of
24 with its bias in favor of independence, his proposed Office of Small
States and Territories in the United Nations would seek the practical solution of problems on their merits and accept from the outset the assumption
that small states will normally want to have a close relationship with
some large state, perhaps the former colonial Power, and also have direct
access to the United Nations.
For territories \vhich have crossed the threshold to independence it
should not be too difficult to work out such programs, but to apply the
same technique to those which remain dependent is obviously to risk serious
trouble. To be effective the new instrumentalities must constitute a direct
challenge to the sovereignty of the state over what it holds to be its own
land and people. The more effective they would be in promoting the
right to self-determination, the more direct and objectionable the challenge, although by now the process of decolonization is so far advanced
that for many small territories the colonial Powers might welcome expert
and impartial international advice as to how to bring the colonial relationship to a mutually satisfactory end.30
For large territories or small, whether it concerns Anguilla or Angola,
Gibraltar or Guam, Brittany or Quebec, Biafra, the south Sudan, or
Lithuania, the claim of an international authority to intervene in the
determination of political affiliation threatens to bring down on its head
the wrath of any country directly affected. A parallel might be drawn
with the attempt in the interwar decades to maintain a system for the
international protection of minorities, which achieved not very impressive
results1 was resented by the states to which it applied, and was abandoned
in the reconstruction of the world after 1945. That minorities deserve
protection when they are denied the human rights supposedly theirs and
that some peoples have what seem excellent claims to a separate political
identity are propositions which it is impossible to deny. There is ample
room, however, for skepticism that the existing system of sovereign states
has evolved to the point where its members would be prepared to subject themselves to intervention on behalf of minorities or to advice given
directly to peoples within their jurisdiction encouraging these peoples to
seek self-government or independence. 31
so Professor Fisher explicitly recognized that in order to have its advice accepted
as expert and impartial, without political preconceptions, the "U.N. would have to
change quite radically its orientation to small places," departing from the role hitherto
played by the Committee of 24 "as an international lobby for absolute independence
regardless of the consequences." Ibid. 168-169. How real is the prospect that the
U.N. could divorce itself from politics and political preconceptions for such purposes?
a1 It deserves to be noted that promptly following Professor Fisher's paper at the
1968 A.S.I.L. meeting, Elizabeth Brown of the Office of U.N. Political Affairs, De-
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Particularly where it involves the emergence of new states on the world
scene or the reshaping of old ones, self-determination is obviously a matter
of legitimate international concern. The problem, to which no satisfactory
answer has as yet been produced, is how one sets about regularizing and
bringing under international control what this writer has elsewl1ere described as essentially a right of revolution, justified by an appeal to principles of higher law. 82 That the overwhelming U.N. majority has accepted
it as substantively a right of revolution appears to be confirmed by the
repeated Assembly injunction that all states should provide moral and
material assistance to the struggle for independence of the national liberation movements., some of which are carrying on open warfare. Selfdetermination has from time to time been referred to as the right of the
winner in a Darwm.ian conflict for survival. Up to now the success or
failure of an attempt at self-determination represented no special merit or
lack of it but, in success, good fortune and effective strength, including
external assistance, or., in failure, bad fortune and the lack of the force
needed to put it across. The American Revolution won freedom from
Britain; the South failed to win the Civil War; Jinnah and the Moslem
League made life difficult enough for the British and the Indian National
Congress to secure Pakistan's separate existence; the lbos lacked the power
to sustain Biafras independence; Israel fought its way to statehood; Indonesia and Algeria won independence; but Angola and Mozambique have
so far failed to break the Portuguese colonial grip.
It would be a wholly new departure if norms were to be established by
which claims to self-determination could be evaluated and the Assembly,
the Security Council., or some other newly created international agency
were empowered to take authoritative decisions, implemented in part, perhaps, through the elaboration of a collective process of recognition by the
international community.83 Because of the great variety of situations,
problems and claims, the decisions would undoubtedly have frequently to
partment of State, called attention to "some serious problems" involved if the U.N.
were to offer political and constitutional advice to an area under the administration
of a sovereign state. On the basis of past experience, it was her conclusion that the
metropoles would find very little more than technical assistance in the narrow sense
acceptable. Ibid. 180.
82 See the writer's Self-Detennination Revisited in the Era of Decolonization ( Occasional Paper No. 9, Center for International Affairs, Harvard University, 1964). Rosalyn
Higgins sees the principle of sell-determination as having, "over the last 15 years,
led to the widespread view that there may now be a legal right of revolution; that is
to say, that under the principle of sell-determination the peoples of a territory must
be allowed-if absolutely necessary by forceful means-to replace the government by
one of their own choice. This 1Jrinciple finds express approval in the resolutions passed
on the Hungarian intervention." The Development of International Law through the
Political Organs of the United N'ations 211.
83 The Secretary General has in at least three recent instances been called upon to
play a significant role in issues of self-determination: in 1963, certifying the willing•
ness of the people of Sabah and Sarawak to join Malaysia; in 1969, joining in super•
vising "the act of free choice" of West Irian in remaining a part of Indonesia; and in
1970, undertaking to ascertain "the wishes of the people of Bahrain" at the request
of the United Kingdom and Iran.
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be of an ad hoe "political" nature, but various. criteria have been suggested which might be drawn upon to provide norms for judging
claims. A frequently mentioned criterion for a favorable decision is
the denial of human rights-a peculiarly pertinent criterion in view of
the proposition often put forward that all other human rights rest on the
right of self-determination-but it is also evident that other means of safeguarding human rights than the drastic remedy of independence should be
explored.
On the face of it, it is desirable that the United Nations be empowered
to play a larger role in relation to the always hazardous issue of selfdetermination, granted-which is not necessarily self-evident-that to do
so would be to ease rather than to intensify international tensions and to
promote human well-being. The realistic issue is still not whether a people
is qualified for and deserves the right to determine its O\vn destiny but
whether it has the political strength, which may well mean the military
force, to validate its claim. Have states and peoples evolved sufficiently
to be prepared to accept the substitution of international decisions, or at
least of international intervention and good offices, for the old-established
trial by battle? In the current phase of self-determination the Committee
of 24 and the Assembly have insisted on the desirability of United Nations
participation in the transition of colonies to independence or some other
approved status, but they have met with frequent rebuffs by the colonial
Powers who are even more firmly insistent on setting their own timetable
and their own style and sequence of events. This does not augur well for the
future, and all the less so if the ending of the process of decolonization
means that hereafter self-determination headed toward independence can
only mean secession from existing states. It might also be asked as possibly a highly relevant consideration: Assuming that the remaining bits and
pieces of empire are tidied up to the general satisfaction of the Committee of 24 and the Assembly, leaving still the grave problems of whitedominated southern Africa, will the large array of new countries tend to
lose interest in self-determination, or, insofar as they retain interest, seek
rather to safeguard their present boundaries and jurisdiction than to risk
them by empowering an external authority to busy itself with the dynamite
of self-determination? Continued white minority rule in southern Africa,
condemned as an evil of paramount importance, will keep the slogans and
the cause of self-determination alive, but it must also be recognized that
this is a special and distinctive issue. The demand for self-determination
there has no necessary implication of support for self-determination elsewhere and certainly not for what seems likely to be its next major incarnation in the clamor of peoples trapped in pluralistic states in which
they have no dominant share to take charge of their own destinies.
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More recently the General Assembly adopted Resolution 2131 (XX)
on December 21, 1965 in which this right is recognized. Thus
paragraph I declares: "No State has the right to intervene, directly or
indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the internal or external affairs of
any other State. Consequently armed intervention and all other forms of
interference or attempted threats against the personality of the State or
against its political, economic and cultural elements, are condemned. "1
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deal with it an{Turfher: lt>may,be eru:n1gh to recall that this right may
be limited by the charter of the United Nations, by bilateral treaties, or
by policies and principles adopted by intergovernmental regional
organizations such as the Organization of American States.
Insofar as self-determination in the first sense is concerned, the
qu~stions have frequently been raised by whom the right may be
claimed and who has the duty to grant or recognize it. It has been
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The United Nations resolutions and declarations on the subject of
If-determination are sometimes general and sometimes addressed to
~rticular states. Thus colonial territories or peoples are referred to or
particular governments such as Portugal are singled out. It is submitted
rhat for the purposes of this chapter the questions of the identity of the
bearer of the right and of the corresponding obligation are of no importance. The reason for this is that in any event the existence of the
alleged right of self-determination in the legal sense will depend upon
the authority or competence of the organs of the United Nations,
particularly of the General Assembly, to create such a right or
obligation. Thus if the General Assembly has no law-making
competence it will be lacking this competence regardless of whether the
resolution in question proclaims a right of self-determination for

peoples or nations generally or for peoples or nations under colonial
domination or for particular peoples like the peoples of Portugal or
under Portuguese co1onial rule.
Attempts are sometimes made to circumvent the question of the
law-making competence of the General Assembly by arguing that the
right of self-determination is included in the charter and that the
relevant resolutions merely interpret the charter in an authoritative or
aut.hentic manner, that is, with a binding effect for members of the
United Nations.
it is unnecessary to discuss this approach in any detail. There is an
ahbund. ant 1·tterature on the subject. It may be enough to recall t h at
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pretation of the charter. s The Advisory Opinion. of the International
Court of Justice in the Expenses case m~y be read as a confirmation b
t he court of the right of an assembly to interpret authentically and . Y
.
· ·f h .· · . .
h'
Wtth
binding force the expenditures o t e organ1zat10:1' w ich fall within the
meaning of Article 17 (2) of the charter. Two points, however, need
be made: in the first place this right would be derived, as indeed it to
derived by the court, from Article 17 (1 ), which confers upon
Assembly the power to "approve the budget of the Organization" :
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from Article 17 (2), which established
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.
bear "the expenses of the Organization . . . as apportioned by the
General A~bly." In the matter of human rights there is no compa~
rable, clear statement of legal obligation. In the second place, the
Advisory Opinion of the Court has failed to resolve the conflict with
respect to this matter. Members continue to resist what appears to some
of them an unwarranted enlargement of the Assembly's power to interpret the charter obligations. If this is so with respect to an undoubted
legal obligation, it will be all the more so when there is no solid legal
anchor to which an interpretation of human rights could be attached.
The conclusion then emerges, at least provisionally. that the alleged
right of self-determination cannot be derived from a simple interpretation of the charter. This aspect of the problem albeit in a
_SOIJ:}e'!~~-~~if~'!rent approach will be discussed in the following section.
Generally it may be said that a right which is claimed to be grounded
in international law must be the product of a law-making process. The
classic law-creating agencies-the formal sources of international
law - are treaties and custom. Article 38 of the Statute of the
International Court of Justice adds "general principles of law recognized
by civilized nations." It is controversial whether these principles are
those of municipal or of international law. Be that as it may, they will
be left out of account here for two reasons. First, there is no space to
undertake a systematic comparative study of the different systems of
municipal law, and second I have a strong suspicion that the results of
such an effon are not likely to be productive.
Finally, the question will be raised whether the General Assembly has
a law~making competence, in particular whether its resolutions and
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· · .ar~ legally binding upon the members. It may be 5~ 1'd at
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The charter being a multilateral treaty may be and is the source of
legal obligation f?r its members. "Self~~etenni~ati~~ ~fJ~~~P!~s" is I
referred to in Article 1 (a) of the charter of t1!~ . P'mtecf Nations as a / ·
"prim:ipie:''-ltis mentioned in Article 55 which restates the purposes in
mornpeeificlanguage. Paragraph c of this article refers generally to
"human rights and fundamental freedoms" among the purposes which
the United Nations shall promote. Self-determination is not specifically
included in the list of objectives in Article 73 relating to non-self-governing territories. Development of self-government is. however, included in Article 73 (b). "Self-government or independence" is one of
the basic objectives of the Trusteeship system but its implementation is
made dependent, in Article 76 (b). on the terms of the trusteeship
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agreements.
The members which were responsible for the administration of
non-self-governing territories and trust territories have largely divested
themselves of their responsibilities.
From the recital of the relevant charter provisions it is clear that

nowhere has a right to self-determination in the legal sense been
tstablished. I have no intention to disparage the potency of
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conduct of the parties may also be considered as a method f
the treaty apart from any formal procedure for amendmen~ :;:;en.ding
be laid down in the treaty. The formal procedure for a
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charter is the subject of chapter 18 (Articles 108 and lOg) mbendi~g the
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e
, In its commentary the commission pointed 04t that recourse to
subsequent practice as an element of interpretation is well established in
the jurisprudence of international tribunals. The question obviously
arises how widespread subsequent conduct must be in order to qualify as
a tool of interpretation. On this point the commission was quite specific
by stipulating in its 1964 draft that the practice must be one which
..establishes the understanding of all the parties." In the 1966 final draft
the word "alr was omitted but the commission stated that:
4

By omitting the word "all" the Commission did not intend to
change the rule. It considered that the phrase "the understanding of
the parties" necessarily means uthe parties as a whole." lt omitted the
word "all" merely to avoid any possible misconception that every
pany must individually have engaged in the practice where it suffices
that it should have accepted the practice. 7
The clause quoted above was considered by the Vienna Conference
on the Law of Treaties in 1968 and the Committee of the Whole
recommended its adoption a In the committee the United States
proposed an amendment th~ object of which appears to have been to
d Part of its

6. Reports of the International Law Commission on the Secon. 2l&t SeSS·•
seventeenth session ... and on its eighteenth session · · · GAOR. Sb) of the
Supp. ~o. 9 (A/6309/Rev. 1). p. 49. The text is identical with Art. s:~ceinent of
l 9G9 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties except for the rep
"undent~nding by «agreement."
7 · Ibid., p. 53. Italics supplied.
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in the legal sense and whether these rights and obligations have come to
encompass the "right to self-determination."
It seems very doubtful, to. put it no higher, whether the subsequent
practice is sufficiently consistent to permit a positive conclusion along
the lines indicated. There is no question that the oratory in the General
Assembly and the resolutions of the Assembly are replete with affirmations of the "right to self-determination." But in testing the application
of Article 31 (3b), the subsequent practice of the members, that is, the
. panies as distinguished from the practice of the organs of the United
Nations, it is necessary to evaluate the behavior of the so*called colonial
countries, along with the behavior of the parties which have advocated
:con.ditional and speedy decolonization. The negative attitude and
hhavwr of some of the parties would defeat any attempt to attribute to
t subsequent practice the degree of universality indicated in the
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namely a tribunal between France and the United States which ~~
concerned with the interpretation . of a bilateral air transport
agreement. In the context of the award of 1963 the tribunal's statement
was probably no more than a dictum. The commission refers to no other
authority. For the purpose of this discussion and subject to Article 5 of
the Vienna Convention, let us assume that Article 38 was declaratory of
customary international law and not merely an attempt at progressive
development of the law. The commission, in its commentary, pointed
out that: "In formulating the rule in this way the Commission intended
to indicate that the subsequent practice, even if every party might not
itself have actively participated in the practice, must be such as to
establish the agreement of the parties as a whole to the modification in
question. "l!I Applying the rule as interpreted by the commission to the
question of self-determination the conclusion appears inescapab1e that
the practice of the parties as distinguished from the practice of the
organs of the United Nations has not been sufficiently consistent and
not as widespread as would be necessary to support the conclusion that
the principle of self-determination has been modified and is now to be
regarded as a right to self-determination with a · corresponding
obligation on the part of the colonial or other states involved.
.
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The pronouncements on the subject by the Permanent Court of
International Justice and the International Court of Justice are infrequent but remarkably consistent. The Permanent Court in the Lotus
case (1927) had the opportunity to elaborate the distinction between
mere usage and usage which is required as a matter of legal obligation.
The court held first that the rules of law emanate from the will of states
as expressed in treaties or "by usages generally accepted as expressing
principles of law," and second that custom must have "the force of law
establishing it," and third that the party invoking a rule of law must
prove that the states have not merely performed certain acts or
abstained from performing them, but that they did so out of a sense of
legal obligation. In the Lotus case the question related to the exercise of
criminal jurisdiction and the agent for the French government referred
to a number of judgments to the effect that states have refrained from
exercising jurisdiction in certain circumstances. On this point, which is
relevant to the present analysis, the court said that the judgments relied
upon.by the French agent: "would merely show that States had often, in
tprhactice, abstained from instituting criminal proceedings, and not that
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0 .. ~ent Went a
·
· r ·z d
Prove th
. gamst the French government; France havmg 1a1 e to
opinio · e ~xistence of the sense of duty or what is commonly called,
Jttns.
'
Inarn
~~t
.
n case, the International Court of Justice had occasion

14. F.ermanent C

ourt of International]ustice, Series A, no. 10, P· 28.
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.

. . n customary international law. In the Asylum c

to set forth 1ts view o

ase

the court stated:
.
.
h C 1 mbian Govemmen. t has referred to a large numb
Finally t e o o
.
I
. f
er
. •1 cases in which diplomatic asy um was 1n act granted
of parttcu .ard · But it has not shown t h at t h e a 11ege d rule of unilateral
·
and respecte
·
·
.
k
d
h
·
. . . ualification was mvo e or ... t at it was, apart fro-..
and defim1t1ve q
·
.
h S
•
au
.
sti'pulations exercised by t e tates granting asylum as
1
conventtona · ·
•
db h
· ·
a ri ht appertaining to them and respecte Y t e territorial States as
a d!ty incumbent on them and not. merely for Teasons of p~litical
.·
The facts brought to the knowledge of the Court disclose
exPed ien-.,
·
· ... an d t h. e practice
· has been so .
h
uncertainty
and contrad'1ct1on
e
somu
..
. . if p l 't. l
p d.
.
much influenced by consiaer~tions o . o t i~a ex ~ iency in the
various cases, that it is not possible to discern 1n all this any constant
and uniform usage. accepted as law. u
In another context. the court made its position abundantly dear:
The Party which relies on a custom of this kind must prove that this
custom is established in such a manner that it has become binding on
the other Party. The Colombian Government must prove that the
rule invoked by it is in accordance wi°th a constant and uniform usage
practked by the States in question, and that this usage is the
expression of a right appertaining to the State granting asylum and a
duty incumbent on the territorial State. This follows from Article 38
of the Statute of the Court. 16
f"\)

The court adhered to this position in the Fishert'es, Rights of Nationals
and the Continental Shelf cases. in which the Lotus case was expressly
confirmed. 17
If these criteria of customary international law are applied to the
right to self*determination the conclusion is inescapable that this right is
not or not yet one that can be characterized as based on customary
international law. True, self*determination has been granted or
conceded to an impressively large number of peoples or nations but it
':ould not be possible to supply the missing element, namely that prac*
tlce ~as based on a sense of legal obligation. On the contrary, the
pra.c~ice of decolonization is a perfect illustration of a usage dictated by
~ht~cal expediency or necessity or sheer convenience. And moreover, it
ts neither constant nor uniform.
It was to he expected th~t the stand taken by the court on the concept
of customary
.
·
l law and the exacting standards of proof were
.
· internauona
subjected to a good deal of penetrating criticism. But while it is easy to
5
Pp ~ 28:e2po
8·rtsll 9~0, P· 27? · The court referred again to political expediency,
, 6. ta11cs supplied
16 Ib'd
.
1 ·, P· 276. Italics supplied
·
l 7· ICJ Reports 1969. pp. !. 44 . ·
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court for supporting an excessively rigid position . .

. · e the
h' h
, 1t 1s
crit1c1z d'fficuJt to suggest a concept w ic ' operationally w ld b
eJy 1
,
h
.
1
OU
e
eitrefll . f tory by opening t e way to greater flexibility. Onl
saus ac
dh
h' h
.
.
y one
ntore
.11 be discusse
ere w 1c . merits senous consideratio b
oach Wl
•
•
•
n y
apPr
h great authority supporting 1t.
viriueoft eJudge Lauterpacht while fully aware of the difficulties f
fbe late . . . .
ed d'
.
. .
,
o

he opimo ;uns was oppos to 1spens1ng with it altogether on
proving t d that to do so would be contrary to practice. Bur he offered
.
he crroun
t e·
tive in the following:
an alterna
•. .
•
.
tJnle~ judicial activity is to result 1n ~duc1n~ the legal significance
f he most potent source of rules of mternat1onal law, namely the
0 tduct of States, it would appear that the accurate principle on the
co~ect consists in regarding all uniform conduct of Governments (or,
appropriate cases, abstenti~n. therefrom) as evidencing the opinio
necessitati.sJuris except when it r.s shown that the conduct in question
was not accompanied by any such intent'ion. The Judgment in the
,4sylum case is not inconsistent :With some su~h. approach. The
solution may not be altogether satisfactory, but It is probably more
acceptable t_han the alternative method of exacting rigid proof of the
existence of international customary law in a manner which may
reduce to a bare minimum its part as a source of law. Of this, the
decision in the Lotus case . . . provides an interesting example. While
it is impracticable to demand positive proof of the existence of legal
conviction in relation to a particular line of conduct, it is feasible and
desirable to permit proof that in fact the opin'io necessitatis Juris was
absent. 11
It is of secondary importance whether Lauterpacht's alternative
approach is compatible with the jurisprudence of the court. What is
important is to ask whether it really offers an alternative and secondly,
whether this alternative would lead to a result different from that based
on the jurisprudence of the court. A state which claims the existence of
a rule on the ground of .. uniform conduct" or "uniform abstention" of
governments would be hard put to it to furnish the required evidence·
~:e sec~nd .place, it would stiII have to prove that this conduct h~s
I me binding on the other state or following Lauterpacht s
a· ternativ
'
· · JUTU
· ·
, e, that the other state was not unaware
of the opmto
llllpbed · •
b
abl
m Its conduct. On the other hand, that state would probably e
· conduct was not accompamed
· by any sense of Iega I
obl'e to .show t hat its
1&at1on.
.

~=

kb~...
equently submitted that in so far as self-determmauon 15
-~h
t e acceptance of Lauterpacht's alternative would not lead

co

I8, Sir He
he
rsth Lauterpacht, The Development of International LA_w by t
tit.ii Court (New York, Praeger, 1958). p. 880. Italics supplted.
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international 1aw
toth e fim d .mg that it has become a rule of customary
.
.m t h e sense
. o f creating
a right on the
·
" one
. side and
d a duty.on the other.
Practice there is but it falls short of u~tform con uct. of Governments"
and even if it did meausre up to it - and . there 1s room here for
differences of opinion - it would be easy to argue the absence of the

opinio Juris.
Faced with the difficulty of accelerating the ~owth of customary
international law in an inter~ati01~al system s~bJect to accelerating
change and the difficulty of 1nvok1ng or proving rules. of that law,
governments and writers have taken to argue that certa1_n resolutions
and declarations of the General Assembly have law-creatmg effect. In
particular such effect has been claimed for the General Assembly
Resolution 1514 (XV) adopted on December 14, 1960. 19
Whether salvation, or escape from the confinement of the classic
law~creating procedures, can be found by attributing law-making
competence to the General Assembly generally or in some particular
circumstances has become a matter of lively controversy. There is no
room to examine this controversy in any detail nor is there any need for
it, since the arguments on either side of the fence are well-known.
Nonetheless it may be useful to indicate some salient points in the
controversy.
At the outset it may be well to recall that the new dispensation has not
yet received judicial imprimatur. The relevance of General Assembly
resolutions and similar acts of other international organizations was
argued extensively in the South West Africa cases. The International
Court of Justice in its judgment in the Second Phase in 1966 limited
itself to its traditional function, that is to apply the law as it finds it and
not to indulge in judicial law making. In the dissenting opinions a
variety of points of view was expressed ranging from a denial by Judge
Jessup that the General Assembly has law-making competence to the
affirmation of such competence by Judge Tanaka. The applicants
argued: "that the practice of States and the views of the competent
international organs are so dear, so explicit, and so unanimous in
res~ct of the policies against discrimination, that such standards have
achieved the status of an international rule of law, as a legal

conclusion based upon the application of Article 38."20
Ju?ge Jessup, while accepting the alternative proposition or, the
applicants. based on the same grounds, that there is "an internauonal
standard as an aid to interpretation," rejected the contention that .. the

~~•

~C~R.0.R.: 15th Seas. Supp. no. 16 (A/4684), p. 66.
:.t . eports 1966, p. 4Sl.
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. crimination had become a rule of international
.
I .
d
d statements 1n reso uttons of the General
. .
sc· callei.rough reiteraternational La b our O rgan1zat10n,
and of other
.
h
'd
li "' t11bly, of the . Inte
,, Such a contention, e sa1 , would be open to
1,ssefll
I
bodies.
·
·
I b o d'1es Iac k a true legisnatio:oa
d· "that since 1nternat1ona
1·11terk 0 n the groun
· h . · resolutions alone cannot create law."u
attaC
. ter, t elf
• •
•
dt·e chara~ h' dissenting opm1on Judge Jessup repeated that he did
la E]sewhere in 1~:ants' alternative plea which would test the apartheid
''Ilotacce~t App 1assumed rule of international law ('norm•)," and that
· against
an not necessary to d 1scuss
·
h ere w h et· h er unamm1ty
· · 1s
·
nnbcy
.
!'.
r~ "chere1ore
.
. . . . ,, B
.
it was
h existence of communts opznzo ;urzs.
ut, said Judge
essential to t e

foon d d

00rfll O •

Jessup:·

•
· of apart he1·d ... ,
ulation of expressions
of con demnauon
''the
·
· accum
. II as recorded in the reso Iuuons
o f t he Genera I A ssem bl y of
especta
y
f
f
h
.
.
.
U 'ted Nations, are proo o t e pertment
contemporary
mterthe. n:l community standard . . . This Court is bound to take
nation
· tdhe st.~~ d ard to be used m
·
account of such a consen~u1s a2s pfrohv1•dMmg
the interpretation of Artie e o t e an ate.
Judge Tanaka, displaying a- remarkable degree of judicial boldness,
expressed his views as follows:
.
Of course, we cannot admit that individual resolutions, declara·
tions, judgments, decisions, etc., having binding force. upon the
members of the organization. What is required for customary inter·
national law is the repetition of the same practice; accordingly, in this
case resolutions, declarations, etc., on the same matter in the same,
ordiverse, organizations must take place repeatedly.
:arallel with. such repetition, each resolution, declaration, etc.,
~emgconsidered as the manifestation of the collective will of individual P.articipatant States. the will of the international community can
:rtamJy h: formulated more quickly and more accurately as
colmlpta~ed with the traditional method of the normative process. This
ec iue cu l .
be eh ' . mu attve and organic process of custom-generation can
and t~acte~zed as the middle way between legislation by convention
have a: !ra itional process of custom making, and can be seen to
internati;:~:~nt role from the viewpoint of the development of
In short th ·
·
as resoluti~ e accumu!ation of authoritative pronouncements such
Pretation of~~e ~edarauons, decisions, etc., concerning the inter·
.
harter by the competent organs of the international
· 21 · Ibid
., ,P· 432, In a
.
.
22, lb;nt. '
note, Judge Jessup added: "The literature on this pomt
d., p. 44I.
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. can be characterized as evidence of the international
.
1 (b) u
community
custom referred to in Arucle 38 • par.
.
ting opinion Judge Tanaka also said: "the method of tb
. d"
In h IS issen
.
ll
. .. h
e
.
f
aw 1s 1n t e stage
of transfo.--.
generation o customary intemauona
. .
.
--u1a.
from be'ing an individuahsttc process to being a collectivist'tc
uon
process.
h. o·
. O . .
Judge Jessup, at the beginning of 1s 1ssent1ng p1ruon, quotes with
approval a statement by Charles _Evans H~ghes, who was ~ metnber of
h Permanent Court of International Justice and later Chief Justice of
United States. It was also quoted with approval
the late Judge
Lauterpacht to whom he pays tribute:
A dissent in a court of last resort is an appeal to the brooding spirit
of the law I to the intelligence of a future day, when a later decision
may possibly correct the error into which the dissenting judge believes
the court to have been betrayed. 15
Judge Tanaka's forward-looking reasoning may well belong "to the
brooding spirit of the law but the judicial caution of Judge Jes.!up is
more in tune with current notions about the law-generating process.
Indeed if we have already reached the stage where a communitycentered process has taken the place of the classic state-centered
process, that is. the process of consent, then it would be difficult to
understand why the General Assembly itself is still using the method of
treaty law as a vehicle for creating and making binding upon the states
the political, civil, economic and other human rights, the duty of nondiscrimination on racial grounds. and similar matters. If Judge
Tanaka's view is accepted as a correct statement of the law then there is
no doubt that self-determination has become a right based on customary international law through the repeated resolutions of the General
Assembly over a number of years.
However, if Judge Jessup's view is the correct one, and in the present
submission it is, then the resolutions and declarations on selfdetermination would at best be productive of a standard of interpre·
tation. This standard could be used in the interpretation of an
appropriate treaty clause which established an obligation in the matter
of self-determination, just as Judge Jessup proposed to use it in order to
test the execution by South Africa of its obligation under Article 2 of the
mandate. But as has been shown above, there is no such clause in the
charter establishing an obligation and none could be found in
H

:h:

by

0

customary international law.
25 · Ib~d., P· 292. Italics supplied.
24. Ibid., p. 294.
·
25. Ibid., p. S2/15.
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The International Court of Justice in the Expenses case attached some
.
to the practice of the General Assembly in interpreting the
. ificance
sign of Article 17 (2) of the charter and the resulting scope of the
range . 1 bligations of the members. 16 Judge Spender in his Separate
financia
o
• I
.
h .
h
. . ook categor1ca exception to t e view t at subsequent practice
Op1n1on t f the United N auons
.
• resolutions and decas evt'denced 1n
f 0 rgans O
0
•
can be used in the same manner as subsequent practice of
tarauons
·
·
Jud ge F'1tzmaunce
· shared this
for the purpose o f interpretation.
states
·· · The gist
· ofJ u d ge Spen d er•s opm1on
· · 1s
· that
. . his Separate o pm1on.
.s:
,view1in it is of a peacefu I, un11orm
an d und'1Sputed character accepted
'un esscurrent Mem bers" practice
· of organs h as no prob at1ve
· vaIue. 11
11
a question of the proper role of the practice of organs of inter~onal organization while not new is of substantial complexity. ta
natl
• of organs l'k
In any event, subsequent practice
1 e su bsequent practice
f states parties to a treaty could only serve as a tool of interpretation
:nd on condition that it is accepted by all member states. As indicated
earlier, subsequent practice, whether of organs or of states, does not
lead to the conclusion that the charter established a right to
self-determination and a corresponding duty on the part of the member
states in question.
It is now necessary to consider the question whether a single
resolution such as General Assembly Resolution 1514 (XV) can be said
to be legally binding on members of the United Nations, that is, the
question of the law-making competence of the General Assembly. That
members of the United Nations hold an affirmative view with respect to
this question needs no proof. Some statements may be quoted for the
purpose of illustration. Thus in the aftermath of the 1966 judgment in
the South West Africa cases, the Soviet delegate expressed the view that
the court "should have rendered a decision consistent with General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), condemning racism and colonialism."
The delegate of Iran stated that uthe issue in the present case was that
legislation enacted by the United Nations had not been put into effect,"
whereas the delegate of Pakistan, echoing Judge Tanaka, declared:

%

Thelegainsensitivity of these Judges to current international standards
or
l norms, their disregard of the mode of generation of
26. See on 'L:- Leo
Keepin O t,~
Gross, "Expenses of the United Nations for PeaceJusticc,! /: perau~ns: The Advisory Opinion of the International Court of
27. ICJ~ernatwna.l Organization, 17 (196S), l-S5.
28 F
eJ>orts 1962, p. 195
·tions ·andortha detailed
·- see· Salo Engel. " 1Living' Intemauona
·
I Const1tu·
W
analysu
their Const: orld Court (Subsequent Practice of International Organs under
terly, 16 (lg;e)nt8Instrumenta)," International and Comparative I.;aw Q.tuir·
65•910,
I
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customary international law, their refusal to ap 1 •
ance of their functions in accordance with Artid p / 1n the J>ert
the International Court ofJustice, directives tnan~E of the Statuolln.
tions of the Gene~al ~e~bly, are things which ar:s~:d in the re:i of
enlightened public opm1on throughout the world. z• Und to l>ert\l~
The issue has thus been squarely raised wheth
· d eed t he competence which
· some m erb the "'Assembly has m
'1COeral
em ers b,1:__ .
has.
~, tt
In this connection, reference may be made to a mem
office of Legal Affairs in the U .N. Secretariat on the ,.;ranfdUin by the
.. ' and'recommend a t'ion,,. ofA pn·1 2, 1962 apseo the'f,.._
'Declaration
-"us
pended
to thi
chapter.
s
Paragraph 4 of the memorandum states what I believe
correct view on the subject. First, a declaration or recomme dto. be the
. d'
n ationof a
UN organ "cannot be ma de b1n 1ng upon Member States ,, d
.
r
.
an second
mso1ar
as t he "strong expectat10n
t h at M em b ers of the 'intern
.
•
·11
b'd
b
·
·
d
II
•
•
ationaJ
community
, a
. WI a 1 e y it . . . 1s gra ua y Justified by State pract1ce,
declaration may by custom become recognized as laying down rul
binding upon States."
es
In a sim:.lar ;ein, th.e late Secr~ar_y-General, Dag Hammarskjold,
stated that all 1nternauonal organ1zat1ons have under their charters or
constitutions only very limited powers of imposing legal obligations on
Member States without their consent. Thus there can be no question of
legislating international law in such organizations. "H
There is a fairly widespread tendency to accord to resolutions of
international organs some relevance in the process of creating new
international law without going so far as regarding them as a means of
"instant" law. My own view has been that, depending·upon the subject
of the resolution, the degree of preparation that was devoted to its
formulation, the extent to which it is supported and accepted by the
relevant members, resolutions represent a stage in the evolution of a
new rule of customary international law unless the General A~mbly
decides to treat such resolutions merely as a step toward an m~er·
national convention. The latter procedure was followed in connection
· h h uman rights, the legal principles governing t he acUVl
· ·ties of states
Wit

8

October 10, 1966,
29. G.A.0._R.: 21st Sess., Fifth Committee, 1124th mtg., og.t4Sl, p, 10,
PP· 23-25 (Iran). Ibid., 1414th Plenary mtg., Doc, A/P_V, 14 of the s,ere·
SO. Andrew W. Cordier and Wilder Foote, eds., Pub1'c Po~ (NeW York,
ta.n'es-G~nera.l of the United Nations, II, Dag Hamma'rilij6i. ·ons of J,stlf·
Col~b1a University Press, 1972), 602. See also Tarnmes,
des
natwnal Organs as a Sourc, ofInt,mat,'onal Law, 94 Hague
265-S68 (1958, II).
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ration and use of outer space, racial di . . .
he exp Io
.
scnmmation
d
111 t
ters Law creation then follows the tradit.
' an
1
r .mat
.
I
iona pattern f
ot h~
d receiving forma consent through ratificati
o
kmg an
.
on.
see h instances, a resolution or declaration has 50 £
In ot er
Th' h b
.
ar at any rate
h first and last step.
is as een so m connection . h G
been tbe1' Resolution 1803 (XVIII) on Permanent Sov w1~
eneral
Assern }
D
b
14 1
ere1gnty over
Resources of ecem er
• 962, and the Resol .
Natura1
h ..0 1
.
ut10n 1514
is
here
relevant.
t
e
ec
arat1on
on
the
granting
f d
ich
(XV ) wh
.
d
o In endence to colonial countries an peoples:' of December 14, 1960.
pe Judon 1803 (XVII). may bhave 'd
a very potent impact indeed
h
Reso
.
on t e
tum of compensat10n
to e pa1 1n case of nationalization of 1•
quan
I ..
.
a 1en
property. The old formu a prompt, adequate and effective" has been
under attack at least since 1930 and the new formula "appropriate
mpensation" may well be on the road to becoming part of the cusinternational law. But it is well to bear in mind that opi'nio
Juris witho~t ~r~ct~c~ 1can no more produce a rule of law than practice
without opznw 1urzs.
In terms of Article 38 (Id) of the statute of the International Court of
Justice such resolutions may serve "as a subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law." I suggested that they may rank with, or even
ahead of, ''the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists" but
bdow judicial decisions. 32
A somewhat similar intermediate position has been expressed as
follows:
.

:mary

Without having the character of a treaty, with all its constitutional
implications, resolutions of this kind unquestionably are an
important link in the continuing process of development and
formulation of new principles of international law. In some cases they
will be preparatory to formal international covenants; in other cases
!hey will serve as highly authoritative statements of international law
m certain fields. 33
1 cannot fully subscribe to the last part of the statement though it
would be possible to apply it in fields such as cooperation in outer space,
where there 1s
· 1·1ttle or no settled law at

an.

31 0.n t h'15 see Leo. Gross, "The United· Nations and the Role of Law, " PP·
555.
558

;;· Ibid .• p. 5S?.
.
.
(Ne~ :olfgang Friedmann, The Changing Structure of International ~aw
"Maki ork, Columbia University Press, 1964), p. 139. See also S. K. Ba~ley.
Societ ng International Law in the United Nations." Proceedings, American
Yof International Law, 61st Annual Meeting (1967), P· .239 ·
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. this context is the international cooperative eff
Relevant in
•
.
k
·.
ort to
'mpartial and obJective textboo on mternation 1 1
•
,
•
a aw
produce an 1
. d b M x s rensen. According to this, resolutions and declar . '
ed1te Y a 0
•
ations
of the General Assembly are not tn themselves acts creative of new rules
ati'onal law because the .General Assembly has no leaisl
.
.
0
ative
0 f intern
power. On the other hand, a unanimous or nearly
. unanimous resolu t'ion
contribute to the formation of customary international law or b
may
.
b k. . I
e
"dence of such a rule. 34 In this text oo it ts a so suggested that som
ev1
. •
f
.
e
resolutions may manifest a reco~1.t~on o .certain ~egal principles by
members voting for them, a poss1b1hty which cena1nly cannot be ex.eluded in some areas such as outer space but it would be a matter of
proving that the vote was indeed intended to express acceptance of legal
principles by the members concerned.
.
.
Finally, this textbook suggests that resolutions may be mterpretations
of rules or principles in the charter and which are themselves binding.
This view has already been discussed. The General Assembly has no
power of authentic, that is, binding interpretation. In the area of selfdetennination there are no binding rules or principles in the charter.
It may be worthwhile to include in this survey the views on self.
determination of a distinguished Polish jurist, Manfred Lachs, who has
been elected a member of the International Court of Justice. He agrees
with the position I have taken that "the relevant provisions of the
Charter were not creative of a new rule of international law. All they did
was to confirm and lay down a principle which had long been growing
and maturing in International Society. " 85 But the issue of self-deter·
mination has become a permanent item on the Agenda of the United
Nations. Resolution 1514 (XV) should "be viewed as interpreting the
principles of 'self~determination' enunciated in Chapter I'' of the
charter. Lachs concludes that "under the circumstances, there seems no
doubt that the interpretation given by the General Assembly is
authoritative and binding. use
4

54 · M. Virally, "The Sources of International Law" in Max S0rensen, ed.,
:~~ual 0! Publz'c Internati'onal Law (New Yo:rk, St. Martin's Press, 1968), P:

?·

3 "The Law In and Of the United Nations," Indian Journal 0! Jnte:·
national Law, l (1961), 432. Along similar lines the following statement 15
relevant! "Thus it might seem that it is only within the last generation that it has
come to be adm't
.
.
. ·
f peoples
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a pnnciple
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h
.h
h
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·
.
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process of cha
·
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'
·
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nges m temtonal sovereignty and of state succession m .
c1ent y demonst
h
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·
rate, t at prmc1ple has always underlain the system
nat1ona11aw II Cl' p
. 1 corn·
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ive arry, "The Function of Law in the Internauona 19 .
36 ib'dm ax 50rensen, ed., Manual of Public International Law, P·
1 ., pp. 438, 439.
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Writing three years later, Lachs seems to ha
d'
ve mo 1fied h · ·
•
ls views or
erhaps given them a somewhat more precise r
.
J.Ormu1at1on Th I
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.
Declaration on the endmg of colonialism like the 1948 Dec.
~ 960
Human Rights are from the formal point of view
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1
.
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. .
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they set m monon a process t e political and legal ri. ut
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b
far One cannot ut agree wit this proposition La h
go
.
h
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.
c s goes on to sa
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•
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. .
nonns, which, m genera • constitute the work of those
orgamzatmns
h
h
.
For this reason t ey ave undoubtedly a part in the f;
.
·
"37
ormu1at1on of
, 1l
internauona aw.
I shall make no attem~t to weigh the opinions on one side or the other
of the argument. The weight of the reasoned argument as distinguished
from sheer oratory may well be on the side of those who accord to
resolutions of the General Assembly a role in the formation of law. From
a Jegal standpoint all I can say is that I regard this view as a better one
and as being more in accord with the prevailing system of international
law and the character of the statal environment in which it functions.
Both the environment and the system are far from satisfactory but we
have to live in and with it.
Before leaving this part of my analysis, two or three factors relating to
self-determination may be mentioned briefly. The first factor is that the
General Assembly has recently characterized and condemned as "crimes
against humanity" certain activities in the· context of a denial of the
right to self-determination. Thus in Resolution 2184 (XXI) of
December 12, 1966, the Assembly "condemns as a crime against
humanity, the policy of the Government of Portugal, which violates the
economic and political rights of the indigenous population by the
Settlement of foreign immigrants in the Territories and by the
exporting of African workers to South Africa. " 58
The General Assembly has also condemned "the policies ?f apart~eid
practiced by the Government of South Africa as a cnr:ne _agamst
humanity. " 39 Could denial of the right to self*determmatwn be
characterized as a crime against humanity at some future time?"0
. .
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The second factor is the increasingly strident appeal to assist in the
struggle for independence. Thus in the Resolution 2184 (XXI) referred
to above, the Assembly appeals to all States to give the peoples of the
Territories under Portuguese domination the moral and material
support necessary for the restoration of their inalienable rights." If this
is not a call to what in other contexts is called "wars of national
liberation° it comes close enough to it. It will be noted that the appeal is
addressed to "all States" which, conveniently. includes The People's
Republic of China.••
It is interesting that in the objective and impartial Manual Professor
K. Skubiszewski considers that Article 2 (4) of the charter does not apply
in the relations between a state and its people. that the right of the
people to fight the government is deduced "from the principle of selfdetermination and the political right of revolution." and that the
conflict while ••formally domestic" in nature is nonetheless a "conflict
between armed forces which represent different authorities and different
peoples. Fighting by· the local people for the independence of their
country that is part of the colonial empire of an extraneous power,
sometimes referred to as a war of liberation, is lawful. " 41 If such fighting
is lawful on one side, can it be lawful on the other side as well? Is
military or other assistance to the "local people" also lawful?"
0

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples and the principles of international law." G.A.O.R.: 25th Sess., Supp. no. 28 (A/8028), p. 2.
41. See par. 2 of the above resolution, and Resolution 2627 (XXV) of
October 24, 1970, ibid., p. 4, Resolution 2708 (XXV) of December 14, 1970,
ibid., p. 7, and Resolution 2625 (XXV) of October 24, 1970, ibid., p. 124.
42. "Use of Force by States, Collective Security, Law of War and Neutrality,"
in Max Sfitrensen, ed., Manual of Public International Law1 p. 771. The
"inalienable right of all colonial peoples to self-determination" and the "'legitimacy" of their struggle for freedom "by all appropriate means" or uby all the
necessary means" at their disposal has been reaffirmed or recognized in Resolutions 2627 (XXV) of October 24, 1970, and 2708 (XXV) of December 14, 1970,
ibid. See also Res. 2734 (XXV) of December 16, 1970. ibid., p. 2S. par. 18, and
Res. 2649 (XXV) of November SO. 1970, ibid .• p. 74, par. 2.
45. In this connection Resolution !HOS (XXVIII) of December 12, 1975
entitled "Basic principles of the legal status of the combatants struggling against
colonial and alien domination and racist regimes" is relevant. The resolution
confirms that colonialism is a crime (see Res. 2621 (XXV], n. 58a above) and
that struggle for self-determination is legitimate, and declares that any attempt
to suppress this struggle is contrary to the Charter and various resolutions and
..constitutes a threat to international peace and security," that armed conflicts
involving such a struggle are to be regarded as "international armed conflicts,"
and that the Geneva Conventions of 1949 should apply to the combatants carrying on this struggle. In Resolution Sl6S (XXVIII) of December 14, 197S, the
Assembly urges in par. 7 "all States and the specialized agencies .•. to provide
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ning might be employed to encourage the establishment of
appropriately balanced, economic regional communities. The goal of
a law of freedom is not the extreme of anarchy but an ordered, productive, shared liberty and responsibility."
From an impressionistic point of view it would seem that the deference
thus accorded to self-determination falls short of the principles embodied in Resolution 1514 (XV). That resolution calls for transfer of
"all powers to the peoples ... without any conditions or reservations11
and declares specifically that there must be no balancing" - "Inadequacy of political, economic. social or educational preparedness should
never serve as a pretext for delaying independence." Regional communities might be incompatible with respect for "the integrity of their
national territory." that is, the territory of the dependent peoples. To
the extent that this approach is policy-oriented the outcome of analysis
may depend upon which country's policy is chosen implicitly or explicitly as the overarching ~al.
The foregoing analysis suggests the conclusion that the "principle of
self-determination in Article 1(2) of the charter has not been transformed into a right to self-determination and that, independently of the
charter, no such right has become part of customary international law,
for the following reasons:
1. The General Assembly has no competence to interpret charter
principles with binding force for all or some members;
2. The "principle" of self-determination has not been transformed
into a "right" to self-determination by the subsequent practice of the
panics as a means of interpretation of treaties or as a means of modi·
fying treaty provisions;
S. The General Assembly has no law-making competence, neither
generally nor with specific reference to self-determination;
4. The practice of organs of the United Nations has not become a
new method or source of generating rules of customary international
law;
5. Resolutions or declarations of the General Assembly may be a step
in the formation of customary international law through practice
accepted as law.
In my view, the potency of the principle of self-determination
depends less upon its characterization as right to self-determination,
that is, as a norm of contemporary international law - regard.lees of the
penuasiveness of any particular line of legal reasoning which would
permit such a characterization -than upon the effectiveness of the
political pressure that can be mobilized in and out of the United
Nations in order to make it prevail. For even norms of international law
if not complied voluntarily must as a last resort be enforced.
0

0

47. Ibid., p. 1010,
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Is Self-Determination Passe?
s. PRAKASH SINHA*
The Catholics of Northern Ireland, the Pathans of Pakistan, the
non-white populations of South Africa and Rhodesia, the French-speaking people of Canada, the N agas of India, the Kurds of Iraq, the Baltic
peoples of the Soviet Union, and the Negroes of the United States are
some of the peoples today to whom the concept of self-determination has
particular significance. However, the proposition might be raised that
the very principle of self-determination has already reached the limits
of its applicability.
Since World War II, self-determination has resulted primarily
from (1) the reconstitution of independence for states ·which had existed
at the beginning of that war, and (2) the decolonization of those territories which ·were kno-wn to be of the colonial type at the time of the
adoption of the Charter of the United Nations in 1945. The former
occurred pursuant to Article 3 of the Atlantic Charter partially even
before the U.N. Charter came into effect, as for example with regard
to Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia. The latter resulted from
negotiations benveen the colony and the imperial pow·er, revolution
by the colony, or action of the United Nations. The role of the United
Nations in decolonization has ranged from being m~rely declaratory,
as in the case of Algeria, to being in some manner constitutive, as in the
case of Indonesia. Moreover, the United Nations has succeeded in
marshalling considerable moral force in support of decolonization,
·which has no,;v been almost universally achieved, ,;vith the notable
exceptions of certain Portuguese colonies and territories of South Africa.
The question now arises ,;vhether these achievements have exhausted
the principle of self-determination.1
A perspective is gained for appreciation of the question when one
observes the growth, development, and movement of the idea, first
expressed in the ·writings of Marsilius of Padua in the early fourteenth
century, that the legitimacy of the dominion is based upon the consent
• Associate Professor of Law, University of Western Ontario Faculty of Law.
I. The question posed here is, of course, not the only issue with respect to
self-determination. The American Society of International Law has established a
panel on self-determination and one of the panelists, admittedly borrowing somewhat from the discussions of the panel, has recently published a different set of
thoughts on the general topic. See Emerson, Self.determination, 65 .A?.r. J. INT'L L.
459 (1971). Perhaps it should be explained here that the present writer is not a
member of the panel.
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of the governed. 2 Following the Reformation, the Puritan doctrine of
the state applied the Calvinist and Anglo-Puritan concepts of individual
freedom of religious self-determination to the political community,3 and
certain European philosophers of the eighteenth century explicated a
principle of the free nature of man in his relation to politics, arguing
that the state must be constituted on the basis of this principle. 4
Until the end of the eighteenth century, the principle of selfdetermination was applied primarily to domestic politics. Thus, for
example, in 1526 a legal counselor of Francis I of France denounced
the cession of Burgundy to Emperor Charles V without having obtained
the consent of the estates of the province of Burgundy. Henry II of
France obtained declarations in 1552 from the local authorities of the
cities of Metz, Toul, and Verdun accepting the French supremacy, after
taking over these cities. England replaced monarchical absolutism in
the seventeenth century with parliamentary democracy. The first independent national authority of the people was established at the end of
the eighty-years' war between the Protestant Netherlands and Catholic
Spain. Democratic principles were asserted in state-making by the
American (1775) and French (1789) revolutions.5
The goal of the principle was the achievement of a free constitutional order and, until the middle of the eighteenth century, it meant
people's representation in the government, political action by the people
to check the government, and administration by the government in
the interest of the people. But the French revolution underscored the
concept that it was for the people to do even their own state-making, as
sovereign 5 and not as subjects. 6 Similarly, the Irish Denunciation Act
of 1783 reaffirmed "no legislation without representation" for Ireland; 7
the plebiscites of 1790 confirmed the French sovereignty over Venaissin
2. ?\fARSILIO DEI MAINARDINJ, DEFENSOR PAcIS
OF PADUA: THE DEFENDER OF PEACE (1956).

(1324); 2 A.

GEWIRTH, MARSILIUS

3. Raschhofer, Das Selbstbestimmungsrecht in Westlicher Sicht, [1962] lNTERNATIONALES RECHT UND DIPLOMATIE 13 [hereinafter cited as Raschhofer].
4. Thus, for example, Schiller wrote in a letter to Korner in l 793 that the
content of Kant's philosophy could be summarized in the phrase: "Bestimme dich
aus dir selbst" [Determine thyself from within thyself]. Quoted in Raschhofer,
supra note 3, at 13.
5. G. DECKER, DAS SELBSTBESTIMMUNGSRECHT DER NATIONEN 74 (1955) [hereinafter cited as DECKER]; K. R.ABL, DAS SELBSTIMMUNGSRECHT DER VOLKER 32 (1963)
[hereinafter cited as Rahl].
6. The French Revolution moved democracy from mere representation of the
people by individuals exercising constitutional control over the government to
making the people the state's supreme authority. People "passed from the role of
subject to d1at of sovereign". A. COBBAN, NATIONAL SELF-DETERMINATION 5 {1945).
7. The Irish Denunciation Act of 1783, 22 Geo. 3, c.53 (1783).
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and Avignon, acquired earlier by written international undertakings; 8
and the Peace Treaty of Kitschuk-Kainardji (1774} authorized Russia to
interfere with Turkey's internal order for the protection of the
Christian religious and ethnic communities in Turkey. 9 States which
failed to persuade their people to consider themselves as a nationstate tended to disintegrate, as seems to have been the case with the
Austrian and Turkish empires.
In the nineteenth century one discovers a strong appearance of
the nationality principle under which ethnic factors determined a
nation, and a nation thus conceived defined a people as a conscious
unit of its national culture. This principle called for the achievement
of the nation-state, thereby demanding identity between the political
structure of a people and its ethnic common denominator, even at the
expense of the rights of the sovereign or in violation of the international
arrangements under treaties. Such, for example, was the thesis propounded by the Italian Jurist P. C. Mancini in 1851.10 A variation of it
is found in the Austrian socialist doctrine, primarily formulated by
Karl Renner (1902), which claims that socialism realizes the demands
of national autonomy, including the unrestricted self-determination of
a people in the domestic sphere on the basis of its possession of majority
and self-dependence, and a restricted measure of self-determination in
the international sphere on the basis of cosubordination to the comity
of nations.11
The ethnic nationality principle attacked the doctrine that multiple nationalities could coexist within one state. Pursuant to the coexistence theory, attempts were made to resolve ethnic disputes through
adjusting the state's constitutional structure so as to secure the rights
of various nationalities within it as, for example, by incorporating
nationality protection clauses in the German and Austrian constitutional charters.12 But the racial antagonism generated by the nationality
8. Woolsey, Self-determination, 13 AM. J. INT'L L. 302 (1919) [hereinafter cited
as Woolsey].
9. RABL, supra note 5, at 35.
10. R. LAUN, DER WANDEL DER !DEEN STAAT UND VOLK ALS AusSERUNG DES
WELTGEWISSENS 183 (1933); H. R.A.sCHHOFER, DER PoLmscHE VOLKSBEGRIFF IM
MoDERNEN ITALIEN (1936); Kohn, The United Nations and National Selj.Determi-nation, 20 R.Ev. PoL. 526, at 527.
11. K. RENNER, DAS SELBSTBESTIMMUNGSRECHT DER NATIONEN IN BF.SONDERER
ANWENDUNG AUF OsTERREICH (1918) appeared as the second revised edition of his
DER KAMPF DER OsTERREICHISCHEN NATIONEN UM DEN STAAT (1902). which was published under the pseudonym Rudolf Springer. For an exploration of Renner's
theory of self-determination, see H. RAsCHHOFER, DAS SELBSTBE'STn.a:lUNGSRECHT IN
DER THEORIE RENNERS (1961).
J2. RAEL, supra note 5, at 45.
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principle led to both international military action and mass expulsion.
Thus, the Hungarian leader Kossuth demanded the expulsion of the
Transylvanian Saxons in 1849; the Czech leader Palackey refused the
"self-sacrifice" of the Czechs when he declined to join the Frankfurt
Assembly of the German Reich on their behalf; Italy's Guiseppe
Mazzini conceived of Italian Irredentism in 1866, which sought Italy's
ethnic uniformity even if this meant cultural and linguistic "denationalization" of foreign populations; the Proclamation of the First International in 1865 on the Polish Question followed the Irredentism's lines;
and similar demands were made by the Slavs, the Greeks, the Rumanians, the Magyars of East-Central and Southeast Europe, and by the
Germans on both sides of the frontiers of 1871.13
A bitter struggle emerged for correcting the existing political
structures and boundaries to correspond to patterns of ethnic settlement. Frightened minorities took to mass exodus from their ancestral
homes as, for example, during the Balkan Wars of 1912-1913. As a
result of the movement generated by the nationality principle, Italy
gained her unity between 1859 and 1871;14 parts of Savoy and Nice
were ceded to France subject to plebiscite by the Treaty of Turin ~of
1860;15 the British relinquished the Greek-inhabited Ionian Islands in
1862;16 the decentralization of the British Empire commenced with
the British North America Act of 1867; 17 plebiscite was made a condition subsequent in the case of North Schleswig in 1864, although never
fulfilled; Sweden ceded the Isle of Saint-Barthelemy in 1877 under the
express condition of the consent of its population; and Chile and Peru
adopted similar ideas in a treaty of 1883.18
In the twentieth century, both sides in World War I (1914-1918)
used an appeal to self-determination in order to encourage discontented
minorities on either side, and by 1917 self-determination had become
a catchword of international politics. The 1917 Proclamation of Rights
13. G.

PALACKEY, GEDENKBLATTER·EINE AUSWAHL VON DENKSCHRIFTEN, AUFSAT·

149 (1874); Haines, Italian Irredentism During the Near Eastern
Crises, 1875-1878, 9 J. Mon. H1sT. 23 (1937). The Proclamation on the Polish Question was made by the First International on September 27, 1865. It said: "Es ist
dringend erforderlich, den wachsenden Einfluss Russlands in Europa zu vernichten,
indem fiir Polen das Selbstbestimmungsrecht gesichert wird, das jeder Nation
gehort, und dadurch, dass diesem Land wieder eine soziale und demokratische
Grundlage gegeben wird.'' See DECKER, supra note 5, at 153; I F. CARR, THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION, 1917-1923, at 416 (1950).
14. RABL, supra note 5, at 46.
15. \Voolsey, supra note 8, at 302.
16. RABL, supra note 5, at c.II.
17. The British North America Act of 1867, 30 & 31 Viet., c.3 (1867).
18. '\Voolsey, supra note 8, at 302.
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of the Peoples of Russia adopted it, the Soviet Declaration of 1918 pronounced it, and the Soviet Constitution of 1963 safeguarded the right
of every republic of the Union to free withdrawal from the Union.19
President Wilson of the United States advocated self-determination as
an imperative principle of action and as an official Allied policy, incorporating it in his famous Fourteen Points and Four Principles.2° France
used it in the Peace Conference.21 The German Reich accepted it in an
exchange of notes with the United States in 1918.22 It was recognized
by Article 2 of the Weimer Constitution.23 It became a general guiding
principle during the era of the League of Nations. It was proclaimed
by the Atlantic Charter of 1941 as a goal of the Anglo-American policy
during World War II. 24 It was confirmed in the 1942 Declaration by
the United Nations25 and further proclaimed in the Yalta (1945) Dec19. MINISTERSTVO INosTRANYKH DEL SSR, 1 DocuMENTY VNESHNEI PoLITIKI
SSSR [Ministry of Information of the U.S.S.R., 1 Documents on Foreign Policy of
the U.S.S.R.] 14-15 (1957); Decree of Nov. 8, 1917. Soviet Decree of Peace, id. at
11-14, 69; GAIDUKOV-KOTOK-RONIN, ISTORIIA SoVETSKOI KoNSTITUSII [History of the
Soviet Constitution] 9 (1957); KILBANSKI, DIE GESETZGEBUNG DER BoLSCHEWIKI 1-13
(1920).
20. In a message to Congress on 11 February 1918, President Wilson said that
"[t]he right of nations to free self-determination is no mere phrase, it is an imperative principle of action, which will be disregarded by statesmen in the future
only at their own risk." He said in a speech in Baltimore on 6 April 1918 that "[t]he
right of nations to free self-determination is a principle on which the whole of
the modem world is based." In a speech at Mount Vernon, on 4 July 1918, he
argued for the "settlement of any question, whether it be a matter of territory,
sovereignty, of economic arrangements or political relations, to be effected on the
basis of free acceptance by the people directly affected." See OFFICIAL STATn:CENTS
OF WAR A.rMs AND PEACE PROPOSALS, DECEMBER 1916 TO Novm.:tBER 1918, at 268
U,B. Scott ed. 1921); J. WHEELER-BENNEIT, THE FoRGO'ITEN PEACE: BREST-LITOVSK
364 (1939); G. KENNAN, SOVIET-AMERICAN RELATIONS, 1917-1920; RUSSIA LEAVES THE
WAR 244 passim; A. LucKAU, THE GERMAN DELEGATION AT THE PARIS PEACE CoNFERENCE 123-24 (1941).
21. Raschhofer, supra note 3, at 16-17.
22. Raschhofer, supra note 3, at 17. The Foreign Minister of the German
Reich, von Brockdorff-Rantzau, declared in his inaugural speech on 2 January 1919
that self-determination was "a fundamental right of nations."
23. It must, however, be noted that the Protocol of 23 September 1919 abrogated Article 61, which was based on Article 2, Raschhofer, supra note 3, at 17.
24. In the Atlantic Charter. signed on 14 August 1941, President Roosevelt
and Prime Minister Churchill declared that they "deem it right to make known
certain common principles in the national policies of their respective countries on
which they base their hopes for a better future of the world. First. their countries
seek no aggrandizement, territorial or other; second, they desire to see no territorial changes that do not accord with the freely expressed wisp.es of the peoples
concerned; third, they respect the right of all peoples to choose the form of government under which they :will live; and they wish to see sovereign rights and selfgovernment restored to those who have been forcibly deprived of them:• A DECADE
OF AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY, BASIC Docu:M:ENTS, 1941-49, at I (1950).
25. The Declaration was a response to the Tripartite Pact signed at Berlin
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laration on Liberated Europe.20 When the Charter of the United Nations was adopted, self-determination had come to be accepted as an
established principle of political organization.
Much movement has occurred under the rubric of self-determination during the period reviewed above. It must, however, be pointed
out that states have used the principle more as a tool of political convenience than as a prime mover of an international act, more as a
device to improve or secure the posture of the actor than as a raison
d'etre for the posture taken. The application of the principle to a
particular situation has almost always been secondary to other factors
active in the crisis, rather than the primary activating force for the
resolution of that crisis. Thus, the French revolution used plebiscites as
a post-factual justification for their armed victory in Avignon, Savoy,
Belgium, and Geneva. 27 And although plebiscites were used for the
reunion of Avignon and the Venaisson in 1790, for the cession of part
of Savoy and Nice to France in 1860, for the cession of the Isle of Saint
Barthelemy to France in 1877, and for the emancipation of Italy, they
were not adopted by the United Kingdom and the United States, became only a condition subsequent in the case of North Schleswig in
1864, which condition was never fulfilled, and were not applied to the
cession of the Virgin Islands by Denmark to the United States in 1917
on September 27, 1940 by Germany, Italy, and Japan, in which they "decided to
stand by and co-operate with one another in regard to their efforts in Greater-East
Asia and the regions of Europe respectively wherein it is their prime purpose
to establish and maintain a new order of things calculated to promote the mutual
prosperity and welfare of the peoples concerned." 204 L.N.T.S. 386. The joint
declaration was made by the United States of America, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
China, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Costa Rica, Cuba, Czed1oslovakia, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Poland,
South Africa, and Yugoslavia. Mexico adhered to the Declaration on June 5, and
the Commonwealth of the Philippines on June 10, 1942. Other countries adhered
to it subsequently.
26. The Declaration on Liberated Europe reads: "To foster the conditions in
which the liberated peoples may exercise these rights," the Premier of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics (Molotov), the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom
(Eden), and the Secretary of State of the United States of America (Stettinius) agree
that the three governments "will jointly assist the people in any European liberated state or former Axis satellite state in Europe where in their judgment
conditions require ... (c) to form interim governmental authorities broadly representative of all democratic elements in the population and pledged to the earliest
possible establishment through free elections of governments responsive to the will
of the peoples; and, (d) to facilitate where necessary for holding such elections."
Declaration on Liberated Europe, The Crimea (Yalta) Conference 4-11 February
I945, 12 DEP'T STATE BULL., No. 295, 213, 215 (February 18, 1945); A DECADE OF
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY, BASIC DOCUMENTS, 1941-49, at 27, 29 (1950).
27. K. LOE'WENSTEIN, POLITICAL REcoNSTRUCllON 16•17 (1946).
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or to the Louisiana Purchase.28 The Americans fought a bitter war to
keep the southern states in the Union against their will, and the French
Convention of 1792 imposed the death penalty for any attempt to disrupt the Unity of the French Republic.29
Wherever national revolts succeeded in setting up national governments in nineteenth.century Europe, it was due to the backing of strong
military power and not to a principle of self.determination. In the absence of military power independence was not achieved, as in the case
of the Poles. During World War I, the British Memorandum on Territorial Settlement itself denied the application of the principle of selfdetermination to any state which was likely to endanger the European
peace in the future. Moreover, the British Government's pledges to its
allies, especially to Italy, were to prevail over the principle. 30 The
Russians essentially refuted the principle when they published the
secret inter-Allied understandings as to the war aims of the Entente in
1917.81 The British Prime Minister and the U.S. President vocalized
self-determination partly to dim the glamor of the Bolshevik slogans,82
and that which was to be an imperative principle of action in the
Allied policy, was not to apply to Austria-Hungary, the new Poland,
Trieste and Trentino, Alsace and Lorraine, the German colonies, and
the new states carved out of Austria.33 Nor was the principle used as
28. As an American writer states, "[w]hen the river traffic of our transAllegheny country was its only commercial outlet, New Orleans was in foreign
hands. The right of free trans-shipment was granted by the treaty with Spain in
1795-. Then came the Louisiana Purchase, a chief motive for it being the desire
to possess the lower Mississippi, for the free-port privilege did not satisfy the West.
Now suppose the self-determination principle to have been applied to New Orleans in limitation of the Louisiana Purchase, whereby the Spanish and the French
population by its vote could prevent the cession of the port and the lower river.
Could the whole of our people consent to have its development, its dignity, its
continuity so limited? Clearly, the little principle must yield to the big interest."
Woolsey, supra note 8, at 304.
29. See A. COBBAN, NATIONAL SELF-DETERMINATION 77 (1945); R. LANSING, THE
PEACE NEGOTIATIONS: A PERSONAL NAR.aA.TIVE 97-98. 100-03 (1921).
30. G. DICKINSON, DOCUMENTS AND STATEMENTS RELATING TO PEACE PROPOSALS
AND WAR-AIMS xiv (1919) [hereinafter cited as DICKINSON]. See also D. GEORGE, THE
TRUTH ABOUT THE PEACE TREATIES 31 (1938) [hereinafter cited as GEORGE].
31. DICKINSON, supra note 30, at xiv; GEORGE, supra note 30, at 31.
32. A. MAYER, WILSON vs. LENIN: POLITICAL ORIGINS OF THE NEW DIPLOMACY,
1917-1918 (1964).
33. 3 THE INTIMATE PAPERS OF COLONEL HousE 346 (C. Seymour ed. 1926-28);
Woolsey, supra note 8, at 303. "Surely this [Wilson's thirteenth point as to Poland]
did not mean that little enclaves of the German race could be excluded from Polish
allegiance. Access to the sea is essential to the commercial independence, even to
the political integrity of such a state as the new Poland. Now granting that the
Danzig Port and corridor furnish the only satisfactory 'free and secure access to
the sea', such as the President speaks of, and granting that its population is overwhelmingly German, how far is the principle of self-determination to bar its
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the basis for the decisions of the Allied Powers on such central European problems as Austria and Sudetenland.34 The Peace Conference at
Versailles did not create new states on the basis of self-determination,
but simply took note of the accomplished facts that the nationalities
themselves had gathered armies and set up governments. Compromises
were made in view of factors other than self-determination. One such
compromise was a mandates system for the former German colonies
and the Middle Eastern territories detached from Turkey. The latter
territories were eventually to become independent under Article 22(4)
of the Covenant of the League of Nations, but even that was not to
apply to the mandated territories in Africa and Oceania.35 However,
generally speaking, self-determination seems to have been accepted as
a principle of political organization at the time the Charter of the
United Nations was adopted after World War II.
Both the concept of self-determination and its forms have achieved
a high degree of development in the practice of the United Nations.
Articles 1 (paragraph 2) and 55 speak of self-determination of peoples,
and Chapters XI (Declaration Regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories) and XII (International Trusteeship System) specify certain of
its forms. Although there is a controversy with respect to the significance of these provisions in international law,36 certain organs of the
cession, as against the 'material interest or advantage' of Poland itself? A similar
problem must be faced in the case of Fiume, which is Italian in population, but
claimed to be essential to the economic independence and future growth of the
new state of Jugo-Slavia. There is an added complication here in [the nature of a]
war promise to Italy."
34. Raschhofer, supra note 3, at 17.
35. 0. ]. LISSITZYN, INTERNATIONAL LAW TODAY AND TOMORROW 44 (1965);
Wright, Recognition and Selfdetermination, 48 PROC. AM. Soc. INT'L L. 23, 27
(1954) (hereinafter cited as Wright].
36. For different viewpoints, see C. RoussEAu, DROIT INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC
81 (1953); G. STARUSHENKO, THE PRINCIPLE OF NATIONAL SELF-DETERMINATION IN
SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY 162 (1963); Lyubomudrova, The Self-determination of Nations as one of the Basic Conditions for International Cooperation and Peaceful
Co-existence, in SYMPOSIUM, THE INTERNATIONAL LAw FoRMs oF THE PEACEFUL
COEXISTENCE OF STATES AND NATIONS (1957); J. V. SPERANSKAYA, THE PRINCIPLE OF
SELF-DETERMINATION IN INTERNATIONAL LAw (1961); H. K.ELSEN, THE LAw OF THE
UNITED NATIONS 51-53 (2d ed. 1951); R. BRUNET, LA GARANTIE INTERNATIONALE
DES DROITS DE L'HOMME D'APRES LA CHARTE DE SAN FRANCISCO 164 (1947); P. N.
DROST, HUMAN RIGHTS AS LEGAL RIGHTS 28-31 (1951); N. BENTWICH & A. MARTIN, A
COMMENTARY ON THE CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS 7 (1950); C. FENWICK, INTERNATIONAL LAw 178 (3rd ed. 1952); Raschhofer, supra note 3; Scelle, Quelques refiexions sur le Droit de peuples a disposer d'eux-memes, in GRUNDPROBLEME DES
INTERNATIONALEN REcHTs, FESTSCHRIFT FUR JEAN SPIROPOULOS 385 (1957); Kraus, Das
Selbstbestimmungsrecht der Volker, in .ARBEITSKREIS, DAS OSTLICHE DEUTSCHLAND,
EINE HANDBUCH 57, 81 (1959); Wright, supra note 35, at 23, 27; Magaresevic, A View
on the Right of Self-determination in International Law, 3 JuGosLoVENsKA R.EVJA ZA
MEDUNARODNO PRAVO 30 (1958); Bartos, in INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL POLICIES
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United Nations, most prominently the General Assembly, have both
developed the norm and amplified its forms based upon the Charter. 37
The General Assembly has formulated factors which should be taken
into account in deciding whether a territory is or is not a territory
whose people have obtained a full measure of self-government.38 These
factors are divided into three parts: (1) factors indicative of the attainment of independence, which include characteristics of international
responsibility, eligibility for membership in the United Nations, general international relations, national defense, form of government, territorial government, and economic, social, and cultural jurisdiction;
(2) factors indicative of the attainment of other separate systems of selfgovernment, which include opinion of the population, freedom of
choice, voluntary limitation of sovereignty, geographical considerations,
ethnic and cultural considerations, political advancement, general international relations, change of political status, eligibility for membership
in the United Nations, territorial government, participation of the
population, and economic, social, and cultural jurisdiction; and (3)
factors indicative of the free association of a territory with an indeAND ECONOMY, NEW TRENDS IN INTERNATIONAL LA.w 7; Andrassy, id. at 22; Nincic,
id. at 34; Radojezovic, id. at 65; L. CAvARE, LE DROIT INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC POSITIF
523 (1961); 1 G. ScmvARZENBERGER, A MANUAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAw 67 (4th ed.
1960); Green, in INTERNATIONAL LAW ASSOCIATION, REPORT OF THE FORTY-SEVENTH
CONFERENCE (DUBROVNIK) 57, 58 (1956); R. Y. JENNINGS, THE ACQUISITION OF TERRITORY IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 78 (1963); Kunz, The Principle of Selfdetermination of
Peoples, Particularly in the practices of the United Nations, 1 STUDIEN UND GESPRACHE UBER SELBSTBESTThIMUNG UND SELBSTBESTIMMUNGSRECHT 128, 132 (K. Rahl
ed. 1964); Potter, Legal Aspects of the Beirut Landing, 52 AM.
!NT'L L. 727, 728
(1958); A. VERDROSS, VOLKERRECHT, FUNFrn NEUBEARBEITETE UND ERWEITERTS AUFLAGE
UNTER MITARBEIT VON S. VEROSTS UND K. ZEMANEK 576 (1964).

J.

37. See G.A. Res. 334, 4 U.N. GAOR (1949); G.A. Res. 546, 6 U.N. GAOR
(1951); G.A. Res. 567, 6 U.N. GAOR (1951); G.A. Res. 611, 7 U.N. GAOR (1952);
G.A. Res. 612, 7 U.N. GAOR (1952); G.A. Res. 637, 7 U.N. GAOR (1952); G.A.
Res. 648, 7 U.N. GAOR 1952); G.A. Res. 742, 8 U.N. GAOR (1953); G. A. Res.
837, 9 U.N. GAOR (1954); G. A. Res. 1013, 11 U.N. GAOR (1956); G.A, Res. 1184,
12 U.N. GAOR (1957); G.A. Res 1188, 12 U.N. GAOR (1957); G.A. Res. 1314, 13
U.N. GAOR (1958); G.A. Res. 1514, 15 U.N. GAOR (1960); G.A. Res. 1541, 15 U.N.
GAOR (1960); G.A. Res. 1654, 16 U.N. GAOR (1961); G.A. Res. 1810, 17 U.N.
GAOR (1962); G.A. Res. 1958, 18 U.N. GAOR (1963); G.A. Res. 2105, 20
U.N. GAOR (1965); G.A. Res. 2131, 20 U.N. GAOR (1965); G.A. Res. 2160, 21
U.N. GAOR (1966); G.A. Res. 2189, 21 U.N. GAOR (1966); G.A. Res. 2311,
22 U.N. GAOR (1967); G.A. Res. 2426, 23 U.N. GAOR (1968); ECOSOC Res.
586D, 20 U.N. ECOSOC, U.N. Doc. E/ AC.7 /SR289; 1 REPERTORY OF PRAar:cCE OF
UNITED NATIONS ORGANS 19, 148 (1955); 1 REPERTORY OF PRACTICE OF UNITED NATIONS ORGANS, Supp. 1, at I, u. 12. 65-66 (1958); 1 REPERTORY OF PRAanCE OF
UNITED NATIONS ORGANS, Supp. 2, at 16, 32-33, 41, 46 passim, 52 passim, 54 passim,
173-74 (1964); 3 R.EPlm.TORY OF PRACTICE OF UNITED NATXONS ORGANS, Supp. 2, at 41
(1963).
38. G.A. Res. 742, 8 U.N. GAOR (1953).
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pendent state or its integration with the latter, which include opinion
of the population, freedom of choice, geographical considerations,
ethnic and cultural considerations, political achievement, constitutional
considerations, legislative representation, participation of the population, citizenship, government officials, suffrage, local rights and status,
local officials, internal legislation, and economic, social, and cultural
jurisdiction.
Within the United Nations, the decolonization movement has
proceeded under the International Trusteeship system39 and through
resolutions concerning non-self-governing territories.40 The trusteeship
system applied to territories held under mandate at the time of the
adoption of the U .N. Charter, territories detached from enemy states as
a result of World War II, and territories voluntarily placed under the
system by states responsible for their administration. The terms of
trusteeship for each territory were to be agreed upon by the states
"directly concerned." 41 In cases where there was a controversy as to
which states were "directly concerned," the Security Council and the
General Assembly concluded Trusteeship Agreements with the administering authority. 42 Nearly all of the trust territories have by now attained independence.
The term "non-self-governing territories" applies to those territories which were knolvn to be of the colonial type at the time of the
adoption of the U.N. Charter,43 subsequently specified by name by the
resolutions of the General Assembly. 44 A non-self-governing territory is
deemed to have reached full self-government (1) by emergence as a
sovereign independent state, (2) by free association with an independent
state, or (3) by integration with an independent state. 45 Under the
principles adopted by the General Assembly,46 the free association
under (2) should be the result of a free and voluntary choice by the
peoples of the territory concerned through informed and democratic
processes, should respect the individuality and cultural characteristics
of the territory and its peoples, should permit retention by them of
the freedom to modify their status through the expression of their will
39. U.N. CHARTER, art. 12, art. 13.
40. U.N. CHARTER, art. 11.
41. U.N. CHARTER, art. 79.
42. Parry, Legal Nature of the Trusteeship Agreement, 27 BRIT. Y.B. !NT'L L.
164 (1950).
43. G.A. Res. 1541, 15 U.N. GAOR, Annex (1960).
44. See, e.g., G.A. Res. 66, I U.N. GAOR (1946); G.A. Res. 1542, 15 U.N.
GAOR (1960); G.A. Res. 1573, 15 U.N. GAOR (1960); G.A. Res. 1747, 16 U.N.
GAOR (1962).
45. G.A. Res. 1541, 15 U.N. GAOR, Annex (1960).
46. Id.
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by democratic means and through constitutional processes, and should
grant the associated territory the freedom to determine its internal
constitution. The integration under (3) should be on the basis of complete equality and should occur under circumstances where (a) the
integrating territory has attained an advanced stage of self-government
with free political institutions, so that its people have the capacity to
make a responsible choice through informed and democratic processes,
and (b) the integration results from the freely expressed wishes of the
territory's peoples acting with full knowledge of the change in their
status, their wishes having been expressed through informed and
democratic processes, impartially conducted and based on universal
adult suffrage, and supervised by the United Nations when deemed to
be necessary. Most of the non-self-governing territories have by now
achieved full self-government in one of these three forms.
United Nations practice concerning self-determination may be
characterized by a number of elements. First, although self-determination has almost continuously been contended as a right of all peoples,
it has in fact been applied only to the colonial peoples, those peoples
of trust and non-self-governing territories. The criterion for considering
a territory non-self-governing has been that the territory be of the
colonial type at the time of the adoption of the Charter. The territorial
identification of colonial areas at the end of the World War II replaced
the earlier principle of nationality for determining the peoples who
were to be accorded self-determination. The implications of this new
principle of identification have been significant. While on the one hand
certain territories annexed prior to the adoption of the Charter and
geographically contiguous to the annexing state have been excluded
from the scope of self-determination, such as Estonia, Lithuania, and
Latvia, on the other hand the territorial division which had been made
arbitrarily by the colonial powers without any regard to the ethnic,
social, or cultural factors of the populations involved, as in Africa, has
been taken as the basis for deciding where self-determination is to
apply. Second, identification of colonial peoples under U.N. practice
refers to the majority of the population within a generally accepted
political unit and not to the minorities within it, whether racial,
religious, or of any other type. Third, the consummation of selfdetermination is represented by the achievement of self-government or
independence for the trust territories and by independence, association
with an independent state, or integration with an independent state,
for the non-self-governing territories. Fourth, it is deemed within the
competence of the General Assembly to supervise the achievement of
self-determination by the colonial peoples. Finally, no systematic at-
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tempt has been made in the decolonization efforts of the United
Nations to consider the possible philosophical, legal or other justifications for limiting the right to independence of territories with very
small area or population, although the Special Committee of Twentyfour, which is charged with the task of seeing to the implementation of
self-determination, has recognized that there are special problems with
respect to such territories.
Elsewhere, 47 I have evaluated the evidence of self-determination,
both inside and outside the United Nations, in order to determine
whether the doctrine has become a principle of international law
through the achievement of a general recognition by states as being
obligatory. My conclusion has been that the evidence does not permit
an affirmative determination. At best, it appears that once the basic
decision for political reorganization or redistribution of power has
been made, the principle of self-determination is invoked to attain the
result in a desirable fashion. The principle is thus one of political
expediency which states may or may not use, rather than one of international law which the states are obliged to follow. The reluctance of
states to give the principle of self-determination greater effect is understandable. For once accepted as a legal norm for activating reorganization of the state, the principle would make a lawful disruption of all
states possible. Therefore, wisdom might lie in allowing room for a
process of judicious political decision-making which preserves, as within
the United Nations, the possibility for a constructively flexible approach to the achievement of the ideal which the concept of selfdetermination represents.
However, the issue of whether self-determination is a principle of
international law does not answer the question which is being raised
in this inquiry. Within the United Nations the realization of selfdetermination has thus far meant essentially the decolonization of territories known to be of the colonial type at the end of World War II.
This goal has largely been accomplished with most of the colonial
countries having now achieved self-determination in one or another
of its forms. The question posed by the present article is whether this
achievement has exhausted the principle of self-determination. Must
the United Nations continue its efforts for the realization of the principle in directions other than the decolonization of the type mentioned
above? Or, must the United Nations policy for self-determination cease
upon successful completion of decolonization?
The question, in order to be meaningful, immediately demands a
47. Sinha, Self-determination in International Law and Its Applicability to
the Baltic Peoples, in REs BALTICA 256 (A. Sprudzs ed. 1968).
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consideration of two basic issues. First, whether the fundamental ideal
symbolized by self-determination is larger in its scope than the above
decolonization; and second, whether there are peoples other than those
considered colonial at the time of the adoption of the U .N. Charter in
1945 for whose political life self-determination may be important.
As to the first issue, it is submitted that the fundamental ideal to
which the principle of self-determination appertains is justice for the
individual in the sense that the scope of his participation in value
choices be made as large as possible. The particular role of selfdetermination in achievement of this master ideal is to provide such a
political and legal structure for society as would yield justice for the
individual. In this light, self-determination would not seem to be
exhaustively consummated by the decolonization of peoples and territories considered colonial at the time of the adoption of the Charter.
As to the second issue, it is submitted that there may be peoples
who have not been subject to the traditional territorial colonialism, but
for whose political existence self-determination may nevertheless be
important. Two types of such peoples come readily to mind.
The first type includes those peoples inhabiting territories which
have been annexed in the past but which, unlike the overseas colonies,
are geographically contiguous to the annexing state, for example, the
Baltic territories of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. In making this
suggestion, the intention here is neither to overlook nor to minimize
the problems which would confront the application of self-determination in these cases. In fact, at least five major problems ·will have to be
met:
I. The problem of the principle of identification of the
peoples on whose behalf the claim of self.determination is
being made.
2. The problem of the means of ascertainment of the desire
of these peoples for self-determination. This in turn involves certain subissues:
(a) Would it not be too presumptuous to assume the desire
from the fact of annexation of their territory by the
annexing state at a certain point in history?
(b) Would it not be too presumptuous to deduce the
desire from the expressions made to the effect by
groups-in-exile in other states?
(c) Would it not be a violation of the rules of international Ia1v- as to nonintervention if another state at-
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tempted to encourage this expression within the
annexing state?
3. The problem of determination of the form in ·which selfdetermination is to be realized.
4. The problem of the extent to which an existing state can
be disintegrated in order to fulfi.11 the demand of selfdetermination.
5. The problem of the criterion of the reasonable unit for
the creation of the new state., if that is the form in ·which
self-determination is going to be realized in a particular
instance.
The second type includes those peoples who are living in a minority position in the existing states., the minority position being a matter
of societal status rather than numbers so as to include the nonwhite
populations in South Africa or Rhodesia. The Catholics of Northern
Ireland, the Pathans of Pakistan, the French-speaking people of Canada,
the Nagas of India, the Kurds of Iraq, and the Negroes of the United
States are some of the other examples of such peoples. It ·would perhaps
be reasonable to suggest that solutions to the minority problems might
first be sought in the constitutional order of the state concerned and
must necessarily relate to the circumstances of the particular case. But
if the constitutional order of the state refuses to provide the desired
solution in defiance of international recognition of the injustice of the
situation, the international community, specifically the United Nations,
should activate its energies toward the end of self-determination, as
demonstrated by U.N. response to the apartheid policy of the Republic
of South Africa or Rhodesia. Unfortunately, the refusal of certain important member-states to apply economic sanctions as recommended by
the General Assembly has frustrated the international efforts in these
cases.
In view of the above discussion, the conclusion is inescapable that
the decolonization of nearly all overseas colonies has not rendered the
principle of self-determination obsolete. Neither is the content of the
principle as dictated by its fundamental ideal exhausted by such
decolonization, nor is there an absence of peoples for whose political
existence the principle has significance, even though these peoples are
beyond the scope of the particular formula used by the United Nations
in the past for identifying peoples to whom self-determination is to be
accorded.
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:epresents is, as a rule, ·taken for granted. Toe typical intention
18 t~ acknowledge that a~ existing subject of international law
considers the head. of State or government recognised as entitled
speak for, and enter. into legal commitments on behalf of, the
~~te co;~rned. . In. exceptional cases, as with the British recogan::~li ;rael, re~gnition of a government is intended to conveY
State. P e . recogrution .of the international personality of a new:
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See below
See below' p, 215 et seq.
See belo ' p, 310 et seq.
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PREFA.CE
\Vhcn in 1965 the Editor of the present series ,vas privileged to preface
Volume I of P:rofr]ss.or VERZIJL s Jurisprudence qf the Vi-1orld Court, the second
Volume of ·vvhich was published in 1966, he could hardly frJresee that
within the very short span of three yearn the first part of an even more
ambitious project by the sa:me au.th.or would be realized and ready for
publication,
.The first thing the Editor vvishes to record. this time is his unreserved
adn1iration for the rnajor .. feat of anus~' vvh.ich his predecessor in the
chair of international law in Utrecht University at his age intends to
perforn.1 and) partly 1 has al.ready cornplet.ed. lf anything, the fact
bespeaks the author's total dedication to the subject \~lhich, standing
in a centtrries-o]d tradition, he taught frJr so n1any years. A preface not
being th.e proper place for it 1 aH further eulogies shou.ld be ,vithheld
here. Profossor '\lERZlJL's feelings of modesty 1night even be hurt by
too general an appreciation in ·which an elaborate ·weighing of his
thought does not corne fore:rnost. However,, it should certainJy be observed that> once the present project has been brought to an end, there
wilI be good reason to :rrjoice at the possibility for present and future
generations not fam.i!iar 1Nith an of the several languages in which
VERZIJL"s individual contributicm% ,-vere \.Vritten of assessing his definite
place in the science of international law) in the Netherlands as well a.<1
in the ,vorJd at large.
In his ovln Introductfo:n to this new work of his) the author himself
expands sufficiently on the genesis and the nature of his lntem.ational
Law in liistorical Persj1edive to rn.ake any further comment superfluous~
One feature of it, hO'vvever~ remains to be emphasized. J t lies in the field
of the history of international law publications in this country. Fortunate..,
ly, treatises on international law published in the Dutch language a.re
far fro1n exceptional~ but one has to go back to the year 1920 to fin.d
one written in a foreign language: Le droit international _public :/HJsitif in
two volun1es (Publications de la I>otation Carnegie pour la Paix inter"'
nationak) by a scholar Vlho ,vas Professor \ 7 ERZIJL's pred.ecessor in
Utrecht, Professor Jan DE LOUTER. The work~ an earlier Dutch version
of which is also extant, is still read and quoted in connexion "With a
number of important aspects of the sul~ject and~ astonishingly, 1nore
frequently so by foreign ,vriters than hy their Dutch colleagues. It is a
notable event now to ;vitness Professor V:eRZIJL en1barking on an enter...
prise similar to that of DE LouTER.
1

V

States under the Trusteeship System tvere :not bound to accept General
,.$\sse:m.b!y Resolutions .recm11mendh1g a specific course of action to the:rn}
they were nevertheless under some legal obligation} uhm,ve.ve.r rudi:m.entary,, elastic and hriperfect\ nan1ely, "to give due consideration to
thcn1 in good faith~'~ he further construed the jurid.ical situation. as
foUows:
c'Thus an Adrninist.ering State ,vhich consistently set8 itself above the
soknrnly and repeatedly expres.<;cd ju.dgment of the Organization 1 in
particubr in proportion as that judgn1ent a:pproxi:r.nates to tmanimityi n1ay
find that. H has overstepped the imperceptible Ene benveen impropriety and.
.i1IegaEty_; bet:wecn discretion and arbitrn.riness~ betv,reen the exercise of the
legal right to disregard. the recomrr1endati.on and the abuse of that right>
and that it has exposed itself to consequences legitimately follmving as a
le.gal sa:nctirm·~ (p, um),

This juristic constn1etion \,voul<l seen1 to me to be unnecessary and
even sdfecont:radictory if the preceding argument is correct that there
fo precisely no rm.1i:r.nited Hright to disregard a recomm.en.dation"' ~ but
only a right curtailed by a (slight) legal ob1:igation.
There a1'e, however 1 perhaps-rdativdy rare-cases. in which a State
could correctly he accused of exerc.isi.ng a right abusively. A standard
example of this is the casting of a negative vote in the Secut.ity Council
or the General Assembly' of the United Nations bv' a Jviember State., on
the occasion of the :request of a State for admission to the Orga.rtization,
on the ground (which is at variance with the legal rules governing the
admission procedure) that othe:r applicants ior ruernbership should be
admitted sil-:nultaneously. 3 Should the theory of the inadIT1issibility of
the abuse of right(s.) be taken. seriously in a case like this, that would,
ac.cordin.g to sound legal principle, entail the voidance of the vote
detennined by an illegal rnotive. I doubt, ho\vever, if the defenders of
the theory would accept this consequence. 1vforeover, the nullity of the
negative vote cast would not thereby be transforrned into a positive vote.

3, Comp, on this controversy the advisory proceedings of r9L}f1 before the
International Court of Jn~tice, analysed in my paper in The Ju.risprwienu. qf tlu~
fVorld Courtj voL II 1 pp, 3 et seq.
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Sddorn.
has there been advanced a.s a leg·al rinht a dain1 so obv:iouslv of
.
a poE tical nature an.cl of such a slogan-like qua.lity as the so""caUed.
~(right of self:..deten11.inationB ...i\nd seldon1 has a \.vould-be :right been
exercised or negated with such evident arbitrariness and v1ith such
flagrant international hypocrisy as this, The cause of this is easy to
dia211ose: t:h.is so-cn.lled ~~r:ighf
~ is entirely
u.11clefinable and its Sl1ne:r~
~
~
ficial attractiveness vvins it a usefhl popularity ,,vhich n1akes it a conve"'
11ient plaything both for international politics and propaganda .
.As a phrase the right of sdf~determination did. not turn u.p until
President \iVn.snN inadvertently coined it in connection \vith his finnous
Fourt.ee:n Points, but the idea vvhich u.nderlay it had akead y- been
espoused at an earlier stageI in particular by the French E1nperor
NilPOLBON III. In those days~ however~ it still had a definable content
since it \Vas conce:rned ,<Vith the organization of plebiscites in border
areas which had a disp1rted national. chaxacter. A1 such it was con1pletely in line ,vith contemporary political movem.ents such as that
v1hich .resulted in the final unification. of Italy on the basis of the prin"'
c~ple of (ethnical and. cultural) '~nationalitf\ Cornp. on Le Jwincipe
des natimwJites Robert R!r,DSLOn/s lectu.:re in the Hague Acaderny of
International La\v\ 193 1., I II, t. 3 7.
\?Vhen President \AhLsO:N 1,vas confronted at the Peace Conference of
Paris with the task of i1nple:rnenting h.is own princip1e 1 he soon ir,;;i,roke to
fhe stark truth of its chan1eleon-like nature and incalculable political
consequences. A.nd it is certainly on. gnod grounds that his Secretary of
State Robert LANSING wrote in his dian/, of The Peace }{eaotiatirms
the
.&
~$

remarkable ·vvords:
H'T.he more I think abcru.t the J?residenfs deda.ration as to the right of
1 ~sdf-deterrni:nation's, the more convinced I arn of the danger of putting
such ideas into the rninds of certain races. It is bound. to be the basis of
impossib:le denmnds on. the .Peace Congress and create trouble in many
lands . , , The phrase is sirnply loaded \.vith dyna.xnite ••• '\:V.hat a calarn:ity
that the phrase was eve:r uttered l V\lhat .rnisery it will cause F~

And untold 111iscry it has caused, not only in its h11ple1nentation. but
also in its overt d.isavovvali according to ,vhich \vay the political ,veathercock sv!lung.
'-'

A ·~right of self-determination' 1 was nowhereJ expressly or implicitly::,
adn1itted in the Covenant of the League of Nations.1 It wa.s, however,
incorporated in the Charter of th.e United Nations where it appears in
.ltrticle I (2). But even there it v,;as not positively and ,vith any palpable
content conferred on anybody in pa...rticular, it ,vas not even conferred
directly, it v.ras sin1ply i:nttoduced somnvhat deviously in an aside as
giving general guidance for the future conduct of :international relations,
The provision concerned} in fa,ct, :rnerely runs as follows:
"The .Purposes of the "United Nations ate , , , (2) To develop fi.,iendly rda'"
tions am.ong tuitions based on respect for the p.rlnc.:i_pk: of equal rights and
self-determination of j.Jeoj.des, and tn take other appropriate 1:neasu.rcs to
strengfaen mlivt:::rna.l peace (emphasis applied).}~

\Vhat, in the context of this vague "'tPurpose'\ is m.eant by Hnations~\
what by Hpeoplesi' and vvhat by Hthe principle of (the latter~s) self,.
• • P';}
cleteruunat1011
·.
The ,vord '(nation.s~~ in. de formula employed is obviously meant to
be the equivalent of ,$Statefl\ It has nothing to do with national groups~
in the ethnical sense~ within. the State and does not regard the reciprocal
attitude of the nurnerous 1 'nationaH.tiet/' packed together e.g. in the
Soviet Union, India and Indonesia. The provision does not allude to
their peaceful behaviour inter se,
The word "'peopleSn is n1ore equivocal, There is :nothing forced i.n an
interpret.ation which attributes to this vvo:rd~ :read in its context, the
meanin.g of im.portant groups of the population of a State which differ
from each other by ethnical, cultural, linguistic, religious or possibly other
characteristics, as the case may be. In this interpretation th.e fJT0 5'Tammatic aim of the provision is to senu-e equality of rights and Hsdf-determ
ruination}~ to all such different i.peopl-es n whithin. the State: Carelian.s
and Georgians in the Soviet lJnion, Tibetans in China~ Bantu.s in the
Republic of South-Africa~ Chinese and Papuans in Indonesia, Negroes
in the United States, backw;,-:i.rd natives in some South-American States,
Jews .in 1\:rab countries, etc.~ '\v:i.thout, however, the slightest indication
how far this rneaning of the ,vord -speoples/' can be stretched and to
whorn it falls to decide which of such groups ca.n still be considered to
be .-;peoples~' .-However\ there is nothir1g forced either in quite a dif..
ferent interpretation 1Nhich conceives the vvord ,~·peoples~' .in the political
sense of comprising all those individuals who constitute together the
personal substratum. of the State and, therefore, as equ:iva]ent to Hna~
I • 'T'he p:rinciple-(ff sfogan-~·\•.ras hmve·ver adopted by Soviet-Russia in the
text of her peace treaties with Estonia (2 "F'ebruary lgioi :ivtartens, N.R.G.\
XI, 864), Article Q; Lithuania (12 July 1920s ibid,* 877)J Article I; and La.tvia
(I I August r920 1 £bid., 888), /\xtide 2~ ,-vhe-re it i& expressed as Hthe :right of all
peoples> pr.ndaimed by the R.S.F.S.R.i to free self-determination, including
cornplcte severance from the state of which they form part/~

t:ions'!. In that interpretation the p:rogram.matic o1ziect of the provision
is to secure to a.11. States alike equality of rights on the i:nternational
Ievei, equal freedom to organize their national b fe according to their
own arnbitlons and ideology, in short: their right of nself:.deterrn.inatmn ·
This latter concept vrill consequently necessar.iiy assun1e a totally
different notional colouring according to whether the {~principle of
sdf,dcterminat:ion~~ applies to the Hpcopie~'-nation-Stat.e or to the
•$people~~wrmtiona1 group with.in the State. In the former case tl1e State
is given the fu:n.dar.nental right to regulate its o,vn national existence as
it thinks fit, e.g, by forcing its different {~peoplesB into one unitary or
oncxx,party syster:n; in the latter case it is just those Hpeoplesn which rnust
be given freedom to organize their life politically as they think fitJ on a
fr,oting of equality. The two aspects m.ay in practice be completely
antarronistic.
'-'
It is hardly surprising that such a cusious an1big1.1ity has led to con~
fusion and to heated discussion, It is significanx for the :manner in which
basic controversial questions such as these axe handled in a pseudoJuridical political rnilieu that) instead of cutting the legal knot and accepting one or the other of the opposing i:n.terpretations as the correct
one, the General Assernbly of the United Nations sir:rrply cornbined the
tv.ro :m.eanings in its Resolutions I and II of 16 December 1952 1 pro~
da.irning (un.d er I) that
~~,.., ~·
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.. -Whereas the r.ight of peoples and na#ons to self~deterrninatkm is a prerequisite
to the fidl enjoyment of all fi.mdamental human rights, , , . the States Iviembers of the United Nations shaH uphold the principle of seff,determination
of all peoples and nationsn,

and (under II)
'
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whi1e, curiously enough, under III the frrrmula is again confined to
~'ways and r:neans of ensuring international respect for the right of ieoptes
to seU:determination~'.

his quite obvious that there vvas 110 unanimityl no:r even a clear under~
standing in this august body of vvhat exactly they \Vere resolving about.
The principle, ho,vever soler:nnly· prodaimed_1 is in actual fact intractable as a legal principle., and its juristic purport is 1 as l have pointed
out} all but undefinable, Not only does the asserted right lack a specified
and even specifiable holder, but its substantive contents a:n.d the extent
of its possible operation are also floating in the air. It has been often
applied through the organization of a plebiscite~ or the voluntary grant
or forcible extortion of independence~ but it has presu:mahly been far

more frequently disavowed. Ti:me and again a ~(people~~ ,vhich had
itself been granted independence on the strength of the prindple itself
irn_n1ediately afterwards denied it to its own apeoples~ -Kenya}s attitude
towards her Somali subjects in her north-eastern region-$ or even
refused to discharge specific commitn1ents undertaken in that respect-Indonesia\:; refusal to honour her obligations under Article Q of the
Agreement vitith The Netherlands on Transitional h1easures, annexed
to the Covering R.esolutio:n Sttb II 1 A~ 3 of the Round Table Conference
of 2 Novnnber 1949 ( U,}{ T.S.~ voL 6~L p. 266). Diverse fr;r:ms and de~
g:recs of ··self:-deterrnination,> have been practi§ed ~ the grant of fh11
sovereignty 1 the av-vard of autonom.ous regh:nes of various types within
the Statet the introduction of a syst:ern of federation 1 the tecog:nition of
the right to join another State, either as an autonomous entity or by a
simple :me:rge:r, and so on. There are instances of an initial pro:mise or
grant of sdf:--determination in one variant or another having been later,
under changed political drcum.stam:es) withdrawn or :revoked. It has
even been formally denied to ['peoplesn-those of Austria and Hungary
in r9r9-r920--by an international compact. Fo:rcig11 States have interfered~ even to the extreine extent of threatening war~ to contest the kind
of solution which had been reached in com:rnon accord by other "peow
ples'·~-P:reside:nt Sukarno of Indonesia's policy of Hconfrontations~
against the Federation of Ivialaya. The right has on r:nore than one
occasion formed the object of international arbitration. or other fm:.rns
of adjudication, o\ving to disagreement on its application between two
States--dispute behvcen Chile and Peru on the provinces of Tacna and
Arica. It has been invoked even against preceding agreed treaty so~
lutions which were thernselvcs applications of the principle-as in the
case of the co111pro1nise of 1960 regarding Cyprus.
The H:right of seH:.dete:rmination" has, in conclusion, always been the
sport of national or international politics and has never been recognized
as a genuine positive right of -~pcoples' 1 of universal and ir.npartial
application, and it never vvill, nor can be so recognized in the future.
lt would indeed in its general implementation prove a constant source
of disruption and subversion, and the international legal order of estab~
lished. States vV.ill never be prepared to acknowledge with sincerity its
universal existence as a rnatter of law or righL '':Peoples;• may fight for
it and win or lose; they may succeed in persuading their own. State
to grant it by peaceful argu:rnent 1 or fail) cornpletely or in part, to do so.
But it is one of those realities of international life which do not lend
the:mselves to rigid regulation by law that is, by a :mandatory :rule,
in1partially applying and applied to all identical cases and susceptible
of a jud.stic definition, And for the sake of the faw itself it i& better that
it should :remain so~ for, worse than leaving the issue at th.e :mercy of the
unceasing political game ,vould be to create a rule of law which would
1

j

from the outset he inevitahlv, infected by' an ineradicable taint of international hypocrisy, and therefore u.nv,roxthy of the appellation of a. rule
of 1av,,.-. For while it can do good as an honourable n1axim, it can as
easily do harm as a political slogan. And what would be the upshot of
a world--vvide :i.r:nplemcntation of the asserted right in terms of hurnan
happiness? The past should. have sufficed to teach hu:rnanity its lesson,
1 can only bear out this frank expression of opinion and exemplify the
vari011s aspects of the problem by s1mnnarEy grouping and briefly
describing a num.ber of h.istorical insta:nces and. variants of the appEca~
tion, respectively the disavo,va.] 1 of the asserted Hright of sdf»d.eter1:nination~'. h,.fany of these instances ha,/e for a Jong tirne in the past
disturbed, or are still at the present tin:ie disturbing> the balance of
Hpeaceful coexistence'~,
1:n by far the great 1najority of cases of cession or adjudication of terri ..
tory the fate of its population has been decided w-ithout any fbrm of
consultation, vVherc a ''right of self~detcn:n.inaticmn 1vas put into pra.c~
tice, this was done in various ,vays,
One of the best knolvn .methods was that of organizing a plebiscite
as a precondition of a territorial change. This procedure flourished in
the days of En1pero:r NAPOLEON III of ]<'ranee and the unification of
Italy, and rnuch later again on th.e liquidation of vVorld \!Vax I.
The final national rnove:ment in Italy began in d36o ,vith the deposi~
tion of the dynasties in Toscana (Florence)~ Ivfode:na and Pannas and
a revolt in the Romagna (the northern part of the Papal States~ con1prising the four delegazirmi of Bofogna, R.avenna, Ferrara and Fo:di),
confirrn.ed by plebiscites of 11 / I 2 A1arcb. 1 B6o in .frwff1.1r of merger in
an a1.l-Italia:n kingdmn, accepted by King \ 1rcToR :EMANUEL H on
I8/22 lviarch. The position taken by the Pope on that occasion anlt~
for that n-iatter, again in r870, dearly de:monstrates that the Holy See
did not recognize any ~"right of self-deterrninatio:n~ 1 , either as a principle of pos:ifrve international o:r of °"natu:rar' 121.1.v, C>n. the contrary,
Pope Prus IX strongly conden1:ned such revolutionary D].ovem.ents~ and
even pronounced a ban a.gai:nst their sponsors, on 26 lvf.arch 1860
a:nathe:matizing all those involved in an encroachr:nent upon his o,vn
soverei6J1.1, rights in the States of the Church. Comp. for further details
Part II of this publication.
S0111etimes the consu.ltatio:n of the population in this sa.me pe:riod took
the form of a vote by its representatives in the Jocal Parliament~ as ,vas
the case of the Ionian Islands in 1863. Sec the p:rearnhle of the Treaty
of London of 29 !vfa.rch 1864 (I'vfartens, N.R.G.\ XVIII, 63),
A_ new wave of plebiscites follm,ved as an aftern1ath of \Vorld '\Var I,
when consultation of the population of specified disputed areas, especially
in Gennany and the forn1er .i\ustro-1-Iungarian Empire, ,vas 1nadc a
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prevailing chaos. A.s I have already said I ,,,ill only touch upon. the three
points mentioned and spare you all technical expositio:n.s; fa:r that thit
is certainly not the place.
Firstly, one rnust as a 1a\\tyer always continue to strnggie to cstab1iih
as sharp a distinction as possibk=\ also in inter-state relations 1 between
rules of conduct v.rhich a:re recognized. in. a specific legal order a.s binding~
and a mass of oth.er norms \Vhich should perhaps idea.Hy be in force but
which at a given historical rnor:rn~nt are :not. \Vhoever does not e"!e.a-dv
keep this distinction in iriind is in the field of international relation'~
im:mediately exposed to the danger of going astray and finding hi.nmelf
in the quicksand of rno-re or less arbitrary ]egal desiderata~ or niore or
less soundly based conceptions about what justice would seern to require
in concrete situations, or political c.atch\-vords and ideologie::L The
reactions of the public at large to the international events of the rcce:n.t
past~ at least as far as they \Vere n.ot simply the outcome of a laek of
historical knowledge or of ignorance about the international 1.aw in
force) v,.rere frorn that poi:n.t of view cxtte:rnely interesting. Indeed 1
insofar as those reactions had their deeper roots i:n an intuitive scnti:rne:n.t
of justice (the contents of ,.vbkJ1 were: fix the rest, often. diametrically
opposed to one another)} they were of a nature to provoke serious doubt
.if the lavv of nationsj conceived as a system of positive norms expressly
or tacitly adopted by the States as binding within their circle} has for
the time being any future. If indeed undeniable violation of equaHy
undeniable legal norrns-a~ has ta.ken place in the Czechoslovakian
crisis-is so easily condoned; not only by the rnasses~ but regrettably
also by inany servants of kga1 theory, by a reference, unreasoned and as
a result often the firmer ,::i,nd less easily refo.table, to the postulates of an
asserted. international justice divorced frm:n the positive la\v in force~
then this law loses its only possible foundation: the general legal con~
viction that States are bound by their corn.mitrnents ·voluntarily con..
traded. International la,v stands or falls with the increasing penetration
or coHapse of that conviction,
Theorists of the law of nations of former centuries have either failed to
discern this distinction dearly, or have stiI1 been unable to act upon it~
or refoscd to recognize it. Hence it is that the farnou.s representatives cif
the doctrine of international. bv1r of the past have dished up for us as
the authentic lav\' of nations an aggregate of prescripts composed of the
r:nost hete1·ogeneou.s elerncnts. Side by side ,,.rith a limited mnn.be:r of
rules ,vhich \·Vere actua1ly observed as binding in international. practice,
they introd·uced onto the scene a much more extensive selection of nonns
drawn from th.e !Tmst diverse and son1.etimes rrwst singubr sources, a
hotchpotch of~ for the m.ost part lrnagined, commands ,vith ·\-vhich international reality did not in any way correspond~ and to obey which no
State had ever ob!lged itself or fdt itself bounrL I en1phasize here in

particular the 1ast point: the recognition of the legal obligation} other~
ivise the objection "vonld be too obvious: is it then so much better \.Vith
the present positive lav/ of nations? Anything t..:.ru.t, on the contrary, The
experience that the doctrinal law of nations of former centuries \Va.;; not
ohser;.red is easily explained by the fact that it lvas for the greater 1x1rt
a set of n.1ks, dreamt up by legal and other \vtiters, to which no State
had submitted itself and \vbich no State had accepted as bind.1 ng rules
of conducL In contradistinction thereto the present-day laiv of nations
is an aggregate of concrete rulcs 1 for the rnajor part ex:pre:nl.y and volun~
tari1y adopted as d1rectives of conduct \vhich ne\·'·ertheJess are violated,
by nninv States occasiona11v. but contirnmusly bv a sn1aHer :nu:rnbe:rthe true derncms of the oresent-dav society c~f nations, \Vho brazen!.v den\,'"
the authority of the la•N. The situation has thus, from a. n1oral point of
vio.v, becorne n1uch 1nore serious than before. \Nhat is not being observed at present is binding la\,V ,vhich consequently fs violated, \i\!hat
1vas not observed in former tirnes could not be violated because it was
not binding, hov.-·ever n1any t:lements may have been comprised ,vithin
it that deserved at sorne tirne in the fi1ture to be adopted as law by the
international conu:n.u nity,
Even nowadays authors arc not fa.r to seek who present as international
latv a multitude of rules that have never been adopted as binding stand.ards of conduct and lack al1 international authority as such. These
:rules are either political slogans cast in juristic formu:1aticm, or deductions fiom an ecde-siastical code of n10:rals, or rnerely individual inventions; these latter I do not propose to dea1 ,vith at alL It is especially those political slogans :masquerading in the disguise of ,{legal principles)?, that play an extremely dangerous rb1e in the life of inte.r~state
. society,
One of the instances of a clairn which does n.ot belong to positive international h:nv but either to the field. of political slogans, or to that of
asserted postulates of fiJJure international organization, or at the utm.ost
to that of desiderata. of international. la\v} is the so~caHed ,i:right of selfdetern1inat:ion'' which is again i:n.vnked so passionately at the present:
time. This right never fonnedJ nor does it forn1 even at. present~ part of
positive international fo:-;.v·, and :neither .,,vill -i.t prcsun1ably ever in the
future becon1e 1 or even he capable of beco:rning, the subject of a genuine
rule of international la:w· vested ·1J'.rith an enforceab1e universal validity
and binding authority on aU the mern.be.rs of the inter-state society, Even
in 1919~ when the idea experienced a certain heyday, this principle has
only tcn1porariJy and partly passed into positive inter:natio:nal lrnv in so
far as specific States obliged themselves tovn1.rds specific other States to
apply it on a Ernited scale~ an.cl to the extent that that undertaking has
not been carried into execution in fa.ct----on this disputed point rnuch
could be said-international hn-v has indeed been violated. But for the
9 , . __ _
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rest the right of sdf-deten:nination has remained even in 19r9 \<vhat it
had been in the past) still fa. at present and will indeed ha.,.,,rc to remain. in
the future~ a :more or less reasonable desideratum, a more or less honest
political rallying cry. The one-sided nature -of its application on the
reorganization of Europe after the (first) \.Vorld \rVar in itsdf demonstrates the preva:rio1tion of irn professed advocates at the timej and the
rnerits of the call fo:r sclf"dctennination are not n1uch better in r 938- The
attitude recently taken tovvards Czechoslovakia by Poland and Italy1
though. themselves at fault with regard to their unfairly treated minorities of various kinds~ shows a bare-faced lack of honesty, Just HE the
ultimaturn of Godesberg and the enforcem.ent after the 1v1unich deal of
additional. Gennan claims to Czech areas whkh were not inhabited in.
considerable numbers by Ge:n:na.ns} give g1aring proof of the insincerity
of the Third Reich, In any ca.se the claim for self~determination doe& not
c.o.nstitute a "ri.gb.f:i but only a conspicuous itern in a political progra:n1me.
An asserted right of specific groups of peop!e to self-determination is,
moreover~ much too vague for reception as a universally binding norm
in the positive law of nations. It is inherently impossible for it to form a
universal basis of concrete rights and obligations under international
law and accordingly it invariably presents itself in. practice as a scarcely
veiled instance of measuring with two :measures. It doe.s not lend itself
to daborat:io.n. in p:recise rules of law and even its supposed in1plen1e:n..
taticm would in any case have to be mitigated by a number of other~
counteracting principles which it would not be any easier to work out
i:n dear-cut rules. Shoukl this and other con1par.a.ble ••rightsn-I refer
t:o C:rermany's claims to be allowed to intervene in the affairs of Volksdeutsche in other countries} to be repossessed. of an equal share in colonies~
to the free access to raw materials, to the revision of situations held to he
unsatisfacto:ry.i etc.~:neverthdess be incorporated into the positive law
of nations~ th.ls incorporation would adulterate that law into a \vhoHy
misleading heterogeneous :mass and irrevocably compromise its already
slender authority,
EquaHy outside the scope of international law lies that other group of
principles; alluded to above~ which despite their lack of :recognition as
binding precepts and their failure to actually -obtain in the inter-state
community, are neverthdess presented as law: certain theoretical rules
of conduct for inter-state :relations) e.,t!,. regarding the conditions of a just
war, as gauged by the canonical doctrine. Those norms also do not
constitute international hnv, neither in the political secular ambit nor
even 3 as experience prove1S, in the sphere of their eccksiast:ica.1 origin,
vVhereas the doctrine of the Church :respecting the problern of bellum.
ju.stum applies to the latter a ~'m.aterial" criteriurn, :n1ainly inferred frorn
the alloy of substantive justice present in the causes or the ai:ms of a ,.var.~
the secular law, which for that matter in adopting such a substantive

cdter.itnn vvould be supplied \-Vith an in practice entirely unserviceable
standard} rather tends to ernploy a n1ore "Torma1i1 criterium.J borrowed
fron:1 the preparedness or lack of preparedness of the patties to a dispute
to subr:nit it to in1partial third persons, to comply with their verdict and
so on. These hvo criteria may not coin.cide at aU and only the latter, the
form.al criteriun:\ can be sa,id to ha've found. a foothol.d in the positive hnv
of nations. The attitude of the Roman Church --vis~a-vis the Italian
ca:mpaign against Abyssinia derno:nstrates convincin.gly that the canonic
doctrine does not obtain in fuct in the arn.bient of its origin: that carn.paign was indeed a bdlum inJu.stu·m both by the standard of secn1aY' Javv
and by that of the principles tradit:ionaliy professed. by the Church.
By the sar.nc token) to cite a 'VlleI1 known exar:nplc fron1 the political
sphere, the so~ca.Iled STIMSON doctrine does not as sut:h belong to positive
international lav.r. This declaration~ rnade by the l\.rne:rican. Secretary of
State on 7 Ja:nua.ry 1932 to the effect that the United States did not
intend to recognize any situation or agreernent ,vhich had been effected
by means contrary to the l(ELLOGG Pact has never established any legal
bond because it ,vas nothing rno:re than the unilateral enunciation of a
political programme. Neither has the subsequent adoption of the same
principle by quite a nurnber of other States n1ade any change as far as
they \vere concerned in the original character of the declaration. \Vhen,
fiJllowfiig in the footsteps of other governrnents~ the N etherla.nds Governrnen tin its turn recognized in 1936 King VrcTOR EMANUEL III of Italy's
purloined title of .Exnperor of Ethiopia, it could not~ therefore, be said to
cornmit a violation of international law because of its disregard of the
STrM.SON doctrine. That it nelerthdess by that recognition has com.rnitted a clear and grave breach of the law of nations has its ground
else,vhere, viz., in its violation oflegal conunitments irnplied in Article ro
of the League of Nations Covenant. I am fuliy aivare that attempts have
been made to juristically reason-away even that co:m:r.nit:rnent, but to m,y
n1i:n.d that reasoning is juristic sophistry at its 1vorst~ and I prefer to pass
over it in silence, Inter:na.tional la\-vyers have;; alas 1 from the outset done
immeasurable ha:rrn both to the League of Nations and to its lav; by
their asserted construction of legal texts by the n1ethod of constantly
detracting from their obvious I.Ji1rportj by sticking strictly to the letter of
the law and ignoring its spirit 1 by killing other provisions which could be
rendered nugatory only by this method, or byi in cases where just the
inverse was necessary, interpreting int.o them. meanings which were con1=
pletely foreign to thern, But I am not going into that any further: the
evil is in any case irreparable,
Also the second point that I mentioned as raising a difficultyJ I can
only touch ltpo:n to-da;\ viz,, the undeniable fact that i.n the ~sent
positive law of :nations-that is~ in those regulations which lu:-rve been
laid down by the international legal order as generally binding rules of
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But certainly one of the _touchstones of thi~ type ~f essentiall ...
1s that 1t is in....... 1Y~liti..
cal argument ' though with legalbeelements,
. li'ed
.
-.,nc us1v .
app
to some situation th e tn
the sense that it may usefully
e,
· l dec1s1on
· ' whether to applS .OUoJ..
not to others. It ea.Us 1or
a poI'1t1ca
. e11
Yit in a
given case or not.
SELP-DBTBRMINATION

Another, an.d perhaps the most generally recognized of th
..
fh
'
ese
guiding. pr~nciples .ro~ thd
e etenmnatto~ o. t e p~oper destiny of
territones 1s the pnnc1ple of self-detemunation. This has not onl
· also sanctioned
·
. · b.ut 1s
long and res~ta ble trad ttion
by Article 1Ya
of
the United Nations Charter? which ma~es one of the purposes of the
Organization 'to develop friendly relations among nations based on
respect for the principle of equal rights and self-dete~tion of
peoples'.1 It must be emphasized, however, that this again, though it
has legal overtones, is essentially a political principle which may be a
useful guide in the making of political decisions. It is not capable of
sufficiently exact definition in relation to particular situations to
amount to a legal doctrine; and it is therefore inexact to speak of a
'right' of self-determination if by that is meant a legal right. z We
have already noticed that self-determination may pull in the opposite
direction from both geographical and historical factors.
Self-determination is frequently coupled with the technique of
plebiscite to give it practical realimtion; though it is clearly a technique suited only to particular kinds of situations, needs careful international control if it is not to be abused, and usually depends
in any case upon the initial agreement of the parties concerned. 8
It seems likely that the plebiscite still has a part to play in certain
kinds of situation for resolving the question of the proper destinathe legal from the political issues, since the Committee was essentially a political

and not a legal body.
and
Cf. also the position of the Guatemalan claim to Belize (Briti~ Honduras) of
the Guatemalan refusal to act upon the United Kingdom's specific a~~can
the compulsory jurisdiction of the I.C.J. for this dispute. See Waddell ID Amen
Journal of Internationa/Law, vol. 55 (1961), p. 464.
: See also Art. SS.
. 67:
See _Sc~warzenberger, A Manual of International Law, 4th ~.,. 1960,/ great
'The prmc1ple or national self-determination is a formative principle 0
po!ency, but not part and parcel of international customary law.' ,
ion of
the ~ ' howev~r, Oppenheim-Lauterpacht, op. cit., p. .5S1, for a ~ned by
VI~w sometunes held that a treaty of cession is invalid un}e.,s san
a plebJSCite.
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tion of certain kinds of territory; and indeed the United Nations
has already organized plebiscites on a number of occasions. 1
So, to sum up thus far, we find a number of these q ~
-and there are others we have no time to pause over-that may
appear in several different contexts: they may be used to support
claims of States to territory presently in the hands of others; they
may appear as ancillary arguments in such claims primarily based
upon an allegation of present title to territory occupied by another
State; they may appear in judgments of tribunals as lending weight to
a decision arrived at on more strictly legal reasoning; and finally they
may be employed in the actual makjng of political decisions concerning the destination of particular territories. This latter consideration immediately raises the further question 4ow f~r there are any
established international procedures for· making decisions of this
kind; i.e. not judicial determinations of existing titl~ on the basis of
law but decisions concerning chang~s in titl~; or, if you like, a process of quasi-legislation in 'the matter of sovereignty over territory.
And to this question we must now tu~~·,
·
\ PROCEDURES FOR POLITICAL DECISIONS R.EsPECTING TERRITORY

Clearly, wherever there arises a dispute over territory this may in
one way or another come within the jurisdiction of the United
Nations, particularly under chapters VI or VII of the Charter; and
decisions or recommendations of the Security Council, or recommendations of the General Assembly may become relevant to the
resolving of the dispute. The United Nations has been involved, for
example, in what have been, at least in part, mixed political and legal
disputes over territorial sovereignty in respect of Kashmir, Israel,
Indonesia, West Irian, Kuwait, the Congo, and South-West Africa,
to name only the ones that come obviously to mind. To pursue this
general jurisdiction further would be to embark upon an investigation of United Nations jurisdiction generally; nor is there opportunity in the space of one lecture to attempt a case history of the
1

For Togo, under British administration, on November 7, 1959; in British
North Cameroons on November 7 1959 · for both parts of the British Cameroons
on Feb.ruary 11-12, 1961; for West' Samoa
' on May 9, 1961. For the U.N. expen·..
~nee With plebiscites see Marcel Merle in Annuaire Fran9ais de Droit International,
. 96.1, PP· 425 ff. Merle would add to the four examples of plebiscites proper
: 1~ted a~ove, the U.N. supervision of the legislative election ill: rrench Togom April, 1958, and the referendum in Belgian Ruanda-Urund1 m September,
1. See also Agreement of 1962 over West New Guinea, p. 76 n. 1 above.
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a as to exclude t~e ~an Communist Pitrty frail!"
in such a~ y of the Convent101:·. .
•,i~!!
M

. than the pohttcal factors, however, and ,,,m
More interesttntg nee of the jurist, are the practical ques~or
within th~
e rocedural caP.a~ity to i1;di~i~uals. Ther: .
involved tn gd' ffi g pce between g1v1ng the 1nd1v1dual full ·
considerable . 1 eredn or the right to initiate proceedings onptrh:
d I capacity an ' '
.
f
I
,
ce ura
d anging for a state, or 1nterna 1ona organizatio
one hand, ahn arfracting as amicus curiae (cf. the European Co·
art t ereo
'
' h . d. .
.
or. a.P f H man Rights) to represent t e 1n tVIdual in ·
~1s.sion ;a ~u lying the tribunal wi~ the views of the i
1
ri~hts and interests are 1ll'ectly rur:ected by
vi
d' s In the former case especially questions of I
proceel inmg 1·arge and arrangements for legal aid would be v ·
costs oo
,
.
·
11 d f;
necessary.2 More detailed work fisd c~ .e ?r ohn proble~ ·
rocedure and the enforcement o . ec1s1ons 1n t e. case of.!
~dual claims. The finding of sol~ttons to the practical prob]
the protect1on

co~lt

~1:.:rwho!'~

involved will no doubt be complicated by ,,.the need to reso .
devices which will make governments more ready to take pa
arrangements without seeming to depart from their more>
flexible positio_ns on !he larg~ question as to whether the ~.·
vidual is a subject of 1nternat1onal law.
9. The Principle of Self-Determination3
It is not necessarily the case that there is a divorce betwee
legal and human rights of groups, on the one hand, and ·•
viduals, on the other. Guarantees and standards governing tr .
ment of individuals tend, by their emphasis on equality, to pl'\ ·. ·
te~t ~ro1;1ps as well: ~is is obviously so in regard to racial ~ •
cr.1mmat1on. ~any instruments of the type recorded earlier
st1pul~t~ fo; rights I without distinction as to race, sex, Ianguag.e,
or rehg10n .4 However, in certain contexts such as trusteeshi

'

.

Appeal by German C.P~ against decision of the Federal Constitutional Court of:
A ugust
z956 d 1 · ·
b ·
··
f
Council fE ec armg it to e illegal and dissolving it. Several member states o '
O
ur?pe have large Communist Parties
2 I
n proceedmgs under th E
C
:
•
vi
free legal aid.
e uropean onvention, the Council of Europe now pro
a See Mirkine-Guetzevit h 8 H
8 ·.
Nawaz, Duke l.J. (r 6 c ' 3 ague Recueil (1?53, II), 326-51; Rousseau, PP·
Wengler, Rev. Hell ~s~pp. 82 - 101 ; Scelle, Sptropoulos Festchrift (1957), PP· 3(851)
pp. 45-48 (Eng. SU~; ·'·. IO (r957), ~6-39; Levin, Soviet rear-Book of ~.L. I9 ;,,
PP· 1 04-19· Tunk'
.Chak.ravan1, Human Rights and the United Nations (r9; 1•
Lachs, I
international public, problemes thloriques (1965), PP· +i-5 , .
4 Cf. U.N.Charter Artr
o-i), 4 2 9-42; Whiteman v. 38-87.
, h j\rt,
Many application's to thr ~); European Conv. for the Protection of Human R!g
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4 3
. the United Nations Charter, the rights of a
.
: such are,proteC!ed.
certain population
The rights of important groups as such becom
.
nrominent in connexion with the ( rinciple or ~ particfularly
r:
•
•
1
•
th
· h
,
right, o self-aetermtn~tion, viz.,
e rig
t o .so4esi~ . ,_ national r
(' peoples ) to c!toose ~or themselves a form of political ~ro~ps
ization and their relation to other groups. The cho1.
g bnt
t
·
.
.
ce
may
d
indenen
. ae
. other groups 1n
:_, ence as a ts a e, assoc1at1on
. .1with
federdJ. state, or au ono_m~ or ass1m1 at1on in a unitary t t
Until recently the . m~Jortty of Western jurists assume~a;;
asserted that the pr1nc~ple had no legal content, being an illdefined. concept '?f pohcy_ and morality. 2 Since 194-5 developments 1n the ~n1te_d _Nations, and the influence of Afro-Asian
and Com~u~1st op1n1on, ~ave changed the position, an4...s.azne
e~~~~n_J~r15.~~, now a~m1t tha~ ~ ~e.lf-determination is a legal
pr1ngpT~.,~ Tlie generality and poht1cal aspect of the principle
donot deprive it of legal content: in the South West Africa cases
(Preliminary Objectiof!s)4 the International Court regarded the
terms of Article 2 of the Mandate Agreement concerned as disclosing a legal obligation, in spite of the political nature of the
duty 'to promote to the utmost the material and moral wellbeing and the social progress of the inhabitants of the territory'.
Although reference is often made to the declarations in the
Atlantic Charter of 14 August 1941,s the key development was
the appearance of references to 'the principle of equal rights and
self-determination of peoples' . in Article I, paragra.ph. 2, and
Article 55 of the United Nations Charter.6 Many Jurists and
governments were prepared to interpret these references as
merely of hortatory effect) but the practice of United Nations
organs has established the principle as a _P-art of the law of the
United Nations. In Resolution 637 A (VII) of 16 December

'V.

French equivalents ,;e: droit des peuples a disp~er ~·iux-m!mes, droit ou principe
d~re disposition, d•auto-disposition, de libre determmatton.
h
rt f the
:vrior to 1945 references in the legal sources are rare. See, however, t e : ~ d~n
1

T.
!c1:~J 1~

Committee of Jurists on the Aaland Islands question in x920: see Padelfo~
~ 389 •
1
lHl A.J. (1939), p. 465 at p. 474. Cf. Rousseau, PP· 8°78 ; BJ:iggs, P· ~S'
tb;
a:kworth i. 421.. The principle is referred to m Soviet treanes co
pertod i910-2.
h ed) PP u5-11;
3• See S~lle, op. cit.; Starke, An Introduction to International La'U! (5t
•' .
Quincy ~ght, 98 HagU:-Recueil (1959, III), 193; Wengler, op.
61 11) zg-30.
4 I.C.J. Reports ( 196 2 ), p.
319 . Cf. Waldock, 106 Hague t~nS ~9and other states in a
5 Tex~: lS A.J. (194-1), Suppl., p. 191. Adherence by the · · • ·
Declaration of I January 19,4,:2: 36 A.J. (194-2), Suppl., P• 1 1~· G
·ng Territories) and
6 See also Chapters XI (Declaration Regarding Non-Seu- ovenu
XU (intcmational trusteeship system), and supra, PP· 459'°"6 1 •
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General Assembly recommended, 111ter alia, that,
I 95'21 Mthe hers of the United Nations shall uphold the Princt'thle
States em
I
d ...: ' M .
pe
of self-determination of ~l peop .es an nau.ons .. ost ~rtant
. the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial

~untries and Peoples ~dopted _by the Gener_aI Assembly in
I 602 and referred to tn a senes of resolu~ons concerning
9 .fi territories since then.3 The Declaration regards th

.o~:

~ci;le of self-determination ~... the
stemmin from the Chart~~' a'?d l~ not a r~mmendatton ', but
-·t e orm O an authontat1ve 1nterpretat1on of the Charter 4
1S lll
•
ed •
b
f•
•
The prindple has been 1ncorparat 1n a num er o international
instruments.s However, a nu1:11b~r of governments continu£._ to
d~ that it exists as a legal pnnc;;!pJe.6
he present positi<:>n is ~at self-determination i~ a legal
principle and that United Nations organs do not pernut Article
2 , parag~ph 7, to impede ~iscussi~n ~d d~cision when the
principle is in issue.7 Its precise ram1ficat1ons 1n other contexts
are not yet worked out, and it is difficult to do justice to the problems in a small compass. The subject has three aspects.. First, the
principle informs and comflements other general prin:t)es of
international law,e viz., o state sovereignty, the eq ·ty of

states, and the equality of peoples within a state. Thus selfdetermination is employed in conjunction with the principle of
Q,See ~hn, Cases and M?ftrudt on, Unittd NatiMU L~ p. So5. The Commission on
Hum.au Rights and the Third Commlttec have been concerned with the subject, and it
appears in ~be draft Covenants on Civil ~n~ Political Rights and Economic, Social, and
Cultural Rights, tufra, p •.464. The pru~c1plc was invoked du.ring discussion by the
General Alaembly, inter alza, of the Algenan, Tuni-1an and Cyprus cues: Sohn pp. 410
seq.! .su aeq.; and R~yn Higgim, Tl,4 Dev1lopmnu 1 of I11ttmalioaal L4VJ . . . tM
Polil1caJOrgan1oftA1 Un1ttd Nations, pp. go-106.
1 Retol. 151+ ~ · See also Reaol. 1314 (XIII),
3 The <?,A. estabba~ed a Special Committee to implement the Declaration. See the
~rls. on 1mfilementat10n of the DecJ. in U.K. Contemp. Practia (1g6:a, 11), do-1, 1171
1 ~1963, ), :u6-io; U.N. MontAJy CAroni(u, June sg6s pp. SS seq., July 19'5, p. 41·
G
e Waldock, 106 Hague Rt(util (1962, U), ll i Annual Report of the SecretarY'"
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non-intervention 1n relation to the use f £
4 5
Secondly, the concept of self-determinati ohce
otherwise.1
the different context of economic selt-d~ as. e~n applied in
the principle a~pears to have corollaries :h~~htnatto!1· 2 Lastly,
folJo~ing: (I) 1fforce be used to seize territory
hnclu~e t~e
the impleme~tatton of the prin~iple, then title mat e ob3ect ts
general acquiescence and recognition more read"}
ac~rue by
1
cases of unlawful seizure of territory. 3 ('2) th. e . Y. t Ian in other
c.
• 11
,
pr1nc1p e may corn
pensate 1or a part1a . ~ck of ce~ain desiderata in the fields of
statehood and recogn1t1on; 4 (3) intervention
aga1•nst a l"b
·
.
1 erat1on
b
1
ful
movement may e .un aw. h and
. assistance to the movement may
be Iawful ; (4 ) territory 1n ab1ted
by peoples not organized
stat~ ca.~1?ot be regard~d as terra nu/lius susceptible to appropria:fo:
by 1n~1v1dual states 1n case of abandonment by the existin
sovereign.
g

bnd

:9/
h

I o.

Evaluation and Synthesis

1:he.f~regoing ~is~ussion .reveals the diversity of the relations
the 1nd1v1dual has 1n 1nternat1onal legal experience. It is clear that
legal developments have done much that 1s constructive, but it is
equal1y clear that political conditions determine the extent and
permanence of the progress made in terms of legal obligations
and institutions. In closing, three points may be made to place
the problem of the individual in international relations in perspective. Theoretical controversy as to whether the individual is a
subject of the Jaw is not always very fruitful in practical terms,
and the issue is always viewed with the idea of proving that he is a
subject vel non. He probably is in particular conte:ets, although
some would say that this is true only when he has true procedur~l
capacity. The second point is that the ~nd~vidua~ must ~e seen tn
the context of the organized community 1n which he hves, an.d,
therefore his individual condition will depend on general social
)
.
So
and economic advancement in that community·
me very
difficult issues at once arise which are not solved by general
formulas of the conventional kind about human rights. A government may desire to control the economy of the state and to

.Pun-+•

'

6
d the U N. General
Cp. t h ~ d e l Este Declaration, 56 .A.J. (1962.), 6:> 1 ,. on an 't
; 84_5 1.u).
Assembly resols. on the Hungarian situation in 1956 (see Higgins, 0 P· et., PP·""",,m p7 .... 39
2 S
h D Iara •
So
.
r Natural Resources, ~-r ,. . .,. '
ee t e ec tion on Permanent vere1gnty ove
h Third Committee of the
and Article I common to the draft Covenants produced by t e
General Assemblyt rupra, p. 464.
,,
1 See further supm, p. 1 50.
.
4 See nq,ra, Chaps. IV and V and, on bxtu 1tandi, PP· 3S6-90.
1
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retaliatory action on the part of the countd.es tvho:x: interests~ or the
inter,~ts. of v;;hose nationn.ls~ arc affected.~ is gr,~x:ted wft:.h .cha.tges of
;,'imper:iaHsn1t·•, ~~fi1sdsm~~ or ~·nco..coh>.niafoan~', ln gf:nt:rtd1 almost any ..
lhhl@ is :forgiven. to a country that can plead some '\u:d [wcolon:iar reason
ii1r . its actions,. or can find a pretext for thcrn by pie.ad.! ng the sn-,c:a.lled
·~legacy of coJonialisnf~} or by representing it~dJ as ,, under~devclopt:d~~,
Yvt as has. bt>:en justly obie:rved~ "'\Vhat is not true is tbnt basic pd.nciples
of political behaviour should be varied atco,i-d>is; tn the continent in
1 1
,,.,/1·,;cl·1·
<l· 1')' r\•>:1·1
t('l fi-I•I'. l..fl.
,.t ;·t,
•i ·tu·.
. ,. ,:::,l.
(r ''j. " \ '\ l :<;) r;)Y :1'tn-1d.~.,"'.l\l' b,;:.,h>:} \f;;.
,• .·'-': .. JL'()'j
. s, . :1,·. -~•t.·
I''"' . . . .
....'!'"'"~
,;twl..f'' :, •. ''Pt,;.!. il~~
t:'.,. <., ..... !...... ,. U l ~,.Mc
""
""- .
iour for it is not too rnm::h to say that ·whok fidds of the law are
being disrupted by this attitude. It creeps aho into the adrninistration
()f jnsticeM: so much so that certain cotintdes cannot now afford to take
a ca~t\ or agree to go, i!.;; trri1itr~thon or judicin t sct1Jc1:nent vdthout
considtdng very carefuJJy fo advi:mce \vhethor it invr<:ves some eleruent
of t.hi$ kind that could tqJJecf the niinds of the arbitrators or Judges
1
irresr.t,''Ctivc of the letrril :··:~.~~t.:
t't·'ii~:r.. 1·:1.?:.
:~. ,.,,,.t'
Y:.: ·i.,.;,;;~
~\'~ d··,1.;;p"•1:t
.....· :;:,. ...
~-:~ ,. . . . . . ·(m.f:ttti
......~ · .. J s 1c.h countries
n:Kty be up agn:inst something ,votSC·· .. -· ..a dcrnand or ni: least expectation
that if the hPN should be on their side it ought 10 be changed.) and the:rc ...
fore interpreted or applied by the tribunal accnni!n.gly, in order to
promote such a cl:)angc,~-a totally unjudidal pro0ee;,
;WWW.
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c~f inht:rent!:y ~onmct+ng
¥ncon1rl~ttible legal prindpJes, upho.lding sometimes the one, sorncthnes
the other, not according to the Jeuul merits of the fosue. but to serve
purely po:Htkal ends varying with h.~he circumstances, St%~eral instances
could
he given~. but lwJ far
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Tt,t Futuni of Public Interna1h:mal Law

J9 some extent bt disti.ngufabed frorn the prindple of self~determinatl=on;
*pd the f ollovl\+ng rernarks are not inttmded to den.otµ }~P.)(pit~~~ Jack uf
SjJ11pathy vvi.th Hw principle itself~ politically co11sidettkli .fb(lt rnerely
(tu point out its irnpHc.aUons in. the present (legal) ,con.rtexiqn.,;
:_:::·:·:::::"::"':.

.

··: . . . .

:·

" .;:,(."h~:1=1·
'" ·t.
~) f,li<•"•tn. 0 ~«~sri••W1"h\
43...... ·:-. V""'
J~ "w·
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~i.~·~'-:f. _·-w·
\. 0
·:t i~ · ic:;""''i,\iri~s:s;:,:,,...,.. ,,...f·
{J:Ur bdicf that~ juridicaHy. the notion of a Jegal ~'rig1:tf\! bf se=Jf..deterrni..
natfon is nonsense-~--(fnr can an ex .hypot!urs[MON.czis yet jfaddicaliy non..
existent entity he the p-osscsst)r l)f a legal right '?),=whatever political
Big·:nificancc this ,~,(\finn rY~'v !·""·<~<;}·-e'· (:1n·d· W"' sh~,H tahJ as the 1)0tnt of
departu:re the .formubhon ;t.frrcn to both the principle. and the tight by
the lTnited Nation; Ch::tn~rnJ i\.isemhJy in 19701w, svhich sfan11iy assutnes
lbeir existence ''-it {"< ;=~ As H J~=··"::l,
l~d1itkal
in the fi.Uovdntr
-·.·, -~ , ·matter
.. · ·
·
··Z> terms.
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"'By virtue of thi: ptin=~Ji.:ifo <d e(!tial fights ttnd idf~d~b::n11i11atiot1 .of r,co_pfos
enshrined Ln the Cha:rkr -Dfifil tJnhvd Nn:dnn&. t1H peapfoi have the :tight fredy
fa:> dcterrnini: without cxkr:rtA hrwrihre:ni;.:e. thtlr p0Htit1d statnfr wm1 to pur:sM~ their
ecm1omk,. sodai and cukurtiFJfovcilorffrlent; i:Hlid every ShHe h:ai lhe d1ttt·M rcsp,e,ct
fois right .in ttctord4nc:e wh.h the ptnvlgfons of the Chatter/·

The first paradox here h~ that we have in this provision a recognition
of the principle of "'equal dghh:'\,..,,..,,.and if this applies for -~peoples~\
then surely a fin·tforf for States (for Qthenvbe ·where is the principle
of the sovereign cqunJity of Statcs-----or arc sn1ne States ";;rnore equal
than others}~?), Hut; eb \Ve have seen~ :in practk-e this rightis \.'.(Hlst.antly
l{tnored in n1any fields~-~<n1othcr instance of the d(1uhie\~.tan9Ji#d:: there

is to be equa'Jity fnr .PUti)Q$£S of self:vdetcrmination. outtjqt:,n~cessarHy
for other purfH)$CK, :rvtOreover the notion of seJ.f...J:et~rrn:ii)µ:dori is itse'lf
.

. ::::::i.i>:::::i·~:.:. ::: ..

ff5 The initial diffk:1Jity h t!:rnl it fa :scarciA:y po1\.sibfo, lo• refir to(a.1t et1tity as an
1::mthy unltss it :dn.taJy .b one., w tJwt fr mukct l.ittk jutkli:dd. seq;i;ie to .speak of a
-c:Iairn to beconu?. tJl)i\ fo:r in wlwm {>t w'lrnt would the t=:laini r-t&id.e 1 By definition,
~,
.' '
. .,
I '
> .• ·1 ·
.
,.
.
A
,.
'~ ,.
t·'
11
entn:1e~
Scl~t.:1ng scfi-( dettninati.on ate not yet :uettnm.1nc1J tnt!Llrna mna -Y~ or
the case ,vould. not arfoc~ C\w thi:.y t.he«=fo:re possess "right:l~ lirtd~r h1krnatfona.l.
law, and in \Vhat tva.y juxidicaJ!y~ could the :00.1Te&ponding obligntit)n:S he postulated'?
Alternatively., if they dn µo:ssesi sud1 rights, they are entities ~vhJch .are, aJready
dde:rmincd foternationall}\ ind: the t.ase has pa.!M·:~d beyondt and is no longer oni
the sil:f~dctcn1J.in~tion pla,nt., '.Th.e::l.ogk:al hni;nl%i.; involv{;d cn:n really t\nJy be avoided
by :assuming the i.exfatemtG dtili0:nt;:tltil1g to wbkh inter:natioo.a.l law is stiU a stranger,
wan)t1y rights r%idl.ng 6l){ii!itip4:rticubrr c:n1ities~ hut in. drn international comuuinity
at large~. and oblfa:mii<H1i 8tii.i0:trip11,Hn:gty owed to t.be community that <.:01dd be
m.adc the subject of a fKir{:qf;Ji}N1JHtPMJaris on the -p4rt of a:lly State acting on the
tt:unrm.iuHy~s bi~!:w.lC Shite :lid\VtVtt th~te Mtlt.rc:ely exist; any State which:< ·OU acc-ount
=of its mJnodtie$~ would d&Cfo~bif lii vuh1erahlc* there li
dn{,m.\! u.t ptesent of
such an :h:kit 1hHHng H~ctp:h11i=ct fo. thi.s part.kubr ct.mteKt.
··
8-6 OtJkhd Retorih; of t'.he: Owne:ral A:s8.emhiy, 25th St%km; Suppkment No. 1-8

no

(A/SOJS),

applied in a contrad.k:tory and d:iscrirninatory \Vay, fi;.w it is held not to
include any right of "'secession'~ from. a:n aJ:ready sdf"'"di:term:inecl State;1t
although eleady~ and as a mHHer of reason 1. it is, hardly possible t(J
irnagine any case of seJf..determ.inatkm that does not h1v0Ive son1e:
:. :,"., o,f se(:t.:::stton+
... , _~ . ,:• . T·n····.,
,·,·,.,-,..x,nu~
. .,. A iUh..i
,
A -:·1~·1t ·l1·"')'···· ;.,.j_......,'.·,···· .·· ..
.1. , .• nd
proc~::s:s
.. , ts ;jt:i.;
s .i. .1 ,A.. Ji. +:w.~ u~gJ paraxiox
a.u·
contradiction arises quite obviously ht co:nn(\\ion v'frh theJti:st hvo paragraphs of the Asset:nbly re.soh1tkH1 in question:
+

.l.

"~Nothing in the foregoing p-arngrnph1 shaH b(~ i;Gi:'Aft<'d as irnthniiz.ing- or
eni:.:otirndng
any._ action whk::h would <lhnHm1:her o:r inip.=iit totaltv.,. or :in n~trt tht
°*'
tcnhorial integrity or p.olH:kml1why of sovereign and ind,q:n:,,:d~nt Staks conducting
themselvt:S i.n comp!.innce •.vhh the, principk
or ,~qua!
dg:hh ox idf.Jek:rminatim1
.
.
of peopks ut dcscrih~d above\ and thus po~::.:,,;;s.sed of a go...,ernment .representing
the w-J1ole pe,opJe. belong.in@; to thl:l tcrr£R:,cry \i,:ithnut t!.i\ti!L i:l<>n ,Ji> to rn.eei creed or
~.Y

colt.HU'.

·

Evc·ry Stute sh:tll rd:rnin froi:n 1ny ~Ktion rdrn.ed :H l.h,~ punL:d or tot:rd disruption,
nf the national unity and teitfl{orfor:lnrngrity of any ofotf Stak tff COllhtry.'J

H is ha:rdly necessary td'.:pQiht :out .the extreme circn1adty and latent
dbcriminatodncss of the first cl these 1xirng:rapl:u, and the virtuai
impossibility of applying it, since it assun1eg the existence of the very
circun1stanccs that would bt~ in issue ff a c-oncre.te c~bc aroset and hardly
contains a \Vord or. a phtase that could not 1,tausibly be given 1nore than.

on.e ·:rnea.ning. The real point is!' ho\vever, that t heso t'lvo paragraphs~
and :rmrticufa.dy the second one~ are in ahnost toud contradiction \Vith
the..rest of the resoluti011j,,-,ft1r unless the l.aHcr is in fact~ actually o:r
p1,t:e.ntiaUyi ~"a.in1ed at: th,:::part:hd or total disruption of the national unity
Jt11,(i. territoda.J inleg:dty'' of son1t.t country\ it can scrv~:: little purpose:~
\i. .. . . t't. t·
t.
~
·t·
·t l"i \
apµ
lC{Ul.S l u.x:s a. l11CJ~ pious ti.Xpre:5SHJ.n Ol llOJ)C tH (~'.'.:il)rf:H ion .• ,~c u~i.U)',
it)$, quite evidently. aimed at one particular type nf case, and that only~
--·. ~r conclusion neatly stated in. the foHowing J)assage from a recent
a.rticle on the subje<:tM:
·-;,v,
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"·Jf the right of se:ces~!.on fo dlmfo:atc-d and the mah.ittrmnce of the territorial
integrity or States rnket prkirhy (Wtr the daims of 'pcopkf' to cHtahlfah their otvn
87 See Fdedman.n in lfague R,Mt.wil (op,, c.it, ir~ n. 34 nhnvc) at p, 187f where he
says, that '
the new States. have boon m:hut1.an1 in their refusal to recognize
a right t:1f ieces&:.ion" and gfvcs1:a. nq,nl~t of exumrks, See abo the late S-e:creta.ryGenc.raJ f;f the United Na:tivn&j;U :Tfhatt,, spea]dng of the c~s:e {)f Katanga and the
0

,

••

Congo:'"<+. as fa.r as the q/µesflpt)'Of1ttessh):n of a rmrtkula:r sect.km of a Member
StMe is c0:n:ctn'H1d~ the Uriittd :NMJrmf;,, haft .never a~cr-pted , , , and I do not
bd:fovc , , , ·w:iH ,ever tic,~pt fhb :ndr.tdplc Qf secits&ian nf a pa.rt nf(a] :Me:ntber State''
(United Natiaus .AftNUhi'y Clttqhitlii;36';ffa:brnnry 197HJ,

as

Ax Umttnion on H. &lf,.'.iJe:for.min.atfrm in the Amnitttn Jmt.mal of lmerna,.
tlt)J.tal .Law for JuJy 1971 .(Vi1L 65~, No, .JJ ut p. 465. ln i~ddltfon to the, ca:;,:e£ mentioned by Ftfodman:u: (impr.a~ n; 81}t he gives (pp, 463 and 464) furt.ber exa:mpiei
of tC{:endy unm:cepted attempts at se<;cssk)tL
\j~

235
separate po!.itic.al id£M.ity, thiJ romn left i<Jr s.cH:detern'tination in the sense of
attainment .of i.ndq:r1:::·n<kni- statt·i}g.)od b very s:HghC with the trtm otfthd e.xce.ptirm
ri=,F decofrmi::mti.o n'~----(our ha!k:s).

In short~ secession by a "\;olontar or dependent territory is adn1issible~
-but seccssionfrarn that territory itself~ once: independc:t:l.t~ is n(rt ad:mis.sible
even on the part of an u.nquCfitionabJy distim;.t rad al, cultund or linguistic
-c:on:tpo.nent of it$:::·, ln consequence~ jurid.icaUy.~ neither the so-called
right of seff-detcrn1irr:\ti(>n as proclaimed in the United Nntio-ns, nor
the pr(}visions of thz) n:solution procla:in1ing it~ can (pOtitics apart.) be
taken serious..tv, for the notions involved are clcadv intended to be
capabJe of use eith;.;'.r i:n iUfQJort of disruptive action where the general
political vie1;v is in favou.r of so1nc partkuJar '"'Ifooration"~ or .indepen~
dencc nK,verncnt, or tlse auaiust:
.it ivhe:re the mtJvcment docs not find
.....
such favour lurid iv· nv this; is qn 'lb~urditv
~
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Ov j Other UppHcatinns iif the ·"'double standard~'
44. Nor a.re even thtst: the 01dy contradictions involved) for in
many concrete inslnncc........ _of vihkh son1t! are of quih.~ recent occurrence~-action supposedly justinabl'c under those parts of the United Nations
resolution that rnihtat.e in farvou.r of sdf--dctcrtninatku1 would be
extren1ely difikuH to n.~condle with the notionw=-to which no less
importance is professe<lJy auachcd---.-e<--of t.he non-recognition of situations
brought ab(lllt by the USC of force where a H.frcedon:1 t}}{)\!Cffienf~ has
re:ceived outside suppi::).rt .Here we may recall what was said ·earlier
herein undc.r the :nlbdc of intervention and non"intervetnion (para ..
graphs 26 and 2.7). Again a complete a:mhivaknce· bf i1pproach is
apparcrrt,w~~to be resolved in each particular case by refote:n-ce to purely
:political~ not legal cri.teria~···"'·"Yet another t-::xample of indifference to
legal considerations. Tb-e same applies to the principle of the outla-wry
of genodde or nenr,.,genocide~ and the prohibition of acts in the nature
of genocide. This i:-:.: vie\ved quite d.Hlet\:-ntly ac,:ording to the political
context and the geographical setting involved. <)f this?,, a.nd aU the other
cases ,ve ha.ve instanced,_ and n:tany we have not, it is true to say that
\.vhat -occurs. is ··an or1en: uisertioh of the priority of national political
interest over the restndnts of foterriutional lav/' 13-0 .•
3

8:9 The reason is ~vfoknt C!1Q:Ugh.: ihe:re h hanny any new Statt~-~wQf for that 1natte.r
older onc·~that does not ct.(Jltlp:rhM wHhin h.s borders rad::al~ cultum.l or li.nguisdc
.min-or:it.fo:s whose ooc*1s~i.o.n .wtndd hdng about a •• partial or total disruption of tbe
national tmit:y and ttr-rHi::,thH hih~g:r.ity ~, of the State concerned.
9H Friedmann., t>p. dt,. in rL J4 ,ibovc, p. 181,

ANNEX 111
General Assembly First Committee debates on Cyprus 1958: 996th Meeting, Tuesday, 25
November 1958, 10:40 am (A/C.1/SR.996) and 1003rd Meeting, Monday, 1 December 1958,
3:15 p.m. (A/C.1/SR.1003)
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was against their interests and had been made without
their participation. It was for that reason that blood was
again flowing in Cyprus, making new victims every
day; such was the tragic price of a misguided policy.
The tide of history could not be stemmed and any attempt to prolong British domination over Cyprus
against the will of the Cypriots was by its very nature
condemned to failure from the outset.

247
247

5. The territorial claims of the Turkish Government
were for their part no more than the manifestation of
expansionist ambitions which were as unjustifiable as
they were provocative. In fact it was as a means to
prolong its domination over the island in flagrant disregard of Article 1, paragraph 2, and Article 7 3 of the
Charter of the United Nations that the UnitedKingdom
had first invented the Turkish factor and then the tripartite formula. The Government in Ankara had then
made certain claims and demands, thususingthe Turkish minority as an instrument of territorial aggrandizement. The truth was, however, that Turkey had
absolutely no right over Cyprus. Not only had it renounced its claim to any right or title over Cyprus
under the Treaty of Lausanne Y as also to any power
or jurisdiction over the nationals of territories situated outside its frontiers, but also-a more grave consideration-its present claim to annex a part of the
island constituted a violation of the Charter andof the
established rules of international law. The British
Government and the Turkish Government were both
forgetting that there could no longer be any question of
determining the future of a territory without taking
account of the wishes of the population.

Chairman: Mr. Miguel Rafael URQUIA (El Salvador).
Nuclear tests on the high seas: resolution adopted on
23 April 1958 by the United Nations Conference on
the Law of the Sea

1. The CHAIRMAN said that the Committee had been
instructed to study a resolution by the United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea with regard to nuclear
tests on the high seas.!/

2. In view ofthefactthattheCommitteeand the General Assembly had both completed their consideration of
the items on disarmament and the discontinuance of
atomic and hydrogen weapons tests, he proposed that
the Committee decide to have the above-mentioned
resolution distributed as a document of the Disarmament Commission when it met in 1959.

It was so decided.
AGENDA ITEM 68
Question of Cyprus (A/3874 and Add.1,A/C.1/811,
A/C.1 /L.221-223)

6. The Turkish Government claimed that the Turkish
minority was not a minority, but a community, a people,
and therefore by its very nature, a majority. That
theory had naturally been invented to fit the case. There
remained, however, the question, first, of explaining
why the Turkish minority should be an exception to the
idea of a minority and, secondly, of determining whether a minority could legitimately claim the right of
self-determination, the right to separate itself from
the national organism and to invite a neighbouring
Power to annex a part of its territory in its name. A
further outstanding question was the circumstances
in which such an operation was feasible. That was a
question of principle of extreme importance, the consequences of which must be carefully weighed.

GENERAL DEBATE

3. Mr. AVEROFF-TOSSIZZA (Greece) said that the
situation in Cyprus was such that it was no longer
simply a question of the future of the population of the
island, but of a direct threat to peace and security in
the Eastern Mediterranean area. Indeed, the Government of the United Kingdom was turning the Cyprus
question into a power conflict and an object of territorial claims and expansionist ambitions liable to cause
the illegal overthrow of the status established by treaty
and to compromise stability and peace in an area that
was one of the nerve-centres of the world.
4. He recalled the previous debates on the question of
Cyprus in the General Assembly and the events which
had occurred in the island up to the beginning of 1958.
He pointed out that Cypriot resistance had ceased on
the day when the General Assembly had adopted resolution 1013 (XI) and had only been resumed because the
British authorities had not observed the truce, which
had, however, been respected by the patriots of the
island, and because the British authorities had once
more attempted to impose on the Cypriots a plan which
!/ Official Records of the United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea, Volume II: Plenary Meetings (United Nations
publication, Sales No.: 58.V.4, Vol.II.), p.143.

7. In defence of the thesis of partition, the Turkish
Minister of Foreign Affairs had claimed that all Cypriots whether of Greek or Turkish blood were anxious
to unite with their respective countries. However,
whether their origins were Greek or Turkish, the
islanders were in the first place Cypriots and the island
was a single territorial unit. The right of self-determination which the Charter granted to the populations

y Treaty of Peace signed at Lausanne on 24 July 1923.
League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. XXVIII, 1924, No. 701.
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of Non-Self-Governing Territories had always been
exercised by the whole body of a population living in a
given territory and could be exercised in no other way.
Minorities enjoyed that right as elements in the population and not as minorities per se. Furthermore, it
might well be asked what the representative of Turkey
meant when he stressed that in Cyprus the Greeks were
Greek and the Turks were Turkish, since ethnic minorities were by definition ethnically differentfrom the
majority of the population. All such reasoning was entirely groundless and was contrary to the established
rules of international law, to the Charter, to international practice and to the practice of the United
Nations regarding Non-Self-Governing Territories. In
Togoland, for example, the United Nations had not given
consideration to the wishes of a province which represented a minority in relation to the population as a
whole, although it might if necessary have considered
it as a unit. In Cyprus, however, the Turkish minority
was spread throughout the whole of the population.
8. It was absolutely clear that the Turkish minority
had its own rights, upon which one one could encroach
and which none could fail to recognize. Any really
constructive policy, however, should be aimed atestablishing the sincere and trusting participation of the
Turkish minority in the government of the island. The
Turkish element had always co-operated with the rest
of the population in times of servitude and it could well
do so in times of freedom if the Government in Ankara
ceased to use the Turks of Cyprus as a means for
dividing the island. The Turkish Government claimed
that its aim was notto leave the Turks of Cyprus under
foreign domination. It was, however, Turkey itself-and
of its own free will-which had placed the Turks of
Cyprus under British colonial domination both in 1878
and in 1923. If, therefore, the Turkish Government
maintained that it did not consent to the domination of
the Turkish minority by the majority, that was to say
the least, a strange theory which would be equivalent
to considering life in common as a form of domination
and to maintaining that, to prevent the limbs being
dominated by the body, the limbs should be amputated.
It could easily be imagined what would happen to the
world if minorities which were to be found almost
everywhere were to adopt such a theory. In reality,
what the Turkish Government sought was not the partition of Cyprus between the Greek majority and the
Turkish minority-which would also be inconceivablebut indeed the partition of the island between Greece
and Turkey, that is to say, the extension of Turkish
sovereignty and theoccupationofapartofthe territory
of Cyprus. Greece, on the other hand, requested no
territorial expansion over Cyprus.
9. The United Kingdom Government, like the Turkish
Government, was endeavouring to bring about partition.
That was the reason why it had conceived the Macmillan plan of 19 June 1958~ which was based on the
assumption that an intermediate period was indispensable. The Greek Government and Archbishop
Makarios had no objections to a temporary r~gime,
provided that it did not prejudge the future and guaranteed genuine and democratic self-government.
10. The proposed plan proved that great weakness had
been shown in dealing with Turkey. Afewweeks before
its publication, the Turkish Government had exercised

Y Cyprus: statement of Policy (London, Her Majesty's
Stationery Office, June 1958, Cmnd.455.

very strong pressure in London, Athens and Cyprus in
order to impose its thesis, namely, partition. First,
there had been threats of direct military intervention
from various Turkish officials. Next, a campaign of
violence had been conducted in Cyprus by the Turkish
minority against the Greek population; several Greek
buildings had been looted and burned, and many Greek
Cypriots had been wounded and even killed. Finally,
demonstrations in favour of partition had taken place
in several towns in Turkey and that campaign had received the total support of the Turkish Press.
11. The Greek Government, for its part, had forbidden
any demonstration, despite popular pressure, but had
felt bound to draw the Security Council's attention, in a
letter dated 13 June 1958 (S/4025), to the dangers
threatening the peace of the world.
12. London, then, had adopted the Turkish thesis, but
had camouflaged it under the Macmillan plan. As Professor Bourquin had stated in a legal opinion:V the interim r~gime envisaged in the plan would inevitably
direct the political and administrative system of Cyprus towards partition, even before the people had been
asked to decide upon their future status. In Great
Britain, people had asl5:ed themselves what that plan
meant. Some had thought that it derived from a secret
agreement between Turkey and the United Kingdom
concerning the Middle East, and there had been talk of
oil. Others had thought that it was an example of the
traditional British policy of "divide and rule".
13. What, then, was the Macmillan plan? Cyprus would
remain a colony for a period of seven years, after
which it was hoped to set up a condominium of three.
The members of each community would be able to acquire Greek or Turkish nationality, while preserving
their British nationality. Two houses of representatives would be established, one for the Greek community, the other for the Turkish community. The Greek
Government and the Turkish Government would each
be invited to appoint a representative to assist the
Governor. Those representatives would be members of
the council responsible for the internal administration
of Cyprus. That council would also be composed of four
Greek Cypriot representatives and two Turkish Cypriot representatives. It would be presidedoverbythe
Governor.
14. The strange feature of that system was that it gave
to a minority of 17 per cent the right to have a house
of representatives. Moreover, the United Kingdom
Government was inviting two Governments to share in
a function which it exercised but which, both in law and
morality, belonged to the people of Cyprus alone. That
was not all. The appointment of a representative of the
Turkish Government with authority to play adirect or
an indirect part in the administration of the island
would constitute a flagrant violation of article 27 of the
Treaty of Lausanne, the terms of which had been chosen with the greatest care and left no room for doubt.
The Greek Government, and Archbishop Makarios on
behalf of the Cypriot people, could not but reject that
plan.
15. After the Greek Prime Minister had informed him
of the points of the plan which prejudged the future of
the island, Mr. Macmillan, United Kingdom Prime
Minister, had let it be known that a new meeting of the
two Prime Ministers would take place after his visit to

:V

Subsequently distributed as document A/C.1/814.
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Ankara. However, he had decided that any newcontact
with the Greek Government would be superfluous and
had declared that the plan would be carried into effect.
The plan had admittedly been slightly changed: the provision regarding double nationality had been eliminated,
a vague provision had been included for a common
house of representatives in the future the representatives of the two Governments would n~ longer be members of the Council and the Governor would be authorized to create separate municipalities inplaces where
he might deem it appropriate.
16. On 1 October, the Turkish Government had appointed its representative. The plan had thus been set
in motion, against the will of the population. That had
led to renewed bloodshed in Cyprus. When the leaders
of the Turkish minority had asked the Governor to
establish separate municipalities, their request had
been received with sympathy. Never had the "divideand-rule" principle given rise to such an absurdity:
two municipal authorities in a single community had
been entrusted with the task of providing indivisible
services, such as the distribution of water, the lighting
of streets and the like.
17. Seeking a solution acceptable to all, Mr. PaulHenri Spaak, Secretary-General of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO), had proposed some modifications to the British plan: the establishment of a
single representative body with competence over the
internal affairs of Cyprus, the replacement of the
representatives of the Greek and Turkish Governments
by the presidents of the two communal houses of representatives and the establishment of an interim rl!gime
which would not prejudge the future status of the island.
18. Greece had accepted those proposals but the
United Kingdom Government and the Turkish' Government, for their part, had rejected them and had proposed negotiations. Unfortunately, it had soon become
clear that those negotiations would not touch the substance of the question. In refusing to defer the application of the Macmillan plan until agreement had been
reached on Mr. Spaak's proposals, the United Kingdom
Government had made certain that any conference on
the future of Cyprus would be faced with a fait accompli.
19. The intransigence of the London and Ankara Governments was apparent from many statements. For
example, the United Kingdom SecretaryofStateforthe
Colonies had stated before the Conservative Party that
Cyprus was a Turkish "off-shore island" and that
Turkish security required that it should be in the hands
of the United Kingdom or Turkey. The Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs, for his part, had declared at
Strasbourg and at Ankara that any solution other than
partition was out of the question; and that had been
confirmed by the President of the Turkish Republic
who had said that the Turkish Government had accepted
the Macmillan plan because it could lead to the partition of the island. A conference could thus have served
no purpose, as one solution would have been imposed
upon the participants.
20. That was the point at which Archbishop Makarios
had taken the initiative and proposed a compromise
solution: the independence of Cyprus, after aperiodof
genuine and democratic self-government. Greece
which, regardless of what might be said, had never
cherished expansionist designs-had declared itself
in agreement with Archbishop Makarios, as it had no
desire to restrict the right of the Cypriot people to
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self-determination, a right recognized by the United
Nations Charter.
21. The idea of independence had originally been put
forward by the representative of India, Mr. Krishna
Menon. An independent Cyprus could play a beneficial
role in the Eastern Mediterranean. It would naturally
wish to maintain friendly relations with Greece Turkey, the Arab world and the BritishCommonwe~th of
which it could eventually become a member.
'
22. Those were the considerations which hadprompted the draft resolution submitted by the Greek delegation (A/C .1/L.222). The proposals contained therein
could be summed up under three essential headings:
recognition of the Cypriot people's right to independence at the end of a period of genuine and democratic
self-government; recognition of the rights of the Turkish minority and genuine safeguards for their exercise;
and the establishment of a good offices committee
designed to give practical effect to the interest of the
General Assembly in the Cypriot people and to promote the necessary co-operation among all the parties
concerned. That committee would submit a report to
the General Assembly, which would thus be kept informed of the efforts made to solve the problem.
23. In adopting the Greek draft resolution, the General
Assembly would finally pave the way for the efforts
necessary to reach a settlement of the question in that
atmosphere of confidence which did not yet exist. The
question of Cyprus could only be solved if it were
considered by itself, independently of the political conflicts centered upon the island. It was high time to
leave Cyprus to the Cypriots.
24, The United Kingdom draft resolution (A/C.1/
L.221) could be summarized as follows: the General
Assembly blamed the Cypriots for their resistance to
the colonialist forces; it congratulated the United Kingdom Government for the excellent manner in which it
had dealt with the Cyprus affair; and it requested that
Government to continue along the same path.
25. There would doubtless also be talk of a conference
and of negotiations. But that was amanceuvre designed
to block General Assembly action, so as to permit the
United Kingdom administration to apply its partition
plan with the co-operation of the Turkish Government.
The United Kingdom Government had itself destroyed
the legend of a tripartite agreement: it was carrying
into effect its plan for co-operation between three parties despite the vehement protests of one of them.
Neither Greece nor the Cypriots would accept the permanent condominium which the United Kingdom Government proposed, They did not believe that the best
means of abolishing colonialism was to multiply it by
three.
26. Greece had been accused of intransigence. Yet the
Greek Government was prepared to discuss the problem with anybody, anywhere, provided itmetwithgood
will. In the absence of good will and of confidence
there had to be safeguards; and those had never existed'.
27. During the Second WorldWar,Cypriotshadfought
at the side of the allies. When Europe had been invaded, the United Kingdom had appealed to the people
of Cyprus by placing on the island large posters bearing the slogan: "Fight for Greece and Freedom". All
the Greeks of Cyprus had enlisted under the British
flag and had shed their blood. Having signed that contract with their blood, they refused to forget at least
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the clause "Fight for Freedom". The United Nations
should not forget that, in the common sacrifice from
which the Organization itself had sprung, some Cypriot
blood had also been spilled. The United Nations thus had
a debt to that people, which was only asking for what
was recognized as a right of all the peoples of the globe.

the terrorist organization EOKA (National Organization of Cypriot Fighters) had been offered safe-conduct
out of the island. The emergency regulations had been
relaxed and the death sentences of many terrorists
commuted. Everything had been done to encourage the
return of tranquillity to the island.

28. Mr. NOBLE (United Kingdom) regretted that the
problem of Cyprus should again be before the General
Assembly. His delegation had not, however, opposed the
inclusion of the question of Cyprus in the General Assembly's agenda because it welcomed the opportunity
to explain the policy and present position of the United
Kingdom Government.

35. Unfortunately, as the months had passed, it had
become clear that the terrorists were not prepared to
moderate their extreme demands. In December 1957,
with the approach of the United Nations debate on the
Cyprus question, strikes and demonstrations had taken
place, followed by a precarious peace and then a renewal of EOKA terrorism. Serious violence had broken
out between the Turkish and Greek communities in
June 1958 and had reached a peak in July.

29. First of all, if the problem were simply a colonial one, the United Kingdom would not have great
difficulty in solving it. As its colonial record proved,
the United Kingdom's aim had been to advance its dependent territories throughout the world towards selfgovernment and the freedom to decide their own future.
As long ago as the nineteenth century, it had transferred the Ionian Islands to Greece.
30. But Cyprus had become aninternationalproblem.
Besides the two communities in Cyprus, three separate countries were concerned: Greece, because the
great majority of the people of the island were Greek
in feeling and tradition; Turkey, because of the island's
geographical position, its historical connexion with
Turkey and the existence of a significant and nationally
conscious Turkish minority; and the United Kingdom.
31. The United Kingdom, which was the present sovereign Power, bore the practical and moral responsibility for the welfare of all the island's inhabitants. It
was also bound by its international obligations toprovide strategic support for two defensive alliances. In
the present circumstances, bases in Cyprus were
necessary for that purpose, and whatever solution was
found to the Cyprus question, the provision of those
bases would present no real problem. Greece and
Turkey were the friends and allies of the United Kingdom and the strategic needs of the United Kingdom
were as much in the interest of the other two countries
as in its own.
32. The Greek Minister of Foreign Affairs had just
referred to the Treaty of Lausanne, but it was clear
from a reading of the Treaty and the minutes of the
Lausanne Conferencel!I that articles 16 and 27 were
designed only to ensure that Turkey did not claim any
residual rights arising from its former sovereignty
over the territories it had ceded under the Treaty.
Those articles had been designed to terminate past
rights and titles and not to preclude the acquisition of
new rights and titles in the future.
33. The measures taken by the United Kingdom Government since 26 February 1957 showedthatitspolicy
was in conformity with General Assembly resolution
1013 (XI), on which it had been based.
34. Shortly after February 1957, Archbishop Makarios
had been released from the detention to which he had
condemned himself by activities dangerous to the peace
and welfare of the people of Cyprus. All members of
§/ Conference on Near Eastern Affairs, held at Lausanne
from 21 November 1922 to 4 February 1923. See Lausanne
Conference on Near Eastern Affairs, 1922-1923, Records of
Proceedings and Draft Terms of Peace (London, His Majesty's
Stationery Office, 1923), Cmnd. 1814.

36. At the beginning of August, in response to appeals
from the Prime Ministers of the United Kingdom,
Greece and Turkey, that violence had ceased. But the
terrorist activities of EOKA had been resumed and
were continuing. They were directed not only against
members of the Greek community and the security
forces but against unarmed British civilians.
37. The United Kingdom had always sought asolution
which would enable the inhabitants of Cyprus to live
once again in peace and freedom from intimidation. In
March 1957, it had accepted without qualification the
offer of good offices made by the Secretary-General
of NATO, but that initiative had foundered on the opposition of the Greek Government.
38. The United Kingdom Government hadthenbeguna
series of informal exchanges with the Greek and Turkish Governments with a view to holding a conference.
That initiative had also come to nothing, through no
fault of the United Kingdom.
39. At the Twelfth session, the Cyprus question had
once again been debated at the United Nations. During
that discussion, he had assured the Assembly that confidential exchanges between the three Governments
directly concerned were still continuing and had urged
it to take no decision which might frustrate those exchanges or make a compromise more difficult.
40. At the beginning of 1958, the Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs of the United Kingdom had himself
visited Ankara in January and Athens in February to
discuss in detail with the Turkish and Greek Governments every aspect of the problem. Following those
talks and after a careful study of the problem, the
United Kingdom Government had formulated a completely new policy for Cyprus, which the Prime Minister had announced to Parliament on 19 June.

41. Noting that prolonged discussion and negotiations
between the Greek and Turkish Governments and the
two Cypriot communities had failed to provide a basis
for an immediate and permanent settlement of the
situation, the United Kingdom Government had considered it necessary to think in terms of an interim
solution by which peace could be restoredandpolitical
progress made without requiring any of the parties to
abandon their long-term aspirations.
42. The dominant principle of the United Kingdom's
policy was that of partnership between thetwoCypriot
communities and the Governments of the United Kingdom, Greece and Turkey. That idea of.partnership had
proved its worth in the development of the British
Commonwealth. The United Kingdom's new policy,
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based on that idea of partnership, invited the co-operation of the Greek and Turkish Governments in a joint
effort to ensure the peace, progress and prosperity
of the island. A representative of each of the two Governments would co-operate with the Governor. The
Cypriots would have a liberal constitution givingthem
self-government, with a separate house of representatives for each of the two communities. Each house
would have final legislative authority in its own communal affairs. Internal administration other than communal affairs and internal security would be managed
by a single council presided over by the Governor.
That council would include six elected ministers, four
of whom would be Greek Cypriots and two, Turkish
Cypriots. The representatives of the Greek Government and the Turkish Government would have the right
to require that any legislation they considered discriminatory should be submitted for consideration to an
impartial tribunal.
43. In order to allow time for the new principle of
partnership to be worked out and brought into operation in the necessary atmosphere of peace and stability,
the international status of the island was to remain
unchanged for seven years. Its external affairs, defence
and internal security would during that time be reserved to the Governor, acting after consultation with
the representatives of the Greek Government and the
Turkish Government.
44. The essence of the policy was to leave the future
of the island, after the expiration of the seven-year
period, completely open and unprejudiced. At that time,
it would be open to any of the parties to put forward
any proposals they wished for the island's ultimate
status. Those proposals would be freely discussed in
what it was hoped would be a new atmosphere of calm
and confidence. At that time, sacrifices of principle
on all sides would no doubt be necessary. The United
Kingdom for its part would be ready to share the
sovereignty of the island with its Greek and Turkish
allies. That was only one suggestion, but it should indicate that the United Kingdom would not make the retention of its sovereignty in Cyprus an obstacle to an
eventual settlement. In the meantime-that is, during
the seven-year period-the United Kingdom's policy
would consist of a series of steps to be put into effect
progressively with provision for discussion and consultation at each stage.
45. His Government hoped that the General Assembly
would recognize the sincerity of its efforts and that all
concerned would co-operate in establishing and preserving a peaceful atmosphere in the island.
46, In June 1958, shortlybeforetheofficialannouncement of the new policy, his Government had made its
details known to the members of the North Atlantic
Council. The twelve countries not directly concerned
in the problem, and the Secretary-General of NATO
himself, had welcomed it as a constructive move to
break the present deadlock.
47. In August, after violence had ceased on Cyprus,
the United Kingdom Prime Minister had proposed an
immediate meeting with the Prime Ministers of Greece
and Turkey to discuss and exchange views on the new
policy. Upon their acceptance of his proposal, Mr.
Macmillan had at once gone to Athens and then to Ankara. Following his return to London on 15 August,
he had made a statement on the manner in which the
new policy was to be gradually applied; first, however,
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he had made certain modifications in the manner of its
application in an effort to meet the wishes of the Greek
Government and the Turkish Government.
48. One such modification had concerned the status
of the representatives of the Greek and Turkish Governments, who, under the original plan, would have sat
as members of the Governor's council. In order to
meet certain objections regarding the desirability of
their participation in the day-to-day administration of
the island, it had been decided that they would not in
practice be members of the council; that would not,
however, impair the closeness oftheircontactwiththe
Governor. Another modification had been intended to
make clear the hope and expectation of the United Kingdom Government that a unified assembly, representing
the island as a whole, would in due course be established.
49. In spite of those modifications, which had been designed to meet the wishes of the Greek Government, the
Turkish Government had announced its acceptance of
the new United Kingdom policy and had promised to cooperate in its application. Unfortunately, the Greek
Government had felt unable to do the same. The United
Kingdom Government deeply regretted that fact. It continued to believe that its policy provided the best hope
for a solution and did not despair that the Greek Government would come to believe that also.
50. On 1 October, the Turkish Government had appointed as its representative on Cyprus the Turkish
Consul-General at Nicosia, who, since his appointment,
had co-operated with the Governor and discussed with
him the preparations for the projected elections. The
Greek Government was free to appoint its representative whenever it wished.
51. He emphasized that the interim seven-year r~gime
envisaged in the new United Kingdom policy was not
designed to go into effect all at once, but by stages.
The date of 1 October 1958, which had received great
publicity, marked only the beginning of one stage.
There was no one vital date after which it would be too
late to co-operate with the policy,
52. The Governor's council was of particular importance, for it was to be a body responsible for matters
relating to the island as a whole. It would be a unitary
body, with a Greek Cypriot majority. It would help to
preserve the united personality of Cyprus. It was the
hope of the United Kingdom Government that its plan
would, with general good will, facilitate the development of some form of representative assembly for the
whole island. The two communal assemblies had not
been designed to lead to separatism on the island, but
in the present state of intercommunal tensionanddistrust, they represented the one chance of making a start
with the establishment of democratic machinery.
53. In theory, it might have been preferable to establish a unitary system. Unfortunately, however, Lord
Radcliffe' s draft constitution,_§/ which had been the last
of the United Kingdom Government's repeated efforts
in that direction, had been rejected by the Greek Government. That approach was now no longer feasible,
particularly in view of the recent outbreaks of open
fighting which had occurred between the two communities.
§/ Lord Radcliffe, Constitutional Proposals for Cyprus
(London, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, December 1956),
Cmnd.42.
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54. He emphasized that the United Kingdom Government's action in granting a measure of communal autonomy was in no sense intended to bring about partition
of the island, which would bring misery to a large part
of the population. The United Kingdom Government had
never favoured partition as a solution of the Cyprus
problem. It did not favour it now.
55. Turning to the NATO Council's recent discussion
of the Cyprus question, he paid-a tribute to the efforts
which Mr. Spaak, the Secretary-General ofNATO,had
made to further the talks; it was to be hoped that they
would yet bear fruit. During the NATO discussion, the
United Kingdom Government had made clear its willingness to attend an international conference on the Cyprus
question. The Turkish Government had taken a similar
stand. At the last moment, however, the Greek Government had declared its inability to continue the negotiations.
56. The United Kingdom Government had published a
White Paper (A/C.1/811) outlining the course which the
NATO negotiations had taken. That document showed
that the United Kingdom had been most anxious to arrive at an agreement which would enable a conference
to be held and had made a number of concessions to
that end. His Government was ready to discuss not
only its policy, but also possible changes to it. Discussion of a long-term solution was also to have been
on the agenda of the proposed conference. No possibilities for a final solution would have been excluded.
The United Kingdom had agreed that the conference
should be held at Paris under the chairmanship of
Mr. Spaak and that it should be attended by representatives of two other Governments which were not directly
concerned in the matter and by representatives of the
Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities, including
Archbishop Makarios, if his attendance was desired,
57. The United Kingdom Government had been most
disappointed at the Greek Government's sudden decision to break off negotiations, and hoped it was not
final. The United Kingdom Government was always
ready to negotiate, but it wished to make it clear that
it would not give way to violence or terrorism.
58. Archbishop Makarios had recently stated in New
York that the terrorism inCypruswastheheroic work
of patriots. That contention was as shocking to the
conscience of the world community as it was cruel to
the unfortunate inhabitants of Cyprus. The cowardly
murderers in Cyprus were not heroes; they were at
best misguided, at worst despicable.
59. Nevertheless, some progress had been made on
Cyprus. Inter-communal fighting had ceased, and the
drift towards civil war had been halted. Greece and
Turkey were no longer pressing quite so urgently the
extreme demands which they had made at the twelfth
session of the General Assembly. It would be tragic if
that progress should be jeopardized by any action of
the Assembly.
60. It was in the light of the ground gained that the
United Kingdom delegation had submitted a draft resolution (A/C .1/L.221), under which the General Assembly would invite the United Kingdom to continue its efforts to arrive at a solution acceptable to all the
parties concerned and in accord with the purposes and
principles of the Charter of the United Nations; invite
the other parties to co-operate to that end; and call
Litho. in U. N.

upon all concerned to use their best endeavours to put
an end to terrorism and violence on Cyprus.
61. As for the question of independence for Cyprus,
which was advocated by the Greek Minister of Foreign
Affairs, the United Kingdom had no objection to the
consideration at a conference of all possible longterm solutions, of which independence was naturally
one. It would be dangerous, however, for the General
Assembly specifically to endorse independence for
Cyprus now, even as a long-term solution. Nor would
it help, in the present circumstances, to establish a
United Nations good offices committee, as suggested
in the Greek draft resolution (A/C.l/L.222). Such a
committee could only duplicate the work already done
by the NATO Council.
62. Independence was a noble principle which had been
supported by British policy throughout the world. The
complexity of the Cyprus problem was such, however,
that no one final solution could command general agreement until a climate of confidence existed between the
two Cypriot communities and among the three countries concerned; that confidence did not yet exist and
must be gradually built up. Any attempt to endorse a
long-term solution in the absence of general agreement
could only lead to civil war, or worse. Civil war in
turn would point the way to partition in Cyprus and
perhaps to international conflict in the Mediterranean.
The General Assembly would bear a heavy responsibility if a decision taken by it were to lead to conflict
and conflagration.
63. Moreover, the exact nature of the proposal for
independence was far from clear. One could well ask
how long such independence would last. Cyprus by itself would be terribly exposed to threats of subversion
and even to aggression. Furthermore, it was difficult
to escape the suspicion that independence might in
practice prove to be not a concession involving the
abandonment of enosis (union with Greece), but rather
a covert means of approach to it. Archbishop Makarios' statemeni: in an interview published in The New
York Times was significant in that connexion.
64. Anticipating the suggestion that the permanence
of an independent r~gime could be guaranteed by an
international body such as the United Nations, he
warned of the difficulties which such an undertaking
would involve and wondered whether the United Nations
would be willing to provide a police force to maintain
peace on Cyprus-particularly since such a force
would have to be kept on the island for a considerable
period of time. Would the United Nations be willing to
take over the burden ofsubsidyatpresentborne by the
British taxpayer?
65. It was a mark of wisdom and statesmanship to
recognize that there were times when one's dearest
ideals and principles could not be applied without
causing vast suffering. The Government of the United
Kingdom was confident that such wisdom and statesmanship would not be found lacking in the General
Assembly.
66, The United Kingdom Government would go ahead
with the gradual implementation of its plan; it would
remain ready to negotiate in whatever way might seem
most useful, and it would hope that in time all concerned would not fail to see and grasp the opportunity
which that policy offered,
The meeting rose at 1.35 p.m.
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mination for the Cypriots and that, at the same time,
the United Kingdom delegation did not rule out the
possibility of granting it to them at a later date if they
desired it.

Agenda item 68:
Question of Cyprus (continued)
General debate (continued) . . . • . . . • . . . • . . , .
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4. Mr. DE LEQUERICA (Spain), after briefly reviewing the major events in the history of Cyprus, said
that Turkey was taking an extreme position in arguing
that the two Cypriot communities must play separate
parts in determining the island's future. The Committee should give careful study to the thesis advanced
by the United Kingdom, which had stated that it did
not favour partition and deemed it more advisable to
accustom the Cypriot people to a common existence
by establishing temporary institutions which could be
modified at any time.

Chairman: Mr. Miguel Rafael URQUIA (El Salvador).
AGENDA ITEM 68
Question of Cyprus (A/3874 and Add.1, A/C.1 /811,
A/C.1/814, A/C.1/L.221-223, A/C.1/L.225, A/C.1/
L.226, A/C.1 /L.228) (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE (continued)
1. Mr. COOPER (Liberia) agreed with the United
Kingdom representative that the question of Cyprus
was not simply a colonial problem, since the island
was inhabited by two ethnically different communities
which had different languages and religions and constituted two separate social groups. He was certain that
the United Kingdom would grant independence to
Cyprus, as it had done in many other cases, if it were
possible to do so without violence. However, violence
had already broken out between the island's two communities despite the presence of the British Army,
and one might well ask what would happen if the United
Kingdom troops were withdrawn. It was therefore
understandable that the United Kingdom felt morally
obligated to protect the peoples of the island.

5. He also found most interesting the statement by the
United Kingdom representative that his country would
not make the retention of its present sovereignty over
Cyprus an obstacle to an eventual settlement (996th
meeting). The efforts to find a solution to the problem
were worth continuing. If the attempt was to succeed,
however, confidence must be restored. In his delegation's opinion, the apprehensions expressed concerning enosis (Union with Greece) were exaggerated. On
the other hand, if the Cyprus question was to be settled,
it was essential to guarantee the rights of the Turkish
minority-an objective which was furthered by the
presence on the island of a third party. Moreover,
Turkey's concern over the geographical proximity of
Cyprus would become less acute once all parties concerned agreed to the maintenance of the United Kingdom military bases on the island for the common defence. At the same time, while it condemned the
terrorism on Cyprus, his delegation felt that the suppression of terrorism should not be made a precondition for negotiation and agreement.

2. It was undeniably true that in any community the
will of the majority must prevail. However, the majority must also guarantee the rights of minorities,
and, so long as the Turkish minority continued to be
subjected to Greek Cypriot excesses, it found it difficult to believe that its rights would be guaranteed.
The use of a United Nations police force to guarantee
those rights would, of course, present difficult problems. The Greek Cypriots must therefore recognize
that, so long as the situation on the island remained
tense, it would not be possible for them to obtain independence. Independence could not be granted to them
until the present strife had ended and the Cypriots
had learned to regard themselves no longer as Greeks
or Turks, but as Cypriots. Partition was surely no
solution, since even if it should prove feasible-which
was unlikely-open hostility between the two communities would result.

6. He thought that considerable progress had been
made, if not towards a solution of the Cyprus question,
then at least towards clarifying it. That was evident
from the draft resolutions submitted by the three
parties concerned (A/C.l/L.221-223), and particularly from the special importance which had been
given, by comparison with the previous year, to the
principle of self-determination. In that connexion, his
delegation agreed with the view expressed by Mr.
Drago, the Argentine representative at the twelfth
session (921st meeting) regarding the interpretation of
Article 1 of the Charter of the United Nations; none
of the Charter provisions could be construed as inciting
the non-self-governing peoples to rebellion, On the
other hand, the first three draft resolutions, although
they had some excellent passages, were incomplete and
did not seem truly calculated to produce effective
results. They served to divert the United Nations from
the essence of the problem. The Colombian draft resolution (A/C,l/L.225) contained some very useful paragraphs, however, although his delegation was not very

3. His delegation would be guided by the foregoing
considerations when the various draft resolutions were
put to the vote. While he would not hesitate to support
any draft resolution calling for the self-determination
and independence of a colonial people, he felt that, in
the case of Cyprus, immediate self-determination
might well add to the difficulties of the island's
population. It was most gratifying that the Greek Government no longer insisted on immediate self-deter279
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favourably disposed to the idea of setting up a good
offices committee. He had also been impressed bythe
proposal submitted at the previous meeting by the
Iranian representative, which he had not yet had time
to study, and hoped that the appropriate terms would
be found to define the role which the United Nations
should play in the matter under discussion.

fore, the Colombian draft resolution (A/C.l/L.225)
was the most appropriate one for the situation.
14. However, in operative paragraph 2 of the text, the
word "Suggests" should be substituted for the word
"Decides", as the United Kingdom exercised sovereignty over the island and it alone could authorize an
observation group to go there.

7. The various proposals provided sufficient common
ground for drafting a single resolution in more specific
and precise terms, which would draw attention to the
progress already achieved and would point out, in
statesmanlike fashion, the objectives to be attained.

15. Mr. MEZINCESCU (Romania) referred to the
statement made by his Government on 11 October 1958,
in which it had expressed its profound sympathy for
the people of Cyprus, the last European people to be
subjected to a colonial r~gime and to be denied the
exercise of its legitimate right to live in accordance
with its aspirations and interests.

8. Mr. KURKA (Czechoslovakia) said that the United
Nations responsibilities in the Cyprus question had
increased as a result of the failure of all attempts to
resolve the problem outside the United Nations.
9. Far from meeting the aspirations of the Cypriot
people, the United Kingdom Government was trying to
impose solutions on the Cypriots which completely
disregarded their wishes; an example was the Macmillan plan, 1/ which could only lead to partition of the
island and continued United Kingdom rule.
10. The strife between the Greek and Turkish Cypriots was a problem that had been artificially created
in order to conceal the real cause of the tension, which
was of a military and strategic character. Cyprus was
the United Kingdom's principal Mediterranean base and
was used to carry out a foreign policy which was
governed primarily by the interests of the oil monopolies. In 1956 and 1958, it had served as a jumping-off
point for aggression against the Arab peoples. It was
useless for the United Kingdom representative to argue
that his Government's partners in the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) and the Baghdad Pact
had given their consent to the establishment of the
Cyprus base, for the consent of its allies did not
justify the United Kingdom's occupation of the island.
The only consideration should be the wishes of the
people, and the Cypriots had clearly shown that they
were opposed to transforming their territory into a
military base. The presence of the United Kingdom
troops on Cyprus was a threat to international peace
and security.
11. The attitude displayed by the United Kingdom authorities and the repressive measures to which they
had resorted could only enlist the sympathy of all the
world's peace-loving peoples for the Cypriot people.
Repression could not solve the problem. The only
possible solution was to give the Cypriots the opportunity to determine their own future. If all the parties
concerned made an honest attempt to resolve the dispute, a peaceful solution would surely be found.
12. The General Assembly mustdrawtheproperconclusions from the experience of past years and from
the course of events since the twelfth session and
must take a clear stand in favour of permitting the
Cypriot people to exercise its right to self-determination.

16. The steps recently taken by the United Kingdom
Government tended to postpone a solution of the problem and to create cemditions which would make such a
solution even more difficult in the future. Like all the
other solutions proposed by the United Kingdom, they
aimed at preventing the only just and equitable solution
of the problem and the one that would be in accord
with the fundamental principles of the United Nations:
granting the people of Cyprus the freedom to determine its own destiny.
17. Like the other plans, the Macmillan plan had
been rejected by the people of Cyprus, but the British
Government had now decided to put it into effect. The
United Kingdom representative had stated that the
partition of the island would be a misfortune for
Cyprus. However, such a misfortune would be the endresult of the plan, which also unilaterally violated
the Treaty of LausanneY and was based on the principle that the United Kingdom had the right to determine the fate of the Cypriot people, whose aspirations
had never been taken into account when treaties or
agreements concerning them had been signed.
18. The Prime Minister of the United Kingdom had
stated in the House of Commons on 19 June 1958 that
any solution of the Cyprus problem must safeguard
the British bases and military installations on the
island, which were necessary to enable the United
Kingdom to carry out its international obligations.
Cyprus was an important base for the policy of
colonialist aggression in the Middle East and for the
aggressive policy of NATO against the peoples of
Eastern Europe,
19. Field-Marshal Sir John Harding, former Governor of Cyprus, in stressing the role to be played by
air forces in helping the allies, had stated that modern
aircraft operating from bases in Cyprus could strike
deep into the heart of the Soviet Union. They could
even more easily strike at Bucharest, Sofia, Belgrade,
Cairo, Baghdad or Amman.

13. Mr. ORTIZ MARTIN (Costa Rica) recalled that,
in addition to the United Kingdom, Greece and Turkey,
there was a fourth party involved in the Cyprus question: the Cypriot people. The solution of the problem
should be a political and not a territorial one. There-

20. The people of Cyprus would obviously never be
free in their own country as long as the island remained
a foreign military base. It was because they were
aware of the inability to maintain their base in the
midst of a population which they had oppressed for
many years that the British authorities had done
everything possible to create dissension on the island,
hoping thereby to continue their colonial domination
in one form or another. According to Archbishop
Makarios, the United Kingdom had formerly asserted

1/ Cyprus: Statement of Policy (London, Her Majesty's
Stationery Office, June 1958), Cmnd. 455,

'l,/ Treaty of Peace, signed at Lausanne on 24 July 1923.
League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. XXVIII, 1924, No. 701.
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that it needed Cyprus to keep Suez; at the present
time, it claimed that it needed Cyprus because it had
lost Suez.
21. Some delegations did not wish the United Nations
to take steps to solve the problem. As a matter of
fact there was no justification for postponing a solution,
which lay in granting the people of Cyprus the necessary attributes of sovereignty. The General Assembly
should adopt a resolution along those lines.
22. His delegation would be able to support the draft
resolution submitted by Greece (A/C.1/L.222) or any
other draft resolution acceptable to the Cypriot people,
who had gone as far as possible in making concessions.
23. Mr. SCHURMANN {Netherlands) stated that his
delegation was reluctant to vote in favour of any one
of the three draft resolutions submitted by the parties
for two reasons. First, extraneous support for any one
of the positions would do more harm than good. There
was too often a tendency in the United Nations to take
a stand on a priori grounds without paying sufficient
attention to the possibilities of implementing the
proposed resolutions. Secondly, the United Nations
was not always the best place to settle a dispute.
Article 33 of the Charter of the United Nations listed
eight methods of settlement that did not involve the
United Nations. Until all those methods had been tried
out, the United Nations should not intervene unless
all the parties concerned requested it to do so. In the
circumstances, the United Nations should refrain from
expressing its preference for one kind of solution or
another, in order not to lessen the chances for
understanding which might still exist. Progress had
already been made and negotiations were still the
best way of settling the dispute.
24. The United Nations should appeal to the inhabitants
of Cyprus to refrain from acts of violence and bear
in mind the necessity for an atmosphere of peace if a
solution acceptable to all was to be found.
25. Mr. DE MARCHENA (Dominican Republic) believed that, if the question of Cyprus was to be solved
without the development of new difficulties between the
nations concerned, the internal jurisdictional aspects,
over which the United Kingdom exercised sovereignty,
should be reconciled with the various international
factors in that complex problem.
26. The task was a difficult one because of the geographical situation of the island, because of the political considerations affecting interests and passions
and because the principle of self-determination was
involved. That principle, which was dear to the
Dominican Republic and to all Latin-American
countries, should be put into effect progressively, in
accordance with the United Nations Charter. The appeal
made by the United States delegation at the 1000th
meeting seemed therefore very pertinent.
27. At the 999th meeting, the Turkish representative
had stated that if independence had been granted, not
to peoples, but to individual geographical units, the
map of the world would be very different from what
it was and there might have been a sovereign State
of Hispaniola, instead of the sovereign States of
Haiti and the Dominican Republic. He wished to point
out that, in 1697, Hispaniola had not been able to
invoke the principle of self-determination when France
had received the western part of the island under the
Treaty of Ryswick. The Spaniards and the Dominicans
had not even exercised that right in 1795, before the
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signing of the Treaty of Basel, which had again laid
down provisions governing the sovereignty and the
inhabitants of the present Dominican Republic. The
island had been divided in 1697, and independence had
been gradually achieved by two peoples, not by two
separate geographical units, as might have been
gathered from the interpretation offered by the
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Turkey. The factors
in the Cyprus problem were not the same as those in
the case of Hispaniola.
28. His delegation had noted with much interest the
steps taken by the Secretary-General of NATO. It
hoped that a new means of conciliation would be
found, a modus operandi based on the principles of the
Charter of the United Nations, particularly if certain
details were clarified and settled in private, rather
than in public, discussion. Furthermore, there was no
point in putting a series of proposals before the
General Assembly if they were not accepted by the
parties concerned and would not receive a sufficient
number of votes.
29. Mr. OSMAN (Sudan) considered it the duty of the
United Nations under the Charter to continue its
efforts to find a solution to the Cyprus question, His
delegation thought that the Cypriots had a right to
self-determination and independence. It also considered that nothing should be done which might
prejudice the fundamental rights of the Turkish
minority. However, that consideration must not limit
the natural political evolution of the island. Moreover,
Cyprus ought to remain an individual case and not be
taken as an example to be applied wherever other
problems created by the existence of minorities had
to be solved.
30. In his delegation's opinion, the views of the
parties concerned were not irreconcilable. The Committee should therefore try to work out recommendations which would be acceptable to the parties primarily
concerned and conducive to a final and just settlement
of the question. He was sure that both communities
in Cyprus would be able to live together and, in the
words of the Peruvian representative (1002nd meeting),
share a "unity of destiny".
31. Mr. BRATUS (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that the Cyprus problem was a result of the
colonial policy of the United Kingdom, which refused
to accept the fact that the colonial era had ended. In
order to justify themselves before public opinion and
to divert the attention of the Cypriots from their
struggle for self-determination, certain Governments
had created artificial problems, like that of the
disputes between Greek and Turkish Cypriots.
32. The accusations of gangsterism levelled at the
patriots of Cyprus by the United Kingdom representative (996th meeting) were unfounded. Neither in their
goals nor in their methods could those patriots be
compared with bandits.
33. In response to the wholly justified appeals of the
Cypriots that they be allowed to exercise their right
to self-determination, the United Kingdom had resorted
to various stratagems intended to reinforce its colonial
domination. Thus, it had adopted the widely publicized
Macmillan plan.
34. All the negotiations between the thre~ parties
principally concerned had come to nothing because the
United Kingdom was unwilling to solve the problem
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and wished to by-pass itby taking temporary measures,
Everything-the island and its population-must be
subordinated to the British Government's military
interests. The strategic importance of the island and
the part it had played during the aggression by the
United Kingdom, France and Israel against Egypt in
1956 were well known, Thus the Cyprus problem was
closely linked with that of international security in the
Near and Middle East. There was no doubt that the
aggressive designs of the two military blocs, NATO
and the Baghdad Pact, constituted one of the main
reasons for the denial to the Cypriots of their
legitimate desire to exercise their right to selfdetermination.
35. Since the British Government had decided to
implement its plan of 19 June 1958 for the settlement
of the problem, an unprecedented wave of repression
had swept over the island. Tension had reached a
hitherto unknown pitch. In the light of those circumstances, the United Kingdom draft resolution (A/C.
1/L.221) was surprising, to say the least: it congratulated the United Kingdom on its policy and invited it
to continue in the same direction. Such a text could
not contribute to the solution of the problem.
36. His
one just
colonial
exercise

delegation considered that there was only
solution to the problem: to put an end to the
r~gime and allow the people of Cyprus to
their right to self-determination.

37. Mr. THORS (Iceland) noted that the efforts made
by the United Nations since 1954 to settle the Cyprus
question had been in vain. What was even more
serious, all attempts at negotiation between the
parties concerned had failed.
38. Cyprus was today a British Crown Colony and
Article 73 of the Charter of the United Nations
recognized the principle that the interests of the
inhabitants of Non-Self-Governing Territu, ies were
paramount. In conformity with Article 1 of the Charter,
his delegation had always supported the right of the
people of Cyprus to decide their own fate, for it was
firmly convinced that the people themselves must
decide what economic and cultural ties they wished to
maintain and should be free to establish whatever
form of government they desired.
39. His delegation regretted that the dispute between
Greece and Turkey, two allied countries with which
Iceland maintained friendly relations, had become so
intense. Because of the tension prevailing on the island,
a final solution hardly seemed possible or even
advisable at present. It must be hoped that in time
the two communities would come to realize that it
was in their own interest to live in harmony on the
island, which belonged to them alone.
40. It was wrong to say, as some representatives had,
that the Committee was acting as a real-estate agent
and evaluating a piece of land in order to sell it
or allocate it to one country or another. Nor was the
Committee a group of military strategists discussing
the usefulness of the bases established on the island
or their importance to one or another alliance. Those
considerations were entirely extraneous to the
question, which was that of the right of peoples to
self-determination. It was the application of that
principle which had enabled the Federation of Malaya
to obtain its independence through the union of the
three races which made up its population. The

people of Cyprus might take guidance from that
example.
41. His delegation would support any draft resolution
that could promote continued negotiations between the
parties concerned and lead to self-determination, so
that the people of Cyprus could attain self-government
in the near future and, eventually, independence.
42. Mr. PAZHWAK {Afghanistan) said that his country
maintained friendly relations with Greece, Turkey
and the United Kingdom, and that over the centuries
close cultural and historic relations had united it with
the Greeks and Turks everywhere in the world.
Afghanistan's interest in a peaceful solution of the
Cyprus problem stemmed from its deep concern
aver the present regrettable situation of the population
of Cyprus and the bloodshed which was disturbing the
peace of the island and constituted a threat to peace
in that important part of the world. The interest of
Greece and Turkey in the Cyprus problem was easy to
understand: no nation could remain indifferent to a
situation in which the fate and the future of its
kinsmen were at stake.
43. However, the problem of Cyprus was basically
that of the inhabitants of a Non-Self-Governing Territory, and a peaceful solution to it should be found by
the United Nations. Such a solution should be based
on the consent of the inhabitants of Cyprus, whether
Greek or Turkish in origin, whose political aspirations
should be fulfilled in accordance with the United
Nations Charter and respect for fundamental human
rights.
44. A constructive solution would hardly be possible
if extreme positions were maintained. It was essential
to achieve a reconciliation of the views of the three
countries concerned, Greece, Turkey and the United
Kingdom, with the consent of the people of Cyprus.
45. His delegation therefore hoped that a joint
proposal by Greece, Turkey and the United Kingdom,
or a proposal acceptable to those three countries
and the people of Cyprus, would be submitted to the
Committee, In that hope, it would refrain from
discussing the draft resolutions so far submitted.
46. However, if it proved impossible to reach agreement, his delegation would be guided by the principles
it had just stated, for its earnest desire was to
ensure the happiness of the inhabitants of Cyprus and
the creation of peaceful conditions and good-neighbourly relations in that part of the world.
47. Mr. GARIN (Portugal) feltthatrepeatedexamination of the question of Cyprus might make it more
difficult to find a solution, since friendly negotiations
between the United Kingdom, Greece and Turkey
could alone be successful. Violence of deeds could
never be cured by asperity of words.
48. Unfortunately, a few delegations, far from
encouraging the parties to find agreement, had seized
the opportunity to inject their propaganda into the
discussion, They might do well to ponder the fact
that those three countries, which were members of
the same defence organization, felt sufficiently free
to disagree with one another on the question in point.
49. His delegation doubted the propriety of a debate
on the question of Cyprus. Its doubts were confirmed
by the fact that the debate was oot providing any
constructive solution to the problem, and the only
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conclusion which could be drawn from it was that the
United Kingdom had the necessary moral authority
to be trusted in the role it was playing.
50. That role was extremely difficult because of
certain factors of major importance, such as the
need to safeguard peace and security, the conflicting
interests of the two Cypriot communities, the divergent
viewpoints of the other two Governments concerned
and the absence of Cypriot nationalism. If a settlement
was to come about, the three Governments must be
left to continue their negotiations with the certainty
that their common ideals and the interests uniting
them were stronger than their differences on the
question of Cyprus. There had been some improvement since the previous year and it could be hoped
that the situation would return to normal provided that
nothing were done to widen the disagreements.
51. Mr. SOSA RODRIGUEZ (Venezuela) said that the
question of Cyprus had first been brought before the
General Assembly five years ago and that each year
thereafter the situation had become more tragic and
more difficult to solve. The basic reason for that was
the failure so far to satisfy the legitimate aspirations of
a people struggling for recognition of its right freely
to decide its future in conformity with the principles
of the Charter of the United Nations. Regrettable events
had undoubtedly occurred on Cyprus, but it could not
be denied that the Cypriot people had resorted to
guerrilla warfare because they had become exasperated by the slow course of the negotiations and the
confusion of proposals and counter-proposals which did
not fulfil their aspirations.
52. His country was not directly concerned with the
question, but his people, for whom the principle of
sell-determination was sacred, could not remain
indifferent to the fate of the people of Cyprus.
53. When the time came to vote on the various draft
resolutions before the Committee, his delegation would
be guided by the following general considerations:
first, the legitimacy of the Cypriot people's aspirations
to self-determination and self-government; secondly,
the need to guarantee that the legitimate rights of the
Turkish minority on the island would not be infringed
and that that minority would be able gradually to
integrate itself with the remainder of the Cypriot
population without discrimination between Greeks and
Turks (in other words, a situation would gradually
emerge similar to that existing, for example, in
Canada, where there were no longer either British
or French, but only Canadians); thirdly, the need to
guarantee peace in that region in the interests of the
Cypriots themselves. Those requirements could only
be met by means of negotiations between the parties
concerned, and the Cypriot people must be convinced
that the recommended negotiations were not apolitical
expedient aimed at preserving the status quo.
54. While giving the people of Cyprus the assurances
to which they were entitled, the General Assembly
should recommend the resumption of negotiations,
urge that acts of violence should cease forthwith,
and recognize the need for a transitional period during
which the United Kingdom could gradually transfer
its responsibilities on Cyprus to local authorities
without disturbing the peace of the island,
55. The CHAIRMAN announced that a draft resolution
(A/C,1/L,228) had just been submitted by the delega-
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tions of Ceylon, Haiti, Iceland, India, Ireland, Nepal,
Panama, Sudan and the United Arab Republic (A/C .1/L.
228).
56. Mr. NOBLE (United Kingdom) said that his delegation had one major objection to make with regard to
the nine-Power draft resolution (A/C.1/L.228) which
had just been circulated.
57. During his opening speech (996th meeting), he had
explained that his Government was not in favour of
partition and that it had been at pains to provide in its
partnership plan for institutions which would help
to preserve the island's integrity. But he had
also emphasized that it was important that the
General Assembly should do nothing at the present
time to point the way to any final settlement. As the
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Greece had himself
said at the 1001st meeting, it was essential not to
prejudice the future. Whatever the individual views
of the members of the Committee on the future
integrity of the island, reference could not be made
to that integrity in a resolution without prejudicing
the future to some extent.
58. It was the essence of the interim arrangements
proposed by the United Kingdom that none of the parties
should at present be required to abandon their
long-term aspirations in the delicate state of intercommunal feeling in Cyprus today. It would be as
dangerous to require the Turkish community to
abandon their hopes of partition as it would be to
require the Greek Cypriots to abandon their hopes
of preserving the island's integrity.
59. It was vital that for the time being all final
solutions of the Cyprus problem should remain,
at least theoretically, possible. The wording of the
nine-Power draft resolution did not permit that because
of its insistence on preserving the island's integrity
at all costs. He asked those who agreed with his
delegation that that integrity was desirable to weigh
the danger that insistence on it now might provoke
its opponents into civil war or an even wider conflict.
60, Contrary to what was stated in the seventh
paragraph of the preamble of the draft resolution,
he had not said that his Government did not consider
partition to be a possible solution. He had only said
that his Government did not favour it. Partition was a
solution at present desired by one of the Governments
and one of the communities concerned. Their desire
was the result of the fear and the lack of confidence
which the terrorist tactics of EOKA (National Organization of Cypriot Fighters) had evoked, and, as he had
already said at the 996th meeting, the present aim
must be to remove that fear. In the situation as it was,
that fear would only grow sharper if the General
Assembly adopted the nine-Power draft resolution.
61. His delegation did not consider, however, that the
present debate was very far from a satisfactory outcome, The course of the debate so far had indicated
general agreement on the need for an interim settlement and on the desirability of negotiations between
the parties concerned. His Government remained willing to resume negotiations and to do everything possible
to ensure their real success.
62. Mr. THORS (Iceland) pointed out, as a sponsor of
the draft resolution which had just been submitted, that
it was unusual for a draft resolution to be discussed
and so vehemently opposed before the sponsors had had
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a chance to submit it formally. The draft resolution in
question would be introduced at the following meeting.
63. Mr, ZORLU (Turkey) noted that the United Kingdom representative had drawn the Committee's attention to certain errors in the text of the draft resolution
with regard to the statement made by the United Kingdom delegation at the commencement of the debate
(996th meeting). Those errors should be corrected so
that the draft resolution might be submitted in good and
due form.

Litho.in U.N.

64. The CHAIRMAN said that it was in fact usual for
the sponsors of a draft resolution, or some of them, to
submit their draft formally to the Committee, but that
did not mean that a delegation which.observed an error
in the wording of the document concerning one of its
previous statements could not point out that error. The
draft resolution would naturally be examined in detail
in due course.
The meeting rose at 6.30 p.m.
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THE RIGHT OF SELF-DETERMINATION IN
VERY SMALL PLACES
BY THOMAS
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l.

INTRODUCTlOl':

The days of \Vestern colonial dominance ha\'e drawn to a
close. In the space of a mere twenty years. a billion people ha\'c
undergone the transition from subjects of a foreign impcrium to
citizens of independent states.
For the most part, this transition has been smooth enough.
considering the extraordinary depth of the legal, ideological and
psychological changes occurring in its wake. To be sure. there
were exceptions. France and Portugal were too sentimentally
tenacious in Algeria. Mozambique and Angola, seeking to hold on
to what they regarded as "overseas provinces" tied by long histories of association to the metropole and settled by substantial
European populations. They waged hopeless. protracted battles in
those territories not only against national liberation forces, but
also against an irresistible tide of historical ine\'itability. The Belgian Congo, now Zaire, became a shambles for the opposite
reason. Once the colonial power realized it could not hold on
forever it opted for immediate abandonment. and the speed of
the transition caught the indigenous population tragically unprepared. In the cases of Vietnam and Indonesia, France and the
Netherlands tried, by force of arms, to reassert their colonial control over countries that had seen the myth of \Vcstern in\'incibility
destroyed by the Japanese and which, released from foreign occupation by the collapse of Japan, refused to don again the old
colonial harness. Under similar circumstances, the United States
had the prescience to grant independence to the newly-liberaccd
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Philippines rather than attempt to restore the status <JUO ante. 1 In
virtually all other instances, the Western European colonial powers chose the path of peaceful decolonization. 2
That the devolution of empire, with a few exceptions, has
been a relatively painless experience is due to a number of factors.
One is the post-war ascendance in Western Europe of Labor,
Radical and Social Democratic movements ideologically committed to social equality and therefore to decolonization. While men
like Attlee and Mendes-France did not govern their countries for
particularly long periods, the steadfastness of their vision permanently transformed political attitudes in their respective countries,
particularly on the colonial issue. Thus conservatives, like Harold
Macmillan, Ian Macleod and Charles de Gaulle, carried forward
what the radicals had begun. In this, they also responded lo the
. growing economic burden of policing and pacifying regions and
peoples caught up in the new wave of nationalism. A second con·
tributing factor is the emergence of Western European unity as a
serviceable substitute for the national dream of empire. Finally,
there is the role of the United Nations.
The United Nations has significantly accelerated the momcn·
tum for peaceful decolonization and has done so both instrumen·
tally and conceptually. Instrumentally, the organization has provided a forum in which the non·colonialist states-a large majority
of the members even in 1945-could badger and encourage the
imperial states to grant independence. The U.N. Charter created
a trusteeship system and a Trusteeship Council which imposed
on the powers administering .trust territories an obligation to report annually and to permit periodic international inspection.
Colonies and protectorates which did not fall under the trustee·
ship system were still covered by the Charter's article 73 obligations.
The conceptual force behind the U.N. role is rooted in much
earlier European and Western hemispheric intellectual developments-in the vision of Simon Bolivar, the Monroe Doctrinc, 3
J .S. Mill and J .-J. Rousseau. The "right of self.determination"
I. President Truman prodaimed independcntc for the Philippines, 60 Stal.
2695 (1946), pursuant to authority granted by Congress in the Philippines lndc·
pendcn<.e Act, 48 Stat. 4.56 ( 1934).
2. Among other. lesser, exceptions are Goa and Guinea-Bissau. It tan also
be argued that Kenya ,\·as a partial exception and that Southern Rhodesia is
another.
3. E. \Veisbancl, Tiu Ideology of A1111mcm1 Foreign PolUJ: A PaT<ubgm of lodum1
liberalism ( 1973).
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became central to President Wilson's scheme for resol\'ing European boundary questions after the dismantling of the German
and Austro-Hungarian empires."' But it was the U.N. Charter, a
solemn international treaty of unprecedentedly wide adherence,
which at last elevated the concept to a universal legal responsibility. Article 73 obliges those members "which ha\'e or assume responsibilities for the administration of territories whose peoples
have not yet attained a full measure of self-go\'ernmcm
... to develop self-government, to take due account of the political aspirations of the peoples, and to assist them in the progressh•e
development of their free political institutions ...." 5
In Resolution 1514,6 the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, the United Nations further refined the concept of self-determination, enumerating for non-self governing territorities which were not CO\'ered by
trusteeship agreements a set of obligations \'Cry similar to those
imposed by the trusteeship system. It stated that ..all peoples ha\'e
the right to self-determination;" that "repressh·e measures of all
kinds directed against dependent peoples shall cease in order to
enable them to exercise peacefully and freely their right to complete independence;" and that "[i]mmediate steps shall be caken
. . . to transfer all powers to the peoples of those territories,
without any conditions or reservations. in accordance with their
freely expressed will and desire, without any distinction as to race.
creed or color. in order to enable them to enjoy complete independence and freedom. " 7
These concepts were operationalized by the creation of a
watchdog committee-the Special Commiuee 6-which began to
assume the same function towards non-self governing territories
as was exercised by the Trusteeship Comrniuee in respect of trust
territories. In pursuit of the obligations set out in the Charter and
Resolution 1514, the Special Commiuee has regularly in\'estigated
4. For a discussion of the hist0ric U.S. relation to sclf-detcrrnin.nion sec
Pomerance, The United States and Self-Determination: Perspt."CU\'t."S on the \\'ii•
sonian Conception, 70 Am. J. lm'I. L. l (1976).
5. U.N. Chaner, an. 73(b).
6. G.A. Res. 1514, 15 U.N. GAOR Supp. 16, at 66-67. U.N. Doc. AJ-168.J
(1960).
7. Id.
8. The Special Committee on the Situation with Regard to the lmplcmcm:ition of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, established by G.A. Res. 1654, 16 U.N. GAOR Supp. 17, :it 65,
U. N. Doc. Af5 l 00 ( 1961 ). [hereinafter "'Special Committee"")
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colonial territories and made reports to the General Assembly on
compliance and non-compliance. The Assembly, in turn, has
passed resolutions commending or demanding progress in individual colonies and, in the unusual circumstance of a threat to
peace and security, has recommended action by the Security
Council. 11
Thus, due to various factors, the "right of self-determination"
has played a key role in reshaping the post-war world. By 1976,
the job was virtually completed-almost, but not quite. The unfinished business of Rhodesia and the Namibian ex-mandate was
still on the decolonization agenda. Moreover, in the process of
liberating Africa, the Caribbean and Asia, the momentum for
decolonization had bypassed some of the smallest colonies, the
flotsam and jetsam of empire. That these bits and pieces should
be the last to be decolonized is due primarily to two factors. First,
some small territories either do not want to be on their own or
have not reached a stage of development sufficient to make the
choice. Second, some small, weak territories are actively coveted
by stronger, more powerful neighbors which assert claims based
on geography, history and/or ethnic affinity.
It may be paradoxical that these small territories should generate particularly stubborn and knotty problems, even creating
threats to the peace and security of the international system, at
the very end of a largely peaceful transition from colonialism to
self-government. Nevertheless, this is precisely the case. The disposition of tiny territories like Djibouti 10 and Belize has brought
neighboring states to the brink of war, as has the conflict over the
Spanish Sahara, a larger territory with an almost negligible population.
Some of these territories have assumed disproportionate importance in world affairs because of their strategic locationDjibouti and Gibraltar, for example, command important international straits. Some, like the Falkland (Malvinas) Islands, have importance because they may possess petroleum or other mineral
resources. All of them have coastlines which will entitle them,
9. A recent example is G.A. Res. 3485, para. 6, U.N. Doc. GA/5438, at 262
( I 975) (Press Release), in which the attention of the Security Council is drawn "to
the critical situation" in Timor and which "recommends that it take urgent aLtion
to protect the territorial integrity of Portuguese Timor and the inalienable right
of its people to self-determination .... "
10. "Djibouti" and "French Somaliland" are used interchangeably except
where the context indicates a reference to the port city of Djibouti.
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under the emerging terms of the new Law of the Seas. to broad
economic zones of up to 200 miles width. To the international
lawyer, however, the real importance of these seemingly unimportant imperial shavings lies not merely in their capacity for generating passionate and dangerous international disputes. not in the
territories' very considerable strategic and economic \'aluc, bm in
the legal precedents being established in the troubled process of
their decolonization. Quite possibly this last chapter in selfdetermination will again prove that hard cases make bad law. As a
result of the politics being played with these "special cases;· the
legal principles of self-determination carefully outlined in
the Charter and U.N. resolutions have suddenly come under
fierce attack-not from the colonial powers, but from ncighboring
states, themselves beneficiaries of self-determination. with designs
on the mini-territories. For example, now-at the \'cry end of the
colonial era-it is being asserted that all colonial peoples do not
necessarily have the right to self-determination; that the right
does not apply, for example, to a transplanted ··settler"
population-even one that has been "settled" for hundreds of
years. Nor, it is alleged, does the right apply to a colony which,
before the colonial era, was part of a neighboring state. As shall
be seen, the new assertions may have broad implications that extend well beyond questions of decolonization and go to the essence of the legitimacy both of states and of their boundaries.

II.

THE SPAXISH SAHARA A!\'D PORTUGUESE

TIMOR AS PRECED~'T

A.

The Decolonization of the Spmzish Sahara

Although the Spanish-or Western-Sahara is a tcrritoq• of
266,000 square kilometers (the size of Colorado), its indigenous
population is a mere 75,000. 11 The Sahrawi population is comprised for the most part of persons of Moorish or Bedouin race
who speak Hassania, a form of Arabic, and lh•e an essentially
rural, nomadic life. The majority of Sahrawis identify closely with
a tribe, some of which are also found in the neighboring c.:ountl"ics

I I. Report of the United Nations Visiting Mission to Spanish Sahara. in the
Report of the Special Committee, U.N. Doc. Afl0023/Add.5. Annex. at 26-27
(1975) [hereinafter: "Visiting Mission"].
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of Mauritania, Morocco and Algeria. 12 What had hitherto seemed
a valueless and inclement stretch of desert has more recently been
actively coveted by these neighboring states, not least because of
the discovery of vast phosphate deposits and the likely existence
of other minerals, including oil and iron. 13
Until I 974, the story of the decolonization of the Spanish
Sahara was governed by the same norms as other decolonizations.
Although both Morocco and Mauritania had indicated an interest
based on historic claims, these were not strongly pressed. The
U.N. General Assembly and Special Committee treated the colony
as it would any other which the international community was
nudging towards independence. Historic claims, after all, are
nothing unusual in Africa, and in every other instance they had
been rejected in favor of self-determination and the immutability
of boundaries established by the colonial powers. Thus, Resolution 1514 had not only proclaimed that "all peoples have the right
to self-determination" but also that "any attempt aimed at the
partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial
integrity of a country is incompatible with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations."H The Organization
of African Unity buttressed that position by asserting that territories must exercise their right to self-determination within established colonial boundaries. 1 ;,;
If a colony, in the process of independence, wished to alter its
boundaries by joining a neighboring state or by splitting into several states, it could do so only by the free vote of its inhabitants
-never in response to the pressures or claims of others. rn Indeed,
where in the process of becoming independent there was an open
question as to whether the territorial integrity of the colony
should be altered in favor of a union or secession, it had become
virtually mandatory for the U.N. to be present during the elcttions or plebiscite in which that issue was to be determined. Thus,
the U.N. supervised plebiscites that led to the merger of British
12. Id. at 28.
13. Le Monde. No,·ember 28. 1975, at wls. 1-3.
14. G.A. Res. 1514, para. 6, supra note 6.
15. O.A.U. Assembly Resolution AHG/Res. 17(1), 17-21 July Hl6•1. Sec also
the Charter of the Organization of African Unity, Article 3(3), which pledges
"respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of calh State and for its
inalienable right to independent existence."
16. G.A. Res. 1541. 15 U.N. GAOR Supp. 16, at 29-30, U.N. Dot. N468,I
( 1960).
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Togoland with newly-independent Ghana in 1956. the merger of
the British-administered Northern Cameroons with Nigeria in
1959 and 1961, the Southern Cameroons joining the Cameroon
Republic in 1961, the division into Lwo scales of the Belgian territory of Ruanda-Urundi in 1961, and the free association between
Western Samoa and New Zealand in 1962. 17 The U.N. also participated in the April, 1965 election of a legislature whose mandate was to write a new constitution for the Cook Islands as a first
step leading to free association with New Zealand. 18 In 1969 the
U.N. participated in the "act of free choice" by which the former
Netherlands territory of Western New Guinea (West lrian) opted
to become part of Indonesia. rn In 1974 the U .N .'s Special Committee sent observers to the referendum in the Brilish colony of
the Ellice Islands in which the voters decided to separate from the
Gilbert Islands, with which they had been jointly administered,
and to become the separate territory of Tm·alu.::!u
Given this history of U.N. resolutions and practice, together
with the fact that it was an open question whether Lhe Sahrawis
preferred independence for the Spanish Sahara or union with
one or both of their principal neighbors, it was to be expected thm
the United Nations would recommend thm a plebiscite be held
under its auspices. This is precisely the recommendation made
17. Fifteen Years of the United Nations DL·c-laration on the Granting of
Independence t0 Colonial Countries and Peoples, 2 DL-colonization, No. 6, at
19-22 (1975). [hereinafter "Fifteen Years"]
18. G.A. Res. 2005, 19 U.N. GAOR Supp. 15. at 7, U.~. Doc. AJ5Sl5
(1965).
19. 23 Yearbook of the United Nations 175-179 (1969): Report of the
Secretary-General Regarding the Act of Self-Determination in Wt.'Sl lrian, 2-1
U.N. GAOR, Annexes, Agenda Item No. 98, at 2, U.N. Doc. No. :\Jii'!.3 {1969).
United Nations participation in the "act of free choice" is \\'est lrian is .11
best an ambiguous precedent. The U.N. im·oh·emelll led to the ratification of
Indonesian consultati\'e procedures which did not pro\'idc for "one man-one
vote" and were obviously designed to achie\'C the n-sult obtained, \,·ith the ln,
donesians exercising "at all times a tight political control O\'Cr the population.- Id.
at 20. The U.N. failed to refine further the international due process rcc:1uircments for acts of self-determination when an amendment submincd b,· Ghana,
which would ha,·e gh·en the people of West lrian a further opporiunit\· to express their ,\·ill, was defeated by a vote of 60 (including the United States) 10 15.
with 39 abstentions. 24 U.N. GAOR. Annexes. Agenda Item No. 98. at ·IO. U.!I:.
Doc. A/L576 (1969). The vote appears at 24 U.N. GAOR 1813. at 16 (1969).
20. Fiftem Years, supra note 17, at 21; Report of the Unhc.-d Nations Visit•
ing Mission to the Gilbert and Ellice Islands, U.N. Doc. A/9623/Add.5 (Part I\'),
Annex I (1974).
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consistently between 1964 and 1973 by the U.N. Special Committee and the General Assembly. 21 Almost every year, resolutions
called on Spain to implement the Sahrawis' right to self-determination. Beginning in 1966, the General Assembly consistently asked Spain "[t]o create a favourable climate for the referendum to be conducted on an entirely free, democratic and
impartial basis ... " and to provide all the necessary facilities to a
United Nations mission so that it could participate actively in the
organization and holding of the referendum. 22
Spain resisted these entreaties for a decade. 23 Then, in July,
1974, after informing Morocco, Mauritania and Algeria, 24 Spain
proclaimed a new law giving the Sahara internal self-government2;, and, six weeks later, announced that a selfdetermination plebiscite would be held under U .N. auspices during the first half of 1975. 26 When the foreign ministers of Algeria,
Morocco and Mauritania met in Nouakchott on May 10, 1974,
and again in Agadir on July 24, they still "reaffirmed their adherence to the principle of self-determination for the Spanish
21. The Special Committee first considered Spanish Sahara in 1963 and
passed its first resolution on the territory in 1964. 19 U.N. GAOR, Annexes,
Annex No. 8 (Part I), at 290-291, U.N. Doc. Af5800/Rcv. I (1964}. The General
Assembly resolutions are: G.A. Res. 2072, 20 U.N. GAOR Supp. 14. at 59-60.
U.N. Doc. A/6014 (1965); G.A. Res. 2229, 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. 16, at 72-73,
U.N. Doc. A/6316 (1966); G.A. Res. 2354, 22 U.N. GAOR Supp. 16. at 53-54,
U.N. Doc. A/6716 (1967): G.A. Res. 2428, 23 U.N. GAOR Supp. 18, at 63-64,
U.N. Doc. A/7218 (1968); G.A. Res. 2591, 24 U.N. GAOR Supp. 30, at 73-74,
U.N. Doc. A/7630 (1969); G.A. Res. 2711, 25 U.N. GAOR Supp. 28, at 100-01.
U.N. Doc. A/8028 (1970); G.A. Res. 2983, 27 U.N. GAOR Supp. 30, at 84-85,
U.N. Doc. Af8730 (1972); G.A. Res. 3162, 28 U.N. GAOR Supp. 30, at 110-11,
U.N. Doc. A/9030 (1973).
22. G.A. Res. 2229. 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. 16, at 73, U.N. Doc N6316
( 1966). The last resolution to contain these requests was G.A. Res. 3162, 28 U.N.
GAOR Supp. 30, at 111, U.N. Doc. Af9030 (1973).
23. The 1969 resolution, G.A. Res. 2591. 24 U.N. GAOR Supp. 30, at
73-74, U.N. Doc. Af7630 (1969) ''[r]egrets that it has not yet been possible for the
tonsultations to take place which the administering Power was to tonduc.t in <.onnexion with the holding of a referendum .... " See also G.A. Res. 2711, 25 U.N.
GAOR Supp. 28, at 100-01, U.N. Doc. A/8028 (1970). By 1973, G.A. Res. 3162.
28 U.N. GAOR Supp. 30, at 110-11. U.N. Doc. A/9030 (1973) deplored "the fmt
that the Special Mission provided for in earlier resolutions ... has not >'Cl been
able to visit the Territory in order to carry out the task entrusted to it."
24. Letter from the Permanent Representative of Spain to the United Na·
tions to the Secretary-General, Aug. 20, 1974, U.N. Doc. A/9655 al 2 ( 1974).
25. Id.
26. Letter from the Permanent Representative of Spain lo the.• United Nations to the Setretary-General, Aug. 20, 1974, U.N. Dot. A/9714 (1974).
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Sahara,"27 but King Hassan II of Morocco, in a Yomh Day speech
on July 8th, began to sound a different note. With surprising
vehemence he resurrected Morocco's claim to historic title and
threatened to use the military, if necessary, 10 recover his
"usurped" territories. 28
The Moroccan and Mauritanian governments, faced with the
popular Spanish decision to conduct a U.N.-supervised plebiscite in the Sahara, found themselves in an anomalous position.
For the most part, they publicly continued to proclaim their support for self-determination, adding that a majority of Sahrawis
clearly favored union with one or both neighbors. Privately, however, they knew that a popular vote could go against them and
therefore decided to delay the plebiscite by taking the matter to the
International Court of Justice. In December, I 974. a majorit}' of
the General Assembly, cleverly led by r..forocco, inexplicably ,•01ed
to solicit an advisory opinion of the Court asking whether, before
its colonization by Spain, the ·western Sahara had belonged to the
Moroccan empire or the Mauritanian "entity." 29 The Resolution
also called on Spain to postpone, pending the I.C.J .'s decision, the
referendum that had been so ardentlr sought for nearly a
decade.30
Ten months later the Coun, after hearing extensive argument, found the questions posed relevant only in the concext of
the right of the Sahrawi population to self-determination, and
then only as to "the forms and procedures by which that right is
to be realized."31 During the past fifty years, self-determination
had become the rule. 32 The exercise of this right could, of course,
result in a decision for something other than independence: free
association or even integration with another state. But the choice
between these legitimate forms of decolonization must alwa)'S be
the "result of the freely expressed wishes of the territory's pco27. Report of the Special Commincc, U.N. Doc. rV9623 (Part ll), at 23
(1974).
28. Letter from the Permanent Represemati\·c of Spain. supra note 2·1. at

2.
29. G.A. Res. 3292, 29 U.N. GAOR Supp. 31, at !03-0·1. U.:-.:. Doc. tV9631
(1974).
30. Id.
31. Ad\•isory Opinion on Western Sahara. [1975) l.C.J. 12. 36. (herdnafu:r:
"Advisory Opinion'")
32. Id. at 32. citing The Legal Consec1uc11Cl'S for Statt'S of the Continued
Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South Wt.'Sl Africa) ~ot\\'ithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970) in (1971] I.CJ. 31.
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pies acting with full knowledge of the change in their status, their
wishes having been expressed through informed and democratic
processes, impartially conducted and based on universal adult
suffrage." 33
The Court went on, almost incidentally, to find that the evidence before it indicated no ties of territorial sovereignty between
the territory of Western Sahara and the Kingdom of Morocco or
the Mauritanian entity "as might effect the application of Resolution 1514 (XV) in the decolonization of Western Sahara and, in
particular, of the principle of self-determination through the free
and genuine expression of the will of the peoples of the
Territory." 34 The current, freely expressed will of the population,
not the vicissitudes of history, must determine their future status.
While the International Court was deliberating, a U.N. visiting mission, another by-product of Resolution 3292 (XXIX), went
to the Western Sahara with the task of "securing firsthand information on the situation prevailing in the Territory, including information on political, economic, social, cultural and educational
conditions, as well as on the wishes and aspirations of the
people." 35 From extensive travel in the Sahara and in the neighboring countries, as well as from public and private meetings, "it
became evident lo the Mission that there was an overwhelming
consensus among Sahrawis within the Territory in favour of independence and opposing integration with any neighbouring
country." 36
Faced simultaneously with the adverse decisions of the International Court and of the Visiting Mission, Morocco decided to
use force to compel Spain to turn over the Sahara, although, from
subsequent events, it seems clear that contingency preparations
for the "Green March,'' as the Moroccan invasion came to be
known, had been months in the making. The day after the I.C.J.
opinion, Rabat announced a massive march of 350,000 "unarmed
civilians" that would enter the Sahara "to gain recognition of its
[Morocco's] right to national unity and territorial integrity." 37
When the U.N. Security Council failed to act decisively against
33. G.A. Res. 1541, 15 U.N. GAOR Supp. 16, at 29-30, U.N. Dot. A/468'1
( 1960), cited by the I.C.J. with approval in Advisory Opinion, supra note 31, at
32-33.
34. Id. at 68.
35. Visiting Mission, supra note 11. at 4 ( 197 5 ).
36. Id. at 48.
37. Letter from the Permanent Representative of Morou.o to the United
Nations to the President of the Security Council, Oct. 18, 1975, U.N. DoL
S/11852 (1975).
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this flagrant violation of the self-determination rule,311 Spain.
weakened by the prolonged dying of the incapacitaced Generalissimo Franco, decided to accede to the claims of l\lorocco and
Mauritania. On November 14, I 975, a joint l\lornccan, Mauritanian and Spanish communique was issued in Madrid which
reported that secret negotiations, carried on in a "spirit of the
utmost friendship, understanding and respect for the principles
of the Charter of the United Nations . . . have led 10 satisfactory results in keeping with the firm desire for understanding
among the parties and their aim of contributing to the maintenance of international peace and security. "31'
Th<: secret Madrid agreement in effect stipulates Spain's
agreement to Moroccan and Mauritanian partitioning of the colony. In return, Spain is permitted to keep a 35% interest in Fosbucraa, the 700-million dollar Saharan phosphacc company... 0
Spain agreed to establish an interim regime in which a Spanish
governor, assisted by Moroccan and Mauritanian deputr go\'crnors, would function until February 28, 1976, at which time its
responsibilities would terminate. Algeria, left out of the l\fadrid
negotiations, declared that it would accord no \'aliclity to the
agreement41 and that it intended to arm POLISARIO. the proindependence movement in the Sahara. By the end of February.
1976, 60,000 Sahrawis-three-quarters of the population-became refugees, primarily in Algeria, as the Moroccans mo\•ed to
crush all resistance. 42
At the U.N., the General Assembly had passed two totallr
ineffective-and, indeed, wholly conflicting-resolutions on December 10, 1975. The first of these, Resolution 3458A {XXX).
reaffirmed "the inalienable right of the people of the Spanish
Sahara to self-determination . . .'' and called on the SecretaryGeneral "to make the necessary arrangements for the supcr\'ision
38. The initial Security Council resolmion, passed 011 Ouobcr 22nd, appealed to the parties "to exercise restraint and moder:uion" so that the
Secretary-General could arrange consultations. S.C. Res. 3ii ( I 9i5). h was not
until November 6th that the Council summoned the will lo deplore the man.h
and call for Morocco to withdraw. S.C. Res. 380 (I 9i5).
39. Third Report by the Secretary-General in pursuanc.c of Sc.>t.urit\ Council Resolution 379 ( 1975) relating to the situation contcrning \\'t"stcrn Sahara.
U.N. Doc. S/l 1880, Annex I, at I (1975).
40. Morocco and Mauritania ha\'c published an agrccme,u under \\ hidt 1hc
two countries will di,•ide the proceeds from the Bu Craa mines. The.- Times
[London], April 17, 1976, at 5, cols. 1-2.
41. Third Report by the Secretary-General. supra note 39, Annex l\', al
2-3.
42. Imer\'iew with Spanish diplomats and UX St-«.retariai pc:rsonnd.
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of the act of self-determination." The second, Resolution 3458B
(XXX), took note of "the tripartite agreement concluded at Madrid on 14 November 1975 by the Governments of Mauritania,
Morocco and Spain," recognized the "interim administration" established by the three countries, and called on that administration
to permit "free consultation" with the population.
The two resolutions combine a maximum of hypocrisy with a
minimum of concern for giving practical effect to the bartered
self-determination norm. The U.N., however, was not without
those who saw the dangerous implications in the disregard of this
fundamental principle. The President-elect of the Thirty-First
General Assembly, Sri Lanka's Ambassador Shirley Amerasinghe,
condemned Morocco's opportunism and the indifference with
which it had been met, warning the Third World that its failure to
unite in opposition to the Moroccan and Mauritanian usurpation
of the Western Sahara had condoned a trend "to replace the old
imperialism by another form of foreign control founded on territorial claims." 43 Ambassador Salim of Tanzania, the Chairman
of the Special Committee, further pointed out that "cardinal principles were involved" and that the United Nations was thus establishing an evil precedent which "would have consequences not
only in the Territory itself but also beyond its borders and even
beyond the African continent." 44
Perhaps the only saving grace in this sordid affair thus far is
the refusal of Special Representative Rydbeck to put the U.N. imprimatur on the "act of free choice" by a "rump" Yema'a 4 :-. which
was hastily organized by the Moroccans at the end of February.
Thus, at least formally, the international requirement that
Sahrawi people exercise their right to self-determination remains
effective.
B.

The Seizure of Portuguese Timor

The crisis in the decolonization of Portuguese or East Timor
closely resembles-and parallels in time-the Western Sahara
scenario. For almost three decades after the founding of the
43. U.N. Doc. NC.4/SR.2175, Fourth Committee, at 15, November 27,
1975.
44. U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR.2174, Fourth Committee, at 22, November 2'1,
1975.
45. The Yema·a was created by Spain in May, 1967 as the highest represcn·
tati\'e body of local administration in the territory. For further information on
the history and funnions of the Yema'a, see Visiting Mission. supra note 11. at
29-39.
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United Nations. Lisbon consistently took the view that its 400-year
old colony in the Indonesian archipelago was an integral part of
the Portuguese nation. Alone among all colonial powers, the Portuguese refused to consider itself bound by Resolution 1514 or to
report to the United Nations on the ground that its overseas possessions were not subject to decolonization. 46
The population of Portuguese Timar, according to the J970
census, is 610,541 persons, only some 600 being of European
origin, who reside in an area totaling 18,899 square kilometcrs;n
So stagnant is Timor's economy that one economist stated that it
"had not yet reached the stage of underdevelopment ...48 Far from
the center stage of international events, it attracted little auemion
for almost all of the U.N.'s first three decades. More recently,
however, there have been reports that Timor may be richly endowed in several minerals, as well as in petroleum. 411
The attitude of Portugal towards East Timar and its other
overseas possessions changed radically with the Pormguesc re\'olution of April 25, 1974 and the installation of the Junta of National Salvation. Soon thereafter, Colonel Aldeia, the go\'ernor of
the territory, was reported to have announced that the populalion
of Timor would be given the right to decide by referendum
whether the Territory should become independelll, cominue to
be Portuguese or become part of lndonesia.~ 0 Almost immediately, three political parties were organized, each fa\•oring one of
46. Under the Portuguese Constitucion, as rc,·ised in 1971, and the O\"C~rseas Organic Law of 1972, Timor had the status of an °0\'crscas pro\'inccM of
Portugal. The relevant provisions of the 1972 law are summarized in the Report
of the Special Committee, 27 U.N. GAOR Supp. 23, Vol. Ill, at 191-98, L:.N.
Doc. Af8723/Re,•. I (1972). Timor was represented by one member in the Portuguese National Assembly, elected by fewer than 5,000 qualifit.'<i \'Olers. Report
of the Special Committee, 28 U.N. GAOR Supp. 23, Vol. Ill, at 304, U.N. Doc.
Af9023/Re,•. I (1973). See also Report of the Spt.•dal Commiuee, U.N. Doc.
Afl0023/Add.l, Chap. VIII, Annex B, at 37ff(l975).
47. Report of the Special Commiuee (1972), supra nole 46. at 191.
48. Quoted in Report of the Special Commiucc, 26 U.N. GAOR Supp. 23,
Vol. II, at 260, U.N. Doc. Af8423/Re,•.I (1971). The literacy rate in Timor was
estimated in I 974 as under 10%, with fewer than 10 collt.-ge graduates in the
territory. Report of the Special Commiuee (1975), supra note 46, at 50.
49. By 1972, Timor Oil Corporation, with headquarters in Australia. began
to grant concessions to two exploration companies, one Australian, the other
Dutch, and other concessions were granted to prospect for iron, manganese and
chromium. Report of the Special Commiuee (1972). supra note 46, Vol. 111. at
300.Q I. The territory is also belie,·ed to ha,·e deposits of copper, gold and zircon.
Report of the Special Committee (l 973), supra note 46, at 308.
50. Report of the Special Committee. U.N. Doc. A/9623/Add.l (Part I), at
20 (1974).
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these three options. On July 24, 1974, the Council of State in
Lisbon abrogated the former territorial definition of the Republic
of Portugal and acknowledged the right of self-determination, including independence, for all overseas territories
under Portuguese administration. 51 On December 3, the Portuguese Minister for Interterritorial Co-ordination, after returning from talks in Australia and Indonesia concerning the future
of Timor, confirmed the Junta's commitment to a referendum to
determine the freely expressed will of the people of Timor and
promised that Portugal would scrupulously respect the results
obtained. 52
Of the three political parties organized in 1974, FRETILIN
(Frente Revolucionaria Timor Leste Independente) was believed
to have the widest following in the territory. 53 It advocated complete independence and, although it initially characterized itself as
social democratic, adopted a Marxist patina, possibly reflecting
the connection of some of its leaders with the dominant FRELIMO movement in Mozambique and with the young radical officers then in the ascendance within the Portuguese Junta. However, ideological characterizations may be inappropriate to the
more fluid situation on the island. 54 UDT (Uniao Democratica de
Timor), formed in May, 1974, stood for continued union or federation with Portugal, gradually leading to independence; the
third party, APODETI (Associacao Popular Democratica
Timorense) favored union with Indonesia. 55
As preparations for the holding of a plebiscite continued during 1974 and 1975, the Indonesian response, at least in public,
evolved very much like that of Morocco. At first Djakarta indicated that it wanted to see the people of Timor freely exercise
51. Report of the Special Committee (1975), supra note 46, at 38.
52. Id. at 39.
53. Id. at 39-40. Reports indicate that FRETILIN was formed initially as an
underground movement in 1970. See also Report by the Secretary-General in
pursuance of Security Council Resolution 384 (1975), U.N. Doc. S/12011, Annex,
at 3 (1976). [hereinafter: "Resolution 384 Report"]
54. For an account of the situation on Timur during 1975 and early 1976
see the series of reports prepared for the Australian Parliament by the Legislative Research Service of the Parliamentary Library including: "Portuguese
Timor'" (14th March 1975), "Portuguese Timor-The Independence Movement
from Coalition to Conflict" (14th October 1975), and "The Timor Affair-From
Civil War to Invasion by Indonesia" (27 February 1976). Reports differ on the
relative strength of the parties. It seems clear that UDT had substantial support
in the territory. Portuguese Timor, id. at 14.
55. Resolution 384 Report, Annex, supra note 53, at 3.
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their right of self-determination. As late as September 9, 1974,
Foreign Minister Adam Malik maintained that Indonesia would in
no way attempt to influence the choice of the population of
Timor with respect to their future, which his go,·crnmcnt regarded as a purely internal matter for the people themscl\'cS. lf
they chose integration with Indonesia, that outcome, of course,
would be welcome. 56 By the end of the year, howe\·er, ~Ialik told
an assemblage of Indonesian students that Timor's choice should
be restricted to the two alternatives of integration with Indonesia
or continuation under Portuguese control, and that Timorcsc independence was not a realistic alternative. 57 By January, l 9i 5. the
Indonesian Consulate in Dili, the capital of Portuguese Timor,
was closed, and by March there were repons of an impending
invasion by Djakarta's forces, which the Indonesian go\·ernmcnl
denied.58
These events coincided with the formation of a coalition between UDT and FRETILIN, which criticized APODETI for advocating integration with Indonesia, a development that could 1101
have pleased Djakarta.59 This uneasy coalition disinceg1·atccl just
before the June, 1975, Macau Conference, con\'ened by Portugal to plan elections and a transitional government.60 UDT and
APODETI attended the meeting, but FRETILIN did not.
Agreement was reached among those presem to hold general
elections in October, 1976 by secret ballot and with uni\'crsal suf.
frage and to terminate Portuguese rule by October, l 9i8. 61 The
Portuguese government then promulgated Law i/75 which confirmed .. the right of the people of Timor to self-determination ...
in accordance with the relevant resolutions of the United :":ations
Organization and the scrupulous safeguard of the principle of
respect for the wishes of the people of Timor."62 But withom
FRETILIN the plan failed, and by July imer-party \•iolencc had
become endemic.
On August 11, UDT attempted a coup in Dili. alleging that
the entire territory was being taken over by FRETILIN, with the
connivance of leftist Portuguese officers, and that FRETILIN was

56.
57.
58.
59.

60.
61.
62.

Report of the Special Committee ( l 9i5). supra 1101c ·16. at -11.
Id.
Id. at 41-42.
Resolution 384 Report, Annex. supra note 53, al 3.
Id.
Id.
Quoted in Resolution 384 Report, id.
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plotting its own coup on August l Sth-thus the need for a preemptive strike. 63 A countercoup by FRETILIN occurred on August 20, and by mid-September that party appeared to be in de
facto control of most of the territory. 64 UDT now executed a nimble ·volteface,joining APODETI in a call for union with Indonesia.
The two parties claimed that they spoke for a majority of the
population, pointing out that between them they controlled 70%
of the sukus, the traditional unit of political organization in the
countryside. 65 From September to November, Portugal attempted
to mediate the internal dispute in its colony and, in November, its
foreign minister met with his Indonesian counterpart in Rome.
The resulting communique66 confirmed their mutual understanding that Portugal remained solely responsible for the territory.
However, Lisbon could muster neither the unity of purpose nor
the military means to compel the Timorese political parties to
cooperate in the carrying out of an orderly act of self-determination.
On November 28, FRETILIN, now in effective control of
most of the territory, issued a unilateral proclamation of independence, establishing the Democratic Republic of Eastern
Timar. On November 30, UDT and APODETI issued a
counter-declaration proclaiming the unification of Eastern Timor
with Indonesia. 67 "After having been forcibly separated from the
strong links of blood, identity, ethnic and moral culture with the
people of Indonesia by the colonial power of Portugal for more
than 400 years," it said, "we deem it as now the right moment for
the people of Portuguese Timor to re-establish formally these
strong ties with the Indonesian nation." 68
63. Id. at 4.
64. See The Timor Affair-From Civil War to Invasion by Indonesia,
supra note 54, at 3-4. This report asserts that by the time of the Indonesian
invasion in December the Civil War in Timor had ended. Id.
65. U.N. Doc. S/PV.1865, at 31, December 16, 1975. (Mr. Jose Martins,
KOT A representative). See also statements by Mr. Carrascalco, UDT representative, id. at 17, and Mr. Goncalves, APODETI representative, id. at 23-25.
66. Joint press statement concerning talks between the foreign ministers of
Portugal and Indonesia, held at Rome on 1 and 2 November 1975. U.N. Dol·.
A/C.4/802, Annex ( 1975).
67. Letter from the Permanent Representative of Indonesia to the Senctary-General, Dec. 4, 1975, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/808, Annex (1975). Two smaller
parties, KOT A and Partido Trabalhista, joined in the proclamation. Id. On December 17, 1975, the coalition announced the establishment of the "Provisional
Government of the Territory of East Timor." Resolution 384 Report, supra note
53, Annex, at 4.
68. U.N. Doc. A/C.4/808, supra note 67, at 4.
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Indonesia began to lay the groundwork for action against the
newly proclaimed republic and nOLified the United Nations
Secretary-General that "acts of terror, torture and brutality ha\'e
been committed by ... FRETILIN against other groups" and that
these developments reveal .. Portugal's incapacity to restore peace
and general order and to preser\'e the fundamental rights of the
people in the area." 69 It also noted that .. Indonesia and its 130
million people have exercised great restraint in the face of mortar
attacks directed against Indonesian territory ... and other kinds
of serious provocations committed by FRETILIN, resulting in the
sacrifice of countless lives and property of our population. Such a
situation, aggravated by the presence of tens of thousands of
refugees, has gravely destroyed the national stabilily and en·
dangered the security of Indonesia. " 7 " Denouncing the declaration of independence by FRETILIN, Djakarta expressed "a profound understanding" of the declaration by the other panics
which "have proclaimed themselves as imegratcd with
Indonesia." 71 Ominously, Indonesia next announced that it would
take the necessary measures to insure the safety of its national
territory, to defend the sovereignty of the State and to protect the population from external harassment. On the basis of
the principles of anti-colonialism and anti-imperialism and
the principle of humanitarianism, the Indonesian Go\'ernment and the people have the moral obligation to protect the
people in the Territory of Timar so that the process of decolonization can be realized in accordance with the aspiralions
and wishes of the entire people of Portuguese Timor. ;::
At the United Nations, in December, Indonesia arguedmaking use of principles almost identical to l\lorocco's-that
Timor "was situated at the heart of the Indonesian Archipelago,"
that the "population of Portuguese Timor ... was of the same
ethnic origin as the population in the Indonesian pan ...... and
that the "450 years of division resulting from colonial domination
had not diminished the close ties of blood and culture bclwcen
the people of the Territory and their kin in Indonesian Timor.
That geographical proximity and ethnical kinship were important
reasons for Indonesia's concern about peace and stability in Por·
69.
70.
71.
72.

Id. at 1.
Id. at 2.
Id.
Id. at 3.
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tuguese Timor .... "73 Indonesia also echoed Indian arguments
used during its invasion of Bangladesh, claiming that military intervention was necessary to help large numbers of refugees
-approximately 50,000 in the case of Timar-to return to their
villages. 74
Equipped with such claims of cultural manifest destiny and
historic title, as in the Spanish Sahara, invaders from Indonesia
moved massively against East Timar on the morning of December
7th. A heavy bombardment of Dili was followed by two months of
heavy ground fighting in which the Indonesian army succeeded
in eradicating, at least in the urban areas, most of the surprisingly
stubborn resistance of FRETILIN. 7 ;; In the course of this exercise,
according to the Deputy Chairman of the territory's Indoncsiansu pported Provisional Government, about 60,000 persons-10%
of the population-were killed. 76
After rancorous debate in the Fourth Committee, 77 the General Assembly passed a resolution on December 12, 1975, by a
vote of 72 to 10, with 43 abstentions, strongly deploring "the
military intervention of the armed forces of Indonesia in Portuguese Timor," and calling upon Indonesia "to withdraw without
delay ... in order to enable the people of the Territory freely to
exercise their right to self-determination and independence,"
while recommending to the Security Council "that it take urgent
action to protect the territorial integrity of Portuguese Timar and
the inalienable right of its people to self-determination." 78 The
failure of 53 countries, includ~ng the United States, to support
this resolution (most abstained), sent a clear signal to Indonesia
that the U .N. lacked the political will to oppose their actions. 79
73.

U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR.2180, at 3-4, Fourth Committee. December 3, 1975

(Mr. Anwar Sani).

74. Id. at 4.
75. The extent of Indonesian wntrol was, as of April, 1976, a matter of
conjecture. FRETILIN claimed control over more than 80% of the territory,
which outside the urban areas is well suited for guerrilla warfare. U.N. Dot.
S/PV.1908, at 16 (1976) (Mr. Jose Horta). FRETIL1N also denied auounts that
Indonesia had withdrawn some of its troops, insisting that troop levels had been
increased. lei. at 13.
76. N.Y. Times, Feb. 15. 1976,at II.col. 1.
77. The votes in the Fourth Committee on the draft resolution and
amendments thereto are found in U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR.2188 (1975).
78. G.A. Res. 3485, supra note 9.
79. The Indonesians were quick to point out the number of abstentions in
the ensuing Security Council debates as an indication of support for their position. U .N. Doc. S/PV.1864. at 32 (l 975) (Mr. Anwar Sani).
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As the Indonesians consolidated their military position in the
territory, the Security Council convened at Portugal's request to
consider the issue. Lisbon accused Djakarta of ..destroying FRETILIN by force," "of organizing and strengthening ... parties
favorable to the integration of Timar with Indonesia ... placing
those parties at the head of the administrative machineq•; and of
frightening the people in order to show them where the force
lies and giving them a glimpse of the inevitable consequences of
their refusal to accept that fact. " 811 Indonesia reiterated its ethnic,
geographic and humanitarian claims, while asserting that it
had been acting in self-defense against the aggressive forces of
FRETILIN which had been acting "in connivance" with ··elements
of the colonial administration'' to achieve a Jail aaompli. 1u On
December 22, a divided Council unanimously adopted a resolution which, in addition to reiterating the General Assemblfs call
on Indonesia to withdraw .. without delay" from the territory and
recognizing Portugal's continuing status "as administering po\\'er
with the obligation ··10 cooperate with the United Nations so as to
enable the people of East Timor to exercise freely their right to
self-determination," requested the Secretarr-Gcneral .. to send
urgently a special representative to East Timor for the purpose of
making an on-the-spot assessment of the existing situation and of
establishing contact with all the parties in the Territory and all
States concerned in order to insure the implementation of the
present resolution. . . ."82 The Security Council notably did not
dust off even its low-level diplomatic sanctions under Chapter VII
of the Charter, let alone economic or military collccti\'e measures
on behalf of the right of the more than half a million Timor
people to enjoy the same right accorded in the past two decades to
more than half the membership of the U.N.
By the time the Security Council recon\'ened in April to consider the interim report of Special Representative Vittorio
Winspeare-Gucciardi, the extent of the control exercised br the
Provisional Government and Indonesian .. volunteers" was uncertain. Gucciardi found that "[a]ny accurate assessment of the situation as a whole remains elusive," 83 but that "it might be possible to
build on the slender common assumption that the people of East
Timor should be consulted on the future status of the Terri0

80. Id. at 27. (Mr. Galvao Teles)
8 l. Id. at 34-35. (Mr. Anwar Sani)
82. S.C. Res. 384 (1975).
83. Resolution 384 Report, Annex, supra nmr: 53. at 9.
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tory." 84 Common ground, however, appeared to be illusory, as
FRETILIN called for a one-man-one-vote referendum with a
choice of independence under FRETILIN or integration into Indonesia, while the Indonesian-backed Provisional Government
was carefully laying the groundwork for an "act of free choice"
patterned after West Irian. 85
After intense negotiations, the Council again called on Indonesia "to withdraw without further delay all its forces from the
Territory," but fell far short of condemning Indonesia's apparent
disregard of Resolution 384 (1975). 86 Even so, the U.S. abstained
and both the Provisional Government and Indonesia rejected the
resolution, the latter stating that it would "continue to be guided
by the wishes of the people of East Timor while taking into account the realities prevailing in the Territory." 87 Djakarta has
stated that "The majority of the people of Timor ... have already
demonstrated their strong desire to be reunited with the Indonesian people in the exercise of their right of self-determination"88 thereby suggesting that consultations of any kind
would merely seal the already determined fate of the territory.
C.

The Spanish Sahara and Portuguese Timor:
Destabilizing Precedent

From virtually every world order perspective, the outcomes
of these two decolonization crises are highly dysfunctional. In
both instances, large numbers of people have been killed or driven to become refugees. The unity of the Third World has been
poisoned, badly damaging its ability to act in concert to press for
such overridingly important common objectives as the new economic order.
From the perspective of international law, both cases are destabilizing precedents. The consequences were not slow in making
themselves felt. Thus, in February, 1976, just as Morocco was
84. Id. at 12.
85. Id. See also note 19 supra. According to press reports, a 37-member
People's Assembly, meeting in Dili in early May, has already approved the inte•
gration of East Timor into the Republic of Indonesia. N.Y. Times. June I. 1976,
at 6, cols. 4-5.
86. S.C. Res. 389 ( 1976).
87. U.N. Doc. S/PV.1915, at 47 (1976) (Mr. Anwar Sani).
88. Letter from the Deputy Permanent Representative of Indonesia to the
United Nations to the Secretary-General, Feb. 17, 1976, U.N. Doc. S/11986,
Annex, at l-2 (1976).
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mopping up the Western Sahara and Indonesia was completing
its subjugation of East Timor, President Amin of Uganda announced that his country had claims to large portions of Kenya
and the Sudan on the ground that these areas had at one time
been administered as part of Uganda. 89 There are numerous
other such skeletons waiting to come out of the closet if the international "climate"-which has been appropriately hostile to such
claims since the defeat of the forces of ·• Aryan manifest destiny"
in 1945-becomes more hospitable. Almost all colonial boundaries
are artificial creations in the sense that they do not neatly reflect
ethnography or even the logic of topography. Ho\\'e\'er, to reopen
the question of the legitimacy of all recognized boundaries on the
ground that they inaccurately reflect the configurations of ancicm
kingdoms, cut through tribes, or fail to conduce to irrigation. is
surely an invitation to chaos, insecurity and war.
In an era which has seen a tripling of states admitted to
membership in the community of nations, both equity and good
order have been well-ser\'ed by the principle of legitimaq· that
requires all members of the community to accept the status qua of
existing boundaries-to "play them as they lie"-a principle most
recently reasserted in the Helsinki agreement of l 9i5. 90 Similarly,
the peaceful orderly transition to a decolonized world would have
been far more difficult had not the norm of self-determination
been recognized as the key to independence and lcgitimacr. Now,
both precepts are under attack. In two areas in particular, Belize
and French Somaliland, it is predictable that the rise of historic
and ethnic-irredentist claims and the down-grading of selfdetermination and the sanctity of established boundaries is likely
to lead to further disorder and injustice.
Ill.
A.

THE PRECEDENTS APPLIED: DJIBOUTI Al\.D BELIZE

The Case of Djibouti

Djibouti covers an area of 23,000 square kilometers, most of
which is desert or semi-desert. 91 It is strategically situated so as to
control access to the Red Sea from the Indian Ocean and is bar89. The Times (London), February 17, 1976, at 7, col. l; Id., February 20,
1976, at 6, col. I; Id., February 25, 1976, at 7, col. l.
90. The "Final Act" of the conference on SL-curit)' and Cooperation in
Europe, reprinted in 14 Im'!. Legal MaL 1292, 1294-95 (1975).
9 l. Report of the Special Commiuee (l 975), Annex, supra note '16, at '1.
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dered by Ethiopia to the northwest and southwest and Somalia to
the south. In 1967 the territory's population was 125,050. Of
these, 58,240 were Issas, a Somali tribe, and 48,270 were Afars, a
group with close connections across the border in Ethiopia. Of the
Issas, almost half (28,430) were considered by the authorities to be
"foreigners. "92
The territory, with no known mineral resources and virtually
no indigenous source of fresh water, has an economy almost entirely dependent on its port city of Djibouti and the railway which
links it to the capital of Ethiopia. The reopening of the Suez
Canal, however, should revive the importance of Djibouti's bunkering facilities and help the city to realize its potential as an
international bankcenter. 93 In addition, Ethiopia, with its Eritrcan
port of Asmara rendered insecure by secessionist forces, increasingly perceives Djibouti as its last link with the sea.
In 1957, after years of compliance with the reporting requirements of article 73, France ceased to submit annual reports
on Djibouti, unilaterally deciding that the territory had attained a
full measure of self-government in accordance with Chapter XI of
the U.N. Charter. 94 Soon after, by a vote of 8662 persons for and
2851 against, the people of the territory ratified the 1958 French
Constitution, rejecting the independence that a negative vote
would have given them. 95 Instead, the Territorial Assembly chose
to retain the status of an Overseas Territory. 96 A further referendum in I 967, which occasioned violent rioting in Djibouti, found
the population in favor of continuing that status, with an added
measure of autonomy. 97
92. Id. at 4-5. There were also I 0,255 Europeans and assimilcs, as well as
8.258 Arabs. Id. The 1973 U.N. Demographic Yearbook estimates the total population at 101,000. Id. at 5. The Somalian-backed liberation movement disputes
these figures, claiming that even the French concede the population is double the
1967 figure. U.N. Doc. NC.4/SR.2168, Fourth Committee, at 13, November 14,
I 975. (Mr. Awaze-FLCS Representative).
93. Id. at 16.
94. Letter from the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs dated 23 Marth
1959, addressed to the Secretary-General and transmitted to him by the Pcnnanent Representative of France, 14 U.N. GAOR, Annexes, agenda item No. 36, at
2, U.N. Doc. N4096 (1959).
95. Report of the Special Committee, 21 U.N. GAOR, Annexes, Addendum to agenda item No. 23, at 628, U.N. Doc. N6300/Rev. I (1966).
96. Id.
97. Report of the Special Committee, 22 U.N. GAOR, Annexes, Aclclcndum to agenda item No. 23 (Part Ill), at 4-5, U.N. Doc. N6700/Rev. I ( 1967). In
this referendum, 22,555 voted for and 14,666 voted against the following question:
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The territorial government is led by the majority UPEF
(Union et Progress Dans L'Ensemble Francais), which fa\'ors independence, but only if that independence is guaranteed by
Ethiopia, Somalia and France.!18 The opposition in the Chamber
of Deputies is the LPA (Ligue Populaire Africaine), which, in the
past, favored a delay in the granting of independence, but now
seeks to outflank the UPEF by calling for immediate and unconditional independence while characterizing French policy as one of
delay and divisiveness. 99
In addition to these two political panics, these are two liberation movements operating across the borders of the territory,
both of them recognized and supported by the Organization of
African Unity: the MLD (Mouvement de Liberation de Djibouti)
based in Diridawa, Ethiopia, and the FLCS (Front de Liberation
de la Cote des Somalis) based at Mogadiscio, Somalia. 100
Given the rival interests of Ethiopia and Somalia, their support for opposing political forces within the territory, and the
tribal animosity of the Afars and Issas, which has been partly
institutionalized in party politics, it is not surprising that Djibouti
has experienced a long history of violence. ~lost recently, on May
25 and 26, 1975, tribal clashes between the Afars and lssas took
place in Djibouti. According to the report of the U.N. Special
Committee, France reinforced the Djibouti garrison with 300
gendarmes who soon after fired into rioting crowds, killing 11
persons and wounding about 250. 101
The role of the United Nations, in this as in the preceding
cases of decolonization, has been to take and reasscn annually,
Do you wish the Territory to remain part of 1hc Frcnc.h Republic..
with the new statute of go,·crnment and administration which has already been outlined?
Id. at 4-6. No mention of independence appeared on the ballot.
Although some further reforms for the territory were proposed b\· 1hc
French in December, 1974, considerable autl10rity rnntinucs 10 be exerLiscd b\
the French state, particularly o,·er the territory's external rcl:uions, immigration,
shipping, postal services, telecommunications, defensc. law and order. current\,
foreign trade, citizenship, and judiciary. Under tl1c..· new reforms. sc,·eral of 1hc:sc
powers, including direct control o,·er police forces, were scheduled to be- 1r:msferred to the locally-elected territorial authorities. Report of the Spt'Cial Committee (1975), supra note 46. at 7.
98. Id. at 11-12.
99. U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR.2168, Fourtl1 Commiuce. at 19-26. Nm·cmbc-r 14.
1975 (Mr. Ahmed Dini).
IOO. Report of the Special Committee (1975). supra note 46, at 13.
IOI. Id. at 13-14.
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since l 966, a position reaffirming the "inalienable right of the
people" to "self-determination and independence" and calling
upon France "to ensure that the right of self-determination shall
be freely expressed and exercised by the indigenous inhabitants
of the Territory on the basis of universal adult suffrage and with
full respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms .... " 102
After rejecting the results of the I 967 referendum this was augmented by a demand that the French permit "the return of all
refugees to the Territory," while the General Assembly also expressed regret that "the administering Power has not cooperated
with the United Nations" in implementing "the right of the people to self-determination and independence." 1113
The U.N. General Assembly's commitment to a democratic
referendum leading to independence was echoed by the Organization of African Unity's Assembly of Heads of State and Government which, beginning with the meeting of November 5-9,
l 966, expressed its "fervent desire" that there be a free vote leading to independence and called on the people of the territory "to
unite in confronting its destiny." 1114 By 1975, however, the
O.A.U.'s Council of Ministers had denounced the "obstinacy and
arrogance" of the French government and stressed the need to
"take up armed struggle," while pledging to "support . . .
the Liberation Movements of the territory with all the material,
moral and diplomatic assistance required for attaining their
objectives." rn.;
Gradually, the French- position has moved towards granting
the territory independence. On November 6, 1975, Mr. Olivier
Stirn, the French Secretary of State for Overseas Territories,
stated that the French government is not opposed to independence for Djibouti provided it is accompanied by "very serious
guarantees" of the territory's integrity from Ethiopia and So102. G.A. Res. 2228, 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. 16, at 72, U.N. Doc. A/6316
( 1966).
103. G.A. Res. 2356. 22 U.N. GAOR Supp. 16, at 55, U.N. Dot. N6716
( I 967).
104. O.A. U. Council Resolution CM/84(VII), 31 O<.tober to 4 No\'cmber
l 966, adopted by the O.A. U. Assembly of Heads of State and Government at the
Third Ordinary Session, Addis Ababa, 5-9 Nm·embcr 1966.
105. O.A.U. Council Resolution Cl\1/Res.431/Rev.l(XXV), 18-25 July 1975.
See also Resolution I of the conference of Ministers for Foreign Affairs of Nonaligned Countries, Lima, Peru, 25-30 August 1975, which supports "immediate
and unconditional independence" and calls upon "all states to renounce any
claims that they may have to the so-called French Somalilancl (Djibouti)," in U.N.
Doc. A/102:17, Annex I, at 2: (1975).
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malia.1° 6 The French government made this position official on
December 31, 1975, when it issued an official declaration announcing that Djibouti would shortly "accede to international
sovereignty," and stating that negotiations would proceed with the
hope of concluding before the June 1976 O.A.U. meeting. aor The
French decision also came in response to Resolution 3480 (XXX)
which called upon "all States to renounce forthwith any and all
claims to the Territory and to declare null and \'Oid any and all
acts asserting such claims," and again called upon France "to
grant immediate and unconditional independence."rns
Ethiopia appears willing to renounce its territorial claims. In
a statement of July 29, I 975, before the Twelfth Ordinary Session of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the
0.A.U., General Tefferi Bame, Chairman of the Ethiopian Rc\'olutionary Junta, stated that his country believed that the future
destiny of the Territory should be based on the free choice of the
people. 109 He added that if they chose independence Ethiopia
would accept that decision and would be happr to li\•c with an
independent neighbor whose sovereignty would be assured by its
membership in the 0.A.U. Vlhile asserting that history, geography and continuance of historical interaction had created a
mutuality of interest between the Territory and his country,
Bance recognized that whatever historical rights Ethiopia might
have had in this area were overridden by the right of the people
to independence. 1 rn
The Somalian position is somewhat less clear. In July. 1970,
Major General Mohamed Siad Barre, President of the Somalia
Supreme Revolutionary Council, pointed out that "his countrr
had renounced its claim to French Somaliland," 111 an official position Somalia seemingly continues to maintain. 1 t:? Nc\•cnhclcss,
106. Report of the Special Commiuec (1975). supra note ·16. al 11.
107. N.Y. Times, Jan. I, 1976, at 2, col. I. As this article go~ 10 press. it
appears that France intends to hold a referendum in the fall of 1976 as a prelude to granting the territory its independence in 1977. Id., June 6. 1976, at 1-1.
col. L
108. G.A. Res. 3480, U.N. Doc. GA/5438, at 259 (1975) (Press Release).
109. Report of the Special Committee (1975). supra no1c ·16. at 10.
110. Id. at 10-11.
111. Report of the Special Committee, 25 U.N. GAOR Supp. 23, at 61.
U.N. Doc. A/8023/Rev.l (1970).
112. See Note Verbale dated 3 March 1976 from the charge d'affaires. A.I.
of the Permanent Mission of Somalia to the United Nations addressed 10 the
Secretary-General, U.N. Doc. S/12001. Annex (1976). which is the most recent
exposition of the Somalian position. [hereinafter .. Note Verbale.. J
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Barre and his Minister of Foreign Affairs have since made it clear
that self-determination for the territory should include repatriation of thousands of refugees residing in Somalia as well as the
extension of full rights to those thousands of Issas within the
territory who have been classified as foreigners by the French and
have therefore not been entitled to vote in past elections. 113 As
was the case in the Western Sahara, the problem of determining
who is entitled to participate in an act of self-determination is a
real one, but one capable of resolution. 114 The solution adumbrated by Somalian spokesmen, though, had overtones of a new
"Green March." By the end of the debate on the Sahara case in
the Fourth Committee, the Somali representative warned that his
country had the option to pursue exactly the same sort of historic
claim Morocco and Mauritania had successfully asserted to the
Western Sahara. Ominously, he added that Somalia supports "the
legitimate aspirations of any and all peoples who were so divided
against their will to regain their national unity," although he still
believed "that such aspirations must be achieved through the exercise of the principle of the right of self-determination.'' 11 "
Somalian assurances that they will safeguard the right of
self-determination for the people of the territory have a somewhat hollow ring in light of the Somalian Constitution which calls
for "the union of Somali territories." 116 In addition, the Somalian
Foreign Minister has recently been quoted as saying that his government "has the objective of reestablishing the unity of the Somali people. France is occupying part of our Territory. We want
to bring about this unity by peaceful means. In case that doesn't
work, there are other means." 117
Ethiopian fears have understandably not been assuaged by
Somalia's apparent official support for self-determination. The

l 13. Report ot the Special Committee (1975), supra note 46, at 9-10: Note
Verbale, supra note 112, at 2.
114. Visiting Mission, supra note 11. at 28.
115. U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR.2176, Fourth Committee, at 5, December 5, 1975
(Mr. Hussein).
l 16. Constitution of Somalia, July 1, 1960, First Part, artidc 6(4), in 1 Peas·
lee, Constitutions of Nations 776 at 778 (rev. 3rd ed., 1970). Article 6(4) docs,
however, mention only the use of "legal and peaLeful means" to aLhicve this
objective. Id.
117. Quoted in U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR.2172, Fourth Committee, at 27-28.
November 28, 1975 (Mr. Ibrahim).
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Addis authorities perceived, in the rene\\'ed call for tJ1e return of
"refugees" to the territory that is part of the 1975 General Assembly Resolution, a Somali ploy to alter the demography of the
territory and thus predetermine the outcome of a self-determination plebiscite in favor of union with a Greater Somalia. 118
For this reason, Ethiopia stood alone against that resolution at the
committee stage, although it voted with the majority in the plenary session. 119 Throughout the discussion, howe,·er. Ethiopia has
made it clear that, refugees or no refugees. referendum or no
referendum, it would never permit a union between Somalia and
the Territory of the Afars and the Issas, apparently en\'isaging an
international status comparable to that of Austria and Cyprus,
both of which are independent states prohibited from "anschluss"
or "enosis." 120
In sum, while it is perfectly possible that France, Ethiopia and
Somalia, aided by the U.N. and the O.A.U., can work out a peaceful transition to independence for French Somaliland. the normative structure within which such a transition would normall)· ha\'c
occurred has been badly cracked by events in the Spanish Sahara
and East Timor. Those two malevolent precedents point to a different scenario in which either Somalia or Ethiopia, or both. encourage their clients in the colony to create troubles that would
')ustify" an intervention. Such a maneuver would be supported by
a verbal persiflage of .. historic claims," "ethnic ties;· .. humanitarian rescue" and "concern for facilitating the return of refugees
to their homes." Ethiopia, using Afars from its side of the border,
or Somalia, utilizing its own Issas, cou]d stage a "peaceful liberation and reunification march." Before the Western Sahara and
Timor crises-as long as the norm of democratic selfdetermination within recognized boundaries, under U.N. super\'ision, remained relatively universal-such defiance of international
due process would have been unthinkable. It has now become
eminently thinkable.

118. U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR.2183, Founh Conuniucc, at 5-i. Dc:ccmbcr 12.
1975.
119. For the ,·ote in the Founh Commiucc sec Report of lhc Fourth
Committee, U.N. Doc. A/10427 at para. 69 (1975). For the ,·otc in the: General
Assembly see U.N. Doc. A/PV.2437, at 64 (1975).
120. Austrian State Treaty. May 15, 1955. 6 U.S.T. 2369. T.l.A.S. =-:o.
3298; Treaty of Guarantee between the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Greece, Turkey and Cyprus. August 16. 1960. 382 U.!':.T.S. 3.
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The Quest for Belize

Belize, formerly known as British Honduras, 121 is a territory
of slightly under 9,000 square miles. Its population in 1970 was
119,863, of whom more than 30% lived in Belize City. 122 Since
I 964, the colony has been domestically self-governing, with a
Premier, cabinet, and bicameral legislature, consisting of a Senate
and a House of Representatives exercising exclusive jurisdiction
over all matters except defense, external affairs, internal security
and the public (civil) service. The British Crown is represented by
a Governor, who acts on the advice of the British Government in
relation to those matters not yet within the jurisdiction of the
Government of Belize. 123
There are two major political parties in the territory: PUP
(Peoples United Party), founded in 1950 by Mr. George Price,
who continues to be its leader and is the Premier of the colony,
and the opposition UDP (United Democratic Party), a coalition
established in 1973 by three opposition groups. 124 In late 1973 a
regionally-based party, CUF (Corozal United Front) was founded
and associated itself with the opposition party. 12 ;;. Elections for the
18 seats in the House of Representatives, conducted by universal
suffrage, were most recently held on October 30, 1974. PUP,
which had held 17 seats in the previous legislature, was returned
with a reduced majority of 12 seats, its lowest total in 20 years.
The remaining six seats went to the UDP coalition. 126
The two parties differed sharply in the 1974 election campaign over the timing of the Territory's independence, with PUP,
in its "Manifesto for the ·Independent Belize," calling for the
speedy granting of independence coupled with suitable security
arrangements to safeguard it, while the UDP averred that the
Territory was not yet ready for independence. 127 They are
121. In l 973 the House of Representatives and Senate in the territory
enacted legislation changing its name to Belize. See Report of the Sped.ii Committee, 28 U.N. GAOR, Supp. 23, Vol. V, at 198, U.N. Doc. A/9023/Rcd (1973).
122. Report of the Special Committee, 27 U.N. GAOR Supp. 23, Vol. V, at
160, U.N. Doc. A/8723/Re\'.I (1972). The population consists mainly of Creoles,
American Indians (Mayas) and Caribs. Report of the Special Committee, U.N.
Doc. A/10023/Add.8 (Part Ill), Annex, at 17 (1975).
123. Id. at 49.
124. Report of the Special Committee (1975), Annex, supra note 122,
at 18.
125. Id.
126. Id.
127. lei.
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united, however, in their opposition to union with Guatemala.
The perception of such a threat arises from Guatemala's longtime
assertion of a historic claim to the territory, based on treaties and
events of more than a century ago.
Initial English settlement in the territory was h>• former buccaneers who turned to woodcutting in Belize's rich forests to supply nascent English industry. 128 A series of 18th centurr treaties
between Spain and England explicitly covered these settlements.
Spain challenged the legality of the settlements throughout the
century. The treaties appear to define British rights to the territory in limited functional, rather than in sovereign, terms. Thus,
for example, the Treaty of Paris of 1763 calls for Britain to demolish all its fortifications in the Bay of Honduras, in return for
which the Spanish Crown undertakes to protect British subjects
residing in the area "in their occupation of cuuing, loading, and
carrying logwood ..." 129 The treaty refers to the area as "the
Territory of Spain." 130 In 1779 the Spanish destroyed the settlement, only to have the British return in 1783. 131 After the "battle"
of St. George's Key in 1798, however, the settlers, having driven
off the Spaniards, were never again seriously challenged. 132 Even
so, in the Peace of Amiens, 133 Britain purported to return to
France and its Allies, including Spain, "all the possessions and
colonies which belonged to them respectively, and which had been
occupied or conquered by the British forces," thereb)' reinstituting the status quo ante. 134
The final instrument of importance to the status of Belize is
the Treaty of 1859 between Great Britain and Guatemala which,
128. An excellent short summary of Belize's early hisiory and of the rclc,·ant documents appears in Kunz, Guatemala ,·s. Great Bricain: In re Belize, 44
Amer. J. Int'I. L 383 (1946). [hereinafter: "Kunz"]
129. I British and Foreign State Papers 646, arL 17.
130. Id. See also to similar effect The Treat)' of Versailles, Sept. 3, l 783, I
British and Foreign State Papers 649, arL 6; The Comention of London, Jui)'
14, I 786, 1 British and Foreign State Papers 656.
131. Kunz, supra note 128, at 384.
132. Id. See also W. Bianchi, Belize, 34-35 (1959). Accounts of the en•
gagement \·ary, but it appears that the action lasted only a few hours. Id. al 35.
133. Definiti\'e Treaty of Peace between France, Great Bri1ain, Spain and
the Baravian Republic, signed at Amiens, March 27, 1802, reprinted in 56 Parry
(ed.), The Consolidated Treaty Series 289 (1969).
134. Correspondence between Great Britain and France. presented br His
Majesty's command to Parliament, May 18, 1803, arL 3., ci1cd in Bianchi. supra
note 129, al 36. See also Clegern, New Light on the Belize Dispule, 52 Amer. J.
1m·t L. 280 (1958) [hereinafter ··ctegern'"], in which the author claims that
documents of the British Foreign Office undermine a claim based on conqucsl.
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by this time, had become independent of Spain and claimed to be
the successor to Spanish rights in the region. This treaty establishes an agreed boundary be~ween "the British Settlements and
Possessions in L:.. Bay of Honduras'' and the Republic of
Guatemala. 135 It declares that "all the territory to the north and
east of the line of boundary above described, belongs to Her
Britannic Majesty; and that all the territory to the south a·nd west
of the same belong~ to . the Republic of Guatemala" 136-the
former virtually identical to present day Belize.
To the British, this treaty is definitive, regardless of whether
the earlier Spanish treaties had assigned title ·to Britain or to
Spain, or whether Guatemala may be considered the successor to
former Spanish claims. The Guatemalans, however, view things
differently. Under Article 7 of the same treaty, the parties also
"mutually agree conjointly to use their best efforts," to establish
either "a cart-road" or, by "employing the rivers, or both" to establish commercial communications between Belize and
Guatemala City. 137 The Guatemalan government maintains that
Britain has failed in its obligation to play its part in this vague
undertaking. 138 For the British, as a boundary agreement, the
treaty was dispositive and therefore not subject to being voided on
the basis of the failure of some subsequent, collateral joint
venture. 139
Intern:iittently i0; the years since 1859, the Guatemalan claim
has been pursued ·with considerable vigor. These territorial aspirations are clearly set forth in the Guatemalan Constitution. Article 1 of its final provisions states "Belize is declared to be a part of
the territory of Guatemala. The executive must undertake all
steps that would tend to settle its position in accordance with the
national interest. " 140
135. Treaty between Great Britain and Guatemala, April 30, 1859, 49
British and Foreign State Papers 7, art. I.
136. Id.
137. Id., art. 7.
138. Guatemala also points to certain legal defects accompanying the signing and ratification of the agreement, but whatever defects may have existed
appear to have been cured by the prolonged recognition and subsequent approval of the treaty by the Guatemala government. Bianchi, supra note 132. at
62-63.
139. See generally, Clegern, supra note 134. In 1863 a second treaty was
signed reducing Britain's obligations under article 7 to payment of£ 50,000. This
treaty was never ratified. Kunz, supra note 128, at 385.
140. Constitution of the Republic of Guatemala, September 15, 1965, Title
X, art. l, in 4 Peaslee, Constitutions of Natiom 564 at 623 (rev. 3rd eel., 1970).
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Guatemala has managed tO enroll the majority of the states of
the Americas in its cause. Thus, at the Second i\lccting of the
Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics in 1940. it
was resolved "to express the keen desire and wishes of the American countries in favor of a just, peaceful and prompt solmion of
the question of Belize between Guatemala and Great Britain."ua
Although Guatemalan claims were necessarily muted during
the war. it continued to pursue its historic claim al the newly
formed United Nations. Even during the San Francisco conference to draft the United Nations Charter, while it \\'as being
agreed that members of the new organization were 10 be encouraged to convert their colonies into U.N. trust territories, Guatemala proposed an amendment to the effect that colonies "which
are at present the object of litigation among Allied Nations arc
expressly excluded from the Trusteeship System."H:: Although
this so-caIIed Belize clause was not included in the text of the L' .N.
Charter, the Drafting Committee did record Guatemala's "express
resen1ation" to the effect that Belize was not to be placed under a
system which transferred the territory's title Lo the United ::,..;mions
and which could result in its becoming independent. u 3
Despite Guatemala's continuing quest for Belize, there ha,·c
also been prolonged periods of quiescence during \\'hich the Republic appeared to accept the validity of British Lide. For example.
in 1931, commissioners appointed by the go\'crnmems of
Guatemala and British Honduras "10 establish Lhe permanent
boundary marks" along parts of the joint border were able 10
agree to erect concrete monuments bearing two copper plates
marked "Guatemala" and .. British Honduras" at se,·cral key
places. 144
141. U.S. Dept. of State Press Release No. 364 (August 3, 19·IO) in Car•
negie Endowment for International Peace, lntcrn.:nional Confcrencf."S of American States 363 (First Supp. 1933-1940). Aflcr the war, at till' Tenth lmc:rAmerican Conference held in Caracas, Venezuela, in 1954, Guatemala won an
exemption for "territories that are the subject of litigation or daim between cxtracontinental countries and some American Republics" from a rc.o.solution ulling
on extracontinental countries to comply with U.N. Charter provisions gh·ing c.o.
lonial peoples the right to self-determination. Report of the L'.S. Ddegation 10
the Tenth Inter-American Conference, U.S. Dcp"t. of State, Pub. :-:o. 5692. International Organization and Conference Series ll, American Rcpubliu, Appendix B. at 161 (l 955).
142. Doc. 386, Il/4/15, 10 U.N.C.1.0. Docs. 463 (1945), amended in Dex..
405, IU4/l5(I). lO U.N.C.LO. Docs. 465 (1945).
143. Doc. 1115, IU4/44(1)(a), 10 U.N.C.1.0. Docs. 60i. at 610 (19·15).
144. Exchange of Notes between lhe Unilcd Kingdom and Cuatc:mala re:-
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In 1946 it briefly appeared as if the issue could be resolved
on the basis of a British offer to have the International Court of
Justice decide the problem. The Guatemalan government declined, noting later that "it deeply appreciated the good intentions
of the United Kingdom Government and quite realized the sacrifice it meant for a great power to submit itself to an international judgment," but that it was unwilling to have the Court give
"a merely legalistic decision ... [on] the interpretation of a treaty
which, owing to the failure of the United Kingdom to comply with
an important clause, the Guatemalan Government had been
obliged to denounce and to declare void and wholly invalid."
Guatemala instead "proposed that the Court should be empowered to judge ex aequo et bono, taking into consideration all the
aspects of the dispute and not the purely juridical aspect
alone." 145 The British government rejected that proposal.
Another attempt to resolve the problem was made between
1965 and 1968 when Guatemala and the United Kingdom agreed
to invite the United States to appoint a mediator. On November
18, 1965, the State Department announced the Presidential
nomination of Bethuel M. Webster for that post, and two and
one-half years later his proposal was submitted to the parties in
the form of a draft treaty. 146 It envisaged independence for Belize
by December 31, 1970, 147 in return for which Guatemala would
receive "one or more transit rou~es" through the new state for the
unrestricted use of Guatemalan imports and exports, together
with a tariff-free port area in Belize City. 148 A joint authority was
to regulate certain common services and supervise freedom of
travel, equal protection of personal and property rights of the
citizens of one country in the territory of the other, and the inte·
gration of transportation and communication facilities. 1411 Finally,
there were provisions for consultation and cooperation in matters
of external affairs and joint defense arrangements including the
specting the Boundary between British Honduras and Guatemala. Guatemala,
, reprinted
August 25-26, 1931 (1932). Gr. Brit. T.S. No. 9 (Cmd. 4050) at
in 134 British and Foreign State Papers 270.
145. 4 U.N. GAOR 114, Fourth Comm., at 126 (1949).
146. Draft Treaty Between the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Guatemala Relating to the Resolution of
the Dispute Over British Honduras (Belize), (1968) British Honduras Gazelle Extraordinary 213, reprinted in 7 Int'I Legal Mat. 626 (1968).
147. Id., art. I.
148. Id., arts. 2. 3.
149. Id., art. 9.
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use by the Guatemalan navy of Belize port facilities. Belize would
enter the Central American community and rely on the InterAmerican treaty of Reciprocal Assistance (Rio Treaty) of 1947 for
collective defense rather than on a bilateral agreement with
Britain. 150
Both the PUP and the opposition in Belize rejected the Webster Report, a position supported by street demonstrations in Belize City. Having at first agreed to give the Report serious study,
the British foreign secretary on May 20, 1968 maintained that
"the dispute with Guatemala will not be settled on a basis which
was not in accordance with the wishes of British Honduras."i:.•
Resuming the quest for complete independence, Premier
George Price succinctly reaffirmed the Belizean position: "[W]hat
we want above all is an unequivocal assurance from the United
Kingdom that they will guarantee the consequences of the United
Nations Charter in respect of our people's right to determine
their independence." 152 He also indicated that he might consider
a multilateral pact, possibly with the United States and Canada, if
Britain could not see her way to give a unilateral guarantee of his
country's independence. 153 Neither Britain nor the U.S. nor
Canada, however, have appeared anxious to give Belize a blanket
commitment of support after independence.
At the beginning of 1972, relations between Britain and
Guatemala deteriorated sharply with the arrival of 3,000 British
sen•icemen and five major naval units to support the contingent
of 250 men that made up the regular force in British Honduras.
Guatemala labeled this show of force "gunboat diplomaC)',"'~" and
on January 31st the Inter-American Juridical Committee of the
O.A.S. cond_emned the exercises being carried out by the U. K. as
a threat to the peace and security of the continent. •:i~ Britain
thereupon proposed that an observer from the O.A.S. be sent to
the colony to verify the number of troops, type of equipment and
activities of the British forces. Premier Price immediately declared
that such action could not be used as a precedent for any action
150. Id., arts. 13, 14.
151. Report of the Special Commiuce, 23 U.N. GAOR, Annexes, Addendum to agenda item No. 23, at 360, U.N. Doc. A/7200/Rc,·. 1 (1968).
152. Report of the Special Committee, 24 U.N. CAOR Supp. 23, Vol. lV,
at 222, U.N. Doc. A/7623/Re\'.l (1969).
153. Id.
154. Report of the Special Committee, 27 U.N. CAOR, Supp. 23. Vol. V. :u
51, U.N. Doc. A/8723/Re,•.I (1972).
155. Id.
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by the O.A.S. on the dispute between Guatemala and the United
Kingdom. 156 After extensive on-site inspection the observer,
Major General Alvaro Valencia Tovar of Colombia, reported that
the United Kingdom troops were "fundamentally of a defensive
nature," with a capacity for "local security type operations rather
than for regular combat." 157
Faced with the intractable Guatemalan position, the British
government appears to have decided on a policy of petit pas which
would give Belize many of the advantages of functional independence without its formal international legal trappings and
complications. For instance, in 1971 British Honduras became the
twelfth member of the CARIFT A (Caribbean Free Trade Association).158 In 1973 the CARI FT A governments signed the
Georgetown Accord which expands the Free Trade Association
into a Caribbean Common Market with a common external tariff
and a Caribbean Community with a Secretariat, as well as a
number of other common institutions of economic development
and regulation. 159
In 1974 Premier Price signed the treaty under which Belize
became a member of CARICOM (the Caribbean Community).
The British government authorized the Premier to sign the treaty
and to represent Belize in CARICOM's organs in the same manner as the Heads of Government of the independent member
states, providing only that this power be exercised in such a way as
to ensure that CARICOM does not enter into any treaty or any
other international engagement affecting Belize nor make any
foreign policy decisions without the prior knowledge and approval of the United Kingdom government. 160 The government
of Guatemala greeted these developments by reiterating its opposition to "any change in the legal and political status of Belize
without a prior and complete settlement of the problem of the
rights of Guatemala over that territory." 161
Increasingly, the issue of Belize has become a subject of
heated exchanges in United Nations debates, both in the General
Assembly and in the Security Council. The anglophonic Garib156. Id. at 164.
157. Id.
158. Id. at 165.
159. Guyana Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Georgetown Alcord, The
Treaty of Chaguaramas and Related Documents 7-10 ( 1973).
160. Report of the Special Committee, U.N. Doc.. A/9623/Add.6 (Part 11), at
21 (1974).
161. 27 U.N. GAOR 2049, at 3 ( 1972).
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bean countries rallied to the cause of self-determination for
Belize, 162 while Guatemala countered that, ha\•ing been "attacked," it was engaging in "a tenacious struggle to regain part of
its territory," 163 and that "Spanish-speaking Latin America, too,
have joined us in our just claims . . . ." 164 As for the right of
self-determination, Guatemala argued-exactly as did Morocco in
the Spanish Sahara case-that this principle was inapplicable in
view of Guatemala's historic claims. This, it contended, had been
recognized by Paragraph 6 of Resolution 1514, which states:
Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of
the national unity and the territorial imegrity of a country is
incompatible with the purposes and principles of the Charter
of the United Nations. 165
In the 1975 General Assembly session, Guatemala displayed a
new urgency. 166 Its Foreign Minister, Sr. Molina Orantes, spoke
162. During the Security Council's meeting in Panama, in 1973, 1he
Foreign Minister of Guyana said that his country ..stands full S<juare behind 1he
right of Belize to self-determination-to separ.ue cxis1cnce as an indepcnde111
State guaranteed of its so\'ereigmy and its territorial integrilr," bm noted tha1 for
Belize "the prospect of independence is clouded o,·er by the danger uf 101al absorption. What should be the exhilaration of freedom could well b«omc a
smothering at birth. We cannot speak of colonialism in Latin America and righlly
call for its extirpation while shutting our eyes 10 this cruel reality 1hat sen·c:s
mainly to perpetuate iL" 28 U.N. SCOR 1696th meeting 37 (1973). j:unaica simi·
larly invited the Security Council to take note of ..a fear founded on substantial
grounds for the security and territorial integrity of their coumn"" br the people
of Belize and "to consider what steps can be taken to safeguard the right of 1hc:se
people to self-determination." 28 U.N. SCOR 1698111 meeting 7 (1973). So, 100,
the Foreign Minister of Trinidad and Tobago supported the ""legilimau: aspirations of the people of British Honduras to exercise their inalienable riglu 10 selfdetermination and independence. . . . Through no fault of their own, through
none of their contriving, through the passage of time thcr ha,·e dc,·cloped a
consciousness of themselves as a community separate and distinct from all others
in the world, lh1ing on territory with known and defined boundaries. Whal is al
stake for this community is whether or not it will be able to Ji\'e in a Stme of its
choice in peaceful and friend!}' cooperation with all its neigbbors. The c1ut.-stion is
about the right of people to ha\'e the rights which we ha,·e and which justif)· us
all in sitting around this table." 28 U.N. SCOR, 1699th mee1ing 11 ( 1973).
163. 28 U.N. SCOR, 1698th meeting 51 (1973).
164. Id. at 52.
165. G.A. Res. 1514, supra note 6.
166. During the same period, as was the c.ise in Spanish Sahara and East
Timor, the stakes were beginning to be raised br a growing awarenc:ss on 1hc
part of the states concerned that the dispute im·oh·ed more 1han a small undcrde\•eloped territory. As the Law of the Seas Confcrentc began to shape new
rules, it became clear that a 200-mile economic zone \\'as at srake as \\'di as ride- to
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of "the continued existence of foreign enclaves, which infringe on
the territorial integrity and sovereignty of States," and described
Belize as one of the "occupied Territories" together with the Falkland Islands, Gibraltar and the Panama Canal. 167 Stressing historic ties dating back to before Colombus, when Guatemala and
Belize were part of the Mayan empire, he emphatically demanded
the "return" of the territory. 168 The 1859 treaty was swept aside
because it had been negotiated "under coercion" and in any case
had been declared void in I 946 by the Guatemalan Congress. rn 11
Somewhat later in the debate, Guatemala further emulated
the Moroccan and Mauritanian arguments during the parallel
debate on the Sahara, declaring that
Belize was not terra nullius when the first British subjects arrived. On the contrary, in that Territory there was an indigenous population which was forced to flee in order not to
be wiped out or subjected to slavery. A considerable number
of them decided to live on the periphery, but their presence
as the legitimate inhabitants of the area cannot be erased
merely by usurpation .... Tens of Thousands of indigenous
Mayas and Kekchies live in Belize suffering oppression. 170
The apparent unwillingness of the "oppressed" Belizeans to
be "liberated" by their neighbors was attributed to economic pressures and the stifling effect of the mass media. 171 Should the
Bdizeans fail to see the light, the Guatemalans made their intentions clear:
If our Belezian compatriots ... led by their secessionist
enthusiasm, should pretend to adopt unilateral initiatives
which could seriously affect our territorial integrity and offend Guatemalan dignity, ... in that case they would force us
to show them, very much against our will, that law is more
important than peace. 172
a continental shelf which, off Belize in the Gulf of Honduras. is comparatively
wide. By the early 1970's, three companies held Belizean oil exploration and
prospecting licenses covering the whole off-shore region of the territory with an
area of almost three million acres. Report of the Special Committee (1972), supra
note 154, at 166.
167. U.N. Doc. A/PV.2372, at 28-30, Ol:tober 2, 1975.
168. ld. at 31.
169. ld. at 32.
170. U.N. Doc. A/PV.2431, at 37, 38-40, December 8, 1975 (Mr. Malonaclo
Aguirre). ·
171. ld.
172. ld. at 41.
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Premier George Price refuted the Guatemalan position in the
Fourth Committee, noting that if Guatemala set itself up as the
only legitimate heir to the Mayan empire it would also lay claim to
parts of Mexico and Honduras. 173 Guatemala, he said, was ••in
some atavistic quest of an ancient hegemony" and was resorting to
"absurd and unkind" doctrines about "a transplanted population" having "no rights to the land which it had occupied exclusively for centuries. " 174 Making the obvious point that the majority of American nations were made up of transplanted populations, Price asked whether "the transplanted people of Spain in
Guatemala and other Latin American countries had more rights
than the transplanted peoples of Africa and Asia." 175 Price also
ridiculed the notion that Britain's failure to build a cart-road as
stipulated in the treaty of 1859 should, 100 years later, ha\'e the
effect of denying a country its independence. 176
During the 1975 session of the General Assembly, the Fourth
Committee considered a variety of resolutions dealing with the
matter. Thirteen Latin American countries, including all those of
Central America and Columbia, Chile, Boli\'ia, Uruguay, Ecuador
and Paraguay, introduced a resolution inviting Guatemala and
Britain "to continue their negotiations without delay in order to
find a peaceful solution to the problem" in accordance \\'ith the
Charter and Resolution 1514. 177 This resolution was rejected in
committee by a vote of 62-22, with 41 abstentions. 178 Another
resolution, sponsored primarily by African and Asian nations, but
joined by Australia, Austria, C~nada, Malta, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Yugoslavia and, of course, Great Britain, was ultimately approved by the Committee and General Assembly and
reaffirmed "the inalienable right of the people of Belize to selfdetermination and independence" and declared "that the inviolability and territorial integrity of Belize must be preserved ..." 179
While the resolution called on Britain and G_uatemala "acting in
close consultation with the government of Belize" to continue the
negotiations, it stipulated that their purpose should be ··to remo\'e
173. U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR.2162, at 6, November 7, 1975.
174. Id.
175. Id.
176. Id. at 9.
177. Report of the Fourth Committee. supra note 119. at 12.
178. Id. at 13. Significantly, all states \•oting in fa\·or of the rcsolmion were
Latin-American with the notable exceptions of Morocco and Israel. Somalia and
Ethiopia ,·oted against the resolution while Indonesia abstained.
179. G.A. Res. 3432, U.N. Doc. GA/5438, at 249 (1975) (Press Release).
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such obstacles as have hitherto prevented the people of Belize
from exercising freely and without fear their inalienable right to
self-determination and independence . . . . " 180 In the General
Assembly plenary session, this resolution was adopted by 110
votes to 9, with 16 abstentions. 181 This time, only six Central
American republics (including the Dominican Republic) voted
against, joined by Paraguay, Uruguay and, of course, Morocco.
The abstainers consisted of the larger nations of Latin America
unenthusiastically fulfilling an obligation of regional solidarity,
Israel repaying its debt to Central America for past support on
other issues, and Mauritania making a gesture towards consistency but unwilling to go all the way into isolation with Morocco.
Such an overwhelming show of support for the concept of
self-determination against assertions of historic title would appear
to be definitive. However, as the cases of the Western Sahara,
Timor and even Djibouti have made clear, in practice General
Assembly resolutions propose but do not dispose. Indeed, the
Guatemalan representative stated that his country would refuse to
participate in the voting on Belize because the U.N. action "interfered with the legal process of the negotiations [with Britain] and
prejudged the dispute." It "implied an attempt to disrupt the
territorial integrity of Guatemala" and exceeded the competence
of the international organization. 182
The debates in the General Assembly, together with the deployment of Guatemalan troops along the Belize frbntier in
November, 1975, led to another dispatch of _British reinforcements, including land and naval units, 183 making t'-Ompromisc less
likely. Neither was a solution achieved by a Guatemalan proposal
to annex only the southern half of the country-the part thought
to be rich in oil-in return for permitting the rest to achieve
independence. 184 By the end of November, however, the two
countries had agreed that "wide ranging" negotiations would resume in New Orleans by the following February. There is as yet
no sign, however, of any fundamental change in the respective
positions of the parties.
180. Id.
181. U.N. Doc. AJPV.2431, at 84-85, December 8. 1975.
182. U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR.2173, Fourth Committee. at 16, November 21.
1975 (Mr. Skinner Klee).
183. The Times (London}, Nov. 6, 1975 at I, col. 4; Id., Nov. 7, 1975 at 10,
col. 5; Id., Nov. 13, 1975 at 7, col. 2.
184. Economist, Nov. 15, I 975 at 68. The British rejected the Guatemalan
proposal.
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It is highly unlikely that Guatemala would attempt an in\'asion of Belize while it remains a British colony, and Britain has
repeatedly promised that it would not abandon its colony to a face
comparable to that of the Spanish Sahara or East Timor.
Nevertheless, Guatemala's threat to use force, if necessary, to gi\'e
effect to its claims of historic title has been sufficiently credible to
prevent Belize from taking the last step to independence, on the
edge of which it has been poised for over tweh•e )'Cars.
C.

Synthesis of Spanish Sahara, Eastern Timor, Djibouti, mu/ Beliu

In each of these four cases, neighboring states with implicit or
explicit designs on a small colony have made essemiall)' similar
assertions to justify the denial of self-determination co the inhabitants «;>f those territories. These assertions are a compound of
the following increasingly familiar ingredients: ( l) that the colony,
before being colonized, was not te1Ta 1mllius but was a part of an
earlier, larger empire which also included the ncighboring state
and to which the neighboring state had become the legal successor; (2) that the ethnic composition of the colony and of the
neighboring state is essentially identical or that there are strong
socio-cultural affinities; (3) that geography and topography preordain union between the colony and ilS neighbor; and (4) that
the apparent opposition of the people of the colony to unification
with their neighbor and their "secessionist" proclivities arc the
result of the machinations and conditioning of the colonial power
which thereby hopes to keep indirect control through the creation
of a weak puppet state.
The advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice in
the Western Sahara case strongly refutes each of these contentions and underscores the legal pre-eminence of the right of selfdetermination as set out in the U.N. Charter, 20 years of U.N.
practice and Resolution 1514.
In the General Assembly, however, Resolution 1514 is cited
as frequently against as for the proposition that these small territories have a right to self-determination. During the debate on
this seminal resolution, Guatemala had offered an amendment
stating: "The principle of self-determination of peoples may in no
case impair the right of territorial integrity of any State or its right
to the recovery of territory." 185 Various sponsors of the draft
185. 15 U.N. GAOR, Annexes, agenda i1em ~u. 87. at i. U.K Due.
NL325 (1960).
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which became Resolution 1514 pointed out, however, that the
concern of Guatemala was already met by paragraph 6 of the
draft which reserves the position that self-determination may not
be used to interfere with the territorial integrity of states.' 86
The debates are unclear as to the intended coverage of the
paragraph 6 exception to the right of self-determination. Jordan,
for example, believed that "[t]he usurpation of a part of the Arab
territory of Palestine by the joint aggression of colonialism and
Zionism" constituted an example of a situation where the right to
recover territorial integrity must take priority over selfdetermination of the peoples in the territory. 187 Similarly, In~
donesia saw paragraph 6 as an invitation to absorb the Dutch
colony of Western New Guinea (West Irian) regardless of the
preferences of the inhabitants. The Indonesian representative assured Guatemala that "the idea expressed in the Guatemalan
amendment is already fully expressed in paragraph 6 of our draft
resolution, and ... that the territories and peoples he had in mind
have been taken into consideration in our paragraph 6." 188 This
makes all the more poignant Indonesia's abandonment of the
Guatemalan case during the vote on the Belize resolution in the
30th session of the General Assembly. Morocco, too, emphasized
its understanding that paragraph 6 was intended to counteract
the "silent tactics of the viper-of French colonialism-to partition
Morocco and disrupt its national territorial unity, by setting up an
artificial State in the area of Southern Morocco which the colonialists call Mauritania." 1811
On the other hand, most states voting for Resolution l5I4's
paragraph 6 probably did so in the belief that they were creating a
sort of "grandfather clause": setting out the right of selfdetermination for all colonies but not extending it to parts of
decolonized states and seeking to ensure that the act of selfdetermination occur within the established boundaries of colonies,
rather than within sub-regions. The U.N. debates and their juxtaposition with events in the former Belgian Congo make clear
that the desire to prevent self-determination from becoming a
justification for Katanga-type secessions was uppermost in the
minds of most delegates.
186. See, e.g., 15 U.N. GAOR 946, at 1267 (1960) (Remarks of Mr. Pathwak, Representative of Afghanistan).
187. Id. at 1268 (Remarks of Mr. Rafa'I, Representative of Jordan).
188. 15 U.N. GAOR 947, at 1271 (1960) (Remarks of Mr. Palar, Representative of Indonesia).
189. Id. at 1284 (Remarks of Mr. Ben Aboud, Representative of Morocco).
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In the case of Belize, Guatemala has asserted another principle: that the "real" inhabitants of the colony are the Indians who
now constitute only a small part of the population of Belize but
approximately 70% of the inhabitants of Guatemala. This argument based on "historic inhabitance" is perhaps the most potentially dangerous of all to the cause of world order and has unlimited capacity to generate crises and chaos in relations between
states. It has been pursued with particular diligence, and with
surprisingly widespread support among members of the United
Nations, in the cases of Gibraltar and the Falkland Islands.

IV.

SELF-DETERMINATION DE!l:IED:

GIBRALTAR AND THE FALKLA!'.D lsLA:rns

A.

The Problem of Gibraltar

The British colony of Gibraltar is a territory with an area of
only 2~ square miles and a total population of 29,927.1 110 Like
Djibouti, Gibraltar's economy depends on its dockyard installations, its entrepot trade and its crucial strategic location controlling the entrance to the Mediterranean from the Atlantic. The
effect of new developments in the Law of the Seas-in this case
the expansion of territorial seas to a width of twelve miles and the
subsequent effect on the right of free passage through straits
-would further enhance the importance of Gibraltar.
The relationship of Gibraltar to Britain is gO\·erncd by the
Gibraltar Constitution Order of 1969 which states in its Preamble
that "Her Majesty's Government will never enter into arrangements in which the people of Gibraltar would pass under the
sovereignty of another state against their freely and democratically expressed wishes ...." 1!1 1 Gibraltar was first discussed in the
Special Committee in 1963. The following year a ..consensus" was
adopted which noted the existence of a dispute between Britain
and Spain regarding the status of the territory and invited the two
countries to begin talks without delay in order to resol\'C this
I 90. Report of Special Commince. U.N. Doc. A/10023/Add.6 (Part 1).
Annex, at 21 (1975).
191. Supplement to Gibraltar Gazettes, No. I 195 of 30lh Ma}· 1969. Her
Majesty's Stationery Office, SL Stephen's Parliamentary Press. Sec also Report of
Special Committee, 24 U.N. GAOR Supp. 23. Vol. lll. at 53. U.K Doc.
Af7623/Rev.I (1969). For a description of the remaining pro\•isions sec Id. at
paras. 13-23.
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dispute "in accordance with the principles of the United Nations
Charter ... in conformity with the provisions of General Assembly Resolution 1514 ... ," while "bearing in mind the interests of
the people of the Territory." 1112 Britain thereupon took the position, from which it has since scarcely deviated, that it was willing
to discuss the dispute with Spain, but not on the basis of coercion.
The Spanish, however, responded to the consensus by imposing
restrictions on the frontier between Spain and Gibraltar. According to the British, these measures amounted to an almost total ban
on the export of goods from Spain to Gibraltar and caused prolonged delays on entering or leaving Gibraltar .i 93 In 1965 the
General Assembly passed a resolution essentially reaffirming the
1964 consensus of the Special Committee. 194 This was reiterated
in 1966 with the important addition that the Assembly asked "the
administering Power to expedite, without any hindrance and in
consultation with the government of Spain, the decolonization of
Gibraltar ... " 1 !15
During this period there were further attempts to start
negotiations, the failure of which in turn led to further Spanish
sanctions, induding restrictions which made aerial access
difficult. 1!1 6 In response to increasing Spanish pressure, the
British renewed an offer co submit the issue to the International
Court but made it dear that Britain would not be a party to a
Spanish fail accompli. 1111
The British Foreign Secretary reminded Spain that Britain
had given independence to 700 million people in the preceding
20 years, while Spain had dung to her colonial possessions, and
that Britain would apply the same principles it has consistently
applied in other decolonizations to Gibraltar. 1118 On June 14,
192. Report of the Special Committee, 19 U.N. GAOR, Annexes, Annex
No. 8 (Part I), at 314, U.N. Doc. A/5800/Rev.l (1964).
l 93. Letter from the Permanent Representative of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the United Nations to the SecretaryGeneral, Ott. 27, 1965, 20 U.N. GAOR, Annexes, Addendum to agenda item 23,
at 53, U.N. Doc A/6084 (1965).
194. G.A. Res. 2070, 20 U.N. GAOR Supp. 14, at 59, U.N. Doc A/6014
(1965).
195. G.A. Res. 2231, 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. 16. at 74, U.N. Dot. A/6316
(I 966).
196. Gibraltar, Retent Differences with Spain, Misc No. 12 ( 1965), Cmnd.
2632, H.M.S.O.
197. George Brown, Foreign Seuetary, House of Commons, 735 Parliamentary Debates, November 10, 1966, rnl. 1598.
198. Id.
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1967, Mrs. Judith Hart, the Minister of State for Commonwealth
Relations, informed the House of Commons of the Government's
intention to hold a referendum enabling the people of Gibraltar
to decide whether to join Spain or retain their links to Britain. 11111
It was announced at the same time that the Commonwealth and
the United Nations would both be invited to send observers in
order to insure the impartiality of the conduct of the referendum.
Britain also offered to submit to the International Court the question of whether the referendum was in accordance with its legal
obligations under the U.N. Charter and Resolution 1514.21111
The referendum took place on September 10. Out of 12,182
votes cast, 12,138 supported continuation of the link with Britain
and 44 were cast for passage under Spanish sovereignty.201 The
four Commonwealth observers stated that they were impressed
with the fair and proper manner in which the people of Gibraltar
had freely expressed their views in a secret ballot.:w: The United
Nations had not sent an observer to oversee the referendum.
Instead, just before the vote, on September I, 1967, the Special
Committee adopted a resolution which declared .. the holding ...
l 99. Judith Hart, Minister of State for Commonweahh Relations, Hou5e of
Commons, 748 Parlimentary Debates, June 14. 1967. cols. 563,66. !'-.frs. Hart
reiterated that decolonization cannot compel "'the transfer of one population,
however small, to the rule of another country. without regard 10 1hdr own opin•
ions and interesL ... We ha\'e accordingly dedded that a refcrcndu(h•should be
held in Gibraltar in which the people of Gibraltar should be im·iled 10 sai,; which
of the following alternative courses would best sen·e 1.heir interests:
"A. To pass under Spanish so,·ercign1.y i1\ accordance wi1h 1hc
terms proposed by the Spanish Go\•ernmcnt to Her Majes1y"s Gm·ernment on 18th May. 1966: or
..B. Voluntarily to retain their link with Britain, h'ith democra1ic
local institutions and n'ith Britain retaining its present responsibilities.
"If the majority of the people of Gibraliar \'ote in fa\'Or of 1hc fint ahernative, we will be ready to enter into negoLialiQnS with the Spanish Go\·crnmc:nl
accordingly.
"If the majority of the people of Gibraltar ,·ote in fa\·or of the st'Cond :ihcrnati,·e, we will regard this choice as constituting. in the circumstances of Gibraltar, a free and voluntary relationship of the people of Gibraltar wi1h Britain. We
will thereafter discuss with representath·es of I.he people of Gibraltar appropria1e
constitutional changes which may be desired." Id.
200. Text of British aide mrmoirr communicated 10 the Spanish Ambassador
in London on July 31, l 967, in reply to the Spanish mde me11101re of Julr 3, 1967,
Official Text. Br. Info. Sen·ices, T.36. New York, Aug. I, 1967.
201. Letter from the Permanent Representative- of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the Secrctar)'·Gencral, Oct. 25, 1967, 22
U.N. GAOR, Annexes, agenda item No. 23, at 5, U.N. Doc. 1V6876 (1967).
202. Id. at 6.
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of the envisaged referendum would contradict the provisions of
Resolution 2231 (XXI)." 203 The General Assembly adopted a
nearly identical resolution in December, by a vote of 73 to 19,
with 27 abstentions. 204
The preamble of Resolution 2353 (XXII) applied paragraph 6
of Resolution 1514(XV) to the Gibraltar situation. 205 Thus consulting the people of a territory about their own wishes was for
the first time found to violate paragraph 6. The British Government found that this resolution in many important respects conflicted with the Charter of the United Nations and announced
that new constitutional talks would be held with the government
of Gibraltar which would lead to substantial domestic selfgovernment, but not to any alteration of the international status
of the territory. 206 To these developments the Spanish Government responded by imposing a virtually complete ban on movement of persons and goods between Gibraltar and Spain. 2117
The British Secretary of State for Commonwealth Affairs, in
turn, reacted vigorously both against the Spanish land blockade
and the General Assembly's resolution. "I say now, as plainly as I
can," he told Parliament,
that Her Majesty's Government will never betray the rights of
the people of Gibraltar to determine where their own interests lie. I give ... the assurance ... that in no circumstances will Britain surrender sovereignty over Gibraltar
against the wishes of her people. I add that we will protect
and support them whatever threats are brought to bear .... I
frankly regard the adoption of Resolution 2353 ... as little
short of disgraceful .... [I]t does great damage to the reputation of the General Assembly as the guardian of the rights
of colonial peoples. 2118
203. Report of the Special Committee, 22 U.N. GAOR, Annexes, Addcn·
dum to agenda item No. 23 (Part II), at 238, U.N. Doc. Af6700/Rev.l (1967).
204. G.A. Res. 2353, 22 U.N. GAOR Supp. 16, at 53, U.N. Doc. A/6716
( 1967).
205. Id.
206. Note from the United Kingdom Ambassador to Madrid to the Minister of External Affairs of Spain, Feb. 19, 1968, Report of the Secretary-General
on Gibraltar, 23 U.N. GAOR, Annexes, agenda Item No. 23, at 3, U.N. Doc.
A/7121 (1968).
207. Order dated 23 March 1968 from the Vice-President of the Spanish
Government to the Governor of Campo de Gibraltar. Id. at 6, U.N. OoL.
A/7121/Add.2, Annex llA.
208. Mr. George Thomson, Commonwealth Secretary, House of Commons, Parliamentary Debates, vol. 764, May 7, I 968, col. 271.
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The British legal position is that Gibraltar became a British
possession by conquest in 1704. Thereafter, "the full and entire
propriety of the Town and Castle of Gibraltar" was legally ceded
by Spain in the Treaty of Utrecht of 1713.209 That Treaty gh•es
Britain title, but reserves to Spain a reversionary right in the event
that Britain should ever relinquish so,•ereignt)•.210 The British
emphasize their responsibility under Article 73 of lhe U.N. Charter to "recognize the principle that the interests of the inhabitants
of these territories are paramount" and to that end "to dc,·elop
self-government, to take due account of the political aspirations of
the peoples, and to assist them in the progressive development of
their free political institutions." This obligation is underscored by
Resolution 1514, paragraph 2, providing that "all people have lhc
right of self-determination" by which is meant that "they frccl}'
determine their political status." 211 This, the British insist, is what
they have done by the 1967 plebiscite and by creating lhe political
institutions of self-government in the 1969 Constitution. "It was
the obligation [on reversion to Spain] that the United Kingdom
Government had ... accepted under the Treaty of Utrecht that
had prevented it so far from being able to accord full independence to Gibraltar." 212 In the U.N. the British asked: "[W]ould
the Spanish Government be ready to release the United Kingdom
Government from that provision of the Treaty of Utrecht, so that
it should become possible for the United Kingdom Go\'crnment
to decolonize Gibraltar in the normal way, i.e. by granting independence ... ?" 213
The Spanish position is that Gibraltar is a colony, used by
Britain as a military base, and that Article 73 of the Charter and
Resolution 1514 require an end to the colonial regime. 21 " The
Treaty of Utrecht makes clear that when the colonial regime ends,
209. Treaty of Utrecht, July 13. 1713, an. X, in I British and Foreign State
Papers 613.
210. "And in case it shall hereafter seem meet to the Crown of Great Britain to grant, sell, or by any means to alienate therefrom the propriet>· of the
said town of Gibraltar, it is hereby agreed, and concluded. that the preference of
having the same shall always be gh·en to the Crown of Spain before any others."
Id., art. 10.
211. G.A. Res. 1514, para. 2, supra note 6.
212. 23 U.N. GAOR 1799, at 14, Fourth Commiuee (1968) (Mr. Luard).
213. Id. at 13.
214. Id. at 9. See also ObseT\'ations br the Spanish Go\·crmncnt on the
Gibraltar Constitution of I 969, in Report of the St.-cretary-Gencral on Gibraltar,
24 U.N. GAOR Annexes, agenda item No. 23, Annex IV, at 3, U.N. Doc.
Af7550/Add.l (1969). [hereinafter: Obserl'ations]
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the territory must revert to Spain, from which it was taken by
force, and Resolution 1514, paragraph 6, confirms that Spain is
entitled to the restoration of its territorial integrity. As for the
right of self-determination, Spain argues that the Charter must be
interpreted to restrict that right "to the indigenous populations ..
. to those who had their roots in the Territory." It could not be
taken to mean that "a few settlers, established in a Territory from
which the original inhabitants had been first expelled, could one
day take over the Territory .... "21 :,
The people of Gibraltar are an integrated mixture of Maltese,
Italians, Jews and other Mediterranean peoples, and have been
established on Gibraltar for up to 250 years. The British assert
this is longer "than the Spanish people themselves had ever been
in Gibraltar, for the only period during which Spain had ruled
Gibraltar had been after the Arabs had been driven out in
1494-the period between 1494 and the time when the British
Government took over Gibraltar being a shorter period than the
period since the Treaty of Utrecht." 216 Nevertheless, Spain has
insisted, the Gibraltarians are foreign intruders into what is geographically an Hispanic area. To apply self-determination in such
circumstances would be to perpetuate the colonial wrong and its
historic injustices. 217 It is not difficult to see that the legal implications of this argument could far exceed the bounds of the Gibraltar issue. 218
The General Assembly in 1969 went still farther in siding
with Spain. By a majority of 67 to 18, with 34 abstentions, the
Assembly requested Britain "to terminate the colonial situation in
Gibraltar no later than 1 October 1969 .... "2 1!1 After the pub1ication of the 1969 Gibraltar constitution, Spain also asserted that
the degree of self-government that instrument gave to the inhabitants violated the reversionary clause of the Treaty of Utrecht
by creating the conditions for a transfer of possession from Britain to a de facto new sovereign entity. 220 Madrid underscored its
215. 23 U.N. GAOR 1799, at 14, Fourth Committee (1968) (Mr. DcPinics).
216. Id. at 13.
217. Id. at 13.
218. To Arab delegations the precedent was aimed directly at the creation
of Israel against the will of the legitimate inhabitants of Palestine. 22 U.N. GAOR
1752, at 528, Fourth Committee (l 967) (Mr. El-Farra).
219. G.A. Res. 2429, 23 U.N. GAOR Supp. 18, at 64, U.N. Doc. A/7218
(1968). The vote (67 for to 18 against, with 34 abstentions) may be found in 23
U.N. GAOR 1747, at l4 (1968).
220. Observations, supra note 214, at 4.
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position by prohibiting Spanish labor, a mainstay of the colony's
service economy, from working in Gibraltar and by se\'ering telephone links with the colony.:m
During the 1969 Gibraltar elections the Labour Party government which had conducted unofficial negotiations \\"ith
Madrid's emissaries was defeated by a coalition espousing a policy
of total integration with Britain. 222 Ministerial meelings in
1971-72 between Britain and Spain brought no change in
positions. 223 Then, in June, 1972, the Gibraltar L,bour Party,
headed by Sir Joshua Hassan, was returned to power in new
elections.224 In July, l 972, a visit of the Spanish Foreign ~Jinistcr
to London was officially reported to have proceeded in a ·'friendly
and constructive spirit. "225 Also contributing to a faint but noticeable relaxation of tensions was an uncharacteristic reticence on
the part of the General Assembly which, during its Twenty-fourth
through Twenty-eighth sessions, passed no resolutions on Gibraltar.
By May, 1973, the most that could be said of the ongoing
ministerial discussions was that "the dialogue had not completely
collapsed but that a period of reflection was needed. " 226 Thereafter, Spanish activity again shifted to the General Assembly. The
Twenty-eighth session adopted a relatively mild consensus which,
while recalling its earlier resolutions, merely expressed ··1hc hope
that negotiations with a view to the final solution of this problem.
taking into account the aforementioned resolutions and in the
spirit of the Charter of the United Nations, will soon be resumed
• • • • " 227 In 1974. without a vote, it adopted a resolution urging
the two governments to resume "without delay" the negotiations
envisaged by the previous year's consensus. 228 Although ··exploratory" talks at the Ministerial level were held in Madrid
221. Report of the Special Commiuec. 25 U.N. GAOR Supp. 23, Vol. lll.
at 45, U.N. Doc. A/8023/Re,•.l (1970).
222. Id. at 46-47.
223. Report of the Special Committee, 26 U.N. GAOR Supp. 23. al 40-l l.
U.N. Doc. A/8423/Rev.l (l97I); Report of the Spec::ial Commiucc. 27 L".~.
GAOR Supp. 23, at 38-39, U.N. Doc. A/8723!Rc\'.l (1972).
224.. Id. at 39.
225. Id. at 40.
226. Report of the Special Committee, 28 U.N. GAOR Supp. 23, a1 \'ol.
IV, at 77, U.N. Doc. A/9023/Rev.l (1973).
227. Consensus on Gibraltar, 28 U.N. GAOR Supp. 30, al 111, t·.~. Doc..
A/9030 (1973).
228. G.A. Res. 3286, 29 U.N. GAOR Supp. 31, :u 99. C'.S. Doc. ;\19631
(1974).
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during May of 1974, 22 !1 it was clear that little had changed in the
position of the parties.
In November, a proposal made by the Spanish authorities to
Sir Joshua Hassan, the Chief Minister of Gibraltar, was published.
It called for a transfer of sovereignty to Spain, but with the understanding that the territory could retain a measure of legislative, judicial, administrative and financial autonomy, and it offered the residents Spanish citizenship while permitting them
concurrently to keep their British nationality. However, Spanish
would become the official language, Spanish penal and police laws
would apply in all matters affecting the internal and external
security of Spain, Madrid would appoint the Governor, and the
most senior officials would be either Spaniards or Gibraltarians of
Spanish nationality. 230 While this proposal has not found any
open support in Gibraltar, it is the basis for further negotiation.
Ultimately, Gibraltar may achieve an autonomous status
under the personal sovereignty of the Spanish head of state. If
this is the direction in which events move, the constitutional position of other regions of Spain-the Basque and Catalan provinces
in particular-would presumably have to be renegotiated at the
same time. They could hardly be expected to settle for less autonomy than Gibraltar. All that would take time, negotiation and
consultation. In the meantime, the official British position remains that any future arrangements affecting Gibraltar's sovereignty must be reached on the basis of self-determination of the
inhabitants.
Two factors, in particular, are likely to affect Gibraltar's future. The first is the 197 5 Madrid-Rabat agreement disposing of
the Sahara. This replaces the former Spanish-Moroccan hostility with a new spirit of cooperation. It is widely believed that
Morocco now stands ready to help, should Spain decide to tighten
the blockade on Gibraltar. So far, that blockade has been little
more than inconvenient, but should Morocco impose similar
measures, Gibraltar could find it very difficult to maintain communications or even to obtain basic necessities like water. Whether
or not the Madrid Agreement231 contains a secret Gibraltar protocol, it is widely believed by both Spanish and Moroccan authorities that Spain, having abandoned its defense of Sahrawi

al

229. Report of the Special Committee, U.N. Doc. A/10023/Add.6 (Part I),
21 (1975).
230. Id. al 23-24.
231. Supra note 39.
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self-determination, is now entitled to Morocco's help precluding
self-determination for Gibraltar. As an added inducement, Rabat
has been given to understand that the Spanish enclaves of Ccuta
and Mellila are likely to be returned to Morocco after Spain gets
back Gibraltar. 232
All this would be very bad news for the population of Gibraltar, were it not for another current factor. With the demise of
General Franco, Spain's centerist establishment, as well as its
democratic left, has assigned highest priority to obtaining entry
for their country into the European Community-a project
barred for the lifetime of the former dictator. Madrid knows that
it would be improvident to damage the prospects for Lhis crucial
economic and political goal by unremitting pursuit of a territorial
quarrel with one of the major partners of the Community. There
is also a realization that an arrangement with a future liberal
democratic Spain is more likely to be acceptable to the people of
Gibraltar, the more so if Spain is also a member of NATO and the
European community. Thus this may be a time when prudence
and relaxation of tensions will appear the best strategy to the
Madrid Government.
B.

The Case of the Falkland Isl.muls

The Falkland Islands, 350 miles east of the Argentine coast,
are among the smallest and least populated of all colonial territories. There are approximately 2,000 permanent residents,
ninety-seven percent of whom are of British origin, occupying an
area of only 4,600 square miles. 233 As is the case of Gibraltar, they
wish to remain linked with Britain, and Britain has formally
pledged to respect that wish. 234
The standard of living of the islanders is high-in fact,
higher than that of Britain. Wool, produced by 650,000 sheep.
constitutes the strength of the economy2 35 and is now being
augmented by a calcium alginate industry based on scaweed.:? 36
What has brought to prominence and urgency the long simmer232. Interviews with Spanish diplomats and U.N. personnel.
233. Report of the Special Committee, U.N. Doc. Afl0023/Add.8 (Part Ill).
Annex, at 5 (1975). British Information Sen·ices, Policr and Reference Dh·ision,
Policy Background, January 15, 1976, p. I. [hereinaf1er: Br. Info. Scr\"icc)
234. Br. Info. Service, supra note 233, al 1-2.
235. The Times (London),Jan. 15, 1976. at 5, cols. 7-8.
236. Br. Info. Service, supra note 233, at 2.
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ing dispute 237 bet\veen Britain and Argentina over the Falklands
is the favorable prospect of oil in the very large continental shelf
which surrounds the islands and which is part of the underwater
landmass extending east from the Argentine coast. 238
The arrival, early in 1976, of a British mission, headed by
Lord Shackleton, whose purpose was to study the Falklands' resources, caused relations between Britain and Argentina to unravel rapidly. The Argentine ambassador was recalled from London and his British counterpart withdrawn from Buenos Aires. 230
Argentine Members of Parliament and press called for stronger
action, including the liberation of what they call the Malvinas
Islands 240 by force if necessary. 241 Responding to this call to action, in the first few days of February an Argentine destroyer
fired shots across the bow of a British research ship--fittingly, the
"Shackleton,"-located some 80 miles from the Falklands. The
vessel was ordered to proceed to Argentina, an order which it
ignored.
In January the London Times had thundered that the
Government's position "that the expressed preference of the islanders does not allow of any transfer of sovereignty remains the
anchor that should not be raised however distant the islands or
small in number their population." 242 The day after the February
"Shackleton" incident the Under-Secretary for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs, rejecting the Argentine show of force,
proclaimed to a cheering House of Commons: "The position of
the Government is clear. We respect the wishes of the Falkland
Islanders." 243 Supporting this strong verbal commitment, however, was a British military contingent on the islands consisting of
merely 37 Royal Marines. 244
The role of the U.N. in this dispute differs little from its role
vis-a-vis Gibraltar. General Assembly resolutions since 1965 have
essentially sided with Argentina's claim and against Britain's posi237. Since I 945, the Argentine claim to the Falkland Islands and regional
support for that claim have often paralleled the Belize issue. Sec text accompanying notes 141-142 supra.
238. Br. Info. Service, supra note 233, at 2; Report of the Special Committee, supra note 233, at 9-10.
239. The Washington Post, Jan. 15, 1976, at A21, col. 7.
240. The Times (London), Jan. 29, 1976, at 7, col. I.
241. Id., Jan. 15, 1976, at 15, cols. 1-3.
242. Id. (Editorial)
243. Id., Jan. 17, l 976, at I. col. 3.
244. Id., Feb. 6, 1976, at 6, cols. 5-8.
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tion in terms almost identical to the Gibralrar resolutions. calling
for negotiations between Argentina and Britain to terminate the
colonial presence, while merely "bearing in mind" the interests of
the local population. 245 Neither the Gibralrar resolutions nor the
Falkland Island resolutions, however, include provisions calling
for self-determination. Indeed, in 1973 the Assembl>· passed a
new resolution in which it explicitly accepted the Argentinian contention that ··the way to put an end to this colonial simation is the
peaceful solution of the conflict of sovereigmy" (i.e. the transfer
of sovereignty to Argentina) and expressed the Asscmbly"s
"gratitude for the continuous efforts made by the Go,·ernment of
Argentina, in accordance with the relevant decisions of the General Assembly, to facilitate the process of decolonization ....":HG
Argentina's position is initially based on a claim to historic
title originating prior to 1833 (when the islands became a British
colony), and leads to the by now familiar invocation of paragraph
6 of Resolution 1514-the "territorial integrity" clause. Second,
Argentina contends that the population now living in the islands
has no right to self-determination because they are a settler population who replaced the legitimate pre,•ious Argentinian inhabitants. These arguments have received overwhelming endorsement
in the General Assembly. In the key I 965 vote on Resolution 2065
(XX), 247 even Israel supported Argentina, despite the implications
to its own security of a precedent for denying lcgilimaq to a
"settler" population which had ..expelled" its predecessors and
which was ethnically dissonant in the region.:!-4B
The history of the Falklands may or may not \'alidate
Argentina's claim of historic title. As is the case with Belize, the
relevant events are probably incapable of definiti\'e resolution.
According to the British version of events, the first landing oc245. G.A. Res. 2065, 20 U.N. GAOR Supp. 14, al 5i, U.N. Doc.. rV601-I
(1965); Consensus, 21 U.N. GAOR, Annexes, agenda item No. 23, at 31. U.N.
Doc. Af6628 (1966), noted by the General Assembly in 21 U.N. GAOR 1500, at I
{1966); Consensus, 22 U.N. GAOR Supp. 16. at 57. U.N. Doc. Af6716 (1967):
Consensus, 24 U.N. GAOR Supp. 30, at 75, U.N. Doc. Af7630 (1969): Consensus, 26 U.N. GAOR Supp. 29, at 111-112, U.N. Doc. Af8429 (1971).
246. G.A. Res. 3160, 28 U.N. GAOR Supp. 30, at 109, U.N. Doc. :V9030
(1973).
247. The vote on Resolution 2065 (XX) was 94 to 0. \,·ith 1-t abstentions
-all these being Western European or white Commonwealth countries and
South Africa. 20 U.N. GAOR 1398, at 9 (1965).
248. The Organization of American Si.ates, in Resolution XXXII I of
Bogota in 1948, developed this classification of hemispheric ··occupied terrilorieswhich also includes Belize and the American zone of Antarctica.
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curred in 1690, led by Captain John Strong of the British navy. 2411
The first settlement. on East Falkland, was French and did not
take place until 1764. The next year East Falkland was sold to
Spain. A British settlement, established on West Falkland in
1765-66, was attacked and occupied by the Spaniards in 1770, but
returned to the British a year later. It was abandoned in 1774,
although the British sought to maintain their claim by leaving a
metal plaque. The Spanish settlement was withdrawn in 1811.
After the Argentine government proclaimed its independence of
Spain in 1810, it established a settlement which, in 1831, was
destroyed by a U.S. warship. In 1833, British occupation was resumed and has been maintained continuously since that date. 250
In the view of the Argentine government, British colonial
sovereignty "arose" from an act of military force by the United
Kingdom in 1833 against a part of the Territory of Argentina, as
established upon its accession to independence in 1810, following
which Argentina's authorities and inhabitants had been expelled
from the islands and later replaced by settlers from the United
Kingdom. 251 In particular, Argentina has maintained that in
light of the fact that the Islanders were not the original inhabitants, but had simply replaced those expelled by force, the territorial integrity paragraph of Resolution 1514 overrides the right
of the Islanders to self-determination. 252
As in the case of Belize and Gibraltar, the British have
pointed out that there are institutions of representative government in the Falklands. Thus, it was for the Islanders to determine
their ultimate constitutional status. According to London,
[T]he United Kingdom was always ready to consider any
proposal for constitutional change that the Islanders might
advance. For the present, the Islanders had made it clear that
they did not want independence. The ... elected members of
the Legislative Council had addressed [a message] to the
Chairman of the [U.N.] Special Committee on 3 August 1964
in order to inform the Committee of the wishes of the people
of the Islands. They had stated that they were proud to be
citizens of a British Colony and had expressed their desire to
249. Br. lnf. Service, supra note 233. at 3.
250. Cf. Report of the Special Committee, 19 U.N. GAOR. Annexes,
Annex No. 8 (Part I), at 434, U.N. Doc. N5800/Rcv. I (1964); Br. Info. Service,
supra note 233, at 3.
251. Id. at 436.
252. Id. at 437.
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retain and strengthen their links with the United Kingdom.
They had asserted in the strongest possible terms thm any
constitutional association with a foreign Power would be repugnant to them. 253
Britain, in honoring these preferences, was responding in this
colony, as it had in all its territories, to the inhabitants· right to
self-determination. There is no doubt in Britain·s mind that its
historic title was valid, but, even were it otherwise, in modern
international law the right of self-determination would have to
take priority over a claim going back almost 150 years. : 5 -1 These
legal arguments have changed little over the past decade. : 55
There have been some steps taken toward a normalization of
relations between the Islands and the Argentine mainland. In
1971, for example, an agreement was reached on cooperation in
education, transit and air communication. 256 Soon after, howe,·er,
Buenos Aires was again pressing for the transfer of sovereignty.
Faced once more by British assertions of the Falklanders' right of
self-determination, Argentina replied that British concern for the
population would be praiseworthy and legitimate if the United
Kingdom had similarly consulted the original population of the
Malvinas Islands about their wishes before displacing them by
force and replacing them with British settlers in 1833. The
Argentine ambassador added that this problem "was not a
theoretical one but was highly relevam to existing situations.''! 57
In the 1973 vote on General Assembly Resolution 3160
(XXVIII), which reiterated the previous calls for negotiations,
Britain fared even worse than in 1965. 258
Significantly, in the many U.N. debates on these obscure islands, the one factor never stressed to support Argentina's case
against self-determination is the most obvious one: the smallness
of the population that would be entitled to exercise the right. On
the contrary, infinitesimal smallness has never been seen as a
reason to deny self-determination to a population. The same nations that regularly vote, in effect, to compel the Falklands' popu253. Id. at 440.
254. Id.
255. See, e.g.• 28 U.N. GAOR 20i4, Founh Commincc. 299-303 (1973).
256. U.N. Doc. A/8369 (1971).
257. 28 U.N. GAOR 20i4, at 302. Founh Committee (1973) (Mr. Orriz
DeRozas).
258. The \'Ote was 116 for to O against. with 14 abstentions. 28 L:.K GAOR
2202, U.N. Doc. A/PV.2202, at 25 (1973).
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lation into an unwanted union with Argentina also vote almost
anually "to reaffirm the inalienable right of the people of St.
Helena to self-determination" and call on the administering
Power to speed that process, even though the St. Helena population is only slightly larger (approximately 4,000) than that of the
Falklands. 259 But, then, no Third World nation is currently laying
claim to St. Helena.
V.

CONCLUSION

The selective non-application of the right of selfdetermination in the cases of Gibraltar and the Falkland Islands
only highlights the dangers inherent in allowing historical-ethnic
claims to carve out exceptions to the hitherto universal norms of
decolonization. The historical and ethnic concepts of title have
proved malleable enough to be molded to meet almost any requirements of would-be aggressors. Present day boundaries do
not reflect neat divisions of "indigenous" populations any more
than they do topography or ethnically-pure groupings-even
were it possible to determine how far back a population must
trace its roots to be deemed "indigenous."
Policymakers may be little dismayed by the annexation of the
Western Sahara or East Timor or concerned over the future of
Belize or Djibouti. These territories are so small as to engender
little more than a reflex response, based on traditional Cold War
alignments. But the easy victories of Morocco and Indonesia, underscored by the wholly ir'leffective response of the United Nations, are likely to encourage other states to resolve longsimmering disputes or satisfy national ambitions by force, rather
than by law and diplomacy. The Ethiopian "peasant march" into
Eritrea 2611 is evidence that the success of Morocco's "Green March"
has impressed the leaders of other states.
Clearly, the seeming demise of the carefully constructed
norms of self-determination, state legitimacy and the inviolability
of boundaries pose an implicit threat to the territorial integrity of
other states that do not have the military capability to resist the
expansionist and irredentist aspirations of more powerful neighbors. The U.N. has until now played a positive role in preserving
259.
lease).
260.
col. I.

See, e.g.. Consensus. U.N. Doc:. GA/5438, at 264-265 (1975) (Press Re·
N.Y. Times. May 23, 1976, at 1, cols. 1-2; Id., May 24, 1976, at 15,
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the vitality and universality of these fundamemal principles. But
as the 31st Session nears, the Janus-faced Resolution 3458 (XXX)
and the presence of Moroccan and Indonesian troops in Western
Sahara and East Timor mock the Charter, further undermining
the organization's credibility. Moreover, the growth of guerrilla
movements in both territories virtually assures that the U.N. will
not be able to ignore these cases as if they had been resol\'ed.
Admittedly, the U.N. no longer has much room for maneuver. In the case of the Spanish Sahara, howe\'er, it is still
possible for the General Assembly's Special Committee to pursue
the position that the decolonization of the Sahara has not occurred in a manner congruent with the principles laid down by the
General Assembly. It would be appropriate for the General Assembly to refuse to recognize the so-called act of selfdetermination arranged by the Moroccan authorities and to call
on member states to so conduct themselves vis-a-vis Morocco as to
give no credence to Moroccan sovereignty in the Sahara. Such a
resolution would be comparable to those passed by the Assembly
to encourage sµtes to so conduct their affairs as to avoid recognizing South African assertions of title to the illegally occupied territory of Namibia. 261
In the case of East Timor, the Portuguese authorities are
obviously unable to affect the outcome of that crisis. Accordingly.
the U .N. could join with Portugal in effecting a transfer of tide to
the territory from the latter to the former for a transitional period
prior to self-determination. During such Lime, a U.N. commissioner would be clothed with .responsibility for discharging the
obligation in U.N. resolutions that accord Lhe right of selfdetermination to the people of the Territory. In negotiating this
transfer of authority the Secretariat, authorized by Lhe General
Assembly, could be guided by the precedent of Lhe United Nations Temporary Executive Authority (UNTEA). established
under the jurisdiction of the Secretary-General, which administered West Irian temporarily pursuant to an agreement between

261. The General Assembly terminated the S0u1h African mandale o,·er
Namibia in G.A. Res. 2145, 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. 16, at 2-3, U.N. Doc ...V6316
(1966). Most recently, the General Assembly passed G.A. Res. 3398. U.:-.:. Doc.
GN5438, at 223-224 (1975) (Press Release) which,"''" a/ra, -[<Jails 11pa11 all States
to discontinue all economic, financial or trade relations with South Afric:i concerning Namibia and to refrain from entering into economic, financial or other
relations with South Africa, acting on behalf of or concerning Namibia, which
may lend support to its continued illegal occupation of that Territory."
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the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia. 262 That agreement was ratified by the General Assembly in Resolution 1752
(XVII), which authorized the Secretary-General "to carry out
the tasks entrusted to him ..."263 Since Portugal (unlike Spain
vis-a-vis the Western Sahara) does not recognize or accept the
forceful occupation of its former colony; it is likely to be willing
to participate in a transfer of title and responsibility to an agency
better able to exercise leverage with the illegal occupier. Assumption of direct responsibility by the U .N. for the exercise by the
Timorese people of their right to self~determination accords with
the essential role that the U .N. has played in the decolonization
process and would do much to reestablish the integrity of the
damaged self-determination norm. In practical terms, a U.N. administration would at least help insure that the basic needs of
refugees are met and that the issue remains effectively before
the world forum.
262. Agreement between the Republic of Indonesia and the Kingdom of
the Netherlands concerning West New Guinea (West lrian), 17 U.N. GAOR Annexes, agenda item 89, at 2, Annex, U.N. Doc. A/5170 and Adel.I (1962).
263. G.A. Res. 1752, 17 U.N. GAOR Supp. 17, at 70, U.N. Doc. A/5217
(1962).
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The "Decolonization" of East Tim.or and the
United Nations Norms on Self-Determination
and Aggression
Roger S. Clarkt
Introduction
The island of Tim.or lies some 400 miles off the northwest coast of
Australia, at the tip of the chain of islands forming the Republic of
Indonesia. Before World W a:r II, the western half of the island was
administered by the Netherlands, the eastern half by Portugal. When
Indonesia gained its independence from the Netherlands in 1949, the
western half became Indonesian Tim.or, a part of Indonesia. Portugal
continued to administer the eastern half of the island, East Tim.or, until
1975. East Tim.or was evacuated by the Portuguese authorities in Au..
gust, 1975 during civil disorders condoned, if not fomented by the 1n..
donesi~. Within a few months, Indonesia invaded and annexed East
Tim.or.
It is estimated that, since 1975, more than 100,000 East Timorese
have died from war, famine, and disease. Most of these deaths occurred after the Indonesian invasion and occupation. This Article analyzes Indonesia's actions and concludes that they violated international
law, specifically the norms regarding self-determination and
aggression. 1

t

Professor of Law, Rutgers, the State University School of Law at Camden, N.J.
1. In his syndicated column dated November 8, 1979, Jack Anderson estimated that
about half of the 1975 population, which he gave as 600,000, had been "wiped out by warfare, disease and starvation." Anderson, Is/Olld Losing a Lonely Infamous War, Wash. Post,
Nov. 8, 1979, § DC, at 11, col. 4. Most observers would put the number at less, but there is
no doubt that the Indonesians perpetrated a massive human tragedy. The International Red
Cross, which had been actively involved in humanitarian work in the aftermath of the August, 1975 civil war, was forced to leave the country at the time of the Indonesian invasion.
The Indonesians did not have the will or the logistical resources to alleviate suffering in the
territory and, until 1979, denied entry to international aid organizations that did have the
capacity to respond. The International Committee of the Red Cross was permitted to return
in October, 1979 but only on a limited basis. After completing an assessment mission to the
territory, the medical coordinator of relief efforts in East Timor of the, International Committee of the Red Cross stated in February, 1980 that the situation was among the worst he
had ever seen. Since then, the harshest features of widespread malnutrition appear to have
been overcome, but there is still a great deal of work to be done to alleviate the residual
effects of the invasion. See generally 35 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (9th mtg.) 9, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/
35/SR.9 (1980) (statement of R. Clark), reprinted in CULTURAL SURVIVAL, INC,, EAST TI-

2

East Timor
I.

Recent Political History of East Timor

From the mid-I950s until the mid-1970s, Portugal refused to comply
with United Nations policy regarding the administration of non-selfgoveming territories.2 As provided in Article 73(e) of the United Nations Charter, states responsible for the administration of territories
whose people have not yet attained "a full measure of self-government'' must regularly transmit to the Secretary-General "statistical and
other information of a technical nature relating to economic, social and
educational conditions in the territories. " 3 When Portugal became a
me~ber of the United Nations in 1955, it claimed to administer no
non-self-governing territories4 and therefore refused to give to the SecMOR 11 ( 1981 ); J. JoLLIFFE, EAST TIMOR ( 1978); Kamm. The Silent Suffering ofEast Timor,
N.Y. Times, Feb. 15, 198 l, § 6 (Magazine), at 34; Human Rights in East Timor and the Question of the Use of U.S. Equipment by the Indonesian Armed Forces: Hearings Before the
Subcomm. on International Organizations and on Asian and Pac!ftc Affairs of the Comm. on
International Relations, 95th Cong.• 1st Sess. I (1977); Human Rights in East Timor: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on International Organizations of the House Comm. on International Relations, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 1 (1977); Dunn, The East Timor Situation-Report on
Talks with Timorese Refugees in Portugal, 1 J. CONTEMP. ASIA 409 (1977) (this and other
articles prepared by Mr. Dunn, the former Australian Consul in Dili, contain a wealth of
information); s. NICHTERLEIN, 1 THE STRUGGLE FOR EAST TIMOR (mimeo. 1978) (on file
with The Yale Journal of World Public Order); s. NICHTERLEIN, 2 THE STRUGGLE FOR EAST
TIMOR (mimeo. 1979) (on file with The Yale Journal of World Public Order); Hoadley, East
Timor: Civil War-Causes and Consequences, 1976 SoUTHEAST ASIAN AFF. 411; Hoadley,
Indonesia's Annexation of East Timor: Political, Administrative and Developmental Initiatives, 1977 SouTHEAST ASIAN AFF. 133. For a useful compilation of research materials on
East Timar, see K. SHERLOCK, A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TIMOR (1980). For additional discussion of the legal issues included in the East Timor dispute, see Franck & Hoffman, The Right
ofSe!f-Determination in Very Small Places, 8 N.Y.U. J. INT'L L. & PoL. 331 (1976); Elliot,
The East Timor Dispute, 21 INT'L & COMP. L.Q. 238 (1978); Suter, International Law and
East Timor, 5 DYASON HOUSE PAPERS I (1978).
In addition to Indonesia's violation of the norms regarding self-determination and aggression in entering and occupying East Timor, the invasion and occupation arguably involved
further illegalities, including breaches of the law of war, human rights violations, and genocide. See Session of the Permanent People's Tribunal on East Timor, reprinted in Note
verbale dated August 11, 1981 from the Permanent Representative of Cape Verde to the
United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General, U.N. Doc. A/36/448, Annex at 20-21
(law of war), 21-22 (human rights), and 22 (genocide) (1981); Suter, supra, at 4-5 (law of
armed conflicts); 35 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (9th mtg.) 9, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/35/SR.9 (1980) (statement of R. Clark) (human rights violations). The weakest argument concerns genocide. See
Clark, Does the Genocide Convention Go Far Enough? Some Thoughts on the Nature efCriminal Genocide in the Context ofIndonesia's Invasion oJEast Tlmor, 8 OHIO N. L. REV. (forthcoming 1981). Indonesian leaders' intentions in respect of the Timorese were certainly
dishonorable, but it is doubtful that a tribunal similar to the proposed International Criminal Court would find that Indonesia intended to destroy the Timorese people.
2. See Comment, Portuguese Africa: A Brief History of United Nations Involvement, 4
DEN. J. INT'L L. & PoL'Y 133 (1974).
3. U.N. CHARTER art. 73(e).
4. 11 U.N. GAOR (656th plen. mtg.) 1143, 1149, U.N. Doc. A/PV.656 (1957).
In 1951, Portugal adopted a constitutional amendment redefining Portuguese colonies,
including East Timor, as "overseas provinces." However, as a report prepared for the U.N.
Secretariat noted,
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retary-General any information regarding its territories. Motivated in
part by Portugal's non-compliance,5 the General Assembly adopted
Resolution 154l(XV), delineating principles which should guide members in determining whether they are required to transmit the information required by Article 73(e) of the Charter. Principle IV of
Resolution 154l(XV) provides that aprimafacie obligation to transmit
information exists when a territory is geographically separate and ethnically and/or culturally distinct from the country responsible for its
administration. 6 Given the ethnic and physical differences between
Portugal and its overseas territories,7 Portugal clearly was subject to
Article 73(e) reporting requirements, a point the General Assembly
made when it declared Portugal responsible for transmitting information about its territories, including "Timor and dependencies." 8 Portugal, however, took the position that this declaration was beyond the
authority of the General Assembly and refused to comply. 9
A stalemate between Portugal and the United Nations continued un[t]he de Jure change in status in the Territories • . • was not accompanied by de facto
changes in their government and administration. Nevertheless, the Portuguese regime
persisted in declaring that Portugal was a pluricontinental state and refused in consequence to take any steps towards the self-determination and independence of its overseas territories.
U.N. Dep't of Political Affairs, Trusteeship and Decolonization, Issue on East Timor
DECOLONIZATION, Aug., 1976, at 39 [hereinafter cited as Issue on East Timor].
5. G.A. Res. 1541, 15 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 16) 29, U.N. Doc. A/4684 (1960) [hereinafter cited as G.A. Res. 154l(XV)]. For a summary of the history behind G.A. Res. 1541
(XV), see 1960 U.N.Y.B. 44-48.
6. G.A. Res. l54l(XV), supra note 5. Principle IV is supplemented by Principle V;
which provides that
[o]nce it has been established that such a primafacie case of geographical and ethnic or
cultural distinctness of a territory exists, other elements may then be brought into consideration. The additional elements may be, inter a/ia, of an administrative, political,
juridical, economic or historical nature. If they affect the relationships between the
metropolitan State and the territory concerned in a manner which arbitrarily places the
latter in a position or status of subordination, they support the presumption that there is
an obligation to transmit information under Article 73(e) of the Charter.

Id.
7. East Timor is over 14,000 miles from Portugal. Except for a few thousand persons of
Chinese, European, and mixed ancestry, most of the population is ofTimorese origin. Phys•
ically, the East Timorese display a mixture of Malay and Melanesian traits. 9 ENCYCLOPE·
DIA BRITANNICA 1017 (1974).
8. G.A. Res. 1542, 15 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 16) 30, U.N. Doc. A/4684 (1960) [hereinafter cited as G.A. Res. 1542(XV)J.
9. 15 U.N. GAOR (948th plen. mtg.) 1285, 1293-94, U.N. Doc. A/PV. 948 (1960). Portugal's argument rested on two bases. First, that U.N. Charter Chapter XI, of which Article
73(e) is part, is a mere declaration, creating no legal obligation to transmit information
about non-self-governing territories. Second, that even assuming Article 73(e) prescribed a
legal duty, Portugal, the administering nation, and not the General Assembly, had the sole
authority to determine whether its territories fell within the scope of Article 73(e). Id. See
generally F. NOGUERIA, THE UNITED NATIONS AND PORTUGAL (1963).
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til April, 1974 when a new regime succeeded to power in Lisbon. 10 The
new government accepted its duties under Chapter XI and adopted a
constitutional amendment recognizing the Portuguese territories' right
to self-determination and independence. I I Questions remained, however, as to how, when, and under whose auspices self-determination
would be accomplished. Timor was an outpost of the Portuguese Empire, and the new regime in Lisbon had neither the resources, nor apparently the will, to take bold steps towards its decolonization.
In the power vacuum created by Lisbon's abandonment of efforts to
administer the decolonization of East Timor, three political parties
emerged, each seeking to direct the decolonization process to different
ends. 12 The Frente Revolucianaria de Timor Leste Independente
(FRETILIN) wanted independence after a short transitional period;
the Associacao Popular Democratica de Timor (APODETI) advocated
integration with Indonesia; the Uniao Democratica de Timor (UDT)
desired "progressive autonomy" but with continued Portuguese presence.13 By 1975, FRETILIN appeared to be the leading party.14
Using its strong position, FRETILIN undertook diplomatic efforts to
obtain support for East Timorese independence. To this end, FRETILIN sought to allay the fears of Indonesia and secure its support. is
Jose Ramos Horta, the Minister for External Affairs, assured the Indonesians that an independent East Timor under FRETILIN leader10. The Caetano regime was succeeded in April, 1974 by the Junta of National Salvation. N.Y. Times, Apr. 25, 1974, at I, col. 3.
11. The amendment was adopted on July 24, 1974. See Report of the Special Committee on the Situation With Regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, 30 U.N. GAOR, 2 Supp. (No. 23) 34,
U.N. Doc. A/10023/Rev. I (1975). In the Fourth Committee of the General Assembly,
Portuguese representatives reaffirmed their nation's recognition of its obligations under
Chapter XI. 29 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (2080th mtg.) 3, 7, U;N. Doc. A/C. 4/SR. 2080 (1975).
12. For background on these parties, see Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 8-12.
13. See id. at 8.
14. See Report of the Special Committee on the Situation With Regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples, supra note 11, at 35-36; 35 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (11th mtg.) 7, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/35/
SR.l l (1980) (statement of E. Traube), reprinted in CULTURAL SURVIVAL, INC., EAST TIMOR
24 (1981) (FRETILIN was well on its way to enjoying wide popular support in November,
1974).
15. In July, 1974, FRETILIN also made diplomatic efforts to win Australian support.
At that time, it failed to obtain an Australian commitment to support independence. See
Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 12. Further efforts in December resulted in a public
statement by Australia supporting the "right of self-determination" of the people of East
Timor. See id; 93 AUSTL. PARL. DEB., H.R. (Hansard) 644 (1975) (referring to Australia's
support for "measured and deliberate" decolonization of East Timor resulting in self-determination); Report of the Special Committee on the Situation With Regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples, supra note 11, at 34.
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ship would maintain close and friendly relations with Indonesia, and
would neither support separatist movements within Indonesia nor permit such movements to use Timorese territory as a base of operations
against Indonesia. 16 These demonstrations of goodwill succeeded. By
letter dated June 17, 1974, 17 Indonesia stated that:
I. The independence of every country is the right of every nation with
no exception for the people in Timor.
II. The government, as well as the people of Indonesia, have no intention to increase or expand their territory, or to occupy other territories other than what is stipulated in their Constitution. This
reiteration is to give you a clear idea, so that there may be no doubt
in the minds of the people of Timor in expressing their own
wishes. 18
III. For this reason, whoever will govern in Timor in the future after
independence can be assured that the Government of Indonesia will
always strive to maintain good relations, friendship and cooperation
for the benefit of both countries.

As concrete steps were taken towards the independence of East Timor, Indonesia's position began to change. In January, 1975, FRETILIN and UDT formed an alliance and began to negotiate with
Portugal for a transitional government that would lead to independence-a goal to which UDT had also come to aspire. 19 Indonesian
spokesmen thereafter began to suggest that independence was not an
option available to East Timor. Comments were made about the terri16. Interview with Jose Ramos Horta, in New York City (Jan. 15, 1981) (on file with Tl,e
Yale Journal of World Public Order). Indonesia is struggling with secessionist movements in
West Irian, the South Moluccas, and Aceh (Northern) Sumatra. See N.Y. Times, Oct. 11 1
1971, at A6, col. I (discussing South Moluccas); Jakarla's Mos/ Sensitive Spots, FAR EASTERN ECON. REV., Aug. 4, 1978, at 24 (discussing West Irian and Aceh Sumatra).
17. J. JoLLIFFE, supra note l, at 66.
18. In fact, no particular territory is stipulated in the Indonesian Constitution. See
McBeath, Indonesia, in 7 CONSTITUTIONS OF THE COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD (1973). Representatives of the Republic of Indonesia, however, have made several explicit statements
denying any intent to expand into East Timor. For example, in the course of the general
debate at the General Assembly's Fifteenth Session in 1960, the then foreign minister of
Indonesia said,
[w]e are declaring the right of the Indonesian people to be sovereign and independent
within all the territory formerly covered by the Netherlands East Indies. We do not
make any claim to any other part of the Indonesian archipelago. Indonesia explicitly
does not make any claim at all to territory such as that in Borneo or Timar which lies
within the Indonesian archipelago, but was not part of the Netherlands East Indies.
15 U.N. GAOR (888th plen. mtg.) 431,451, U.N. Doc. A/PV.888 (1960).
In 1957, in the First Committee, the Indonesian representative said, "Indonesia had no
claims on any territories which had not been part of the former Netherlands East Indies. No
one should suggest otherwise or advance dangerous theories in that respect." 12 U.N.
GAOR, C.l (912th mtg.) 243, 247, U.N. Doc. A/C.1/SR.912 (1957).
19. Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 14.
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tory's backwardness and lack of economic viability,20 and Jakarta disseminated misinformation about the status and condition of East
Tim,or. 2 • In particular, FRETILIN was portrayed as a leftist party that
planned to deliver the country to the Communists. Such an event allegedly would undermine regional security. 2 2
The alliance between UDT and FRETILIN soon began to break
down, and no agreement acceptable to both parties could be reached
with the Portuguese. UDT leaders were in contact with Indonesia
throughout July and August of 1975, and apparently were warned that
Indonesia would not tolerate an independent East Timor unless immediate steps were taken against FRETILIN and an anti-communist front
was established. 23 With this tacit support, UDT seized power_ on August 11, 1975, and demanded immediate independence and the imprisonment of FRETILIN leaders. 24 Fighting broke out between
FRETILIN and UDT.25 The Portuguese were in no position to control
the situation. 26 Large numbers of the Portuguese military deserted to
FRETILIN, and on August 29, the Governor and remaining Portuguese military and civilian personnel withdrew from the capital, Di).i,
to the nearby island of Atauro. 27 By mid-September, 1975, FRETILIN
had taken control of a substantial part of the country, 28 and on November 28, 1975, it declared the independence of the "Democratic Republic
20. Id. at 14-15.
21. Nichterlein, The Struggle far East Timor-Pre/ude to Invasion, 7 J. CoNTEMP. ASIA
489-90 (1977).
22. Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 15-16. By April, 1975, officials in the Australian
Department of Foreign Affairs believed that "the Indonesians remain unshaken in their
resolve that, ultimately, Portuguese Timar should become part of Indonesia." At'that time,
the Australians still believed that Indonesia would not invade East Timar.
The Indonesians have assured us at all levels that they are not contemplating military
intervention. There is a less strident tone to Indonesian propaganda. Latest intelligence reports reveal no preparations for early military action. The Portuguese, meanwhile, have reaffirmed their willingness to follow a very gradual time table for
decolonization in Timar. This seems to be acceptable to the politi~l groupings on the
.
ground, as well as to the Indonesians.
Brief for Minister for Foreign Affairs, April, 1975, reprinted in DOCUMENTS ON AUSTRALIAN
DEFENCE AND FOREIGN POLICY 1968-1975 189 (1981) [hereinafter cited as DOCUMENTS].
23. Issue on East Timar, supra note 4, at 18; N.Y. Times, Aug. 12, 1975, at A2, col. I.
24. Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 19.
25. See Report on Visit to East Timor by Senator Arthur Gietzelt and Representative
Ken Fry, Members of Australian Parliament (mimeo., Sept. 1975) (on file with The Yale
Journal of World Public Order); Issue on East Timor, .supra note 4, at 19.' Two to three
thousand people lost their lives in the fighting between the two groups, while "thousands"
crossed the frontier into Indonesian Timor to escape the war. Id.
26. Kamm, supra note 1, at 56.
27. Id.; Issues on East Timar, supra note 4, at 19.
28. In the period between the defeat -or the UDT forces and the Indonesian invasion, the
FRETILIN administration succeeded in reestablisbing law and order and in restoring essential services to towns in East Tim.or. According to J. S. Dunn, former Australian Consul-
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of East Timor."29 Two days later a coalition of APODETI, UDT, and
two smaller parties, KOTA and Trabalhista, denounced FRETILIN's
action and declared the independence and integration of East Timor
with the Republic of Indonesia. 30
General in East Timar, FRETILIN leaders were warmly received by the Timorese people
wherever they went. Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 23.
29. J. JOLLIFFE, supra note 1, at 208-15. At least two factors contributed to FRETILIN's
decision to declare the independence of East Timor. First, FRETILIN leaders had been
heavily influenced by the events occuring in other Portuguese territories, particularly
Mozambique and Angola. Thus the decision made earlier in the month by the Movimento
Popular del Libertacao de Angola (MPLA) to declare independence encouraged FRETILIN
leaders to follow a similar course. A second factor in FRETILIN's decision was the deterioration of FRETILIN's diplomatic relations with Australia and Indonesia. This deterioration was reflected in a cable from the Australian Ambassador to Indonesia wherein he
noted:
We are all aware of the Australian defence interest in the Portuguese Timar situation
but I wonder whether the Department has ascertained the interest of the Minister of the
Department of Minerals and Energy in the Timar situation. It would seem to me that
this Department might well have an interest in closing the present gap in the agreed sea
border and this could be much more readily negotiated with Indonesia by closing the
present gap than with Portugal or independent Portuguese Timar.
I know I am recommending a pragmatic rather than a principled stand but that is
what national interest and foreign policy is all about, as even those countries with ideological bases for their foreign policies, like China and the Soviet Union, have
acknowledged.
Cable from the Australian Ambassador to Indonesia to the Department of Foreign Affairs
(Aug. 17, 1975) reprinted in DOCUMENTS, supra note 22, at 197-200. Having lost some of its
regional support, FRETILIN thought it expedient to appeal to the world community. FRETILIN reasoned that, as a political party, it carried no weight in the world political arena
and could therefore only watch helplessly as the Indonesians slowly but systematically encroached upon their territory. J. JOLLIFFE, supra note 1, at 216. As a sovereign nation,
however, it would be possible to appeal to the world community, and in particular to the
U.N., for moral and material support. According to the FRETILIN Minister for External
Affairs, Jose Ramos Horta, FRETILIN's declaration of independence was ultimately recognized by fifteen governments: Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Sao
Tome and Principe, Albania, Benin, Cambodia, People's Republic of China, People's Republic of Congo (Brazzaville), Guinea (Conakry), Democratic Republic of Korea, Laos, Vietnam, and Tanzania. Interview with Jose Ramos Horta, supra note 16.
30. Issue on East Tlinor, supra note 4, at 29. For the text of this proclamation, see Letter
dated December 4, 1975, from the Permanent Representative of Indonesia to the SecretaryGeneral, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/808 (1975). The Portuguese Government rejected both the
FRETILIN proclamation of independence and the pro-Indonesian parties' declaration of
integration with Indonesia. See Communique by the Portuguese National Decolonization
Commission (Nov. 27, 1975), reprinted in U.N. Docs. A/10403 & S/11890 (1975). Shortly
after these declarations, a draft resolution was introduced in the Fourth Committee of the
General Assembly. It was designed to bring all the parties together with a view towards
establishing conditions that would enable the East Timorese to exercise their right to selfdetermination and independence in a peaceful manner and in an atmosphere of security and
tranquillity, free from any threats or coercion. It also requested Portugal and all Timorese
political parties to make every effort to find a peaceful solution and requested the Special
Committee on Decolonization to send a fact-finding mission to the Territory as soon as
possible. See 30 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (2180th mtg.) 356, 358, U.N. Doc. A/C. 4/SR.2180
(1975). A revised version of the draft, circulated on December 6, added a paragraph affirming that "any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and
the territorial integrity of a country is incompatible with the Purposes and Principles of the
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On December 7, 1975, Indonesian forces invaded East Timor. 31 On
December 18, Adam Malik, the .Foreign Minister of Indonesia, announ~ed the establishment of a "provisional government" in East
Timor.32
At the United Nations, both the General Assembly and the Security
Council reaffirmed East Timer's right to self-determination and called
for Indonesia's withdrawal from the territory. 33 The Security Council
also requested the Secretary-General to send a Special Representative
to assess the situation first-hand. 34 United Nations efforts proved ineffective, 35 however, and support for East Timorese independence eroded
Charter of the United Nations." The revised draft also removed a paragraph that had
lauded "the positive attitude of the administering Power in making every effort to find a
solution by peaceful means." Draft resolution revision submitted by Australia, Fiji, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, and Thailand, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/
L.1125 Rev. I (1975). See 30 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (2184th mtg.) 390, 396, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/
SR. 2184 (1975). In retrospect, the revision, apparently instigated by Indonesia, seems to
have been calculated to set up two later Indonesian arguments: (I) that Timor was part of
the national territory of Indonesia and that the "integrity" of Indonesia should be preserved,
see note 79 i'!fra, and (2) that because of the "criminal negligence" of Portugal, Indonesian
intervention was justified, see note 161 infra.
.
31. Letter dated December 7, 1975 from the Permanent Representative of Portugal to
the United Nations addressed to the President of the Security Council, U.N. Doc. S/11899
(1975).
32. J. JOLLIFFE, supra note l, at 272.
33. On December 11, the Fourth Committee of the General Assembly adopted a resolution deploring the Indonesian invasion and calling for the withdrawal of Indonesian troops.
30 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (2188th mtg.) 407,412, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR.2188 (1975). On December 12, the General Assembly adopted a similar resolution by a vote of 72 to 10, with 43
abstensions. G.A. Res. 3485, 30 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 34) 118, U.N. Doc. A/10034
(1975) [hereinafter cited as G.A. Res. 3485 (XXX)]. Of the dissenting nations, Benin rejected the resolution because it merely "deplored", rather than "categorically condemned"
Indonesia's action. 30 GAOR, C.4 (2188th mtg.) 407, 409, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR.2188
(1975). India, Iran, Japan, Malaysia, Philippines, Quatar Saudi Arabia, and Thailand supported Indonesia. U.N. Doc. A/GA. 5438 at 262 (1975). The tenth "no" vote was cast by
Indonesia. The Security Council unanimously called for the withdrawal of Indonesian
forces and reaffirmed East Timor's right to self-determination. S.C. Res. 384, 30 U.N.
SCOR, Resolutions and Decisions 10, U.N. Doc. S/Res/384 (1975) [hereinafter cited as S.C.
Res. 384].
34. S.C. Res. 384, supra note 33, para. 5.
35. Secretary-General Waldheim appointed Vittorio Winspeare Guicciardi, DirectorGeneral of the United Nations Office at Geneva, as his Special Representative. Report of
the Secretary-General in pursuance of Security Council Resolution 384, 31 U.N. SCOR,
Supp. (Jan.-Mar. 1976) 119, U.N. Doc. S/12011 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the
Secretary-General]. Winspeare Guicciardi contacted representatives of the interested parties in New York, Australia, Jakarta, Kupong in West Timor, and in areas under the control
of the "Provisional Government," including the enclave of Oecusse, the Island of Atauro,
the capital city Dill, Matuto, and Bacau on the island's north coast. Attempts were made in
conjunction with FRETILIN officials in Australia to visit FRETILIN-held areas, but communication and transportation difficulties, aggravated by the Australian and Indonesian
governments, frustrated these attempts. Id. at 121; J. JOLLIFFE, supra note 1, at 276-77 (Australian government confiscated radio link used by Winspeare Guicciardi). Air fields suggested by FRETILIN for use by the U.N. party came under Indonesian attack, apparently in
an effort to sabotage this part of the mission. Report of the Secretary-General, supra. As a
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as time passed.36 Indonesia moved ahead with military operations and
the incorporation of East Tim.or into its territory.37
The "Provisional Government'' invited the United Nations Special
Committee on Decolonization, the President of the Security Council,
and the Secretary-General to attend the first meeting of a "Regional
Popular Assembly" in Dill on May 31, 1976.38 The invitations were
declined. 39 The meeting that took place in Dill was over in less than
two hours and was witnessed by seven foreign diplomats. 40 The "Regional Popular Assembly" unanimously adopted a resolution requesting integration with Indonesia.41 On June 7, 1976, following the
meeting in Dill, a delegation of the representatives of the people of East
Timor formally presented to President Suharto of Indonesia a petition
requesting integration.42 On June 24, ·Indonesia dispatched a "factfinding" mission to East Timor to ascertain the ''wishes of the People."43. Based on a favorable report of this fact-finding mission, the
Indonesia parliament approved a bill for the integration of East Timor
into Indonesia.44 Despite Indonesia's declared incorporation of East
result of these events, Winspeare Guicciardi concluded that "any accurate assessment of the
situation as a whole remains elusive." Id. at 122.
36. In contrast with the December, 1975 Security Council resolution, which was adopted
unanimously, the United States and Japan, in April, 1976, abstained on a resolution that
reiterated the operative paragraphs of the December resolution, S.C. Res. 389, 31 U.N.
SCOR, Resolutions and Decisions 18, U.N. Doc. S/Res/389 (1976). See Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 62-63. For subsequent General Assembly action, see note 49 1,ifra.
The decline in support for East Timorese independence may have resulted, in part, from
intense efforts by Indonesian diplomats to win support for their position. More than one
foreign office found that its entire diplomatic relationship with Indonesia was "on the line"
in this regard. (Author's conversations with officials and representatives at the United
Nations).
37. Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 64.
38. Id.
39. See kl.; Note by the President of the Security Council, 31 U.N. SCOR, Supp. (Apr.June 1976) 65, U.N. Doc. S/12104 (1976); Report of the Secretary-General, supra note 35.
40. Diplomats from India, Iran, Malaysia, New Zealand, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, and
Thailand were present. See Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 37 n.157; Wash. Post, June
l, 1976, at Al 7, col. 3. Among other nations, Australia and Japan apparently declined similar invitations, and as a consequence, incurred the wrath of the Indonesians. J. JOLLIFFE,
supra note l, at 289. The Philippines was also apparently invited and had accepted; however, no representative of the Philippines was present. Sonpong, Report of the Thai Representative to the Popular Assembly (S. Miller trans. 1975) (on file with The Yale Journal of
World Public Order) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Thai Representative to the Popular
Assembly).
41. See Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 37.
42. Letter dated June 15, 1976, from the Permanent Representative of Indonesia to the
Secretary-General, 31 U.N. SCOR, Supp. (Apr.-June 1976) 60-61, U.N. Doc. S/12097, Annex II (1976).
43. Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 38. Foreign diplomats and members of the
press were a,So present during the mission's visit. INDONESIA DEP'T OF INFORMATION, PRO•
CESS OF DE~OLONIZATION IN EAST TIMOR 38 (1976).
44. N.Y. Times, July 18, 1976, at A7, col. 1. For an unofficial translation of this bill, see
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Timor into the Republic of Indonesia, FRETILIN military activity
continued on a significant scale until 1978-79.45 This activity appears
to be continuing, but at a lower level.46
In December, 1976, the General Assembly again called upon Indonesia to withdraw its forces and deplored its failure to comply with the
previous General Assembly and Security Council resolutions.47 It rejected the claim that East Tim.or had been integrated into Indonesia,
declaring that the people had not been able to exercise freely their right
to self-determination. Resolutions critical of the Indonesian actions
have been passed in each subsequent session of the General Assembly.48 Nevertheless, Indonesian diplomacy gradually eroded the support formerly shown for East Timor.49
II.

Self-Determination and East Tim.or

The Indonesian invasion and occupation of East Tim.or violate two
fundamental norms of international law. First, Indonesia's actions deprived East Tim.or of its right to self-determination. Second, military
intervention into East Tim.or constituted an act of aggression forbidden
by the United Nations Charter and customary law. The United Nations itself deplored the invasion and called for the withdrawal of Indonesian troops. 50
Indonesia has disputed that its acts are invalid. But defenses asserted
explicitly, as well as those suggested in Indonesia's public statments,
fail adequately to rebut charges that is I?-as violated the principle of selfdetermination and engaged in unjustifiable and illegal acts of
INDONESIA DEP'T OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, DECOLONIZATION IN EAST TIMOR, Annex XIII
(1976).
45. See Kamm, supra note 1, at 62.
46. Id. at 35; Jolliffe, Refugees Still Talk of Famine and Repression, in EAST TIMOR INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE REPORT 7, 10 (1981).
47. G.A. Res. 31/53, 31 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 39) 125, U.N. Doc. A/31/362 (1976).
48. G.A. Res. 32/34, 32 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 45) 169, U.N. Doc. A/32/357 (1977);
G.A. Res. 33/39, 33 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 45) 181, U.N. Doc. A/33/455 (1978); G.A.
Res. 34/40, 34 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 46) 206, U.N. Doc. A/34/46 (1979); G.A. Res. 35/
27, 35 U.N. GAOR (Agenda Item 85) l-3, U.N. Doc. A/Res/35/27 (prov. ed. 1980).
49. The 1980 resolution was adopted by a vote of 58 to 35 with 46 abstensions and a
further 14 states "absent." See Resolutions and Decisions Adopted by the General Assembly During the First Part of its Thirty-Fifth Session 375-76, U.N. Doc. GA/6375 (1981).
Indonesia, however, continues to be unsuccessful in preventing the question of East Timor
from being included on the agenda of the General Assembly. In 1980, for example, Indonesia made an unsuccessful effort in the General Committee of the General Assembly (which
handles the agenda) to have the matter dropped. See U.N. Doc. A/BUR/35/SR. I at 13-14
(1980).
50. G.A. Res. 3485, 30 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 34) 118, U.N. Doc. A/10426 (1975);
S.C. Res. 384, supra note 33; S.C. Res. 389, 30 U.N. SCOR, Resolutions and Decisions 18,
U.N. Doc. S/Res/389 (1975).
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aggression.51
Indonesia has offered three explanations of its efforts to integrate
East Timor in terms of self-determination. First, Indonesia has argued
that integration with Indonesia is the will of the East Timorese people
and thus constitutes self-determination. Second, Indonesia has suggested that, regardless of any explicit consent to integration, the historical, ethnic, cultural, and geographical ties between Indonesia and East
Timor establish East Timor as an integral part of the Indonesian archipelago. If one accepts this proposition, administration of East Timor
by any authority other than Indonesia violates Indonesia's territorial
integrity and conflicts with United Nations doctrine. Finally, Indonesia has argued that East Timor is not economically viable and requires
direction and assistance from an economically stable state before it can
be expected to survive as an independent state.
None of these defenses withstands scrutiny. Reviewing each argument merely underscores the illegality of Indonesia's actions.
A. East Timorese '~xpressions

ef Will"

United Nations doctrine recognizes that non-self-governing territories have the right to self-determination.52 That right entitles each ter51. Indonesia has not made a comprehensive legal case for its actions. Its positions have
been gleaned mainly from the statements of its representatives in the General Assembly and
the Security Council and from three Indonesian publications: INDONESIA DEP'T OF INFORMATION, PROCESS OF DECOLONIZATION IN EAST TIMOR (1976); INDONESIA DEP'T OF FOR·
EIGN AFFAIRS, DECOLONIZATION IN EAST TIMOR (1976); Nahar, Some Hlslorical Noles on
Timor Island, INDONESIAN NEWS AND VIEWS, Nov. 8, 1975 at 1. The author is indebted lo
Mr. Juwana of the Indonesian Mission to the United Nations for providing him with information on the Indonesian point of view.
52. Self-determination is recognized as a fundamental international norm in the Charter
of the United Nations. See U.N. CHARTER arts. 1, 55, 56. International law has recognized
that the principle of self-determination applies to all non-self-governing territories. See Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South
West Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), [1971} I.C.J. 16, 31.
The Advisory Opinion on Western Sahara defended the universality of the principle of selfdetermination, despite the fact that:
in certain cases the General Assembly has dispensed with the requirement of consulting
the inhabitants of a given territory. Those instances were based either on the consideration that a certain population did not constitute a "people" entitled to self-determination or on the conviction that a consultation was totally unnecessary, in view of special
circumstances.
Advisory Opinion on Western Sahara, [1975] I.C.J. 12, 33.
The principle of self-determination has been defined as "the need to pay regard to the
freely expressed will of peoples." Id. See Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples, G.A. Res. 1514, 15 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 16), 66, U.N.
Doc. A/4684 (1960) [hereinafter cited as G.A. Res. 1514(XV)J; Declaration on Principles of
International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation Among States in Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, G.A. Res. 2625, 25 U.N. GAOR, Supp.
(No. 28) 121, U.N. Doc. A/8082 (1970). For a general discussion of the right of self-deter-
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ritory to choose the status it will assume on completing
decolonization. 53 General Assembly resolutions recognize that territories have at least three alternatives: emergence as a sovereign state, free
association with an independent state, or integration with a sovereign
state.54
Indonesia contends that it did not deprive East Timer of self-determination because, by four acts, the East Timorese people indicated
their preference for integration with Indonesia. The four acts include
the November, 1975 Proclamation by four parties sympathetic to union
with Indonesia,55 the May, 1976 resolution of the East Timor "Regional Popular Assembly," 56 the subsequent petition to the Indonesian
president and parliament,57 and the Indonesian fact-finding mission of
June, 1976.58
None of these acts satisfies the conditions set forth by the General
Assembly for a legitimate and genuine expression of will to integrate
with a sovereign state. Principle IX of G.A. Resolution 154l(XV)
(Principle IX) provides that:
(a) The integrating territory should have attained an advanced stage of
self-government with free political institutions, so that its peoples would
have the capacity to make a responsible choice through informed and
democratic processes.
(b) The integration should be the result of the freely expressed wishes of
the Territory's peoples acting with full knowledge of the change in their
status, their wishes having been expressed through informed and democratic processes impartially conducted and based on universal adult suffrage. The United Nations could, when it deems it necessary, supervise
these processes.59
mination, see R. EMERSON, SELF-DETERMINATION REVISITED IN AN ERA OF DECOLONIZATION (1964); A. RJGO-SUREDA, THE EVOLUTION OF THE RIGHT OF SELF-DETERMINATION
(1973); C. TOUSSAINT, THE TRUSTEESHIP SYSTEM OF THE UNITED NATIONS (1956); SELFDETERMINATION: NATIONAL, REGIONAL, AND GLOBAL DIMENSIONS (Y. Alexander & R ..
Friedlander eds. 1980); Chen, Self.Determination as a Human Right, in TOWARD WORLD
ORDER AND HUMAN DIGNITY 198 (YI. Reisman & B. Weston eds. 1976).
53. Self-determination has been identified as a right of all peoples and as a means to
bring colonial situations to a speedy conclusion. See G.A. Res. I514(XV), supra note 52;
Advisory Opinion on Western Sahara [1975] I.CJ. 12, 32.
54. These alternatives may not exhaust the alternatives available to territories. See Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation
Among States in Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, G.A. Res. 2625, 25
U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 28) 121, 124, U.N. Doc. A/8082 (1970) (accepting as valid alternatives ..any other political status freely determined by a people").
55. See text accompanying note 30 supra.
56. See text accompanying note 41 supra.
57. See text accompanying note 42 supra.
58. See text accompanying notes 43-44 supra.
59. G.A. Res. 1541 (XV), supra note 5.
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Two of the four acts do not even pretend to satisfy Principle IX.
Neither the November, 1975 proclamation issued by the coalition of
four parties, nor the June, 1976 fact-finding mission resembled in any
way the plebiscite required by Principle IX.
The remaining two acts cited by Indonesia, the East Timar Popular
Assembly and the subsequent petition to Indonesia presented by delegates of the representatives of East Timor, did pay at least lip service to
the spirit of Principle IX. 60 On review, however, they also prove inadequate. Contrary to Principle IX, the representatives to the Regional
Popular Assembly were not elected by a process respecting universal
adult suffrage. In any event the election was not impartially conducted.
There is no evidence that the people of East Timor understood the consequences of the available choices, and little evidence to suggest that
East Timor had achieved that stage of self-government necessary for a
people to shape its destiny. As the Regional Popular Assembly was
unlawfully chosen, the petition it subsequently presented to Indonesia
was also unlawful.
1.

"Universal Adult St!ffrage,,

A law passed by the "Deliberative Council of East Timar," a body
created at the same time as the "Provisional Government of East Timor," established the formalities for convening the Regional Popular
Assembly. 61 The Act provided that the Regional Popular Assembly be
composed of the "Deliberative Council of East Timor," supplemented
by representatives from each of the thirteen Conse/11os or districts of
East Timor. In each district, a Conselho Popular Assembly was to be
formed that would choose the district's two or three representatives to
the Regional Assembly.62
Even if the Regional Popular Assembly was designed to represent
the will of tl:te East Timorese people, it fell far short of satisfying the
standards of Principle IX. First, representatives to the Regional As..
sembly were not elected according to the principle of universal adult
suffrage. Rather, the Act provided that "[s]olely in the capital City of
60. See Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 37.
61. Act No. 1/A.D. 1976 of the "Provisional Government of East Timar", reprinted in
Report of the Secretary-General pursuant to Security Council resolution 389 (1976), 31 U.N.
SCOR, Supp. (Apr.-June 1976) 66, U.N. Doc. S/12106, Appendix (1976) [hereinafter cited
as Act No. 1/A.D. 1976].
62. Id. For a description of the Portuguese administrative structure, which introduced
the system of the thirteen Conselhos, see Report of the Special Committee on the Situation
With Regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples, 22 U.N. GAOR, I Annex (Agenda item 23) 59, U.N. Doc.
A/6700/Rev. I (1967).
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Dill representatives for the Conselho Popular Assemblies and the Regional Popular Assembly will be elected in accordance with the [principle of] one man/one vote." In the other districts representatives to the
Conselhos Popular Assemblies were to be chosen in accordance with
the tradition and identity of the people of East Tim.or, meaning a representative system by means of "consensus and consent." 63 As a result,
only five of twenty-eight representatives to the "Regional Popular Assembly" were elected by popular vote. 64
The absence of a public record of the proceedings makes it particularly difficult to determine who in fact participated in the elections and
whether district elections represented the will of the people. It has, indeed, been asserted that only five of the twenty-eight delegates who
participated in the proceedings were actually elected. 65 2.

''Processes Impartially Conducted''

It is also doubtful that the Regional Popular Assembly was conducted impartially, as required by Principle IX. Although Principle IX
does not require United Nations observation of a consultation, the
United Nations, in fact, has a long history of involvement in consultations with populations, and, in some circumstances, has provided some
assurance of the impartiality of the electoral process. 6 6 The United Na63. Act No. 1/A.D. 1976, supra note 61, arts. 2, 5. What the law meant by "consensus
and consent,'' which must refer to something other than one person, one vote, is unclear and
remains unexplained. The law apparently envisaged some form of consultation of traditional leaders, but the nature and extent of any such consultation has not been revealed.
64. It might be suggested that conditions in East Timor were such that a consultation
based on one person, one vote could not have been achieved within a reasonable period of
time after the 1974 Portuguese change of government. However, it should be noted that in
cases where a status other than independence was considered by the United Nations, an
expression of will has almost invariably been ascertained by an election or referendum conducted on this basis-regardless of how difficult conditions might have made efforts to conduct such a vote. For a discussion of examples of such referenda, see note 67 infra (British
Togoland, Northern Cameroons, Southern Cam.croons) and note 75 infra (Cook Islands,
Niue, Marina Islands, Papua New Guinea).
65. s. NICHTERLEIN, 2 THE STRUGGLE FOR EAST TIMOR 26 (mimeo. 1979) (on file with
The Yale Journal of World Public Order).
66. The United Nations has ,regularly supervised plebiscites leading to integration of
former colonies with independent states. It supervised plebiscites that led to the union of
British Togoland with the Gold Coast to form Ghana in 1956, the Northern Cameroons
with Nigeria in 1961, and the Southern Cameroons with the Cameroun Republic in 1961.
U.N. Dep't of Political Affairs, Trusteeship and Decolonization, F!fteen Years ofthe United
Nations .Declaration on the Granting o/ Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
DECOLONIZATION, Dec., 1975, at 19 [hereinafter cited as F!fteen Years]. Although United
Nations involvement in an alleged act of self-determination generally contributes to the legitimacy and impartiality of the proceeding, the U.N.'s participation in the West Irian "act
of free choice" resulting in integration with Indonesia represents a stain on the U.N.'s record. The U.N. acquiesced in a consultation that did not recognize the principle of one person, one vote. Moreover, the consultation effectively was conducted by Indonesia which
"exercised at all times a tight political control over the population." Report of the Secretary-
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tions, however, declined to supervise the East Timor consultation, and
the observers that were present were diplomats from states arguably
sympathetic to Indonesia. 67 In any event, the conditions under which
the diplomats observed the Assembly left them little opportunity to oh~
serve. Neither the diplomats nor attending journalists were permitted
to interview members of the Assembly. 68 Moreover, because the
speeches were delivered in Portuguese, many of the diplomats and
journalists were unable to understand them. 69 The fact that the report
of only one observer is available casts further doubt on what role, if
any but a cosmetic one, the diplomats were expected to play and were
able to play.70
General Regarding the Act of Self-Determination in West Irian, 24 U.N. GAOR, 2 Annexes
(Agenda Item 98) 2, at 20, U.N. Doc. A/7723, Annex 1 (1969). While the General Assembly
did not approve the result of the "act of free choice," it passed a resolution taking note of
this act. See G.A. Res. 2504, 24 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 30) 3, U.N. Doc. A/7630 (1969).
This resolution passed by a vote of 84-0, with 30 abstentions. 24 U.N. GAOR, (1813th
mtg.), I, at 17, U.N. Doc. A/PV. 1813 (1969).
61. See note 40 supra (list of nations that sent observers). India, Iran, Malaysia, Saudi
Arabia, and Thailand all voted in support of Indonesia. New Zealand abstained. Of the
seven states that had sent representatives to the "Popular Assembly," only Nigeria voted fot
the resolution. See G.A. Res. 3485 (XXX), supra note 33. Nigeria has abstained in General
Assembly votes on the subject since 1978. Since 1979, New Zealand, on the other hand, has
voted with Indonesia.
Several factors may explain this pattern of voting. Iran and Saudi Arabia apparently have
cast their votes to support a fellow Islamic state or OPEC member. While Nigeria can be
similarly described, its performance in the General Assembly indicates a continuing sentiment in favor of genuine self-determination for East Timor. This sentiment is perhaps a
reflection of Nigeria's own colonial experience. Malaysia and Thailand, like Indonesia, are
members of the Association of South East Asian States (ASEAN). (The other two A SEAN
members, the Philippines and Singapore, have also supported Indonesia, the Philippines
with some enthusiasm. The Philippines had accepted an invitation to attend the mee~ing in
Dili but its representative did not arrive). Since Britain entered the European Economic
Community, an action that resulted in New Zealand's losing a substantial portion of the
British market for agricultural goods, New Zealand has made a substantial effort to convince South East Asian states that it has a significant stake in the area. While Indonesia
does not conduct substantial trade with New Zealand, as the largest ASEAN member it is
perceived by New Zealand to be the key to New Zealand's diplomacy in the area. India was
perhaps still grateful to Indonesia for its diplomatic support at the time of India's invasion of
Goa in 1961. It may also have been embarrassed by the way it had absorbed its protectorate, Sikkim, in 1974-75, and saw some similarities between that action and the Indonesian
incorporation of East Timor.
68. The Times (London), June I, 1976, at 6, col. l; Wash. Post, June 1, 1976, at Al 7, col.

3.
69. See Letter from the New Zealand Minister of Foreign Affairs to Roger Clark (May
15, 1981) (on file with The Yale Journal of World Public Order).
70. The role of the United Nations or other observer group in an act of self-determination is to ensure impartiality and fairness. The failure of the seven diplomats at the Popular
Assembly to make public reports contrasts sharply with the practice of United Nations observers, see supra note 66, and with the observers at the 1980 Zimbabwe elections who published their reports, see 1980 KEESING'S CONTEMPORARY ARCHIVES 30373.
The author endeavored to obtain copies of the reports from each of the seven governments. The Thai Mission to the United Nations kindly transmitted a four-page report (in
Thai). The report is a factual account of events and is somewhat critical of the haste with
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The absence of effective third party supervision of the Regional Assembly is particularly troublesome in view of the many reasons to suspect that the entire process was a sham conducted either by the
Indonesians themselves, or by factions under their influence. The Assembly was conducted under the auspices of the "Deliberative Council
of East Timor," 71 which insisted on speedy proceedings.72 Even if the
Council and the Assembly were not controlled by the Indonesian government, there is every reason to believe both were composed of people
which the Assembly was convened and of the absence of its consideration of any alternative
other than integration with Indonesia. See Report of the Thai Representative to the Popular
Assembly, supra note 40. The New Zealand Minister of Foreign Affairs wrote:
While I am not prepared to release the full text of the report-which was a confidential report to the New Zealand Government-I have no objection to letting you know
the gist of the document.
In short, while the observer's assessment was that the Council in a "serious, businesslike and formal way" unanimously endorsed integration with Indonesia, the occasion
left a number of unanswered questions surrounding the self-determination process in
East Timor. Subsequent to this event, the New Zealand Government continued to
press Indonesia, as a fellow member of the United Nations, to do what it could to get
the United Nations involved in the self-determination process.
You raise the question of the language in which the proceedings took place. The
proceedings were in Portuguese and apparently only some parts of it were translated
into English. Our observer does not speak Portuguese but made an informal arrangement to have a "running commentary" provided by a Timorese. This was, however,
very much a second best to being provided with a full and accurate translation.
Letter from the New Zealand Minister of Foreign Affairs to Roger Clark (May 15, 1981) (on
file with The Yale Journal of World Public Order).
The Counsellor to the Indian Mission to the United Nations wrote:
Regrettably, we are unable to send you a copy of the Ambassador's report as it is a
confidential document which has not yet been released to the public. But it might be of
interest to you to know that our Ambassador felt that since the village chiefs attended
the Assembly, there was obviously consensus among the people of East Timor in favour
of integration with Indonesia.
Letter from the Counsellor to the Indian Mission to the United Nations to Roger Clark (Jan.
29, 1981) (on file with The Yale Journal of World Public Order).
The Charge d'Affaires of Saudi Arabia reported, "I am sorry to inform you that the gentleman in question was unable to present a report to the Government due to the fact that he
died of a heart attack four days after the meeting mentioned in your letter!' Letter from the
Charge d'Affaires of Saudi Arabia to Roger Clark (Jan. 22, 1981) (on file with The Yale
Journal of World Public Order). No substantive replies were received from the other governments involved.
71. No explanation of the origin of the Deliberative Council, sometimes referred to as
the Advisory Council, appears in the various documents forwarded to the Secretary-General
by Indonesia, or in the Report of the Secretary-General pursuant to Security Council resolution 389, 31 U.N. SCOR, Supp. (Apr.-June 1976) 66, U.N. Doc. S/12106 (1976). In remarks
to the Security Council in April, 1976, Mr. Guilherme Goncalves, Chairman of the Advisory
Council of the "Provisional Government," stated that the Council was established to help
the "Provisional Government" in reaching "important decisions,'' and was to function as a
provisional assembly pending the appointment of the People's Assembly. 31 U.N. SCOR
(1908th mtg.) 71, U.N. Doc. S/PV. 1908 (1976). Because there is no reference in any source
to an election for the Council, its members were presumably "appointed." Whether it
adopted any laws other than Act No. 1/A.D. 1976, supra note 61, is not known.
72. The Assembly completed its business in under two hours, so any debate by necessity
would have been brief. Wash. Post, June l, 1976, at AI7, col. 3.
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sympathetic to integration with Indonesia.73 In any event, it cannot be
said with conviction that the consultation was impartially conducted;
integration was the only item on the Assembly's agenda and no other
alternatives appear to have been debated. 74
3.

"Full Knowledge"

Principle IX also provides that the Territory's peoples should make a
responsible choice with "full knowledge of the change in their status."
The United Nations has frequently insisted that authorities undertake
an educational campaign fully and fairly presenting the relevant issues.
There is no record that such a campaign was launched. Nor is there
any evidence to suggest that the East Timorese people were well-informed about or had any access to information regarding the consequences of integration with Indonesia. That the consultation and
designation of representatives took place during the Indonesian occupation and continuing fighting suggests that, at best, the people were
acting under circumstances unlikely to foster an informed and respon73. Id.; The Times (London), June 1, 1976, at 6, col. 1.
74. No U.N. or neutral third-party observers were present for the selection of the representatives to the Assembly. The observers present at the actual meeting of the Assembly
itself were not able to determine the representativeness of the proceedings. Wash. Post, June
l, 1976, at A17, col. 3. See text accompanying notes 68-70 supra. Moreover, the armed
conflict in East Timor-whatever its origin and nature-with its resulting dislocation and
starvation, reduced the ability of the East Timorese fully to exercise their right to self-determination according to the intent of G. A. Res. 1514(XV), supra note 52. See Kamm, supra
note 1; Anderson, supra note 1.
It is instructive to contrast the formation and actions of the "Deliberative Council" and
the Regional Popular Assembly with other exercises of the right of self-determination. The
United Nations has a long history of involvement with consultations of population prior to
an act of self-determination. See Fifteen Years, supra note 66, at 19-22. In cases where a
status other than independence was considered, an election or referendum conducted on the
basis of one person, one vote has been the usual practice-no matter how difficult to achieve,
given the level of development of the society concerned. See, e.g., Report of the United
Nations Special Representative for the Supervision of the Elections in the Cook Islands,
U.N. Doc. A/AC.109/L.228 (1965); Report of the United Nations Special Mission to Observe the Act of Self-Determination in Niue, U.N. Doc. A/AC.109/L.982 (1974); Report of
the United Nations Special Mission to Observe the Plebiscite in the Mariana Islands District, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, June 1975, 43 U.N. TCOR, Supp. (No. 2) 27-30,
41, U.N. Doc. T/1771 (1976). Because the General Assembly regarded East Timor as also
subject to Chapter XI of the Charter, the precedents of such referenda should have applied.
Furthermore, any argument that conditions in East Timor could not have permitted a
consultation based on one person, one vote within a reasonable time after the Portuguese
. change of government in 1974 must be viewed in the light of Australia's success at organizing such elections in Papua New Guinea since 1964. J. RYAN, THE HoT LAND 371 (1969).
Conditions in Papua New Guinea in 1964 were roughly comparable to those in East Timar
ten years later-at least prior to the Indonesian invasion. The United Nations observed one
of the Papua New Guinea elections in 1972 and went to great length to commend the thoroughness and fairness with which it had been conducted. Report of the United Nations
Visiting Mission to Observe the Elections to the Papua New Guinea House of Assembly in
1972, 39 U.N. TCOR, Supp. (No. 2) 33-38, U.N. Doc. T/1739 (1972).
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sible choice.1s
4.

''Advanced Stage of Se!f-Government''

For similar reasons, it is unlikely that the consultation with the East
Timorese people satisfied the provision of Principle IX declaring that
the "territory should have [already] attained an advanced stage of selfgovernment with free political institutions." It can hardly be said that
the Portuguese did much to put the Territory in such a state. 76 Arguably, during its de facto control of the country from September to December, 1975, and possibly during the earlier period of its coalition
with UDT, FRETILIN had facilitated East Timor's advancement toward self-government. But whatever success FRETILIN had was certainly destroyed by the Indonesian invasion.
In view of the deficiencies of the four acts said to express the will of
the East Timorese people and the non-compliance with Principle IX,
the U.N. refused to recognize that the East Timorese had exercised selfdetermination. Indonesia's reliance on these four events as genuine
acts of will proved un.acceptable to most States. Consequently its invasion and occupation of J;,ast Timor, as well as its formal declaration of
integration, must be judged grave violations of East Timor's right to
self-determination.
B.

1:'Historic, Ethnic, and Cultural Ties" Between Indonesia
and East Timar

Indonesia has made several statements appealing to the geographic,
historic, ethnic, and cultural ties uniting it with East Timar. All of
them suggest that East Timar is an integral part of the Indonesian nation. Though Indonesia has not explicitly relied upon these observations to defend its invasion of East Timor, it used similar arguments to
justify its integration of West Irian.
Shortly before the Indonesian invasion, the Indonesian representative to the Fourth Committee, while defending Indonesia's interest in
the peace and stability of East Tim.or, pointed ·out the geographical,
cultural, and ethnic ties between Portuguese or East Timar and Indonesian Timor:
The 450 years of division resulting from colonial domination bad not diminished the close ties of blood and culture between the people of the
Territory and their kin in Indonesian Timor. That geographical proximity and ethical [sic] kinship were important reasons for Indonesia's con15. See text accompanying notes 3142 supra.
16. See text accompanying note 27 supra.
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cern about peace and stability in Portuguese Timor, not only in its own
interest, but also in the interest of Southeast Asia as a whole. 77

The President of Indonesia forcefully made this geographic and ethnic argument at the time of the incorporation of East Timor into Indonesia. On that occasion, he emphasized historical connections with
East Timor.
This archipelago was once united, with an area approximately the size of
the present territory of the unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia.
History noted the famous Srivijaya Kingdom, as well as the well-known
Majapahit Kingdom.
But hfstory should also note an inglorious chapter and a misfortune that
befell us. For three and a half centuries we were a colonialized nation,
our soul was oppressed and our body exploited. As I have mentioned
earlier, we were separated from our own brothers, we were splintered into
small groups. But the heritage of sharing one common destiny had never
disappeared. The spirit to become independent had never been
quenched. 78

The symbolic appeal of the ancient empires of Srivijaya and
Majapahit has proved to be an extremely powerful rhetorical device in
the hands of Indonesian leaders. It was used in 1945 when President
Sukarno first spoke in favor of uniting within an independent Indonesia the territories it allegedly controlled at the time of the Srivijaya and
Majapahit kingdoms. He contended then that a fully restored Indonesian nation would include East Timor. 79 The case is a weak one. The
exact extent of the Srivijaya and Majapahit empires, and their legal ties
to the outlying part of the Indonesian archipelago, including Timor, are
lost in history. 80 If anything, the ethnic and cultural roots of the East
77. 30 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (2180th mtg.) 359, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR. 2180 (1975).
78. Statement by President Suharto in response to the address presented by the delegation of the Provisional Government of East Timor, reprinted in 31 U.N. SCOR, Supp. (Apr.June 1976) 62-64, U.N. Doc. S/12097, Annex V (1976).
79. Srivijaya and Majapahit were recalled by Sukarno in his famous Panlja Slla (Five
Principles) Speech of June 1, 1945, in which he asserted that "the national state is only
Indonesia in its entirety, which existed at the time of Srivijaya and Majapahit, and which
now, too, we must set up together." B. GRANT, INDONESIA 30 (1967). However, no claim
was·made to East Timor at the time of the formal declaration of Indonesian independence in
August, 1945, and any aspirations for its incorporation were expressly disavowed by Indonesia in the 1950s and 60s, see note 18 supra.
80. The most explicit expression of the "ethnic ties" argument appears in a November,
1975 press release from the Indonesian Embassy in Washington. See Nahar supra note 51.
It ma~es the point that Timor is geographically part of the Indonesian archipelago. It then
argues that "[e]thnically, the people living in the Portuguese controlled part of the island of
Timor (East Timor) are the same as the people oflndonesia. . . ." id. at 1. The statement
maintains that, in the past, Timor was under the administration of the Srivijaya and
Majapahit empires.
The Buddhist kingdom of Srivijaya, established in Sumatra in the seventh century, was
the first important political unit with connections throughout the Indonesian archipelago.
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Timorese people and the Indonesians suggest that they are distinct peoples. 8 I Moreover, any attempt on the part of Indonesia to defend its
invasion on the basis of its historical ties to East Timor is in direct
conflict with its own prior refutations of any intent to claim East Timor
as its rightful territory. s2
Timor, however, is not mentioned among the vassals of Srivijaya in the leading work in
English, G. COEDES, THE INOIANJZED STATES OF SOUTHEAST ASIA (1968). At its zenith, the
empire may have extended only to the western part of Java. See G. CoEDES, THE MAKING
OF SouTHEAST ASIA 95 (1967). One commentator has characterized Srivijaya as a federation of trading ports on the Sumatran coast and important islands off the coast. 0.
WOLTERS, THE FALL OF SRIVIJAYA IN MALAY HISTORY 9 (1970). An earlier work by the
same author, 0. WOLTERS, EARLY INDONESIAN COMMERCE (1967), deals with the origin of
the empire but does not in any way clarify the position of Timor with respect to it. In any
event, by the thirteenth century its power had waned and the focus of political power shifted
to Java with the establishment of the Hindu kingdom of Majapahit in 1292.
Scholarly literature discussing the ancient Indonesian empires supports at best a tenuous
tributary relationship between Timor and the Majapahit empire. That empire included
most of the area which later became the Dutch East Indies. G. Coeoes, THE INDIANIZED
STATES OF SOUTHEAST ASIA 239-40 (1968). Writings from the period suggest that Timor
sent tribute to the Majapahit court. See B. GRANT, supra note 79, at 8; 4 T. PIEGEAUD, JAVA
IN THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY 29-35 (1962). Pigeaud, however, considers it doubtful that
Majapahit authority was at any time of much consequence in most of the areas mentioned
by the ancient writers and notes that the writers' knowledge of geography seems uneven. Id.
Majapahit lasted for about two centuries before disintegrating with the arrival of Islam and,
later, the western colonialists. INDONESIA: THE SUKARNO YEARS 3 (H. Kosut ed. 1967).
Thus, even if the two kingdoms extended so far as to Timor, these ties were crumbling
before the first Portuguese made contact with the island in 1512 and certainly were in abeyance before the first serious colonization effort by the Dutch in 1651. Issue on East Timor,
supra note 4, at 6. References to the two ancient empires were also made in arguments
concerning the inclusion of West Irian in Indonesia and during the "confrontation" with
Malaysia over the inclusion of North Borneo and Sarawak in that country. S.
NICHTERLEIN, I THE STRUGGLE FOR EAST TIMOR 13 (mimeo. 1978) (on file with The Yale
Journal of World Public Order).
·
8 l. So far as the geographic proximity of Timor to the rest of the Indonesian Archipelago is concerned, no one has suggested seriously that the post-colonial world must be a
"tidy" one and no claim based solely on geographic contiguity has ever been given the
slightest countenance by the United Nations.
On the facts, the ethnic similarity argument carries little weight. The heart of the Indonesian Republic is Java and Sumatra. The Timorese probably have more in common with the
Melanesians of Papua New Guinea in terms of racial characteristics and language than they
do with the Javanese and Sumatrans. Mr. Ramos Horta stressed this argument before the
Security Council. 31 U.N. SCOR (1908th mtg.) 23, U.N. Doc. S/PV. 1908 (1976). Perhaps
because of these difficulties, Indonesia has not made an express claim to East Timor exclusively based on ethnic ties. East Timor does, of course, have ethnic ties with We.~t Thnor as
well as Molucca and West lrian, all areas encompassed by the Indonesian Republic. All of
these areas, however, are on the outer fringes of Indonesia and their ethnic ties 'with the
heartland of the Republic hardly seem of such importance as to eclipse the right of the East
Timorese to determine their own status. If, theoretically, the ethnic linkage is as strong and
important as Indonesia seems to think, an exercise in self-determination by the East
Timorese would result in a vote to join their "brothers" as a part of the Indonesian Republic.
Moreover, any ties which may have existed in the fifteenth century have certainly becqme
much weaker today. This would occur not merely through the inevitable passage of time,
but also through the impact of four hundred years of colonial administration by various
Western powers; the Portuguese and the Dutch, themselves very different.
82. See text accompanying notes 17-18 supra. In addition to undercutting the geo-
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Indonesia's arguments are rooted in historical inaccuracies. Indonesia never fully articulated the significance of the historical origins allegedly shared by East Timar and the rest of the Indonesian archipelago.
Quite possibly, Indonesia had in mind the argument that for certain
former colonial territories, self-determination is synonomous with
graphic, ethnic, and historical case, Indonesia's previous statements arguably support a further substantive argument against its actions. Previous decisions of the I.C.J. indicate that in
certain circumstances states may be bound by "unilateral declarations." In the Legal Status
of Eastern Greenland, [1933] P.C.I.J. ser. A/B, No. 53, it was held that Norway was bound
by a declaration of its Foreign Minister, made in the context of negotiations with Denmark,
that "the plans of the Royal [Danish} Government respecting Danish sovereignty over the
whole of Greenland· ... would meet with no difficulties on the part of Norway." id. at 58.
Later steps by Norway to occupy parts of Greenland accordingly were held to be "unlawful
and invalid." id. at 75. Even if the declaration did not constitute a definitive recognition of
Danish sovereignty over Greenland, it did constitute an obligation on the part of Norway to
refrain from contesting Danish sovereignty over Greenland. The doctrine of the Eastern
Greenland Case was carried somewhat further by a bare majority of the Court in the Nuclear Tests Cases, Australia v. France, [1974] I.C.J. 253, 267-68; New Zealand v. France,
[1974] I.C.J. 457, 472-73. The French Government, in a series of statements, announced its
intention to discontinue atmospheric testing in the Pacific. These statements had not been
made specifically in the course of diplomatic negotiations with the Applicant States, Australia and New Zealand. Nevertheless, the Court held that they were binding on the French
Government.
It is well recognized that declarations made by way of unilateral acts, concerning
legal or factual situations, may have the effect of creating legal obligations. Declarations of this kind may be, and often are, very specific. When it is the intention of the
State making the declaration that it should become bound according to its terms, that
intention confers on the declaration the character of a legal undertaking, the State being
thenceforth legally required to follow a course of conduct consistent with the declaration. An undertaking of this kind, if given publicly, and with an intent to be bound,
even though not made within the context of international negotiations, is binding. In
these circumstances, nothing in the nature of a quidpro quo nor any subsequent acceptance of the declaration, nor even any reply or reaction from other States, is required for
the declaration to take effect, since such a requirement would be inconsistent with the
strictly unilateral nature of the juridical act by which the pronouncement by the State
was made.
[19741 I.C.J'. at 267; [1974) I.C.J. at 472.
What is meant in these cases by the manifestation of an intent to be bound is obscure, but
the Indonesian statements appear to show as much intent as the statement in these cases.
The Malik statement to Ramos Horta is similar to the statement of the Norwegian Foreign
Minister in that it was made in a "diplomatic" setting with Ramos Horta. It is distinguishable frbm that statement, however, in that it was not made to a representative of a government. FRETILIN would no doubt argue that Ramos Horta was the representative of a
"people" at the relevant time and that this should be sufficient. Indonesia's other statements
are similar to statements of the French government and thus could be relied upon by the
world at large including FRETILIN and the people of East Timor. The binding effect of the
Indonesian statements was espoused in the June, 1981 decision of the Permanent PeopleS:
Tribunal sitting in Lisbon. See Session of the Permanent People's Tribunal on East Timor,
supra note I, at 16 (citing the Nuclear Tests Case). But see Rubin, The international Legal
Effects of Unilateral Declarations, 71 AM.J.INT'L L. I (1977) (expressing some skepticism
about the doctrinal basis of the Court's analysis of the unilateral declaration rule, especially
as formulated in the Nuclear Tests Case). See generally I. BROWNLIE, PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW 637-38 (3d ed. 1979).
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reincorporation into the greater entity of which it was a part before the
colonial occupation. 83 This attitude arguably derives from the events
surrounding the Western Sahara Opinion and paragraph six of General
Assembly Resolution 1514(XV),84 but in fact, they do not provide sup·
port for Indonesia's position.
The International Court of Justice confronted the "historical origins"
argument in its Advisory Opinion on Western Sahara. 85 The case arose
as a result of an attempt by Morocco and Mauritania to prevent independence for the Western Sahara. Instead, each government hoped to
incorporate part of Western Sahara into its own territory. 86 In order to
delay 3:Jeferendum that had been recommended by the U.N., 'Morocco
and Mauritania argued that, before colonial occupation, Western Sahara cqnstituted an integral part of their territories and that such historical ties merited consideration in shaping decolonization.s1 United
83. Assertions of a precolonial right to decolonized territories have been advanced with
some success by India and China. India used such an argument to defend its armed seizure
of the Portuguese territories (Goa, Damao, and Diu) in December, 1961. See Wright, The
Goa incident, 56 AM. J. INT'L L. 617 (1962). India also argued that it was necessary to act to
deal with disturbances within Goa and to respond to Portuguese border incursions. N.Y.
Times, Dec. 19, 1961, at 14, col. 3. See note 88 lnfra.
Shortly after the government of the People's Republic assumed the Chinese seat at the
United Nations, its representative wrote to the Chairman of the Special Committee With
Regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
As is known to all, the questions of Hong Kong and Macau belong to the category of
questions resulting from the series of unequal treaties left over by history, treaties which
the imperialists imposed on China. Hong Kong and Macau are part of Chinese territory occupied by the British and Portuguese authorities. The settlement of the questions of Hong Kong and Macau is entirely within China's sovereign right and does not
fall under the ordinary category of'colonial Territories.' Consequently, they should not
be included in the list of colonial Territories covered by the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. With regard to the questions
of Hong Kong and Macau, the Chinese Government has consistently held that they
should be settled in an appropriate way when conditions are ripe. The United Nations
has no l'ight to discuss these questions. For the above reasons, the Chinese delegation is
opposed•to including Hong Kong and Macau in the list of colonial Territories covered
by the Declaration and requests that the erroneous wording that Hong Kong and Macau fell under the category of so-called 'colonial Territories' be immediately removed
from the documents of the Special Committee and all other United Nations documents.
March 8, 1972 from the Permanent Representative of China to the United Nations addressed to the Chairman of the Special Committee, U.N. Doc. A/AC.109/396 (1912). Hong
Kong and Macau were removed from the Committee's list.
The rationale seems to have been that if Hong Kong and Macau were left on the list of
non-self-governing territories, the inference might be drawn that independence was a future
option for them.
84. G.A. Res. 1514 (XV), supra note 52, at para. 6.
85. Advisory Opinion on Western Sahara, [1975] I.C.J. 12.
86. Franck & Hoffman, supra note I, at 339.
87. Advisory Opinion on Western Sahara, [1975] I.C.J. 12, 65-66.
In the Western Sahara case, the Court was asked:
I. Was Western Sahara (Rio de Oro and Sakiet El Hamra) at the time of colonization
by Spain a territory belonging to no one (terra nulllus)?
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Nations' acquiesence in the "retrocession" to Morocco of the Spanish
enclave of Ifni apparently stood as precedent for that claim. It seems
that Ifni had been part of Morocco before being acquired by Spain. It
was "restored" to Morocco following negotiations with Spain that were
not seriously concerned with the democratically expressed will of the
people of Ifni. 88
In its sometimes puzzling opinion, the I.C.J. took a nuanced position
with regard to decolonization and the "free and genuine expression of
the will of the peoples concemed." 89 While acknowledging the importance of the peoples' will in any exercise of self-determination, the
Court noted that, in "certain cases," the General Assembly had dispensed with the need for consultations. In such situations the General
Assembly had decided that either the concerned population did not
"constitute a 'people' entitled to self-determination" or that, given the
special circumstances involved, a consultation was not necessary.9°
The Court then proceeded to establish that in the case of Western SaIf the answer to the first question is in the negative,
II. What were the legal ties between this Territory and the Kingdom of Morocco and
the Mauritanian entity?
The first question was readily answered in the negative in view of the existence at the time of
Spanish colonization of organized tribes in the area and the fact that Spain did not claim the
territory by occupation. Rather Spain based its claim on treaties of protection with representatives of the inhabitants. When the Court turned its attention to the second question,
Mauritania faced an additional hurdle in its effort to establish legal ties with the Western
Sahara as it did not exist as a state in 1884, the time of the Spanish colonization of the
Western Sahara.
88. Id. at 34. The General Assembly's consensus decision to take note of the settlement
between Spain and Morocco of the Ifni matter hardly constitutes a strong endorsement of
the propriety of the retrocession. It is, however, the only decision of the Assembly that the
writer can find that comes close to an express endorsement of a settlement reached by the
transfers of territory without some effort at consulting the population. The transfer of the
French Establishments in India to India in the 1950s was never the subject of an Assembly
resolution and was not discussed as a separate item. For the text of the transfer treaties, see
Treaty of Cession of the Territory of the Free Town of Chandergore, Feb. 2, 1951, FranceIndia, 203 U.N.T.S. 155; Treaty Ceding the French Establishments in India, May 28, 1956,
France-India, 1962 Recueil des Traites et Accords (France) no. 33. India's invasion of Goa
and the other Portuguese territories on the Indian continent in December, 1960, supra note
83, was considered by the Security Council, but the Council could not agree to adopt any
resolutions and the matter simply lapsed. In August, 1961, Dahomey seized the Portuguese
enclave of Fort Sao Joao Baptista de Ajuda and ousted what seemed to have been a lone
Portuguese official there. N.Y. Times, Aug. 2, 1961, at Al3, col. l. Portugal's objection to
Dahomey's action was never the subject of a formal vote in the General Assembly supporting or criticizing it, but Dahomey appeared to have more support than Portugal in the discussion. See 16 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (1193d mtg.) 233-34, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR. 1193 (1961)
(Dahomey claimed the enclave as "an integral part of Dahomey").
89. Advisory Opinion on Western Sahara, [1975} I.C.J. 12, 32.
90. Id. at 33. The Court did not enumerate the ucertain cases" it had in mind. In context, Ifni was plainly one, although the General Assembly's consensus decision to "take
note" of the retrocession, 24 U.N. GAOR, Sopp. (No. 30) 75, U.N. Doc. A/7630 (1969), was
hardly a strong endorsement of the resolution of that situation. The author has been unable
to find any other instances where the General Assembly dispensed with a consultation.
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hara, the General Assembly had recognized the right of the indigenous
population "to determine their future political status by their own
freely expressed will" and that this right would not be affected by any
decision the Court might make as to the existence of pre-colonial ties of
territorial sovereignty between Western Sahara and Morocco or Mauritania.91 The Court concluded that the existence of such precolonial ties
might affect the General Assembly's decisions regarding modalities for
the decolonization of Western Sahara in accordance with G.A. Res.
I514(XV). 92 But the Court indicated that the significance of such ties
was exclusively dependent on the judgment of the General Assembly. 93
The Court then proceeded to examine the historical eviden1e and
found that there were no ties of territorial sovereignty between Westem
Sahara and Morocco or "the Mauritanian entity" which "might affect
the application of Resolution 1514(XV) in the decolonization"
~~~

-

Thus, where, as with the case of East Timor, the General Assembly
has confirmed the population's right to a consultation, 95 the Court has
indicated that historical claims should be treated with considerable
skepticism and that the burden to show the contrary is upon p,ropo91. Advisory Opinion on Western Sahara, [1975) I.C.J. 12, 36.
92. Id. at 36-37. "As to the future action of the General Assembly, various possibilities
exist, for instance with regard to consultations between the interested States and the procedures and guarantees required for ensuring a free and genuine expression of the will of the
people." Id. at 37. The Court noted that the right of the Saharwi people to self-determination constituted "a basic assumption of the questions put to the Court." Id. at 36.
93. Id. at 37.
94. As the Court noted:
[t]he materials and information presented to the Court show the existence, at the time of
Spanish colonization, of legal ties of allegiance between the Sultan of Morocco and
some of the tribes living in the territory of Western Sahara. They equally show the
existence of rights, including some rights relating to the land, which constituted legal
ties between the Mauritanian entity, as understood by the Court, and the territory of
Western Sahara. On the other hand, the Court's conclusion is that the materials and
information presented to it do not establish any tie of territorial sovereignty between the
territory of Western Sahara and the Kingdom of Morocco or the Mauritanian entity.
Thus the Court has not found legal ties of such a nature as might affect the application
of resolution 1514(XV) in the decolonization of Western Sahara and, in particular, of
the principle of self-determination through the free and genuine expression of the will
of the peoples of the Territory.
,
Id. at 68.
. ,.
95. Prior to the issuance of the Advisory Opinion, the General Assembly had confirmed
the right of the Saharwi people to a referendum in nine resolutions: G.A. Res. 2072, 20 U.N.
GAOR Supp. (No. 14) 59 U.N. Doc. A/6014; G.A. Res. 2229, 21 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No.
16) 72, U.N. Doc. A/6316 (1966); G.A. Res. 2354, 22 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 16) 53, U.N.
Doc. A/6716 (1967); G.A. Res. 2428, 23 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 18) 63, U.N. Doc. A/7218
(1968); G.A. Res. 2591, 24 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 30) 73, U.N. Doc. A/7630 (1969); G.A.
Res. 2711, 25 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 28) 100, U.N. Doc. A/8028 (1970); G.A. Res. 2983,
27 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 30) 84, U.N. Doc. A/8730 (1972); G.A. Res. 3162, 28 U.N.
GAOR, Supp. (No. 30) 110, U.N. Doc. A/9030 (1973); G.A. Res. 3292, 29 U.N. GAOR,
Supp. (No. 31) 103, U.N. Doc. A/9631 (1974).
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nents of such claims. 96 The Court concluded that evidence short of
establishing ties of territorial sovereignty was insufficient to support
historical claims. 91
In view of the Court's rejection in the Western Sahara opinion of
proof stronger than that available to establish pre-colonial Indonesian
ties of territorial sovereignty to East Timor, 98 any Indonesian attempt
to assert historical ties to East Timar should fail. Given the General
Assembly's declaration that the East Timorese people are entitled to a
consultation, no colorable claim exists that the decolonization of East
Timor, like that of Ifni and other "certain cases," should be treated in a
special manner. 99
In firmly rejecting the notion that reintegration solely on the basis of
historical claims is consistent with the principle of self-determination,
the Western Sahara opinion added to the strength and universality of
the principle of self-determination. Regrettably, the aftermath of the
Western Sahara opinion arguably weakened· the principle. One day
after the I.C.J. opinion was announced, King Hassan II of Morocco
called for a peaceful invasion of Western Sahara to compel Spain to
surrender the territory to the Moroccans. 100 When the Security Council failed to take decisive action, Spain entered into the "Madrid Agreement" ceding the territory to Morocco and Mauritania.101
In response to this flagrant violation of the principle of self-determination, the General Assembly reaffirmed the right of the Western Sahara population to self-determination, noted the Madrid Agreement,
and called on the Secretary-General to arrange for a supervised consul96. Advisory Opinion on Western Sahara, [1975] I.C.J. 12, 41.
91. Id. at 68.
98. The claims of Morocco and Mauritania turned primarily on events which had occurred in the Nineteenth Century as to which there was at least some documentary evidence,
The evidence for Timor's ties to Srivijaya as outlined by Indonesia in Nahar, supra note 51,
depends upon the accounts of travellers. Id. at 1-2. The evidence in respect of Majapahit
primarily depends upon the work of the poet Prapanca. Id. at 2-3. Reliance on the latter is
similar to reliance on William Shakespeare for an accurate history of Denmark.
99. Moreover, even Indonesia consistently has recognized that the inhabitants of East
Timor constitute a "people" for purposes of self-determination, as evidenced by its reliance
on illusory acts of self-determination to defend its invasion and aftermath. See text accom•
panying notes 55-58 supra.
100. Letter dated October 18, 1975, from the Permanent Representative of Morocco to
the United Nations addressed to the President of the Security Council, 30 U.N. SCOR,
Supp. (Oct.-Dec. 1975) 17, U.N. Doc. S/11852 (1975).
I01. The agreement resulted from secret negotiations between Morocco, Mauritania,
and Spain, conducted in Madrid. The existence of the secret negotiations was disclosed in a
joint communique issued on November 14, 1975. The agreement provided for the partitioning of Western Sahara between Morocco and Mauritania and permitted Spain to retain a 35
percent interest in a Saharan phosphate company valued at $700 million. The agreement
also provided for establishing an interim regime that a Spanish governor would administer
with the assistance of Moroccan and Mauritanian deputy governors. Franck & Hoffman,
supra note I, at 341.
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tation to ascertain the wishes of the population. 102 The Moroccans
staged an "act of free choice" in February, 1976 but the United Nations
has never approved it. 103 As a result, the people of W estem Sahara still
possess their unexercised right to self-determination.
The failure of the United Nations to take unambiguous and effective
action against Morocco struck a severe blow to the vitality of self-determination as a legal principle. 104 Both the Moroccan invasion and the
Madrid Agreement flagrantly violated self-determination and, the
General Assembly ought unequivocally to have denounced them. In
the interest of preserving self-determination as more than an empty aspiration to those peoples to whom the right has attached, the General
Assembly's subsequent "notice" of the agreement should be considered
an aberration without precedential value. If the General Assembly's
"notice" of the Madrid Agreement does carry some precedential
weight, it lies in the General Assembly's simultaneous affirmation of
the right of the people of the Western Sahara to be consulted on their
future status. Consistently with this position, the General Assembly
directed the interim government to permit a consultation. One should
thus interpret Resolution 3458(.XXX) as recognizing the legitimacy of
an interim regime in Western Sahara established and administered by
Spain along with two neighboring states. It should, moreover, be read
to require the termination of that regime upon the exercise of the peoples' right to self-determination. In view of the aftermath of the Western Sahara opinion, Indonesia's sole plausible claim to East Timor is
as a participant in an interim regime jointly administered with Portugal
102. G.A. Res. 3458A, 30 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 34) 116-17, U.N. Doc. A/10034
( 1975). The first part of the resolution reaffirmed of the right of the Saharwi people to selfdetermination in accordance with G.A. Res. l5 l4(XV), supra note 52, and took note "with
appreciation" of the Court's Advisory Opinion. The second part mentioned both G.A. Res.
15 l4(XV), supra note 52, and G.A. Res. l54l(XV), supra note 5, in its preamble. (G.A. Res.
154l(XV), unlike G.A. Res. 1514(XV), refers to the possibility of integration with an independent state). It then proceeded to take note of the tripartite agreement and piously to
"request the parties to the tripartite agreement to ensure respect for the freely expressed
aspirations of the Saharan population." G.A. Res. 3458B, 30 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 34)
117, U.N. Doc. A/10034 (1975). For additional discussion of these resolutions, see Franck
& Hoffman, supra note I, at 340-42. For a time, it appeared that the basic principles of the
Court's Opinion had been submel'ged in an expedient acquiescence by the United Nations in
the Moroccan and Mauritanian actions. Because, however, the Frente POLISARIO has had
significant success in its military struggle against Morocco and Mauritania (which was
forced to withdraw from the part of Western Sahara that it had claimed), General Assembly
resolutions are demonstrating more support for the principles involved. See G.A. Res. 35/
19, 35 U.N. GAOR (56th plen. mtg.) 1-3, U.N. Doc. A/RES/35/19 (prov. ed. 1980) (General Assembly reaffirmation of the right of the Saharwi people to independence and declaration of its deep concern about the continued "occupation" of the Territory by Morocco).
103. U.N. Dept. of Political Affairs, Trusteeship and Decolonization, The Question of
Western Sahara at the United Na/ions, DECOLONIZATION, Oct., 1980, at 51-52 [hereinafter
cited as The Question of Western Sahara].
104. Id. at 53-60.
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and approved by the General Assembly. Given Portugal's failure to
accept Indonesia's occupation of East Timor and the General Assemblfs call for the withdrawal of Indonesian troops, the Moroccan occupation of Western Sahara is weak support for Indonesia's presence in
East Timor. 105
2. Paragraph Six of G.A. Resolution 1514(XV)
Reintegration of decolonized territories without prior consultation
has been justified as within the contemplation of paragraph six of General Assembly Resolution I514(XV). Paragraph six provides:
Any attempt aimed at the partial disruption of the national unity and the
territorial integrity of a country is incompatible with the purpose and
principles of the Charter of the United Nations. 106
The language of paragraph six is opaque and reflects the draftsmen's
confusion about its intended effect.
One reading arguably supports integration without consulting the indigenous population where the sovereign nation has a well-established
historical claim to the territory. This interpretation relies on a few
statements by delegates who participated in drafting paragraph six and
denounced the disruption of territories caused by colonial occupation,
thereby suggesting that paragraph six was intended to preserve the integrity of pre-colonial nations and empires.101
One proponent of this interpretation appears to have been Indonesia.
At one point, Indonesia persuaded the Guatemalan representative to
withdraw a proposed amendment to paragraph six. 108 The Guatemalan amendment states that "[t]he principle of the self-determination of
peoples may in no case impair the right of territorial integrity of any
State or its right to the recovery of territory." 109 The Indonesian repre105. The case of East Timor can be distinguished further from the circumstances surrounding that of Western Sahara in at least two ways. First, in contrast to its failure to
condemn unequivocally the Moroccan invasion, the General Assembly adopted a resolution
within five days of the Indonesian bombardment of East Timor's major city, Dili, that
strongly deplored "the military intervention of the armed forces of Indonesia in Portuguese
Timor." G.A. Res. 3485, 30 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 34) 18, U.N. Doc. A/10034 (1975).
The resolution also called upon Indonesia to withdraw its forces without delay and affirmed
the "inalienable right" of the East Timorese to self.determination. Secondly, unlike Spain,
Portugal has not condoned acts of aggression against its former colony. See note 101 supra.
On the contrary, the Security Council was convened to consider the situation in East Timor
at Portugal's request, and the Portuguese consistently have condemned Indonesia's actions.
See, e.g., 30 U.N. SCOR, (1864th mtg.) 27, U.N. Doc. S/PV. 1864 (1975) (statement of Mr.
Galvao Teles).
106. G.A. Res. 1514(XV), supra note 52.
101. See notes 110-15 iefra.
108. 15 U.N. GAOR, (947th plen. mtg.) 1271, U.N. Doc. A/PV. 947 (1960).
109. 15 U.N. GAOR, Annexes (Agenda Item No. 87) 7, U.N. Doc. A/L. 325 (1960),
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sentative, however, argued that paragraph six as written already protected the claims of nations to their pre-colonial territory.
When drafting this document my delegation was one of the sponsors of
paragraph 6, and in bringing it into the draft re5olution we had in mind
that the continuation of Dutch colonialism in West Irian is a partial disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity of our
country. 110

Unfortunately, perhaps, the Guatemalan amendment was withdrawn
without a vote. 111 Its rejection or acceptance could have contributed
significantly to determining whether the Indonesian interpretation of
paragraph six was correct.
Other delegates made statements that seemed to support the Indonesian interpretation. Jordan, for example, argued that "[t]he usurpation
of a part of the Arab territory of Palestine by the joint aggression of
colonialism and zionism" was a prime example of a situation within the
reach of paragraph six. 112 The Moroccan representative explained that
his country supported paragraph six on the assumption that it covered,
inter alia, "the regrettable dismemberment and occupation of Palestine
. . . by this new phenomenon of foreign colonialism known as international Zionism," and the "silent tactics of the viper--of French colonialism to partition Morocco and disrupt its national territorial unity, by
setting up an artificial state in the area of Southern Morocco which the
colonialists call Mauritania." 113 This interpretation has been infrequently though forcefully invoked to justify an historical claim to a
neighboring territory. 114 In at least two instances the General Assembly has countenanced such claims. 115
A right to reintegrate pre-colonial territory, however, is not the most
favored construction of paragraph six. Rather, states have more often
Guatemala may have been jockeying for position in its dispute with Great Britain over
British Honduras (Belize).
110. 15 U.N. GAOR, (947th plen. mtg.) 1271, U.N.Doc. A/PV. 947 (1960). In view of
its usual argument for sovereignty over West Irian, based on the theory that it succeeded to
all the territory of the former Dutch East Indies, see note 18 supra, Indonesia, paradoxically,
did not need to espouse the broader Guatemalan position. The narrower interpretation of
paragraph six, see notes 119-20 i'!(ra, was sufficient to make its case. (The Dutch of course
disputed the point on the merits and argued that West Irian had been administered separately from the remainder of the Dutch East Indies and that its peoples were ethnically
distinct.)
111. 15 U.N. GAOR, (947th plen. mtg.) 1271, U.N. Doc. A/PV.947 (1960).
112. 15 U.N. GAOR, (946th plen. mtg.) 1265, 1268, U.N. Doc. A/PV. 946 (1960). The
treatment of Hai may be a third example. See The Question of Western Sahara, supra note
103, at 7.
113. 15 U.N. GAOR, (947th plen. rntg.) 1271, 1284, U.N. Doc. A/PY. 947 ( 1960).
114. See notes 84 & 111 supra.
.·
115. See Franck & Hoffman, supra note l, at 371-79 (Gibralter) and 379-84 (Falkland
Islands).
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invoked paragraph six in order to deny one faction of the population of
a non-self-governing territory the right to succession. 116 It is this use of
paragraph six that most states contemplated when they approved the
Resolution.
[MJost states voting for Resolution 1514's paragraph 6 probably did so in
the belief that they were creating a sort of grandfather clause: setting out
the right of self-determination for all colonies but not extending it to parts
of decolonized states and seeking to ensure that the act of self-determination occurs within the established boundaries of colonies, rather than
within sub-regions. The U.N. debates and their juxtaposition with events
in the form~r Belgian Congo make clear that the desire to prevent selfdetermination from becoming a justification for Katanga-type secessions
was uppermost in the minds of most delegates. 117

More specifically, the underlying purpose was to prevent a part of tpe
non-self-governing territory, in particular the wealthiest part, from negotiating a separate agreement with the former colonial power. There
were also fears that the wealthier part might become, apart from the
remainder of the territory, an associate state of that power. The dele116. As the Trust Territory of New Guinea approached independence in union with the
Australian territory of Papua, centrifugal forces began to manifest themselves. This was
particularly the case in the island of Bougainville, which is some distance from the New
Guinea mainland and is geographically part of the Solomon Islands. The General Assembly "/sjtrongly endorse/dj the policies of the administering Power and the Government of
Papua New Guinea aimed at discouraging separatist movements and at promoting national
unity." G.A. Res. 3109, 28 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 30) 91-92, U.N. Doc. A/9030 (1973).
From 1979, the General Assembly has been considering the claim of Madagascar to the
islands of Glorieuses, Juan de Nova, Europa and Bassas de India, which were governed by
the French as part of the Madagascar colonial territory but did not become a part of Madagascar when it became independent in 1960. The Representative of Algeria made the point
·
clearly in the Special Committee.
Thus even if the islands had not belonged to Madagascar before the French colonization, they would have so belonged by virtue of their attachment to Madagascar under
the French occupation. Under the law of secession of states, when a colonial Power
withdrew from its possessions it handed over the territories in question within the same
boundaries which they had during the colonial period. Whenever a colonial Power had
tried to hand over only part of a territory, disputes had arisen which had been resolved
only by ensuring that the entire territory was handed over. Failure to do so violated the
principle that the frontiers of the new State could be defined by reference to its frontiers
under colonial domination.
34 U.N. GAOR, Special Political Committee (38th mtg.) 6, U.N. Doc. A/SPC/34/SR. 38
(1979).
The General Assembly has referred specifically to the preservation of national unity and
territorial integrity in supporting the Madagascar claim. G.A. Res. 34/91, 34 U.N. GAOR,
Supp. (No. 46) 82, U.N. Doc. A/34/46 (1979). The Assembly has similarly invoked the
language of paragraph six of G. A. Res. 1514(XV), supra note 52, in support of the claim of
the Comoro Republic to the island of Mayotte over which the French retained control at the
time of Comorian independence. G.A. Res. 35/43, Resolution and Decisions Adopted by
the General Assembly During the First Part of its Thirty-Fifth Session 12, U.N. Doc. GA/
6375 (1980). The Madagascar and Comoro instances appear to be exactly the type of case
that the spokesman for Cyprus had in mind, see note 118 i'!fra.
I 17. Franck & Hoffman, supra note I, at 370.
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gate of Cyprus expressed these concerns during the deliberations over
paragraph six, calling it "essential in order to counter the consequences
of the policy of 'divide and rule', which often is the sad legacy of
colonialism and carries its evil effects further into the future." 118 Consistent with these statements of purpose is the fact that in subsequent
usage within the United Nations, paragraph six has been invoked primarily to support denying a right of secession to parts of a territory at
or subsequent to independence. 119 Thus, any attempt on the part of the
Indonesians to invoke paragraph six in their defense is to resort to a
less accepted and little used construction of that provision.
Assuming that paragraph six supports reintegration without prior
consultation with the indigenous population, Indonesia still has no
grounds for invoking it in its defense. First, as discussed in connection
with the Western Sahara opinion, Indonesia's historical claim to East
Timor is spurious at best. 120 There is no convincing proof that East
Timor ever formed an integral part of the pre-colonial Indonesian empire. Indeed, the ethnic and cultural roots of the East Timorese and the
Indonesians suggest the contrary. 121 Secondly, also noted above, any
attempt by Indonesia to defend its invasion on such grounds conflicts
with its own declaration that it had no intent to claim East Timar as an
integral part of its colonial or pre-colonial legacy.122
Any such claims that Indonesia has a right to "reintegrate" East Timar because of historic, ethnic, and cultural ties, have no factual or
legal basis. Factually, it is unlikely that such ties exist. If they did, they
would not render legal the action in which Indonesia engaged. Neither
the Western Sahara opinion and its aftermath nor paragraph six of
Resolution 1514 credibly support Indonesia's claims.
3. East Timorese "Economic Nonviability"
In statements by Foreign Minister Adam Malik in December, 1974,
the Indonesian government alluded to a possible third defense of its
invasion and occupation of East Timer. Malik contended that independence was "not [a] realistic" hope for East Timor in view of "the
backwardness and economic weakness of the population." 123 As a result, only two alternatives were available to the East Timorese:
(I) continued Portuguese rule, or (2) integration with Indonesia.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.

15 U.N. GAOR, (945th plen. mtg.) 1247, 1255, U.N. Doc. A/PV. 945 (1960).
See note 116 supra.
See note 80 supra.
See note 81 supra.
See note 82 supra.
Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 14.
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Resolution 1514(XV) rebuts any suggestion that a lack of economic
viability is grounds for delaying independence to a non-self-governing
territory. Paragraph two refers to self-determination as a right of "[a]ll
peoples." 124 Paragraph three specifically provides that "[i]nadequacy
of political, economic, social and educational preparedness should
never serve as a pretext for delaying independence." 125
Aside from its legal defects, the argument that East Timer's economic deficiences provide a basis for denying it independence has little
basis in fact. Admittedly, under Portuguese administration, the East
Timorese economy was stagnant and primarily agrarian 126 and Portuguese contributions were needed to make up trade deficits. 127 It should
be noted, however, that a 1975 United Nations report describes the
area as having fertile lands, valuable forests, and probably "deposits of
copper, gold, manganese and petroleum." 128 Clearly, there has been
little, if any, capital development-but widespread starvation became a
problem only after the Indonesian invasion. 129 There is every reason to
believe that East Timor possesses the natural resources with which to
build a viable economy. East Timer's economic potential is underscored by the intense interest in the area shown by Australian and
American oil interests. 13 0 Thus, neither on the facts nor the law, was
East Timer's economic condition a serious impediment to its
independence. 131
III. Armed Aggression against East Timor
Besides denying self-determination to East Timor by "reintegrating"
it, Indonesia also violated international law by its earlier invasion of •
124. G.A. Res. 1514(XV), supra note 52, at para. 2.
125. Id. at para. 3.
126. Report of the Special Committee on the Situation With Regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
24 U.N. GAOR, 2 Supp. (No. 23) 259-61, U.N. Doc. A/7623/Rev.l (1969) [hereinafter cited
as Report of the Special Committee on Decolonization (1969)].
127. Id. at 261.
128. Report of the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
30 U.N. GAOR, 2 Supp. (No. 23) 38, U.N. Doc. A/10023/Rev. I (1975).
129. Kamm, supra note l, at 58.
130. J. JOLLIFFE, supra note I, at 99-100, 295.
131. Should it be suggested that East Timor has inadequate human resources to qualify
for independence, it should be noted that in 1975, the population of East Timor was estimated at between 650,000 and 670,000. Report of the Secretary-General, supra note 35, at
para. 7. On that basis, the population of East Timor was larger than that of at least nineteen
U.N. members. See [1975] U.N. Demographic Y.B. 160-64. East Timor could hardly be
regarded as a mini-state. Nevertheless, it should be noted that any discussion in the United
Nations about the danger of a world including numerous mini-states had ended long before
1975. See Gunter, What Happened 10 the United Nations Minis/ale Problem?, 71 AM, J.
INT'L L. l 10 (1977).
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East Timor. As provided in Article 1 of the Charter, one of the purposes of the United Nations is "[t]o maintain international peace and
security, and to that end: to take effective collective measures ... for
the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace." 132
Article 2 of the Charter establishes "Principles" defining Members' re132. U.N. CHARTER an. 1. para. l. The authority to "determine the existence of any
threat to the peace, breach of the peace. or act of aggression" is lodged in the Security
Council. U.N. CHARTER an. 39. The General Assembly devoted years of prodigious energy
to the attempt to define aggression. Its final product. the "Definition of Aggression." contained in G.A. Res. 3314, 29 U.N. GAOR. I Supp. (No. 31) 142. U.N. Doc. A/9631 (1974).
contains numerous ambiguities and circularities-but the core of the Definition clearly applies to Indonesia's actions:
Article 1
Aggression is the use of armed force by a State against the sovereignty, territorial
integrity or political independence of another State. or in any other manner inconsistent
with the Charter of the United Nations, as set out in this Definition.
Explanatory note: In this Definition the term "State":
(a) Is used without prejudice to questions of recognition or to whether a State is a
member of the United Nations;
(b) Includes the concept of a ''group of States" where appropriate.
Article 2
The first use of armed force by a State in contravention of the Charter shall constitute
prima facie evidence of an act of aggression although the Security Council may. in
conformity with the Charter, conclude that a determination that an act of aggression
has been committed would not be justified in the light of other relevant circumstances,
including the fact that the acts concerned or their consequences are not of sufficient
gravity.
Article J
Any of the following acts, regardless of a declaration of war. shall, subject to and in
accordance with the provisions of article 2. qualify as an act of aggression:
(a) The invasion or attack by the armed forces of a State of the territory of another
State, or any military occupation, however temporary, resulting from such invasion or
attack, or any annexation by the use of force of the territory of another State or part
thereof. . . .
Id. at 142-43.
for a discussion of the defining process, see B. FERENCZ. DEFINING INTERNATIONAL AGGRESSION (1975); J. STONE, CONFLICT THROUGH CONSENSUS (1977). The Definition, which
was adopted by consensus in the General Assembly, is arguably either an authoritative interpretation of the Charter or a codification of customary law. At the very least, Indonesia
appears to have contravened art. 3, para. (a) of the Definition. Professor Stone discusses the
application of the Definition of Aggression to East Timar in light of the Explanatory note to
Anicle I of the Definition. The whole of his unilluminating discussion is:
As already noticed, the oracular caveat in Explanatory Note (a) to Article I of the
Consensus Definition that its use of the term "State" is "without prejudice to questions
of recognition" or of Membership of the United Nations, brought little light to such
matters. The Indonesian military activity in East Timor early in 1976, which
culminated in its virtual annexation. was not in direct conflict with any other pre-existing State. It is difficult to see how Explanatory Note (a) helps the application of this
Definition as between Indonesia and the Fretilin forces struggling for independence.
This is because it remains most obscure and debatable. even with Explantory Note (a).
whether and in what sense that Definition is limited to State-to-State aggression. And.
of course, it was arguable that (as with Angola) East Timor still lacked at the time of the
military intervention concerned the stable government necessary for statehood.
Id. at 131 (emphasis in original).
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sponsibility that are intended to implement the purposes of the Charter. 133 Article 2(4) provides:
All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the
threat or use offarce against the territorial integrity or political independence oJany state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes
of the United Nations.134

No one disputes that Indonesia used force against East Timor. 135
Moreover, it is clear that Indonesia's use of force was against another
territorial entity, 136 and therefore not a matter within Indonesia's domestic jurisdiction.131
Nevertheless, it might be argued that East Timor was not a "state" at
the time of the Indonesian invasion and hence the provision of Article
133. U.N. CHARTER art. 2.
134. U.N. CHARTER art. 2, para. 4 (emphasis added).
135. Portugal notified the Security Council of the Indonesian invasion on December 7,
1975. 30 U.N. SCOR, Supp. (Oct.-Dec. 1975) 66, U.N. Doc. S/11899 (1975). On December
25, the international press reported a second Indonesian attack on East Timor. This report
was confirmed by Portugal. Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 31. The General Assembly
and the Security Council recognized and deplored Indonesia's primary role in the invasion.
G.A. Res. 3485, 30 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 34) 118, U.N. Doc. A/10034 (1975); S.C. Res.
384 (1975), supra note 33. See generally Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention
in the Domestic Affairs of States and the Protection of Their Independence and Sovereignty,
G.A. Res. 2131, 20 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 14), 11 U.N. Doc. A/6014 (1965); Declaration
on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and co.operation
Among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, G.A. Res. 2625, 25
U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 28) 121, U.N. Doc. A/8028 (1970); 30 U.N. SCOR (1864th mtg.)
21, 28, U.N. Doc. S/PV. 1864 (1975) (remarks of Portuguese representative); 31 U.N. SCOR
(1914th mtg.) 26, U.N. Doc. S/PV. 1914 (1976) (remarks of Benin representative); 30 U.N.
SCOR (1865th mtg.) 6, U.N. Doc. S/PV. 1865 (1975) (remarks of Chinese representative).
The Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States and
the Protection of Their Independence and Sovereignty, supra, was invoked against Indonesia by the Representative of Guyana, 30 U.N. SCOR {1869th mtg.) 13, U.N. Doc. S/PV.
1869 (1975); 31 U.N. SCOR (1913th mtg.) 3, U.N. Doc. S/PV. 1913 (1976). The Declaration
on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among
States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, supra, was applied to Indonesia
by the Representative of Rumania, 31 U.N. SCOR (1914th mtg.) 31, U.N. Doc. S/PV. 1914
(1976).
136. First, Indonesia had not yet itself declared the ..reintegration" of East Timor into
the Indonesian Republic when it launched its armed attacks. See text accompanying notes
31-44 supra. Second, the very defenses raised by Indonesia to justify its use of force presuppose that the invaded territory is not within the sovereign power of the aggressor. See text
accompanying notes I.W.83 iefra.
137. The United Nations Charter provides that:
[n]othing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or
shall require the Members to submit such matters to settlement under the present Char~
ter; b.ut this principle shall not prejudice the application of enforcement measures under
Chapter VII.
U.N. CHARTER art. 2, para. 7. Furthermore, some jurists maintain that decolonization issues
are of international cognizance in the first instance and therefore not within the domestic
jurisdiction of any state. R. HIGGINS, THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
THROUGH THE POLITICAL ORGANS OF THE UNITED NATIONS I03 (1963).
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2(4) protecting the "territorial integrity" and "political independence"
of a "state" is not applicable. 138 Such a narrow construction of the
138. This (weak) argument was espoused by the Representative of New Zealand in
explanation of his abstaining vote on the General Assembly resolution adopted immediately
after the Indonesian invasion. 30 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (2189th mtg.) 413, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/
SR. 2189 (1975). The Netherlands had made a similar argument in respect of Indonesia in
the 1940s. It was probably a stronger argument as between the Netherlands and its erstwhile
colony, to which a case based on noninterference in internal affairs might be made, than it
was as between Indonesia and a colony under the administration of another state. Nevertheless, the Netherlands' argument was side-stepped by the United Nations. See A. TAYLOR, INDONESIAN INDEPENDENCE AND THE UNITED NATIONS 355-56, 371-73 (1960). In
spite of the relatively few grants of recognition that East Timar had received on the eve of
the Indonesian invasion, a persuasive case can be made that it was in fact a state, with
FRETILIN its government. The better view of recognition is that it is merely declaratory
and its absence does not preclude the existence of a state or government as the case may be,
if the relevant objective characteristics are met. See I. BROWNLIE, PRINCIPLES OF Pusuc
INTERNATIONAL LAW 91-93 (3d ed. 1979). The characteristics of statehood are usually said
to be (a) a permanent population, (b) a defined territory. (c) a government, and
(d) capacity to enter into relations with other states. Id. at 74. East Timor on December 7,
1975, with FRETILIN in effective control (control generally being the test for a government)
apparently met those criteria. It should also be noted that in current state practice, formal
recognition or non-recognition is less important than might once have been the case._ See
generally RESTATEMENT OF THE FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES 11-15
(Tent. Draft No. 2, 1981).
Events subsequent to the Indonesian invasion, however, tend to suggest that the Democratic Republic of East Timar never achieved the status of a state. FRETILIN representatives, supported in their efforts by a letter from the Representative of Guinea-Bissau to the
President of the Security Council, reprinted in 30 U.N. SCOR, Supp. (Oct.-Dec. 1975) 66,
U.N. Doc. S/11911 (1975), arrived in New York on December 11, 1975 to supply the Security Council with information regarding the invasion. The Representative of Guinea-Bissau
invoked Rule 39 of the Provisional Rules of Procedure of the Security Council as the basis
of its request. This Rule states, "The Security Council may invite members of the Secretariat or other persons, whom it considers competent for the purpose, to supply it with information or to give other assistance in examining matters within its competence." Provisional
Rules of Procedure of the Security Council, U.N. Doc. S/96/Rev.6 (1974}. The fact that
Guinea-Bissau found it necessary to invoke Rule 39 underscored the tenuous diplomatic
position of the Democratic Republic of East Timor. From the point of view of FRETILIN
and those states that had recognized it as a government, see note 29 supra, the Democratic
Republic of East Timar should have been permitted to participate pursuant to U.N. Charter,
which provides, in relevant part, that:
[a]ny Member of the United Nations which is not a member of the Security Council or
any state which is not a Member of the United Nations, if it is a party to a dispute under
consideration by the Security Council, shall be invited to participate, without vote, in
the discussion relating to the dispute. The Security Council shall lay down such conditions as it deems just for the participation of a state which is not a Member of the
United Nations.
U.N. CHARTER art. 32. In other colonial situations prior to the East Timor imbroglio, nascent states had successfully invoked Article 32. Indonesia, in its dispute with the Netherlands, had enough diplomatic clout to have itself treated as a non-Member state within the
meaning of Article 32. See A. TAYLOR, supra, at 368. (Note the success of the Palestine
Liberation Organization in having itself treated by the Security Council as if it were a member state. See F. KIRGIS, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN THEIR LEGAL SETTING 11218 (1977).) In short, the Guinea-Bissau letter probably reflected the reality that, since Portugal had not recognized the Democratic Republic of East Timor, and the United States, Britain and France (and perhaps the U.S.S.R.) were not eager to offend Indonesia more than
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term "state," 139 however, unduly restricts the effectiveness of 2(4). Regardless of what "state" might mean elsewhere in the Charter, 140 for
the purposes of Article 2(4), it should be interpreted in order to serve
the broad objectives of the Charter 141 and, in particular, the first purpose listed in Article 1: "to take effective collective measures for the
prevention and removal of threats to peace, and for the suppression of
acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace." 142 The very fact that
the term "state" was chosen rather than the more narrow terms "member" or "nation" itself suggests that a broader and more comprehensive
interpretation was intended. To this end, the term "state," as used in
Article 2(4), should be considered to include all territorial entities, including East Timor.
Even if East Timor were not a state, Indonesia's invasion violated
Articles I and 2 of the Charter. Article I prohibits all "acts of aggression or other breaches ofthe peace," and Article 2 prohibits "the threat
or use of force . . . in any . . . manner inconsistent with the Purposes
of the United Nations." Those Purposes include "develop[ing] friendly
relations among nations based on respectfor the principle ofequal rights
and se!f-determination ofpeoples. . . ." 143 Neither of these provisions
is restricted in its applicability to states. Thus, the Indonesian invasion-an act of aggression, a breach of the peace, and a violation of the
principle of self-determination-violated the U.N. Charter.
Indonesia has attempted to justify its use of force against East Timor
on four grounds: (I) self-defense, (2) invitation by the East Timorese,
(3) future stability of Indonesia and Southeast Asia, and (4) humanitarian purposes. Although international law recognizes the legitimacy
of armed intervention into another territory under certain circumwas absolutely necessary. the votes were simply not there to treat FRETILlN as the government of a state.
139. The General Assembly has declared that for purposes of defining aggression, the
term "State," "{a) Is used without prejudice to questions of recognition or to whether n
State is a member of the United Nations; (b) Includes the concept of a •group of Stales'
where appropriate." G.A. Res. 3314. 29 U.N. GAOR. Supp. (No. 31) 142, U.N. Doc. Al
9631 (1974).
140. See note 141 infra.
141. The term ..state" has been broadly interpreted elsewhere in the Charter. For th~
purposes of defining membership pursuant to U.N. Charter Article 3, the term "state" was
considered sufficiently broad to include the Ukranian S.S.R. and the Byelorussian S.S. R. as
well as the Philippines and India. the latter two being colonies at the time their membership
in the U.N. was recognized. In its dispute with the Netherlands, Indonesia was treated as a
"state which is not a member of the United Nations" for purposes of Charter Article 32. See
note 138 supra.
142. U.N. CHARTER art. I, para. I.
143. U.N. CHARTER art. I, para. 2. (Author's emphasis).
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stances, 144 Indonesia has not shown that its invasion falls within any of
the recognized exceptions.
A.

''Se!f-JJefense"

Indonesia has attempted to justify its invasion of East Timor as an
exercise of its inherent right to self-defense: "incursions by armed
bands into Indonesian territory had made it necessary for Indonesia to
take appropriate action to prevent territorial violations and the harassment of its people." 145 The use of force in self-defense is recognized by
Article 51 of the U.N. Charter as a justifiable interim response to
armed attack until such time as the Security Council undertakes action
"to maintain international peace and security." 146 The U.N. Charter
doctrine of self-defense contemplates that the use of such force will be
proportional to the precipitating attacks, 147 and requires the defending
state to notify the Security Council of its actions. 148
In view of the lack of evidence that East Timorese troops ever
launched unprovoked attacks into Indonesian territory, 149 Indonesia's
invocation of self-defense is suspect. Any fighting involving Ind~nesia
probably resulted from Indonesian aid-including troops and air and
naval craft-to UDT and APODETI forces using Indonesian Timor as
a sanctuary from which to attack East Timor. 150 Moreover, even if
East Timor did launch unprovoked border incursions into Indonesia,
Indonesia's invasion failed to satisfy the standards of Article 51. Indonesia's armed attack was grossly disproportionate to whatev~r border
incursions East Timar might have initiated 151 and Jakarta did not notify the Security Council of its actions. 1s2
144. See text accompanying notes 145-83 infra.
145. 30 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (2180th mtg.) 356,358, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/30/SR.. 2180 (1975).
A similar statement was made in the Security Council, 30 U.N. SCOR (184th mtg.) 37, U.N.
Doc. S/PV. 1864 (1975).
146. U.N. CHARTER art. 51.
147. I. BROWNLIE, INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE USE OF FORCE BY STATES 261-64
(1963).
148. U.N. CHARTER art. 51.
149. Indonesia claimed that FRETILIN shelled towns within Indonesian Timor. Issue
on East Timor, supra note 4, at 27.
150. This allegation by FRETILIN was later confirmed by Australian observers who
visited East Timor during the few months prior to the Indonesian invasion and appears to
have been accepted as accurate by the foreign news media. Issue on East Timor, supra note
4, at 26-27.
151. Logic would seem to indicate that a proportional response to border incursions
would involve nothing more than action taken to secure the border. Such action certainly
would not include a full-scale invasion.
152. Indonesia's only act of "notification" to the Security Council came in response to
the resolutions adopted by the General Assembly and the Security Council. Issue on East
Timor, supra note 4, at 59.
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"Invitation" of the East Timorese

Indonesia has also argued that its troops were sent to East Timor in
response to a request "issued on 30 November 1975 by the four political parties ... representing the large majority of the population of
Portuguese Timor." 1s3 That is, Indonesia has claimed that its presence
in East Timer was requested by the people, and intended solely to as..
sist them in establishing conditions for the peaceful and orderly exercise of their right to self-determination.
International law traditionally has recognized the privilege of states
to give military assistance, when requested, to governments of other
states that are engaged themselves in acts of self-defense. 1s4 Because
such action is characterized as a component of the self-defense doctrine, 155 it is considered to fall within the express recognition of Article
51 of the Charter. The right to assist other states is not, however, unlimited. In order that the assistance not violate a second state's "territorial integrity or political independence," 156 the intervening states
must be invited by the recognized government of the second state. 157
Here, the "invitation" was defective because it did not emanate from
a recognized state government. 158 In the same debate in which the In153. 30 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (2187th mtg.) 403,404, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/30/SR. 2187 (1975)
(statement by representative of Indonesia).
154. See D. BOWEIT, SELF DEFENCE IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 200, 205-15 (1958) (collective right of self-defense has long been accepted); I. BROWNLIE, supra note 147, at 321-22,
327, 328-33 (right to assist states has remained part of state practice under U.N. Charter);
Gamer, Questions oflnlernational Law in the Spanish Civil War, 31 AM. J. INT'L L. 66, 67-68
(1937) (it is legal to aid "legitimate governments" but illegal to aid insurgents until they
become recognized belligerents); Moore, The Control ofForeign lnterventlon in lnlernal Con·
jlict, 9 VA. J. INT'L L. 205, 245 (1969) (..The traditional rule is said to be that it is lawful to
assist a widely recognized government at its request at least until belligerency is attained.")
But see Farer, Harnessing Rogue Elephants: A Short .Discourse on Foreign lnlervenlion itt
Civil Str!fe, 82 HARV. L. REV. 511, 532 (1969) (traditional rule has been eroded to the point
where it has lost its normative capacity and should be replaced by "a rule that would legitimate assistance short of tactical military support, either to incumbents or rebels, but would
proscribe absolutely the commitment of combat troops or battlefield advisers (or 'volunteers') no matter how few or how negligible their effect"). This rule clearly would proscribe
the Indonesian action.
155. States that intervene on behalf of, and at the request of a second state are said to be
engaging in an exercise of the inherent right of collective self-defense, a right expressly recognized in the U.N. Charter. U.N. CHARTER art. 51. See I. BROWNLIE, supra note 147, at
329 ("The express recognition of a right of collective self-defence in Article 51 of the United
Nations Charter gave the right a precise legal status which it perhaps lacked previously."
(Footnote omitted)).
156. U.N. CHARTER art. 2, para. 4.
157. See Gamer, supra note 154, at 67-68; I. BROWNLIE, supra note 147, at 327 ("Aid
may be given to the government on the basis of the right assumed to exist in customary law
of aiding a legitimate government." (Footnote omitted).
158. The "invitation" emanated from four political parties that, it was claimed, represented the large majority of the population of East Timor. 30 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (2187th
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donesian representative to the Fourth Committee characterized the
joint resolution of the four political parties as an invitation, he acknowledged both that no faction could authoritatively claim to represent the people of East Tim.or, 159 and that Portugal remained the
responsible, albeit criminally negligent, administering power. 160 Given
Indonesia's failure to recognize the four parties or any one of them as
the legitimate government of East Timor, 161 and the undisputed fact
that Indonesian intervention was not requested by Portugal, 162 an attempt by Indonesia to legitimate its forceful intervention as a response
to a request must fail. 163
C. Long~ Term Regional "Security"
Indonesia has also attempted to defend its actions on the grounds
that they were necessary to maintain the long-term stability of Indonesia and Southeast Asia. 164 The fear that the East Tim.or conflict would
pose a threat to regional stability was apparently rooted in the proposition that FRETILIN was a Communist-controlled organization. 165
There is, however, evidence to the contrary. 166 Nevertheless, even if
the proposition were true, the doctrine of self-defense does not recognize a state's right to launch an armed attack as a "prophylactic" measure to thwart future threats posed by a neighboring state or territory.
And even if a preemptive strike is sometimes lawful, a debatable proposition, the threatened danger must be imminent. 167 FRETILIN posed
mtg.) 403,404, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/30/SR. 2187 (1975). These organizations could hardly be
considered a recognized state government in view of the fact their invitation was issued two
days after the unilateral declaration of independence by FRETILIN, Issue on East Timor,
supra note 4, at 28, who at the time administered East Timar and enjoyed the overwhelming
support of the population. Id. at 23.
159. 30 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (2187th mtg.) 403, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/30/SR. 2187 (1975)._
160. Id.
161. No evidence of Indonesia having granted recognition to these four parties, or any
one of them, as the legitimate government of East Timar appears in the public record.
162. Portugal termed Indonesia's intervention "an act of aggression," severed diplomatic
relations with Indonesia, and called for an urgent meeting of the Security Council, 30 U.N.
SCOR, Supp. (Oct.·Dec. 1975) 53, U.N. Doc. S/11899 (1975), hardly the response of a state
that had requested Indonesia's intervention.
163. Because the Indonesian argument fails to make out a colorable claim for the legitimate governing status of the four parties who issued the joint declaration of November 30,
1975, other rules associated with the law of collective self-defense need not be considered.
See generally I. BROWNLIE, supra note 147, at 261·65, 269-75, 328·31; R. HIGGINS, supra
note 137, at 197·210; D. BowETI, supra note 154, at 184-99.
164. DOCUMENTS, supra note 22, at 203•07.
165. See Issue on East Timar, supra note 4, at 15·16, 25; DOCUMENTS, supra note 22, at
204.
166. Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 10.
167. The so-called right of anticipatory self·defense is generally assumed to be permitted
by customary law in the face of imminent danger. I. BROWNLIE, supra note 147, at 257. Yet
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no such threat. 168 Finally, even if international law did allow such attacks in certain situations, the Indonesian invasion was still illegal because it was wholly disproportionate to whatever "threat" existed.169

D. "Humanitarian'' Intervention
The final defense suggested by Indonesian statements is that the invasion was undertaken to rectify inhuman conditions in East Timor. 170
Five standards have been used to evaluate the legitimacy of a putative
humanitarian intervention: 111
(I)

an immediate and extensive threat to fundamental human rights,

as a matter of principle and policy, anticipatory self-defense is open to certain objections. It
involves a determination of the certainty of attack, which is extremely difficult to make, and
·necessitates an attempt to ascertain the ~tention of a government. This process may lead to
a serious conflict if there is a mistaken assessment of a situation. Id. at 259. In the modem
era, the right of anticipatory self-defense has been under general attack, leading one jurist to
conclude that U.N. Charter Article 51 does not permit anticipatory action. Id. at 278. Another jurist notes that the United Nations' refusal to give rein to the doctrine should be
viewed merely as reluctance on its part to encourage use of the right rather than a restriction
of the right as laid down in The Caroline. J. MOORE, 2 D10. OF lNT'L L. 409 (1906); R.
HIGGINS, supra note 137, at 203.
168. See text accompanying notes 149-50 supra.
169. The border clashes in East Timor began shortly after the end of the civil war in the
colony in mid-September, 1975. Full-scale fighting took place in the border town of Batu•
gade in mid-October. Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 26. It was also reported that in
early October, Indonesia had seized three towns across the border. Kamm, supra note l, al
58. Indonesia accused the FRETILIN forces of frequent border violations and the bombardment of towns inside Indonesian Timer. Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 27. The
border clashes between FRETILIN forces and Indonesia lasted for just over two months
before the Indonesian invasion. No evidence appears in the record to indicate that FRE·
TILIN attempted to occupy any part, substantial or otherwise, of Indonesian Timor. Nor
has Indonesia attempted to assert such a claim. In the absence of evidence to indicate a full•
scale invasion contemplated by or attempted by FRETILIN, Indonesia's intervention on
December 7, 1975, was certainly disproportionate to the threat presented by the border
clashes. See notes 150-51 supra.
170. In the General Assembly, Indonesia argued that "[a)s a result of the fighting in
Portuguese Timar, Indonesia was confronted with serious difficulties. First, the thousands
of refugees had to be fed and cared for; they were prepared to return to their villages if
Indonesia could guarantee their safety." 30 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (2180th mtg.) 356, 357, U.N.
Doc. A/C.4/30/SR. 2180 (1975). This argument was made on December 3, 1975, four days
before the invasion. It was repeated almost verbatim in the Security Council two weeks
later. See 30 U.N. SCOR (1864th mtg.) 37, U.N. Doc. S/PV. 1864 (1975).
171. "Humanitarian intervention" is the threat or use of armed force by a state, group of
states, a belligerent community; or an international organization, with the object of protecting human rights. See Brownlie, Humanitarian Intervention, in LA w AND CIVIL WAR JN THE
MODERN WORLD 217 (J. Moore ed. 1974). Humanitarian intervention as a justification for
intervention has been the subject of much study and scholarly writing. See, e.g., HUMAN!·
TARIAN INTERVENTION AND THE UNITED NATIONS (R. Lillich ed. 1973); Lillich, Forcible
Se!f-He!p by States to Protect Human Rights, 53 IOWA L. REV. 325 (1967); Franck & Radley,
After Bangladesh: The Law efHumanitarian Intervention by Military Force, 67 AM. J. INT'L
L. 275 (1973); Lillich, Intervention to Protect Human Rights, 15 McGILL L. J. 205 (1969).
The current debate centers on the doctrine's existence as much as its contemporary relevance. Historically, there have been several cases where intervention allegedly occurred for
humanitarian purposes. See M. GANJI, INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
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particularly a threat of widespread loss of human life; (2) a proportional
use of force which does not threaten greater destruction of values than the
human rights at stake; (3) a minimal effect on authority structures;
(4) a prompt disengagement, consistent with the purpose of the action;
and (5) immediate full reporting to the Security Council and appropriate regional organizations. 172

Some jurists have suggested additional standards, including the relative
disinterestedness of the state invoking the coercive measures. 173
There is little if any dispute that the people of East Timor had been,
prior to the Indonesian invasion, living in conditions of abject poverty.174 There is no evidence, however, to suggest that those conditions
rose to the level of human rights violations. Inhuman conditions that
would have constituted human rights violations arose primarily as a
result of the Indonesian invasion. 175 Yet, even assuming the prior
existence of human rights violations in East Timor, Indonesia's intervention failed to meet any of the other conditions. There is no evidence to indicate that Indonesia solicited the support of the U.N. or
other multinational organizations. 176 Its use of force was not proportional to humanitarian objectives. 177 Indeed, rather than correcting the
inhuman conditions in East Timar, it aggravated, prolonged, and probably created those conditions. 178 Nor was the use of force terminated
22-24, 26-37, 39-41. But see Franck & Rodley, supra ("examples" of humanitarian intervention do not support this doctrine).
172. Moore, The Control ef Foreign Intervention in Internal Co,!ffict, 9 VA. J. INT'L L.
205, 264 ( 1969).
173. Lillich, Humanitarian Intervention: A Reply to I an Brownlie and a Pleafor Constructive Alternatives, in LAW AND CIVIL WAR IN THE MODERN WORLD 229,248 (J. Moore ed.
1974). See also Reisman, Humanitarian Intervention to Protect the Ihos in HUMANITARIAN
INTERVENTION AND THE UNITED NATIONS 167, 193 (R. Lillich ed. 1973); Lillich, Forcible
Se!f-Help by States to Protect Human Rights, 53 IOWA L. REV. 325, 347-51 (1967); Nanda,
The United States' Action in the 1965 .Dominican Crisis: Impact on World Order, 43 DENVER
L. J. 439, 475 (1966).
174. N.Y. Times, Aug. 12, 1975, at A2, col. 3.
175. See note 1 supra.
176. Indonesia's only contact with the U.N. came after the invasion, when in the Fourth
Committee, the General Assembly and the SecuriJy Council, it attempted to justify its intervention on the grounds stated throughout this Article. See 30 U.N. GAOR, C.4 (2185th
mtg.) 397, 400, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/SR.2185 (1975); 30 U.N. GAOR (2439th plen. mtg.) 42,
U.N. Doc. A/PY. 2439 (1975); 30 U.N. SCOR (1864th mtg.) 31, U.N. Doc. S/PV. 1864
(1975).
177. On December 7, 1975, the day of the Indonesian invasion, there did not exist in
East Timor conditions which would have warranted a use of force for humanitarian reasons.
FRETILIN was in control of East Timor. There were no reports of violations of human
rights perpetrated by the FRETILIN administration. See Issue on East Timor, supra note 4,
at 23. A proportional response to the problem of starvation in East Timor certainly would
not include a full-scale invasion and occupation.
178. See note I supra; Issue on East Timor, supra note 4, at 34-35.
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as soon as the objectives of the intervention had been achieved. 179 Finally, in view of the annexation of East Timar, 180 Indonesia cannot
reasonably maintain that humanitarian concern was its primary motive
for the invasion. Annexation is not a necessary or collateral consequence of humanitarian intervention. 181 Viewed as an independent basis for invading East Timor, the annexation casts significant doubts on
the "humanitarian" nature of Indonesia's invasion. 1s2
It should also be noted that the defense of humanitarian intervention
is not explicitly recognized in the U.N. Charter. The failure to include
a provision expressly recognizing the defense has led some jurists to
argue that the Charter does not recognize the doctrine as justification
for unilateral armed interventions. 183 In this event, of course, Indonesia's claim that humanitarian considerations motivated its invasion is
irrelevant.
Conclusion
Indonesia's armed attack on East Tim.or and denial of self-determination to the East Timorese flagrantly violated international law. Selfdetermination was denied by the Indonesian annexation of East Timor
and Indonesia's attempts to justify the annexation on the grounds that
the East Timorese had expressed a willingness to be "reintegrated,"
I

179. Indonesian forces remain in East Timor even though resistance from FRETILIN
forces has all but ceased. Kamm, supra note I, at 35.
180. See note 44 supra.
181. On the contrary, annexation is in complete violation of the notions of "prompt
disengagement" and "minimal effect on authority structures." See text accompanying note
112supra.
182. The dubious nature of intervention as a basis for annexation is clear when considered in the context of India's intervention in East Pakistan (now Bangladesh). Gross violations of human rights were prevalent within East Pakistan and refugees were crossing the
Indian border in larger numbers. Nevertheless, India made no effort to incorporate East
Pakistan into its territory. See Franck & Rodley, supra note 171; Nanda, Se!fDelerminalion
in International Law, 66 AM. J. INT'L L. 321 (1972).
183. This proposition is debatable. Brownlie maintains that state practice in the period
of the U.N. Charter does not establish an interpretation of the Charter favorable to intervention to protect human rights. Brownlie, supra note 171, at 222. A number of leading modem authorities either make no mention of humanitarian intervention and take a general
position that militates against its legality, or expressly deny its existence. J. BRIERLY, THE
LAW OF NATIONS 309-10 (5th ed. 1955); P. JESSUP, A MODERN LAW OF NATIONS 157-58
(1956); Bishop, General Course ofPublic International Law, 115 RECUElL DES COURS 423-41
(1965); H. KELSEN, PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 58-87 (2d rev. ed. 1968). Other
modem authorities have rejected the notion that the U.N. Charter prohibits intervention for
humanitarian purposes, see, e.g., McDougal, Authority to Use Force on tire High Seas, 20
NAVAL WAR C. REV. 19, 28-29 (1967); W. REISMAN, NULLITY AND REVISION 848-50 (1971);
Lillich, Intervention lo Protect Human Rights, 15 McGILL L.J. 205, 230 (1969), and have
developed criteria by which to assess claims of humanitarian intervention, see id. at 248;
Nanda, supra note 173, at 475; Reisman, supra note 173, at 193.
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that historical, ethnic, and cultural ties between Indonesia and East Timor existed, and that East Timor had no economic viability are factually and legally unsupportable. Similarly, Indonesia cannot justify its
invasion of East Timor by arguing self-defense, invitation, long-term
regional security considerations, or humanitarian intervention. Again,
the factual and legal support for these arguments does not exist.
In spite of the weakness of its legal position, Indonesia has had the
diplomatic support of a number of fellow Islamic states and of fellow
members of ASEAN and OPEC, 184 as well as the ''understanding" of
its neighbors, Australia and New Zealand, and its ally, the United
States. 1s5 At the time of this writing, there is nothing concrete to show
for the widely touted initiative by the Portuguese government of September 12, 1980, whereby Lisbon reaffirmed the Timorese right to selfdetermination and pledged itself to work with all interested countries
towards a settlement. 186 Nevertheless, Portugal's insistence in not giving recognition to the Indonesian takeover represents a major barrier to
Indonesia's efforts to have the matter slip away completely from world
attention and scrutiny.
184. See note 67 supra.
185. Each of these countries has what appears to it to be perfectly adequate political
reasons for not wanting to enrage Indonesia. Each is staunchly anti-Communist and views
Indonesia as an ally in this cause. Each has an interest in Indonesian oil. Indonesia is not
currently a substantial source of oil for any of them, but it is an important insurance supply
in the event of difficulties in the Middle East. Australia expects that Indonesia might take a
favorable position in shelf delimitation negotiations, see note 29 supra, although negotiations on the delimitation of the continental shelf between Australia and Timor are still continuing with the Indonesians. The Law of the Sea negotiations play a role in United States
relations with Indonesia. Apparently, Indonesia acquiesces in the United States' position
that its submarines do not have to surface when passing through international straits such as
those joining the Indian and Pacific Oceans, which are in waters claimed by Indonesia as
archipelagic waters. See M. LEIFER, INTERNATIONAL STRAITS OF THE WORLD 160-68
(1978). Daniel Patrick Moynihan, former United States Representative to the United Nations, boasted of the way in which he helped keep the issue of East Timor muted in December, 1975. Concerning the questions of East Timor and Western Sahara, he has written:
China altogether backed Fretilin in Timor, and lost. In Spanish Sahara, Russia just as
completely backed Algeria, and its front, known as Polisario, and lost. In both instances the United States wished things to tum out as they did, and worked to bring this
about. The Department of State desired that the United Nations prove utterly ineffective in whatever measures it undertook. The task was given to me, and I carried it
forward with no inconsiderable success.
D. MOYNIHAN, A DANGEROUS PLACE 247 (1978).
186. See Letter dated September 17, 1980 from the Permanent Representative of Portugal to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General, U.N. Doc. A/C.4/35/2
( 1980). The notion of an ousted colonial power returning to complete the decolonization
process might have been completely discounted had it not been for the precedent of the
British return to Rhodesia/Zimbabwe to supervise the elections there notwithstanding an
absence of fifteen years. In an interview with the author on January 15, 1981, Mr. Ramos
Horta of FRETILIN did not preclude the possibility of a transitional role for Portugal
should the Indonesians be dislodged.
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The United Nations has been the main forum for discussion of the
Timor issue. What conclusions can be drawn about its role in the affair? The Security Council has not discussed the item since April, 1976,
which probably indicates that the votes are simply not there to put it on
the agenda, let alone to adopt a substantive resolution. But the Special
Committee on Decolonization and the Fourth Committee of the General Assembly continue to hold annual debates on the whole question
and to adopt appropriate resolutions. In short, the fact that Indonesia
has acted contrary to international law has been reiterated-perhaps
not with enthusiasm but reiterated nonetheless-each time the organization has considered the matter. In the face of slow diplomatic erosion, supporters of self-determination and independence for the East
Timorese must take some comfort from the retention of the item on the
international agenda. Sometimes in the symbolic world of diplomacy,
keeping the matter "under review" is about the nearest thing to a sanction that can be achieved. In the broad sweep of history, keeping the
item alive may provide some moral suasion aiding the eventual capitulation oflndonesia. 187 The United Nations has shown some capacity to
stick with intractable hard cases. One is reminded of the fact that the
organization _persisted with the question of the Portuguese territories
and with the racist Rhodesian regime for nearly two decades, in situations where it appeared that nothing would be done about either of
those two matters. The organization has persisted with the Southwest
Africa/Namibia question for three and one-half decades, with the end
still not in sight. East Timer seems destined to join Namibia as an
issue that simply refuses to go away.

187. As long as the item remains on the agenda of the General Assembly as a
decolonization issue it is hard for the Indonesians to claim that their annexation has been
accepted by the world community. Retention of the matter on the agenda represents a kind
of sanction to back up Article 5.3 of the General Assembly's Definition of Aggression, see
note 132 supra, which provides that "[n)o territorial acquisition or special advantage resulting from aggression shall be recognized as lawful," and its Declaration on the Strengthening
oflntemational Security, G.A. Res. 2734, 25 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 28) 22, U.N. Doc. A/
8028 (1970), which provides that "no territorial acquisition resulting from the threat or use
of force shall be recognized as legal." Id. para. 5. In the long term, states tend to ignore
black letter proscription against the recognition of forceful acquisition of territory. See ge11erally SUTER, supra note I, at 5-8 (Australian de facto recognition of Indonesia's authority
over East Timor; Australia's recognition and later de-recognition of Soviet control over the
Baltic states); Human Rights in East Timor: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on f 11temational
Organizations ofthe House Comm. on International Relations, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 77 app.
(1977) (United States refusal to recognize Soviet incorporation of the Baltic states; more
ambiguous American behavior concerning East Timor and Western Sahara).
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General Assembly, Special Committee on Decolonization, 284th Meeting, UN Doc.
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ments submitted by Guatemala ( A/L.32S), since they
provided for a limitation of the fundamental right
of all peoples to self-determination and were thus
contrary to paragraph 2 of the Declaration, which
stated that "All peoples have the right to selfdetermination".
97. It was surprising that Spain should now seek
the help of paragraph 6 of rewlution 1514 (XV)
in view of the fact that foe Spanish representative had
vehemently opposed Morocco's claims to Ceuta and
Melilla. During the debate in question, six delegations
had made statements showing that paragraph 6 in no
way sanctioned the recovery of territor/ of a neighbouring State against the wishes of its population. In
order to maintain peace and security in the world,
the United Nations must start by accepting the status
qua as it was at present, not as it had been ante bellum.
To attempt to rectify the international errors and
injustices of the past was apt to lead to confusion and
further injustices.
98. Obviously, the Committee could not tell the
people of Gibraltar, in the face of their own wishes
and desires freely expressed by their elected representatives, that they should be freed from British
colonialism, to which they had not objected, and be
handed over to Spanish colonialism, against which they
had openly protested. General Assembly resolution
1Sl4 (XV) was the hope and creed of all colonial
peoples, but to give paragraph 6 the overridinJ importance and interpretation sought was nothing less than
the betrayal of the hopes and confidence of the colonial
peoples and the very abrogation of the principles of
the Charter.
99. The people of Gibraltar had made clear what
they wanted for themselves: free .association with the
United Kingdom. They hoped that the Committee
would help them to achieye their aspirations.

General statements
100. The representative of the United Kingdom,
recalling that his delegation had on 11 September 1963
made a full statement regarding the situation in
Gibraltar and the United Kingdom's policy for future
constitutional development in Gibraltar (A/S446/Rev.1,
chap. XII, paras. 49-52), said that certain constitutional
changes effected since that time had been fully described
by Sir Joshua Hassan, Chief Minister of Gibraltar,
and by Mr. Isola, the leader of the Opposition. As his
delegation had stated at the last session, the United
Kingdom Government respected the aspirations of the
people of Gibraltar and constantly sought to meet them.
It was always ready to consider proposals for further
constitutional changes put forward by the Gibraltar
people, and, in accordance with the principle of selfdetermination, his Government left them entirely free
to choose what should be the form of their association
with the United Kingdom. If any proposals of that
kind were advanced, his Government would conside:r
them and work out, with the elected representatives
of the Gibraltar people, arrangements for a continuing
association acceptable to both parties. He was sure
that such an association would not in any way harm
the good relations between Gibraltar and Spain. He
could give the Committee an unqualified assurance
that the constitutional changes recently introduced in
Gibraltar would in no way damage the interests of
Spain or of any other country. His delegation was
confident that the Committee would welcome those
changes and the statements of policy made by his
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Government. The Committee would perhaps wish to
add its hope that the future status of Gibraltar would
be settled in accordance with the wishes of its people
and in a manner conducive to peaceful and harmonious
relations between Gibraltar and Spain.
· 101. The representative of Spain recalled that in
September 1963 his delegation had explained the
reasons that had prompted it to take part in the debate
on Gibraltar (A/5446/Rev.1, chap. XII, S3-66).
Gibraltar, an enclave in Spanish territory which had
been ceded to the United Kingdom under the Treaty
of Utrecht for use as a military base, had been regarded
by the United Kingdom Government as a Crown
Colony and later as a Non-Self-Governing Territory.
Hence, according to the basic criteria of the United
Nations, it should come within the general process
of decolonization. Having expelled the original inhabitants of Gibraltar, the United Kingdom Government
· had allowed a population of the most varied origins
to settle round the base, united solely by the fact of
the United Kingdom citizenship that had been granted
to them. The conversion of the base into a colony
and the measures that the United Kingdom Government
was enacting there were a direct violation of paragraph
6 of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). Spain
had consequently asked that that paragraph should be
applied in the case of Gibraltar. It had offered to hold
bilateral talks with the United Kingdom with a view
to arranging for the restoration of Gibraltar to Spain
in conditions of fairness to all concerned.
102. Not only had the United Kingdom ignored that
proposal but it had prompted certain action which
might be said to have changed completely the status of
Gibraltar as laid down in the Treaty of Utrecht. In
September 1963, Sir Joshua Hassan and Mr. Isola
had appeared before the Committee as petitioners, not
to ask for the protection of the interests that Spain
had always been prepared to respect, but to declare
that 17,985 persons established round a United Kingdom
military base and protected by the military power of
that country constituted a population with its own
political personality and with all rights over the
Territory in which it liyed, induding the right of
self-determination. Moreover, in a booklet entitled
The Futiwe of Gibraltar, which they had distributed
to the members of the Committee, they had repeated
that claim. No mention had been made of the Treaty
of Utrecht; indeed, the petitioners in question had
tried by their mere presence to cancel out that Treaty
and to ask the United Nations to regard the people
they claimed to represent as little less than a new
nation. Never in the whole history of decolonization
had a more brazen attempt been made to hoodwink
the international community represented in the United
Nations. It was the duty of Spain to expose that
political manoeuvre in its true light.
103. The appearance before the Committee of the
representatives of the so-called. Gibraltarians was the
result of a policy initiated by the United Kingdom
in 1950. Up to that tiri1e United Kingdom policy in
Gibraltar had been based upon observance of the
Treaty of Utrecht, but from 1950 onwards it had tried
to replace the rights granted to it under the Treaty by
the so-called rights of the 17,985 British subjects
established there in place of the Spanish inhabitants
who had been expelled. Indeed, Sir Joshua Hassan and
Mr. Isola had actually stated that the rights they claimed
were based, not on the Treaty of Utrecht, but on the
fact that the people they represented had been living
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in Gibraltar for 250 years. Such a claim was neither
mo:-e nor less than an attempt to cancel the very
Treaty upon which the United Kingdom based its
claim to remain on Spanish soil.
104. It was clear from article X of tne Treaty of
Utrecht that while Spain had yielded to the United
Kingdom full propriety of the town, port, fortifications
and forts of Gibraltar, the exercise of that propriety
had been made subject to various limitations of an
economic, military and administrative character. The
most important -0£ those limitations, however, was the
stipulation that if at any time the United Kingdom
was to give, sell or by any means alienate the propriety
of Gibraltar, preference was to be given to Spain.
To declare that such guarantees did not give Spain
some rights with regard to Gibraltar was to deny an
obvious fact.
105. Moreover, the Treaty of Utrecht was an
agreement between two parties, under which they had
jointly established a given status for Gibraltar:, There
was no provision under which the present population
of Gibraltar could claim any rights ; on the contrary, it
had no legal existence under the Treaty and no right
whatever to dispose of any part of Gibraltar. The
actual territory of what was now the city of Gibraltar
was still to a great extent the property of the British
Crown and the present inhabitants were merely British
citizens who were temporarily living round a United
Kingdom base on Spanish territory. The fact that they
now claimed to form a political entity was all part of
the policy pursued by the United Kingdom since 1950.
106. The fact was that when the United Kingdom
Government had realized that colonialism was coming
to an end it had been anxious to maintain the military
base of Gibraltar, for reasons of both strategy and
prestige. It had therefore decided that its presence in
Gibraltar should be supported in the eyes of the
world by the e--pressed will of the present inhabitants
of Gibraltar. ~-fence its unilateral decision of 1950,
without consulting Spain, to give Gibraltar a Legislative Council and an Executive Council, a step which
had aroused the natural indignation of the Spanish
people. When the Spanish Ambassador in London
had tried to explain his country's views on the matter
to the United Kingdom Government, he had been
refused a hearing and the steps taken by the Spanish
Government in the Campo de Gibraltar bad been
regarded as acts of hostility towards the United
Kingdom and the Gibraltarians, to whom the views
and the rights of the Spanish Government had apparently never been explained.
107. From the attitude adopted by Sir Joshua
Hassan and Mr. Isola it could only be assumed that
the United Kingdom had never informed the Gibraltarians that the Spanish Government was prepared
to respect their interests; on the contrary, Spain had
probably been depicted as a tyrannical and expansionist
country which was trying to annex Gibraltar and to
expel its population. Meanwhile Spain was being
informed that the United Kingdom was remaining in
Gibraltar in order to protect the interests of its
inhabitants, who were urging the United Kingdom
Government to insist that Spain should open up full
means of communication between the city and the
Campo de Gibraltar and abandon its policy with regard
to that city.
108. The United Kingdom Government had assured
the Spanish . Government that it would respect its
commitments under the Treaty of Utrecht and would

consequently not grant the present inhabitants of
Gibraltar the rights they were claiming. Proof of that
was to be found in the statement made in Gibraltar
in April 1963 by the United Kingdom Parliamentary
Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies, to the effect
that no constitutional changes were under consideration.
109. There were only two alternatives open to the
United Kingdom Government: either to respect the
minimum obligations laid upon it by the Treaty of
Utrecht and hence to dispossess the inhabitants of
Gibraltar of any political inst:tutions other than those
that were purely United Kingdom institutions, or to
give those inhabitants a political entity for which no
provision had been made, in other words to grant
them self-determination as though Spain had no say
whatever in the matter. If it chose the first alternative,
it would appear to the world to be following a colonialist
policy towards th;; present inhabitants of Gibraltar;
if it chose the latter, its colonialist policy would. then
be directed against Spain, with the present inhabitants
of Gibraltar and even the United Nations being used
as instruments to further that policy. It was therefore
essential that Spain's offer of negotiation should not
be cast aside. Just ~s Spain was the only country
that could settle the economic fufore of Gibraltar, so
was it also the only country which, respecting United
Kingdom interests, could remove all colonial aspects
from the presence of the United Kingdom there.
110. A series of political measures had recently
been adopted in Gibraltar with the aim of continuing the
policy initiated in 1950 and of presenting the Special
Committee with a fait accompl-i. In a memorandum
dated 6 May 1964, Spain had protested to the United
Kingdom about the latter's proposal to introduce in
Gibraltar constitutional reforms, involving the establishment of a Government for the 17,985 persons
encamped around its military base. It had stated that
the unilateral decision taken by the United Kingdom
in 1950 to endow the city of Gibraltar with institutions
which were not within the legal framework established
by the Treaty of Utrecht had been designed to replace
the legal "status" adopted in 1713 by a new one in
which the rights of Spain were to be totally disregarded
and that the new reforms would accentuate the discrepancy between what had been agreed upon at
Utrecht and the actual political reality.
111. The Spanish Government had further stated
in its memorandum that the objective of its consultations with the United Kingdom should be to devise a
solution, taking into account Spain's rights over the
whole of its national territory, whereby the colonial
situation in Gibraltar could be abolished and the
interests of the United Kingdom and of the present
population of Gibraltar could be protected. It had
stated that the United Kingdom shottld refrain from
introducing into the structure of the colony of Gibraltar
any change designed to interfere with the decision
which the Umted Nations might adopt on the matter.
112. On 1 June 1964, the United Kingdom Government had replied to the memorandum, rejecting the
Spanish arguments and refusing to acknowledge that
the Treaty of Utrecht granted Spain some rights over
a part of Spanish Territory. Accordingly, on 30 June
1964, the Permanent Representative of Spain to the
United Nations had sent a letter to the Chairman of
the SpeciM Committee (A/AC.109/91) notifying him
of the manreuvres of the United Kingdom Government.
Despite those warnings, on 10 September 1964, local
elections had been held to establish a Government,
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with a Prime Minister, for the 17,985 United Kingdom
citizens at the Gibraltar base.
113. At the 281st meeting, the United Kingdom
representative had said that his Government fully
accepted that the Gibraltar people should choose what
should be the form of their association with Britain.
The United Kingdom therefore considered that its
presence in Gibraltar was based not upon a contractual
agreement with Spain but upon the desire of the
population which it had been laboriously building up
on the Rock. The United Kingdom thus declared itself
to be released from its obligations under the Treaty
of Utrecht, which it was abrogating without taking
into consideration the other party-Spain.
114. The United Kingdom was using the population
of Gibraltar for its own manceuvres. When the United
Nations had embarked upon the task of decolonization,
that population's right to decide its own f~te had been
invoked, .once an assurance had been obtamed that the
decision would protect United Kingdom interests. The
United Nations was being asked to approve that
manceuvre and to clear the United Kingdom of any
suspicion of colonialism in Gi)Jraltar. Once such Ut;i~ed
Nations approval had been given, the local authorities,
supported by the United Kingdom Government, would
demand greater freedom of communication between
Gibraltar and Spain. Any measures which Spain might
then take to protect itself against smuggling or illicit
economic expansionism would be regarded as acts of
hostility against the so-called "people of Gibraltar".
The door would be perpetually open for an increasing
usurpation of Spanish sovereignty over the territory
adjacent to the Rock. Such a situation would be quite
unbearable. Consequently, the Spanish Government
considered that any further steps to modify the status
of Gibraltar, without taking into account the rights and
opinion of Spain, would . be sufficient grounds for it
to consider itself released from all its obligatio:1s under
the Treaty of Utrecht.
115. With regard to the origin of the present inhabitants of Gibraltar, it should be recalled that Gibraltar
had been occupied militarily oil 4 August 1704 by an
Anglo-Dutch fleet defending the right of Archduke
Charles of Austria to the Spanish Crown. On that
occasion Admiral Rooke had taken possession of
Gibraltar in the name of his Queen and not of the
Archduke. The inhabitants of Gibraltar had thus been
transferred, not from the authority of a Spanish
monarch to that of another prince who aspired to the
Spanish throne, but from the authority of Madrid to
the authority of London. In the face of such a radical
change, it was hardly surprising that the Municipal
Council of Gibraltar, with the consent of the majority
of the inhabitants, had decided to abandon the town
and settle provisionally in the city of San Roque.
116. By the time the United Kingdom had made
its appearance in the area, Spain had become a modern
and united State. Before its occupation, Gibraltar had
been a Spanish city endowed with legal institutions
similar to those of any 9ther Spanish city. Since its
occupation, it had been an empty town occupied by a
foreign army under the sole authority of a military
governor from the United Kingdom. While the original
Spanish inhabitants of Gibraltar had been the o,vners
of the town and the surrounding countryside, the United
Kingdom owned almost all the land on which the city
was situated.
117. It was not true to say, as did the petitioners,
that the present inhabitants of Gibraltar were descended
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from families which had lived there without interruption
for 250 years. During the eighteenth century, circum·stances had prevented the settlement of civilians around
the fortress. In fact, the first inhabitants had really
appeared when Spain and the United Kingdom had
formed an alliance against Napoleon in the nineteenth
century. At the beginning of that century, epidemics
had taken a heavy toll of the civilian population and
the United Kingdom garrison; their places had been
filled by the arrival of Spaniards from the Campo. In
1856, the United Kingdom Governor of the fortress
had written that the population was as Spanish in its
customs, language and religion as when Gibraltar had
been ceded to the United Kingdom. After the Second
World \Nar, many civilians who had been evacaated
had refused to return. The fact that, in addition to the
17,985 inhabitants of Gibraltar, there were 4,800 United
Kingdom citizens resident in the city did not change
the situation or give those citizens any special political
rights. Spanish was the local language spoken in
Gibraltar, many of whose inhabitants had married
Spaniards from neighbouring cities.
118. In Gibraltar, labour, legislative, executive,
administrative, municipal, judicial, financial and cultural
powers were concentrated in the hands of Sir Joshua
Hassan. The internal government of Gibraltar, under
the authority of the United Kingdom, was in fact Sir
Joshua Hassan. The existing population of Gibraltar
had no international juridical status in relation to
Spain or to other countries. The aim of the internal
political organization of Gibraltar was to show the world
that its inhabitants were not being colonized by the
United Kingdom. The fact was, however, that those
inhabitants were not only the instruments l.:y which
a colonial situation was being preserved in :::ipanish
territory but the very quintessence of that situation,
which Spain was not prepared to tolerate.
119. Under the Treaty of Utrecht, the present
inhabitants of Gibraltar, represented before the Special
Committee by Sir Joshua Hassan and Mr. Isola, had
no political rights either before Spain or before the
international community. They were therefore claiming
the right to self-determination, basing their claim not
on the Treaty of Utrec~t but on a juridical doctrine
elaborated by the United Nations and embodied in
General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1541

(XV).
120. Article 73 of the Charter defined which peoples
possessed the right to self-determination and spoke
of "territories whose peoples have not yet attained a
full measure of self-government". The use of the phrase
"territories whose peoples" showed that those who
drafted the United Nations Charter had been envisaging
a complete identity between the people and the territory
they inhabited. The entire juridical doctrine under
which the decolonization process was being conducted
was based precisely on the idea that the rights of the
people of a territory over their own territory prevailed
over those of any other country. Consequently, only
the people of r_ territ(?ry possessed the rig~t to. selfdetermination proclaimed by the United Nations. That
interpretation was confirmed by principle I in the
annex to resolution 1541 (XV) and by paragraph 5
of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples, which spoke of the
"peoples of those territories". It was therefore essential,
before conceding that a people had the right to govern
their own future, tc establish the existence of an
identity between that people and their territory.
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121. Gibraltar clearly did not belong to its present
17,985 inhabitants, but rather to the inhabitants of the
nearby town of San Roque, descendants of the original
inhabitants of Gibraltar, who had been demanding its
return for 250 years, If the Treaty of Utrecht ceased
to exist, the inhabitants of San Roque alone would
bve a claim to the territory. The United Kingdom
had always regarded the inhabitants of Gibraltar as
simply British subjects and had never ack"11owledged
that the)• had any special rights to the territory. Only
since the beginning of the process of decolonization
had it sought to use the population as a means of
maintaining its rule. The Gibraltarians were demanding
in return the recognition of their existence as a separate
political entity-at Spain's expense, it would appear.
Spain, however, did not recognize the claim of the
present inhabitants of Gibraltar to the piece of Spanish
territory on which, through an accident of colonial
history, they happened to be living.
122. In his statement before the Ccmmittee on
19 September 1963 (214th meeting), Sir Joshua
Hassan had demanded the right of self-determination
for the present population of Gibraltar, which, he had
said, would then choose association with the United
Kingdom in the form envisaged in the annex to General
Assembly resolution 1541 (XV) ; under that association, the United King·dom would preserve its position
at Gibraltar by maintaining its naval base and military
installations. If that form of self-determination was
granted, the United Nations would be giving the United
Kingdom carte blanche to remain in Gibraltar for ever.
123. At the 1083rd meeting of the Security Council,
during the discussion of the report prepared by the
Secretary-General1 in pursuance of Security Council
resolution 180 (1963), the United Kingdom representative .had stated that the peoples of colonial territories
must be given the opportunity, thi·ough self-determination, to decide their own future. That statement was
in keeping with the position taken by the United
Nations. As the representative of Uruguay had pointed
out at the 1268th plenary meeting of the General
Assembly, self-determination did not automaticaliy
result in independence, but sovereignty passed from
the administering Power to the colonial people in
question for at least a fleeting moment even when the
latter decided in favour of free association or integration
with the former metropolitan country. The United
Kingdom representative in the Cornmittee had endorsed
that view. Yet self-determination in that sense was not
what had been demanded by Sir Joshua Hassan, with
the apparent support of the Unit~d Kingdom, for the
present population of Gibraitar. Self-determination in
the form asked by the Gibralta, ;.- ns would not alter
the present link between the Territory and the British
Crown for even the fleeting moment· referred to by
the Uruguayan representative. The United Kingdom
hoped in that way to be able to argue that the Treaty
of Utrecht remained in force. It was urging ot!:ier
countries to apply principles which it was evidently
unwilling to apply to itself.
124. There were only two possible solutions to the
problem of Gibraltar: the implementation of paragraph
6 of General Assembly resolution J.514 (XV) on the
basis of negotiations between Spain and the United
Kingdom, as he had urged in September 1963, or the
1 See Official Records of the Security Co1mcil, Eighteenth
Year, S11pplement for October, November and December 1963,
documents S/5448 and Add.1-3.

granting of self-determination to the population of
Gibraltar, as demanr!ed by Sir Joshua Hassan. The
application of the principle of self-determination in
the case of Gibraltar would represent a violation of
paragraph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV) and hence of
the United Nations Charter; ~t would mean that the
international community recognized the present population of Gibraltar as a political entity distinct from the
United Kingdom.
J.25. The granting of self-determination to that
"pseudo-population" would have serious practical as
well as legal consequences. Legally, it would mean
sanctioning the abrogation of the Treaty of Utrecht
in order to hand over to the present population of
Gibraltar a piece of Spanish territory which had been
ceded to the United Kingdom 250 years earlier for
certain limited and clearly defined purposei:;. The
practical effects of the application of self-determination
would be even more dangerous. Spain would no longer
consider itself bound by the Treaty of Utrecht. It would
regard Gibraltar as a piece of Spanish territory whose
occupation by its present inhabitants was based on
force. Furthermore, Spain would refuse to maintain
the present level of Ihing of the people of Gibraltar,
who,,e economy was based on colonial exploitation of
the territory's Spanish "hinterland".
126. If the Committee and the General Asse.;1bly
decided that the appropriate way to decolonize Gibraltar
was to apply the principle of self-determination to its
present inhabitants, Spain could not maintain normal
relations with the new political entity that would then
come into being. It could have no further contact with
Gibraltar unless the United Kingdom completely
terminated its presence there, since his country took the
view that the granting of self-determination to Gibraltar
would relieve it of all its obligations towards the United
Kingdom. If the United Kingdom did not withdraw,
Spain would regard the creation of a new Gibraltarian
political entity as simply a trick designed to maintain
colonialism; communications between Spain and Gibraltar would be cut and the inhabitants of Gibraltar would
henceforth be regarded as personae non gratae in Spain.
He presumed that the representative .of Cambodia had
had those legal and practical consequences in mind
when he had suggested in the Committee on 18
September 1963 that the United Kingdom should
withdraw from Gibraltar so that the latter's inhabitants
could negotiate with Spain on the best means of
protecting their legitimate interests.
127. As he had stated on 11 September 1963', Spain
felt that the most equitable and proper method of
decolonizing Gibraltar was the application of paragraph
6 of resolution 1S14 (XV), which would eliminate a
colonial foot!~ Jld on Spanish territory and e~i~!1re that
military bases were not transformed· into culunies in
other parts of the world in the future. As the representative of Uruguay had pointed out in the Committee
on 12 September 1963, '.he proper interpretation of
paragraph 6 would be in keeping with the principle
laid down by the Organization of American States in
resolution 47 of lhe Tenth Inter-American Conference
in 1954. The or:i1.y voice raised against the use of
paragraph 6 as a means of decolonization was that
of the United Kingdom, whose representative had stated
in Sub-Committee III that the paragraph referred
only to possible future attempts to disrupt a country'.~
territorial integrity (A/AC.109/102, p. 45). He
wondered whether the United Kingdom representative
felt that there might be opportunities in the future
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for the creation of new colonial situations like that in
Gibraltar.
128. His country suggested that the procedure for
applying paragraph 6 should be negotiated between
Spain and the United Kingdom with due regard for
the interests of the inhabitants of Gibraltar, who had
much to gain from the solution he was proposing. It
should be noted that the Bay of Algeciras, on which
Gibraltar was situated, )ay just to the west of the
so-called Costa del Sol, a tourist area. Once returned
to Spanish sovereignty, Gibraltar and the surrounding
area could become a flourishing part of th-; Costa del
Sol as well as a major communications link between
Europe and Africa and between the Atlantic and the
1,1"-!iterranean. It was only Gibraltar's colonial status
which had prevented that from happening already.
129. Under his Government's proposal, the interests
of the United Kingdom and of the inhabitants of
Gibraltar would be safeguarded and the latter could
maintain their personal ties with the United Kingdom.
Spain was offering the people of Gibraltar a splendid
future which neither the present colonial regime nor the
isolation that would result from spurious self-determination could bring them. Furthermore, the existence
of a prosperous city on the Bay of Algeciras would
be a more effective guarantee of freedom of the seas
than the present coastal batteries aud military zones.
130. The representative of the United Kingdom
stated categol'ically that his Government did not accept
the Spanish representative's account of the historical
and legal position. For over 250 years his Government
had exercised over Gibraltar a sovereignty established
and reaffirmed by Treaty, about which his Government
had no doubt. The Spanish arguments did not affect his
Government's view of the validity of. its position in
Gibraltar.
131. The representative· of Uruguay reca:led that
during the debate on Gibraltar in 1963 his delegation
had said that the Committee should ensure that the
parties directly concerned, namely the United Kingdom
and Spain, would settle their dispute bearing in mind
above all the interests of the population which might
be affected by any change in the Territory's status.
Although some constitutional changes had taken place
since that time, his delegation maintained that view,
which had been endorsed by the delegations of Iraq,
Tunisia, Venezuela and Syria. Its only purpose in
speaking on the question again was to clarify certain
aspects of the juridical basis of its position which the
United Kingdom representative had called into question.
132. In his statement ·on 12 September 1963,
(A/5446/Rev.1, chap. XII, paras. 70-72), the representative of Uruguay had analysed paragrauh 6 of
resolution 1514 (XV) and had demonstrated· that the
purpose of that paragraph had been to avoid the
unconditional and indiscriminate application of the
principle of self-determination, which might, in exceptional cases, be prejudicial to the principle of the
territorial integrity of States established in the United
Nations Charter.
·
133. The United Kingdom representative had
challenged that interpretation in a statement made in
Sub-Committee III on 16 September 1964 concerning
the Falkland Islands (A/AC.109/102, p. 45). In
particular, he had asserted that if it had been the
intention of the General Assembly to indicate by
paragraph 6 that, in cases where the principle of
territorial integrity and sovereignty conflicted with
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the principle of self-determination, the former should
have precedence, it would have used a very different
wording both in paragraph 6 and in paragraph 2 of
resolution 1514 (XV).
134. The United Kingdom's interpretation failed to
take into account the deliberations which had led to
the adoption of paragraph 6, which clea·tly demonstrated
the intention of the sponsors. During the debate on the
draft resolution which had sub~equently become reso: _1tion 1514 (XV), Guatemala had submitted an
amendment stating that the principle of. self-determination of peoples should not prejudice the territorial
integrity and territorial claims of any State. In that
connexion the Guatemalan representat: .-e had said
that the settlement of disputes over territories improperly held by colonial Powers and claimed by other
States as integral parts of their respective countries
could not be governed by the principle of self-determination, for if that principle were applied in such
cases it might violate the equally basic principle of the
territorial integrity of States. The representative of
Guatemala had subsequently withdrawn his amendment in view of the opinion expressed by a number
of the sponsors of the draft resolution that the rights
he wished to safeguard were fully protected by paragraph 6.
13S. That being so, there was no reason to interpret
paragraph 6 in the sense given to it by the United
Kingdom representative, namely, that it related to the
future and not to the past. It was true, as the United
Kingdom representative had stated, that the word
"attempt" implied a future action, but that was not
the problem. The point was to determine to whom the
injunction in paragraph 6 was addressed. It was
obviously addressed not only to States administering
colonial territories but to the Special Committee as
well. It was the specific obligation of the Committee
to ensure the full implementation of resolution 1514
(XV), taking into account the prohibition in paragraph 6. In other words, no recommendation or
resolution adopted by the Committee in application of
the Declaration should contribute, directly or indirectly,
to the disruption of the national unity or territorial
integrity of a country. Consequently, if the Committee,
by taking a hasty decisio·n which failed to take into
account the particular circumstances, were to do anything which might jeopardize the national unity of a
country, it would have failed to carry out its mandate
by helping to perpetuate a colonial situation.
136. He went on to recall another argument adduced
by the United Kingdom regarding the principle of
· self-determination. The United Kingdom delegation
had stated that if 'lO important a limitation had been
placed on the principle, resolution 1514 (XV) would
not have been supported by 1:he majority of States
Members of the United Nations. The record of the
947th plenary meeting of the General Assembly showed,
however, that the United Kingdom had not only
abstained in the vote on resolution 1514 (XV) but
that one of the reasons it had given for doing so had
been precisely that the Declaration contained paragraph
2 concerning self-determination.
137. He would like to know whether, since that
time, the United Kingdom Government had modified
its official position concerning the principle of selfdetermination. In that connexion, he referred to thtl
United Kingdom comments on paragraph S of resolution 1966 (XVFI) of 16 December 1963 concerning
the principle of equal rights and self-determination of
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peoples (A/5725/Add.4). In the view of the United
Kingdom self-determination of peoples was not a right,
as it was described in paragraph 2 of resolution 1514
(XV), but merely a principle. Hence the colonial
peoples had no legally enforceable right to self-determination; self-deterinination was merely one objective
among many others and it was ail objective to be
pursued, not by the colonial peoples, but by the Powers
administering colonial territories.
138. Another comment made by the United Kingdom
Government was the following:
"If a 'right' of self-determination, were held to
exist, it could be invoked in circumstances in which
it would be in conflict with other concepts enshrined
in the Charter. It could, for instance, be held to
authorize the secession of a province or other part
of the territory of a sovereign independent State,
e.g. the secession of Wales from the United Kingdom,
or the secession from the United States of America
of one of its constituent States. It could also be
held to authorize claims to independence by a
particular racial or ethnic group in a particular
territory, or to justify, on the basis of an alleged
expression of the popu.lar will, claims to annexation
of a certain territory or territories." (A/5725/
Add.4, p. 5.)
139. That was precisely the argument of the Uruguayan delegation, but the application of that doctrine
did not imply that the legitimate interests of any
people should be sacrificed. In proposing that the
dispute between Spain and the United Kingdom should
be settled through negotiation, the Committee should
stress that its main objective was to protect the
interests and well-being of the peoples concerned, as
specifically provided in Article 73 of the Charter.
140. In conclusion, he pointed out that the Committee was not a tribunal called upon to settle a territorial dispute by recognizing or denying the rights of
any particular country. Its task was to bring about
decolonization. There were, however, many ways of
bringing about decolonization and there were solutions
other than independence or free association. The integration of a territory with the State to which it belonged
and from which it had been separated was also
decolonization. If the Committee bore all those possibilities in mind, it would show itself to be both realistic
and just and would help to develop friendly relafaas
among peoples, which was one of the main objectives
of the Charter.
141. The representative of the United Kingdom
recalled that hi the previous year's debate on Gibraltar
a number of speakers, including the repre,;entative of
Spain, had referred to Gibraltar as a Non-SelfGoverning Territory, or even as a typical colonial
Territory, which thus fell within the competence of the
Special Committee. The United Kingdom delegation
had not challenged that desl·,ription and had contributed
to the discussion by giving an account of Gibraltar's
economic, political, constitutional and other institutions
and problems. Further details on the Territory had
been given by Sir Joshua Hassan and Mr. Isola, the
representatives of Gibraltar's two main political groups.
142. In his statement of 11 September 1963
(A/5446/Rev.l, chap. XII, para. 67), he 1-iad said
that in his delegation's opinion the Committee was not
competent to discuss the merits of the Spanish· claim
to sovereignty over Gibraltat'. That opinion seemed to
be shared by the Committee as a whole; at any rate, he
could not recollect anyone expressing the view that

the Committee was competent, by virtue of its· terms
of reference, to act as though it were a tribunal set up
to consider and adjudicate on any territorial dispute
between two States Members of the United Nations,
even if those States were both colonial Powers and
even if the territory in dispute was itself a colony.
The United Kingdom delegation therefore considered
it improper to enter into any detailed discussion of the
legal questions arising out of the Spanish claim to
Gibraltar and would confine itself to two observations
of a general nature.

143. First, the Government of the United Kingdom
did not accept the interpretation of the Treaty of
Utrecht presented by the representative of Spain, nor
did it accept that Spain had any right to be consulted
on changes in the constitutional status of Gibraltar
and its relationship with the United Kingdom. The
United Kingdom Government was satisfied that the
grant of Gibraltar to the United Kingdom under the
Treaty, and as subsequently reaffirmed, was absolute
and without any bar to future constitutional changes
in Gibraltar or to the accession of its inhabitants to
self-government, as; required by the Charter. Even since
1946, when the United Kingdom had first transmitted
information on Gibraltar in accordance with Article
73 e of the Charter, the Territory had been regarded as
a Non-Self-Governing Territory under the terms of the
Charter and had been treated as such by the United
Nations. E,,en Spain did not deny that it was a
colony. As the United Nations had consistently treated
Gibraltar as a colony to which Article 73 applied, the
United Kingdom would not have been fulfilling the
requirements of that Article if it had not taken steps
to enable the Gibraltarians to advance towards complete
self-government. It was surely the ultimate irony not
only that the representative of Spain should claim that
the United Kingdom was trying to deceive the United
Nations by fulfilling its obligations towards Gibraltar
under the Charter, but also that Spain should attempt
to take over the people of Gibraltar under the cover
of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), which
proclaimed the right of all peoples to self-determination.
144. Secondly, it was with surprise and regret that
the United Kingdom delegate had heard the Spanish
representative's contemptuous and menacing references
to the people of Gibraltar, whom he accused of
exploiting the hinterland, apparently because the "socalled" or "pseudo" Gibraltarians, as the Spanish
representative described them, bought their vegetables
there and recruited workers from it. Moreover, there
seemed to be an implication that a population of only
17,985 peopie had no rights under the Charter. The
economic blockade and the other steps which Spain
threatened to take against the people of Gibraltar if
they tried to assert their rights indicated all too clearly
the true value that should be placed on any undertakings
which Spain had given to protect the interests of the
people of Gibraltar if they were to come under Spanish
rule. The Spanish representative's words were unworthy
of a people for whom both the British people and-as
Sir Joshua Hassan and Mr. Isola had made clear-the
people of Gibraltar had great respect.
145. The United Kingdom representative considered
it necessary to state that his Government was fully
conscious of its obligation to protect the welfare and
defend the legitimate interests of the people of Gibraltar
and would not hesitate for one moment to fulfil those
obligations in whatever manner might be necessary.
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146. As for the argument that the population •of
Gibraltar was too small to be allowed to accede ·to
independence, it had been repeatedly stated in the
Special Committee and its organs that the provisions
of the Charter and of resolution 1514 (XV) applied
to all populations, large or small. In that connexion,
he recalled that at the 220th meeting of the Special
Committee, the representative of the Soviet Union had
stated that small populations had exactly the same
rights to freedom as la1'ge populations. At the 221st
meeting the representative of Iran had asserted that
resolution 1514 (XV) applied fully and without
exception to all colonial territories and peoples, large
and small, and that it was merely a question of finding
appropriate means to assist those populations in
exercising their right to self-determination and indeoendence. At the 222nd meeting the representative of
iraq had enumerated the various .ways in which a
people could accede to self-determination-formation of
a separate independent State, association with an
independent State, or complete incorporation of a
State or territory into an independent State-and had
added that it lay with the peoples concerned to decide
in what way they would like to achieve the independence
which was guaranteed to them under the Charter of
the United Nations.
147. There could be no doubt that the people of
Gibraltar were a colonial people; the Spanish representative's assertion that self-determination could not
apply in the case of Gibraltar because there was no
identity between the Territory and the people, whose
only home was Gibraltar, was quite incomprehensible.
Moreover, that assertion was completely unsupported
by anything in the text of the Charter or of resolution 1514 (XV).
148. The representative cr£ Spain had also based
his case for denying the application of the principle
of self-determination to Gibraltar on his own interpretation of parag,raph 6 of resolution 1514 (XV) ; he
had quoted the interpretation of that paragraph which
the United Kingdom delcgatio··, had given in SubCommittee III during the discussion on the Falkland
Islands ( A/AC.109/102, p. 45) and he had suggested
that the United Kingdom alone adhered to that interpretation. That was quite untrue. There could be no
doubt about the meaning of paragraph 6 of resolution
1514 (XV), which obviously referred to attempts in the
future to disrupt the national unity and territorial
integrity of a country and could not be twisted to
justify attempts by countries to acquire sovereignty
over fresh areas of territory under centuries-old disputes.
The paragraph in question was clearly aimed at
protecting colonial territories or countries which had
recently become independent against attempts to divide
them or to encroach on their territorial integrity at
a time when they were least able to defend themselves
because of the stresses and strains of approaching or
newly achieved independence. It was only necessary
to recall that the question of the secession of Katanga
had been before the Genei:al Assembly in 1960 when
resolution 1514 (XV) had been prepared, discussed
and adopted.
149. Contrary to what the representative of Spain
had suggested, the interpretation of paragraph 6 given
by t:1e United Kingdom delegation was accepted by
other· delegations, as was proved by the statements of,
inter alia, the delegations of Pakistan and the .Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, which Mr. Isola, the
leader of the Gibraltar Opposition, had quoted in his
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statement before the Special Committee on 23 September 1964 (see paragraph 96 above). In 1960, when
Guatemala had submitted amendments to paragraph 6
which would have laid it down that territorial claims
took precedence over the principle of self-determination,
the Soviet Union delegation had opposed those amendments because they provided for a limitation of the
fundamental right of all peoples to self-determination
and were thus contrary to paragraph 2 of the proposed
declaration, which quite rightly stated that all peoples
had the right of self-determination (945th plenary
meeting, para. 128).
150. As Mr. Isola had rightly said, at least two of
the sponsors of the original draft, containing what was
now paragraph 6, had made it clear in their statements
that that was their interpretation of the paragraph. He
would also refer the members of the Special Committee
to the statement made by the representative of Iran
along the same lines at the 926th meeting of the
General Assembly and, in particular, to paragraphs 70
and 71 of the record of that meeting, which he read
out to the .Committee. In this statement the representative of Iran, referring specifically to paragraph 6 0£
the draft resolution, had said that aggression was an
even graver crime than otherwise when directed against
a recently independent country still traversing the
difficult initial stages of development.
151. The new arguments presented by the representative Clf Uruguay in no way weakened the United
Kingdom case. In that connexion, he quoted a passage
from the statement of the representative of Nepal in
the General Assembly on 5 December 1960 (935th
plenary meeting, para. 74). That passage, which
referred to the attempts which the colonial Powers
might make to bring about the partiai or total disruption
of the national unity and territorial integrity of the
colonial countries, made the intention behind paragraph
6 of resolution 1514 (XV) admirably clear and should
discourage once and for all those who would base
themselves on that wording in order to argue against
the application of the principle of self-determination
to colonial peoples.
152. The question whether self-determination was a
right or a principle, to which the representative of
Uruguay had alluded, was entirely academic in the
case of Gibraltar.
153, The representative of Spain had said, at the
282nd meeting of the Special Committee, that an
assurance had been given that the United Kingdom
would respect its commitments under the Treaty of
Utrecht and that consequently it would never grant the
present inhabitants of Gibraltar the rights which they
were claiming before the Special Committee and which
had not been provided for in the Treaty of Utrecht. On
the same occasion, tile representative of Spain had
recalled that a United Kingdom Minister, Mr. Nigel
Fisher, had said in the House of Commons in April
1963 that no constitutional changes were at that time
under consideration for the Territory of Gibraltar.
154. He wished to make it quite clear that the
United Kingdom Government had never given any
assurance of that kind to the Spanish Government and
that the words spoken by Mr. Fisher could not be
regarded by Spain or by any other interested party
as constituting such an assurance. In the United
Kingdom's view, the Treaty of Utrecht contained no
provisions binding .the United Kingdom to refrain from
applying the principle of self-determination to the
people of Gibraltar. Mr. Fisher had merely been
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replying to a question about the constitutional changes
then being considered for Gibraltar and had simply
been stating the position as it had been at that time.
The United Kingdom delegation rejected the attempts
made by the Spanish Government to establish that
there was a conflict between the exercise of selfdetermination by the people of Gibraltar and the
provisions of the Treaty of Utrecht. The United
Kingdom Government had never given contrary assurances to anyone.
155. On 23 September 1964, his delegation had
given the Special Committee an assurance that the
constitutional changes recently introduced in Gibraltar
would in no way damage the interests of Spain or
of any other country. It had also said that any
constitutional changes which might be worked out
between the United Kingdom Government and the
representatives of the people of Gibraltar would in no
way impede the development of harmonious relations
between Gibraltar and Spain. He wished to renew those
assurances. The Spanish petitioners and the representative of Spain had described in detail the economic
and social interdependence of Gibraltar and its Spanish
hinterland, but the existence of such links could not
give one party a claim to sovereignty over the other.
Such an interpretation of commercial and other links
between neighbouring countries would throw the map
of the world into complete disorder. However, in view
of the many links existing between Gibraltar and
Spain, it would be foolish for the people of Gibraltar
to adopt as their objective a constitutional status that
might arouse justifiable resentment or fear on the
part of Spain. The inhabitants of Gibraltar had never
done so and he did not think there was any reason
to suppose that they ever would. Moreover, the
United Kingdom Government had given assurances
both privately and publicly to the Government of Spain
that developments in the neighbouring territory did
not in fact thre&ten Spanish interests. The representative of Spain in his statement had quoted at length
from the memorandum by the Spanish Government
dated 6 May 1964, ·,vhich had been handed to the
United Kingdom Ambassador to Madrid. He had also
referred to the United Kingdom note of 1 June replying
to the memorandum but had omitted to quote the
conclusion of that note, in which the United Kingdom
Government had stated that without in any way
departing from its view that it was under no obligation
to consult with Spain on matters concerning Gibraltar,
Her Majesty's Government was always willing to
discuss ways in which good relations between Spain
and Gibt'altar could be maintained and any causes of
friction eliminated. The United Kingdcm Government
was still ready to discuss those matters with Spain,
with the reservation that it was not prepared to
discuss with it the question of sovereignty over
Gibraltar.
156. To sum up, the Government of Spain, relying
on a 250-year-old treaty, asserted that the granting of
any political rights to the people of Gibraltar was in
conflict with the provisions of that treaty. Spain had
also uttered unmistakable threats against Gibraltar, to
be implemented in the event that further constitutional
advances should confer a greater degree of self-government on the Territory. And the representative of
Spain came before the Special Committee to ask for
United Nations endorsement of that position.
157. For .its part, the United Kingdom delegation
had described in detail to the Special Committee the way

in which Her Majesty's Government was applying
and implementing the principle of self-determination
...nd the objectives of General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV) in the case of the people of Gibraltar. It had
demonstrated that the granting of a greater degree of
self-government to Gibraltar and the recognition of the
fact that it was for the people of Gibraltar to decide
what their ultimate status should be never had
constituted and never would constitute a threat to
Spain or any other country.
158. His delegation had already said, and his
Government had repeatedly made clear, that the United
Kingdom Government fully accepted that the people
of Gibraltar should choose the form of their association
with the United Kingdom; whenever the elected representatives of the people of Gibraltar wished to advance
proposals of this kind, the United Kingdom Government
would be ready to study them and work out with the
Gibraltarian representatives arrangements for a continuing association acceptable to both parties. Whatever
those arrangements were, he was sure that tl1ey would
be such a.. , .., ensure that harmonious relations between
Gibraltar a.ud Spain would not be endangered.
159. There was therefore a striking contrast between
the attitude of the United Kingdom Government and
that of the Spanish Government, which took no account
either of the human realities d the present situation in
Gibralter or of the United Nations Charter itself. The
Special Committee had repeatedly dedicated itself to
the service of coloniai peoples everywhere, protecting
their interests and assuring their right to decide for
themselves how they wished to be governed. His
delegation asked the Committee to live up to those
high purpose:;.
160. The representative of Spain, exercising the
right of reply, said that the United Kingdom representative, in his statement at the 284th meeting, had
attributed to the Spanish delegation arguments and
purposes that were not in keeping wi.th the facts.
161. First, Gibraltar had been designated a colony
aud a Non-Self-Governing Territory not by Spain but
by the Government of the United Kingdom, at a time
when Spain had not been a Member of the United
Natkms. Since the start of its activities in the Organization in 1956, Spain had repeatedly made reservations
concerning that unilateral decision by the United
Kingdom.
162. Secondly, the Spanish delegation's statement
could not be interpreted to mean that in the Spanish
view self-determination was conditioned on the number
of inhabitants of a Territory. In referring to the population of Gibraltar, his delegation had sai.d that it was
a prefabricated population intended to ser.ve the interests
of the United Kingdom.
163. Thirdly, the Spanish statement had included
no threat. His delegation had merely described a United
Kingdom stratagem which ran counter to Spanish
rights and interests and had outlined the measures by
which Spain might, within the strict exerdse of its
own ·sovereignty, have to pmtert those rights and
interests.
164-. Fourthly, the United Kingdom representative's
reference at the 284th meeting of the Committee to his
Government's readiness to defend the interests 0£ the
people of Gibraltar "in whateve1 manner might be
necessary" was an imperialistic threat typical of the
nineteenth century and would in no way deter the
Spanish Government from adopting appropriate meas,
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nres to restore the balance that had been shattered by a

fait accompli.

165. Fifthly, in his delegation's view the United
Kingdom Government could not decide whether the
measures adopted in Gibraltar were or were not
damaging to the interests of Spain; only the Spanish
authorities could decide that question.
166. Sixthly, his delegation had never asked the
Special Committee to endorse the policies ,that might
be adopted by Spain in order to defend its rights and
interests ; it had, instead, requested the Committee to
give no endorsement, even unwittingly, to any colonialist manceuvre by the United Kingdom.
167. His delegation accorded full respect to the
views of others and hoped that its own views, too,
would be respected and its statements not distorted.
There was nothing in the United Kingdom representative's statement of 30 September 1964 which could
lead his delegation to modify its views. He reiterated
his delegation's desire to have the situation settled
through negotiation between the Spanish and United
Kingdom GoYernments, the paramount interests of the
inhabitants being always borne in mind.
168. The representative of Venezuela said tha'i: the
situation in Gibraltar had not changed since his delegation's clear statement of its position in the Special
Committee in 1963 (211th meeting). The Special
Committee was discussing the case of Gibraltar as a
colony because the administering Power had so
designated the Territory. It was clear, however, from
the statements made by Sir Joshua Hassan and Mr.
Isola, who had appeared in the capacity of petitioners
representing the people of Gibraltar, that the case of
Gibraltar was not that of a 9olonial people but that of
a territory colonized by a group of settlers who were
subjects of the colonizing Power. Moreover, the
population was subordinated to the primary interest
represented by the Gibraltar military, naval and air
base. The major part of the colony's subsistence derived
from the base. Furthermore, the population had been
and still was selected by the administering Power.
The Immigration and Aliens Order of 1885, rigidly
enforced by the United Kingdom Government through
the Governor of the colony, had been drawn up to
prevent the growth of the foreign civilian population
inside the fortress area. A person not holding the
status of a resident of Gibraltar could not live permanently on the Rock and in fact could not stay there
even briefly without a permit. The best proof of the
secondary character of the population of the Rock,
in comparison with the primary importance of the
base,· was found in the measures provided for cases
of emergency. During the Second World War almost
all the population had been evacuated from the fortress.
It was not likely that the 16,700 persons concerned
had all been old people, women and children ; it was
more realistic to believe that the evacuation had been
carried out in order to ensure better protection of
the base.
169. According to Sir Joshua Hassan, the main
prerequisites for voting were tha>' a person must be
a British subject and must have been a resident of
Gibraltar for twelve continuous months before the
elections. The Committee could draw its own conclusions from Sir Joshua's statements, especially in view
of the fact that residence permits were granted at the
discretion of .the Governor of Gibraltar, who was
appointed by the United Kingdom.
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170. His delegation had many doubts with regard
to the degree of self-government enjoyed by the people
of Gibraltar. Foreign affairs and defence were controlled
by the administering Power, which also retained
sovereignty over the Territory. No expenditure from
the public treasury could be decided upon without the
consent of the Governor. The latter could, in addition,
secure the enactment of laws necessary for the maintenance of public order or the proper functioning of
the Government. Finally, the Governor's consent was
necessary for all legislation, which, moreover, was
always subject to possible disapproval by the Crown.
171. It was dear, therefore, that the case before
the Committee was not that of decolonizing the population of Gibraltar; in fact, a petitioner had appeared
before the Committee with the unprecedented request
that it should perpetuate and endorse the colonial
status. In reply to a question put by the Venezuelan
delegation, Sir Joshua Hassan had stated emphatically
that no change in sovereignty was bf!ing contemplated.
The booklet entitled The Fttfitre of Gibraltar stated
that from the economic point of view the colonial status
constituted a safeguard which would not be renounced
until the guarantees sought were negotiated and
incorporated in an article of association with the
United Kingdom.
172. On the contrary, the question before the
Committee was the decolonization of the Territory in
accordance with General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV). The principle of self-determination must not
be distorted to legalize a de facto situation. such as
that of Gibraltar. Such legalization by the United
Nations, whether tacit or explicit, would set a dangerous
precedent. That, indeed, was the view held by the
administering Power itself, for in its comments on
paragraph 5 of General Assembly resolution 1966
(XVIII) the United Kingdom had stated that "the
principle [of self-determination] is clearly linked to
other concepts which are expressed and recognized in
the United Nations Charter, such as the sovereign
equality of States, territorial integrity and political
independence, and the principle of non-intervention"
and had added that "nevertheless, as a political principle, self-determination is. not limited to States and
in any event must be subject to the oblir·-. ~ions of
international law, both customary and coo'ver,tional"
(see A/5725/Add.4, pp. 3 and 4).
173. Although his delegation could not fully agree
with the arguments put forward in the United Kingdom
comments, it would be interesting to note the remark
that the "language used in Article 1 (2) was not
intended to form any basis on which a province, or
other part of a sovereign independent State could
claim to secede from that State" (A/5725/Add.4,
p. 5). Finally, the United Kingdom comment had
drawn attention to the danger that, viewed regardless
of circumstances, the right of self-determination "could
also be held to authorize claims to independence by
a particular racial or ethnic group in a particular
territory, or to justify, . on the basis of an alleged
expression of the popular will, claims to annexation
of a certain ter.ritory or territories" (ibid.).
174. In his delegation',s opinion, not only should the
principles and provisions of the Charter be applied
as parts of an organic whole rather than as abstract
concepts, but ,the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples should
itself be applied as a whole and in accordance with the
circumstances of each case, within the framework of .the
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provisions of the Charter. General Assembly resolution 1541 (XV), after referring in principle IV to the
idea of geographical separation, had stated in principle
V that "once it has been established that ·such a Prima
facie case of geographical and ethnical or cultural distinctness of a territory exists, other elements may then
be brought into consideration. These additional elements may be, inter alia, of an administrative, political,
juridical, economic or historical nature".
175. On the basis of the hi-storical, juridical and
other arguments that it had already had an opportunity
of expounding, the Venezuelan delegation was convinced that the case of Gibraltar was that of a colonial
territory and, as such, subject to General Assembly
resolution 1514 (XV). The case should be considered,
more particularly, under operative paragraph 6 of that
resolution and in accordance wi,th the principles of the
Charter, especfo.lly the principle of respect for the territorial integrity of Member States. His delegation had
explained in detail the scope, content and interpretation
of paragraph 6 and the circumstances in which it had
been approved by the General Assembly, both in its
statement on Gibraltar in the Special Committee on 11
September 1963 (211th meeting) and in its most recent
statement on ,the Malvinas Islands in Sub-Committee
III (29th meeting), to which ,texts he reicrrcd members of the Committee.
176. Article X of the Treaty of Utrecht had transferred only the military base of Gibraltar to the administering Power. Prior to the existence of the United
Nations, situations created by such treaties had been
settled by agreement between the· parties. There was
nothing to prevent the conclusion of such agreements, in
the interests of good international relations and of
justice, between two Member States which maintained
cordial relations. On the other hand, it seemed natural
that the residents of the for.tress of Gibraltar should
defend their position and prefer to remain under the
protection of the administering Power. That, however,
did not alter the nature of the problem. The principle of
self-determination could not be distorted to support a
de facto situation which ignored the fundamental principle of respect for the territorial integrity of a State.
The only form of decolonization ,that could be applied
to colonial territories that had been wrested from other
States was reintegration into the State from which
they had been taken. The General Assembly had already sounded a warning on the subject in resolution
1654 (XVI), in whose sixth preambular paragraph the
Assembly had expressed its concern that "contrary to
the provisions of paragraph 6 of the Declaration, acts
aimed at the partial or total di,sruption of national unity
and territorial integrity a-re still being carried out in
cer,tain countries in the process of decolonization".
177. To sum up, the case of Gibraltar was a colonial
matter which, by definition, lay within the competence
of the Special Committee and was ,subject to General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). Secondly, certain
characteristios ,required its consideration as one of the
special cases envisaged in operative paragraph 6 of
that resolution. Thirdly, the problem was that of a
colonized territory, no.t of a colonized or colonial population. The Committee could not disregard the interests
of the population of .the Territory but it should assess
them at their true value. Fourthly, besides the colonial
problem ,there was a dispute regarding sovereignty
and based on hi-storical and juridical arguments; the
Committee could not ignore those elements of the problem. His delegation agreed with the United Kingdom

representative that the Committee was not a tribunal
competent to consider the juridical basis of a dispute
or settle differences between two Member States. If,
however, it was impo,ssible to find a satisfactory solution of a colonial problem precisely because such a
dispute existed, the Committee could recommend in
accordance with the principles of ,the Charter-in particular ,the principles contained in Article 2, paragraphs
3 and 4-that a .solution of the problem should be
sought.
178. He was convinced that the Committee would
be acting realistically if it invi.ted .the United Kingdom
and Spanish Governments to enter into negotiations
towards a just solution of the problem, in accordance
with the principles of the Charter and those of General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) ; he had no doubt that
those two friendly Governments would be responsive
to such an invitation.
179. The representative of Mali -said that, in spite of
the complexity of the question, it was clear to her delegation that the case of Gibraltar was that of a colonial
territory forcibly occupied 250 year,s earlier by the
United Kingdom. k was evident that the United
Kingdom was interested primarily in establishing a
military base to suppo,rt its strategic policy; it had
made Gibraltar part of a world-wide network of bases
designed .to protect its trade routes, it,s empire and
other political interests. Despite the i<lyllic picture
given of the prosperity of Gibraltar, it must be recognized that the Territory had no resources and lived at
the expense of the Spanish economy, which represented
a constant danger to Spain',s economic policy and an
obstade to its developme11t.
. 180. Two hundred and fifty years of domination
did not create any right of possession. The United
King·dom, in her view, was interested not so much in
the welfare of the people of Gibraltar as in maintaining
a military base. Her delegation opposed the maintenance of military ba,ses anywhere, and the more so
when they violated the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of a country.
181. Under the terms of reference, as defined in
General Assembly ,resolutions 1654 (XVI) of 27 November 1961, and 1810 (XVII) of 17 December 1962,
the Special Commit.tee should seek .the most suitable
ways and means for the speedy and total application
of the Declaration in General Assembly resolution 1514
(XV), with no exceptions or limitations. While it had
heretofore concerned itself with the •speedy transfer
of power to ,the peoples of dependent Terr.itories with a
view to their complete independence, a matter dealt
with more particularly in the first five operative paragraphs of resolution 1514 (XV), it went without say{ng that operative paragraphs 6 and 7. could be invoked
equally well if the case required it.
182. She hoped that the United Kingdom would
realize that the best way to safeguard the interests of
the people of Gibraltar was to negotiate with Spain.
Her delegation would suppor.t any draft resolution
recommending negotiations between the United Kingdom and Spain with a vrew to a solution which would
respect Spain's territorial sovereignty and at the same
time protect the interests of the people of Gibraltar.
183. The ,representative of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics said that, since its seizure of
Gibraltar 260 years earlier, the United Kingdom had
been using that Territory for the purposes of its predatory colonial policy in Africa and the Near and Far
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East. For decades, Gibraltar had been subject to
colonial mle, and despite -some constitutional reforms
introduced recently by the British authorities, there had
been no essential changes in that system. Legislative
power in Gibraltar remained in the hands of a Governor
appointed in London, while the function of the territory's Legislative and Executive Councils was essentially that of executing the will of the colonial authorities. It was apparent from the br,achure The Future ?f
Gibraltar, published in 1964 by the Legislative Council,
and from the statements made by the petitioners who
had appeared before the .Committee that the Council
favoured the maintenance of the status qu.o or, if that
was not possible, "association" with the United Kingdom. That position was fully in keeping with the
interests of the United Kingdom colonialist circles,
which sought to ,retain possession of Gibraltar as an
important military base directed against the independent States and liberation movements of Africa and
the Near and Middle East. At the same time, Gibraltar
was no longer merely a United Kingdom base but had
become a bastion of the aggressive NATO bloc. In
addition, Gibraltar wa•s .to become a base for the NA TO
multilateral force. It had been ·reported on 13 February
1963 in the newspaper Daily Mail that the United
States was considering the establishment in Gibraltar
of a base for its Polaris missile-firing submarines.
Along with the military bases in Malta and Cyprus, i11
Aden and Singapore, in Simonstown and elsewhere,
scattered all over the world, the Gibraltar base represented a direct .threat to the national liberation movements of Asia and Africa.
184. It was difficult, in the light of well-known facts,
to take seriously the statement by the Spanish representative that Gibraltar pqsed a threat to Spain's
security. First of all, Spain was itself a colonial Power
whose military bases in Africa, and in particular in
Morocco, were as great a threat as Gibraltar to the
peace and security of Africa. Secondly, although its
representatives complained of the presence of a foreign
military base in its territory, Spain was prepared to see
Gibraltar transformed into a joint Spanish-United
Kingdom base. That had been suggested in an ar,ticle
published in the Spanish newspaper Ya on 19 February
1963 and had been confirmed recently by a high-ranking
Spanish official, who, according to The New York
Times of 17 July 1%4, had stated that a "fornmla"
could be found for Spanish-United Kingdom coexistence in Gibraltar along the lines of the existing arrangement at the United States military base in Rota.
The Spanish Government would be willing to see the
military base maintained in Gibraltar provided that the
Spanish and not the United Kingdom flag flew over
the Territory, or, in the worst case, both flags. The
willingness of the Franco Government, as of certain
other countries in the region which had associated
themselves with the NATO policy, to open wide the
gates of Gibraltar to allow a stream of nuclear weapons
to flow into the Mediterranean was evidence that it was
prepared not only to risk the fate of its own people,
but to endanger the security of neighbouring countries.
Nuclear weapons, which the member countries of
NATO intended to introduce into the area, were least
suited for defence, but best ,suited for purposes of
provocation.
185. The liquidation of the military base in Gibraltar
and the complete demilitarization of the Territory
were urgently necessary. The transformation of Gibraltar into a demilitarized zone and the liquidation of the
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military base in Gibraltar would be an important step
towards the elimination of that bastion of colonialism
and of a dangerous centre of coloniali,st provocation
against the peoples of Africa.
186. The representative of the Ivory Coast said
that the question of Gibraltar was clearly a colonial
one and therefore pr.operly before the Committee. Although the treaty governing the status of Gibraltar
might at one time have constituted the basic framework
within which the problem must be viewed, it was the
interests of the p'!ople of Gibral.tar which must now
•receive primary consideration in the effort to find a
solution in conformity with the Charter. It was apparent
from the statement made by Sir Joshua Hassan in
the Committee that the people of Gibraltar sought the
economic and social progress and development referred
to in Article 55 of the Charter. Hence the way wa,s
clearly marked out for the implementation of General
Assembly resolution 1514 (XV). Reference should also
be made to Article 73 of the Charter, and especially to
the obligation to further international peace and security
which it imposed on administering Powers. Since the
problem of Gibraltar did not yet appear to have been
clarified sufficiently fo.r .the Committee to take a position, he suggested that its further consideration should
be postponed until later meetings, so that the Committee could obtain as much additional information as
possible. He also urged the two principal parties, the
United Kingdom and Spain, to undertake negotiations
in accordance with Article 33 of the Charter with a
view to arriving at a ·solution in the interests of the
people of Gibraltar and of peace.
187. The representative of Tunisia said that
Tunisia's views on the question of Gibraltar, which
had been given in. detail the previous year, ·remained
unchanged (A/5446/Rev.1, chap. XII, paras. 76-80).
It was argued that the Special Committee was not
competent to deal with the problem of Gibraltar, either
because the latter was not a colonial territory, despite
the fact that Article 73 of the Charter applied to it,
or because a territorial dispute between two Member
States was involved. In the opinion of his delegation,
the dispute had originated in the military conquest of
,the Territory by the Bri:tish and its transformation
into a colony ; that amputation of a piece of Spanish
territory had subsequently been the subject of a treaty
which had served only as a cover for the invasion and
did not in any way justify British possession of the
Territory. The colonial character of Gibraltar was
undeniable, and the Special Committee's competence
could not be challenged.
188. Prior to .the British occupation, Gibraltar had
been a Spanish city. After driving out the original
inhabitants, the occupying Power had broug-ht in a
heterogeneous population from every part of the world.
The so-called Gibraltarian nationality had never existed,
and the Territory's present population, which had
settled there as the result of a colonial occupation and
was obviously motivated by selfish feelings, could not
be regarded as a colonial people. To claim that it had
an historical continuity ·going back 250 years meant
denying historical facts and the numerous statements
which had been made before the Committee.
189. The concept of prescriptive rights had also been
invoked, but that ~oncept was not recognized in international law, and he found it difficult to see how the
Committee could endorse it without betraying the
hopes of colonial peoples and introducing into international relations a new principle which would create
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endless conflict in the world. As for the principle of
self-determination, however essential it might be, it
could not be applied to an enclave inhabited by an
impor,ted population whose interests were linked with
those of .the occupying Power. The unique interpretation given that principle by the United Kingdom delegation was contradicted by historical, geographic, cultural and economic realities and, far f.rom promoting
the peaceful settlement of disputes, constituted a serious
obstacle to the maintenance of world peace.
190. In conclusion, his delegation saw no alternative
to the solution which it had advocated in its statement
in September 1963, i.e., the opening of negotiations
between Spain and the United Kingdom with a view
to the application of paragraph 6 of resolution 1514
(XV). The Special Committee should recommend such
negotiations and do its utmost to overcome the hesitations of the reluctant parties. That solution would put
an end to a colonial situation on Spanish territory while
at the same time safeguarding the interests of the present population of Gibraltar. Furthermore, the return
of Gibral.tar to Spain would make it possible to eliminate the military base situated in that Territory, which
posed a serious threat to the peoples of Africa and
Asia.

191. The representative of Chile said that the question of Gibraltar was .not a simple case of decolonization
but a more complex problem than those with which
the Committee normaliy dealt. It wa,s therefore of the
utmost importance that the Committee's jurisdiction
should be carefully defined, particularly with regard
to dependent territories which were the subject of
territorial claims or claims of sovereignty. He agreed
with the United Kingdom representative that the Committee's terms of -reference gave it no authority to
consider claims of that nature. He also ,shared the
view of the Spanish representative, who had stated that
it was not his purpose to initiate a discussion of legal
rights but to put an end to a form of colonialism. The
Special Committee was competent to .deal with Gibraltar
only because the latter had been held to be a colony or
Non-Self-Governing Territory.
192. Although Gibraltar was certainly covered by
General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), it was not
easy to apply the latter's provisions to it without encountering differing criteria. It therefore seemed wiser,
in such a special caise, to ,seek other means of achieving
the desired end in accordance with resolution 1810
(XVII), which permfoted the Committee "to seek the
most suitable ways and means for the speedy and total
application of the Declaration to all territories which
have not yet attained independence". One means might
be co-operative action by the United Kingdom and
Spain. Those two Power,s, which were traditionally
friendly, were in the best position to consider positive
action to bring about decolonization in a manner advantageous to all concerned, including, of course, the
inhabitants of Gibraltar, and for the benefit of the
international community as a whole.
193. His delegation would .therefore be prepared
to support a draft resolution which would simply point
out the desirability of direct contact between the United
Kingdom and Spain, so that those two countries could
determine the most appropriate means for the decolonization of Gibraltar.
194. The representative of Iraq said .that Gibraltar
was well known to his delegation as a military base
used to protect the United Kingdom's communications
1

with the Orient and to perpetuate its rule over its
colonial possessions. Those two purposes were no longer
valid, but Gibraltar remained a colony, even though
certain p(}litical changes were taking place; as such, it
was a proper subject for consideration by the Committee, which should make suitable recommendations.
He wished to emphasize in ,that connexion that resolution 1514 (XV) was an indissoluble whole, all of
whose provisions were of equal importance. Moreover,
the resolution did not exclude consideration of any of
the historical and legal factors mentioned by the
Spanish representative and other speakers. It must also
be recognized that the problem was complicated by
various factors which should be taken into consideration, including ,the interests of the inhabitants of Gibraltar and of the other parties concerned. In any case,
threats w1::rnld not has.ten the solution of a problem d
such complexity. His delegation therefore felt that the
question of Gibraltar could be settled only by means of
direct negotiations between the United Kingdom and
Spain in an atmosphere of good will and trust, and it
appealed to those two Powers to initiate •such negotiations as soon as possible.
195. The representative of Australia said that nothing he had heard during the present debate inclined
him to change the substance of what he had previously
said on the question of Gibraltar. He would therefore
reiterate his view that it was essential for the Committee .to realize, in dealing with the problem of
colonialism, that the various colonial territories differed
in their physical conditions, in their historical background, in the nature of their populations, in the
problems they faced and in the ways in which they dealt
with those problems.
196. With regard to Gibraltar, Sir Joshua Hassan
and Mr. Isola, speaking the previous year on behalf
of ,the inhabitants of the Territory, had stated clearly
that Gibraltar was not suffering exploitation or' subjugation by the administering Power, that the political
situation there was stable and that the Territory had
a system of progressive, ,representative government
characterized by continuing consultation between the
people and the administering Power. The same two
petitioners had appeared before the Committee at the
current session as the newly and freely elected spokesmen for their people, as the result of elections held
less than a month earlier. Both had reaffirmed the
aspirations voiced through them the previous year by
the people of Gibraltar and had reported further political advancement in the Territory. The Mayor ,of San
Roque and his colleagues, on the other hand, had not
appeared to be, like Sir Joshua and Mr. Isola, the
elected and authorized representatives of a clearly
defined group of people. The erudite presentations of
the legal factors involved had merely confirmed his
belief that the Committee was neither competent nor
able, for the present at least, to pass on such matters.
197. The Spanish representative had asserted that
the United Kingdom had conquered Gibraltar "by
force". That conquest, however, had been merely one
episode in a general struggle in which most of the
countries of Europe had been involved. Moreover, the
Moors, who had occupied Gibraltar for some 600
years, had been ejected "by force". The world of the
past was one of shadows overlaid by .shadows, none of
which could be clearly seen. In any event, the past had
left Gibraltar with some 17,000 or 24,000 inhabitants
whom ,the Committee could not ignore. Whether or not
they constituted a "prefabricated population"-and
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he did not believe that they did-,they existed as a
people and it was no more possible to deny their
existence than to deny that of .the people of Singapore,
for example, or of many other populations which had
come into being much later and yet had not been denied
the right of self-determination. As a people, the
Gihraltarians had expressed their will and would continue to do so; surely ,they could not be disposed of
against their will. As a people, the Gibraltarians had a
special claim on the Committee's attention under the
provisions of resolution 1514 (XV).
198. It was with the people that the Committee
should concern itself and not with the conflicting claims
of the United Kingdom and Spain, which should be
adjusted between those two Powers without the Committee'.s intervention. The Australian delegation did
not feel that the course which the Gibraltarians had
chosen must necessarily threaten good ,relations between the United Kingdom and Spain. Nor did it
feel, in view of the stage of political, economic and
social development attained by .the people of Gibraltar,
that the Committee needed to give much further consideration to their problems.
199. In conclusion, the representative of Australia
w:ished ,to pomt out that the Committee',s voice was
being heard by colonial peoples throughout the world,
and especialiy by the people of Gibraltar. If that voice
wa:s raised against the fundamental principles of selfdeten11ination and the freely expressed will of the
people, as they were enunciated in resolution 1514
(XV) and should be enunciated with ,regard to
Gibraltar, the Committee might compromise its own
efforts to achieve the goals· it had set for itself.
200. The representative of Syria .said that his delegation had no intention of dealing with interpretations
of the Treaty of Utrecht or analysing the juridical
aspect of the question of Gibraltar, since the Committee's ta,sk was a political rather than a juridical one.
201. The question of Gibraltar was a colonial question of the first order and the Committee had been
entrusted with the task of implementing .the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, wherever they were and whoever they might be. Gibraltar had for a long .time been
a British colony and more recently had become a
Non-Self-Governing Territory. It was outside the
metropolitan area of the United Kingdom and it therefore fell within the purview of resolution 1514 (XV);
it was consequently a matter of liberating it from
foreign domination, i.e., from the United Kingdom.
202. The Syrian delegation considered that Gibraltar
was part of Spain and that it should be returned to
the Spanish people. It was true that the question was
complex, but it could be settled by negotiation. The
unity of the territories of a country was a sacred
principle; no argument of expediency, no consideration
derived from the outmoded European balance of power
could justify the retention of Gibraltar as a military
base for the United Kingdom. Furthermore, the strategic po~jtion of Gibraltar could not deprive Spain
of its enjoyment of full sovereignty over that territory.
The presence of the base constituted a constant peril,
not only to the territorial ·safety of Spain and other
Mediterranean oountries but also to the economic
development of Spain. As for the alleged free association oetween the people of Gibraltar a,nd the United
Kingdom, that was merely a pretext for perpetuating
the status quo. The Syrfan Government was against
all military bases because it considered them a constant
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menace to world peace, stability and development. It
must be understood that Spain would never make of
Gibraltar a new military base or place the Rock at .the
service of any political bloc. The Straits of Gibraltar
must remain a free water-way for all nations of the
world.
203. The solution to the problem of Gibraltar lay
in immediate negotiations, bearing in mind the interests of the population. The United Kingdom, which
had liquidated an entire colonial empire, would surely
be able to find a solution to that problem. His delegation thought that .the resolution which the Committee
eventually adopted should embody the idta of negotiations based on the principle that Gibraltar was a
Spanish territory. If no draft resolution along those
lines was forthcoming, his delegation was prepared to
submit one.
D.

Ac-rION TAKEN BY THE SPECIAL CoMMITTEB

204. At the 291st meeting, the Chairman stated the
consensus of the Special Committee, as reflected in the
general debate on Gibraltar. He stated that in this consensus it was not to be expected that every delegation
would find its own views reflected in the text. The
consensus was .the general opinion that could be deduced
from the summation of all the statements that had been
made during the debate on the general question of
Gibraltar.
205. The statement of consensus by the Chairman
was accepted by the Special Committee as expressing
its geneml feeling on the question of Gibraltar.
206. After the adoption of the consensu~:, the representative of the United Kingdom stated that he regretted
that he had been unable to attract the Chairman's
attention in order to speak before the consensus on
Gibraltar had been adopted. His delegation did in fact
wish to put forward an objection, because it considered
that there could not be a dispute in the Committee
about the "status" of Gibraltar. It did not think that
the status of Gibraltar had been the subject of the
debate. Even if it had been, the United Kingdom delegation would adhere to the opinion which it had expressed in both 1963 and 1964 that the Committee was
not competent to consider such a dispute. Its terms of
reference, in fact, <lid not authorize it to consider or
to discuss any dispute about sovereignty or territorial
claims, still less to make recommendations on such a
dispute. His delegation was in complete agreement
with the view expressed by the Chilean representative
on 6 October 1964 (see paragraphs 191-192 above)
that the Committee was not empowered to consider
such disputes. His Government would therefore not feel
itself bound by the terms of any recommendation by
the Committee touching on questions of sovereignty or
territorial claims.
207. On the question of the future of Gibraltar, the
United Kingdom Government would be guided, as the
Charter of the United Nations required, by the paramount interests of the inhabitants of Gibraltar. Its
policy would continue to conform with the principle
of self-determination. It did not accept that there was
any conflict between the provisions of the Treaty of
Utrecht and the application of the principle of selfdetermination to the people of Gibraltar.
208. Finally, as his Government had informed the
Spanish Government in its note of 1 June 1964, and
as his delegation had stated in the Committee on
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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE NINETY-FIRST NJEETING

Held on Monday, 23 September 1968, at 10.50 a~m.

Chairman:

Mr. RIPHl\GEN

(Netherlands)

I ...

A/AC.125/SR.91

COMPIETIOW OF THE FOPl,:DIATION, Di THE LIGHT OI~ THE DEBATE WIICH TOOK PLACE III THE
SIXTH COMM:ITTEE llffiING THE SBVmI'OONTH, EIGHTEE:N'J:H, TWEl.V:rIE'l'H, 'fiilEJ'ITY-FIRST AND
Tvf.ENTY-SECOND SESSIONS OF Tl{E GEN"BRAL ASSElIBLY AHD IN THE 1964, 1966 AND 1967
SESSIONS OF THE SPECIAL COlll'l!T'J'EE, OF:
(b)

THE PRINCIPLE OF EQUAL RIC'iHTS AND SEJJ.'i'-DETEHM!l-JATION OF PEOPLES (continued)

Mr. ENGO (Cameroon) said that, in the opinion of his delegation, the
principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples continued to be the

most important of the principles that the Committee had been called upon to study.
Article 55 o:f the Charter tk'1de that principle the basis of international
co-operation.

New methods were now being used to subject peoples to foreign

domination~ and the Special Committee must 1ully 1-mderstand the inLrir;'U.es of the
ar;e, in o:rd.er that it might attempt a statement of the law capable of p:rotectme:

the principles of the Charter.
A divergence of opinion had arisen in the Committee concerning the nature

and scope of the ::principle under consideration.

His own <leleg.:ition would not

subscribe to any statement of the principle which did not forcefully reaffirm the
right of peoples to equality and self-determination~

The formulation of the

pr:b1ciple must, as a minimum, (1) affirm the existence of an inherent right of

peoples to equal rights and self-determination, (2) clearly impose a general duty
on States to respect it, (3) state the particular duty of States to ref-rain from
performing specific acts which undermined or were capable of undermining or in
any way hindered -the exercise of' that right, and (l-1,) recognize a fumlame:ntal right
of peoples to take such steps as were necessary and reasonable for self-defence.
The1·e did not appear to be any serious disag:reement concerning the existence of

the right of self-determination as such.
11

:people 11

-

However, the definition of the term

the repository of the rights and cLuties involved - was causing u problem.

In his opinion,1 it mip;ht be wise for the Cow.mittee to regard the principle as

applying to two situations:

to peoples occupying a geographical area which, but

for domination from outside it, would have formed an.' independent state {colonial
Territories, Trust Territo::. :Les and the like), and collectively to peoples occupying
0

an independent State who mi0ht nevertheless be sub5ected to new forms of
oppression, such as neo-colonialisrr.~

':'hat imuld exclude secessionist move:r.ents,

for although it was true that a. nmilber o:f States had. been carved out arbitrarily,

it could not be denied that the :fa.it accompli had led to the creation of a legal
personality recognized under international law and that if, in the exercise of'

self-determination, the peoples who made up any such State wished to change the
resulting situation1 their actions were purely a matter for the internal law.
Peoples had the right to change .their gove1·nments and political institutions, even
if that resu1ted in the creation or two States where there had been only one.

International law should limit 1:tself to :prohibiting acts of external forcea or
their local agents to undentlne the free ·exercise of the rights of :peoples.
The application of the principle under consideration with respect to peo:ples
ivho had obtained their independence would prohibit any inte;rference, from outside,

with the results of self-determination.

In his delegationr s view, the amendm.ent

on that point submttted ·t;y the Ghanaian delegation at the 1n:eceding session

(A/6799, para. 178) 11as a logical follow-up to paragraph l o-f the ten-I'vwer
t
proposal (A/Ac.125/r,JJJ).
Conditions of' dependency :posed the greatest problems 'with regard to the

definition of the te:;:m 11:peor,le11 •

However, the advent of colonial 8:h"f)loitation,

either by force or under so-ca.lled

11

treatiesn: had made subjects of peoples wbo in

many cases had :possessed full political and social institutions a,nd had ansv1ered
the definition of a nation.

The rights of those peoples could not be considered

to be extingu,i1Shed in the eyes of international law, any more than in domestic
law the victim of a kidnapJ?ing was thereby deprived of his legal existence.
Without underrating the :problem of de:fining the conce_pt of a upeople'1 , it was

still necessary to recognize that the :realities took little account of ::polemics.
It had been suggested that rights should be accorded to peoples who had reached a
sufficient degree of advancement.
the colonial Power?

But could the determination of that be left to

Artificial units had been carved out_. containing peoples who

did not wish to attain inilependence under the conditions of-fered them.

In that

connexion, he recalled the case of the former British Cameroons which had been

;part o:f the Federation o:f Higeria and which, in a :plebiscite heJxl unde:r Un1ted
Nations auspices, had indicated its desire to ,ioin the former French-administered
Came::coons.

Imperialism only suspended, but did not destroy, the freedom to

exercise the right of self-determination; thus, the attainment of independence
was not the criterion.

/ ...
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(Mr. Enge, Cameroon)
Aside from their moral duties, colonial Powers and those who claimed rights
from defunct institutions had a legal duty (l) to respect the right; of peoples to
self'..i!etcrminat:ion and (2) to implement the principle in question in respect of

peoples in Territories under their domination by taking immediate steps to
remove impediments t,o the free exercise of those rights, irn::ludfog their own

withdrawal.

The provisions of the Charter did not confer any legitimacy on

domination over peoples and called for a speedy end to it.

Moreover, the transfer

of powers was not to be made at the pleam1.re of the Power holding them.

-

To sum up, his delegation wished to emphasize the following basic factsr
(a)

All organized peoples had an inherent right to exercise equal rights

and self-determination;
(b)

drew no
(c)

No people had a. divine right to dominate other peoples.

Colonialism

legitimacy from international law;
All colonial and other similar situations were strictly temporary.

The

Charter of the United Nations ordained a speedy winding-up process for the return
of powers to subjected peoplesG

That included the duty to set up any necessary

machinery in the light of the changes in structure;
(d)

While such temporary situations existed, the territory o:f colonies or

other Non-Self-Governing Territories could not constitute an integral pa.rt of the
territory of States exercising colonial rule over them.

International law did

not allow slavery to masquerade as an indirect acquisition

or

territory against

the will of the peoples therein;
(e)

It was the duty of all States to assist the United Nations in carrying

out its responsibilities for liqnidating the ugly institutions of colonialism
and neo-colonialism;

(f.) Finally, where all peaceful means of obtaining :freedom and sel:fdetermination had been exhausted, the law must sU::eguard the right of dependent
peoples to defend themselves against persistent evil.
Mr. KESl'L:BR (Guatemala) said that, in his view, the principle of equal
rights and self-determination of peoples was not only one of the objectives of

the United Nations, but also a norm of international law on which world peace and
peaceful and friendly relations between States were based.

Dud.ng earlier debates

in the Special Committee, some delegations had considered that the principle

/ ...
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concerned only peoples subjected to colonial n.1.le, while others had felt it to
be of a universal nature.

His delegation stibscribed to the latter view and

considered, for a nuniber of reasons, that the principle should be given the
widest application.

In the first place, colonialism was not the only :field in

which breaches of the principle constituted a threat to peace.

In the second

place, operative paragraph 6 of' General Assembly resolution 1514. (XV), which
stated that "any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national

unity and the territorial integrity of a country is :incompatible with the
purposes and _principles of' the Charter of the United Nations 11 , should reassure
'

,

those who feared that the universal application o:f the principle might :favour
secessionist movements inside independent States.

In that regard, he recalled

that hts delegation had voted :for that provision in the light of the
interpretation offered by one of the sponsors of the draft, namely, that the
provision did not apply to territories which were the subject of disputes bet-ween

States Members of the United Nations nr, consequently, to communities which
formed an integral part of the territory of independent States ..
place, the word

11

In the third

peoplesn was used a number of times in the Charter, particularly

in the Preamble, as a synonym for nations or states.
The principle of equal rights formed the basis of two fundamental rights
of States.

The first, that of self~government and internal sovereignty, conferred

on the state all the powers deriving from the exclusive and. complete exercise
of its authority over the area of land which constituted its territory.

The

second, namely, the right to independence and external sovereignty, was the right ·
of every State to act in accordance with its wishes without submitting to
constraint by other states.

That right should not, however, be regarded as

absolute, since independence was modified in many cases by the concept of
interdependence4

Nevertheless, it excluded. any subordination of one s+;,ate to

another, while at the same time the obligation to respect the norms of

international law and the demands of coexistence and international co-operation
still remained.
In that light, a broad interpretation of the principle under consideration had
been adopted bye majority of the members of the Special committee.

He outlined

the relevant provisions of' the drafts previously submitted to the Committee by the
United Stat~s of America (A/6230, para. 459 {B)), the United Kingdom

/ ...
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(A/6799, para. 176), CZ,echoslovakia (A/6230, para. 457 (l)L and the text of
Burma, Dahomey, Lebanon and other countries (A/6230,

para: 458 ( l)), vhich could

be compared with a United Kingdom provision (A/G799, para. 176 (2) (c)}.

The

broad conception of the principle was also evident in the amendment proposed by
Ghana (A/6799, _para, 178) to the ten-Power proposal (A/6799, para. 177),
Re believed that the broad conce_ption of the principle of equal rights and
self .. d.etermination of peopleu entailed the obl:i.gation of m1J.tual ret,pect among
States, with regard not only to their political personality but also to their
economic and social development.

Hence, it imposed on States, firstly, the duty

to respect the institutions of other States and not to impede their progress,
and, secondly, the duty not to prevent the exercise by other States oi' their
right of self-determination.

For those reasO'ls; his delegation would fervour the

all.option of a general statement such as that i:1 paragraph l of' the United States
proposal (A/6230, p,::tra. 459).

To that statemen'"; should be added the prohibition.,

which ap1,1eared in some other proposals, of' any act aimed at the partial or total
disruption oi' the national unity and the territorial integrity oi' other
countries - a detail which was in keeping with the crmcern felt by the majority,
in view of the current situation :i.n various regions.
Nevertheless, his delegation believed that the principle under considera.ti.on
was of' greatest impartance in colonial matters.

The Comn:ittee s.hould therefore

bear in mind the relevant resolutions of the GeMral Asseoibl.y J and in particular
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Golonlal Cc.n1.ntl:.'ies srid :i?,qoples,
which contained elements that were essential to its work1 including the principle
ermnciated in :paragrapl1 6.

Mr. CRIST~ (Romania) emphasized the :fundamental importance of the
principle of equal rights and self-determinat:ion of peoples as the basis of
:t'riend.ly relations between nations.
had always had

3S

As

a

socialist country, whose foreign policy

its central objective the development ,f co-operation •with all

States and, more especially, the development of botlds or friendship with countries
which hacl the same social system as itself and whose institutions were based on
the same ph:Uosophical concepts}/ Romania had always defended the right of sel.fdetermination of peoples and the principles of equal rights of.peoples, the
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independ.ence and national sovere:t;;llty of States 2 and non~interference in the

·internal affairs of States.

The Rollla.nien people, whose history bore -witness to

their eternal love of freedom,, ,ms naturally disposed to renpect other peoples and
their personalities.
Ee referred to the historical and political origins of the principle of
independence of people$ and its ratification on the international level_. and said
that the evolution of that p:rinc i_ple had entered its dee is ive phase with the

emer·g:ence of the socialist States as a result of the October sod.a.list revolut:i nu.
and with the gro1Jth of socialism in the world after the Second World War,

The

socialist States had struggled for recognition of that principle on .the
international level.

As the General Secretary o:f the Central Corm:nittee of tbe

Romanian Communist Party, Mr, Nicolas CeausescuJ had observed, the socialist
revolution had encom·.aged the growth of' the idea of nationhood and the vigorous
affirmation o:f the patriotic feelings of the masses and of na.tional life;
furthermore, by combating antagonism between nations and the causes of the
exploitation and dom:ination of one people by another> socialis:n. wa;::; laying the
sure foundations for rapprochement and co-operation between· States and .for. the
reconciHation of national interests with international interests.
That twofold rec1uireruent of national ezistence and co~operation among nat:ions

on the 'basi:s of mutual respect was one of' the fundamental characteristics of the
modern world.

All the peoples who had achieved their independence at the cost

r:;,f heavy sacrifices .,,ere resolved to do everything that was necessary to
consolidate that independence

~

or, in other words, their existence as nations -

and to defend the:i.1· right to decide their own future and the _political and legal
content of national and State sovereignty.

AH over the world, the desire for

independence and the wish to be masters of their fate was mobilizing peoples
against coloe1iaHsm and against the imperialist policy of intereference in the
internal affairs of Stutes.
Romania. had ah,mys supported the national liberation struggler; of colonial
peoples, as was attested

:Lts foreign polic;'{ records and the statements of its

le3dersJ and it was co-0perating wlth the new countries.

It had never ceased to

stress that the practice of colonial oppression was incompatible with acceptance of
the principles of the Charter and that it was time for all the Members of the
Organization

fully to respect the Charter princ:iples concerning the equal

sovereign rights of peoples.

/ ...
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The principle of equal :rights and self-determination of peoples was explicitly

enunciated in the Charter and in many instru.ments adopted sut.H:iequently, 1,,hieh not
only confirmed that principle but developed its '!arious aspects.

:l'o respect the

independence of peoples was to respect their existence and their personalities; it
was also to respect their sovereignty; since sovereignty was the consequence of the
exercise by peoples of their right to be independent - in other wrds, the right o:r
self-determination and the right to organize their national life as they desired.
To respect the sovereign rights of' nations and peoples was to make international

relations possible.

Any violation of the principle of equal rights and self~

determination of peoples was a serious blow to the very existence of the peoples
concerned, a danger to peace and a blow to international legality.
As regards the actual wording of the principle, it would be a goof. idea to
take as a guide the General Assembly Declaration on the Granting 01' Independence to

Colonial Countries and Peoples (resolution 1514 (XV)), and start by affirming the

right of all peoples to decide their future, Le. to choose their economic, social
and political system, to establish an independent State cf their own, to work
freely :for their development, to dispose of their natural ,1ealth and resources, and
to exercise their sovereignty ~ith complete freedom.
respect all

tt1uot

States were required to

:rights and encourage their exercise.

Since colonialism rmC discri,uination were contra:ry tu the principles ot'

international law and the Charter ot the United Nations and must be eliminated,
it should be made clear that Territories still under colonial domination could not

be considered an integral :part of the territory of the colonial Power.
Furthermore, since all people had the right to fight for their liberation and
ir.dependence, care should be taken to ensure that no provision in the declaration

.:;hat vas adopted could be s.o interpreted as to restrict the exercise of that right.
Finally, there ought to be a provision prohibiting States from using force or taking
:repressive measures of any sort against peoples which ·were still under colonial

domination.
:t-tr'~ SHI'ITA-BEY (Nigeria) sa:Ld that the importance of the pr:.nciple of

equal rights and self-determination Of peoples was due :in particular te, the ±'act

that it was a prerequisite for the existence of an international legal order.

I . ..
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Respect for that principle was vital to the maintenance of international :peace and

security 7 economic 2 social and cultural progress throughout the worlc, and the
nevelopn:ent of friendfy relations and co~dperat.ion among States.

In .Article 1 of the Charter, setting forth the purposes of the United Nations,
the development of friendly relations among nations based on respect for the
principle of equal rights and self~dete:rmination of peoples came second only to the
i:naintenance of international peace and securi.ty ~

The principle had been reaffirmed

in many General Assembly resolutions, in other international instruments such as

the Montevideo Convention of' 1933, the Charter o:f the Organization of American

States of 1948, the Charter of the Organization of African Unity and the
International Covenants on Ruman Bights and in declarations of international
conferences of states, such as the Bandung, Belg:tade and Cairo Conferences of
Non-Aligned States~
In its broadest sense, the princi.ple under discussion should be regarded as
a general and permanent principle of international law linked to other fundamental
principles such as non-intervention in matters 'Within the domestic jurisdiction of
any State and the sovereign equality of States.
It was the duty of economically advanced countries to take appropriate measures

both individually and collectively, to level,out the inequalities that still existed
through economic, technical,

scientific and cultural co-operation,

Although some dOubts had been expressed about the meaning to be given to the
word

11

peoplen, in the principle, in the view of the Nigerian delegation, it vas not
of the caure :f lwman r

light of the guidelines given by the Charter, the history of the application of the
principle by the United Nations and the relevant General Assembly resolutions the
principle was applicable only to :people under foreign or colonial do:roinat:on.

The

Committee should therefore avoid any wording that might be interpreted aa widening

the scope of the principle and making it applicable to peoples already forming :part
of an independent sovereign State.

To do otherwise would only encourage rebellion

and secessionist movements in sovereign States.

If the scope of the principle -were

widened in that way, it could be used as a pretext to subvert the established
nat::Lonal unity and territorial integrity of sovereign States.

Since there were in

fact dil'ferences in poli tfoal beliefs and constitutional systems, no State should

I •..
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attempt to impose its own political views on the constitutional la-w and practice
of other States.

Finally, the principle of equal rights and self-determ.ination of peoples

entailed the right of States :freely to choose their own political, economic and
legal systew.s; the right freely to continue their development and to follow the

foreign fDlicy of their choice without foreign intervention or intimidation; and
the right f'reely to dispose of their natural uealth and ::resources.
Any wording of the principle under disucssion

which recognized the basic

rights of self-determination and equality as his delegation understooc. them would

be acceptable to it.
Mr. VAN LARE (Ghana), after notint; the importance of the principle of

self-determination for the peoples of' the world, said that the CoJ?.mittee had wide
scope for initiative in completing its fo.nm.:.lation.

The principles on the agenda

could not be considered in isolation; the principle of equal rights and self~

determination of :peoples -was necessarily linked with the principles of 1'legitimcy11
and ~1 dorr:estic ju.risdictionn and with the principle o::f unon-intervention in matters
'Within the dolliestic jurisdiction of any state".
The principle of egual rights and self-determination of 11eo:pl8S was the basis
of ufrie:rnlly :relations among nations 1',, the developn:cnt of which -was one of thfJ
purposes of the United I1ations.

Since the Second World War, general acceptance had

been given to the theory of i.t,uincy Wright that:

11

'l'he interpretation and applicati,m

of a State's international obligations n.re never ·within its dorr:estic jurisdiction.
To hold that international law has ta give ,my to independence constitutes
a1:1archic interpretation 1 of don:estic jurisdiction which would be a

legal system'

,H

1

0

an

1 nec::i.tion

of any

The legal obligations of I!;ernbe:rs of the United f<Jations with respect

to the self-detc:rmination of peoples 'Within their territory prevented them frOm
plea.ding don:estic jurisdiction a::; Grounds for opi;o:::inc; examination of a question
involving the principle of scli-determin&.tion by United N::itionn oq;:.ms.

Fu:.rthennore, in resolution 2326 (XXII}, the General Assembly reiter:,i,ted its
declaration that the practice of all forms of racial dincrimirn.tion >!constituted a

crime against humanity 11 , presurr.n.bly us:l.nc the r,hra:::e in the swrc sense

'.lS

was given

it in the NUrnberg Principles (n/1516) as formulated by the International Law
Comuission.

/ ...

(Nr.·~ Van Lare, Gharia)
There was no a.oubt that, as the question of a;e_artheid had shown, the extent
of international participation in domestic strife had vastly increased in recent
years.

Richard A. Falk

had pointed out, in

The International Law of' Internal

11

Warn, how foreign States could try to derive 84vantage from internal wars, to tbe

detriment of tht: '.Principle of non-intervention.

That principle would seem to be

further strained by General Assembly resolution 2326 (X".i:Il), in which that bcdy
reaffirmed the
give

11

11

legi ti'J1acy 11 of national liberation movements ax1d urged States to

all necessary moral and material supi;ort 11 to the peoples strUggling for

self'-determinatione

That stru,:3gle, as George Ginsburgs had pointed out, could not

be qualifled as ae;gressi:::m since the imperial Power bacl had no right to tala::e over
in the first ·place; resistance on the part of that Power, howeverJ in order to
preserve a status ah'eady rooted in a violation of international law, was aggressive
in character.

That., in fact, hm been tlle position of India in the Goa affair

of 1961., despite the fact that Portugal's original "aggression 11 had 11receded_
India 1 s action by more than four centuries.
It should be realized that there was a radical contradiction between the

traditional norms of national sovereignty, domestic ,jurisdiction and supra-national
authority and other norms which were in fact being applied on the international
scene.

Thus, i.,n emerging centralism could be discerned in the response of the

international community to intra-State conflicts involving colonialism and
institutionaliz~d racism; a Government which practised discrimination or denied.
self-determination tended no longer to be recognized as a legitimate Government ..
Conoequently, as Richard A. Falk bad said, the legal rules about non-intervention
were suspended in those instances in which the community was confronted with an
11

illegi timate II rJgime.

However, in order to avoid instability, the illee;i timacy

should be recorded by a United Nations resolution..

That view, in short; rectlled

the ancient doctrine of bellurn. ,4ustum l)Ut :forward by Vattel., who more than two

centuries before had w:ritten that in a civil war a foreign Fower could legitimately
assist the party .fir;hting for justice.

Any uncertainty inherent in such a concept

had been removed by the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples, contained in General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), which
made it clear that, in the case of colonial Territories, sovereignty belonged to the
f
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people and not to the administering State.

The General Assembly practice in regard

to the rebel government of Southern Rhodesia showed that it was based on the
illegality of a mincri ty racist rtgime, against which intervention by force was
required, since it was equated with foreign dor:,ination: violating the principle of
non-intervention and depriving the African :population of their right to selfdetermination.
Opposed to that view, which vas held by tl:e majority of nations at the present
time, was the atti tud.e of certain nations - notably the Western Powers - which
asserted a respect for formal legitimacy in all circumstances.

Such an attitude

was a throwback to the days when the rules of international law had conformed. to
those Pawers 1 interests..

As S. Prakash Sinha had said, neither the new States of

Asia and Africa nor the communist countries were disposed to und.ertalte obligations
based upon rules drawn up to suit Western interests.
In order to formulate the pTinciples of equal rights and self-determination. of
peoples J there must be m1 understanding as to what consti tnted a "people 11, in
connexion ,.rith which Rupert Emerson had drawn attention to a dangerous vasueness.
It was a questiC'n of bow f'ar self-determination sbould. go.

The very States which

had most recently benefited from it were threatened by tbe tribal separatism of
such groups as the Na.gas of India, the Lunda of the Congo arid the Shifta and Masai
of Kenya_; such a centrifugal tendency coulrl bring about chaos of the kind already
.,,r,i_ tnessed in the Congo 4

It seemed, therefore, that the :principle of self-

cletermination was limited to :politic al units already defined as countries or
colonies (or sutdivisions thereof; that seemed to be the sense of paragraph

6

of

the Decluration on tne Granting of Indef'endence to Colonial Coun-tries and Peoples
(resolution 1514 (X:V)).

In practice, self-determination should not go to the

extent of creating an entity without economic or :political viability, a"ld should

not de:pri ve a State of its economic base.

But there also had to lle some agreement

on those two ideas,• since no country could 1:;e wholly self-sufficient.

In the last

ann,lysis, it was up to the international comm.u.nity itself' to define the limits of
the right to self-detennination.
had pointed out, that the
n:::.tio:no.l Stcte c..nd

j

+.,~

It ::;bou1d be 1mrne in mind, as Wolf'gang Friedmann

present era was witnessin5 bot,h the climax of the

rr-i R:i q

iu·h,ing from the disintegration oi' larser units into
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often barely viable :political entities, a tendency which stressed the need to turn

to a new a..qpect of international law co--t1peration, which paxallelled tbe t?l:lditJ.onal

one of coexistence.

From the foregoing it was to be concluded that, on the one hand, peoples
witr.iin a colonial framework had the right to subdivide into as many smaller units
as they desired, however :regrettable that tendency might be, and that, on the other
ham., the international. colll!llWli ty, ha:vi.Ilg guaran:teed the :right to sel'f-

dete:rm.:Lnati on., was responsible :for helping the new States to survive.

The latter

proposition was of vital importance ..
Furthermore, operative paragraph 6 of the Declaration on the Granting of

Independence to Colonial Cou.n:tries and Peoples also implied that, within those
geog.ra.:phic1'11. limits, the right to sel:f-determimtion could be exercised only once ..
That seemed to follow from a study of tr.e United Nations intervention in the Congo;
at that time the Security Council had. supported the Gongoles~ Central Government
against Kata:nga, whose secession had been declared "illegal 11 ..

Moreover, the

Secretary-General r..ad later said that Katanga was not a sove:reign State.. Tha:t
meant that, once the 1:rrternational comrl'.tlll:dty had ruled that a majority wlthin a
given political unit had exercised its right to self-determination, the resultant

Government was legal and its sovereignty was established.. From then onwards, any
mcfves toward 1;;ecession bore no relation to the right of' sell'-determinat:ton; they

were strictly revolutionary, and the principles proscribing intervention and force
resumed their traditional relevance.
In conclusion,. he drew attention to the relation between

and

11

self'-determinationn..

The latter wes,

&f.

must not be violated by :foreign in:tervention..

11

m::in-inte:rvention 11

it wre, of a continuous nature and
That was made clear in the

Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic A:fftd.:rs of
States nnd the Protection of tr..eir Independence and Sm··e:reignty, adopted by the

General Assembly in 1965.
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A.
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(c)

"

THE PRINCIPLE OF EQUAL RIGHTS AND SELF-DETERMINATION OF
PIDPLES (A/A0.125/L.40 and· Corr.l, A/AG.125/L.44, A/AG.T2.ZJ/L.4E,)
(continued)
,
.

Mr. REIS (United States of America) said that his delegation realized how

:unportant each of the principles before the Committee was, not only in i~self, .but also
in relation to the· other principles.
The p::dnciple of' equal rights and self- - , ·
determination of peoples wa.s of particular importance since :respect for . it -was
indispensable for the existence of a col!Wtmity of' nations in which the other principles
could be :respected.
It vas not surprising, therefore, that among the pw:poses of the
United Mations set forth in Article l of' the Charter,. the development of -friendly ·
~elations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and selfnetermination of peoples vas second only to the maintenance of international peace a~d
security.
He was stressing the impo~tance the United States Government attached to the
principle, because it was one which was deeply embedded· in the historical, philosophical
It was the cornerstone of the Declara~ion of
and P?litical heritage of h.is country.
Independence of 1?76, which had probably had more influence than any other document ·on
tne nation's thinking about the proper relations between free men and theirGoveI'.Dment.
At the end of the First World vlar, there had. been no greater champion o:f the right of all
P·3oples to self-determinaticn than Woodrow Wilson, tho then President oi: the·Um.ted
States of .America, to whose efforts in behalf. of that principle a number of 1!.'uropean
states partly oved theii- e'.ltis'i;ence.
At the present juncture of world history, it was no exaggeration ·to say that the
prinoiplc was no longer a mere moral or political i:oatulate; it was, rather, a settled
principle of modern international law. -His delegation considered that the goal of.the
Gomm.ittee should be to formulate a comprehensive and meaningful statement of the
principle vhich would _attempt to came to grips with all its different aspects.
In ..
particular, it believed that the Committee should seek to give content to the principle
by e:iq>ress refereri.ce to situations where the principle was applicable, such a.s colonies
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or other Non-Self-Governing Territories under Chapter XI of the Charter, or Trust
Territories under Chapter XII.
The Gonnnittee should seek to prescribe the legal
conditions and consequences of the principle and not limit itself merelY: to reiterating
its existence in a manner which shed little light on its content,
At the Committee 1 s 1966 session, the United States delegation had submitted a
comprehensive proposal on the principle (A/AC.125/L.32), which sought to deal with selfdetermination in all its various contexts.
The approach taken in its proposal reflected
that of the G~neral Assembly in rosolution 1541 (XV).
In the spirit of that resolution,
the United States delogation had proposed that with respect to Non-Self-Governing
Territories, the principle could be satisfied by the achievement of self-government by
the free choice of the people concerned, and that the achievement of self-government
might take one of the following forms: emergence as a sovereign and independent State,
free association.with an independent State, or integration with an independent state.
The United States proposal was fully consistent with the Charter.
It also sought to
avoid an inflexible conceptual framework which failed.to take account of practical
situations concerning the exercise of self-determination.
For example, Non-SelfGoverning Territories varied greatly in resources, size and population; the peoples of
some Territories might wish full independence, whereas the peoples of other Territories
might not wish to assume the full responsibilities of independent statehood, preferring
to maintain an association with another country.
If - and that word should be stressed
the people of a Non-Self-Governing Territory exercised its right of self-determination
freely and in accordance with the Charter and chose a political status other than full
independence, it was surely not open to outsiders to insist that it be forced to assume
independent statehood agcinst its wishes.
The United States proposal also reflected the important link which existed between
the principle and repr1sentative government.
The question might arise of whether the
principle of equal rights and sclf-detsrmination was satisfied if a State denied to
certain peoples -within its territory effective representativo government.
The United
States proposal was designed to reflect the clement of representative government in the
spirit of article 21 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
His Government stiD
believed that its 1966 proposal offered a balanced formulation of the principle of equal
rights and self-determination of peoples.
The United States delegation still had great difficulties with the other proposals
submitted at the 1966 session.
It considered that the proposal submitted by
Czechoslovakia (A/AC.125/L.16) would seriously distort the Charter principle on equal
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rights and self-determination of peoples and would, in effect, violate certain
provisions of-the Charter.
Self-determination under the Charter was not limited to
colonial situations or problems of racial discrimination.
When Article 1 (2) of the
Cha:rter spoke of 11 peoplesn, it meant all peoples wherever they might be and regardless
of their colour. · To limit the- Chart.er .principle to colonial situations and racial -problems would be short-sighted from a historical point of view and contrary to the
Charter.
While his delegation recognized that the application of self-determination in
the context of decolonization bad been one of the key factors in the development of the
international community since World War II, it did not consider that the Charter was
limited to that context.
The text submitted by Czechoslovakia also contained a provision designed to sanction
wars of liberation under the guise of the Charter principle of equal. rights and self.determination of peoples and to prohibit any armed action or repressive measures of any
kind against peoples under colonial rule~ . Such provisions were not compatible with the
principle under consideration.
The notion of liberation by any means was-not compatible
with the Charter principles of non-intervention and the threat or use of force.
The
effort to outlaw armed action of any kind against dependent peoples would raise almost
insuperable practical difficulties.
For one thing, it failed-to recogni~e that respect
.for lav and order in-Non-,-Self-Governing Territories was indispensable to the development
of those Territories politically, economically, socially and culturally, and to the
speedy exercise in peaceful conditions of the right of self-determination.
Of course,
vhen peoples of Non-Self-Governing Territories were forced to endure alien subjugation,
qomination and exploitation, they were being denied fundamental human rights in violation
of the Charter.
However, to seek fo sanction wars of liberation and to prohibit any
armed action in dependent areas 1>1as to make the unwarranted and unacceptable assumption
that all states administering Non-Self-Governing Territories were S'Ubjecting the peoples
His Government
of those Territories to subjugation, domination and exploitation.
refused to draw such a conclusion in respect of its administration of the Non-SelfGoverning Territories under its jurisdiction, including the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands.
Such a conclusion amounted to a repudiation of Chapters XI and XII of the
Charter, which expressly recognized the relationship in question.
There was, moreover,
a tendency in the East-West context to label any action against a Government that was not
liked as a war of liberation.
The idea of trying to get rid of a Government in that way
was intolerable to the United states Government.
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The proposal put forward by the non-aligned countries at the present session
(A/AC.125/L,48) was alm.ost identical to that sul:x:dtted at the 1966 session by thirteen
:members of the Committee (A/11.C.]25/L.31 and Add,1-3).

While it c.ontained positive

elements which merited serious consideration, it also contained, like the Czechoslovak
p:::-oposal, elC!llents which distorted the Charter principle of equnl rights and sclfdstc:rmination of peoples and which ran counter to other provisions in the Charter.
More generall.y, it failed to come to grips with the basic problem confronting the
Cor..mittee, namely to produco e ~enningful statement on the principle's application.
As with tl,e Czechoslovak proposal, self-determination ~ppenred to be considered almost
eY:du;:;L·ely in an anti-colonial context.
It was worth repeating that colonialism
co~"stituted only one aspect of the problem.
His delegation intended to study the
p:r-09osal :further, but some of its initial reactions might be worth mentioning at the
present juncture.
In paragraph 2 (b) of the relevant part, the formulation of a right
of eelf-defeace in the context of eq_ual rights and self-determination coupled with a
ri~ht to "receive assistance from other States" appeared to be an open invitation for
the i:Llegal use of force and for intervention in thb affairs of other States, ·
Parugraph 2 (c) so11.ght to formulate a duty to refrain from any action against the
:national u.nity and territorial integrity of another country.
That objective was
acceptable, but he wondered whether it might not be more appropriate to include that
kfo:l of provision in the text relating to the principle of non-intervention.
His
dG:u:>ga.tion also had problems with paragraph 2 (d).
The notion that the United Nations
he.r~ a responsibility "to bring about an immediate end to colonialism • . . etc, 11 ignored
Cha.pters XI and XII of the Charter or, at least, cast doubts oh their respectability.
Thc;se Chapters were, however, necessarily consistent with the principle of -eq_ual rights

:n1a self-determination

of' peoples.

The nev proposal submitted by the United Kingdom delegation (A/AC.125/L.44) vas,
in some respects, patterned on the text. submitted by the United States delegation in
It also took into account certain aspects of the thirteen-power proposal
J.966.
submitted in 1966 and contained certain provisions not reflected in previous proposals.
ms delegat::..on was particulr-.rly pleased to see the inclusion of two new ideas. which had
not ~een adeq_uately reflected in earlier praposals.
The first was the reference, in
pe.!'[cf,!'c.phs 1 and 2 (a) of pttrt VI, to human rights in t.hc context of equal rights and
self-·ddermination of' peoples.
The Committee would, indeed, be remiss if it failed to
take &ccount of the inseparable relationship between respect for the principle of equal
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rights and self-determina~ion an<;I_respe,ct for human rights.

The connexion between the

two concepts va.s explici~ in Art!t?le 55 of the Charter.· The second new idea was
reflected in the inclusion of a reference in paragraph 2 (b) to social, econontlc and
cultural development as lile:U as political development.
Political, economic, social and
educational advancement.of~the_peop~es of Non-SeJJ'-Governing Territories and of Trust
Territories vere giveP,t, equal emp~?,sis in Articles 73 a and 76 b of the Charter·.: .
Since the Drafting Committee would be studying.all the .proposals on the .principle
in depth, he had merely set forth some basic. considerations which his. delegation ..felt.
should be taken into account.
It·uould comment in greater detail at the appropriate.
time.
He reaffirmed the desire of his delegation to do its utmost to reach a consensus
text on the principle.
U MAUNG MAUNG (Bur.ma) said that his delegation considered that the principle
under consideration was one of the foundation stones upon which the ·United Nations was
.~ui.lt.
The principle .;as implicit in the second paragraph of the Charter's Preamble
and was set.forth explicitly in Article 1 (2) as a basis for the development of friendly
relatio~s among nations.. Moreover, Chapters XI:, XII and XIII laid down the guidelines,
as well as the procedures, to be followed in implementing the principle with a :view to
restoring .to peoples still subject to colonial domination their inalienable right to .
Many General Assembly resolutions such as
indepe~dence and sovereignty.
resolutions 648 (VII) and 742 (VIII), and the more recent ones, such as re$blutions · ·.:·
1514 (XV) and 2105 (XX), w~re also pertinent.
Past discussions in the Special Committee and in the Sixth Committee of.the General
Assembly had amply shOYn that there was general agreement among Member States on the
basic postulates of the principle as well as on the purpose behind the Committee.' s
efforts to give it a juridical formulation.
Differences of opinion had apparently
arisen in the- past largely- bes:a.:use attempts.were made to widen its scope so as to make
it applicable to certain situations which were of doubtful relevance to the aims ·of the
principle.
It might be said that a certain phase in the development of international relations
had been reached where attempts were being made to maintain peace and friendly relations
among nations by, amongst other means, codifying some of the basic and timeless
·principles of international law.
It va.s a matter of vital·importance that members of
the Committee should be absolutely clear in their minds as to what the indisputably selfevident constituents of the principle were, what precision of language should be used in
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defining its constituents and iimiting its meaning and scope.

In other words, the

Committee should determine which type of situation and in respect of which category .of
peoples the principle could justifiably be applied.
All those questions had already been fairly satisfactorily examined at previous
sessions.

A vast reservoir of conceptual and empirical guidelines was to be found in

the Charter and in the pertinent resolutions of the General Assembly.

.The sum total

of the experience gained by the United· Nations in the implementation of tho principle
had clearly and incontrovertibly established its.meaning and its purpose, namely that it
was relevant only to colonialism and was to be spe.cifically applied in the promotion of
the independence of peoples under colonial domination.
The Committee would do well to a.void formulating a text vhich :might be construed
as widening the meaning and scope of the principle to include peoples vho had already
constituted a sovereign State.
To understand it as covering peoples who constituted a
sovereign State would have the . effect of re-writing history to suit a political concept,
and the disruptive consequences would perhaps be felt more intensely in Europe than
elsewhere.
Indeed, the viability of modern European States might become questionable.
Moreover, the essential premise of the.seven principles of friendly relations and cooperation among nat:.ons would be seriously undermined.

If the principle were given a

wide meaning and applicability, situations might arise in which a State, in maintaining
friendly relations with another State, conducted itself in a manner which was tantamount
There would also arise
to giving.a limited recognition to the latter's sovereignty.
many other similar complications that 1.tould weaken the principles of sovereign equality
of States and of non-intervention in affairs within the domestic jurisdiction of other
States.
His delegation had difficulty in understanding the purpose and meaning of the
United Kingdom proposal relating to the principle (A/AC.125/L.44, part VI).
Since the
United Kingdom draft declaration attempted to be comprehensive and was derived in part
from earlier agreed texts and areas of agreement, it contained lll!lny commendable
formalations.
To the extent that it also reflected the special views of the United
Kingdom dolegation, however, it wns natural that i t should contain some formulations
which were difficult for many other delegations to nccept.
While his delegation
respected the views of other delegations and also the sense of responsibility with which
they presented them, it felt obliged to say that in its view, the concept embodied in
part VI, paragraph 4 of tho United Kingdom draft appeared to be incompatible with the
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real purposes of the principle·.~:
vould prohibit Stat.~~ fr~m

While the United Kingdom formulation in paragraph 2 (c)

tak;ing. action _directed

to~ards the "dis~ption of the· national

the ~erritorial ir;tegrity of ~nether state", t~t appe'a.r~d to 'pe invalidated by
the qualifications set forth in ·paragraph 4.
In setting forth the concepts included in
that paragraph, the sponsor appeared to be·making a. mild attempt to :i11lpose certain of its

unity and

own

political persuasions on· the· consti tutfonal law and· practice of other· States.
He did not wish to dwoll·on the problems connected with national minorities;:·

regional· autonomy, secessionist, separatist or irredentist ambitions, traditional. ·. -;_
rivalries· in a plural society, inequality of rights and opportunities between different
· communities ·vithin a. society irrespective of what· was laid down. by the law and the
constitution,. uneven economic and social progress between different ·regions or ·

.,~

communities·vithin a State; or the consequences of·the legacy·of deliberate divisive
policies of the former colonial Power.

It·was sufficient to say that such situations

Ye.re apt to be experienced by all sovereign States at one time or another.

Even when

such troubles brought violence, as they sometimes did, no one should make the .grave
mistake·of righteously assuming that they represented legitimate movements of liberation
of peoples within an ·unjust State.

·

All those matters had been gone over many times before, and he hoped that· the
knowledge thus gained would give the members ·of the present Committee the wisdom and
foresight necessary to distinguish clearly between .rhat should rightly and properly be
the components of the principle of' ·equal rights and self-determination of peoples and
what should be excluded· from it.
Mr. KRISHNAN '(India)' said that the emancipation of colonial peoples - a pro.cess

which had'gone a long wny but which was still not completed - had brought about a
remarkable change in the international community and hence in the very content of
internstional law and relations. · Formerly, a very small group of European powers had
'arro·gated to themselves the power to determine the lnv, and peoples with colonial status
were the objects rather than the subjects of the accepted law.

With the adoption of the

United Nations Cb1 rter, however, there had been a complete transformation in the international situntion:

might wris no longer necessarily·considered to be right and the

exclusive· circlo of the concert of Europe had given wey to a ccs:mopolitan club whose
membership '.ms ·open to all.
· · It was a striking reality of the contemporary world that colonialism was ·recognized
.as repugnant

to

the ·humun conscience and as politically and legally untenable.

As
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pointed out by Judge Moreno Quintana in his separate opiru.on in the Judgement of

12 April 1960 on the Right of Passage over Indian Territory Case:
"International law must adapt itself to political necessities
that is the reason vhy the Charter made legal pr£-v;i.sion to cover the
independence of Non-Self-Governing Territories.fl:!::/
The untenable character of sover.eign claims by the colonial powers over their
colonial territories was clearly demonstrated by the provisions of Chapters XI and XIII

J

of the Charter.

)

It _w:as also confirmed by numerous General Assembly resolutions,

particularly resolution 1514 (XV).

The colonial territories were excluded from the

territorial integrity of the metropolitan countries;

'

they had acquired a quasi-independGnf

status under the tutelage of the United Nations - a political.and legal status distinct

)

from the state personality of the colonial Powers.

j

As a result of United Nations activities in the application of the principle under
discussion, many countries in Asia and Africa had emerged as independent States but

1

colonialism had contrived to linger on.

)

In that connexion, he drew attention to the

heroic struggle being waged by the peoples of such Territories as Zimbabwe, South Africa.,\
South West Africa, Angola ~d Mozambique.

That struggle showed that, contrary to ~hat~

been suggested by the Canadian delegation, the principle of self-determination was not
diminishing in importance.

The value of that principle could not be diminished until the

last vestiges of colonialiSiil. had bEien erased from the earth.

.

.

Certain colonial and other Powers had attempted to distort the true meaning of the
principle of self-determination and had endeavoured to use it as a pretext to subvert the
independence and territorial integrity of established sovereign States.

.

I

It was for that

reason that the deners.l Assembly, in operative paragraph 6 of its resolution 1514 (XiJ) h~
•

.

.

.

stressed that the principle of self-determination could not be invoked to justify

11

partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity'1 of a
sovereign State.

I

the

:

1

It was accordingly the understanding of his delegation that the prinoi~l

of self-determination was applicable to peoples under alien domination or colonial rule bi-~
not to parts of erlsting States.

.As to the right of a people to choose its own form of

J

government and economic and social system, it was closely connected with the principle of
sovereign equality and non-intervention.

That proposition represented the internal

aspect of the principle now under discussion.
The various Eroposals sutmitted to the Committee had many points in conrrnon but his
delegation believed that the formulation of the principle under discussion contained in
the proposal by the non-aligned countries fully met, from the juridical point of view, the

1/

1. C,J. Reports 1960, p. 96.
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.
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Lay w,g Politics in Space, Montreal (McGill Um.varsity Press~,

i964.;· pp.96:..97.
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In conclusion, he reiterated his delegation's view that resolution 2160 (XII) \.lU of
the utmost importance to the present work and, should be the rock on which the Committee
should build.

lfr.

ZDROJOWY (Poland) said that the task of formulating the principle under

discussion would be a v_ecy diffi.cult one to fulfil if _the Committee had had at its
disposal only the text of the Charter.

Fortunately, however, the Committee could

also

rely on the preparatory work. of the Charter and on the rich practice and opinions of
nations and peoples and the decisions of various United Nations organs.
the documents of the San Francisco Conference showed :

An· analysis of

{1) that the principle ·or self.:

· determination of peoples was inseparably linked with that of equal rights;

(2) that · 11 an

essential element of tho principle" was a "free and .genuine expression of the will of the
peoplesn;

(3) that the principle must be applied to all peoples without any distinction

as to their stage of development, and (4) that the principle should be "considered in
function of other provisions" of the Charterl:'

.

· In addition, the General Assembly had adopted a number of resolutions, such as
resolution 567 (VI), 648 (VII) and 742 (VIII) which stressed the pre-eminent importance
of the granting of independence for the attaimnent of the purposes of the Charter by
dependent peoples.

However, the most important resolution in that respect vas

resolution.-1514 (XV), proclaiming the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples of 1960.

That· Declaration took into account the changes

which had taken place since the drafting of the Charter,
to an amendment of the Charter;

The Declaration did not amount

vhat it had done was to interpret the relevant provisions

of the Charter so as to bring them into line with the life they were :meant to serve.
Furthermore, the Committee must bear in mind the terms of opera.ti:.,e paragraph l _(b) of
General .Assembly resolution 2160 (XXI) which made it cleat' that the Assembly considered
ll:njustifiable "any forcible action" which deprived

11

peoples under foreign domination of

their right to self-d0tarmination"'.
Lastly, the two International Covenants on Human Rights adopted by General Assembly
resolution 2200 (XXI) began with an emphatic proclamation of the right of selfF,qually signi.f'icant was the provision
determination in article l of both Covenants.
"Nothing in the present Go>tenant shall be interpreted as impairing the inherent right of
.

'

all peoples to enjoy and utilize fully- an~ freely their natural· wealth and reoourcesll,
which appeared as article 25 of the Internntional Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights and as article 47 of the· Toternational Covennnt on Civil and Political

'JI

Soe documents of the United Nations Conference on International Organization, ,
I/l/A/19 (vol. VI, p. 704).
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That statement, taken in 9onjunction· -with the provisions of resqlutio~· 1803
(XVII) on Permanent. Sov~reig~ty over Natural Resourc~s! co~leted the picture. of th~
inte:rpr~tation given by the General Assembly to the principle ~r·self'-determinati~n,.
vh~ch should serve to guide the Committee in its present work.
In the course of the discussion on the prohibition of the use of fo~ce, some
delegations had suggested that resolution 2160 (XXI) "should.be disregarded .as b~ing moro
of a political statement than a legal document. That approach could not be reco~c1:lad
.
vith the text of Part !l of. the resolution .itself, the sec?nd paragraph of whi_ch
expressly stated that resolution 2lq0 (XX~) should be consi~ered by the Sp~ciai
Committee in its :further study of the principle of self-dete~natiori 11 with a view to
the early adopt_ion of a decla.ratiot:,''.
.
_
J!c recommended that in the light of the documents ~o vhich he had r~ferrod the
Drafting Committ'ee s~ould consider 'that the pri~ciple under discussion co~sisted ~f' two
closely inter-connected elements: equal rights and self-determination.
is to the
sphere of applica~ion of' the principl~, his delegation.considered that it ~~s the ~uty
of all Sta.tes to respe~t it, ~t that St.ates which were responsible for the
administration of Non-Solf-:Governing Territories and Trust Territories were especi~y
bound to place the peopltis of' those territor~es in a position to a!'ail thems~~ves of
their right to s~lf-det1Jrmine.tfon.
The principle under discussion had two ·aspects:
.first, that States and peoples had the duty to respect the principle and, ~econdlyt that
those who did not yet enjoy self-determination shoul~·have th! possib~lity of a.tt~ining
'

0

~

'

"

I

'

it.

It was therefore clea~ that, where colonial Powers hampered ~r even th.t~rted the
realization of the right of self-determination, the peoples coneerned had the right to
eliminate colonial domination and ~o carry out their struggle by all possible means.
It vas for that reason that,
operB:ti'l.'.'e para.graph 7 of' resolution :2~89 (XXI) on the
implementation of the Declaration
adopted in resolution 1514 (XV), . the General Assembly
.
had reaffirmed "its recognition of' the legitimacy of the struggle of the peoples under
colonial rule to ·exercise their ri~ht "to self-determi~a.tio~ and independence" and had
urged ''all· states to provide :mate.rial and moral assistanc~ to the nati~~ libe:ra.tion
movements in colonial Ter:ritories11 :
.
Colonialism and trusteeship had always been considered as transitory institutions.
As a sy~tem of po+iticaJ. power; colonialism anci'neo-colo~alism, practised in such places
as South Africa. and Southern :Rhodesia., should.be completely eliminated. The problem was
~ot to reform colonialism, bUt to liquidate it~

in

'

'

'

•

'

•

•

-

L

•

•'
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For those reasons, his delegation supported the Czechoslovak proposal and the

propossl submitted by the non-aligned countries on the subject, vhich contained many
similar elments and which the Drafting Committee should be able to combine into a
single text.
.
.
The United ~ingdom. draft had the defect of omitting a number of important elements
and concentrating on lil8.tters which, as pointed out by the Bunnese delegation, vere not
relevant·to the subject under discussion.
For example, the reference to zones of
military occupation appeared to·be aimed at directing the Committee's attention away
from the main elements involved in the formulation of the principle under discussion.
In conclusion, he assured the Committee that his delegation_would spare no effori,
to reach agreement on the meaning of the principle of equal rights and self-determination,
the universal recognition and observance of which was of the utmost importance _in
ensuring compliance by states with international law.
M:r. CHKHIKVADZE (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the Committee 1 s
report on its 1966 sessio~had mentioned the fact that in their.statements concerning
self-determination :members had referred to the United States Declaration of Independence
and the French Revolution.
Unfortunately, nothing had been said about the October
Revolution of 1917 the significance of which should be brought out in the
. Committee's
.
next report.
The principle under cons~deration had been given its greatest ilnpetus with
·the emergence of the working class and had formed the subject of the ninth point in ~he
programme of the Russian Social. pemocratfo Workers' Party adopted at its Second Congress
in 1903.
The October Revolution had transformed a declaration into reality and the
!

•

'

principle was not only a fundamental element in Sovi~t domestic and foreign policy but
al.so one of the main constitutional provisions of a Union that was based on the free
8:Ssociation of equal Soviet Socialist Republics.
Each Republic, the rights of which
i,tere guaranteed by the constitution, had the :right to withdraw from the Union.
On
C?ming to power his Government had recognized the independence o:f Poland and ]'.inland and
h!l,d proclaimed the principle of self-determination in treaties with Afghanistan, Iran,
Turkey and other StatGs, thereby conferring upon it the status of a conventional rule of
international law.
It had also declared its adherence to the principle at the London
Inter-Allied Conference of 1941 a.nd its support for the right of all States to
independence and territorial :integrity as well as the right of all peoples to choose the
political and economic structure of their country.
Thanks to the efforts of his
Government the principle had been included in the Charter.
The provisions on Trust and
Non-Self-Governing Territories represented a compromise between the views of the Soviet
!±/ Officia Records of the General Assembl Tw'ent -first Session Annexes, agenda
item 87, document A 6230.
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Government and those of ~cstern Powers and made clear that the status of au.eh Territories
uas tri:.nsitocy and a stage in the acquisition of full independence.
Owing to his
· Government I s insistencE:, the efforts of colonial Powers to prevent the principle from .
being discussed on tho grounds that· self-detenination was a :matter within the domestic
jurisdiction of Stutes hnd failed,
The Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,
in General Assembly R~solution 1514 (XV}, had been of decisive significance and had been
adopted by 89 votos, in the teeth of fierce opposition from: certain countries such·as
the United Statco, the United Kingdom, Portugalt Spain and South Africa, which had
abstained.
On the initiative of the Soviet Union the General Assembly at its ,sixteenth
•' session had pxamincd the :implementation of that resolution and had adopted
resol~tfon 1654 (XVI).
Following the consider~tion at the seventeenth session of a
draft docl~:ration and convention on the el:il!un.ation of all forms of racial discrimination,
such a declaration had been adopted in resolution 1904 (XVIII) in 1963. Other important
international legal instruments su.ch as those adopted at the c.o:nferences of non-aligned
States at Bolgrnda, Co.iro and Ban.dung had also dealt with the principle of sel:f'determina tion.
National liberation movements were an outstanding feature of the times and vere
consistently supported by the Soviet Union and other socialist countries. However,
although more thnn fifty countries had become independent many Territories, such as
Portuguese and United Kingdom colonies, and Trust Territories 1 wore still ·subjected to
Imperialist States were desperatoiy opposing
the horror of colonial domination.
In
independence movements first and foremost by armed force, as in Viet-Nam and Aden,
tho Near East vigorous offorts were being :made to prevent Arabs from living in freedom
.
.
and independoncc.
Imperialist Powers were also drawing subject peoples into aggressive
blocs, such as the South-East Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) and the Central Treaty
Organization (CEN"TO), cmtablishing military bases, imposing puppet regimes, as in Korea
and South Viot-Ifam, and concluding unequal troatios on so-called assistance.
As
examples of such tr~~tics he referred to the United Kingd~m-Maldive Isl~nds Agreement
of 1965 and tho Ut).ited Kingdom-Cyprus Agreement of 1960.
Administrative arrangements
bet1o1een imperialist, Powor/'l and former colonies had also been created,
All such forms of
oppression must be tnkon into account in framing a principle aimed at bringing about the
rapid end of colonialism in the intorests of the progressive'dmrelopment of international
,

lav.

~
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Instead of observing the provisions of the Charter and those of the Declaration on
the Granttng of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, some Western Powers tried
to confuse the issues and obstruct any unequivocal statement of the principle under
consideration.

. By recourse to such theories as interdependence they were trying to

argue that small States should not stsnd on their own feet and that the principle of
sovereignty was outdated.

The Committee 1 s own report had reproduced the argument that

self-determination might mean breaking up the world into small countries,
The truth was
that self-determination was one of' the conditions of free co-operation, as damonstrated
by events in Asia and Africa and the creation of such bodies as the Organization of

African States.
While the representatives of i.TJ1perialist States asserted that the principle of
self-determination applied to all countries, instead ·of using it to promote the struggle
.

.

against colonialism they sought to oppose historical forces by unlawful means, and it was
not surprising that efforts to suppress rights and liberties always provoked sharp
reactions, sometimes in the form of armed risings.
His delegation supported the Czechoslovak proposal and that of the non-aligned
countries and considered that a compromise between the two could yield an acceptable
formula.
The right to assist a people in its struggle for independence was recognized in
modern international law and was· based on the principle of equality and sovereignty so
that the argument that national liberation movements were a violation of the Charter and
international law could not be sustained; nor the argument that outside help was an
unlawful interference in the internal affairs of the metropolitan Power.
The
enunciation of the principle of self-determination in the Charter proved that the question
w1c.s of _international concern, to be settled :i.t the international level, and the provisions
of Article 2 (7) therefore did not apply.
General Assembly resoluti?n 2105 (XX) and
2107 (XX) recognized the legitimacy of independence movements and called upon all Member
St.?ctes to give them i:n,aterial and moral support;. the legitimacy of such support had been
reaffinned at the various conferences of non-aligned States.
A people striving for independence was a subject of international law and entitled
to international protection ·from genocide,
A violation of its rights in the struggle
was an international crime, and contrary to the purposes of th~ United Nations.
An
example of such a situation ,1as to be found in South Viet-Nam, where, as the SecretaryGcmeral had recently stated, a war of national liber11tion was taking place.
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The Committee had all the necessary elements £or framing a legal principle on.
self'-deternlination and should use the Charter a.s a foundation and a starting-point.
The fiftieth anniversar,y of the October Revolution would soon be celebrated in his
country-, and his countrymen would vish to extend their greetings to Canada whieh was
celebrating its centenary, tlthough the disappointment of people in Quebec was
regrettable.

Mr. Van LARE (Ghana) said·that the principle of equal rights

selfdetermination had been the subject of a. number of different interpretations a.'ld one
writer appearoo to equate it with the principle of sovereign· equality; ln fact, a
reference to the preparatory work of the Charter clearly" revealed a distinction between
the tvo principles, which vare described by the Rapporteur of Crnmnittee I of
Collll!lission I at the San Francisco Conference as 11 tvo complementary parts of one standard
of conduct"2{ In his delegation's view, self-determination of peoples referredinot to'
the State but
one of its elements, i.e. the population and, in that regard, included
Self-determination involved two elements: selfpeoples under colonial rule,
government and independence, · Independence implied full internal rasponsibil-ity for ·
acts inherent in the exercise of external sovereignty, eligibility for Mam.b~rship.-in the
United Nations and the power to· enter into direct relations with other States and ·to
sign treaties.
Self-government implied the free expression of popular opinion as to the
status of' the Territory, the exercise of legt°slative, executive and judicial powers and
and

to

economic, social and cultura.1 'autonomy.

The right of salf-detennination, which had never been recognized before by positive
international hw in respect. or··colordai peoples, ·had been instituted by the/ GM.rter ·of"
the United Nations and had been subsequently reiterated in such international ··- -· v
instruments as.the International Covenants on Human PJ.ghts, the "Declaration· on the
granting of :independence to 'cofoni.al ·countries and peoples 11 contained. in General :
.Assembly- :resolution 1514 (XV)· 'and· re~olution' 2160 (XXI) •
The right of self-deterininn:bion was nov recognized as an interna.tiona.1 Hght:- · it ·
was no longer regarded as an essentially domestic matter, because of' the very'olose link
existing between ·aelf-·deter.mination and the maintenance of international peace and'
securityt in that a people denied the.right of sel.f-determimltion would constitute a
threat to w0rld peace and security.

2f See documents of .the United Nations CorlferenM on.International Organization,
~al. 6, p. 455, document 944 1/1/34 (1) t p.10).

·
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The most perplexing problem with regard to the principle under discussion was thet
of determining to who~ the right of .self-determination applied.
It could not be
maintained that every ethnic, cultural or geographical group had the right to carve
their own state out of the territory of a sovereign State.
Nor could it be maintained
that a:ny group governed by a sovereign State had the right of seli'-determination. In
that respect, the delegation of Ghana agreed with the author oi' a recent book that
nse1f-determination refers to the right of' the majority within a generally- accepted
politic~ unit to the exercise of power.
In other words, it is necessary to start with
stable boundaries and to permit political change 'Within them".§{ His delegation also .
held the view that if the right of self-determination was illegally denied and the
United Nations vere prevented by the exercise of the veto from enforcing that right, tho
people concerned should have the right to ask and receive aid from other States in order
to secure their right of seli'-dete:rmina.tion.
It vas for that reason that Ghana arul the
other non-aligned countries had included para.graph 2 (b).in their formulation of the
principle under discussion.
That right, however, should only be invoked if all possible
means tailed to secure their legit:L""D.ate rights to the people concerned and only if their
struggle was being suppressed by amed force.
It was worth mentioning that the United
Kingdom formulation was completely silent on that point - a.n omission which was an
eloquent indication of the equivocal position of its sponsor.
The recognition of the right of self-determination as a legal right gave the lie to
the policy of certain c~lonial Powers which regarded their colonies as integral pal;'ts of
the metropolitan country.
Paragraph 2 ( e) of the non-aligned formulation expressed the
legal position in that respect and it wns significant that the United Kingdom formulation
was again silent on that point.
The nations of the world had achieved n substantial degroe of :maturity in their
attitude towards the existence of certain fundamental rights.
Those nations recognized
without hesitation that there existed certain relationships between Govermnent and
governed which fell clearly within the concept of colonial domination.
Those
relationships basically entailed the subjugation of' the interests of n recognizable
group to the interests of o.nother recognizable group in which the power of government
rested.
A formuhtion such o.s II all people under colonial domination'' would easily
cover a great :majority of cases where that condition was clearly recognizable. Whero

g/ Mrs. R. Higgins, The Development of International Law through the Political Organs
of the United Nations, p.104.
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the condition ~~.'s rio:t,: clear; the United Nat'ions, acting perhaps through the International
Court of Justice,· coµld b~-given po~er to.decide whether there was colonial domination •
. That decision would :not bo bas€ld on purely subj<:;ctive grounds; there woro such re:I,evant
factors· -as geography, ethnic diversity, cultural diVel"sity, relative voice in goveI'nl.Ylent,

and histor.r.
The people to whom the right of selt-determination would be accorded would thus be
those vhich,_in an area which was geographically distinct fr~ the ruling area, vere
subjugated by the Government in a manner repugnant to the modern notions of __government·
b1 the.consent of the governed.
Bcf"or~ a people
The right of self-determination.was the right to independence.
could freely choose.their destiny - including the possible ch?ice of annexation to, or
free association vit~, a sove~eign State - they must have.a position of equality among
the nations.
That ,equality was the onJ.y real guarantee of true freedom of choice, ~
freedom which was the very foundation of the principle of equal rights and selfdetermination of peoples •.
The equal rights of peoples, which
.. was the second element in the principle under
.
discussion, had perhaps
tended
to
be
ignored
because
of
the
fact
that
the
Committee
bad
.
.
.
to· discuss separately the principle. 9f SO"{ereign equality.
Self'-government and
independence were not enough~ and a new State ~st be.Juridically equal and possess th:
same status in law as other sovereign States.
There was a considerable degree of doubt
about that right because o~ the disparity in real powe~ and the "gre~t Powarir, concept
reflected in the position of the. permanent members of th~ Security Gduncil and in the.
provisions concerning the veto, w~ich could also be 9:p~ied against the entry .of nev
States into the United Nations.
O'Connel had recently argued that eq~e.J.it7 did pot
mean that a State was bound by- only those rult'ls of international la~ to i.i:ilich it. _had..
agreed, that customa:cy law c:'111d no~ ~w independently or the vill .of a recalcitr~t
State, that 9.'lecy international. person P?ss,essed the s~e legal rights as others_ or that
all States must eqll.llllY engage in forming. t~e. law.
Equality as a general legal .concept
implied impartiality in the applicatio~ of lav.
Apart from the prim!icy of the .
Pet:manent members of the Se~~ty Council and the ma.jo~ity vote principle in the G~neral
Assam'J?ly, the C~rter must ~e construed as favourable to the equality of voice and the
equality of jurisdictional rights of all Members.
The principle of equal rights and self-determination should coyer both aspects and
his delegation proposed the a.ddi tion of e. paragraph 3 to the formulation of the principle
in the non-aligned draft reading:
'

~

!

•

•

.~
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"No State or any organ shall exercise ,jurisdiction over ·any other State or
pl;loples except with the free and express consent of the State or peoples

ooncerned and only to the extent to which that consent is given."
'!'hat clause was intended ncit to license subversion by minority interests but as~
means of ~suring the realization of the principle of equal rights and self-deterrninetion,
and of' securing an end to colonialism.
Mr. MJLLER (Canada), exercising his right of reply, said that the Indian
representative had been totally mistaken in attributing to him the view that the
illlportance of the principle of self-determination was diminishing.
In fact what he had
said was that the diminishing problem of colonial domination, although certainly a
serious one in the relatively f'ew remaining parts of the world where it was still
perpetuated, was a matter to be dealt with not under the principle concerning the threat
or use of force but under the principle nou being discussed.
For the benefit of the.
Indian representative, he read out the relevant paragraph of the statement he had made
at the 66th meeting,· Colonialism was only one aspect of the principle of self ...
determination and he had certainly not sought to define that principle at that meeting.
Thanking the Soviet Union representative for his good wishes to the Canadian
people, he said that all Canadians, but more especially those of Eastern European
descent, would wish him to re.ciprooate by expressing an interest in the celebration of
the October Revolution and a concern for the welfare of the varied and diverse peoples
of the Soviet Union.
Mr. SINCLAm (United Kingdom) s<:1id in exercise of his right of reply that his
delegation needed no guidance from the USSR representative about the application of theprinciple of self-determination and had not taken kindly to a sermon about colonialism.
The United Kingdom Government had consistently and sincerely tried to fulfil its Charter
obligations and lead people to self-government and the free choice of their destiny, Nor did it underestim.;.1.te the difficulties in Territories for which it was still
responsible but there too it would continue to respect its obligations under the Charter.
It had nevor taken the view that declarations of the General Assembly, particularly
those that had been carefully drmm up, were of no value, but it had protested against
the hasty procedure followed ~n the drafting and submission of resolution 2160 (XXI).
Mr. REIS (United States of America), exercising his right of reply, said that
the Soviet Union representative had stated that equal rights and the right of selfdetermination were the subjec~ of one of th~ main constitutional provisions of the
Sovi~t Union and that ~very Soviet Republic' had the right to withdrmr from the Union.
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that went to confirm that the principle of self-determination was not only applicable in
the colonial context, though that was one of its most important aspects, but in wery
country and crune close to the right of eveey man to be free.

The Soviet Union representative had gone around the world picking out countries .snd
Territories he disliked and labelling them as colonial, ripe for ·national liberation and

appropriate subjects for national freedom movements.

He had mentioned Viet-Nam, the
It was th::1.t kind of
Republic of Korea and member countries of SEATO and CENTO.
propaganda that had made the United States chary of broad generalization about movements
of national liberation.
The United Nations Secretary-General was entitled to universal respect but with
respect to Viet-Mam the United States delegation would simply recall the recent statement
by the President of the United States.
The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.
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5 OF

Mr, MOLilJ~ (Venezuela) sa;i.d that. his delegation, having already stated

1.

its general views on the item (A/Ac.125/sn.41), would now comment on the specific
proposals before the Special Committee on the basis of the applicable rules of

the United Nations Cha..~er, the Charter of the Organization of American States,
the inter-American conventions, the resolutions of the General Assellioly, and his
delegation f $ position concerning the direction which the Special Conmiittee I s work
should take •
2.

RecallL'1g that the Special Committee in its consideration of principle C

had sought to preserve the te~t of Gene:ral Assembly resolution 2131 (XX), his
delegation considered the same a:-gunerit valid with respect to prin.ciple :F and

General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV).

Both resolutions were the expression of

aspirations which were alniost U..'1.animous, a.-:d indeed, from the 11.?gal standpoint,
were in fact unan:iro.ous in view of the way in which abstentions were interpreted
under the rules of procedure.

Accordingly, his delegation would reserve its

position regarding opinions, ideas er approaches which might di.mihish tb.e importance

of General Assembly resolution 15llt (XV) or distort it by the introduction of
elements which lent themselves to disagreem.ents of substance and which - it was
clear from the outset - could not lead, at least at present, to compromise

solutions.

3.

The eleven-Pm,mr proposal (A/AC.125/L-31 an.cl Add.1) was based in general on

staternents in the Charter and in General Assembly resolutions 1514 (XV),
1541

(xv),

annex, and 2131 (XX).

His delegation

folly

respected the views of

the sponsors of that propr.isal and duly appreciated the ardent desir~ for freedom
which they wished to transmit to the world through the Orgnnization.

The joint

proposal, however, had to be ad.apted to many o.ifferent deroa:ia.s and needs,
including rn.ost impo:::tantly the competition fo:r- time and the need for a legal

approach.

Thus, given the marked. contrast between ideals which were undeniably

/

...
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(!::!t" .. Molin.a, Venezuela.)
well founded and realities which i.n :practlce shaped the daily life of a .sector

of the international community - a contra.qt which made it practically impossible
to achieve the agreements so earnestly desired - his delegation felt that the
best contribution it cculd malre would be to ta.ke the following position: to

support unconditionally the ideas set out in paragraphs 1, 2 (c) and 2 (d) of the
eleven-Power proposal; to support paragraph 2 (e}, on the understanding that it
referred. to a geographical fact which destroyed any legal fiction that an
overseas terdto:r.y ·t-tas pa.rt o:t the meti·opolita.n territor-.r, but that another fact
could not be disregarded, namely, the sovere5.gnty exe:-cised by the administering
State, which had to comply with the obligations imposed by Chapter XI of the

Chart·er; to abstain from the vote on pars.graph 2 (a) unless its temi:i.ology was
. adapted to that used in General Assembly :resolution 1514 (i..-V), paragraph 6; and
to enter a reservation concerning paragraph 2 (b) because of the implications that ·
might arise frpm the interpretation of situations within the purview of Article 51
o:f the Charter •.

4.

The United States proposal (A/AC.125/L.;2), while it also took account.

in general terms

o:r

the provisions of the Charter and of the aforementioned

General Assembly resolutions, resulted in a unilateral approach to the problem.
Self'-detel:'mination
and the renudia.tion
of colonialism were so closely- connected
.
.
that the development of self-determination i::ould not be understood without the
condemnation and el:iro.ination of colonialism.

That interrelationship could

not be disregarded, and had net been disregarded in General Assembly
resolutions 1514 (xv) and 2131 (:XX).

The expression

11

i.n particular cases" in

the introductory se11tence of paragraph 2 of the United States proposal weakened
the idea stated in that sentence; and the presumption established in
paragraph 2.B. of' that proposal, having regard to the elements included, seemed
to be not a presumption but the recognition ot: a right .. , The :free a.s:sociation and

integration referred to in paragraphs {3) (b) (2) and (3) should take into account
the statements in principles VII, V!II and IX of the a.nne;t to General Assembly
resolution 1541 (XV).

Subject to those comments, his delegation supported the

United States proposal.

/

...
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5.

The Czechoslovali:: proposal (A/AC. 125/L .16, section VI) was also generally

acceptable to his delegation, excel)t for :!_'iaragraphs 2 and :; to 'tihich his
observations_ concerning the zleven-Power p~o:poaal were equally applicable.

6.

He suege.sted that th,a Special Comriiit'tes, iu view of the limited time ren:air.ing

to it, should pass on to the General Assembly the task of: considering principle G.

The time orig;i.nally allotted to the consideration oi' that principle could then be
used by the Drafting Comm:. ttee, and

t}1e

S~ecial Cownittee WO'l~ld be able to submit

a more careful and tho!"ough :-eport on the first si,c principles.

7,

Mr. NA.BRIT (United States of .A.ilerica) said that the people .of his country

were no .strangers to the principle of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples.

They had had a part in the actual application of" the pri!nciple, in whose

articulation President Wilson had p)..ayed a major role and through it the political
map had been redra,m to conform. :more clcsely to the aspirations of the peoples of
the world.

8.

The :fact that the Special. Committee 1ras having a discussion not of. the

desirability of respecting the principle of equ::u.. ~ights ar.d self-determination of·
peoples, but of the legal obligation to do so represented a :relutively new
development in the history of mankind.

Re shared the French re:p:re.sentative' s doubts

that a statement of principle Fin legal terms could be prepared in the J.!ttle time
available, but the fact that the Special Committee was discussing a legal
obligation might be useful.

He agreed that some step, such as that suggested by the

Venezuelan representative, might have to be taken.

9.

At the twentieth session of the General Assembly his delegation had made some

general observations about the legal principle of self-determination and the
problems which any serious effort to state its scope- and content, under the United
Nations Charter, was bound to engender.

The present United States :proposal

(A/AC.125/L.}2) was one effort to meet this problem.

His delee;ation had said th.at

the principle of .self-determination, as stated in the United nations Charter and as
given effective expresaion in the J?l"OCedural mechanisms buiJ.t into the Charter, 11as
not JJ.mi ted to colonial situations and situations involving Trust Territories under
the Trusteeship System - although that system was one of the most significant features

of the Charter, and. one which had been roost successful in application.

The Special
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Committee's task would be measurably simpler if the principle was so limited, for

in those si tua.tions the applicability, at least,

of the

Charter principle was

relatively clear., even though there might be disagreement as to the legal
consequences of its application.
10.

It was in order to avoid the serious hiatus which would be left in the

Committee's treatlll':nt of the pl"inciple if its consideration were confined to

vha.t might b~ called classic colonial cases that his delegation had put forward
paragraphs ~.A. (1) and (2) of its proposal.- Paragraph 2.A. (2) differed. from
paragraph 2 .A. (1) in the. t the e.pplica.bill ty of the p::;-inctple in the si tu.a tions
covered by the f'ormer paragraph was prima fe.cie only and. was subject to being
rebutted by a further examination of the characteristics of the situation in.
question..

It· :rested, however., on the fundamental premise that when a. tem:tory

over which a State exercised sovereignty exhibited certain basic d.ivergencies :from
the bulk of that State t s territory, there was at least a legi tima.te question whether

principle F was being satisfied.,

If upon further exemination it was shown, for

example, that the conditions described in :paragraph 2.B. in fact existed., then.it
:followed that :the requiren:ients of the principle were met..

The pretnise expressed

in paragraph 2.A.(2) had, ot course, been previously stated in the United Nations,

notably in General Assembly- :resolution 1541 (xv)., but not in a ,Purely legal
statement of the principle o:f' sel:f'~d.etermina.tion ..

ll.

While paragraphs 2.A. (1) and (2) set down the conditions of applicability- of

the principle, the function of pa.re.graph 2.A .. (3) was to state., in general terms,;
the legal consequences of its application., in terms of the obligations of Powers
exercising ~:thority over terri.to:ries to wh:!.cln. the principle applied.

Paragraph 2 ..A.(:,)(a), drawn from Chapters :xI and XII of th.e Charter, described the
actions that must be taken in' the process of' compliance with the principle a.s
envisaged. in the Charter, while paragraph 2 .A. (3) (b) de.scribed the conditions that
must finally be achieved in order fully to satisfy the :requirements of the principle.

12.

Paragraph 2 .. B.. served a dual :function.

First, no rational international legal

order could exist if the Charter were taken to sanction an unlimted right of

secession by indigenous peoples t'rOm sovereign and independent States, nor could
such a. ri[;ht be found in the Charter.

Secondly, however, the Charter 'by the
/
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inclusion· of the concept of self..;deterroina.tion of "peoples", provided a. certain
stsnda:r.d. by wh:.i.ch to : judge the le:gi tiniacy · 6:r' -the n:.oe.es

o::

:political organization

which were imposed ~on peoples withiu the·frameworz. qf·a world community composed

of' sovereign States~

The ph:rase

11

pos~fessing a. representative Government,

effectively functioning as ~uch as to all distinct peopl.es wi:thin

/j. _Sta.te'ii

tC;!rritocy 11 in paragraph 2.B. was intended ·to express tho/.:; stan.da.m.

13. Regarding the two other proposals before the Cotllllittee (A/AC.J.2.5/L.16,
section VI, and· A/AC.125/L.31 a.r.d Add.l.) he would a.t that stage make only two

First,· in his·d.elegation's view what was required was a
comprehensive exposition of principle :F as contained in the Charter. · When judged

general observations.

by that standard, those proposals fell. considerably short of t.be mark.
both proposals raised

a: range

Secondly,

o:t' problems which bad already confronted the

Comnd.ttee in 1:onne:d.on 'With :principles A and. C - problems having to do bas::teally-

$."

with the scop·e. of the lawful. use of' force in inte::na:tior.al relations; as prescribed

by the Charter.

As a matter of law, his 'delegation could not find f'rom an

.

examination o:f the Charter scheme for the seJ.f-deterruination of peoples or
elsewhere in the Charter 'any separate and special trea:t.ment of colonial or other·

si tua.tions involving the principle of' celf-d.e-te:::ininat:: on, ,ri th regard to tne
lawful use of :force.

As a. matter of ;pol:!cy, his delegation eJ..."]?ressed i ta

confidence in the adequacy. of that sche111e - 'Which embraced virtually all of' the,
Charter .. to the task which it ·was desig!'ied to n:eet.
consistent 'With the Charter in that respect.
to the difficulty created. by the

plJ.:;.,a3e 11 the

11.'he two proposals were no-ti

I!e als.o referred-, in particular,
eubject:Lon of peoples to alien·

subjugation, domination and e.xploi. tation. as well as any othe:i.; forms of colonialism"
in the eleven-Power proposal (A/,'1.C.125/L.;il., :rara.. 2(a.)).· The members of the

Committee, as· jurists, might subject such la:n.::,C"lla.ge to the :reasoned scrutiny 01'
juridical ··analysis and might even satisfy themselves that, with approprla:te

interpretation, it·did not exceed the scope of princi?le F. But the texts
produced by the Co:nunittee would be thrust into the arena of.international
politica1 relations, where language of that sort'unfortur.ately seemed already to
have acquired its own special connotation - a connotation by vmich, as had been
seen on too many recent occasions, it was directed by States against other
:,<;
a~ ttedly sovereign rum. independent S:ta;tes f'or extraneous :reo.sons of' poll ties,
ideology, or territorial acquisitiveness.

I·-·.

14.

Mr, SINCLAIR (United Xingdom} said tnat '.his delegation had a particular

inte:rest in the application of' the principle of equal rights and self-determination
of peoples in view of his Govermne:nt 1 s many past responsibilities.

The United

·.

JG.ngdom commitment to the implementation of' the p:rinc::1ple of S!"lf..determimtion was
absolute and unqualif'ied. and bad lieen stated on many occasions.

It should not be

thought,· however, that his delegation considered that the principle applied
exclus~vely to the peoples of Non-Self .. GoverniDg and ~at Territories.

The·

essence of the principle -which had emerged from the various peace settlements · .
following the :First World War was that tbe -wishes of the peoples concern.ed. should.
be fully taken into account before territorial changes were made.

1t vas clear, ·

moreover, that the drafters of the Charter had had that particular aspect of the
principle in mind together with the related aspect concerning the aspirations of··.
peoples which bad not yet attained a full measure of self'•goverment.

It bad been ·

emphasized at San Francisco that the principle cor::rosponded closely to the 'Will and
desires of peoples everywhere and should be clearly enunciated in the Charter, and,
on the other side, that it conf omed to tbe purposes of tbe Charter only in so :far·
as it implied the right of' aelf-gove:rnm.ent of peoples and not the right of
secession.

15 .' Several commentators of the Charter, includ.ing Kelsen, had argued that the
juxtaposition of the concepts o:f equal rights and self-determination of :peoples

showed that the Charter essentially re:fened to the principle :l.n terms of independent
B4've.tes and that therefore the conc.ept vas closely linked to the principles of

scvel'eign equality end. :non-intervention.

It ndght be objected. that that argument

was based on too close a textual analysis of the Charter and din not truly reflect
the intentions of ~ts authors. While bis delegation agreed that the pr.inciple
e:p:pl:ted tirimn:rily to independent States, it would not argue that it applied

exclusively within those narrow limits.

Similarly, it could not agree that the

language of the Charter could support the claim that a part of a sovereign
independent State was entitled to secede from. that State, or the suggestion tha.t
&&rd.m.stertng Pmmrs v·ere not the final arbiters in questions affecting the

impiementation or the principle in the Territories under their administration.
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The interests of' the peoples of such T-arrtto:r:tes -we:re, of' course, pa:ramount.
a

too

:But

rigid conceptual framework f'or tbe appl:1.cafich:(of the· :pr:iiic:iJ?le could lead

to loss of flexibility;

'Non~Sel:f'-Gove:rning

Te:rrttor::i.es ,nu:ied enormously in size,

resources and population and some might neither wish nor be physically able to.

a.ssu.me the full responsib11it;ies of 'independent statehood;
16.

The principle of self-dErtem:nation could not

be

confined -within the·

strait-jacket of current p:i:eoccu:pations over decolonization, although its
a:pplicat:ion to the process of decolonization was recognized.

It had been accepted

nt San Francisco that an essential ele~ent of th3 principle ~as the free and
genuine expression of the 'Will of the· pe:ople, · thtis demonstrating· that the principle

was one of universal application. The existence of a representative govel:"nment
no doubt ensured that the principle ~as genuinely applied in the case of a
sovereign independent State. There might therefore exist a presumption to that
eff'ect which could be noted in any text formulated on the principle.
17. His delegation had considerable difficulty vith the Czechoslovak prOJ.)osal·
(A/AC.J.25/L.115, section VI). ,If' the principle of self-determination was taken to
be universal, then almost insuperable practical difficulties might be caused by the
use of the words "AJJ, peoplE::s have the right to self..ae-termination. 11 In whom, f'~r
example, did that right inhere and upon whom ·was imposed the correlative duty? ·
Could the existence of' that right be used to ..justify, on the basis of an alleged
expression or the popular will; claims te> annexation of part of o. neighbouring
State?

His Government's views on those questions were expressed in detail in

document A/5725/Add.4. His delegation had also ma.d.e its position amply clear on
previous occasions on the so-called right of self-defence against colonial
domination which -waa impliad in· paragra:ph 3 of the Czechoslovak :proposal. In so
fe.r as other elements of the J?roposal de:rived from Ccc.~ral Assembly resolution
1514 (XV) he would recall that his delegation had. ab;:ita.ined from voting on that

resolution in 1960 for reasons stated at the time b::_.· the Uni·tea Kingdom
representative •. Similar difficulties Bl'ose with :recur::!. -to the eleven-Po-we:r
proposal (A/Ac.125/t.31 and Adcl.l).

His ciel.egation c.id;, ho~ever, favour the

generai approach.tot.he principle refiected in the United States proposal

(A/.A.C.125/L.;2).
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18.

Mr. RIPHAGJfil!. (Netherlands) said that the importance of the :principle of

equal rights and self ..determination of J?eoples could. not be exaggerated:

it went

to the root of all law and justice and was based on the right of collective selfexpression,

However, it was not al.ways easy to translate such 'fundamental concepts

into a body of legal rules, particularly 'When such rules were to govern relations
bet-ween sovereign States.

Any codification of the principle must necessarily

indicate -which groups enjoyed the right in question and the conditions and manner
in which it -was to 'be exercised.

Those crite:da were amply met by the United

States proposal which accordingly deserved the Cormnittee 1 s su11J?ort.
19.

The other proposals before the Committee seemed to concentrate on only some

of the implications and consequences of the principle.

Sub .. pnragraph 2 (b) of the

eleven-Po-wer proposal (A/AC.125/L.31 and Add.1) seemed incompatible 1,,)ith the
1)rinciple concerning the threat or use of -force.

Sub-:paragre.pb 2 (e) seemed to

imply that the legal status of a territory under r..at:to11al la1,1 as an integral part
of a .State did not in itself constitute an obstacle to the applicability of the
principle of self-..determination to the J>eo:ples -wi t'b..in that terri to:ry.

While the

idea was itself correct, the wording of the :proposal ceemed, in legal terms, to
take away the protection a particular territory

a.enveo

from the existing rul.es of

internationai law; the same idea 1,as expressed more adequately in the United
States proposal (A/AC,125/L,32).

____

_

_,..._,_
Mr. Molina ,_(Venezuela) took... the
Ch~ir.

20.

lfJr. ABGDL NASR (Uni tea Axab Republic) said that the principle of equal

rights and self-determination of peoples had played a significant role in the
history of the United Nations and bad been invoked . more often than any otber~

In

its formulation of the principle, the Committee had a -wealth of material to draw
upon.

Various United Nations organs had adopted resolutions and declarations on

the subject and the Third Commi ttae of the General As13embly, in particular, had
studied the principle and had included provisions on self-determination in the
draft covenants on human rights.
21.

There were several elements involved in the formulation of the principle.

First, the :principle -was binding on States, as was made clear both in the Charter
and in t"'nited Nations declarations and resolutions on the matter.

Secondly, as a
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legal. principle, self-determination created rights and duties under inte:rna.tional
law. _All ;pe?ples inherently had the inalienable right

to

self~detennination and

States had the duty to respect and facilitate the exercise of that right.

.

colonialism.
was in consequence
.
,.
srf'.. ~h~.. Charter.
. ; ..

a.

Thirdly,

violation of the principle and thus a violation

In that connexion, he drew attention to the fa.et that some peoples

~

0.¥d nations_ were stiLl su1?ject to foreign rule "1'hich had been established in
various ~ys.

In some cases, it had been established through :flagrant aggression

:followed by permanent military occupation; in others, administering Powers had
betrayed their mandate to :vrel)are the indigenous :populations f'or self-government
and had imported armed foreign settlers.

Colonial Povers bad also on occasion

dispatched settlers and. then armed them so that eventually they had 'been able to

dominate the indigenous :Peoples; in yet other eases, the colonial Power had
concluded trade agreements 'With individuals who had not necessarily been the genuine
representatives of the .colonial peoples and had. used those· quasi-legal instruments

to justify its :presence. In all. those cases, racism had. been both o. :n:otivation
and a product of colonial policy. It was now the duty of the international
community to ensure that the peoples concerned were alloved to exercise their
inherent right of self-determination.
22.

The fourth element to be borne in mind was the fact that the principle was

sanctioned by l.aw.

Violation of the principle. by· colonial Powers, particularly

through the threat or the use of force, entitled the colonized peoples to liberate
their territories from foreign occupation and to receive assistance. from other
States a.na. international organizations.

That corollary to the :principle of self-

determination had been endorsed by the General Assembly, which had called upon all
States to :provide moral and material. assistance to national liberation moYements.
2:;..

The fifth element was the fact toot the principle, as confirmed by United

Nations practice, applied primarily to peoples _subJect to :foreign domination.

That

had been the meaning clearly attributed to the word "people" by the authors of' the

Atlantic Charter wben they bad stated that they wished to see sovel'eign rights and
self-government restored to those who had been forcibly deprived of them. '.rhe
difficul.ty of achieving an a.greed definition of the term "people" should in no
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way

impede the ~pplication of the pr!neiple..

The intmiationa.1 community vas now -

mature enough to distinguish between gamine self ..dete:rruination and secession in
the guise of self-dete:rnnnatiou.
24.

Mr. ENGO (cameroon) wcatid that his delegation would :r.ot have found it

"-tw~

necessary to join in the denunciations of im:periallsm but for the fact thst some

nations still felt that i!l'.l.perialisin -was a Jti.stifieble policy.

Eis country well

knew what it meant to be dominated by another, since it na.a been colonized by
three colonial Powers in one century. T'here was, moreover, a tendency to discuss .
colonialism in purely academic terms although it -was a living reality; his country
was still endeavouring to eliminate the vestiges of the colonial era.

It would

not consider its freedom and independence complete while other-a were living in
conditions -worse than those to which it had itself been subjected..
25.

Attempts had been mad.e to justify colonialism in various way,s.

It bad been

suggestea. that colonizers had v.tshed to bring religion to atheists, despite the

tact that Africa had had its ova religions long befo~ their a1·rival.

Another

suggestion had been that colonizers had come to civilize which had perhaps meant
that Africa was to be made European, although at best, the imperialists had
merely attempted to impose Emough culture to promote economic proauctiv.Lty. It
we.a questionable whether Portugal, fo:r example, wished to make Af'rlcans into
Euro:pea:r:s and there 'Was, moreover, no need for the African to become a. European
since his culture -was quite different:

Africans regarded civilization as a thing

of the mind and not as the possession of mater,iaJ. wealth.

Furthermore, since the

concept of colonialism included the concept of exploitation, it could he.ra.ly be
said to be an act of civilization.

It hed also been suggested that colonialism

had been necessary in order to administer peoples incapable of administering

themselves.

In the case of Dameroo:n, however, the system of indirect role "Which

had been :introduced by the United Kingdom, had been clear proof that his country

had been capable of administering itself.
26.

The United Nations shou.ld bend all. its efforts to condemning and eradicating

eo1onialism..

Portugal and. South A:frica -were in need of both civilization and

education and the e:dsting regiro.e in Rhodesia was :not only ignorant of' the lessons
of history but totally despised them.

There were, moreover, other no leas

:re-preh.enstbLe although often disg,_d.sed :forms ot' colonialism ~till e."l:.:tsting

else~here in the ~orld.
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27.

His delegation vas.a co~sponsor of the eleven-Power proposal

(A/Ac.125/L.;1

a.nd Ad.d.l) because it belleyed that all peoples had the :right to self-determination, ·

that all men were creeted equal and that the subjection of peol)J..es to alien
domination was both immoral. anti. Uleea.J. ..

28.

S:tr Kenn!;!h_~~ {Australia.) 1,'ecalled that the inclusion in the Charter

o:f the expression "equal rights And f3el.f:Ieterm:1mt:to:n 0£ peoples" had been the·
resul.t of' an amendment pro90sed by the USSR deJ.egation at Ban Francisco, m1d wa

based on a. provis!on in the Constitution of' the USSR.

That could be taken

as

a.n

indication that the 1):tinc:ipl.e had not been understood at Sa,n Francisco as being
limited to peopl.es under colonial. ruJ.e, but had bee..'l seen prima:.:'ily in its
historical., European context.

In his delegation's view, the attempt made in

documents A/AC ..125/L.16 and A/Ac.125/L.3J. to 3.imit ita application to i:eoples
under some fom o:f colonial rule ws a departure from the Charter. Tb.e United
states proposal

(A/Ac.12.5/L.32),

vhich endeavoured to place the principle in a more

universal -perspective, deserved. the careful cons:i.dera.tion of the membel~a of the

Drafting Committee.
~.

His delegation regretted that in proposals for the formuJ.atiol".1 01' a. juridical.

text stating the princ:t:9les of' in·~ernational law there should ba a :failure to
distinguish bet'v."ee:n the situation of No.i..Scl.f'-<lo'verning Tgr:ritories 'Which wre
being administered in acco:clance vith i:.he provisions of the Charter and those
which vere not. The objectives set out in Chapt~rs XI to XIII of the Charter,
vhich owed much to initiatives by the. Un:J.ted Kingdom and Australia at San Francisco,

were wholly consistent. v:Lt~ the principle of' equal. rights and self-determination o:f'
peoples. His delegation rejected the derogatory description which had been given
of the international. trusteeship system by one representative at the previous
meeting; that system. ws an honourable and accepted part o:e the machinery
established by the Charter.
:,o. He al.so 'Wished to say that the objectives pursued by Austral.ia. in respect of
the TerritorieG for whose administration it was responsible before the United
Nations did not inc:lUde the reprehensibJ.e objectives just referred to by the
re11resenta.tive of Cameroon~ Spokesmen ±'or the Australian Government had made it
cl.ear that Australia regarded itself' as under an obligation to provide,. as soon as
practicable., an opportunity for the people o:r the Ter.ritories under its
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administration to exercise full self•determination and had given assurances that

Aust:ra.;ua. would :respect the choice of the populations concerned regarding their
~~~-

.

}l~ Eis delegation welcomed the attempt ma.de in the United States propos~l to
formulate the scope of the.principle of sel:f'•detel'Tllination in legal terms. On the
other hand, documents A/AC.,12.5/L.16 and A/AC.~125/L.}l in Auert:ralia's .View, both
departed in some respects fl'Olll the Charter, and contained provisions which were
unacceptable fo:r reasons al.ready stated by the representa.tt ves or the UnHed
States and the United Kingdom. liis delegation had abstained ~n the vote on
General Assembfy resolution 1514 (XV), and had made clear that it did not regard
that resolution as a whole as Tepresenting a formulation of interDational law.
Mr. Krishna Rao resumed the Chair.

32.

Mr. MtLLER (Canada) said that it was natural that the emphasis today

should be on the desi::e and determinat:io:n of' all peoples to be free and equal under

the la11.

Gana.dians sympathized. with that desire, for Canada had once been a. colony

and had been. one of' the first t-o evolve from colonial status to independence.. 'l.'he
principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples -was basic to the

United Nations Cha1.'ter and ah'ea::ly enjoyed very wide acceptance.

3}. Some of the ma.in elements of the concept of equal :rights and. self'...determination
of peoples were enumerated in detail in the Charter, in Cb.a:pters XI and XU, in the

Preamble and in Articles 1 and 55. There were a.ifferences :regarding the
inte!!J:reta:tion o:f' the principle. On the one hand it was argtJ.ed that the principle
must be interpreted as appl;ying primarily to States, while on the other hand it vas
equally arguable tha.t it concerned peoples as such... His delega.t1on 1 s view was that
the Principle we.a not meant to be llmi ted to States.

The deba:te had also revealed .

dif·ferences of opinion regarding the interpretation of the te:rm 11 self-determinatton",
When the era of decolonization had been at its zenith, the term had been taken to
imply necessarily full independence. His delegation considered, however, that the

Committee should avoid giving too narrow a definition to the term bearing in mind
the fact tha.t many ot the smaller countries which were still dependent might prefer
to maintain a status of association with another country rather than bear the
responsibilities of complete independence. That possibility was recognized in
General Assembly resolution 1541 {1.'V).
34. The Coll'llll:i.ttee could not ignore Get1ernl Assembly resolution l.514 (XV) as a.
declaration of what the international colmllUnity expected With regard to colonial
territories and peoples.. That text was also, however, a pol:t tical document which/ •••
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should have no more than persuasive force in the Committee' s discm.s sions regarding
the legal elements of the principle 1n question. The resolution declared that all
peoples had the right to self-determina.tion, and were entitled to determine freely
their political status and to pursue .freely their economic, social and. cultural
development; it also affirmed that attempts aimed at the partial or total disruption
of the national unity and territorial integrity of a t::ountry were incompatib1e with
the purposes and principles of the Charter.
:;5. There was some measure of comm.on ground in the proposals before the Committee.
In his delegation's view, the object should be to produce a balanced definition
which 'WBB generally acceptable to all. A considerable measure of give-and-take
would be required in order to produce a comprpmise text. Among the proposals
submitted, his delegation favoured A/Ac.125/L.3'2., regarding it as a serious attempt ·
to produce a comprehensive and balanced statement of the several elernents of the
principle.

Mr. CHAMMAS (Lebanon) said that the Committee should ne'f'cr forget that the
principl.es it ws formulating wuld affect the lives of people. That was
particularly relevant in relation to a principl.e vhich dealt explicitly with the
rights of peoples. To try to assert that the Charter principle applied to States
only could only be regarded as an attempt to stop the clock, and he was glad
that most speakers seemed to be in agreement that the principle applied also to

peoples which had not yet had an opportunity fol" sel.:f'•expression.
37. Lebanon 'WOuld like to add its name to the sponsors or docUlllent A/Ac.125/t.31,
'Which reflected its own position on the subject. With rega:l'd to the United States
proposal (A/Ac.125/L.32), his delegation wuld like to suggest an amendment:
the introductory words of' -paragraph 2.A (1) should read "The principle is app1ice.ble
to" and sub ... para.gra.ph (b) should begin 11 the indigenous :populat:f.on of a. zone of
occupation ••• "• The purpose of that suggestion could be gat}lered from his earlier
remarks.

38.

Mr. VIZCAINO LEAL (Guatemala) observed that the principle of self•

determination was a. natural corollary of the principle of human freedom; moreover,
the self-determination of one people necessarily imp.lied respect for the rights of
other peoples to self-d.eterm.ina.tion. Unfortunately, some States denied that the
principle had been accepted by the members of the international community ss a legal

/ ...
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To make such a denial was a.n abeu.raity, since every State owed :tts

existence to an act of' sa:l.f ~ t ! o n . , as did the Governments which

delegations represented.

;9.

Despite the appearance of' t:1e principle in a number of intern.a.tional

iDBtruments., many veJ.l-1mcrwn authorities on inter11ational law claimed that it waa
a. :political and not a legal concept, o:r., like Kelsen, toot the pr::h:iciple stated
in the Charter ref'er:red exclusively to states and. their sovereignty. The principle
~d not been recogni4ed as a positive norm. of international lav p~or to the
Second World War, and although the Cba:rter set forth the principle it did not
define it. In his delee;ation' s view, it ·was in the resolutions of' the General,
· Assembly that its scope was defined.; he need only mention :resolution 1514 {XV).
Two ess:ent:ta.l objectives s:mong others were set forth in that resolution.

Cn the

one hand :tt was af:fi:rmed that no people should be denied the :right to establish

itself as a State vith full aov"t:?reign :rights; on the other, it was laid dovn, in
o-penrtive :parag:raph 6 that aey attempt to dis~pt the territorial unity of a
country v1as incompatible '11th the Charter, and, in operative paragraph 7, tha:t the
sovereign :rights of all peoples and. their territorial integity must be respected.
40. In order to establish tbe scope and limitations of the principle given legal
f'orce in that resol.ution., its text must be correctly interpreted.. :Professor
Velasquez, form.er Pe:rma.nent Re.presen+..ative of Uruguay to the United Nations, had
discussed the meaning of paragraph 6 of the resolution in a study :publlsbed in
1963 • !n that study, Professor Velasquez recalled that, during the discussion of
the :relevant dreft resolution, Guatemala had introduced an amendment to state that
the principle of se11'-detel'l'.!lination coula not :impair the right of territoria~
integrity or the right to the :recovery of territory. The rep.resentative of
Guatema1a at the time had argued that the addition was desirable :for reasons of'
clarity, but he had withd:rmm the amendment in the light of a statement 'by the
reJ;)resentative of Indonesia, one of the sponsors, to the effect that the id.ea
expressed in the Guatemalan amendment tvas fully covered by the existing text of
paragraph 6 • That interpretation was of' g!'eat importance, Prof'essor Velasquez
added, for small countries which had been robbed of portions rif their national
terr1tor-J; the strict application of the principle of sel~-determiz:!.3tion would
place the futu.:re of any such territory in the hands of' a small group of settlers
established there by the conqn.erJ us:

fuwe:r.

legalize a situation 1mpoaed by force.
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41.

That concept had been recognized in the int~rnn.tional law of the Americas;

for example, it had been agreed at the 1i'c:ath Inter.. Arr.erica.n Conference held in
Caracas in 19:5!i that the principle of self-detero:i.nation

WElS

not to be applied to

territories which were st:.bj£.ct to litigation or daim between extra-continental
countries and certain At1.erican rer,ub:..icn.

42.

Thus his delegation considered that resolution l:514 (XV) could. be rer,Jnrded as

establishing a principle of international law, anc that the Drafting C0rumittee
should base itself on that z-esoluJ.;ion. His delegation wouJ.d be opposed to any
draft -which 'WOuld either minimize the p:~inciple of self-determination or extend.
its scope beyo::id the limits established in that res:ilution.

43. His delegution ,:as not in fo.vour of putting to the vote the drl.ftS submitted
to the Committee, since, the consequence of such a procedure would be to ebtablish
principles of a political. natm:e rather 'tron legal principles; the creation of a
principle of inter~atJ. onal law necessari].y required the consent of all the States
niaJ.dni up the internati;:inal community.

44.

The CHAIRMAU said that the three proposals 1.1hich bsd been submitted,

together with.the amendment to the United States pro)?osal suggested.by Lebanon,

woul.d. be referred to the Dre.:f'tin3 Committee.
The meeting rose at 1.15 P...:1!!·

